FOREWORD

This manual is divided into five volumes: 1 — Chassis, 2 — Engine, 3 — Electrical, 4 — Body,
5 — Maintenance and Lubrication. These volumes should provide Service Technicians with
complete information covering normal service repairs on all 1973 model passenger cars built
by the Ford Companies in the U. S. and Canada. As changes in the product occur. This
information will be updated by Technical Service Bulletins. When issued, T.S.B. information
always supersedes the information in the manual.
Information in each volume is grouped by system or component plus "General Service" part
which contains information common to several similar components.
The table of contents on the first page of each volume indicates the general content of the
book and provides a handy tab locator to make it easy to find the first page of each
"Group." That page will contain an index to "Parts" and the first page of each "Part"
contains a detailed index which gives page location for each service operation covered. Page
numbers are consecutive in each "Part."
To make reference easier, information has been broken down into smaller units so that
essentially there is now one "Part" for each component or system. Group numbers indicate
the volume in which the group may be found.
Example:

11

-

02

-

21

Volume 1 - Group 11 - Part 02 - Page 21
Engine Diagnosis and Emission Systems diagnosis and sefvtee for 1973 model vehicles are
covered in a separate publication (Form No. 365-12673F).
The descriptions and specifications in this manual were in effect at the time this manual was
approved for printing. Ford Marketing Corporation reserves the right to discontinue models
at any time, or change specifications or design, without notice and without incurring
obligation.
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(VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER)

DATE: 08/72

MFD. BY FORD MOTOR CO. IN U.S.A.
DATE: 08/72
GVWR 5892
GAWR: FRONT 2964, REAR 2928

THIS VEHICLE MANUFACTURED
FOR EXPORT

THIS VEHICLE CONFORMS TO ALL
APPLICABLE FEDERAL MOTOR
VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS IN
EFFECT ON THE DATE OF MANUFACTURE SHOWN ABOVE.
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COLOR CODE

( T ) BODY SERIAL CODE

(T)

VEHICLE TYPE

( T ) MODEL YEAR CODE

( ? ) DISTRICT - SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

DATE: 08/72
GVWR 5892
GAWR: FRONT 2964, REAR 2928
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VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS IN
EFFECT ON THE DATE OF MANUFACTURE SHOWN ABOVE.
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TRANS. I AXLE | DSO

W
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(CANADA)
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FIG.

1 Vehicle Identification and Certification Labels

OFFICIAL VEHICLE
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

The official Vehicle Identification
Number (VIN) (Fig. 1) for title and
registration purposes is stamped on a
metal tab that is fastened to the
instrument panel close to the windshield
on the driver's side of the car and is
visible from outside.

VEHICLE CERTIFICATION LABEL

The Vehicle Certification Label
(V.C. Label) (Fig. 1) is attached to the
rear face of the left front door on all 4door models and Mustangs and
Cougars, and to the left door lock pillar
on all other 2-door models. The upper
half of the label contains the name of the
manufacturer, the month and year of

manufacture, the Gross Vehicle Weight
Rating (GVWR), the Gross Axle
Weight Rating (GAWR), and the
certification statement.
The V.C. label also contains the
Vehicle Identification Number. This
number is also used for warranty
identification of the vehicle. The first
number indicates the model year. The
letter following the model year number
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indicates the manufacturing assembly

Continental Mark IV.
The remaining information on the
V.C. Label consists of pertinent vehicle
identification codes:
The BODY code is two numerals
and a letter identifying the body style.
The COL (color) code is a number
and letter indicating the exterior paint
color code.
The TRIM code consists of a twoletter or a letter-number combination
designating the interior trim.
The AXLE code is a number or
letter indicating the rear axle ratio and
standard or locking type axles.

The TRNS. code is a number or
l e t t e r i n d i c a t i n g the type of
transmission.
The DSO code, consisting of two
numbers, designates the district in
which the car was ordered and may
appear in conjunction with a Domestic
Special Order or Foreign Special Order
number when applicable. Ford of
Canada DSO codes consist of a letter
and a number.
The following charts provide the
various codes and their respective
identification:

plant. The next two numbers designate
the Body Serial Code followed by a
letter expressing the Engine Code.
The last six digits of the Vehicle
Identification Number indicate the
Consecutive Unit Number of each unit
built at each assembly plant. The
Consecutive Unit Numbers begin as
follows:
100,001—Ford, Torino, Mustang,
Thunderbird, Maverick and Pinto.
500,001—Mercury, Meteor,
Montego, Cougar, Comet.
800,001—Lincoln Continental and
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ASSEMBLY PLANT, ENGINE, TRANSMISSION, REAR AXLE RATIO, DISTRICT AND
EXTERIOR PAINT CODES
DISTRICT CODES

DISTRICT CODES

FORD

ASSEMBLY PLANT CODES
""

Code Letter
....
....
....
....
....
....
.. ..
....
....

A
B
E
F
G
H
J
N
P
R
S
T
U
W
X
Y
Z

....
....
....
....
....
....
....

Atlanta
Oakville (Canada)
Mahwah
Dearborn
Chicago
Lorain
Los Angeles
Kansas City
Norfolk
Twin Cities
San Jose
Allen Park (Pilot)
Metuchen
Louisville
Wayne
St. Thomas
Wixom
St. Louis

ENGINE CODES

Codes
A
C
F
H
L
N
Q
S
T
W
X

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
3(D. . . . . . .
©

Code

District

11
15
16
17
21
22
23
26
31
32
33
34
41
42
46*
51
52
53

Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Washington
Atlanta
Dallas
Jacksonville
Memphis
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Detroit
Chicago
St. Louis
Twin Cities
Denver
Los Angeles
Oakland
Seattle
Home Office Reserve
Export

54
84
90

No. of
Cyls.

Displacement

8
8
8
8
6
8
8
8
6
4
4
6

460-4V
460-4V Police
302-2V
351-2V
250-1V
429-4V
351-4V (CJ)
400-2V
200-1V
91-1V (1600 cc)
122-2V (2000cc)
250-1V

Low Compression Export

District

Code

LINCOLN-MERCURY

11

Boston

12
13
14
15

Buffalo
New York
Pittsburgh
Newark
Philadelphia
Washington

16
17
21

Atlanta
Charlotte

22

Memphis
Jacksonville

Zo
24
25
26
28

Richmond
New Orleans
Louisville

41

Chicago

42

Cleveland

43

Milwaukee
Lansing
Indianapolis

4b
46

47

Cincinnati
Detroit

48

Dallas
Kansas City
Omaha
St. Louis
Davenport
Houston
Twin City

52
53
54
55
56
57
FORD OF CANADA
Mercury
Code

Ford
Code

Region

A1
A2
A3
A4
A6
A7
12

. . .
....
....
....
....
....
. .. .

Central
Eastern
Atlantic
Midwestern
Western
Pacific
Export

.
.
.
.
.

B1
B2
B3
B4
B6

B7
.

12

58
71

Los Angeles
San Jose

72
73
74
75

Salt Lake City
Seattle
Phoenix

76
83
84

Denver
Government

85
87

American Red Cross
Body Company

89
90-99

Transportation Services
Export

Home Office Reserve

EXTERIOR PAINT COLOR CODES
TRANSMISSION CODES
Codes

Type

1
5
E
W
U
X
Z

3-Speed Manual
4-Speed Manual
4-Speed Manual
Automatic (C4)
Automatic (C6)
Automatic (FMX)
Automatic (C6 Special)

REAR AXLE RATIO CODES

Conventional
2

Lock

Ratio

.. K
L

2.75:1

3
6

••0

3.00:1

7

2.79:1
3.40:1

9

R

3251

A

3.50:1

G

.. S
.. -

~

.. V

3.91:1

3.55:1

Code
1A
1C
1D
2B
2C
2G
2J
2K
3A
3B
3D
3G
3K
3L
4B
4C
4D
4N
4P
4Q
4S

...
...
...
...
...
...
.. .
...
...
...
.. .
...
...
...
...
. ..
...
. ..
...
. ..

M-32-J
Number

Color

Code

5100-A
1724-A
5106-A
3560-A
5011-A
5070-A
3059-A
5255-A
921-A
3429-A
5087-A
5094-A
5210-A
5209-A
5025-A
5072-A
5069-A
5173-A
3462-A
3542-A
5060-A

Lt. Gray Met.
Black
Silver Met.
Brt. Red
Red Met.
Med. Red Met.
Maroon
Fuschia
Platinum
Lt. Blue
Med. Blue Met.
Brt. Dk. Blue Met.
Brt. Blue Met.
Silver Blue Met.
Brt. Green Gold Met.
Ivy Bronze Met.
Dk. Ivy Bronze Met.
Med. Aqua
Med. Green Met.
Dk. Green Met.
Lt. Green

4U
5A
5D
5F
5H
5J
5K
5L
5M
5N
5P
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
6G
6L
9A
9C

.

...
...
...
. ..
. ..
...
...
...
. ..
...
. ..
...
. ..
...
. ..
. ..
...
...
...
.. .

M-32-J
Number

Color

5212-A
3314-A
5102-A
5099-A
3564-A
5071-A
5076-A
5003-A
5144-A
5146-A
5206-A
3565-A
3492-A
3341-A
5080-A
5079-A
5086-A
5136-A
1619-A
5289-A

Brt. Lime Gold Met.
Pewter Met.
Ginger Bronze Met.
Dk. Brown Met.
Ginger Met.
Med. Ginger Met.
Dk. Gold Met.
Tan
Med. Chestnut Met.
Med. Orange Met.
Copper Met.
Lt. Goldenrod
Med. Goldenrod
Yellow
Med. Brt. Yellow
Brt. Yellow Gold Met.
Brt. Yellow Gold Met.
Med. Gold Met.
White
White
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BODY SERIAL AND STYLE CODES
Body
Style
Code

Body Type

Model

Vehicle

Body
Serial
Code

Body
Style
Code

Body Type

27

53 B

4-Dr. Sedan Hardtop

Torino

MERCURY

48

57B

4-Dr. Hardtop

25

65B

2-Dr. Hardtop

54

53 F

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

Monterey-

30

65D

2-Dr. Hardtop

Gran

56

65F

2-Dr. Hardtop

Custom

31

53D

4-Dr. Sedan Hardtop

Torino

58

57F

4-Dr. Hardtop

35

63R

2-Dr. Fastback

Gran

63

53 H

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

38

65R

2-Dr. Hardtop

Torino Sport

66

65H

2-Dr. Hardtop

40

71B

Torino

Station

68

57H

4-Dr. Hardtop

42

71D

Gran. Torino

Wagons 4-Dr.

62

53K

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

43

71K

Torino Squire

64

65K

2-Dr. Hardtop

47

97 D

Ranchero 500

67

57 K

4-Dr. Hardtop

48

97 R

Ranchero GT

72

71B

4-Dr. 6 Pass. ®

Monterey

49

97 K

Ranchero Squire
74

71H

4-Dr. 6 Pass.®

Marquis Wagon

76

71K

4-Dr. 6 Pass. ®

Marquis Colony

MERCURY

40

53 X

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

(CANADA ONLY)

41

65X

2-Dr. Hardtop
4-Dr. Hardtop

Vehicle

Body
Serial
Code

TORINO

COMET

COUGAR

FORD

Ranchero

Model

Marquis

Brougham

vVagon
Standard

30

54B

4-Dr. Sedan

31

62B

2-Dr. Sedan®

91

65D

2-Dr. Hardtop®

92

76D

Convertible

93

65F

2-Dr. Hardtop

94

76 F

Convertible

42

57X

52

650

2-Dr. Hardtop (Canada Only)

Custom 500

49

53 B

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

53

53 D

4-Dr. Sedan

Custom 500

51

65B

2-Dr. Hardtop

54

53 F

4-Dr. Sedan

Galaxie 500

50

53 B

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

56

57 F

4-Dr. Hardtop

52

65B

2-Dr. Hardtop

58

65F

2-Dr. Hartdop

53

57 B

4-Dr. Hardtop

61

76 H

Convertible

70

71B

Rideau 500-6 Pass.®

Station

62

65H

2-Dr. Hardtop

71

71B

Montcalm-6Pass.®

Wagons-4 Dr.

02

53B

4-Dr. Sedan Hardtop

Montego

03

65B

2-Dr. Hardtop

04

53 D

4 Dr. Sedan Hardtop

05

63D

2-Dr. Fastback

63

53 H

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

64

57 H

4-Dr. Hardtop

66

53 K

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

67

57 K

4-Dr. Hardtop

68

65K

2-Dr. Hardtop

72

71D

4-Dr. Wagon

Park Wagon

Standard

XR-7 Luxury

LTD

MONTEGO

LTD Brougham

Marquis

Rideau 500

Montcalm

Montego MX

07

65D

2-Dr. Hardtop

Custom 500

10

53 K

4-Dr. Sedan Hardtop

Mantego MX

Ranch®

11

65K

2-Dr. Hardtop

Brougham

74

71F

4-Dr. Wagon

Country Sedan®

16

63 R

2-Dr. Fastback

Mantego GT

76

71H

4-Dr. Wagon

Country

08

71D

Montego MX

Station

LINCOLN

81

65A

2-Dr. Hardtop

CONTINENTAL

82

53A

4-Dr. Sedan Hardtop

MARK IV

89

65D

2-Dr, Hardtop

MAVERICK

91

62A

2-Dr. Sedan

92

54A

4-Dr. Sedan

93

62D

2-Dr. Sport Sedan

Grabber

44

53 B

4 Dr. Pillar Hardtop

Monterey

46

65B

4 Dr. Hardtop

Squire®

MERCURY

MUSTANG

Standard

PINTO

THUNDERBIRD
(3)Also"GT

18

71K

Montego MX Villager

W;3gons-4 Dr.

01

65D

2-Dr. Hardtop

Standard

02

63D

2-Dr. Sportsroof

03

76 D

Convertible

04

65F

2-Dr. Hardtop

05

63R

2-Dr. Sportsroof

Much 1

10

62B

2-Dr. Sedan

Standard

11

64B

3-Dr. Model

12

73B

2-Dr. Wagon

87

65K

2-Dr. Hardtop

Grande

(2) Also-avBfeWe-w/Ouaf-Faceitar Seats

CY1412-C
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INTERIOR TRIM CODES
Code

BA
BB
BF

BG

HA
HB
HC
HF
HG

JA
JB
JF
JG
KA
KB
KC
KF
KG
LA
LB
LC
LF
LG
PU

AA
AB
AD
AP
AR
AT
AY
AZ
AH

BA

BB
BD
BF
BP
BR
BT
BY
BZ
BQ
BW
B5
B9

AA
AB
AF
AG
AQ
AW

Trim Scheme

COMET
Random Stripe B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
Med. Blue
Ginger
Avocado
Tooled Leather/Corinth. Vinyl
(L/B Bench)
Black
Blue
Orange
Ginger
Avocado
Aurora B/Cloth and Corinth. Vinyl
(L/B Bench)
•
Black
Blue
Ginger
Avocado
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
Blue
Orange
Ginger
Avocado
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Black
Med. Blue
Orange
Ginger
Avocado
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Tan
CONTINENTAL MARK IV
Westminster B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B S/Bench)
Black
Dk. Blue
Dk. Red
Silver
Dk. Green
Beige-Brn.
Gold
Tobacco
Victoria Corduroy B/Cloth
Cranberry
Natural Grain
Leather/Corinth. Vinyl
(L/B S/Bench)
Black
Dk.Blue
Dk. Red
Med. Ginger
Silver
Dk. Green
Beige-Brn.
Gold
Tobacco
W/Blue*
W/Black*
W/Green*
W/Tobacco*
COUGAR
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl
(H/B Bucket)
Black
Med. Blue
Med. Ginger
Avocado
W/Blue*
W/Black*

*Wh te Turn with Color Components

Code

Trim Scheme

W/Ginger*
W/Avocado*
Random Stripe B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Black
BA
Med. Blue
BB
Med. Ginger
BF
Avocado
BG
Tan
BU
Sebrmg Knit and Corinth. Vinyl
(H/B Bucket)
CA
Black
CB
Med. Blue
Med. Ginger
CF
CG
Avocado
Tan
CU
W/Blue*
CO
W/Black*
cw
C3 .
W/Ginger*
W/Avocado*
C6 .
Natural Grain Leather and
Mateao Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Black
DA
Med. Blue
DB
DF
Med. Ginger
DG
Avocado
Tan
DU
W/Blne*
DQ
W/Black*
DW
W/Gmgei '
D3
D6
W/Avocado'
Random Stripe B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
EA
Black
Med. Blue
EB
EF
Med. Ginger
EG
Avocado
EU
Tan
FORD
Linares B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
AA
Black
AB
Med. Blue
AR
Med. Green
AT
Beige-Brn.
Akron/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
BA
Black
BB
Med. Blue
BR
Med. Green
BT
Beige-Brn.
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
CA
CB
Med. Blue
CR
Med. Green
CT
Beige-Brn.
Baroda B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
DA
Black
DB
Med. Blue
DF
Ginger
DR
Med. Green
DT
Beige-Brn.
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
EA
Black
Med. Blue
EB
EF
Ginger
ER
Med. Green
ET
Beige-Brn.
Ri ffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
FA
Black
FB
Med. Blue
FF
Ginger
A3
A6

**CANADA ONLY

Code

Trim Scheme

Med. Green
Beige-Brn.
Barletta B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
GA
GB
Med. Blue
GF
Ginger
GR
Med. Green
GT
Beige-Brn.
Aurora B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Flight Bench)
HA
Black
HB
Med. Blue
HR
Med. Green
HT
Beige-Brn.
HZ
Tobacco
Aurora B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (H/BS/Bench)
Black
JA
JB
Med. Blue
JR
Med. Green
JT
Beige-Brn.
JZ
Tobacco
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (H/B S/Bench)
KA
Black
KB
Med. Blue
KF
Ginger
KR
Med. Green
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Sarasota B/Cloth and
Coiinth. Vinyl (L/B Flight Bench)
AF
Ginger
AP
Silver
AY
Gold
Westminster B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Flight Bench)
BA
Black
BB
Dk. Blue
BR
Dk. Green
BZ
Tobacco
Westmmstei B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B S/Bench)
CA
Black
CB
Dk. Blue
CR
Dk. Green
CZ
Tobacco
Natural Grain Leather and
Mateao Vinyl (L/B Flight Bench)
DA
Black
DB
Dk. Blue
DD
Dk. Red
DF
Ginger
DP
Silver
DR
Dk. Green
DT
Beige-Brn.
DY
Gold
DZ
Tobacco
DQ
W/Blue*
DW
W/Black*
D5
W/Green*
D9
W/Tobacco*
Natural Grain Leather and
Mateao Vinyl (L/B S/Bench)
EA
Black
EB
Dk. Blue
ED
Dk. Red
EF
Ginger
EP
Silver
ER
Dk. Green
ET
Beige-Brn.
EY
Gold
EZ
Tobacco
FR
FT

* * * W h i t e Trim w i t h Rlflrk n n m n n n p n K

Code
EQ
EW
E5
E9

FF
FP
FY

GA
GP
GT

HA
HP

HT

Trim Scheme

W/Blue*
W/Black*
W/Green*
W/Tobacco*
Sarasota B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B S/Bench)
Ginger
Silver
Gold
Victoria B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Flight Bench)
Black
Silver
Beige-Brn.
Natural Grain Leather and
Mateao Vinyl (L/B Flight Bench)
Black
Silver
Beige-Brn.
MAVERICK
ivm w u n i w i\
Random Stripe B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)

DA

DlonU

DA

biacK

BB
BF
BG

HA
HB
HC
HF
HG

IV1CU.
Mprl UIUC
RIIIP

Ginger
AunpoHn
MVULduu

Tooled Leather/Corinth. Vinyl
(L/B Bench)
Black
Orange
LJIDQCT

AvocBdo
Aurora B/Cloth and Corinth. Vinyl
/1 /n r>

JA
1D
JB
JF
JG
KA
KB
KC
KF
KG
LA
LB
LC
LF

LG
PU

AA
AB
AR
AT
BA
BB
BR
BT

CA
CB
CR
CT

u\

(L/B Bench)
Black
Blue
Ginger
Avocado
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
Blue
Orange
Ginger
Avocado
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Black
Med. Blue
Orange
Ginger
Avocado
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Tan
MERCURY
Linares B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black**
Med. Blue**
Med. Green**
Beige**
Akron/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black**
Med. Blue**
Med. Green**
Beige**
Barletta B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
Med. Blue
Med. Gieen
Beiqe
rvunr

30-01-06
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30-01-06

INTERIOR TRIM CODES (Cont'd)
Trim Scheme

Ruffmo/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
DA
DB
Med. Blue
Med. Green
DR
DT
Beige
Abalone B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
GA
GB
Med. Blue
Med. Green
GR
GT
Beige
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
HA
Black
HB
Med. Blue
HR
Med. Green
HT
Beige
Radiant B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B S/Bench)
JA .
Black
JB .
Med. Blue
JR .
Med. Green
JT .
Beige
JZ .
Tobacco
Abalone B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
KA
Black
KB
Med. Blue
KR
Med. Green
KT
Beige
KZ
Tobacco
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
LA
Black
LB
Med. Blue
LF
Ginger
LR
Med. Green
LT
Beige
LZ
Tobacco
Radiant B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B S/Bench)
MA
Black
MB
Med. Blue
MR
Med. Green
MT
Beige
MZ
Tobacco
Radiant B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
NA
Black
NB
Med. Blue
NR
Med. Green
NT
Beige
NZ
Tobacco
Valino/Corinth. Vinyl (H/B S/Bench)
SA
Black
SB .
Med. Blue
SF .
Ginger
SR
Med. Green
ST .
Beige
SZ .
Tobacco
Barletta B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
VA
Black
VB
Med. Blue
VR
Med. Green
VT
Beige
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
WA
Black
WB
Med. Blue
WR
Med. Green
WT
Beige
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
YA
Black**
YB
Med. Blue**
YR
Med. Green**
YT
Beige**
Valino/Corinth. Vinyl (H/B S/Bench)
ZA
Black
ZB
Med. Blue
ZF
Ginger
*White Trim with Color Components

Trim Scheme

Code
ZR
ZT
ZZ

Med. Green
Beige
Tobacco
MONTEGO

Sphere B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
AA
Black
AB
Med. Blue
Med. Green
AR
Tahiti/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
BA
Med. Blue
BB
Med. Green
BR
Sphere B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
CA
Med. Blue
CB
CR
Med. Green
Beige-Brn.
CT
CZ
Tobacco
R iffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
DA
Black
Med. Blue
DB
Ginger
DF
Med. Green
DR
Beige-Brn.
DT
Valino/Corinth. Vinyl
(L/B Flight Bench)
EA
EB
EF
ER
ET

Black
Med. Blue
Ginger
Med. Gieen
Bcige-Bm.
RL ftino/Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Black
FA
Med. Blue
FB
FF
Ginger
Med. Green
FR
FT
Beige-Brn.
Kismet B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Flight Bench)
GA
Black
GB
Med. Blue
Med. Green
GR
GT
Beige-Brn.
GZ
Tobacco
Valino/Corinth. Vinyl
(L/B Flight Bench)
HA
Black
HB
Med. Blue
HF
Ginger
HR
Med. Green
HT
Beige-Brn.
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
JA .
Black
JB .
Blue
Ginger
JF .
JR .
Green
JT .
Beige-Brn.
MUSTANG
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
AA
Black
AB
Med. Blue
Med. Ginger
AF
AG
Avocado
Tan
AU
AW
White***
Sebring Knit and Corinth. Vinyl
(H/B Bucket)
CA
Black
CB
Med. Blue
CF
Med. Ginger
CG
Avocado
Tan
CU
CW
White***
Lambeth B/Cloth and Corinth. Vinyl
(H/B Bucket)
'CANADA ONLY

Code

Trim Scheme

Black
' Med. Blue
Med. Ginger
Avocado
Tan
Sebring Knit and Corinth. Vinyl
(H/B Bucket)
Black
GA
Med. Blue
GB
Med. Ginger
GF
Avocado
GG
Tan
GU
White***
GW
PINTO
Dallas/Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Black
AA
AB
Med. Blue
Med. Ginger
AF
Avocado
AG
Beige-Brn.
AT
AQ
W/Blue*
W/Black*
AW
W/Ginger*
A3
W/Avocado*
A6
Manston B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
Black
BA
Med. Blue
BB
Oiange
BC
BF
Med. Ginger
Avocado
BG
BH
Fuchsia
BT
Beige-Brn.
BY
Yellow
Cminth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
CA
Black
Med. Blue
CB
CF
Med. Ginger
Avocado
CG
CT
Beige-Brn.
CO.
W/Blue*
W/Black*
CW
W/Ginger*
C3 .
C6 .
W/Avocado*
THUIMDERBIRD
Lambeth B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
GA
Black
Dk. Blue
GB
GF
Ginger
GR
Dk. Green
Aurora B/Cloth and
Corinth. Vinyl (L/B S/Bench)
Black
HA
HB
Dk. Blue
HF
Ginger
HR
Dk. Green
HY
Gold
HZ
Tobacco
Natural Grain Leather and
Mateao Vinyl (L/B S/Bench)
KA
Black
KB.
Dk. Blue
KF
Ginger
KR
Dk. Green
KY
Gold
KZ
Tobacco
KQ
W/Blue*
KW
W/Black*
K5
W/Gieen*
K9
W/Tobacco*
*White Turn with Color Components
TORINO/RANCHERO
Akron/Connth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
AA
Black
AB
Med. Blue
AR
Med. Gieen
AT
Beige-Brn.

FA
FB
FF

CZ CD

Code

•**White Trim with Black Components

Trim Scheme

Code

Sphere B/Cloth and Cor nth. Vinyl
(L/B Bench)
BA
Black
BB
IVed. Blue
BR . . .
IVed. Green
BT
Beige-Brn.
BZ
T'lhanrn
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinvl (L/B Bench)
Black
CA
CB
Med. Blue
Ginger
CF
Med. Green
CR
CT
Beige-Brn.
Balmoral B/Cloth and Cor nth. Vinyl
(L/B Bench)
DA
Black
n
c
G'iger
Uh
Balmoral B/Cloth and Coi nth. Vinyl
Rpnrh)
\(1
L.//R
LJ UCI
IUI 1 /
EA
Black
G nner
EF
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
Black
FA
Med. Blue
FB
Ginger
FF
FR
Med. Green
FT
Be ge-Brn.
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L/B Bench)
GA
bieck
GB
Med. Blue
pc
Ginger
br
Green
GR
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinvl (H/B Bucket)
Black
KA
Mod. Blue
KB
Ginger
KF
Med. Green
KR
KT
Beige-Brn.
Ruffmo/Corinth. Vinyl (H/B Bucket)
MA
Black
MB
Mod. Blue
P i r nnibriger
MF
Med. Green
MR
Rfiine-Rrn
MT
Inverness B/Cloth and Corinth. Vinyl
(L/B Flight Bend")
Black
NA
M e l Blue
NB
Med. Green
NR
Beige-Brn.
NT
NZ
Tcbacco
Sphere B/Cloth and Corinth. Vinyl
(L/b bench)
QA
bld^K
QB
IVIfij Blue
QR ' . ' " ' '
Mtd Green
QT
Be ge-Brn.
QZ
Tobacco
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L,'B Bench)
RA
Black
Med. Blue
RB
RF
Ginger
RR
Med. Green
RT
Be ge-Brn.
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (H/3 Bucket)
CA

oA
CD
JU

Dl,-,,l,
DICLIS
MoH Rlno
IVIctl. DlUc

. .

Ginger
SF
SR
".'.'".
Med. Green
ST . . . . . .
Beme-Brn.
Ruffino/Corinth. Vinyl (L'B Bench)
Black
UA
Med. Blue
UB
UF
Ginger
UR
M e l Green
UT
Bekie-Brn.
Balmora B/Cloth and Cori'th. Vinyl
VA
VF

/1 /D Pnnnh\
(L/b
bench;

. . . . ... . . . . . . . . .

Bla'k
Girder

CY1414C
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
CHARGING SYSTEM FUSE LINK
The fuse link is a short length of
insulated wire integral with the engine
compartment wiring harness. It is
several wire gages smaller than the
circuit that it protects. Production fuse
links are the color of the circuit being
supplied by the fuse link. Service fuse
links are green or black depending on
usage. All fuse links have a flag moulded

on the wire or on the terminal insulator.
Color identification of the flag or
connector is Red—18 Ga. wire,
Orange—16 Ga. wire, or Green—14
Ga. wire. Fig. 1 shows fuse link
installations.
When heavy current flows, such as
when a booster battery is connected
incorrectly or a short to ground occurs
in the wiring harness, the fuse link burns

out and protects the alternator or
wiring.
A burned out link may have bare
wire ends protruding from the
insulation, or it may only have expanded
or bubbled insulation with illegible
identification. If it is hard to determine
if the link is burned out, perform a
continuity test.
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t

J

FUSE LINK
INK

*J

STARTER
RELAY

*
FUSE LINK

BATTERY
ft
TERMINAL /
\ ^ s * \

v
ALTERNATOR

SPLIC

STARTER
SOLENOID
ON STARTER

BATTERY

BATTERY

V

SUPPLY WIRE TO
VEHICLE EQUIPMENT

FORD, MERCURY, METEOR, TORINO, MONTEGO,
MAVERICK, COMET, AND PINTO

FUSE LINK
LOOPED OUTSIDE
OF THE WIRE HARNESS

SPLICE
SUPPLY WIRE TO
VEHICLE EQUIPMENT
ALTERNATOR

s

BATTERY
TERMINAL

MUSTANG AND COUGAR

ALTERNATOR

THUNDERBIRD, LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
AND CONTINENTAL MARK I Z
J 1431-B

FIG. 1 Fuse Link Installation

TESTING
The alternator and alternator
regulator are precision built units, and
the equipment to make tests in the
charging system must be accurate.
Voltmeters must be accurate within 0.1
(one tenth) volt within the range of 12 to
16 volts and ammeters within one
ampere at 30 to 65 amperes to permit
correct measurement of the alternator
and regulator. The meters on Rotunda
equipment should be calibrated once a
year and the date of calibration stamped
on the meter face. It is recommended
that this practice be followed by all
technicians in order to maintain their
meters at acceptable accuracy.
Where applicable, the tests are
divided into On Vehicle and On Bench
Test procedures. Either procedure can
be followed depending on the equipment
available for the tests.
Trouble shooting or diagnosis is
required before actual repairs can be
made in the electrical system. Even
where an obvious fault makes the
replacement of a unit necessary, you
must still find out why the unit failed.
The trouble shooting procedures given
in the Electrical Systems Diagnosis
Manual will aid in making a correct
diagnosis. When a trouble is diagnosed
correctly, unnecessary repairs are
prevented, the time the vehicle is out of
service will be decreased, and the repairs
that are made will be permanent.
ON VEHICLE TESTS

Before performing charging system
tests on the vehicle, note the complaint
such as: slow cranking, battery dead or
using an excessive amount of water, top
of battery wet, ammeter shows charge at
all times and/or no charge, alternator

warning lamp does not come on and/or
never goes out. This information will
add in isolating the part of the system
causing the problem.
The battery must be in proper state
of charge (at least 1.200 specific
gravity).
VISUAL INSPECTION

1. Check the fuse link located between
the starter solenoid and the
alternator. Replace the fuse link if
burned.
2. Check the b'attery posts and battery
cable terminals for clean and tight
connections. Remove the battery
cables (if corroded), clean and install
them securely.
3. Check for clean and tight wiring
connections at the alternator,
regulator and engine.
4. Check the alternator belt tension
and tighten to specification (if
necessary).
INDICATOR LIGHT-ALTERNATOR
CHARGING SYSTEM

Normal Charge Indicator

With Ignition switch off —
Alternator lamp is off
With ignition switch on (engine not
running) — Alternator lamp is on
With ignition switch on (engine
running) — Alternator lamp is off
1. If the charge indicator lamp does not
come on with the ignition key in the
on position and the engine not
running, check the I wiring circuit
for an open circuit or burned out
charge indicator lamp (ignition
switch to regulator I terminal).
2. If the charge indicator light does not
come on, disconnect the wiring plug
connector at the regulator and
connect a jumper wire from the I
terminal of the regulator wiring plug

to the negative battery post cable
clamp.
3. The charge indicator lamp should go
on with the ignition key turned to
the on position.
4. If the charge indicator bulb does not
go on, check the bulb for continuity
and replace (if burned out).
5. If the bulb is not burned out, an open
circuit exists between the ignition
switch and the regulator.
A good indication of a problem in
the I wiring circuit (ignition switch to
regulator I terminal) will show when the
charge indicator light goes out with high
engine rpm. This is caused by an open
circuit in the 15 ohm resistor wire
(connected in parallel with the indicator
light) generally at the terminal point
(either end of the resistor wire).
AMMETER-ALTERNATOR CHARGING
SYSTEM

Normal Charge Indicator

With ignition switch off and no
electrical load — Ammeter should show
0 or center scale.
With ignition switch on engine
running — Needle deflects toward
charge and returns toward center scale
in two steps (fully charged battery).
With ignition switch off and
headlamps on — Ammeter should show
between O and discharge scale.
Refer to the Ford Car and Truck
Diagnosis Manual for diagnosis of the
alternator charging system.
TESTS USING A VOLTMETER

When performing charging system
tests with a voltmeter, turn OFF all
lights and electrical components. Place
the transmission in neutral and apply
the parking brake. The battery must be
charged to at least 1.200 specific gravity
before starting the test.

31-01-03

Voltmeter Test Procedure
1. Connect the negative lead of the
voltmeter to the negative battery
cable clamp (not bolt or nut).
2. Connect the positive lead of the
voltmeter to the positive battery
cable clamp (not bolt or nut).
3. Record the battery voltage reading
shown on the voltmeter scale.
4. Connect the red lead of a tachometer
to the distributor terminal of the coil
and the black tachometer lead to a
good ground.
5. Then, start the engine and operate
the engine at approximately 1500
rpm. With no other electrical load
(foot off brake pedal and car doors
closed), the voltmeter reading
should increase 1 volt and not
exceed 2 volts above the first
recorded battery voltage reading.
The reading should be taken when
the voltmeter needle stops moving.
6. With the engine running, turn on the
heater and/or air conditioner blower
motor (high speed) and headlights
on (high beam).
7. Increase the engine speed to 2000
rpm. The voltmeter should indicate
a minimum of 0.5 volt above the first
recorded battery voltage (Fig. 2).
If the above tests indicate proper
voltage readings, the charging system is
operating normally. Proceed to Test
Results if a problem still exists.
Test Results
1. If the voltmeter reading indicates
over voltage (more than 2.0 volts
above battery voltage), stop the
engine and check the ground
connections between the regulator
and alternator and/or regulator to
e n g i n e . C l e a n and t i g h t e n
connections securely and repeat the
Voltmeter Test Procedure.
2. If over voltage condition still exists,
disconnect the regulator wiring plug
from the regulator and repeat the
Voltmeter Test Procedure.
3. If over voltage condition disappears
(voltmeter reads battery voltage),
replace voltage regulator and repeat
the Voltmeter Test Procedure.
4. If over voltage still exists with the
regulator wiring plug disconnect,
repair the short in the wiring harness
between the a l t e r n a t o r and
regulator. Then, replace the
regulator and connect the regulator
wiring plug to the regulator and
r e p e a t the Voltmeter Test
Procedure.
5. If the voltmeter reading does not
increase (one volt), check for the
presence of battery voltage at the
alternator BAT terminal and the
regulator plug A terminal (Fig. 3).

CHARGING SYSTEM

CHARGING NO LOAD VOLTAGE
CHARGING VOLTAGE UNDER LOAD
BATTERY NO
LOAD VOLTA

OVERVOLTAGE
OVERCHARGE

31-01-03
METER SHOULD INDICATE BETWEEN
4 AND 250 OHMS
A LOWER
READING
INDICATES A
SHORTED OR
GROUNDED
FIELD CIRCUIT
(INCLUDING
ALTERNATOR)

OHMMETER
ARE 27-42

TYPICAL VOLTAGE BANDS SHOWN
J1631-A

FIG. 2 Voltmeter Test Scale

Repair the wiring if no voltage is
present at these terminals, and repeat
the Voltmeter Test Procedure.
6. If the voltmeter reading does not
increase one volt above battery
voltage, proceed to the next step
before performing field circuit tests.
7. Before performing other tests, the
field circuit (regulator plug to
alternator) must be checked for a
grounding condition. If the field
circuit is grounded and the jumper
wireused as a check at the regulator
wiring plug from the A to F
terminals (Fig. 3), excessive current
will cause heat damage to the
regulator wiring plug terminals and
may burn the jumper wire (Fig. 3).
Also, if the field circuit was
grounded, the connector wire inside
the regulator will be burned open
and an under voltage condition will
result.
8. The field circuit should be checked
with the regulator wiring plug
disconnected and an ohmmeter
connected from the F terminal of
the regulator wiring plug to the
battery ground. The ohmmeter

USE BLADE
TERMINAL
B9A-14294-J
FROM TERMINAL
KIT NO. B9A-14294-PAK
IN REGULATOR PLUG.
J1633-A

FIG. 4 Field Circuit Test

should indicate between 4 and 250
ohms (Fig. 4).
9. A check for the regulator burnedopen wire is made by connecting an
ohmmeter from the I to F terminals
of the regulator (Fig. 5). The reading
should indicate 0 (no resistance). If
the reading indicates approximately
10 ohms, the connector wire inside
the regulator is open. The field
circuit grounded condition must be
found and repaired before installing
new regulator.
" I " AND " A "

VOLT-AMP TESTER
ARE 27-38

USE BLADE TERMINAL B9A-14294-J
FROM TERMINAL KIT NO. B9A-14294-PAK
TO PROBE REGULATOR PLUG
TESTS AT REGULATOR PLUG FOR VOLTAGE
AT THE " I " , "A" AND "S" TERMINALS,
ENGINE AT IDLE SPEED 500 to 600 RPM

FIG. 3 Regulator Plug Voltage Tests

J1632-A
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REGULATOR
DAMAGED

REGULATOR
O.K.

USE JUMPER WIRE
TO CONNECT " A " AND "F" TERMINALS
AT REGULATOR PLUG

J1635- A

FIG. 6 Regulator Plug Jumper Wire
Connections

\\

SETOHMMETER
"MULTIPLY BY"
KNOB ON " I "

J1634-A

FIG. 5 Regulator Burned-Open
Connector Wire Test
Field Circuit and Alternator Tests
1. If the field circuit is satisfactory,
disconnect the regulator wiring plug
at the regulator and connect the
jumper wire from the A to the F
terminals on the regulator wiring
plug (Fig. 6).
2. R e p e a t t h e Voltmeter Test
Procedure.
3. If the Voltmeter Test Procedure
still indicates a problem of (under
voltage), remove the jumper wire
from the regulator plug and leave
the plug disconnected from the
regulator. Then, connect a jumper
w i r e t o t h e F L D a n d BAT
terminals on the alternator (Fig. 7).
4. R e p e a t t h e Voltmeter Test
Procedure.
5. If the Voltmeter Test results are
now satisfactory, repair the wiring
harness from the alternator to the
regulator. Then, remove the jumper
wire at the alternator and connect
the regulator wiring plug to the
regulator.
6. Repeat the Voltmeter Test
Procedure, to be sure the charging
system is operating normally.
7. If the Voltmeter Tests results still
indicate (under voltage), repair or
replace the alternator. With the
jumper wire removed, connect the

wiring to the alternator and
regulator.
8. Repeat the Voltmeter Test
Procedure.
Regulator I and S Circuit Tests
S Circuit With Ammeter
1. Connect the positive lead of the
voltmeter to the S terminal of the
regulator wiring plug (Fig. 3). Then,
turn the ignition switch to the ON
position. Do not start the engine.
2. The voltmeter reading should
indicate battery voltage.
3. If there is no voltage reading,
disconnect the positive voltmeter
lead from the positive battery clamp
and repair the S wire lead from the
ignition switch to the regulator
wiring plug.
4. Connect the positive voltmeter lead
to the positive battery cable terminal
and repeat the Voltmeter Test
Procedure.
S and I Circuit—With Indicator Light
1. Disconnect the regulator wiring
plug and install a jumper wire
between the A and F terminals.
2. With the engine idling, connect the
positive lead of the voltmeter to the
S terminal and then to the I
terminal of the regulator wiring plug
(Fig. 3). The voltage of the S circuit
should read approximately 1/2 of
the I circuit.
3. If no voltage is present, repair the
alternator or the wiring circuit at
fault. Reconnect the positive
voltmeter lead to the positive battery
cable terminal and repeat the
Voltmeter Test Procedure.
4. If the above voltage tests are
satisfactory, install a new regulator.
5. Then, remove the jumper wire from
the regulator wiring plug and
connect the wiring plug to the
regulator. Repeat the Voltmeter
Test Procedure.

Diode Test—On Vehicle
1. Disconnect the electric choke.
2. Disconnect voltage regulator wiring
plug.
3. Connect a jumper between A and F
terminal of voltage regulator wiring
plug.
4. Connect voltmeter to battery cable
clamps.
5. Start engine -let engine run at idle.
6. Read and record voltmeter reading.
7. Move positive voltmeter lead to S
terminal in voltage regulator wiring
plug.
8. Note voltmeter reading.
Test Results
1. If voltmeter reads 1/2 of battery
voltage, diodes are ok.
2. If voltmeter reads approximately 1.5
volts, alternator has shorted
negative diode, or a grounded stator
winding.
3. If voltmeter reads approximately 1.5
volts less than battery voltage,
alternator has shorted positive
diode.
4. If voltmeter reads about 1.0 to 1.5
volts less than 1/2 battery voltage,
alternator has an open positive
diode.
5. If voltmeter reads about 1.0 to 1.5
volts more than 1/2 battery voltage,
alternator has an open negative
diode.
6. Connect the electric choke into the
circuit after the test is completed.
TESTS USING THE ROTUNDA ARE
20-22 ALTERNATOR REGULATOR
TESTER

The general procedure is to connect
the tester (Fig. 8) to the charging
system, start the engine, make two tests,
and then compare the pattern of lights
that appear on the tester to each set of
patterns shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Follow
the instructions given with the ARE 2022 tester.
TESTS USING THE ROTUNDA ARE
27-38 VOLT-AMP-ALTERNATOR
TESTER

The following test procedures make
use of t h e R o t u n d a V o l t - A m p
Alternator Tester ARE-27-38.
Refer to the Wiring Diagram
M a n u a l , F o r m 7 7 9 5 - P - 7 3 , for
schematics and locations of wiring
harnesses. Use care when connecting
any test equipment to the alternator
system, as the alternator output
terminal is connect to the battery at all
times.
Alternator Output Test On Engine
When the alternator output test is
conducted off the car, a test bench must
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JUMPER WIRE CONNECTED
TO ALTERNATOR
'BAT" AND "FLD" TERMINALS

JUMPER WIRE
CONNECTED TO ALTERNATOR
"BAT" AND "FLD" TERMINALS
REGULATOR PLUG
REMOVED
FROM REGULATOR

J1636 A

FIG. 7 Jumper Wire Connections

be used. Follow the procedure given by
the test bench equipment manufacturer.
When the alternator is removed from
the vehicle for this purpose, always
disconnect the battery ground cable as
the alternator output connector is
connected to the battery at all times.
To test the output of the alternator
on the vehicle, proceed as follows:
Test Procedure
1. Check the alternator drive belt
tension. Place the transmission in
neutral or park and apply the
parking

brake. Make

the

connections and tester knob
adjustments as shown in Fig. 11
(Output Test). Be sure that the field
rheostate knob is at the OFF
position at the start of this test.
2. Close the battery adapter switch.
Start the engine, then open the
battery adapter switch.
3. Increase the engine speed to
approximately 2000 rpm (use a
tachometer following the
manufacturers instructions). Turn
off all lights and electrical
accessories.
4. Turn the field rheostat clockwise
until 15 volts is indicated on the
voltmeter upper scale. Turn the
master control clockwise until the
voltmeter indicates between 11 and
12 volts. Holding the master control
in this position, turn the field

rheostat clockwise to its maximum
rotation. Turn the master control
counter clockwise until the
voltmeter indicates 15 volts.
Observe the ammeter reading. Add
2 amperes to this reading to obtain
alternator output. If rated output
cannot be obtained, increase the
engine speed to 2900 rpm and repeat
this step.
5. Return the field rheostat knob to
OFF, release the master control
knob, and stop the engine.
Disconnect the test equipment, if no
further tests are to be made.
If the alternator output is not O.K.,
it will be necessary to remove the
alternator from the vehicle and perform
the necessary bench tests to locate the
defect.
An output of 2 to 5 amperes below
specification usually indicates an open
alternator diode. An output of
approximately 10 amperes below
specification usually indicates a shorted
alternator diode. An alternator with a
shorted diode will usually whine, which
will be most noticeable at idle speeds.
Stator Seutral Voltage Test—On
Engine
The alternator STA terminal is
connected to the stator coil neutral or
center point of the alternator windings.
The voltage generated at this point is
used to close the field relay in the charge

indicator light system.
To test for the stator neutral voltage,
disconnect the regulator connector plug
from t h e r e g u l a t o r . M a k e t h e
c o n n e c t i o n s and tester knob
adjustments as shown in Fig. 12.
Start the engine and run it at 1000
rpm (use a tachometer). Turn off all
lights and accessories. Rotate the field
rheostat clockwise until at least 6 volts
is indicated on the voltmeter upper
scale. If 6 volts or more is not obtained,
remove the alternator and perform the
diode and stator tests to determine
which part of the alternator is damaged.
BENCH TESTS
RECTIFIER SHORT OR GROUNDED
AND STATOR GROUNDED TEST—ON
BENCH

These tests are performed with an
ARE 27-42 ohmmeter. Set the Multiply
By knob at 10, and calibrate the
ohmmeter as directed inside the
instrument cover. Contact one
ohmmeter probe to the alternator BAT
terminal (Fig. 13) and the other probe to
the STA terminal (rear blade terminal).
Then, reverse the ohmmeter probes and
repeat the test. A reading of about 60
ohms should be obtained in one
direction and no needle movement with
the probes reversed. A reading in both
directions indicates a bad positive diode,
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CIRCUIT SELECTOR
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CONNECT TO REGULATOR
WIRING HARNESS

CONNECT TO REGULATOR
CONNECT TO REGULATOR
MOUNTING SCREW

FOR USE WITH AMMETER
TYPE CIRCUITS

J 1398-A

FIG. 8 ARE 20-22 TESTER

a grounded positive diode plate or a
grounded BAT terminal.
Perform the same test using the STA
and GND (ground) terminals of the
alternator. A reading in both directions
indicates either a bad negative diode, a
grounded stator winding, a grounded
stator terminal, a grounded positive
diode plate, or a grounded BAT
terminal.
Infinite readings (no needle
movement) in all four probe positions in
the preceeding tests indicates an open
STA terminal lead connection inside the
alternator.

ohmmeter Multiply By knob at 1 and
calibrate the ohmmeter as directed
inside the instrument cover.
Contact the alternatorfieldterminal
with one probe and the ground terminal
with the other probe (Fig. 14). Then,
spin the alternator pulley. The
ohmmeter reading should be between 4
and 250 ohms, and should fluctuate
while the pulley is turning. An infinite
reading (no meter movement) indicates
an open brush lead, worn or stuck
brushes, or a bad rotor assembly. An
ohmmeter reading less than 4 ohms
indicates a grounded brush assembly, a
grounded field terminal or a bad rotor.

10 and calibrate the meter as directed
inside the cover.
To test one set of diodes, contact one
probe to the terminal bolt as shown in
Figs. 15, 16 and 17 and contact each of
the three stator lead terminals with the
other probe. Reverse the probes and
repeat the test. All diodes should show
a low reading of about 60 ohms in one
direction, and an infinite reading (no
needle movement) with the probes
reversed. Repeat the preceeding tests for
the other set of diodes except that the
other terminal screw is used.
If the meter readings are not as
specified, replace the rectifier assembly.

FIELD OPEN OR SHORT CIRCUIT
TEST—ON BENCH

DIODE TEST—ON BENCH

STATOR COIL OPEN OR GROUNDED
TEST—ON BENCH

This test is performed with an
ohmmeter (Tool ARE 27-42). Set the

Remove the rectifier assembly from
the alternator as outlined in Section 5.
Set the ohmmeter Multiply By knob at

These tests are made to determine if
the stator coil is operating properly.
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CHARGING SYSTEM

INDICATES LIGHT IS ON

INDICATES LIGHT IS OFF

TEST A

TEST B

31-01-07

INDICATES SPECIAL LIGHT PATTERN

FAULT

NO MALFUNCTION IN CHARGING SYSTEM.
CHARGE INDICATOR LIGHT (IN THE VEHICLE) WILL BE ON.

IGN BAT |STA FLD REG
DIOOEMSHORT j REG

IGN BAT

FLD REG
REG

IGN BAT |STA FLD REG
DIODE SHORT REG

IGN BAT |STA FLD REG

DIODE SHORT

REG

IGN BAT

in

DIODE] SHORT REG

IGN BAT [STA FLD REG

DIODE (SHORT

9 ARE 20-22 TEST CHART

REG

IGN BAT STA FLD REG
DIODE SHORT! REG

NOTE: ALWAYS REPAIR MALFUNCTION AND RETEST
FIG.

FLD REG

OPEN FIELD IN ALTERNATOR OR OPEN
FIELD WIRE (ORANGE) IN ALTERNATOR
TO REGULATOR H A R N E S S
REG RED
LIGHT MAY BE OUT (TEST B).

SHORTED OR GROUNDED FIELD COIL, OR
GROUNDED FIELD WIRE (ORANGE) IN
THE ALTERNATOR TO REGULATOR HARNESS. TESTER MAY MAKE
BUZZING
NOISE
CAUTION: THESE CONDITIONS DAMAGE
THE REGULATOR.

SHORTED DIODE, OR GROUNDED STATOR.
GROUNDED
OR MISCONNECTED WIRE
(WHITE WITH BLACK STRIPE) BETWEEN
THE ALTERNATOR STATOR TERMINAL
AND THE REGULATOR
S TERMINAL.
STATOR GREEN LIGHT MAY BE ON.

OPEN DIODE OR STATOR WINDING OR
OPEN WIRE (BLACK). FROM ALTE RNATOR
BAT TERMINAL TO STARTER RELAY
STATOR GREEN LIGHT MAY BE OUT
(TEST B). REGULATOR RED LIGHT MAY
BE OUT (TEST B).

J1399-D
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CHARGING SYSTEM

INDICATES LIGHT IS ON

INDICATES LIGHT IS OFF

TEST A

TEST B

INDICATES SPECIAL LIGHT PATTERN

FAULT

6

IGN BAT rSTA FLO REG
DIODE SHORT REG

BAT

REG
SHORT!

m

BAT |STA FLO REG
[DIODE SHORT [ REG

IGN BAT

REG

IGN BAT

FLD REG

DIODE SHORTI RES

IGN BAT STA FLD REG
DIODE SHORTI REG

IGN BAT STA FLD REG
DIODE SHORT

REG

IGN BAT |STA FLD REG

LOOSE DRIVE BELT OR PULLEY, OPEN
STATOR
WIRE (WHITE W I T H BLACK
TRACER) IN HARNESS FROM ALTERNATOR TO REGULATOR, OR OPEN STATOR
WIRE IN ALTERNATOR.

OPEN OR MISSING 15-OHM RESISTANCE
WIRE OR OPEN WIRE (GREEN WITH RED
TRACER) IN REGULATOR TO IGNITION
SWITCH HARNESS.
IF THE IGN GREEN LIGHT 15 VERY
BRIGHT, THE CHARGE INDICATOR B U L B ,
SOCKET, OR WIRING IS SHORTED.

GROUNDED WIRE (GREEN-RED TRACER)
BETWEEN
REGULATOR
PLUG AND
CHARGE INDICATOR LIGHT.
REG LIGHT MAY BE ON.
CAUTION: THIS CONDITION DAMAGES
THE REGULATOR.

REGULATOR DEFECTIVE.
REG GREEN LIGHT MAY BE OFF IN TEST B.

[SHORTI | REG

IGN BAT

m FLO

DIODE SHORT

IGN

REG

REG

[FLD

[DIODE 'SHORT! REG

SHORT REG

IGN BAT |STA FLO REG
DIODE SHORT! | REG

IGN SAT |STA FLO REG

10 ARE 20-22 TEST CHART (Continued)

OPEN WIRE (YELLOW) BETWEEN BATTERY TERMINAL OF STARTER RELAY
AND REGULATOR PLUG.

DIODE SHORT REG

NOTE: ALWAYS REPAIR MALFUNCTION AND RETEST
FIG.

STATOR AND FIELD WIRES ARE CROSS
CONNECTED
REG GREEN LIGHT WILL
BE DIM IN TEST A.

JU00-C
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CHARGING SYSTEM

31-01-09

VOLT-AMP-ALTERNATOR TESTER

VOLT-AMP-ALTERNATOR TESTER

Yellow

FIELD TERMINAL
ALTERNATOR
OUTPUT TEST

FIELD OPEN OR SHORT CIRCUIT TEST

J1356-D

FIG. 11 Alternator Tests

Disassemble the stator from the
a l t e r n a t o r as o u t l i n e d u n d e r
Disassembly in this part.
Set the ARE 27-42 ohmmeter
Multiply By knob at 1, and calibrate the
meter as directed inside the cover.
Connect the ohmmeter probes between
each pair of stator leads (3 different
ways). The ohmmeter must show equal
readings for each pair of stator leads.
Replace the stator if the readings are not
the same.
Set the ARE 27-42 ohmmeter
Multiply By knob at 1000. Connect the
ohmmeter probes to one of the stator
leads and to the stator laminated core.
Be sure that the probe makes a good
electrical connection with the stator
core. The meter should show an infinite
reading (no meter movement). If the
meter does not indicate an infinite

reading (needle moves), the stator
winding is shorted to the core and must
be replaced. Repeat this test for each of
the stator leads.
ROTOR OPEN OR SHORT CIRCUIT
TEST—ON BENCH

Disassemble the front housing and
rotor from the rear housing and stator as
outlined under Disassembly in this part.
Set the ohmmeter (ARE 27-42)
Multiply By knob at 1 and calibrate the
meter as directed inside the ohmmeter
cover.
Contact each ohmmeter probe to a
rotor slip ring. The meter reading
should be 4 or 5 ohms. A higher reading
indicates a damaged slip ring solder
connection or a broken wire. A lower
reading indicates a shorted wire or slip

ring. Replace the rotor if it is damaged
and cannot be repaired.
Contact one ohmmeter probe to a
slipringand the other probe to the rotor
shaft. The meter reading should be
infinite (no deflection). A reading other
than infinite indicates the rotor is
shorted to the shaft. Inspect the slip ring
soldered terminals to be sure they are
not bent and touching the rotor shaft, or
that excess solder is grounding the rotor
coil connections to the shaft. Replace
the rotor if it is shorted and cannot be
repaired.
FUSE LINK CONTINUITY TEST

1. On the C o u g a r , M u s t a n g ,
Thunderbird, Lincoln Continental
and Continental Mark IV, make
certain first that the battery is OK,
then turn on the headlights or any

31-01-10

CHARGING SYSTEM

31-01-10

OHMMETER ARE 27-42

VOLT-AMP ALTERNATOR TESTER

DISCONNECT PLUG
FROM REGULATOR

FIG. 12 Stator Neutral Voltage Test
CONTACT
DIODE
PLATE

J1211-E

FIG. 15 Diode Test—Rear Terminal
Alternator Except 61 Ampere

OHMMETER ARE 27-42

STATOR
(REAR)
TERMINAL

CONTACT
STATOR
SCREW

J1571-A

FIG. 13 Rectifier Short or Grounded
and Stator Grounded Test

accessory. If the headlights or
accessory do not operate, the fuse
link is probably burned out.
2. On the Ford, Mercury, Meteor,
Torino, Montego, Maverick, Comet
and Pinto, there are two fuse links
(Fig. 1). Use the same procedure as
in step 1 to test the fuse link that

J1572-A

FIG. 14 Field Open or Short Circuit
Test

protects the vehicle equipment.
To test the fuse link that protects the
alternator, make certain that the battery
is OK then check with a voltmeter for
voltage at the BAT terminal of the
alternator. No voltage indicates that the
fuse link is probably burned out.

STATOR WIRES
DISCONNECTED

-1525-A

FIG. 16 Diode Test—61 Ampere
Alternator

CHARGING SYSTEM

31-01-11

31-01-11

OHMMETER ARE 27-42 CONTACT
EACH

J1567-A

FIG. 17 Diode Test—Side Terminal
Alternator

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
FUSE LINK REPLACEMENT
1. Procure the proper service fuse link
for the vehicle being repaired (Fig.
1). The two fuse links shown have an
eyelet terminal for a 5/16-inch stud
on one end. When the terminal is not
required, cut off the fuse link as close
to the terminal as possible and strip
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 1 / 8 - i n c h of
insulation from the cut end.
2. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
3. Disconnect the fuse link and/or fuse

link eyelet terminal from the battery
terminal of the starter relay. On the
Thunderbird, Lincoln Continental
and the Continental Mark IV, the
fuse link is looped outside of the wire
harness behind the point at which
the harness is clipped to the right
rocker cover above the starter.
4. Cut the fuse link and the splice(s)
from the wire(s) to which it is
attached.
5. Splice and solder the new fuse link to

the wire(s) from which the old link
was cut. Use rosin core solder. Wrap
the splice(s) completely with vinyl
electricians tape.
6. Securely c o n n e c t the eyelet
terminals (if any) to the battery stud
on the starter relay.
7. Install the repaired wiring as before
using existing clips if provided.
8. Connect the ground cable to the
battery.
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PART 31-02 Batteries
COMPONENT INDEX
SPECIFICATIONS

COMPONENT INDEX

Page

02-02

TESTING

TESTING-Cont.
With Rotunda Cell Analyzer

With Rotunda Battery-Starter
Tester (ARE 16-31)

WARNING
Batteries contain SULFURIC
ACID. In case of acid contact with skin,
e y e s , or c l o t h i n g , F L U S H
IMMEDIATELY WITH WATER
FOR A M I N I M U M OF FIVE
MINUTES. Get "on-the-spot" medical
attention immediately.
Hydrogen and oxygen gases are
produced during normal battery
operation. This gas mixture can explode

Page

(SRECA-200)

02-01

02-01

if flames or sparks are brought near the
battery. When charging or using battery
in an enclosed space always provide
ventilation.
Particular care should be used
when connecting a booster battery in
order to prevent sparks. To jump start
(negative grounded battery): (1) Remove
vent caps, (2) shield eyes, (3) connect
ends of one cable to positive ( + )
terminals of each battery, (4) connect
one end of other cable to negative (-)

terminal of "good" battery, (5) connect
other end of cable to engine block on
vehicle being started (NOT TO
NEGATIVE (-) TERMINAL OF
BATTERY). To prevent damage to
other electrical components on vehicle
being started, make certain that engine
is at idle speed before disconnecting
jumper cables.
REMOVE CELL CAPS WHEN
CHARGING OR USING JUMPER
CABLES.

TESTS USING THE ROTUNDA
CELL ANALYZER (SRECA-200)

3. Connect both positive test leads to
the positive battery post and both
negative test leads to the negative
battery post. The voltmeter clips
must contact the battery posts and
not the high rate discharge tester
clips. Unless this is done, the actual
battery terminal voltage will not be
indicated.
4. Turn the load control knob in a
clockwise direction until the
ammeter reads three times the
ampere hour rating of the battery.
(A 45 ampere-hour battery should
be tested at 135 amperes load).
5. With the ammeter reading the
required load for 15 seconds, note
the voltmeter reading. Avoid leaving
the high discharge load on the
battery for periods longer than 15
seconds.
6. If the voltmeter reading is 9.6 volts
or more, the battery has good output
capacity and will readily accept a
charge, if required. Check the
specific gravity. If the specific
gravity reading is 1.230 or below,
add water if necessary and charge

TESTING
Tests are made on a battery to
determine the state of charge and also
the condition. The ultimate result of
these tests is to show that the battery is
good, needs recharging, or should be
replaced.
If a battery has failed, is low in
charge, or requires water frequently,
good service demands that the reason
for this condition be found. It may be
necessary to follow trouble shooting
procedures to locate the cause of the
trouble. Refer to the Ford Car and
Truck Diagnosis Manual for battery
diagnosis procedures. Before attempting
to test a battery, it is important that it be
given a thorough visual examination to
determine if it has been damaged. The
presence of moisture on the outside of
the case and/or low electrolyte level in
one or more of the cells are indications
of possible battery damage. Original
equipment batteries have a single onepiece cover which completely seals the
top of the battery and the individual cell
connectors. This cover must not be
pierced with test probes to perform
individual cell tests.

The Rotunda Cell Analyzer
(SRECA-200) measures the individual
cell voltages by inserting probes into the
cell openings. Follow the instructions
provided with the unit.
A battery can also be tested by
determining its ability to deliver current.
This may be determined by conducting
a Battery Capacity Test. Fig. 1 shows
the battery capacity test in outline form.
TESTS USING THE ROTUNDA
BATTERY—STARTER TESTER ARE
16-31
BATTERY CAPACITY TEST

A high rate discharge tester
(Rotunda Battery-Starter Tester ARE
16-31) in conjunction with a voltmeter is
used for this test.
1. Turn the control knob on the
Battery Starter Tester to the OFF
position.
2. Turn the voltmeter selector switch
to the 20-volt position.

31-02-02
the battery until it is fully charged
(Fig. 1). Always disconnect the
battery ground cable when charging
the battery.

WARNING
Batteries contain SULFURIC
ACID. In case of acid contact with skin,
e y e s , or c l o t h i n g , F L U S H
IMMEDIATELY WITH WATER
FOR A M I N I M U M OF F I V E
MINUTES. Get "on-the-spot" medical
attention immediately.
Hydrogen and oxygen gases are
produced during normal battery
operation. This gas mixture can explode
if flames or sparks are brought near the
battery. When charging or using battery
in an enclosed space always provide
ventilation.
Particular care should be used
when connecting a booster battery in
order to prevent sparks. To jump start
(negative grounded battery): (1) Remove
vent caps, (2) shield eyes, (3) connect
ends of one cable to positive ( + )
terminals of each battery, (4) connect
one end of other cable to negative (-)
terminal of "good" battery, (5) connect
other end of cable to engine block on
vehicle being started (NOT TO
NEGATIVE (-) TERMINAL OF
BATTERY). To prevent damage to
other electrical components on vehicle
being started, make certain that engine
is at idle speed before disconnecting
jumper cables. REMOVE CELL CAPS
WHEN CHARGING OR USING
JUMPER CABLES. The battery is
fully charged when the cells are all
gassing freely and the specific gravity
ceases to rise for three successive
readings taken at hourly intervals.
Additional battery testing will not be
necessary after the battery has been
properly charged.
7. If the voltage reading obtained
during the capacity test is below 9.6
volts, check the specific gravity of
each cell.

31-02-02

BATTERIES

BATTERY CAPACITY TEST
ADJUST RESISTANCE UNTIL AMMETER READS 3 TIMES AMPERE-HOUR
RATING OF BATTERY. HOLD FOR 15 SECONDS AND NOTE VOLTAGE.

I
VOLTAGE OVER 9.6

VOLTAGE LESS THAN 9.6

I
CHECK SPECIFIC GRAVITY . CHARGE BATTERY,
IF BELOW 1.230. OTHERWISE BATTERY IS O.K.

j CHECK SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF EACH CELLJ

MORE THAN 50 POINTS

LESS THAN 50 POINTS
( 0 . 0 5 0 ) BETWEEN CELLS

( 0 . 0 5 0 ) BETWEEN CELLS

ADD WATER IF NECESSARY AND CHARGE BATTERY PER
CHARGING SCHEDULE AND REPEAT CAPACITY TEST

TOTAL VOLTAGE
LESS THAN
9.6
| REPLACE BATTERY!

[ REPLACE BATTERY |

I
TOTAL VOLTAGE
MORE THAN 9.6
1 BATTERY IS SERVICEABLE]

J1039-F

FIG. 1 Battery Capacity Test Outline

8. If the difference between any two
cells is more than 50 points (0.050),
the battery is not satisfactory for
service and should be replaced.
9. If the difference between cells is less
than 50 points (0.050), the battery
should be charged according to the
charging schedule in Section 9.
Batteries that are completely
discharged may not accept a fast
charge. If this is found, the battery
should be slow charged until the
charge rate goes up and it will accept
the fast charge. This may require up
to four hours of slow charge. In
some cases the electrolyte level may
be too low to obtain a specific
gravity reading. In such cases water
should be added until the electrolyte
level just covers the ring in the filler

well, then charge the battery at 35
amperes for the maximum charging
time indicated in Section 9 for the
capacity of the battery being tested.
10. After the battery has been charged,
repeat the capacity test. If the
capacity test battery voltage is still
less than 9.6 volts, replace the
battery. If the voltage is 9.6 volts or
more, the battery is satisfactory for
service.
11. If the b a t t e r y is found to be
discharged only, check for a loose
fan belt, loose electrical connections
and charging system performance.
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BATTERIES

SPECIFICATIONS

BATTERIES
Allowable Battery High Rate Charge Time Schedule
Specific
Gravity
Reading
1.125-1.150 ©
1 150 1 175

Charge
Rate
Amperes
35
35

Battery Freezing Temperatures

Battery Capacity - Ampere Hours
45
65 min.

54& 55
80 min.

50 min

70 8.73
100 min.

77 (Side
Terminal)
115 min.

Freezing Temp.

Specific Gravity
80
115 min.

80 min

1.175-1.200

35

40 min.

50 min.

60 min.

70 min.

70 min.

1.200-1.225

35

30 min.

35 min.

45 min.

50 min.

50 min.

Above 1.225

5

.

Specific Gravity

-90°F

1.150

+ 5°F

1.250

-62° F

1.100

+19°F

1.200

-16°F

1.050

Battery
Ampere
Hours

+27° F
Number
of
Plates

45

54

54

66

55
70

66
78

© Charge at 5 ampere rate only until the specific gravity reaches 1.250 at 80° F.

73

78

© At no time during the charging operation should the electrolyte temperature
exceed 130° F.

77 (Side Terminal)

78

80

78

©

©

©

©

© If the specific gravity is below 1.125, use the indicated high rate of charge
for the 1.125 specific gravity, then charge at 5 amperes until the specific
gravity reaches 1.250 at 80° F.

©

Freezing Temp.

1.280

CJ1447-C
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The alternator charging system is a
negative (-) ground system, and consists
of an alternator, a regulator, a charge
indicator, a storage battery, a fuse link
and associated wiring. Refer to the
Wiring Diagram Manual, Form 7795P73, for schematics and locations of
wiring harnesses.

BATTERY TERMINAL
OF STARTER RELAY

ACCESSORY
TERMINAL

CHARGE
INDICATOR

GREEN-RED STRIPE

BLACKSHADED IS FOR
ORANGE
61-AMPERE ONLY

ALTERNATOR

The alternator is belt driven from
the engine. Current is supplied from the
alternator-regulator system to the
rotating field of the alternator through
two brushes to two slip rings.
The alternator produces power in
the form of alternating current. The
alternating current is rectified to direct
current by six diodes (eight diodes in 61
ampere alternators). The alternator
regulator automatically adjusts the
alternator field current to maintain the
alternator output voltage within
prescribed limits to correctly charge the
battery. The alternator is self current
limiting.
If a charge indicator lamp is used in
the charging system (Fig. 1), the system
operation is as follows: when the
ignition switch is turned ON, a small
electrical current flows through the
lamp filament (turning the lamp on) and
through the alternator regulator to the
alternator field. When the engine is
started, the alternator field rotates and
produces a voltage in the stator winding.
When the voltage at the alternator
stator terminal reaches about 3 volts, the
regulatorfieldrelay closes. This puts the
same voltage potential on both sides of
the charge indicator lamp causing it to
go out. When the field relay has closed,

"±r SLIP RINGS
J1210-K

FIG.

1 Alternator Charging System—Indicator Light

current passes through the regulator A
terminal and is metered to the alternator
field.
If an ammeter is used in the
charging system (Fig. 2), the regulator I
terminal and the alternator stator
terminal are not used. When the ignition
switch is turned ON, the field relay
closes and electrical current passes
through the regulator A terminal and is
metered to the alternator field. When
the engine is started, the alternator field

rotates causing the alternator to operate.
The ammeter indicates currentflowinto
(charge) or out of (discharge) the vehicle
battery.
Fuse links are included in the
charging system wiring on all models
(Part 31-01). This fuse link is used to
prevent damage to the wiring harness
and alternator if the wiring harness
should become grounded, or if a booster
battery is connected to the charging
system with the wrong polarity.

31-10-02

G.P.D. REAR TERMINAL ALTERNATOR

BATTERY TERMINAL
OF STARTER RELAY

I

31-10-02

1
FIELD RELAY

0.04 OHMS

SHADED IS FOR
ALTERNATOR
61-AMPERE
OUTPUT TERMINAL
ONLY

L

"~"

_? E ^ L ^!?i

)

SLIP RINGS
J1205-J

FIG. 2 Alternator Charging System—Ammeter

TESTING
Refer to the Ford Car and Truck
Diagnosis Manual for diagnosis of the
alternator charging system. Do not run
the, engine with the b a t t e r y
disconnected.
Check the alternator drive belt and

adjust it to specification (Section 9 of
this part), before proceeding with any
tests. Check and tighten all connectors
at the starter relay and battery. Refer to
Part 31-01 for charging system test
Procedures.

ADJUSTMENTS
BELT ADJUSTMENT
1. Check the belt tension with Tool
T63L-8620-A. The belt tension
should be within specifications.
2. If the belt is not within specification,

loosen the alternator mounting bolt
to a snug position and loosen the
adjusting arm bolts.
3. Apply pressure on the alternator
front housing only and tighten the

adjusting arm to alternator bolt.
4. Check the belt tension using Tool
T63L-862O-A. Adjust the belt for
specified tension.
5. Tighten all mounting bolts.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Loosen the alternator mounting
bolts and remove the adjustment
arm to alternator attaching bolt.
Disengage the alternator belt.
3. Remove the electrical connectors
from the alternator. The stator and
field connectors are the push-on
type. They should be pulled straight

off the terminal studs to prevent
damage to them.
4. Remove the alternator mounting
bolt, and remove the alternator.
Installation
1. Install the alternator wiring harness
(Fig. 3). Position the alternator to
the engine, and install the spacer (if
used) and the alternator mounting

bolt. Tighten the bolt only fingertight.
2. Install the adjustment arm to
alternator attaching bolt.
3. Adjust the belt tension using Tool
T63L-8620-A. Apply pressure on
the alternator front housing only,
when tightening the belt. Tighten the
adjusting arm bolts and the
mounting bolt.
4. Connect the battery ground cable.

31-10-03
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BLACK/ORANGE
WHITE/BLACK
ORANGE/LT. BLUE

BLACK/ORANGE
4-CYLINDER
TYPICAL

<D

6&8CYLINDER
LOW MOUNT

J1363-E

FIG. 3 Wiring Harness Connections—Typical

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS
Remove all the nuts and insulators
from the rear housing and remove
the rear housing from the stator and
rectifier assembly.
5. Remove the brush holder mounting
screws and remove the holder,
brushes, brush springs, insulator and
terminal.
6. If replacement is necessary, press the
bearing from the rear housing,
supporting the housing on the inner
boss.
7. If the rectifier assembly is being
4

G.P.D. REAR TERMINAL
ALTERNATOR

Disassembly
Fig. 4 shows a disassembled view of
the G.P.D. rear terminal alternator.
1. Mark both end housings and the
stator with a scribe mark for
assembly.
2. Remove the three housing through
bolts.
3. Separate the front housing and rotor
from the stator and rear housing.

replaced, unsolder the stator leads
from the printed-circuit board
terminals, and separate the stator
from the rectifier assembly. Use a
100-watt soldering iron.
Original production alternators will
have one of three types of rectifier
assembly circuit boards (Fig. 5); one
has the circuit board spaced away
from the diode plates with the diodes
exposed. Another type is a single
circuit board with built-in diodes.
The third type circuit board has

BRUSH TERMINAL
AND INSULATOR
379251-S
10329

FAN SPACER
10A344

PULLEY
10344
351124-S

BRUSH SPRINGS
10349
THROUGH
BOLTS
378466-S

RADIO
SUPPRESSION
CAPACITOR
351496-S

BRUSH HOLDER
10351

379201-S

FRONT HOUSING
10333

J1166-J

FIG. 4 Disassembled Rear Terminal Alternator
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G.P.D. REAR TERMINAL ALTERNATOR
DISHED WASHER
(STEEL)

MOUNTING BOLT

STATOR
NEUTRAL TERMINAL

STATOR
NEUTRAL LEAD

RECTIFIER WITH BUILT-IN DIODES

RECTIFIER WITH EXPOSED DIODES

J1401-E

FIG. 5 Rectifier Assembly

built-in diodes with an additional
booster diode plate containing two
diodes. This circuit board is used
only in the 61-ampere alternator.
If the alternator rectifier has an
exposed diode circuit board, remove the
screws from the rectifier by rotating the
bolt heads 1/4 turn clockwise to unlock
them and then remove the screws (Fig.
5). Push the stator terminal screw
straight out on a rectifier with the diodes
built into the circuit board (Fig. 5).
Avoid turning the screw while removing
to make certain that the straight knurl
will engage the insulators when
installing. Do not remove the grounded
screw (Fig. 6).
On 61-ampere alternator rectifier,
press the stator terminal screw from the
circuit board as shown in Fig. 7. When
the terminal screw has moved about 1/
4 inch, remove the nut from the end of
the screw and lift the screw from the
circuit board. Do not twist the screw in
the circuit board.
9. Remove the drive pulley nut with
the tool shown in Fig. 8. Then, pull
the lockwasher, pulley, fan, fan
spacer, front housing and rotor stop
from the rotor shaft.
10. Remove the three screws that hold
the front end bearing retainer, and
remove the retainer. If the bearing is
damaged or has lost its lubricant,
support the housing close to the
bearing boss and press out the old
bearing from the housing.
11. Perform a diode test and a field open
or short circuit test (Part 31-01).
Assembly
1. The rotor, stator and bearings must
not be cleaned with solvent. Wipe
these parts off with a clean cloth.
2. Press the front bearing in the front
housing bearing boss (put pressure

TERMINAL SCREWPART OF 10304 KIT
STATOR 10336

STATOR NEUTRAL LEAD

INSULATING WASHER
TO PREVENT
SHORTING CIRCUIT
BOARD - PARTOF 10304 KIT

SQUARE STATOR
TERMINAL INSULATO =
PARTOF 10304 KIT

INTEGRATED RFCTIFIER
ASSEMBLY 10304

INSULATING WASHERS TO PREVENT
SHORTING CIRCUIT BOARD

DO NOT REMOVE
GROUNDED SCREW

STATOR NEUTRAL LEAD
STATOR LEADS

J1428-B

FIG. 6 Stator Terminal Installation—Integral Rectifier Circuit Board

on the outer race only), and install
the bearing retainer (Fig. 4).
3. If the stop-ring on the rotor drive
shaft was damaged, install a new
stop-ring. Push the new ring on the
shaft and into the groove. Do not
open the ring with snap ring pliers as
permanent damage will result.
4. Position the rotor stop on the drive
shaft with the recessed side against
the stop-ring.
5. Position the front housing, fan
spacer, fan, pulley and lock washer

on the drive shaft and install the
retaining nut. Tighten the retaining
nut with the tool shown in Fig. 5 to
the specified torque.
6. If the rear housing bearing was
removed, support the housing on the
inner boss and press in a new bearing
flush with the outer end surface.
7. Place the brush springs, brushes,
brush terminal and terminal
insulator in the brush holder and
hold the brushes in position by
inserting a piece of stiff wire in the
brush holder as shown in Fig. 9.
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STATOR

PRESS FIRMILY AGAINST HOUSING
STATOR TERMINAL SCREW
NUT INSTALLED O N
SCREW TO PREVENT
DAMAGE TO THREAD

VISE
J1206-D

FIG. 10 Brush Lead
Positions—Typical

RADIO SUPRESSION
CAPACITOR (18827)

STATOR
NEUTRAL
LEAD

1/2 INCH DRIVE,
1/2 INCH SOCKET
INSTALLED TO
CLEAR HEAD O N
TERMINAL SCREW

MOULDED
CIRCUIT
BOARD
BAT.
\
TERMINAL)
INSULATOR'
10A383

.
J1526-A

FIG. 7 Stator Terminal Screw Removal—61-Ampere Alternator

76 Inch Socket
Tool •
T65P - 10300-B

BRUSH HOLDER
10351

STATOR-10336
STATOR
WINDING LEADS

STA.
TERMINAL
INSULATOR
10A383

RECTIFIER ASSEMBLY 10304
J 1167-F

FIG. 11 Stator Lead Connections—
Except 61-Ampere Alternator
J 1204-E

FIG. 8 Pulley Removal—Typical

8. Position the brush holder assembly
in the rear housing and install the
mounting screws. Position the brush
leads in the brush holder as shown in
Fig. 10.
9. Wrap the three stator winding leads
around the circuit board terminals
and solder them. Use a 100-watt
soldering iron and rosin-core solder.
Position the stator neutral lead
eyelet on the stator terminal screw

J 1203-C

FIG. 9 Brush Holder Assembly

and install the screw in the rectifier
assembly (Fig. 11).
10. For a rectifier with the diodes
exposed, insert the special screws
through the wire lug, dished washers
and circuit board (Fig. 5). Turn
them 1/4 turn counterclockwise to
lock them. For single circuit boards
with built in diodes, insert the
screws straight through the wire lug,
insulating washer and rectifier into

the square hole in the rectifier into
the insulator (Fig. 6). The dished
washers are to be used only on the
circuit board with exposed diodes
(Fig. 5). If they are used on the
single circuit board, a short circuit
will occur. A flat insulating washer
is to be used between the stator
terminal and the board when a single
circuit board is used (Fig. 6).
11. For a rectifier with a booster diode
plate (61-Ampere Alternator only),
proceed as follows:

31-10-06
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STATOR TERMINAL
SCREW

BATTERY TERMINAL
INSULATOR

STATOR TERMINAL
INSULATOR

J1527-A

FIG. 12 Stator and Rectifier Assembly—61-Ampere Alternator
GROUND TERMINAL STUD
DO NOT REMOVE THIS STUD

CAPACITOR

NEGATIVE OR.
GROUNDED
PLATE

GROUNDED SCREW
DO NOT REMOVE

STATOR WIRES

FIG. 13 Rectifier Terminal Locations—61-Ampere Alternator

STATOR TERMINAL
CONNECTION

J1528-B
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a. Position the stator wire terminal
on the stator terminal screw and
position the screw into the
rectifier. Position the square
insulator over the screw and into
the square hole in the rectifier
(Fig. 12).
b. Rotate the terminal screw until it
locks in position. Then, press the
screw in finger tight.
c. Position the stator wire as shown
in Fig. 13. Then, press the
terminal screw into the rectifier
and insulator as shown in Fig. 14.
12. Position the radio noise suppression
capacitor on the rectifier terminals.
On the circuit board with exposed
diodes, install the STA and BAT
terminal insulators (Fig. 11). On the
single circuit board, position the
square stator terminal insulator in
the square hole in the rectifier
assembly (Fig. 6). Position the BAT
terminal insulator (Fig. 15).
Position the stator and rectifier
assembly in the rear housing. Make
certain that all terminal insulators are
seated properly in the recesses (Fig. 11).
Position the STA (black), BAT (red)
and FLD (orange) insulators on the
terminal bolts, and install the retaining
nuts (Fig. 16).
13. Wipe the rear end bearing surface of
the rotor shaft with a clean lintfree
rag.
14. Position the rear housing and stator
assembly over the rotor and align
the scribe marks made during
disassembly. Seat the machined por
tion of the stator core into the step
in both end housings. Install the
housing through bolts. Remove the
brush retracting wire, and put a
daub of water-proof cement over the
hole to seal it.
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STATOR

31-10-07

SQUARE INSULATOR
INSTALLED INTO SQUARE
HOLE I N RECTIFIER
3/8 INCH DRIVE,
3/8 INCH SOCKET
INSTALLED TO CLEAR
SHOULDER O N SQUARE
INSULATORc

FIG. 16 Alternator Terminal
Locations

TIGHTEN VISE
UNTIL SCREW HEAD PRESSES
AGAINST RECTIFIER CIRCUIT
BOARD A N D WIRE TERMINALC
J1529-A

FIG. 14 Stator Terminal Screw Installation—61-Ampere Alternator
ALIGN SQUARE INSULATOR WITH SQUARE
HOLE IN DIODE PLATE
THE GROUND STUD IS FULLY INSTALLED
INTO RECTIFIER WHEN BUILT. DO NOT
REMOVE GROUND SCREW EXCEPT TO REPAIR
OR REPLACE SCREW OR WASHER

BAT TERMINAL
INSULATOR 10A383

RADIO NOISE SUPPRESSION
CAPACITOR 18827

STATOR TERMINAL NEED NOT BE FORCED THROUGH
RECTIFIER AND INSULATOR. THE NUT WILL PULL STUD
INTO PROPER POSITION WHEN TERMINAL
IS INSTALLED TO REAR HOUSING
J1429-B

FIG. 15 Terminal Insulators—Fiber-Glass Circuit Board
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SPECIFICATIONS

ALTERNATOR

Supplier

Stamp
Color

Amperes
@15V

Watts
@ 15V

Cold

Ford

Purple

38

570

2.4

400

2000

Ford

Orange

42

630

2.9

400

Ford r

Red

55

825

2.9

Ford

Green

61

915

2.9

Rating

0

Cut-in
Speed
(rpm)

Brush
Length
(Inches)

Slip-Ring
Turning
(Inches)

Rated
Output
Speed
(Engine rpm)

Field
Current
Amps.
@12V

Pulley
Nut
Torque
ft-lbs

Belt®
Tension
(Lbs)

Hot

Min.
Dia.

Max.
Runout

New

WearLimit

2900

1.22

0.0005

1/2

5/16

60-100

70-100

2000

2900

1.22

0.0005

1/2

5/16

60-100

70-110

400

2000

2900

1.22

0.0005

1/2

5/16

60-100

70-110

400

2000

2900

1.22

0.0005

1/2

5/16

60-100

70-110

Used Belt. New Belt 140. A used belt is one that has been in operation more than 10 minutes. If belt tension is out of specification or belt has been removed,
reset to 110 lbs.

SPECIAL TOOLS
Description

Ford Tool No.

Belt Tension Gauge

ARE-20-22

Alternator-Regulator Tester

T65P-10300-B

Alternator Pulley Remover

ARE-27-38

Volt-Amp. Regulator Tester

ARE-16-31

Battery-Starter Tester

ARE-27-42

Ohmeter

Ford Tool No.
T63L-8620-A

Former No.
8620 or BT-33-73-F

Former No.

Description

CJ1446-D
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PART 31-12 G.P.D. Side Terminal Alternator
COMPONENT INDEX

Page

Page

COMPONENT INDEX
MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS (Cont.)

ADJUSTMENTS
12-02

Drive Belt

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

12-01

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS
Brush Replacement

12-05

Overhaul-Alternator

12-03

Rectifier Replacement

12-05

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION..
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SPECIFICATIONS

12-06

TESTING
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The operation of the G.P.D. side
terminal alternator is the same as that
for the G.P.D. rear terminal alternator
given in Part 31-10. However, the
internal wiring is different and is shown
in Figs. 1 and 2.
BATTERY TERMINAL
OF STARTER RELAY
ACCESSORY TERMINAL

BATTERY TERMINAL
OF STARTER RELAY

NOT USED
WITH AMMETER

BATTERY

f~~FIELD RELAY
~~]
V
0.04 OHMS
|

USED WITH
SHUNT TYPE
/
AMMETER
STATOR TERMINAL
DIODE RECTIFIERS

SLIP RINGS

SLIP RINGS

INDICATOR LIGHT

FIG. 1 Alternator Charging System—70 Ampere Side Terminal Alternator

AMMETER

J1568-B
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31-12-02
BATTERY TERMINAL
OF STARTER RELAY

BATTERY TERMINAL
OF STARTER RELAY

ACCESSORY TERMINAL
CHARGE
INDICATOR
LIGHT

31-12-02

NOT USED
WITH AMMETER

GREEN-RED STRIPE
I FIELD RELAY
|
\
0.04 OHMS

]

FUSE
BLACK/ORANGE

VOLTAGE
LIMITER

C:l

STATOR TERMINAL

~~Il-

REGULATOR__J

DIODE RECTIFIERS
STATOR WINDINGS

SLIP RINGS

SLIP RINGS

AMMETER

INDICATOR LIGHT

FIG. 2 Alternator Charging System—90 Ampere Side Terminal Alternator

TESTING

O N VEHICLE TESTS

Refer to the Ford Car and Truck
Diagnosis Manual for diagnosis of the
alternator system.
Check the alternator drive belt and
adjust it to specification, if necessary,
before proceeding with any tests. Do not
run the engine with the battery
disconnected.
Refer to Part 31-01 for Charging
System Test Procedures.

ADJUSTMENTS

BELT ADJUSTMENT

1. Check the belt tension with Tool
T63L-8620-A. The belt tension
should be within specification.
2. If the belt is not within specification,
loosen the alternator mounting bolt

to a snug position and loosen the
adjusting arm bolt.
Apply pressure to the alternator
front housing adjusting ear with 1 1/
8 inch open end wrench to increase
the belt tension. Then, tighten the
adjusting arm-to-alternator bolt.

4. Check the belt tension with Tool
T63L-8620-A. Repeat the procedure
until the belt tension is within
specification. Then, tighten all
alternator mounting bolts.

31-12-03

31-12-03

G.P.D. SIDE TERMINAL ALTERNATOR

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
SIDE TERMINAL ALTERNATOR
Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Loosen the alternator attaching bolt
and remove the adjustment armto alternator attaching bolt. Then,
disengage the drive belt from the
alternator pulley.
3. Remove the electrical connectors
from the alternator (Fig. 3). The
stator and field connectors are the
pushon blade type with a lock that
engages with the alternator housing.
Depress the lock tab and pull the
connector straight off the terminals
to prevent damage to them and the
connector.
4. Remove the alternator attaching
bolt, and remove the alternator.
Installation
1. Position the alternator to the engine,
and install the spacer (if used) and
the alternator attaching bolt.
Tighten the bolt only finger tight.
2. Install
the adjustment
armtoalternator attaching bolt.
3. Position the drive belt on the
alternator pulley and adjust the belt
tension to specification with Tool
T63L8620-A. Apply pressure on the
alternator front housing adjusting
ear with 11/8 inch open end wrench
when tightening the belt. Tighten
the adjusting arm bolts and the
alternator mounting bolt.
4. Connect the electrical connectors to
the alternator (Fig. 3). Be sure each
connection is clean and tight.
5. Connect the battery ground cable.

BLACK - ORANGE

ORANGE - BLUE (FIELD)
WHITE - BLACK (STATOR)

GROUND
TERMINAL

J1566-A

FIG. 3 Typical Wiring Connections—Side Terminal Alternator

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS SIDE TERMINAL ALTERNATOR
Disassembly
Fig. 4 shows a disassembled view of
the side terminal alternator.
1. Mark both end housings and the
stator with a scribe mark for use
during assembly.
2. Remove the four housing through
bolts, and separate the front housing
and rotor from the rear housing and
stator. Slots are provided in the front
housing to aid in disassembly. Do
not separate the rear housing from
the stator at this time.
3. Remove the drive pulley nut with
the tool shown in Fig. 5. Then,
remove the lockwasher, pulley, fan
and fan spacer from the rotor shaft.

4. Pull the rotor and shaft from the
front housing, and remove the
spacer from the rotor shaft.
5. Remove three screws retaining the
bearing to the front housing. If the
bearing is damaged or has lost its
lubricant, remove the bearing from
the housing. To remove the bearing,
support the housing close to the
bearing boss and press the bearing
from the housing.
6. Unsolder and disengage the three
stator leads from the rectifier (Fig.
8). Use a 200 watt solder iron.
7. Lift the stator from the rear housing.
8. Unsolder and disengage the brush
holder lead from the rectifier. Use a

200 watt solder iron.
9. Remove the screw attaching the
capacitor lead to the rectifier.
10. Remove four screws attaching the
rectifier to the rear housing (Fig. 6).
11. Remove the two terminal nuts and
insulator from outside the housing,
and remove the rectifier from the
housing.
12. Remove two screws attaching the
brush holder to the housing and
remove the brushes and holder.
13. Remove any sealing compound from
the rear housing and brush holder.
14. Remove one screw attaching the
capacitor to the rear housing and
remove the capacitor.
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THROUGH BOLT
(4 REQD.)
I10A396

31-12-04

REAR BEARING
10A304

BEARING
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FIG. 4 Disassembled Side Terminal Alternator

75/76 Inch Socket
Tool 765 P - T0300.B

BRUSH HOLDER
LEAD

J 1204-E

FIG. 5 Pulley Removal—Typical

15. If bearing replacement is necessary,
support the rear housing close to the
bearing boss and press the bearing
out of the housing from the inside.
Assembly
The rotor, stator and bearings must
not be cleaned with solvent. Wipe these
parts with a clean cloth.
1. If the front housing bearing is being
replaced, press the new bearing in
the housing. Put pressure on the
bearing outer race only. Then,
install the bearing retaining screws.
2. Place the inner spacer on the rotor
shaft and insert the rotor shaft into
the front housing and bearing.
3. Install the fan spacer, fan, pulley,
lockwasher and nut on the rotor
shaft. Use the tool shown in Fig. 3 to
tighten the pulley nut.
4. If the rear bearing is being replaced,
press a new bearing in from inside
the housing until it is flush with the
boss outer surface.
5. Position the brush terminal on the

STATOR LEAD
CONNECTIONS
J1563-A

FIG. 6 Stator Lead Connections

brush holder (Fig. 7). Install the
springs and brushes in the brush
holder, and insert a piece of stiff wire
to hold the brushes in place (Fig. 7).
6. Position the brush holder in the rear
housing and install the attaching
screws. Push the brush holder
toward the rotor shaft opening and
tighten the brush holder attaching
screws.
7. Position the capacitor to the rear
housing and install the attaching
screw.
8. Place the two cup shaped (rectifier)

insulators on the bosses inside the
housing (Fig. 8).
9. Place the insulator on the BAT
(large) terminal of the rectifier, and
position the rectifier in the rear
housing. Place the outside insulator
on the BAT terminal, and install the
nuts on the BAT and GRD
terminals finger tight.
10. Install but do not tighten the four
rectifier attaching screws.
11. Tighten the BAT and GRD
terminal nuts on the outside of the
rear housing. Then, tighten the four

31-12-05
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INSULATORS
STIFF WIRE

J1564-B

FIG. 7 Brush Holder Assembly
rectifier attaching screws.
12. Position the capacitor lead to the
rectifier and install the attaching
screw.
13. Press the brush holder lead on the
rectifier pin and solder securely (Fig.
6). Use a 200 watt solder iron.
14. Position the stator in the rear
housing and align the scribe marks.
Press the three stator leads on the
rectifier pins and solder securely
(Fig. 6). Use a 200 watt solder iron.
15. Position the rotor and front housing
into the stator and rear housing.
Align the scribe marks and install
the four through bolts. Tighten two
opposing bolts and then the two
remaining bolts.
16. Spin the fan and pulley to be sure
nothing is binding within the
alternator.
17. Remove the wire retracting the
brushes, and place a daub of
waterproof cement over the hole to
seal it.
BRUSH REPLACEMENT
Removal
1. Mark both end housings and the
stator with a scribe mark for use
during assembly.
2. Remove the four housing through
bolts, and separate the front housing
and rotor from the rear housing and
stator. Slots are provided in the front
housing to aid in disassembly. Do
not separate the rear housing and
stator.
3. Unsolder and disengage the brush
holder lead from the rectifier. Use a
200 watt solder iron.
4. Remove the two brush holder
attaching screws and lift the brush
holder from the rear housing.
5. Remove any sealing compound from
the rear hosing and brush holder.

PRESS AGAINST
HOUSING
J1565-B

FIG. 8 Brush Holder and Rectifier Insulators Installed
Installation
1. Position the brush holder to the rear
housing, inserting the wire used to
retract the brushes through the hole
in the rear housing.
2. Install the brush holder attaching
screws. Push the brush holder
toward the rotor shaft opening and
tighten the attaching screws.
3. Press the brush holder lead on the
rectifier pin and solder securely. Use
a 200 watt solder iron.
4. Position the rotor and front housing
into the stator and rear housing.
Align the scribe marks and install
the four through bolts. Tighten two
opposing bolts and then the two
remaining bolts.
5. Spin the fan and pulley to be sure
nothing is binding within the
alternator.
6. Remove the wire retracting the
brushes, and place a daub of
waterproof cement over the hole to
seal it.
RECTIFIER REPLACEMENT
Removal
1. Mark both end housings and the
stator with a scribe mark for use
during assembly.
2. Remove the four housing through
bolts, and separate the front housing
and rotor from the rear housing and

stator. Slots are provided in the front
housing to aid in disassembly. Do
not separate the rear housing and
stator at this time.
3. Unsolder and disengage the three
stator leads from the rectifier (Fig.
6). Use a 200 watt solder iron. Then,
lift the stator from the rear housing.
4. Unsolder and disengage the brush
holder lead from the rectifier. Use a
200 watt solder iron.
5. Remove the screw attaching the
capacitor lead to the rectifier.
6. Remove four screws attaching the
rectifier to the rear housing (Fig. 6).
7. Remove two terminal nuts and
insulator from outside the housing,
and remove the rectifier from the
housing.
Installation
1. Insert a piece of wire through the
hole in the rear housing to hold the
brushes in the retracted position.
2. Place the two rectifier insulators on
the bosses inside the housing (Fig.
8).
3. Place the insulator on the BAT
(large terminal) of the rectifier, and
position the rectifier in the rear
housing. Place the outside insulator
on the BAT terminal, and install the
n u t s on t h e B A T a n d G R D
terminals finger tight.
4. Install but do not tighten the four
rectifier attaching screws.

G.P.D. SIDE TERMINAL ALTERNATOR
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Position the stator in the rear
housing and align the scribe marks.
Press the three stator leads on the
rectifier pins and solder securely

Tighten the BAT and GRD
terminal nuts on the outside of the
rear housing. Then, tighten the four
rectifier attaching screws.
Position the capacitor lead to the
rectifier and install the attaching
screw.
7. Press the brush holder lead on the
rectifier pin and solder securely (Fig.

(Fig. 6). Use a 200 watt solder iron.

Position the rotor and front housing
into the stator and rear housing.
Align the scribe marks and install
the four through bolts. Partially
tighten all four through bolts. Then,

6). Use a 200 watt solder iron.

31-12-06

tighten two opposing bolts and then
the two remaining bolts.
10. Spin the fan and pulley to be sure
nothing is binding within the
alternator.
11. Remove the wire retracting the
brushes in the brush holder, and
place a daub of waterproof cement
over the hole in the rear housing to
seal it.

SPECIFICATIONS

SIDE TERMINAL ALTERNATOR
Rating
Amperes
@15V

Watts
@15V

70

1050

90

1350

Field
Current
Amps.
@12V

2.9

Cut-in
Speed
(Alternator
RPM)
725

Slip-Ring
Turning
(Inches)

Brush
Length (Inches)

Rated
Output
Speed
(Alternator
RPM)

Min.
Oia.

Max.
Runout

New

WearLimit

5000

1.22

0.0005

1/2

5/16

Pulley
Nut
Torque
(Ft.-Lbs.)

Belt®
Tension
(Lbs.)

60-100

70-110

875

(T) Used Belt. New Belt 140. A used belt is one that has been in operation more than 10 minutes.
If belt tension is out of. specification, or belt has been removed, reset to 110 lbs.

SPECIAL TOOLS
Ford Tool No.
T63L-8620-A
T65P-10300-B

Former No.
8620
BT-33-73-F

Description
Belt Tension Gauge
Alternator Pulley Remover
CJ1570-B
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ALTERNATOR ELECTRO-MECHANICAL REGULATOR
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PART 31-40 Alternator ElectroMechanical Regulator
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
REGULATOR

CHARGE INDICATOR/
CIRCUIT—LIGHT

The alternator regulator has been
designed to exercise automatic control
over the charging system, and also to
compensate for seasonal temperature
changes. The electromechanical
regulator is factory calibrated and is not
to be adjusted.
The alternator regulator is composed of two control units, a field relay
and a voltage limiter, mounted as an
assembly (Fig. 1). Refer to Wiring
Diagram Manual, Form 7795P-73, for
schematics and locations of wiring
harnesses.

When the ignition switch is closed,
the charge indicator light, in parallel
with a 15-ohm resistor, supplies
adequate starting field current.
When the alternator builds up
enough voltage to close the field relay
contacts, full voltage is applied to the
field, and the charge indicator light goes
out.

FIELD RELAY

The field relay serves to connect
charging system voltage to the field
circuit when the engine is running.

TESTING
Refer to the Ford Car and Truck
Diagnosis Manual for regulator diagnosis procedures. Use the Rotunda
tester ARE 27-38 or a voltmeter to test
the alternator regulator. Refer to Part
31-01 for Charging System Test
Procedures.

ADJUSTMENTS
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
REGULATOR

The electro-mechanical regulator is
factory calibrated and sealed and is not
to be adjusted. If the regulator does
Regulator Calibration Test, it must be
replaced.

CHARGE INDICATOR
CIRCUIT—AMMETER

When the ignition switch is closed,
the field relay is energized. Closing of
the relay contacts connects the battery
and alternator output to the field
through the voltage limiter contacts.
VOLTAGE LIMITER

The temperature compensated
voltage limiter is a double contact unit.
Voltage limiting is accomplished by
controlling the amount of current
supplied to the rotating field.

FIELD COIL TERMINAL
FIELD RELAY TERMINAL
CHARGE INDICATOR
LIGHT TERMINAL

IBATTERY TERMINAL FOR
FIELD SUPPLY VOLTAGE
J1394-B

FIG. 1 Alternator Electro-Mechanical
Regulator
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ALTERNATOR ELECTRO-MECHANICAL REGULATOR
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
REGULATOR

1. Remove the battery ground cable.
On models with the regulator
located behind the battery, it is
necessary to loosen the battery hold
down and position the battery away
from the regulator.

2. Remove the regulator mounting
screws.
3. Disconnect the regulator from the
wiring harness.
4. Connect the new regulator to the
wiring harness.
5. Mount the regulator to the regulator
mounting plate. The radio
suppression condenser mounts

under one mounting screw. The
ground lead mounts under the other
mounting screw.
6. If the battery was moved to gain
access to the regulator, position the
battery and install the hold down.
Connect the battery ground cable,
and check the system for proper
operation.

32-00-01
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LIGHTING SYSTEM

GROUP

Lighting System
PART 32-01
Lighting System General Service

PAGE
32-01-01

PART 32-02
Headlite System

PART 32-20

PAGE

Parking, Rear and Marker Lights

32-20-01

PART 32-40
32-02-01

PART 32-06
Headlite Covers

32

Turn Signal and Hazard Flasher

32-40-01

PART 32-60
32-06-01

Interior Lights

32-60-01

PART 32-15
Automatic Headlight Dimmer

32-15-01

PART 32-01 Lighting System General Service
GENERAL INFORMATION
LIGHTING SYSTEM
Wherever high or low series models
are designated, high series indicates the
LTD, XL and Country Squire on Ford
Models; and on Mercury models, high

series indicates the Marquis, Brougham,
Marauder and Marquis Colony Park.
All other Ford and Mercury models are
low series.
Refer to the Wiring and Vacuum
Diagrams Manual Form 7795P-73 for

electrical schematic wiring diagrams,
vacuum diagrams and the locations of
wiring and vacuum harnesses and lines.
Refer to the Car Diagnosis Manual,
Form F D 7962 for the diagnosis
procedures.

cable connections are clean and tight.
A visual inspection is an important
part of the Lighting System Test. Check
for wires with frayed or damaged
insulation, loose connections and proper

harness routing.
Any problems found by the visual
inspection should be corrected before
performing further tests of the Lighting
System.

TESTING
LIGHTING SYSTEM
Before performing any Lighting
System Tests, be sure the battery is in a
fully charged condition and all battery

32-02-01

32-02-01

HEADLIGHT SYSTEM

PART 32*02 Headlight System
COMPONENT INDEX

I

Applies To Models As Indicated

ADJUSTMENTS
Headlight Aim

02-0:

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Automatic Headlight Dimmer

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Dimmer Switch

02-02

Headlights

02-01
02-01 02-01 02-01 02-0102-01 N/A N/A 02-01

Headlight ON Indicator
Headlight Switch

02-01

Headlight Vacuum Covers

N/A 32-02 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Headlight Bulb

02-02

Headlight Dimmer Switch

02-04

Headlight ON Indicator

32-04 02-0402-04 020402-04 N/A N/A 02-0402-04 N/A 02
02-0302-03 02-03 02-03 02-03 02-03 02-0302-03

Headlight Switch
TESTING
Lighting System
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
HEADLIGHTS

The Maverick, Comet, Pinto, and
M u s t a n g use two N o . 2 type
sealed—beam headlights. Each light has
low—beam and high-beam filaments.
On all other car lines, four
sealed—beam headlights are used. The
two outboard lights have two filaments
each, one for low—beam and one for
high—beam. The numeral 2 is molded
in the glass lens. Locating tabs molded
in the glass allow the mounting of the
No. 2 lights in the outboard headlight
support frames only. The low—beams
are used for city driving and when
meeting oncoming traffic on the
highway.
The inboard headlights with a
numeral 1 molded in the glass lens have
only one filament. They are used for
highway driving, together with the
high—beam filaments of the No. 2
headlights. Locating tabs molded in the
glass allow the mounting of the No. 1
lights in the inboard headlight support
frames only.

HEADLIGHT SWITCH

A combination three-position
lighting switch, mounted at the lower
left of the instrument panel, controls
circuits to the headlights, parking lights,
marker lights, taillights, license plate
light, courtesy lights and instrument
panel lights. A circuit breaker in the
switch protects the headlight, taillights,
license plate light, parking lights and
marker lights.
On vehicles equipped with headlight
covers, the distribution valve for the
vacuum system is an integral part of the
lighting switch. It is attached to the back
of the switch body.
The instrument panel light circuit is
routed through a rheostat on the switch,
which is controlled by rotating the
switch control knob.
The courtesy light switch is also a
part of the lighting switch. It is actuated
by rotating the switch control knob to
the maximum counterclockwise

position. The courtesy lights also
illuminate when the doors are opened,
by the switch in the pillar.
HEADLIGHT—ON INDICATOR

Some vehicles are equipped with a
headlight—ON indicator and buzzer
system to tell the driver that he has left
the headlights on.
An indicator light, which contains a
built in flasher and an indicating buzzer,
are connected in parallel between the
headlight switch and a relay. The relay
connects the indicating circuit to
ground. The relay is energized by
current through the door jam switch.
AUTOMATIC HEADLIGHT
DIMMER

The automatic headlight dimmer is
a driver-operated electronic device
which automatically switches the car
headlight beams in response to light

HEADLIGHT SYSTEM
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from an approaching car, or light from
the taillights of a vehicle being
overtaken. Refer to Group 32, Part 15
for Service Procedures.

A high beam indicator light
mounted in the cluster glows when the
dimmer switch is in the high beam
position.

DIMMER SWITCH

VACUUM HEADLIGHT COVERS

Switching of the headlight beams is
accomplished by a foot-operated floormounted dimmer switch.

The vacuum headlight covers are
controlled by the headlight switch
which actuates a distribution valve
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located on the back of the headlight
switch. The distribution valve applies
vacuum to the vacuum motors
operating the vacuum covers. Refer to
Group 32, Part 06 for Service
Procedures.

TESTING
LIGHTING SYSTEM

Before performing any Lighting
System Tests, be sure the battery is in a
fully charged condition and all battery
cable connections are clean and tight.

A visual inspection is an important
part of the Lighting System Test. Check
for wires with frayed or damaged
insulation, loose connections and proper
harness routing.

Any problems found by the visual
inspection should be corrected before
performing further tests of the Lighting
System.

headlight door installed.
All headlight adjustments should be
made with a half-full tank plus or minus
one gallon, the vehicle unloaded and the
trunk empty except for the spare tire
and j a c k i n g e q u i p m e n t , and
recommended pressure in all the tires.

The kit equipment can be calibrated
to accommodate a slight slope in the
floor, making it usable almost any place
in the garage.

ADJUSTMENTS
HEADLIGHT A I M

Headlight aim adjustment on all
models should be made with Headlight
Aiming Kit—Model T.R.E. 540. Use
the latest instructions dated June, 1971.
The adjustment should be done with the

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
HEADLIGHT BULB
ALL VEHICLES EXCEPT MAVERICK,
COMET, MUSTANG AND PINTO

1. If the vehicle is equipped with
headlight covers, close the by-pass
valve to raise the covers for access to
the headlight bulbs. On Torino,
Montego, Ranchero and Cougar
models, remove the headlight door
retaining screws and remove the
headlight door. It is not necessary to
remove the headlight door on
Thunderbird, Ford, Meteor and low
series Mercury models to replace the
headlight bulb.
2. Remove the three retainer ring
screws and remove the retainer ring
from the headlight bulb (Fig. 1).
3. Pull the headlight bulb forward and
disconnect the wiring assembly plug.

4. Connect the wiring assembly plug to
the new headlight bulb and place the
bulb in position, locating the bulb
glass tabs in the positioning slots.
5. Attach the bulb retainer ring to the
assembly with the three retainer ring
screws.
6. On Torino, Montego, Ranchero and
Cougar models, place the headlight
door in position and install the
retaining screws. If equipped with
headlight covers, open the by-pass
valve to lower the covers.
7. Check the headlight bulb aim and
adjust as necessary.
MAVERICK, COMET, MUSTANG
AND PINTO

1. Remove the headlight door
retaining screws and remove the
headlight door.
2. Remove the three screws that hold

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

the bulb retainer to the adjusting
ring (Fig. 2), and remove the
retainer.
Pull the headlight bulb forward and
disconnect the wiring assembly plug.
Connect the headlight bulb wiring
assembly plug to the new headlight
bulb and place the bulb in position,
locating the bulb glass tabs in the
positioning slots.
Position the retainer ring over the
bulb and install the attaching
screws.
Place the headlight door in position
and install the three retaining
screws.
Check the headlight bulb aim and
adjust as necessary.
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FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR

Removal
1. Disconnect the ground cable from
the battery.
2. Remove the knob from the wiperwasher switch.
3. Pull the headlight switch knob to the
ON position. Reach up behind the
instrument panel and press the
release button on the switch
housing, and pull the knob and shaft
out of the switch,
4. Remove the bezel nut from the light
switch, and remove the finish panel
lower attaching screw. Then, pull
out on the bottom of the finish panel
and pull out to remove.
5. Remove three screws attaching the
switch mounting plate to the
instrument panel. Disconnect the
wire connector from the switch, and
disconnect the illumination light
from the harness. Disconnect the
vacuum hoses from the switch if
equipped with headlight covers.
6. Remove the switch from the
mounting plate.
Installation
1. Install the switch on the mounting
plate.
2. Connect the wire harness to the
switch and illumination light.
Connect the vacuum hoses to the
switch (if so equipped), and install
the switch and mounting plate on
the instrument panel.
3. Install the finish panel and headlight
switch bezel nut.
4. Install the headlight switch knob
and shaft by inserting it into the
switch and pushing it all-the-way in
until a distinct click is heard.
5. Install the knob on the wiper-washer
switch.
6. Connect the ground cable to the
battery and check the operation of
the headlight switch.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Through the hole in the underside of
the instrument panel, press the
release button with a screwdriver
and remove the knob and shaft
assembly.
3. Remove the bezel nut, lower the
switch and disconnect the multiple
connector.
4. Remove the switch.
Installation
1. Install the multiple connector,
position the switch to the cluster and
install the bezel nut.
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FIG. 1 Headlight Bulb Removal—Typical Dual Headlights

2. Install the knob and shaft assembly.
3. Connect the battery ground cable.
TORINO, MONTEGO, MAVERICK,
COMET AND LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Pull the control knob to the full ON
position. Reach up from underneath
the instrument panel, and press the
release button on the switch
housing. With the release button
pressed in, pull the knob out of the
switch. To gain access to the release
button on Maverick and Comet
vehicles equipped with air
conditioning, disconnect the A/C
left duct from the duct-to-register
connector, loosen the two nuts that
retain the left register to the utility
shelf, and then remove the
connector from the register.
3. Unscrew the bezel nut with Tool
T65L-7OO-A to detach the switch
assembly from the instrument panel,
and lower the switch assembly.
4. Disconnect the multiple connector
and remove the switch.
Installation
1. Connect the multiple plug to the
headlight switch. If equipped with
headlight doors, install the colorcoded vacuum hoses to the

distribution valve fittings identified
by corresponding colors. Make sure
that all connections are tight.
2. P o s i t i o n the switch to the
instrument panel and install the
bezel nut with Tool T65L-7OO-A.
3. Install the knob and shaft assembly
by inserting and slightly rotating it
all the way into the switch until a
distinct click is heard.
4. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
switch.
PINTO

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the headlight switch knob
and shaft assembly and retaining
nut.
4. Disconnect the multiple connector
plug from the switch and remove the
switch from the cluster opening.
Installation
1. Connect the multiple connector plug
to the switch.
2. Position the switch assembly to the
instrument panel and install the
retaining nut and knob and shaft
assembly.
3. Install the instrument cluster
assembly.
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ADJUSTING RING
13046-A (L.H.)
13041-A (R.H.)
BULB-13007-A
RETAINER RING
13015-A
HEADLIGHT DOOR
13064-A (L.H.)
13052-A (R.H.)

WIR ING ASSEMBLY AND PLUG
13076-A
K1119-D

FIG. 2 Headlight Bulb Removal—Typical Single Headlight

4. Connect the battery ground cable.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

WIRING ASSEMBLY-14401
KNOB RELEASE BUTTON
DIMMER SWITCH
ASSEMBLY
13A024.A'

Remove the cluster trim panel as
outlined in Group 33. Remove the
switch mounting plate. Remove the
bezel nut and disconnect the multiple
connector. Then, remove the vacuum
lines (if so equipped) and remove the
switch.
HEADLIGHT ON INDICATOR

The Mustang, Cougar, Torino,
Montego, Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV are equipped with a Headlight
on Buzzer and Relay. The buzzer and
relay are mounted on a relay panel
located above the glove box on a
Mustang and Cougar and to the left of
the glove box on a Torino, Montego,
Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV.
The Lincoln Continental and
Thunderbird lights ON indicator bulb is
located in the instrument panel.

K1451-B

FIG. 3 Headlight Switch
SCREW (2 REQUIRED)
377834-SI 01
K1070-D

FIG. 5 Headlight Dimmer Switch

DISTRIBUTION VALVE
KNOB RELEASE BUTTON

K2160-A

FIG. 4 Headlight Switch with
Distribution Valve

DIMMER SWITCH

To remove the headlight dimmer
switch, pull the floor carpet back from
the area of the switch and remove the
mounting screws (Fig. 5). In some
vehicles, it may be necessary to loosen
the scuff plate and remove the left cowl
panel in order to free the carpet.
Disconnect the three-wire connector (or
the multiple connector and single wire

connector, if equipped with automatic
headlight dimmer) from the switch. To
install the switch, connect the wire
connector(s) to the switch terminals and
install the switch to the floor. Replace
the floor carpet.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
HEADLIGHT COVERS

The headlight covers are opened and
closed by one vacuum motor on Lincoln
Continental and Continental Mark IV,
and by two motors on Mercury. Refer to
Figs. 1, 2 and 3 for location of the
headlight cover operating components
and installation. Note the vacuum hose
routing, connections and color codes.
The headlight switch, when pulled
full out actuates a distribution valve
located on the back of the headlight
switch. The distribution valve applies
vacuum to the vacuum motor operating
the headlight covers. The distribution
valve also provides a vacuum relief
(exhaust) port to that side of the vacuum
motor diaphragm to which vacuum is
not applied.
When the headlight switch is pushed

in to turn the headlights off, the vacuum
supply and relief positions of the
distribution valve are reversed. This
subjects the opposite side of the vacuum
motor diaphragm to engine vacuum,
and also vents the vacuum at the
opposing side of the diaphragm to
atmospheric pressure. The vacuum
motor closes the headlight covers.
A reserve vacuum reservoir provides
vacuum storage which permits limited
cycling of the headlight covers without
the car engine running.
A check valve is used in the vacuum
source line to prevent vacuum from
leaking from the reservoir back through
the engine. On Lincoln Continental
models, the check valve is integral with
the vacuum manifold assembly.
Springs are used on all models to
automatically open the covers in the

event the system should lose vacuum.
On Lincoln Continental, the spring is
attached to the center shaft. On
Continental Mark IV models, the spring
is attached to each cover. On Mercury
models, the spring is built into each
motor. Vacuum applied to the vacuum
motor diaphragm during closing
overcomes this spring tension.
If the headlight covers will not open
automatically, a by-pass valve is
provided to vent the system and allow
the covers to open. The valve is located
in the vacuum lines between the
headlight switch and the vacuum motor.
If the engine has been shut down
long enough to allow a normal
leakdown in the vacuum system
(overnight), the spring will open the
headlight cover.
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CONTROL VALVE
HEADLAMP SWITCH
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MANIFOLD SOURCE

MOTOR ASSY.
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HEADLAMP SWITCH

REMOVE CAP

MOTOR ASSY.
VIEW-A

CONTROL VALVE

VIEW-A

FIG. 1 Headlight Covers and Vacuum System—Mercury
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FIG. 2 Headlight Covers and Vacuum System—Continental Mark IV
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VACUUM
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FIG. 3 Headlight Covers and Vacuum System—Lincoln Continental

TESTING

HEADLIGHT COVER VACUUM
SYSTEM LEAK TEST

A leak test on any part or
component of the headlight cover
vacuum system, can be accomplished
with the use of the vacuum test probe.
Refer to Vacuum Test Probe for
fabrication. To perform the leak test,
plug the probe into the system at the
desired point. The reading on the gauge
should momentarily fall below the preset value of 14 inches of vacuum. If there
are no leaks in that part of the system
being checked, the gauge reading should
come back to 14 inches of vacuum and

hold steady. If a leak is present in the
system, the gauge reading will not come
up to 14 inches of vacuum.
The leak test for the headlight
switch can be accomplished by
attaching the vacuum test probe to the
center (white) port of the headlight
switch and capping the two outside
ports. Move the switch selector thru the
OFF-PART-ON position and observe
the reading on the vacuum probe gauge.
The gauge should read 14 inches of
vacuum in all of the positions. If the
reading should fall off at any of the
positions, the headlight switch should be
replaced.

VACUUM TEST PROBE

A vacuum gauge is required to
diagnose and test a vacuum control
system. The Fuel Pump Tester Gauge
(ARE 345) is recommended. It is also
recommended that the vacuum gauge be
used, as a part of a vacuum probe tester.
Ordinarily, a vacuum gauge is used
alone to measure the vacuum from a
vacuum system hose or nipple,
reservoir, or the engine intake manifold.
A vacuum probe tester, on the other
hand, is used to supply a definite
amount of vacuum to a particular point
in the system. It tests the system from
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this point to a component.
A vacuum probe tester is not
commercially supplied, but it is easily
made.
1. Cut or splice a length of 3/16-inch
hose long enough to reach from the
engine intake manifold to the most
remote component in the vacuum
system. Call the ends of the hose the
manifold end and the working end.
2. Insert a 4-way connector into the
working end of the hose.
3. Attach a vacuum gauge to one of the
4-way connector nipples (Fig. 4).
4. Install a short length of 3/16 hose
with an adjustable hose restrictor on
another nipple of the 4-way
connectors.
5. Install a short length of hose on the
last nipple of the 4-way connector.
Insert a Tee connector into this
hose.
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6. Install a short length of hose to the
two open ends of the Tee Connector
(Fig. 4). Install a 3/16-1/8 reducer
in one hose and a 3/16 splice
connector in the other hose. By
adding or removing connectors
(splices) to these test probe hoses,
they can be connected to any 3/161/8 hose nipple, or connector, while
the other test hose is plugged, or
both the 3/16 and 1/8 tester probes
can be used at the same time.
To adjust the probe to the required
14 inches of test vacuum, plug the test
probe hoses into the vacuum source at
the carburetor, and adjust the hose
restrictor until the vacuum gauge reads
14 inches. The vacuum supply at the end
of the test probe hoses should be
checked often, as the engine warms up,
loads up, etc.

ROTUNDA FUEL PUMP
TESTER GAUGE ARE 345
3/16 TO 1/8
REDUCER

4 WAV 3/16
CONNECTOR
3/16HOSE

3/16 CAP
HOSE FLOW CONTROL.
ADJUSTABLE RESTRICTOR'
FROM ROTUNDA AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION TESTER KIT

TO ENGINE
INTAKE MANIFOLD
K-2178-A

FIG. 4 Vacuum Test Probe

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
VACUUM MOTOR
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

1. Disconnect two vacuum hoses from
the cover motor.
2. Disconnect the clip retaining the
motor control rod to the headlight
cover outer shaft assembly and
remove the rod from the shaft.
3. Remove the two nuts retaining the
motor assembly to the motor
support and remove the motor
through the opening at the bottom
of the vehicle.
4. Position the motor assembly to the
support bracket and install the two
retaining nuts.
5. Position the motor control rod to the
shaft assembly and install the
retaining clip.
6. Connect the vacuum hoses to the
motor assembly (green stripe on top

of the motor and yellow stripe on the
bottom). Check the operation of the
motor.
MERCURY

1. Disconnect the two vacuum hoses
from the cover motor.
2. Disconnect the motor control rod
from the headlight cover.
3. Remove two nuts retaining the
motor to the motor support, and
remove the motor through the
opening at the bottom of the vehicle.
4. Position the motor to the support
bracket and install he two retaining
nuts.
5. Connect the motor control rod to
the headlight cover, and connect the
vacuum hoses to the motor. Be sure
to connect the green stripe hose to
the top of the motor and the yellow
to the bottom of the motor. Then,
check the operation of the system.

VACUUM RESERVOIR

1. Raise the left front of the vehicle and
remove the left front tire and wheel
assembly.
2. From under the fender, remove the
nuts and washers retaining the
headlight cover vacuum reservoir to
the front fender apron and wheel
housing.
3. Disconnect the vacuum hose from
the reservoir and remove the
reservoir.
4. Connect the vacuum hose to the
vacuum reservoir.
Place the reservoir in position fitting
the retaining studs into the holes in the
front fender apron and wheel housing.
From under the fender, install the nuts
and washers to the studs.
5. Install the left front tire and wheel
assembly and lower the vehicle.
Check the operation of the headlight
covers.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
AUTOMATIC HEADLIGHT
DIMMER

The automatic headlight dimmer is
a driver-operated electronic device
which automatically switches the
headlights from high to low beam in
response to light from an approaching
vehicle or light from the taillights of a
vehicle being overtaken.
Major components of the system
are: a sensor-amplifier unit, a power
relay, a foot switch, a driver sensitivity
control, and an interconnecting wire
harness.
The sensor-amplifier unit combines
a light-sensing optical device and a
transistorized amplifier into one unit
with sufficient power to operate a power
relay for switching headlight beams.
The Continental Mark IV sensoramplifier unit is located between the
headlights on the drivers side. The
Lincoln Continental sensor-amplifier
unit and mounting bracket assembly is
located in the engine compartment
attached to the left side of the radiator
support assembly. A pre-calibrated level
assembly is attached as a part of the
sensor-amplifier unit for setting the
correct vertical aim. The unit is adjusted
for sensitivity at the factory and then
completely sealed by filling the interior

of the metal case with a moisture-proof
epoxy material. The epoxy forms a
capsule around all the interior parts and
prohibits access to factory sensitivity
adjustments or other interior parts.
The power relay is a dust sealed,
single pole, double throw, 12 V.D.C.
unit which provides the heavy duty
contacts for switching the headlight
beams. The upper beam position is the
normally closed position. The power
relay also contains a diode for damping
purposes to protect the sensor-amplifier.
Observe proper polarity when
connecting, to prevent burn-out of the
diode and subsequent damage to the
sensor-amplifier.
The foot switch is a special
dimmerover-ride type that replaces the
standard foot dimmer switch. One
position provides automatic control of
the headlight beams and the other
position is the lower beam. It also
contains an over-ride section for
obtaining an over-riding high beam
when in the automatic position. The
over-ride section functions as follows:
With the foot switch in the automatic
position, a slight downward pressure on
the switch provides upper beam
regardless of the amount of light on the
sensor-amplifier lens. This arrangement
permits signaling an approaching

vehicle if it fails to switch to lower beam
or as a passing signal to a vehicle being
overtaken. It also provides a simple test
for finding the automatic position of the
foot switch.
The driver sensitivity control is the
ring knob on the headlight switch. This
allows the driver to adjust the sensitivity
of the system to the surrounding light.
With the control knob positioned at the
center of its travel, the sensitivity will
closely approximate factory adjustment.
Rotating the knob clockwise increases
sensitivity and the headlights will switch
to the lower beam when an approaching
car is farther away. Rotating the knob
counterclockwise decreases the
sensitivity, allowing an approaching car
to come nearer before the headight
switching occurs. If the control is
rotated to the full counterclockwise
position, manual operation of the
headlight beams with the foot dimmer
switch is provided.
An in-line 4 ampere (SFE-4) fuse is
incorporated into the wire harness. If
this fuse should blow, the circuit will
revert to manual control of the
headlight beams by means of the foot
switch. Removing the fuse will also
revert the system to manual control.

adjustment, loose or incorrect wiring
connections or even misunderstanding
of the operation of the unit may lead an
owner to believe an adjustment or part
replacement is necessary.
The following checks should be

performed in sequence to determine the
cause and correction of trouble and to
eliminate unnecessary service work.
This unit is transistorized and does not
require a warm-up time. With the
vehicle in a lighted area, check the

TESTING
SYSTEM TEST

All components of the automatic
headlight dimmer should hold their
factory adjustments indefinitely.
However, an incorrect vertical aim
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FIG. 1 Automatic Headlight Dimmer Wiring Diagram

system as follows:
1. Check the position of the driver
sensitivity control knob. If it is
rotated to the full counterclockwise
position, check with the owner to be
sure he understands the operation of
the unit.
2. Operate the engine at fast idle.
3. Set the driver sensitivity control
knob at the approximate center of its
rotation.
4. Turn the light switch on. The
headlights should remain on the
lower beam in both positions of the
foot switch. If so, proceed to step 5.
If not, perform the following checks:
a. Check for a loose connection at
the foot switch, power relay,
connector near driver sensitivity
control, or in-line connector
between the sensor-amplifier
cable and the interconnecting
wire harness.
b. Disconnect the red wire (override) from the foot switch (Fig. 1).
If the lower beam is obtained in
both positions of the foot switch,
replace the foot switch.
c. Disconnect the sensor-amplifier
cable at the in-line connector.
Fabricate a test lamp with a
socket and a No. 53 bulb and 2

pieces of wire. Ground one test
lamp lead and touch the other to
the yellow terminal in the female
connector. The test lamp should
light. If not, check for a blown
fuse or a loose connection at the
driver sensitivity control
connector or power relay.
d. Connect one test lamp lead to
battery voltage and touch the
other lead to the white terminal in
the connector. Rotating the
driver sensitivity control knob
completely counterclockwise
should cause the bulb to light. If
not, check for a loose connection
at the driver sensitivity control
connector, a poor solder
connection at the driver
sensitivity control, or a damaged
driver sensitivity control (open
circuit).
e. Connect one test lamp lead to
battery voltage and touch the
other lead to the black terminal in
the connector. Operate the foot
switch two or three times. The
test bulb should light in one
position of the foot switch and the
headlights should be on lower
beam for both positions of the
foot switch. If not, check for loose

connections at the foot switch or
power relay, a poor ground at the
power relay, or a damaged foot
switch or power relay. If the
problem was not found in step 4,
the sensor amplifier is not
functioning properly and should
be replaced.
5. Place the foot switch in the
automatic position and depress
slightly. The headlights should
switch to the upper beam. If so,
proceed to step 6. If not, perform the
following checks:
a. Check for a disconnected red wire
at the foot switch.
b. Disconnect the red wire from the
foot switch and ground it to the
vehicle body. If the upper beam is
obtained, replace the foot switch.
If not, connect the wire to the foot
switch and check the continuity
of the red wire to the 2-way
connector near the driver
sensitivity control.
c. Complete continuity of the red
wire through the white wire can
be checked by disconnecting the
sensor-amplifier cable from the
interconnecting harness at the
inline connector. Using a test
lamp (No. 53 bulb), connect one
lead to battery voltage and touch
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the other to the white terminal in
the in-line connector. Push down
slightly on the foot switch and the
bulb should light. If not, check
the continuity from the in-line
connector to the foot switch.
6. Place the foot switch in the
automatic position and cover the
sensor-amplifier lens with a black
cloth. The headlights should switch
to the upper beam. If so, proceed to

AUTOMATIC HEADLIGHT DIMMER

step 7. If not, disconnect the sensoramplifier at the in-line connector. If
the headlights switch to the upper
beam, replace the sensor-amplifier
unit.
7. With the headlights on automatic
lower beam, rotate the driver
sensitivity control all-the-way
counterclockwise. The headlights
should switch to the upper beam. If
so, proceed to step 8. If not, check
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the driver sensitivity control for a
poor connection to ground.
8. If the system responded to steps 4
thru 7 without failure, the unit is
functioning properly and all that
remains to be checked is the aiming
and sensitivity (Refer to the
Adjustment Section).

ADJUSTMENTS
HORIZONTAL AIMING
ADJUSTMENT

The sensor-amplifier unit must be
aimed straight ahead in the horizontal
plane for proper performance.
VERTICAL AIMING ADJUSTMENT

Accurate vertical aim is essential to
proper performance. If the sensoramplifier is aimed too low, reflected
road light from the vehicle's own
headlights can cause the unit to hold the
headlights on low beam. The unit must
be aimed as low as possible to provide
maximum tolerance for vehicle loading
and weight distribution.
The aiming procedures should be
rechecked on new vehicles that have
been driven 2,000 miles.
1. Sensor-amplifier vertical aiming
should be performed with the
vehicle unloaded, the trunk empty
except for the spare tire and jack
assembly, gas tank at least half full,
and the tires at the correct air
pressure(s).
2. Locate the vehicle on a level floor
(level within 1/4 inch fore and aft).
3. Rock the vehicle sideways to
equalize the springs.
Adjust the vertical aiming screw
(Fig. 2) at the rear of the sensor-

DO NOT TAMPER WITH
THIS CALIBRATION SCREW
\

K2442-A

FIG. 2 Vertical Aim Adjustment

amplifier and bracket assembly until the
bubble is centered in the level. Do not

adjustment while turning the vertical
aiming screw clockwise.

tamper with the screw near the end of

the level. Always make the final

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
SENSOR-AMPLIFIER

If the automatic headlight dimmer
malfunctions and cannot be removed for
repair immediately, manual operation of
the headlights may be obtained at the
foot dimmer switch, in most cases, by

removing the fuse from the fuse holder.
The fuse holder is located in the wiring
harness near the headlight switch.
Should the car have to be driven
with the sensor-amplifier unit removed,
manual headlight beam operation with
the foot dimmer switch will be obtained.

If both the sensor-amplifier unit and the
power relay are removed, manual
operation with the foot dimmer switch
may be obtained by replacing the override type foot dimmer switch with a
standard foot dimmer switch, and
plugging the standard car wiring into it.
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The driver sensitivity control
(available to the driver at the light
switch), will provide any adjustment
requirement normally needed.
However, when a sensor-amplifier unit
is replaced, it will be necessary to
readjust the vertical aim as described in
Vertical Aiming Adjustment in the
Adjustment Section.
Removal
1. Disconnect the ground cable from
the battery.
2. Disconnect the harness at the rear of
the sensor-amplifier unit (Figs. 3
and 4). Do not pull on the cable
sheathing, otherwise the leads could
be damaged.
3. Remove the three sensor-amplifier
and bracket assembly mounting
screws and lockwashers.
4. Remove the sensor-amplifier and
mounting bracket from the vehicle.
Installation
1. Position the sensor-amplifier and
mounting bracket assembly and
install the mounting screws.
2. Connect the harness connector to
the harness at the rear of the sensoramplifier unit.
3. Connect the battery cable.
4. Test the unit for proper operation. If
necessary adjust the vertical aiming
as described in the Adjustment
Section.

AUTOMATIC HEADLIGHT DIMMER
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K2443-A

FIG. 3 Sensor-Amplifier Installation—Lincoln Continental

FOOT DIMMER SWITCH

Removal
1. Disconnect the ground cable from
the battery.
2. Position the left side of thefloormat
back away from the area of the foot
dimmer switch.
3. Remove the two screws attaching
the foot dimmer swich to the floor
pan. Lift the foot dimmer switch
from the floor pan (Figs. 5 or 6).
4. Disconnect the plug connectors
from the foot dimmer switch.
Should installation of a standard
foot dimmer switch be necessary
connect the car headlight wiring harness
to the standard foot dimmer switch.
Installation
1. Connect the plug connectors to the
foot dimmer switch.
2. Position the foot dimmer switch on
the floor pan, and install the two
attaching screws.
3. Position the floor mat in the area of
the foot dimmer switch.
4. Connect the ground cable to the
battery.

SENSOR
13A023
AIMING,
SCREW'

POWER RELAY
K 2371-C

Removal

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.

FIG. 4 Sensor-Amplifier Installation—Continental Mark IV
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2. Disconnect the two plug connectors
from the relay (Figs. 5 and 6).
3. Remove the two attaching screws
securing the relay to the brake pedal
support and remove the relay.
Installation
1. Position the power relay to the brake
pedal support. The terminals of the
relay must point toward the front of
the vehicle. Install the two attaching
screws.
2. Connect the two plug connectors to
the power relay.
3. Connect the battery ground cable.
4. Test the system for proper
operation.

HEADLIGHT
SWITCH
CONNECTOR

POWER RELAY
CONNECTORS
y(

SHIELD

BRAKE PEDAL
SUPPORT

POWER RELAY
ASSEMBLY
13A025

05

DRIVER SENSITIVITY CONTROL

Refer to Group 32, Part 02 for
Headlight Switch Removal and
Installation.

K2444-A

FIG. 5 Dimmer Switch, Power Relay and Harness Connections—Lincoln
Continental

CLIP
378771

K 2372-B

FIG. 6 Dimmer Switch, Power Relay and Harness Connections—Continental
Mark IV
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
DESCRIPTION

OPERATION

PARKING, REAR AND MARKER
LIGHTS

PARKING, REAR AND MARKER
LIGHTS

The parking, rear and marker light
circuits are controlled by the headlight
switch. When the headlight switch is
pulled out to the first detent, only the
parking lights and side marker lights
come on.
When the headlight switch is pulled
out to the second detent, the parking
lights, side marker lights, headlights all
come one.

On Thunderbird, Continental Mark
IV, Ford, Mercury, Meteor and Lincoln
Continental vehicles, a cornering light
bulb is installed in the same light body
with the side marker bulb on vehicles so
equipped. The cornering lights are fed
from the turn signal circuit in such a
way that when the turn signal switch is
activated, the cornering light on the turn
side will burn with a steady glow.

The side marker lights are connected
in parallel with the feed circuit (from the
headlight switch) that feeds the minor
filaments of the front parking and rear
tail lights (Fig. 1).
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FRONT PARKING LIGHTS
MAJOR FILAMENT

MAJOR FILAMENT

MINOR FILAMENT

MINOR FILAMENT

2

14

RIGHT FRONT
SIDE MARKER

TO TURN SIGNAL
SWITCH FOR STOP
LIGHT FEED

REAR LIGHTS

K 1209-C

FIG. 1 Typical Side Marker Light Circuit

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
PARKING LIGHTS
FORD

The front parking lights are located
in the fender on all Ford models. To
replace the bulb, remove the lens from
the lamp body. Two screws attach the
lens on LOW series and four screws on
High series models.
To replace the lamp assembly,
remove the lens and bezel from the
assembly. Then, unplug the wires from

the harness (Fig. 2), disengage the wire
locator from the body, and remove two
lamp housing retaining nuts from under
the fender.
MERCURY AND METEOR

The front parking lights are located
in the fender on all models. To replace
the bulb on LOW series models, twist
the bulb socket and remove the bulb and
socket from the lamp body. To replace
the bulb on HIGH series models,

remove three lens and trim attaching
screws and remove the lens. Then,
remove the bulb from the lamp
assembly.
To replace the lamp assembly on a
LOW series models, remove the
headlight door (5 screws). Then, unplug
the wires from the harness (Fig. 2)
disengage the wire locator, and remove
four lamp housing attaching screws
from under the fender.
To replace the lamp assembly on
HIGH series models, remove the lens
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MERCURY - METEOR
LOW SERIES

32-20-03

MERCURY - METEOR
HI SERIES

PARK AND TURN
LAMP-1 3200-1
LOCATOR
SCREW
40904

SOCKET

FORD
HIGH SERIES

PARKING LAMP
13A200
K2698-B

FIG. 2 Parking Lamp Assembly—Ford, Mercury and Meteor

and trim from the lamp assembly. Then,
unplug the wires from the harness (Fig.
2), disengage the wire locator, and
remove two retaining nuts from under
the fender.
MUSTANG

The Mustang parking lights are
located in the radiator grille. To replace
the bulb, twist the bulb socket and pull
the socket and bulb from the lamp
assembly. To remove the lamp
assembly, remove two screws attaching
the parking lamp and door to the grille.
COUGAR

The Cougar parking lights are
located at the front of each fender. To
replace the bulb, it is necessary to
remove the lens. To replace the lamp
assembly, disconnect the wires at the
harness. Then, disengage the wire
locator from the body, and remove the
two lamp assembly retaining nuts
located under the fender.

TORINO

The parking lights are located in the
front fender on LOW series, and in the
grille on HIGH series models. To
replace the bulb, twist the socket and
pull it from the lamp assembly.
To replace the lamp assembly on the
LOW series, remove two screws from
the front and pull the assembly from the
fender. Then, disconnect the bulb and
socket from the lamp assembly. To
replace the lamp assembly on HIGH
series models, remove two screws
attaching the rear of the lamp body to
the grille. Then, disconnect the bulb and
socket from the lamp body.
MONTEGO

The parking lights are located in the
outboard side of the headlamp doors. To
replace a bulb, remove the lens from the
light body (two retaining screws). To
replace the parking light assembly,
remove the headlight door (4 retaining

screws) and disconnect the wire
connector. Remove the four screws
retaining the parking light to the
headlight door and remove the parking
light assembly.
MAVERICK

To replace the bulb, it is necessary
first to remove the two light bodytoparking light in grille retaining screws
and lower the body from the parking
light in grille (Fig. 3). Remove the lens
from the light body (2 attaching screws)
and remove the bulb from the socket.
To replace the light body,
disconnect the parking light lead at the
connector plug located between the
radiator support and the bumper. Free
the lead from two retaining clips by
opening one clip and disengaging it from
the other clip. Remove the two light
body-to-bumper retaining screws, and
remove the light body and wiring
assembly from the vehicle.
When installing a new light body,
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PINTO

BUMPER

LIGHT AND WIRING
ASSEMBLY
13201-A (L.H.)
13200-A (R.H.)

K1124-B

FIG. 3 Parking Light
Installation—Maverick

To replace the parking light bulb, it
is not necessary to remove the parking
light body.
Remove the socket from the parking
light body and replace the bulb. Install
the socket in the parking light body.
To replace the parking light body,
disconnect the battery ground cable.
Remove the socket from the parking
light body, remove the two screws
retaining the light body to the grille and
remove the light body assembly.
To install, position the light body to
the grille and install the two retaining
screws (Fig. 5). Then, install the socket
to the light body assembly.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

transfer the lens (2 screws) and bulb to
the new body and install a new gasket.
COMET

To remove the light body,
disconnect the wires at the multiple
connector. Remove the two mounting
screws from behind the grill (Fig. 4).
The assembly can now be pulled out
from the front of the grill.
To replace a bulb, remove the door
and lens assembly from the front of the
light body (two retaining screws).

The front parking lights are
mounted on brackets which are welded
to the rear side of the front bumper
adjacent to openings in the bumper (Fig.
6). To replace the parking light bulb,
remove the lens from the body (two
retaining screws). To remove the lamp
assembly, remove the light bodytobracket screw and washer assemblies.
Disconnect the lead wire at the bullet
connector behind the side marker light
and lower the light body and lead wire
assembly from behind the bumper.
When installing the light body to the
mounting bracket, be sure that the
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spring nuts are properly positioned at
the screw holes on the bracket.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Removal
1. To replace the parking light bulb,
remove the lens attaching screws
and remove the lens and bulb.
2. To replace the lamp assembly,
disconnect the parking light
multiple connector from the dashtoheadlight junction wiring
assembly under the top of the fender
behind the parking light.
3. Remove the two retaining nuts from
the light body studs at the rear of the
parking light.
4. Pull the light body straight forward
and remove it from the vehicle.
Remove the pad from the rear of the
light body.
5. Remove the lens retaining screws,
and remove the lens and gasket.
Remove the bulb.
Installation
1. Install the bulb in the socket of the
light body. Position the lens and
gasket to the light body, and install
the retaining screws. Fit the pad into
position over the studs and against
the rear of the light body.
2. Position the light body to the fender,
routing the light wiring through the

K2765-B

FIG. 4 Parking Light Installation—Comet
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holes in the front sheet metal. Install
the two retaining nuts to the light
body studs.
3. Connect the multiple connector to
the wire harness.
REAR LIGHTS

GRILL
K2718-A

FIG. 5 Parking Light
Installation—Pinto

Two types of rear light bulb sockets
are used (Figs. 7 and 8).
To remove the socket assembly (Fig.
7), turn the socket counterclockwise to
the stop, then press the socket
downward and rock it out of the light
body. To install, line up the socket with
the keying tab on the light body and
press into position.
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To remove the socket assembly (Fig.
8), turn the socket counterclockwise to
the stop, then press the socket
downward and rock it out of the light
body.
To install, index the smallest tab for
locating the three locking tabs then
press the socket into the lamp body and
rotate clockwise to the stop.

FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR
EXCEPT MODEL 71

The bulbs can be replaced by
removing the bulb socket from the rear
of the light body.

CORNERING LIGHT
BULB SOCKET

RETAINER
RING

MOUNTING
BRACKET

VIEW A

FIG. 6 Parking Marker and Cornering Light—Lincoln Continental
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LAMP ASSY.
13404-R.H.
13405-L.H.

KEYING TAB

LOCKING TAB
LAMP SOCKET

LAMP BODY
K 2700-A

FIG. 7 Rear Light Bulb Socket

LAMP BODY

K 2702-C

LOCKING TAB
(3 PER SOCKET)

FIG. 9 Rear Light Installation—Ford Except Model 71—Mercury and Meteor
Similar

INDEXING TAB
I
LAMP SOCKET
K 2701-A

FIG. 8 Rear Light Bulb Socket—3
Tab Type
SOCKETS

To remove the lens, remove the lens
to body retaining screws and remove the
lens.
To remove the light body assembly,
remove six nuts from inside the luggage
compartment. Then, remove the bulb
sockets from the light body, and remove
the light body (Fig. 9).
FORD, MERCURY METEOR—MODEL
71
To remove the light body and/or
bulbs remove six screws attaching the
light body to the rear quarter (Fig. 10).
Pull the light body from the quarter
opening, and remove the light sockets
from the light body. To remove the lens,
remove four lens attaching screws and
separate the lens from the light body,
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
On Mustang models, the bulbs can
be removed by disengaging the sockets
from the light body inside the luggage
compartment. On Cougar models,
remove the lens attaching screws. Then,
remove the lens to gain access to the
bulbs.
To remove the light body, move the
spare tire to one side, remove the three
light sockets from the light body and
remove the two nuts attaching the wire

K 1156-D

FIG. 10 Rear Light Installation—Ford, Mercury and Meteor Model 71

harness clips to the light body. Then,
remove the four nuts attaching the light
body to the rear panel and remove the
light body assembly.
To install, position the light body to
the rear panel and install the four
retaining nuts. Install the wire harness
retaining clips and install the three light
sockets. Position the spare tire.
On Cougar, the bulbs can be
replaced by removing eight retaining
screws (one side) and remove the door
and lens.

To r e m o v e t h e l a m p b o d y ,
disconnect the lamp wiring harness drop
the rear bumper pull the wiring
grommet and harness through the sheet
metal and remove 4 light body attaching
nuts (one side).
TORINO AND MONTEGO—EXCEPT
MODEL 71 AND 97
To remove the lens and/or bulb,
remove the lens to lamp body retaining
screws and remove the lens.
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To remove the lamp body assembly,
disconnect the rear lamp wiring harness,
push the wiring grommet and harness
through the rear quarter reinforcement
and remove the bumper (Group 47).
Remove the lamp assembly retaining
nuts (3 on Torino, 4 on Montego) and
remove the lamp assembly (Fig. 11).
To install the Torino rear lamp,
position the lamp body 1/8 inch off of
the lower and inboard edge of the
b u m p e r opening and install the
retaining nuts. Insert the harness
through the quarter panel
reinforcement, install the grommet,
install the bumper and connect the
wiring harness. Check the lights for
proper operation.
To install the Montego rear lamp,
position the lamp downward and
outboard in the bumper opening and
install the retaining nuts. Insert the
harness through the quarter panel
reinforcement, install the grommet,
install the bumper and connect the
wiring harness. Check the operation of
the lights.

MARKEiR
15A464

SCREW
55927
LAMP 13404

TORINO AND MONTEGO MODELS
71, 97 AND PINTO MODEL 73

To remove the bulbs, (Fig. 12)
remove the light assembly and disengage
the socket from the rear of the light
body assembly by twisting the socket
counterclockwise.
To remove the light body, remove
the six light body retaining screws,
disengage the sockets, and remove the
light body assembly.

K 1215-E

FIG. 11 Rear Light Installation Torino, Typical of Montego Except Models 71
and 97

PINTO, MAVERICK AND COMET

From inside the luggage
compartment, remove the two light bulb
sockets from the body and remove the
six light body-to-back panel attaching
nuts from the studs (Fig. 13 and 14).
Remove the light body and door
assembly from the outer side of the back
panel.
Remove the two (Comet) eight
(Maverick) phillips head screws and
retainers from the inner side of the light
body and separate the door from the
body and lens. If only the door is being
replaced, position the lens and body to
the new door. If the light body is being
replaced transfer the lens to the new
body and install a new lens gasket.
Assemble the body and lens to the
door by installing eight (Maverick) two
(Comet) screws and eight (Maverick)
retainers. Before installing the light
body and door assembly to the back
panel, position the body gasket (no glue)
over the six mounting studs.

VWIRING
LAMP ASSEMBLY 14405
15A456-7
-^£, \\
SCREW
42367

REAR LICENSE LAMP
ASSEMBLY
13550

BODY SIDEMARKED LAMP
15A456-7

BULB-BACK-UP
LIGHT
13465

VIEW A
K2971-A

FIG. 12 Rear Light Installation—Torino Montego Model 71—Typical
Torino—Model 97
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SIDE MARKER
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LAMP ASSEMBLY
13350

i

VIEW A

DOOR ASSEMBLY

K2766-B

FIG. 13 Rear Light Installation Comet Typical of Maverick

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

The lamp assembly are right hand
and left hand mounted in the rear
bumper (Fig. 15).
The bulbs can be replaced by
removing the door and lens retaining
screws from the outside of the lamp
assembly.
To remove either one or both lamp
assemblies, it will be necessary to
disconnect the multiple connector plug
to each side and remove the rear bumper
from the vehicle. See Group 47 for
bumper removal. Remove the lamp
retaining nuts from the inner side of the
bumper and withdraw the lamp body
from the bumper
THUNDERBIRD

The bulbs can be removed from
inside the luggage compartment.
Remove the trim panel and disengage
the sockets from the lamp body
assembly.
To remove the lamp body assembly,
drop the rear bumper assembly as
outlined in Group 47, disengage the
bulb sockets from the lamp body,
remove the 13 lamp body retaining nuts
from inside the luggage compartment
and remove the lamp body assembly
(Fig. 16).

To replace the lens, remove the lamp
body from the vehicle. Then, remove the
eight bezel retaining screws, the six
reflector retaining nuts, and the one
ornament retaining nut. Remove the
bezel, reflectors and the ornament.
Remove the thirteen lens retaining
screws and remove the lens.
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

The bulbs and/or lens can be
removed by removing the six bezel and
lens retaining screws.
To remove the rear lamp body
assembly, remove the luggage
compartment lower trim cover.
Disconnect the tail light connectors
(outer) and push the grommets out of
the lower back panel. Remove the light
sockets from the back-up lights.
Disconnect the license light wire.
Remove the rear bumper as outlined in
Group 47. Remove the three lamp body
to bumper retaining bolts and remove
the lamp assembly (Fig. 17).
To install the lamp body, position
the lamp to the bumper and install the
three retaining nuts. Install the bumper
as outlined in Group 47. Install the
back-up light sockets and connect the
license light wire. Position the wire
grommets in the back panel, connect the
wire connectors and install the luggage

compartment trim cover. Check the
operation of the lights.
MARKER LIGHTS
FRONT

1. Reach behind the fender and
disengage the bulb socket from the
light body.
2. Remove the two light body retaining
nuts and one wire retaining clip.
Remove the light body and the
retainer.
3. Position the light body and retainer
to the fender and install the two
retaining nuts and one wire clip.
4. Install the bulb socket into the light
body.
REAR

Remove the lower rear corner of the
t r i m p a n e l in t h e l u g g a g e
compartment.
Remove the bulb socket from the
light body.
Remove the two retaining nuts and
remove the light body assembly
(Fig. 18).
Position the light body to the panel
and install the two retaining nuts.
5. Install the bulb socket into the light
body.
6. Install the trim panel.
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LEFT LIGHT BODY AND
DOOR ASSEMBLY-13405-A

BACKPANEL

LICENSE PLATE LIGHT-13550-A

REAR SIDE MARKER -15A456-A
RIGHT LAMP BODY AND
DOOR ASSEMBLY-13404-A
K1139-G

FIG. 14 Rear Light Installation—Pinto

CORNERING LIGHT
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

The cornering light bulb can not be
removed without first removing the
lamp body and the lens. From behind
the fender disconnect the lead wires at
the connector, remove the four lamp
retaining nuts and withdraw the lamp
assembly from the inside. Remove the
lens (six retaining screws) from the
outer side of the light body. Remove the
bulb from the socket and install a new
one. After replacing the lens, install the
lamp assembly and secure it in place by
installing the retaining nuts to the studs
at the inner side of the fender.

If the light body is being replaced,
remove the lens retaining screws and
transfer the bulbs to the new body.
Before installing the light body to
the m o u n t i n g b r a c k e t on the
Thunderbird, be sure that the four clip
and stud assemblies are properly
positioned in the bracket tabs. After
connecting the lead wires at the multiple
plug, be sure that the lead wire locator
is engaged in the locator hole.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

To replace the cornering light bulb,
first remove the light body from the
mounting bracket and remove the lens
from the light body.
To remove the light body,
disconnect the lead wires at the multiple

connector, remove the light body-tomounting bracket screws, and lower the
light body and lead wire assembly out
from behind the bumper extension.
Remove the lens from the body (six
retaining screws). The cornering light
bulb can now be replaced. If the light
body is being replaced, transfer both
bulbs to the new light body.
STOP LIGHT SWITCH

The mechanical stop light switch
assembly is installed on the pin of the
brake pedal arm so that it straddles the
master cylinder push rod (Fig. 19). The
switch assembly is a slip fit on the pedal
arm pin and thus the switch assembly
moves with the pedal arm whenever the
brake pedal is depressed.
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LAMP
15A456
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13404
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K 1628-D

FIG. 15 Rear Light Installation—Lincoln Continental

The brake pedal arm pin has a
designed-in clearance with the eye of the
master cylinder push rod (Fig. 20).
Because of this clearance, whenever the
brake pedal is pushed forward, the stop
light switch contacts, moving with the
pedal arm, are actually pushed against
the end of the master cylinder push rod,
through the switch actuating pin. It is
this movement of the switch with
respect to the actuating pin and master
cylinder push rod that closes the switch
contacts completing the circuit to the
stop lights.
When the brake pedal is released,
the spring in the stop light switch
returns the actuating pin to its normal
position and the circuit to the stop lights
opens.

1. D i s c o n n e c t the wires at the
connector.
2. Remove the hairpin retainer, slide
the stop light switch, the push rod
and the nylon washers and bushing
away from the pedal, and remove
the switch (Fig. 20).
3. Position the switch, push rod, and
bushing and washers on the brake
pedal pin, as shown in Fig. 20 and
install the hairpin retainer.
4. Connect the wires at the connector,
and install the wires in the retaining
clip (Fig. 20).
LICENSE PLATE LIGHT
ALL EXCEPT STATION WAGON

To r e m o v e , d i s c o n n e c t

the

connector plug from inside the luggage
compartment. Remove the two lamp
body retaining screws and remove the
body assembly.
STATION WAGON

To r e m o v e , d i s c o n n e c t t h e
connector plug from under the rear floor
and remove the retaining nut.
BACK UP LIGHTS
INSTALLED IN REAR BUMPER

The back-up lights are installed in
the rear bumper at the left and right
sides of the license plate mounting. On
Thunderbird and Mark IV the bulb can
be replaced by disengaging the socket
from under the bumper.
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drive pinning hole. If the pin is
missing, align the two holes at the
drive pinning hole on top of the
switch and install a No. 43 drill or
0.092-0.093 inch gauge pin.
4. While holding the selector lever
against the stop in the drive detent
position, place the switch on the
column and install the two attaching
screws.
5. Remove the gauge pin (or No. 43
drill if used).
6. Connect the switch wires to the plug
connector and connect the two
parking brake release vacuum hoses.

SEAL
13A522

WITH MANUAL TRANSMISSION

SEAL
13A457

BEZ

K 2867-A

FIG. 16 Rear Light Installation—Thunderbird

To remove the lamp disengage the
lead wire retainer from its locating hole,
disconnect the lead wire at the bullet
connector and remove the lamp bodyto-bumper retaining screws. The lamp
body can now be removed from under
the bumper.

transmission still have a neutral start
switch. On these vehicles, the back-up
light switch is an integral part of the
neutral start switch. For adjustment and
removal and installation procedures,
refer to Group 17.

INCORPORATED IN REAR LAMP
ASSEMBLY

COLUMN MOUNTED WITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

To replace a bulb, follow procedures
outlined under Rear Lights.

1. Disconnect the back-up light switch
wires at the plug connector. On
vehicles so equipped, disconnect the
two parking brake release vacuum
hoses.
2. Remove the two screws securing the
back-up light switch to the steering
column and lift the switch from the
column.
On vehicles other than Torino,
Montego, Thunderbird and Continental
Mark JV, check the column to be sure
that the metal switch actuator is secure
to the shift tube and that it is seated as
far forward against the shift tube
bearing as is possible. Also check for a
broken or damaged actuator.
3. Before installing a new switch to the
column, check to see that the drive
position gauge is inserted in the

BACK-UP LIGHT SWITCH
Before replacing a back-up light
switch, be sure to check the condition of
the light bulbs.
Since all back-up light switches are
operated by the transmission selector
lever, replacement procedures differ
according to mounting location of the
selector lever and type of transmission
used.
FLOOR OR CONSOLE
MOUNTED—AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

Vehicles equipped with a floor or
console mounted automatic

The switch is mounted at the lower
end of the steering column but does not
require pinning in any position.
Remove the wire retaining clip (one
screw) from the brake pedal support
extension. Disengage the switch wiring
from the clip and disconnect at the plug
connector. Remove the switch from the
steering column (two retaining screws).
When installing the switch, route
the wiring from behind the back face of
the clip and around through the clip
jaws, and then mount the clip and
wiring to the brake pedal support
extension.

FLOOR MOUNTED—MANUAL
TRANSMISSION

3-Speed
Place the shift control lever in
neutral and raise the vehicle on a hoist.
Disconnect the switch lead wires at the
connector, and remove the switch and
bracket assembly (one retaining bolt)
from the selector lever support bracket.
Install a new switch, bracket and wiring
assembly to the support bracket and
connect the wires.
4-Speed
Place the shift control lever in
neutral and raise the vehicle on a hoist.
Disconnect the electrical connector
from the switch and pull the switch from
the shift control assembly by slightly
rotating in both directions. Be sure that
the switch retainer is removed from the
switch.
Index a new switch retainer in the
shift control, and then index the switch
into the retainer as far as possible
without forcing it. Connect the electrical
connector to the new switch.
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'NUT 383356

VIEWC
SCREW 55907 •

VIEWB

FIG. 17 Rear Light Installation—Continental Mark IV
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PARKING, REAR AND MARKER LIGHTS

FRONT OF VEHICLE

INSTALLATION OF FORD SIDE
MARKER LAMP • MODEL 71

VIEW SHOWING INSTALLATION OF
BODY SIDE LAMP RH SIDE SHOWN
MAVERICK AND COMET

INSTALLATION OF MERCURY SIDE
MARKER LAMP • MODEL 71
TO REAR OF VEHICLE

TORINO AND MONTEGO

FIG. 18 Rear Marker Light Installation

INSTALLATION OF SIDE MARKER
LAMPS•THUNDERBIRD
AND. CONTINENTAL MARK IV

FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR
K2386-C
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PARKING, REAR AND MARKER LIGHTS

SWITCH CONTACTS
MASTER
CYLINDER
PUSH

I
STOP LIGHT
I SWITCH SPRING

BRAKE PEDAL ARM
(BRAKES NOT APPLIED)

PEDAL MOVEMENT A.
BRAKES ARE APPLIED

K1582-A

FIG.

19 Mechanical Stop Light Switch Operation
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PARKING, REAR AND MARKER LIGHTS

, STOP LIGHT SWITCH
ASSEMBLY-13480
PUSH ROD THRU
DASH PANEL TO
MASTER CYLINDER

NYLON WASHER-2B129
PART OF WIRING ASSEMBLY

NYLON WASHER-2B129

FIG. 20 Typical Stop Light Switch Installation
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PART 32-40 Turn Signal and Hazard Flasher

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Hazard Flasher System
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Sequential Turn Signal System
Turn Signal and Hazard Flasher
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
SEQUENTIAL TURN SIGNAL
SYSTEM
COUGAR
The sequential turn signal system
consists of:
1. 20-ampere fuse in fuse panel.
2. Turn Signal Flasher.
3. Turn Signal and Hazard Indicator
Switch Assembly.
4. Transistorized Sequencer Assembly
in the luggage compartment.
5. Two indicator bulbs.
6. Eight outside lights—two front, six
rear.
The electrical feed source originates
through the ignition switch, and is
routed through a set of contacts in each
of the following units:
1. Turn signal flasher—contacts
normally closed.
2. Hazard indicator switch—contacts
open with switch in OFF position.
3. Turn signal switch—contacts closed
in a turn position.
Turning the ignition switch on,
energizes the system up to the turn
signal switch as described above. When
the turn signal switch lever is moved
into a turn position, electrical feed is
directed to two separate circuits:

Circuit No. 1 is directed to the
transistorized sequencer and also
energizes the front turn signal bulb, and
the indicator bulb for the turn selected.
Circuit No. 2 is directed to the
transistorized sequencer, and also
energizes the inboard bulb of the three
rear lights on the side selected.
With these components energized
simultaneously, the sequencer begins to
control the electrical feed to the rear
lights and thus creates the sequential
effect.
The four outside lights of the side
selected illuminate in the following
order:
The front light and inboard rear
light always illuminate first and remain
on; the center light of the three rear
lights then illuminates and also stays on;
then the outboard rear light illuminates.
At this point (when the current load
routed through the Turn Signal Flasher
reaches the four light stage) the contacts
in the Turn Signal Flasher open,
extinguishing the four outside lights and
the turn indicator bulb. The Turn Signal
Flasher contacts then close again the
cycle repeats itself until the Turn Signal
Switch is returned to the neutral
position.

The opening and closing of the turn
Signal Flasher contacts causes the
flashing effect of the front light and the
indicator bulb.
Brake application during a turn will
illuminate only the three lights.
During the turn, the sequencer
switch electrically separates the affected
stop light circuit from the sequential
turn signal cycle.
When one of the eight exterior light
bulbs burns out, the three remaining
good bulbs on the affected side of the
vehicle will sequence until all three are
lighted. They will then remain lighted
until the turn signal switch is returned
to the neutral position. The indicator
bulb also remains lighted until the
opening of the turn signal switch.
HAZARD FLASHER SYSTEM
The hazard flasher system consists
of:
1. 15-ampere Circuit Breaker.
2. Hazard Warning Flasher.
3. Turn Signal and Hazard Indicator
Switch Assembly.
4. Transistorized Sequencer Assembly
in the luggage compartment.
5. Two indicator bulbs.
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6. Eight outside lights—two front six
rear.
Electrical feed is directed through a
15-ampere circuit breaker directly from
the battery. This hot feed is routed
through a heater coil in the hazard
indicator flasher and then through two
sets of contacts, in the hazard indicator
switch, which are closed when the
indicator switch is in the ON position.
The feed is then distributed to all
affected circuits through the turn signal
switch and wiring assembly.
Pulling out the hazard indicator
switch to the ON position connects the
electrical feed to the system circuits.
These circuits are routed in such a way
that the feed to the two indicator bulbs
and the eight outside lights first passes
through the heater coil of the hazard
indicator flasher. The heater coil,
however, restricts current flow so that
the amount reaching the lights is not
enough to illuminate them.
As the coil heats up (from restricting
current) it closes the contacts within the
flasher allowing the current to bypass
the coil and go directly to the feed

TURN SIGNAL AND HAZARD FLASHER

circuits illuminating the ten lights. The
heater coil then cools causing the
contacts to open again and extinguish
the six lights. The cycle now begins
again. The result is flashing lights for
hazard indicator operation. The cycle
continues until the hazard indicator
flasher switch is pushed in to the OFF
position.
TURN SIGNAL AND HAZARD
FLASHER SYSTEM
ALL VEHICLES EXCEPT COUGAR
The turn signal and hazard flasher
switches are integral parts of the same
switch assembly mounted on the
steering column hub.
The turn signal switch lever is on the
left side of the upper steering column
hub. The hazard flasher switch knob is
located on the right side of the upper
steering column hub.
To operate the turn signals, the
ignition switch must be in either the
ACC or ON positions. To indicate a
normal full turn, move the turn signal
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switch lever to the second stop position
for the turn desired. The lever will
remain in position without manual
effort until the turn is completed, at
which time the lever will automatically
cancel the turn signals.
The hazard flasher system is
operated independently of the ignition
switch. All turn signal lights can be
made to flash at the same time by
pulling out the actuating knob of the
hazard flasher switch located on the side
of the steering column.
Two flasher units are used. One unit
is used in the turn signal circuit and the
other for the hazard flasher system.
Refer to the Wiring and Vacuum
Diagrams Manual, Form 7795P-73.
The turn signal system also has a
lane change feature. To operate the lane
change system, move and hold the turn
signal lever to the first stop position
when changing lanes. When the lane
maneuver is completed, release the lever
and it will return to the OFF position.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
TRANSISTORIZED SEQUENCER
SWITCH
COUGAR
Open the luggage compartment
door and remove the left quarter trim
panel for access. To remove the
sequencer switch, disconnect the two
connector plugs and lift the assembly
from its retaining hooks (Fig. 1).
FLASHER UNITS 804.
Refer to Fig. 4, for the flasher
locations and the various types of flasher
mounting.
CLAMP BRACKET MOUNTED
FLASHERS
To replace this type of flasher,
disconnect the wiring plug from the
flasher, and snap the flasher out of its
bracket.
TAB AND SLOT MOUNTED
FLASHERS
To remove this type of flasher, reach
under the instrument panel, disconnect
the wiring plug, and rotate the unit 90

degrees counterclockwise to disengage it
from the mounting slot. To install, lock
the flasher in place by inserting the tab
in the slot and rotating 90 degrees
clockwise.
TURN SIGNAL/HAZARD
FLASHER SWITCH AND WIRE
ASSEMBLY
Removal
1. Remove the retaining screw from
the underside of each steering wheel
spoke, and lift off the pad horn
switch/trim cover and medalion as
an assembly. Disconnect the horn
switch wires from the terminals.
2. Remove the steering wheel retaining
nut and, using Tool 36OOAA,
remove the steering wheel from the
shaft.
3. Remove the turn signal switch lever
by unscrewing it from the steering
column.
4. Remove the shroud from under the
steering column.
5. Disconnect the steering column
wiring connector plugs from the
bracket as shown in fig. 3, and

remove the screws that secure the
switch assembly to the column.
6. On all vehicles with a tilt column,
remove the wires and terminals from
the s t e e r i n g column wiring
connector plug with a very small
screwdriver and/or paper clip (Fig.
2). Record the color code and
location of each wire before
removing it from the connector plug.
A hole provided in the flange
casting, on fixed columns, makes it
unnecessary to separate the wires from
the connector plug. The plug with wires
installed can be guided through the hole.
With a tilt column however, the
bracketry and narrow clearances at the
lower end of the column require
separation of the wires from the plug.
7. Remove the plastic cover sleeve
from the wiring harness and remove
the switch and wires from the top of
the tilt column.
8. NOTE: Transfer the ground brush
located in the turn signal switch
cancelling cam to the new switch
assembly on vehicles equipped with
speed control.
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Installation
1. Route the wires through the top of
the column so that they come out
below the flange casting and secure
the switch to the column with the
retaining screws.
2. If the wires were separated from the
connector plugs, install the plastic
cover sleeve over the wiring harness
and press the wire terminals into
their correct location in the plug.
3. Connect the plugs to their mating
plugs at the lower end of the column
(Fig. 3).
4. Install all retaining clips, shrouds
and covers that were removed and
install the turn signal switch lever.
5. Install the steering wheel and
retaining nut and torque to
specifications.
6. Connect the horn switch wires and
install the pad, horn switch/trim
cover and medalion as an assembly
to the steering wheel. Install the
retaining screws.

TURN SIGNAL AND HAZARD FLASHER

RIGHT REAR LIGHT
BODY SECTION
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LEFT REAR LIGHT
BODY SECTION
BULB AND SOCKET
ASSEMBLIES

TO
BACK-UP
OSIDE
LIGHT
MARKER
LIGHT
SWITCH-13335-A

K2187-B

FIG. 1 Cougar Rear Lights—Sequencer Switch and Wiring

LIFT RETAINING TABS TO SEPARATE
CONNECTORS
14889 SLEEVE-WIRE
CONNECTQRMALE

VIEW C
FLEX RETAINING LANCE TO
REMOVE OR INSTALL TERMINALS

PRESS SPACER IN AND UP TO
REMOVE FROM TOP USING A
PAPER CLIP OR SIMILAR TOOL
FEMALE TERMINAL SHOWN IN MALE
SLEEVE CONNECTOR- INSTALLATION
TYPICAL FOR MALE TERMINAL
IN FEMALE SLEEVE CONNECTOR

SECTION A-A
K 2880-A

FIG. 2 Wire Terminal Removal
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32-40-04

BACK-UP LAMP
SWITCH

I

K2792-B

FIG. 3 Column Wire Connectors

Vehicle Line

Type of Mounting

Turn Signal Flasher
Location

Hazard Flasher
Location
Taped to 14401 Harness above Fuse Panel

Tab and Slot

Bracket to the right of the radio

Cougar

Clamp Bracket

Bracket to the left of the radio

Bracket to the right of the radio

Mustang

Tab and Slot

Bracket above Glove Box

Taped to 14401 Harness above Fuse Panel

Maverick

Tab and Slot

Instrument Panel Lower Flange - left of
Cluster

Instrument Panel Lower Flange - left of
Cluster

Taped to 14401 Harness between Instrument

Taped to 14401 Harness between Instrument

Panel and Fuse Panel

Panel and Fuse Panel

Ford-Mercury-Meteor

Comet

Tape

Pinto

Tab and Slot

Above Glove Box

Above Glove Box

Torino, Montego, Lincoln Continenal,
Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV

On Fuse Panel

On Fuse Panel

On Fuse Panel
CK2451-D

FIG. 4 Flasher Unit Locations
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DOME AND MAP LIGHT
COMBINATION
TORINO, MONTEGO, THUNDERBIRD
AND CONTINENTAL MARK IV

The two map lights are located on
each side of the dome-map light housing
(Fig. 1). The map lights are operated
independently of the dome light by two
switches located at each map light
housing. The dome light is actuated by
turning the headlight switch control
knob fully counterclockwise. The dome
light also illuminates when the doors are
opened, by the switch in the pillar.

PLATE 13B781

SCREW 51755
HEADLINER
BODY 13778

LENS 13783

FIG.

1 Dome and Map Light Combination

K 2869-
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INTERIOR LIGHTS

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
DOME AND MAP LIGHT
COMBINATION
TORINO, MONTEGO, THUNDERBIRD
AND CONTINENTAL MARK IV

Carefully pry the dome light lens
from the housing (Fig. 1). Remove the
two screws retaining the map light lens
housing to the lamp base and remove the
bulbs. To remove the lamp base, remove
the four retaining screws.
COURTESY LIGHT—DOOR
MOUNTED

To remove the door mounted
courtesy light, first remove the door
trim panel as outlined in Group 45.
Then, remove the two light retaining
nuts from the rear side of the panel and
remove the courtesy light assembly.
COURTESY LIGHT—INSTRUMENT
PANEL MOUNTED
CONTINENTAL MARK IV, LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL, TORINO AND
MONTEGO

Front compartment foot well
courtesy lights are mounted on the
lower flange at both ends of the
instrument panel. The bulbs are
accessible from under the instrument
panel for replacement without removing
other parts.
READING LAMP REAR
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

Rear seat lights are mounted in the
rear pillar trim panels and controlled by
switches in the rear seat arm rests. To
replace a bulb remove the lens from the
lamp assembly. To remove the lamp
assembly, remove the upper trim panel
(Group 45), remove the two retaining
nuts, disconnect the wiring connector
and remove the lamp.
Courtesy lights are also located at
the rear of both door arm rests. The arm
rest finish panel must be removed for
lamp replacement. To change the bulb,
remove the lens at the slots provided for
in the lense.
MAP LIGHT AND SWITCH
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

The map light mounted in the center
of the instrument panel pad is accessible

THREADS IN DOOR PILLAR
CUT BY SELF THREAD
CUTTING NUT OF SWITCH
MADE WITH ORIGINAL
• INSTALLATION

LOCKING SLOT FOR RETAINING TAB
SECURING SWITCH TO WIRING

CONNECT WIRING AND TWIST
SWITCH AND WIRING SIX TURNS
COUNTERCLOCKWISE PRIOR TO
SWITCH INSTALLATION

CONNECTOR
PART OF (14401) WIRING

VIEW A

TABS EXPOSED SHOW
LOCKING PORTION DAMAGED
SWITCH ASSEMBLY
13713
K 276 2. A

FIG. 2 Dome Light Switch—Pinto

for service by removing the three
retaining screws from the map light lens.
To change the bulb, lower the lens off
the light body after removing the two
retaining screws and replace the bulb in
the socket. Then position the lens to the
light body, and install the screws.
To replace the switch, remove the
three retaining screws in the trim plate
and pull the assembly down far enough
to gain access to the map lamp switch.
Remove the map lamp lense attaching
screws and remove the lense, and then,
remove the bulb. Disengage the bulb
retaining clips from the map lamp body.
Remove the switch attaching screws
(two), disconnect the bullet connector
(blackwire) and remove the switch
assembly. Install the new switch into
position, connect the bullet connector
and install the attaching screws. Snap
the bulb retaining clips into position and
install the bulb. Install the map lamp
lens. Position the trim plate to the
instrument panel and install the
attaching screws.

DOME LIGHT SWITCH—DOOR
JAM
PINTO
Removal

Unscrew the hex sleeve nut from the
pillar, extract the switch and pull the
wiring connector off the switch.
The new switch is locked onto the
(14401) wiring connector by one of three
tabs positioned 120 degrees apart on the
switch. If, when the switch is
disconnected from the wiring connector,
the engaged locking tab breaks off, the
switch must be rotated 120 degrees to
engage a new tab. When all three tabs
have been broken, the switch must be
replaced.
Installation
To install the switch in the pillar,
pull the wiring connector and wiring
through the switch mounting hole in the
pillar and connect the switch to the
connector (Fig. 2). Then, twist the
w i r i n g and s w i t c h six t u r n s .
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counterclockwise, push the wiring and
connector back through the mounting
hole and screw the switch into the pillar
until it is seated. Close and open the
door to assure that the courtesy lamp
and ignition key warning buzzer systems
are operating properly.
TRANSMISSION CONTROL
SELECTOR LIGHT
FLOOR MOUNTED

1. Remove the four retaining screws
from the selector lever cover and
dial indicator on the floor.
2. Lift the lever cover assembly and
replace the bulb.
3. Position the cover to the floor and
install the four cover retaining
screws.

INTERIOR LIGHTS

CONSOLE MOUNTED

1. Remove the finish panel from the
console.
2. Remove the quadrant bezel.
3. Position the selector lever in the " 1"
position and remove the light socket
and bulb from its retainer.
4. Replace the bulb and install the
socket in the retainer.
5. Install the quadrant bezel.
6. Position the finish panel and install
the retaining screws.
INSTRUMENT PANEL MOUNTED

On Ford, Meteor and Mercury
vehicles, the light is mounted on the
instrument panel. The light can be
replaced from behind the panel.
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STEERING COLUMN
MOUNTED—FIXED COLUMN

For access to the light bulb remove
the horn switch assembly (one retaining
screw at underside of each steering
wheel spoke) and the steering wheel
(Tool 3600 AA). Remove the turn signal
switch lever (unscrew). Remove the
three retaining screws and lift the turn
signal switch out of the way. Do not
disconnect or remove the switch and
wiring. Remove the light bulb from the
flange casting.
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SPEEDOMETER

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
SPEEDOMETER SYSTEM

The speedometer is connected to the
output shaft of the transmission by
means of a flexible shaft (core), and a

drive gear located inside the
transmission. The core drives the
speedometer which registers speed in
miles per hour and also drives an
odometer which records distance

traveled in miles and tenths of a mile.
The core orflexibleshaft is housed
in aflexiblecasing.

question against one known to be
accurate, while two cars are moving at
the same speed, or by timing the car on
a measured mile. Refer to Speedometer
Calibration Tolerance Specifications, in
this Part. The Ford Car Master Parts

Catalog and the Lincoln Mercury Parts
and Accessories Catalog show the
proper speedometer gears to use for
various rear axle and tire size
combinations.

TESTING
SPEEDOMETER

To test the odometer accuracy, drive
the car over a measured mile.
Speedometer accuracy can be checked
by comparing the speedometer in

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
SPEEDOMETER HEAD
FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the 6 screws which attach
the lens, and mask to the cluster and
remove the lens and mask (Fig. 1,
Group 33, Part 50).
4. Remove the two screws attaching
the speedometer head assembly to
the cluster and remove the
speedometer.
Installation
1. Position the speedometer head
assembly to the cluster and install
the two retaining screws.
2. Position the mask and lens to the
cluster and install the six attaching
screws.
3. Install the cluster as outlined in
Group 33, Part 50.

6. To install, position the back plate
assembly on the speedometer
assembly, and install the three
screws in their original locations.
7. Install the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
COUGAR

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly, as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
3. Remove the six screws that retain
the back plate to the cluster mask.
4. Remove the two screws that retain
the speedometer head assembly and
remove the speedometer.
5. To install, position the speedometer
to the cluster back plate and install
the two retaining screws.
6. Install the mask retaining screws
and install the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.

MUSTANG

TORINO AND
MONTEGO—STANDARD CLUSTER

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
3. Remove the three screws from the
rear of the cluster.
4. Disengage the printed circuit from
the speedometer back plate and
remove the back plate assembly
from the housing.
5. Remove the 2 speedometer retaining
screws and remove the speedometer.

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
3. Remove the six screws that retain
the back plate to the cluster mask.
4. Remove the two screws that retain
the speedometer head assembly and
remove the speedometer.
5. To install, position the speedometer
to the cluster back plate and install
the two retaining screws.

6. Install the mask retaining screws
and install the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
7. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
speedometer.
TORINO AND
MONTEGO—PERFORMANCE
CLUSTER

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50. Remove the clock knob.
3. Remove the six screws that retain
the mask and lens assembly to the
back plate and remove the mask.
4. Remove the two speedometer head
assembly retaining screws and
remove the speedometer.
5. To install, position the speedometer
head assembly to the back plate and
install the two retaining screws.
6. Install the mask retaining screws,
the clock knob, and install the
instrument cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
7. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
speedometer.
MAVERICK AND COMET

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
3. From the rear side of the cluster,
remove the four retaining screws
and separate the cluster housing
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4.
5.
6.
7.

from the finish panel. Note that the
two lower screws also retain the
metal brackets that engage the slot
in the instrument panel.
Remove the two speedometer
retaining screws and remove the
speedometer.
Position the speedometer in the
cluster housing and install the two
retaining screws.
Install the four cluster housing to
finish panel retaining screws.
Install the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.

PINTO

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove cluster assembly as outlined
in Group 33, Part 50.
3. From the rear side of the cluster,
remove the four retaining screws,
and separate the cluster front
housing from the back plate. Note
that the two lower screws also retain
the metal brackets that engage the
slot in the instrument panel.
4. Remove the two speedometer
retaining screws and remove the
speedometer head assembly.
Installation
1. Position the speedometer head
assembly in the back plate and
install the two retaining screws.
2. Position the cluster back can to the
front housing and install the four
retaining screws.
3. Install cluster assembly as outlined
in Group 33, Part 50.
4. Connect battery ground cable.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Removal
1. Remove the instrument panel lower
pad assembly as outlined in Group
45, Part 61.
2. Remove the left end finish panel
(three screws).
3. Remove the left access hole cover
(four screws) and map light body
assembly (three screws) from the
upper instrument panel pad.
4. Remove the trip odometer reset
knob.
5. Remove the eight screws attaching
the instrument cluster trim cover
assembly to the cluster housing and
remove the cover assembly.
6. Reach up behind the instrument
panel at the right end of the
speedometer and disconnect the
speedometer cable.
7. Remove the three screws retaining
the speedometer to the cluster
h o u s i n g and remove the
speedometer.

SPEEDOMETER

Installation
1. Install the rubber grommets and the
metal retainers (three each) into the
speedometer attaching holes.
2. Install the speedometer by guiding
the cable connection carefully
through its opening in the housing
and installing the three retaining
screws.
3. Connect the speedometer cable.
4. Position the cluster trim cover
assembly to the cluster housing and
install the eight retaining screws.
5. Install the trip odometer reset knob.
6. Install the left access hole cover
(four screws) and map light body
assembly (three screws) to the upper
instrument panel pad.
7. Install the left end finish panel (three
screws).
8. Install the lower panel pad assembly
as outlined in Group 45, Part 61.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
3. Remove the clock knob.
4. Remove the six screws that retain
the cluster mask assembly to the
back plate.
5. Remove the two speedometer head
retaining screws and remove the
speedometer.
Installation
1. Position the speedometer head to the
cluster back plate and install the two
retaining screws.
2. Install the six screws that retain the
cluster mask assembly to the back
plate.
3. Install the clock knob and retaining
screw.
4. Install the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
5. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
speedometer.
SPEEDOMETER CORE

Removal
1. Disconnect the speedometer cable
(core and casing assembly) from the
speedometer head (Fig. 1).
2. Pull the speedometer core out of the
upper end of the casing.
3. If the core is broken, raise the
vehicle on a hoist and remove the
bolt retaining the speedometer cable
mounting clip to the transmission.
4. Remove the shaft and driven gear
from the transmission (Fig. 2).
Remove the driven gear retainer,
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and remove the driven gear and
shaft from the cable.
5. Remove the lower part of the core (if
it is broken) from the lower end of
the casing.
Installation
1. Position the driven gear to the
casing and install the gear retainer.
Install the driven gear and casing in
the transmission, and install the
retaining bolt. Lower the vehicle.
2. Determine the exact length of the
old core and cut the new core so that
it is 13/16 of an inch shorter than
the old core. (Do not cut from the
squared end of the core). Remove
any burrs or frayed edges.
3. Install the tip on the core, making
certain to seat the core in the bottom
of the tip.
4. Place the core and tip in a crimping
die, and place the die on a solid
surface and strike it squarely with a
hammer to crimp it.
5. Remove the crimping die.
6. Lubricate the core with cable
lubricant D2AZ-19581-A (do not
over lubricate). Install the core
(square end first) into the upper end
of the casing and push it all the way
through to the transmission. When
the cable is nearly seated, twist it
slightly to make sure that the
squared end is engaged in the
speedometer driven gear at the
transmission.
7. Connect the cable assembly to the
speedometer, being sure to eliminate
any kinks in the housing and shaft.
Check the operation of the
speedometer.
SPEEDOMETER CORE AND
CASING

Disconnect the speedometer cable
from the speedometer head and push the
cable and grommet through the opening
in the floor pan or dash panel. Raise the
car on a hoist and disengage the cable
from all retaining clips. Disconnect the
cable from the transmission and connect
the new cable to the transmission.
Engage the new cable in the retaining
clips at the marker tapes on the cable
housing and route it through the
opening in the floor pan or dash panel.
Push the grommet in place. Lower the
vehicle and connect the cable to the
speedometer head.

33-01-04

SPEEDOMETER

33-01-04

CABLE ASSEMBLY

SPEEDOMETER SHAFT

PRESS FLAT SURFACE AND
PULL CABLE AWAY FROM HEAD

K2327-B

FIG. 1 Speedometer Cable Quick-Connect
SPEEDOMETER DRIVEN
GEAR RETAINER
17292

MOUNTING
BOLT

SPEEDOMETER
SPEEDOMETER
CABLE

DRIVEN GEAR
17271

K 1629-A

FIG. 2 Speedometer Cable to Transmission Mounting

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS
DRAGGING CABLE CORE AND
HEAD

Before removing a speedometer
head, disconnect the cable at the head
and insert a short section of cable core
in the head. Rotate the section of core to
check for any dragging or noise. The
shaft in the speedometer head should
turn freely and evenly.
If a new speedometer head is being
installed, examine the square drive hole
for sufficient lubricant. If lubricant is
needed, apply a 3/16 inch diameter ball
of C5AZ-19581-A lubricant in the drive
hole.
DAMAGED CABLE CORE AND
CASING

1. To check for a kinked cable core,
remove the core with solvent and
wipe it dry. Lay the core out straight
on a flat surface and roll it back and
forth. Any kinks or damage will be
seen. Then take an end in each hand,

allowing the core to hang in
approximately a 9 to 12 inch loop.
Rotate both ends to be sure that the
core turns evenly.
2. Routing of the cable casing is
particularly important where the
cable leaves the speedometer head.
The optimum routing would provide
that the cable and housing take
virtually no change of direction for
at least a length of 5 inches from the
speedometer head.
3. When installing a new cable (core
and casing) it is necessary that extra
care be taken to see that the new
assembly is guided and routed
properly to eliminate any kinks.
4. Proper lubrication of the cable core
is accomplished by a light
application of D2AZ-19581-A
lubricant after the cable has been
wiped clean. A light film is all that
is required.

DAMAGED DRIVE AND DRIVEN
GEARS

1. A scored, nicked or gouged driven
gear is usually indicative of a
damaged drive gear on those
vehicles that have the drive gear
integral with the transmission
output shaft. The output shaft
should be carefully inspected for
imperfections and replaced if
necessary.
2. A driven gear with two or three
adjoining teeth badly scored is
indicative of improper assembly
procedure. The gear should be
inserted in the transmission while
simultaneously turning the drive
shaft. This will insure initial gear
engagement and prevent gear
damage. Force should never be used.
3. Whenever a drive gear is replaced, a
new driven gear should also be
installed, regardless of its apparent
condition.

33-01-05

SPEEDOMETER
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SPECIFICATIONS
Transmission Mounting Clip Bolt Torque

3-4 1/2 Ft. Lbs.

SPEEDOMETER CALIBRATION TOLERANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Vehicle

30 MPH Actual Speed

60 MPH Actual Speed

Odometer Measure Over
Actual 10 Mile Distance

Non-Rental

30-34 MPH

60-66 MPH

9.9-10.5 Miles

Rental

29-33 MPH

58-65 MPH

9.6-10.4 Miles
CK2457-B
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Montego

03-01

03-01

03-01

03-01

03-01

03-01

03-01

03-01

Cougar

Mustang

Torino

PART 33-03 Tachometer
COMPONENT INDEX
Applies To Models As Indicated
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Tachometer System
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Tachometer Head

A page number indicates that the item is for the vehicle(s) listed at the head of the column.
N/A indicates that the item is not applicable to the vehicle(s).

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
TACHOMETER SYSTEM
TACHOMETER

The tachometer is an electrically
operated instrument which indicates
engine speed in Revolutions Per Minute
(R.P.M.).
The tachometer is usually mounted
in the instrument cluster assembly. A
typical wiring diagram is shown in Fig.
1.

+1

[\

COIL

CONNECTOR

POWER SOURCE
TO IGNITION SWITCH
K2782-A

FIG. 1 Tachometer Wiring Diagram—Typical

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
TACHOMETER ASSEMBLY
COUGAR XR-7
1. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
2. Remove the six screws that retain
the cluster mask assembly to the
cluster back plate as outlined in
Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the three tachometer
attaching screws and remove the
tachometer.
4. To install, place the tachometer in

MUSTANG

regulator (IVR) attaching screw.
4. Position the printed circuit to one
side and remove the three cluster
backplate attaching screws.
5. Remove the three screws attaching
the tachometer to the cluster
b a c k p l a t e and r e m o v e t h e
tachometer.

Removal
1. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
2. Remove the five light sockets from
the back of the tachometer.
3. Remove the instrument voltage

Installation
1. Position the tachometer to the
cluster backplate and install the
attaching screws.
2. Position the cluster backplate on the
cluster housing, install the attaching

the cluster backplate and install the
three attaching screws.
5. Install the mask on the cluster
housing and install the cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.

33-03-02

screws, and place the printed circuit
in position.
3. Install the instrument voltage
regulator and the light sockets.
4. Install the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33,
Part 50.
TORINO AND MONTEGO
PERFORMANCE

Removal

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.

TACHOMETER
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33.
Remove the clock knob and nut.
3. Remove the six screws retaining the
cluster mask to the cluster back
plate and remove the mask.
4. Disconnect the tachometer lead at
the connector.
5. Remove the three tachometer
retaining screws and remove the
tachometer.
Installation

1. Position the tachometer to the

33-03-02

cluster back plate and install the
three retaining screws.
2. Connect the tachometer lead at the
connector.
3. Position the cluster mask to the back
plate and install the six retaining
screws. Install the clock knob and
nut.
4. Install the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50 and
connect the battery ground cable.

33-05-01

33-05-01

CLOCK

PART 33-05 Clock
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TESTING
To test for an inoperative clock,
refer to the Diagnosis Manual.

ADJUSTMENT
CLOCK

Adjustment of the clock is
automatic. If the clock runs slow or fast,
merely reset the clock to the proper
time. This action adjusts the clock

automatically. Turning the knob
clockwise, will cause the clock to run
faster. T u r n i n g the knob
counterclockwise will cause the clock to
run slower.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
CLOCK
FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR

Removal
1. Disconnect the battry ground cable.
2. Remove the radio control knobs.
Remove the two screws retaining the
right hand instrument panel
applique and remove the applique.
3. Remove the three screws retaining
the clock to the instrument panel
4. Disconnect the clock lead and bulb
sockets, and remove the clock.
Installation
1. Connect the clock lead and bulbs.
2. Position the clock to the instrument
panel and install the three retaining
screws.

4.

Position the right hand instrument
panel applique to the instrument
panel and install the two retaining
screws. Install the two radio control
knobs.
Connect the battery ground cable
and set the clock.

MUSTANG AND
COUGAR—CONSOLE MOUNTED

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the 2 screws retaining the
console cover to the console.
3. Disconnect the two clock bulb
sockets and the clock lead.
4. Remove the three clock retaining
screws from the rear of the console
cover and remove the clock (Fig. 1).

Installation
1. Position the clock to the console
cover and install the three retaining
screws.
2. Connect the two bulb sockets and
clock lead.
3. Position the console cover to the
console and install the two retaining
screws.
4. Connect the battery ground cable
and set the clock.
TORINO AND
MONTEGO— STANDARD

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove eight screws attaching the
cluster trim panel and remove the
trim panel.
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3. Remove two screws retaining the
clock to the cluster and panel and
remove the clock
4. Remove the two light sockets from
the rear of the clock and disconnect
the clock lead at the connector.
Installation
1. Install the two light sockets and
connect the clock lead at the
connector.
2. Position the clock to the cluster and
install the two retaining screws.
3. Install the eight screws attaching the
cluster trim panel.
4. Connect the battery ground cable
and set the clock.
TORINO AND
MONTEGO—PERFORMANCE
CLUSTER

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the clock knob and nut.
4. Remove the six screws attaching the
lens and mask assembly to the
cluster back plate and remove the
lens and mask assembly.
5. Disconnect the clock lead, remove
the two clock retaining nuts and
remove the clock.
Installation
1. Position the clock to the cluster back
plate, install the two retaining nuts
and connect the clock lead.
2. Position the lens and mask assembly
to the cluster back plate and install
the six retaining screws.
3. Install the clock knob and nut.
4. Install the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
5. Connect the battery ground cable
and set the clock.
MAVERICK AND COMET

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the console assembly, four
retaining screws.
3. Disconnect the connector plug.
4. Remove the rear of the console (four
retaining screws).
5. Remove the two clock to console
retaining screws and remove the
clock (Fig. 2).
88.
6. Disconnect the two light sockets and
the two clock leads.
Installation
1. Install the two bulb sockets and the
two clock leads.
2. Position the clock to the console and
install the two retaining screws.
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CLOCK

WIRE-15A006

K2785-A

FIG. 1 Clock Installation—Mustang and Cougar—Console Mounted

K2784-A

FIG. 2 Clock Installation—Maverick and Comet
3. Attach rear panel on the console
(four screws).
4. Install the connector plug, position
the console and install the four
retaining screws.
5. Connect the battery and set the
clock.

retaining the clock and separate the
clock from the back panel. Take care not
to damage the printed circuit connecting
straps. Disconnect the clock from the
printed circuit by removing the terminal
nuts at the back of the clock.
When installing the clock, carefully
connect the printed circuit straps to the
clock terminals before positioning the
clock to the cluster back panel.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Before removing the clock, the
instrument panel pad, Group 45, has to
be removed for access to the lower
instrument cluster assembly screws. The
lower instrument cluster assembly has
to be removed from the cluster housing.
Disconnect the battery ground cable.
Remove the lower instrument panel
pad. From the front of the instrument
panel remove the gauge c l u s t e r
assembly. From the back of the gauge
cluster assembly, remove the two screws

THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the clock, nut and knob.
4. Remove the six screws attaching the
lens and mask assembly to the
cluster back plate. Remove the mask
and lens assembly.

33-05-03

5. Remove the two nuts retaining the
printed circuit to the rear of the
clock.
6. Remove the three screws attaching
the clock to the cluster back plate
and remove the clock.
Installation
1. Position the clock to the back plate
and install the three retaining
screws.

CLOCK

2. Position the printed circuit to the
clock and install the two retaining
nuts.
3. Position the lens and mask assembly
to the cluster back plate and install
the six attaching screws.
4. Install the clock knob and nut.
5. Install the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
6. Connect the battery ground cable
and set the clock.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
CHARGE INDICATOR LIGHT
SYSTEM
A red alternator charge indicator
light is used on vehicles not equipped
with an ammeter. This light glows when
the field relay fails to close.

When the ignition switch contacts
are closed (switch turned on) battery
current flows through the charge
indicator light and 15-ohm parallel
resistor, and through the regulator
voltage limiter contacts to the field, and
the light comes on.

When the alternator builds up
enough voltage to close the field relay
contacts, full voltage is applied to the
field and the charge indicator light goes
out.

harness will usually cause the charge
indicator light to stay on until the engine
speed is increased to about two
thousand rpm. This effect will be
noticed each time the engine is started.
In some cases the light will not go out at
all.
The charge indicator light may be
tested with the use of a test light
containing a trade number 67 or 1155
bulb.

Disconnect the regulator plug from
the regulator. Turn the ignition switch
to RUN position. Touch one test probe
from the test light to the regulator plug
I terminal and the other to the
regulator base. The test light will come
on if the circuit is in proper working
order. If the 15 ohm resistor or circuit is
open, the indicator light will operate at
full brightness and the test light will be
out.

TESTING
CHARGE INDICATOR LIGHT
SYSTEM
To test the charge indicator light,
turn the ignition switch to the RUN
position with the engine stopped. The
light should come on. If it does not, the
bulb is burned out, or the wiring to the
light is broken.
An open resistor wire in the
alternator charging system wiring

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
INDICATOR LIGHT
On some vehicles it is necessary to
remove the instrument cluster to gain
access to the indicator bulb. These
procedures are outlined in Group 33,

Part 5 0 . On T h u n d e r b i r d and
Continental Mark IV remove the
instrument cluster trim panel as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
To remove the indicator bulb, turn
the bulb and socket assembly 1/4 turn

counterclockwise and remove. To
install, position the new bulb and socket
assembly to the printed circuit and turn
it clockwise 1/4 turn.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
AMMETER

The gauge is a shunt-type ammeter
which senses the direction and rate of
flow of electrical current to or from the
battery to indicate whether the battery is
being charged or discharged. The charge
indicator is non-adjustable, and should
be replaced if found to be inoperative

TESTING
AMMETER

The following test should be
conducted to check if the ammeter is
operational. Turn the headlights on with
the engine off. The meter pointer should
move toward the "D" or discharge
scale.
If no movement of the needle is
observed, inspect as follows:
SYSTEMS WITHOUT A PRINTED
CIRCUIT, CHECK:

1. The rear of the meter housing for
loose connections.
2. If connections are good, remove
connections and check wiring for an
open circuit.
3. If connections are good and wiring is
not open, replace the ammeter.

SYSTEMS WITH A PRINTED CIRCUIT,
CHECK:

1. The rear of the meter to insure nuts
are secured properly to the printed
circuit.
2. If nuts are secured properly, check
to insure the multiple connector is
making proper contact to the
printed circuit.
3. If connector is making proper
contact, remove connector from
printed curcuit and check wiring for
an open circuit.
4. If connections are good and wiring is
not open, replace the ammeter.
If the meter moves toward the "C"
or charge scale when the headlights are
turned on and the engine is off, the wire
connections from the battery are

reversed at the ammeter. This condition
is most likely to occur in an ammeter
system that uses a wiring harness
instead of a printed circuit.

33-11-02
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CHARGE INDICATOR—AMMETER

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
AMMETER
MUSTANG AND
COUGAR—AUXILIARY CLUSTER

Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
Remove the auxiliary cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33, Part
50. Remove the back from the cluster,
disconnect the wires from the terminals
and remove the two gauge retaining
nuts.
To install, position the gauge to the
cluster back, install the two retaining
nuts and connect the wires to the gauge
terminals. Install the auxiliary cluster.
Connect the battery ground cable and
check the operation of the gauge.
TORINO AND
MONTEGO—PERFORMANCE
CLUSTER

Removal

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.

2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
Remove the clock knob and nut.
3. Remove the six screws attaching the
lens and mask assembly to the
cluster back plate and remove the
mask and lens assembly.
4. Remove the wires from the back of
the gauge.
5. Remove the two gauge retaining
nuts and remove the gauge.
Installation
1. Position the gauge to the cluster
back plate and install the two
retaining nuts.
2. Install the two wire connectors to
the back of the gauge.
3. Position the lens and mask assembly
to the cluster back plate and install
the six retaining screws. Install the
clock knob and nut.
4. Install the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
5. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Removal of the ammeter requires
removal of the cluster assembly from the
cluster housing, Group 33, Part 50.
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. From the rear of the cluster, remove
the mask and lens assembly (four
retaining screws).
3. Remove the two retaining nuts from
the back of the cluster.
4. Withdraw the ammeter from the
cluster.
5. Install the ammeter so that the studs
enter the stud holes in the cluster
back panel and printed circuit, and
secure with the retaining nuts.
6. Position the mask and lens assembly
and the trim cover over the ammeter
and install the retaining screws.
7. Connect the batteryground cable.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
FUEL LEVEL INDICATING SYSTEM

FUEL INDICATOR GAUGE

The fuel level indicating system is a
bimetal-resistance type system and
consists of an instrument voltage
regulator, fuel indicator gauge mounted
in the instrument cluster, and a sender
unit located in the fuel tank (Fig. 1).

The fuel indicator gauge pointer is
attached to a wire wound bimetal strip,
which when heated by the flow of
current controlled by the sender,
produces the appropriate level
indication. When the current is low,
there is little heating effect and the
pointer moves a short distance. As the
current increases, it produces a greater
heating effect, causing the pointer to
move a greater distance.

INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

The instrument voltage regulator
(IVR) used with the fuel indicator
gauge, controls and maintains an
average pulsating valve of (5.0 volts) at
the gauge terminals. To prevent the
(IVR) from causing radio interference, a
radio suppression choke is connected in
series between the printed circuit and
the instrument voltage regulator (where
specified).

FUEL LEVEL SENDING UNIT

The fuel level sending unit consists
of a variable resistor controlled by the
level of an attached float in the fuel tank.
When the fuel level is low, resistance in
the sender is high and allows only a low
current to flow through the indicator

gauge windings causing the pointer to
move a short distance. When the fuel
level is high, the resistance in the sender
is low and allows a higher current flow
causing the indicator pointer to move a
greater distance.
LOW FUEL LEVEL WARNING
SYSTEM (THERMISTOR TYPE)
COUGAR XR-7

The low fuel level warning system
consists of a low fuel relay and a low fuel
indicator light located on the instrument
panel, and a thermistor assembly
attached to the fuel sender outlet tube
located in the fuel tank. The low-fuel
indicator light will glow just before the
fuel gauge pointer indicates empty and/
or when there are approximately four
and onehalf gallons of fuel in the tank.

33-20-02

The thermistor assembly (Fig. 2),
attached to the fuel sender outlet tube, is
kept cool when covered by gasoline.
When the fuel level drops low enough to
expose the thermistor to air, the
thermistor heats up. The thermistor
resistance then decreases and allows
current to flow through the low-fuel
signal relay. The relay contacts then
close, to make the low-fuel indicator
lamp glow.

33-20-02

FUEL INDICATING SYSTEM

controlled by the difference in voltage
potential between the two terminals of
the fuel gauge. When the fuel tank is less
than 1/4 full, the contacts within the
warning switch are closed by this
difference in voltage potential to make
the low fuel indicator lamp glow. The
system also has a prove-out feature to
check lamp operation when the ignition
switch is turned on.

5 VOLT SUPPLY FROM I.V.R.

FUEL GAUGE

LOW FUEL LEVEL WARNING
SYSTEM (SWITCH TYPE)
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

The system consists of a low fuel
warning switch (Fig. 3) located on a
relay panel above the glove box and a
low fuel indicator light located on the
instrument panel. The warning switch is
FILTER
9A011

K2489-

FIG.

1 Fuel Level Indicating System
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FUEL INDICATING SYSTEM
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FIG. 2 Fuel Level Indicating and Thermistor Low Fuel Level Warning System—Cougar XR7
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FUEL INDICATING SYSTEM

33-20-04

K2704-A

FIG. 3 Low Fuel Warning Switch

TESTING
FUEL GAUGE AND INSTRUMENT
VOLTAGE REGULATOR (IVR)

Refer to the Car Diagnosis Manual
Form FD7962 for fuel indicating system
diagnosis procedure.
Follow the instructions printed on
the case of the Fuel Gauge System
Tester No. WRE 500-70. If a tester is
not available, use the following
procedure.
Disconnect the wiring connector
from the terminals at the sender unit.
Check the terminals for possible
corrosion or undercoating and clean if
necessary. Connect the lead of a 12 volt
test light or the positive lead of a volt
meter (20 volt scale) to the gauge lead
that was disconnected from the sender
unit (Fig. 4). Connect the other test lead
to a suitable ground. With the ignition
switch in the ON position, a flashing
light orfluctuatingvoltage will indicate
that the instrument voltage regulator is
operating and that the gauge indicator
circuit is not interrupted.
If a pulsating voltage is shown but
the gauge is not accurate, perform the
calibration test.
If the light stays on or the voltage
reading is steady, replace the IVR.
If no voltage is indicated by the
voltmeter or test light stays off; check
the IVR, for proper ground and check

for an open circuit across the IVR
terminals the indicator gauge windings
or the printed circuit. If a pulsating
voltage orflashinglight is shown, move
the ground lead of the test light or
voltmeter to the ground lead of the
wiring connector. If the pulsating
voltage or flashing light is still shown,
proceed to the calibration test. If not,
trace and repair the open circuit in the
ground wire of the wiring harness. Do
not ground or spark either terminal of
the instrument voltage regulator. This
will burn out the dash wiring harness or
the instrument voltage regulator or
both.
CALIBRATION TEST

When the instrument voltage
regulator or the gauge is suspected of
being out of calibration, having a
fluctuating movement or a high or low
reading, both the gauge and the
instrument voltage regulator must be
tested simultaneously. This test is done
on the vehicle.
The required test equipment consists
of a Fuel System Tester No. WRE 50070, a pair of 10 ohm and 73 ohm
resistors and/or another fuel sender of
known quality.
If the test is performed with the
resistors; disconnect the wiring

connector at the sender unit, connect
the resistor between the gauge lead and
a suitable ground (Fig. 4), and turn on
the ignition switch. With the 10 ohm
resistor, the gauge should read on or
above FULL. With the 73 ohm resistor,
the gauge should read on or below
empty.
If the test is performed with a fuel
sender of known quality, use the
following procedure: Disconnect the
wiring connector from the sender and
connect it to the new sender. Turn the
ignition switch to the ON position.
Move the float rod against the full stop
position (away from the fuel filter). The
gauge should read on or above the full
mark. With the float rod against the
empty stop (toward the fuel filter), the
gauge should read on or below the
empty mark.
If the gauge performs as indicated,
replace the fuel sender unit.
If the gauge does not perform as
indicated, replace the instrument
voltage regulator and retest to
determine if the gauge is causing the
trouble. If the gauge now reads
correctly, the trouble has been
eliminated. If the gauge is still out of
calibration, the gauge is damaged and
must be replaced.
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FUEL INDICATING SYSTEM

33-20-05

BENCH TEST

To test the fuel gauge for open
windings, remove the gauge from the
vehicle. Connect the gauge to an
ohmmeter and read the resistance. An
upward movement of the needle from 10
toward 14 ohms is normal because the
current increases the temperature of the
gauge coil (windings). If the ohmmeter
reads below 10 ohms or above 14 ohms,
replace the gauge.
FUEL SENDER

To test the fuel sender for the proper
resistances, remove the sender from the
vehicle. Connect the leads of an
ohmmeter to the sender terminals. With
the float rod against the full stop (away
from the fuel filter), the ohmmeter
should read 8-12 ohms of resistance.
With the float rod against the empty
stop, it should read 60-86 ohms. If the
resistance is not within limits, replace
the sending unit.
The accuracy of the ohmmeter
should be checked by measuring a
known resistance before replacing the
gauge or sender unit in the above tests.
LOW FUEL LEVEL WARNING
SYSTEM (THERMISTOR TYPE)
COUGAR XR-7
Low Fuel Indicator Light

To determine if the low fuel
indicator light is functional, the vehicle
prove-out system may be used. With the
ignition key turned to the START
position the light should glow. If the
light does not glow, test the bulb and/or
the power source lead.
Low Fuel Indicator Relay

To determine if the low fuel level
warning relay is functional, disconnect
the wiring connector at the fuel sender.
With the ignition switch in ON or ACC
position, ground the low fuel warning

TO
ALTERNATOR
REGULATOR

BATTERY

I

IGNITION SWITCH TERMINALS
A -ACCESSORY
B -BATTERY
C -COIL-IGNITION
P -PROVE OUT
S -START
K1026-E

FIG. 4 Instrument Voltage Regulator and Fuel Gauge Test

lead at the female wiring connector (Fig.
2). The relay should close and the low
fuel indicator light should glow. If the
light does not glow, and the bulb has
been checked in the START position,
replace the relay.
Low Fuel Thermistor

There are two methods for testing
the low fuel thermistor:
1. With the fuel sending unit removed
from the tank, but with the sender
still attached to the wire harness,
turn on the ignition switch and the
low fuel indicator light should light.
If the light does not light perform
the low fuel warning relay test. If the

relay is functioning properly, replace
the fuel sender.
2. With the thermistor unit out of the
fuel, use an ohmmeter with one lead
connected to the metal housing of
the sending unit and the other lead
connected to the thermistor terminal
of the sending unit. The ohmmeter
should read 450-600 ohms of
resistance at room temperature. If
the resistance is not within these
limits, the fuel sender must be
replaced.

LOW FUEL LEVEL WARNING
SYSTEM (SWITCH TYPE)
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

the bulb and/or perform the low fuel
warning switch test described below.

LOW FUEL INDICATOR LIGHT

Improper operation of the low fuel
warning switch will be apparent when
the indicator light remains ON
continually with more than 1/4 tank of
fuel. If this condition exists, disconnect
the wiring connector attached to the low
fuel warning switch. With the ignition

To determine if the low fuel
indicator light is operating, the systems
prove-out feature should be used. When
the ignition switch is turned ON, the
light should glow for less than (one
minute). If the light does not glow, test

LOW FUEL WARNING SWITCH

ON, test the terminal positions shown in
Fig. 5 as follows:
Position 1—Blank—no terminal
Position 2—Connect test light
between terminal and ground. Test light
should blink.
Position 3—Connect test light
between terminal and ground. Test light
should blink and be brighter ihan
Position 2.
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FUEL INDICATING SYSTEM

1. BLANK
2. GAGE TO SENDER
3. IVR TO GAGE
4. GROUND
5. IGNITION SWITCH
6. WARNING LAMP

ONE-WAY LOCATOR

K2705-A
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Position 4—Connect test light
between terminal and positive battery
terminal. Test light should glow and
remain ON.
Position 5—Connect test light
between terminal and ground. Test light
should glow and remain ON.
Position 6—Connect a jumper wire
between terminal and battery positive
terminal. Warning light on instrument
panel should glow and remain ON.
If the above tests are still
unsatisfactory, trace the particular wire
for an open circuit. If all the tests show
satisfactory, replace the Low Fuel
Warning Switch. If the system still does
not operate, perform the Calibration
Test.

FIG. 5 Low Fuel Warning Switch Connector Terminals

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
FUEL SENDING UNIT

1. Remove the fuel from the fuel tank.
2. Disconnect the wiring connector
from the fuel sender.
3. Loosen the hose clamp and
disconnect the tank line at the
sending unit.
4. Remove any d i r t t h a t has
accumulated around the sending
unit so that it will not enter the tank.
5. Turn the sending unit locking ring
counterclockwise and remove the
locking ring, mounting gasket and
sending unit.
6. Clean the fuel gauge sending unit
mounting surface at the fuel tank.
7. Position the sending unit and a new
mounting gasket on the fuel tank
and secure it by rotating the locking
ring against the stop.
8. Connect the fuel tank line and
wiring connector.
9. Fill the tank.
10. Check the fuel gauge operation and
check for leaks.
LOW FUEL WARNING SWITCH

1. Remove the glove compartment
liner.
2. Remove the two screws attaching
the relay mounting panel and lower
the panel.
3. Remove the two switch attaching
screws, the connector plug and
remove the switch.
4. Position the new switch assembly
and install the two switch attaching
screws.

5. Install the two relay panel attaching
screws.
6. Install the glove compartment liner
and connect the battery ground
cable.
FUEL GAUGE
FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the steering column shroud
(snaps off).
3. Remove the access trim panel below
the steering column (two screws).
4. Remove the instrument cluster trim
panel attaching screws (two).
5. Remove (four) cluster attaching
screws and pull rearward to gain
access to the speedometer cable.
6. Disconnect the speedometer cable
from the the speedometer quick
connect. Then, disconnect the
multiple connector from the printed
circuit.
7. Disconnect the PRND21 selector
cable from the side of the steering
column.
8. Pull the cluster assembly out of the
vehicle and place it on the bench. See
Group 33 Part 50.
9. Remove the mask and lense from the
instrument cluster (six screws).
10. Remove (two) fuel gauge retaining
nuts and remove the fuel gauge.
Installation
1. Position the new gauge to the
instrument cluster and install the

attaching screws.
2. Install the mask and lense to the
instrument cluster (six screws).
3. Position the cluster assembly to the
instrument panel and connect the
PRND21 cable and adjust if
necessary.
4. Connect the multiple connector to
the printed circuit and then, connect
the speedometer cable.
5. Install the (four) cluster attaching
screws.
6. Install the cluster trim panel screws
(two).
7. Install the access trim panel below
the steering column (two screws).
8. Snap the steering column shroud
into position.
9. Connect the battery ground cable.
MUSTANG

Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50. Remove
the two terminal nuts from the back of
sockets and note the location of each
socket. Disengage the printed circuit
from the back of the fuel gauge housing,
and remove the cluster back and fuel
gauge.
To install, position the fuel gauge
and cluster back to the housing and
install the attaching screws. Position the
printed circuit and install the terminal
nuts and light sockets. Then, install the
cluster. Connect the battery ground
cable and check the operation of the
gauge.
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COUGAR

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50. Remove
the mask from the cluster housing.
Remove two terminal nuts retaining the
gauge to the cluster housing. Remove
the gauge from the cluster housing.
To install, position the gauge to the
cluster housing and install the two
retaining nuts. Install the mask on the
cluster housing, and install the cluster.
Connect the battery ground cable and
check the operation of the gauge.

Installation
1. Position the gauge to the cluster
back and install the two retaining
nuts.
2. Position the mask and lens assembly
to the cluster and install the six
retaining screws. Install the clock
knob and nut.
3. Install the cluster as outlined in
Group 33, Part 50.
4. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.
MAVERICK AND COMET

TORINO AND
MONTEGO—STANDARD CLUSTER

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the six screws attaching the
cluster back plate to the mask and
lens assembly.
4. Remove the two outer dial attaching
screws.
5. Remove the two gauge retaining
nuts from the rear of the cluster back
plate and remove the gauge.
Installation
1. Position the gauge to the cluster
back plate and install the two
retaining nuts.
2. Install the two outer dial attaching
screws.
3. Install the lens and mask assembly
to the cluster (six retaining screws).
4. Install the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
5. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.
TORINO AND
MONTEGO—PERFORMANCE
CLUSTER

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
Remove the clock knob and nut.
3. Remove the mask and lens assembly
(six retaining screws) from the
cluster back plate.
4. Remove the two nuts retaining the
gauge to the cluster and remove the
gauge.
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FUEL INDICATING SYSTEM

Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33, Part
50.
Remove the three outer dial
retaining screws from the front side of
the cluster housing and the two gauge
retaining nuts from the rear side.
Withdraw the gauge from the front side
of the housing.
To install, position the gauge to the
cluster assembly and install the two
retaining nuts from the rear side and the
three outer dial retaining screws from
the front side of the cluster.
Install the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
PINTO

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the cluster as outlined in
Group 33, Part 50.
3. From the rear side of the cluster,
remove the four retaining screws,
and separate the cluster front
housing from the back can. Note
that the two lower screws also retain
the metal brackets that engage the
slot in the instrument panel.
4. Remove the two fuel gauge retaining
nuts and remove the fuel gauge.
Installation
1. Position the fuel gauge in the back
can and install the two retaining
nuts.
2. Position the cluster front housing to
the back can and install the four
retaining screws.
3. Install the cluster assembly as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.

4. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
Removal of the fuel gauge requires
removal of the cluster assembly from the
cluster housing, Group 33, Part 50.
1. From the rear of the cluster, remove
the mask and lens assembly (four
retaining screws)
2. Remove the two retaining nuts from
the back of the cluster and remove
the gauge from the cluster.
3. Install the gauge so that the studs
enter the stud holes in the cluster
back panel and printed circuit, and
secure with the retaining nuts.
4. Position the mask and lens assembly
over the gauge and install the
retaining screws.
5. Install the cluster assembly Group
33 Part 50.
6. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the clock knob and nut.
4. Remove the mask and lens assembly
(six retaining screws).
5. Remove the two gauge retaining
nuts and remove the gauge.
Installation
1. Position the gauge to the cluster and
install the two gauge retaining nuts.
2. Install the lens and mask assembly
(six retaining screws).
3. Install the clock knob and nut.
4. Install the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
5. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.
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OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR—LIGHT

33-30-01

PART 33-30 Oil Pressure Indicator-Light
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
SYSTEM OPERATION

A red indicator light glows when the
oil pressure is below a safe value. The
light should come on when the ignition
switch isfirstturned to the run position.
The indicator light should go out after
the engine is started, indicating that the
oil pressure has reached a safe value.
The light is connected between the
oil pressure switch unit (mounted on the
engine) and the coil terminal of the
ignition switch (Fig. 1).

ENGINE
WARNING
LIGHT
IGNITION
OIL PRESSURE
SWITCH
COOLANT
TEMPERATURE
SWITCH
(PINTO ONLY)
K1591-C

FIG. 1 Oil Pressure Indicator
System

-Light

TESTING
SYSTEM TESTING

Refer to the Ford Car Diagnosis
Manual, Form FD 7962, for oil pressure
indicating system diagnosis procedures.
To test the indicator light, turn on
the ignition switch. Do not start the
engine. The light should come on. Start
the engine. The light should go out,
indicating that the oil pressure has built
up to a safe value.
To test the oil pressure switch on the

engine, turn the ignition switch on with
the engine not running. The indicator
light should come on. If the indicator
light does not come on, short the
terminal of the oil pressure switch unit
to ground. If the light now comes on, the
oil pressure switch is inoperative, or not
properly sealed to the engine. NOTE:
There is only one indicator light for the
oil pressure switch and the temperature
switch on Pinto. Disconnect the
temperature switch wire before testing

the oil pressure indicating system. Be
sure to use Teflon tape (D0AZ-19554-C)
or electrically conductive sealer
C3AZ-19554-B on all oil pressure
switches which do not have white tape
on the mounting threads. If the light still
does not come on, the bulb is burned out
or the wires from the bulb to the ignition
switch and oil pressure switch are worn
or broken.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
SENDING UNIT SWITCH

The oil pressure sending units are
mounted in different ways and
locations. Figs. 2 and 3 are typical
examples.
To remove the sending unit,
disconnect the wire at the unit terminal
and unscrew the unit from its mounting.
Install the new sending unit, connect the
wire to the unit terminal, and check the
operation of the unit. Be sure to use
Teflon tape (D0AZ-19554-C) or
electrically conductive water resistant
sealer C3AZ-19554-B on the threads of
the unit. The pressure switch type unit

used with the indicator light system is
not interchangeable with the variable
resistance type unit used with gauge
system. Refer to the Ford Car Master
Parts Catalog and the Lincoln-Mercury
Parts and Accessories Catalog for
proper parts usage. Installation of the
wrong sending unit will result in an
inoperative oil pressure indicating
system and a damaged sending unit or
gauge.
INDICATOR LIGHT

On some vehicles it is necessary to
remove the instrument cluster to gain

access to the indicator bulb. These
procedures are outlined in Group 33,
Part 50. On Thunderbird and
Continental Mark IV remove the
instrument panel trim cover as outlined
in Group 33, Part 50.
To remove the indicator bulb, turn
the bulb and socket assembly 1/4 turn
counterclockwise and remove. To
install, position the new bulb and socket
assembly to the printed circuit and turn
it clockwise 1/4 turn.

OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR—LIGHT
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SWITCH UNIT
SWITCH UNIT

K2862-

FIG. 2 Oil Pressure Sending
Switch—8 Cylinder Typical

K2861-B

FIG. 3 Oil Pressure Sending
Switch—6 Cylinder Typical
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OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR—GAUGE

Mustang

Cougar

Torino

Montego

LincolnContinenta!

PART 33-31 Oil Pressure Indicator-Gauge

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

Oil Pressure Gauge

31-02

31-02

31-02

31-02

31-02

Oil Pressure Sending Unit

31-02

31-02

31-02

31-02

31-02

Calibration Test

31-02
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31-02
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31-02

Gauge Bench Test

31-02
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31-02

Gauge and IVR Test

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

31-01

COMPONENT INDEX
Applies To Models As Indicated

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
System Operation
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

TESTING

Sending Unit Test

A page number indicates that the item is for the vehicle(s) listed at the head of the column.
N/A indicates that the item is not applicable to the vehicle(s) listed.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
SYSTEM OPERATION

The oil pressure gauge indicating
system consists of the instrument
voltage regulator, an oil pressure
indicating gauge and an oil pressure
sending unit, all connected in series. The
sending unit consists of a diaphragm, a

contact and a variable resistor. The oil
pressure causes the diaphragm to move
the contact on the variable resistor thus
controlling the flow of current through
the gauge.
When the oil pressure is low, the
resistance of the sending unit is high,

thus restricting the flow of current
through the gauge which moves the
pointer only a short distance. As the oil
pressure increases, the resistance of the
sending unit decreases causing a
proportionately increased flow of
current and movement of the pointer.

OIL PRESSURE GAUGE AND
INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR (IVR)

With the ignition switch in the ON or
ACC position, a flashing light or
fluctuating voltage will indicate that the
instrument voltage regulator is
operating and that the gauge circuit is
not interrupted.
If a pulsating voltage is shown but
the gauge is not accurate, perform the
calibration test.
If the light stays on or the voltage
reading is steady, replace the IVR.
If no voltage is indicated by the
voltmeter or test light, check for an open
circuit in the IVR, the gauge windings
or the printed circuit. Do not ground or

TESTING
Refer to the Ford Car Diagnosis
Manual, Form FD 7962, for oil pressure
indicating system diagnosis procedures.
SENDER UNIT

Remove the oil pressure sender unit
and temporarily attach a mechanical oil
pressure gauge in its place. Operate the
engine to determine the oil pressure. If
the oil pressure indicated on the
mechanical gauge is normal, the
instrument cluster gauge should also
indicate within the normal band.

Follow the instructions printed on
the case of the Gauge System Tester No.
WRE 500-70. If a tester is not available,
use the following procedure.
Disconnect the gauge lead from the
terminal at the sender unit. Connect the
lead of a 12 volt test light or the positive
lead of a volt meter (20 volt scale) to the
gauge lead that was disconnected from
the sender unit (Fig. 1). Connect the
other test lead to a suitable ground.

33-31-02
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OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR—GAUGE

spark either terminal of the instrument
voltage regulator. This will burn out the
dash wiring harness or the instrument
voltage regulator or both.
CALIBRATION TEST

When the instrument voltage
regulator or one of the gauges (oil,
temperature, fuel) is suspected of being
out of calibration, having a fluctuating
movement or a high or low reading,
both the gauge and the instrument
voltage regulator must be tested
simultaneously. This test is done on the
vehicle.
The required test equipment consists
of a 22.8 ohm resistor to check the gauge
calibration for correct mid-scale
readings, and a 73 ohm resistor to check
the calibration for low readings.
Disconnect the lead from the gauge
at the sender unit, connect the resistor
between the gauge lead and ground (Fig.
1), and turn on the ignition switch. With
the 22.8 ohm resistor, the gauge should
show a mid-scale reading. With the 73
ohm resistor, the gauge should show a
low reading.
If the gauge does not perform as
indicated, replace the instrument
voltage regulator and retest to
determine if the gauge is causing the
trouble. If the gauge now reads
correctly, the trouble has been
eliminated. If the gauge is still out of
calibration, the gauge is damaged and
must be replaced.
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FIG. 1 Instrument Voltage Regulator and Oil Pressure Gauge Test

GAUGE BENCH TEST FOR OPEN
WINDINGS

To test an oil gauge for open
windings, remove the gauge from the
vehicle. Connect the gauge to an
ohmmeter and read the resistance. An
upward movement of the needle from 10
toward 14 ohms is normal because the
current increases the temperature of the
gauge coil (windings). If the ohmmeter
reads below 10 ohms or above 14 ohms,
replace the gauge.

\

SENDING UNIT.
9D290

K 2861-A

K 2862-A

FIG. 2 Oil Pressure Sending Unit
Cylinder Typical

FIG. 3 Oil Pressure Sending Unit—8
Cylinder Typical

Catalog and the Lincoln Mercury Parts
and Accessories Catalog for proper
parts usage. Misuse of the sending units
will result in inoperative oil pressure
indicating systems and damaged sending

ways and locations. Figs. 2 and 3 are
typical examples.
To replace the unit, disconnect the
wire from the terminal. Remove the unit
from the engine. Apply Teflon tape
(DOAZ-19554-C) or conductive sealer
C3AZ-19554-B to the threads of the

Removal and Installation
SENDING UNIT
The sending unit (pressure switch)
used with the warning indicator light
system is not interchangeable with the
sending unit used with the gauge system.
Refer to the Ford Car Master Parts

units or gauges. The oil pressure
sending units are mounted in different

33-31-03
new unit and install the unit. Connect
the wire to the terminal and check the
operation of the unit.
OIL PRESSURE GAUGE
MUSTANG AND
COUGAR—AUXILIARY CLUSTER

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Remove the auxiliary cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
Remove the backplate from the
cluster, disconnect the wires from the
terminals and remove the two gauge
retaining nuts.
To install, position the gauge to the
cluster back, install the two retaining
nuts and connect the wires to the gauge
terminals. Install the auxiliary cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33, Part
50. Connect the battery ground cable
and check operation of the gauge.
TORINO AND
MONTEGO—PERFORMANCE
CLUSTER

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the clock knob and nuts.
4. Remove the six screws attaching the
lens and mask assembly to the

OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR—GAUGE
cluster back plate and remove the
mask and lens assembly.
5. Remove the two gauge retaining
nuts and remove the gauge.
Installation
1. Position the gauge to the cluster
back plate and install the two
retaining nuts.
2. Position the lens and mask assembly
to the cluster back plate and install
the six retaining screws.
3. Install the clock knob and nut.
4. Install the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
5. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Removal of the gauge requires
removal of the cluster assembly from the
cluster housing, Group 33, Part 50.
1. Disconnect the battery round cable.
2. From the rear of the cluster, remove
the mask and lens assembly (four
retaining screws).
3. Remove the two retaining nuts from
the back of the cluster and remove
the gauge.
4. Install the gauge so that the studs
enter the stud holes in the cluster
back panel and printed circuit, and
secure with the retaining nuts.

33-31-03

5. Position the mask and lens assembly
over the gauge and install the
retaining screws.
6. Install the cluster as outlined in
Group 33, Part 50.
7. Connect the battery ground cable
and check operation of the gauge.
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TEMPERATURE INDICATOR

ContinentalMark IV

Thunderbird

LincolnContinental

Pinto

Mustang

Montego

Maverick

Comet

Torino

Cougar

Meteor

Mercury

Applies To Models As Indicated

Ford

COMPONENT INDEX

All Models

PART 3 3 - 4 0 Temperature Indicator

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Gauge System

40-01

Light System

40-01

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
TEMPERATURE GAUGE SYSTEM

The temperature gauge indicating
system consists of a sending unit
mounted in a heater hose block (1600
c.c. Pinto), in the engine block (2000 c.c.
Pinto), in the cylinder head (6 cylinder
vehicles) or intake manifold (8 cylinder
vehicles) and a temperature gauge
mounted on the instrument panel. When
the engine temperature is low, the
resistance of the sending unit is high,
thus restricting the flow of current
through the gauge which moves the
pointer only a short distance. As the
temperature of the engine increases, the
resistance of the sending unit decreases
causing a proportionately increased flow
of current and movement of the pointer.

TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
LIGHT SYSTEM

The temperature indicating system
provides the driver with an indication of
engine coolant operating temperature by
means of an indicator light. This sytem
consists of a temperature switch unit
mounted in the intake manifold or
engine head, lead wires and a
temperature indicator light mounted in
the instrument cluster.
The light is covered by a lens
imprinted with the letters TEMP,
except Pinto, which reads ENGINE.

With the light off, the lens appears as a
dark blank.
Should the temperature of the
engine coolant reach approximately 245

degrees F, the TEMP (or ENGINE) red
indicator light will glow, indicating that
the engine is
This indicating light is controlled by
the t e m p e r a t u r e s w i t c h . The
temperature switch has a temperaturesensitive bi-metallic arm which
completes the circuit through the switch
body to the engine ground. With the
ignition switch in the START position,
the TEMP (or ENGINE) red light
should glow even though the engine is
cold, thus proving that the light bulb is
operable. A set of contacts in the
ignition switch (normally open)
completes the proving circuit to ground
in the start position.
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TEMPERATURE INDICATOR

TESTING
Refer to the Ford Car Diagnosis
M a n u a l , F o r m FD 7962, for
temperature indicating system diagnosis
procedures.
GAUGE SYSTEM

Place a thermometer in the radiator
coolant at the filler neck. Start the
engine and allow it to run until the
thermometer reads a minimum of 180
degrees F. The gauge in the instrument
panel should indicate within the normal
band.
If the gauge does not indicate, use
the Rotunda Gauge System Tester No.
WRE 500-70. If a Rotunda Tester is not
available, use the following procedure.
Disconnect the gauge lead from the
terminal at the sender unit. Connect the
lead of a 12 volt test light or the positive
lead of a volt meter (20 volt scale) to the
gauge lead that was disconnected from
the sender unit (Fig. 1). Connect the
other test lead to a suitable ground.
With the ignition switch in the ON or
ACC position, a flashing light or
fluctuating voltage will indicate that the
instrument voltage regulator is
operating and that the gauge circuit is
not interrupted.
If a pulsating voltage is shown but
the gauge is not accurate, perform the
calibration test.
If the light stays on or the voltage
reading is steady, replace the IVR.
If no voltage is indicated by the
voltmeter or test light, check for an open
circuit in the IVR, the gauge windings
or the printed circuit. Do not ground or
spark either terminal of the instrument
voltage regulator. This will burn out the
dash wiring harness or the instrument
voltage regulator or both.

TO
ALTERNATOR
REGULATOR

- = - BATTERY

I

IGNITION SWITCH TERMINALS
A -ACCESSORY
B -BATTERY
C -COIL-IGNITION
P -PROVE OUT
S -START

FIG. 1 Instrument Voltage Regulator and Temperature Gauge Test

1), and turn on the ignition switch. With
the 10 ohm resistor, the gauge should
show a high reading. With the 73 ohm
resistor, the gauge should show a low
reading.
If the gauge does not perform as
indicated, replace the instrument
voltage regulator and retest to
determine if the gauge is causing the
trouble. If the gauge now reads
correctly, the trouble has been
eliminated. If the gauge is still out of
calibration, the gauge is damaged and
must be replaced.

CALIBRATION TEST

When the instrument voltage
regulator or one of the gauges (oil,
temperature, fuel) is suspected of being
out of calibration, having a fluctuating
movement or a high or low reading,
both the gauge and the instrument
voltage regulator must be tested
simultaneously. This test is done on the
vehicle.
The required test equipment consists
of a Rotunda Tester No. WRE 50070 or
a 10 ohm resistor to check the gauge
calibration for correct high readings,
and a 73 ohm resistor to check the
calibration for low readings.
Disconnect the lead from the gauge
at the sender unit, connect the resistor
between the gauge lead and ground (Fig.

K1026-E

GAUGE BENCH TEST FOR OPEN
WINDINGS

To test the gauge for open windings,
remove the gauge from the vehicle.
Connect the gauge to an ohmmeter and
read the resistance. An upward
movement of the needle from 10 toward
14 ohms is normal because the current
increases the temperature of the gauge
coil (windings). If the ohmmeter reads
below 10 ohms or above 14 ohms,
replace the gauge.
INDICATOR LIGHT SYSTEM

During the test procedure, do not
apply 12 volts directly to the
temperature switch terminal at any

time. This voltage will damage the
temperature switch unit. NOTE: There
is only one indicator light for the oil
pressure switch and the temperature
switch on Pinto (Fig. 2). Disconnect the
oil pressure switch wire before testing
the temperature indicating system.
Perform the test only if the engine
temperature is less than 245 degrees F.
If the red light stays on with the ignition
switch turned to the ON position, an
inoperative temperature sending switch
is indicated. Remove the connector
from the temperature (sending unit)
switch and connect an ohmmeter from
the temperature switch terminal to the
engine. There should be an open circuit
(infinite ohms). If the meter reads zero
ohms replace the switch (temperature
sending unit). If the light is off when the
ignition switch is in the ON position,
turn the switch to the start position and
the prove-out circuit should light the
bulb. If the bulb does not glow, the bulb
or the prove-out circuit is defective.
Remove the bulb and check the bulb for
continuity. If the ohmmeter indicates an
open circuit (infinite ohms), replace the
bulb and again turn the ignition switch
to the start position to light the bulb
with the prove-out circuit. If the bulb
still does not light, check the wire
continuity from the temperature
sending switch to the light bulb and then

33-40-03
to the ignition switch. Repair any breaks
in the circuit. This should complete the
prove-out circuit so that the bulb will
light when the ignition switch is again
turned to the start position, see Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2 Engine Coolant Warning System

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
SENDING UNIT OR SWITCH
The sending unit (temperature
switch) used with the warning indicator
light system is not interchangeable with
the sending unit used with the gauge
system. Refer to the Ford Car Master
Parts Catalog and the Lincoln Mercury
Parts and Accessories Catalog for
proper parts usage.
Misuse of the sending units will
result in inoperative temperature
indicating systems and damaged
sending units or gauges.
1. Disconnect the temperature sending
unit wire from the sending unit.
2. Prepare the new temperature
sending unit for installation by
applying Teflon tape (D0AZ-19554C) or a small amount of conductive
water resistant sealer C3AZ-19554B, to the threads.
3. Remove the temperature sending
unit from the e n g i n e and
immediately install the new
temperature sending unit.

4. Connect the wire to the temperature
sending unit.
5. Start the engine and check the
sending unit operation.
TEMPERATURE GAUGE
MUSTANG—AUXILIARY
CLUSTER
Disconnect the battery and ground
cable. Remove the instrument panel
center finish panel (4 screws) and
disconnect the wires and heater control.
Remove four screws attaching the
cluster to the finish panel, and remove
the cluster. Remove the back from the
cluster, disconnect the wires from the
terminals, and remove the terminal
nuts.
To install, position the gauge to the
cluster back and install the terminal
nuts. Connect the wires to the gauge
terminals. Assemble the cluster back to
the cluster. Position the cluster to the
finish panel and install the four screws.
Then, install the center finish panel.
Connect the battery ground cable.

COUGAR

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50. Remove
the six screws attaching the mask to the
cluster housing. On XR-7 models,
remove the 2 screws attaching the outer
dial to the back plate. Remove two
terminal nuts retaining the gauge to the
cluster housing. Remove the gauge from
the cluster housing.
To install, position the gauge to the
cluster housing and install the two
retaining nuts. On XR-7 models, install
the outer dial and two attaching screws.
Install the mask on the cluster housing,
and install the cluster. Connect the
battery ground cable and check
operation of the gauge.
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TORINO AND MONTEGO
STANDARD CLUSTER

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the six screws attaching the
lens and mask assembly to the
cluster back plate and remove the
lens and mask assembly.
4. Remove the outer dial (two screws).
5. Remove the two gauge retaining
nuts and remove the gauge.
Installation
1. Position the gauge to the cluster
back plate and install the two
retaining nuts.
2. Install the outer dial (two screws).
3. Position the mask and lens assembly
to the cluster back plate and install
the six retaining screws.
4. Install the cluster as outlined in
Group 33, Part 50.
5. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.

TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
and check the operation of the
gauge.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Removal of the gauge requires
removal of the cluster assembly from the
cluster housing, Group 33, Part 50.
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. From the rear of the cluster, remove
the mask and lens assembly (four
retaining screws).
3. Remove the two retaining nuts from
the back of the cluster and remove
the gauge.
4. Install the gauge so that the studs
enter the stud holes in the cluster
back panel and printed circuit, and
secure with the retaining nuts.
5. Position the mask and lens assembly
over the gauge and install the
retaining screws.
6. Install the cluster assemby as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
7. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
gauge.

TORINO AND MONTEGO
PERFORMANCE CLUSTER

INDICATOR LIGHT

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
3. Remove the clock knob and nut.
4. Remove the six screws attaching the
lens and mask assembly to the
cluster back plate and remove the
mask and lens assembly.
5. Remove the two gauge retaining
nuts and remove the gauge.
Installation
1. Position the gauge to the cluster
back plate and install the two
retaining nuts.
2. Position the lens and mask assembly
to the cluster back plate and install
the six retaining screws.
3. Install the clock knob and nut.
4. Install the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
5. Connect the battery ground cable

FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

1. Remove the two instrument cluster
trim cover screws and pull the trim
cover rearward to gain access to the
bulb.
2. Remove the bulb by turning the
socket counterclockwise.
3. Install a new bulb and turn the
socket clockwise.
4. Position the instrument cluster trim
cover and install the two retaining
screws.
MUSTANG

Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in Group 33, Part
50. Remove the charge indicator bulb by
t u r n i n g the bulb socket
counterclockwise. Install the new bulb
and turn the bulb socket clockwise.
Install the instrument cluster assembly
as outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
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MAVERICK AND COMET

Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
From under the instrument panel,
disconnect the speedometer cable by
pressing on the flat surface of the plastic
connector (quick connect) and pulling
the cable away from the head. Remove
the two retaining screws at the top of the
cluster, and swing the cluster down from
the panel.
Remove the bulb by turning
counterclockwise. Install the new bulb
and swing the cluster back into position.
Install the cluster retaining screws and
connect the battery ground cable.
PINTO

Reach up behind the instrument
panel and turn the bulb and socket
assembly counterclockwise. To install,
position the bulb and socket assembly
into the receptacle and turn it clockwise.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Remove the instrument cluster trim
panel as outlined in Group 33, Part 50
to gain access to the indicator bulb.
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER AND PRINTED CIRCUIT

PART 3 3 - 5 0 Instrument Cluster
and Printed Circuit
COMPONENT INDEX
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Instrument Cluster Assembly
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A page number indicates that the item is for the vehicle(s) listed at the head of the column.
N/A indicates that the item is not applicable to the vehicle(s) listed.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
CLUSTER ASSEMBLY
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the two lower steering
column cover attaching screws and
remove the lower cover.
3. Remove the two instrument cluster
trim cover attaching screws and
remove the trim cover.
4. Reach behind the cluster and
disconnect the cluster feed plug
from its receptacle.
5. Disconnect the speedometer cable.
Unsnap and remove the steering
column shroud cover.
6. Remove the screw attaching the
transmission indicator (PRND21)
cable to the steering column.
7. Remove the four cluster attaching
screws and remove the cluster
assembly (Fig. 1).
Installation
1. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel making sure the
PRND21 cable is routed properly
on the right side of the steering
column between the brake pedal
support and the instrument panel
reinforcement and install the four
attaching screws.
2. Position the transmission indicator
(PRND21) cable to the steering
column and adjust the transmission

selector indicator (PRND21)
pointer as follows:
a. Place the transmission selector
lever on the steering column in
the "P" position.
b. Place the loop on the indicator
cable assembly over the retainer
pin on the socket casting.
c. Shift the selector into the " 1 "
position ("S" on lo-gear lockout
columns) and secure the cable
bracket with the screw. Do not
tighten.
d. Shift the selector into the "D"
position. Adjust the slotted
bracket on the column so the
entire width of the pointer falls
within the letter "D".
e. Tighten the bracket screw (min.
20 in-lb).
f. Position the indicator cable into
the tab of the column shroud
retainer.
g. When properly adjusted, the
pointer should touch all letters or
numerals in the transmission
modes when viewed parallel to
the centerline of the steering
column.
3. Align the speedometer cable quick
connect to the rear of the
speedometer and push the cable
assembly on with a twisting motion.
4. Push the instrument cluster feed
plug into its receptacle.
5. Position the instrument cluster trim
cover and install the two attaching
screws.

6. Position the lower steering column
cover and install the two attaching
screws. Position the lower steering
column shroud cover around the
steering column.
7. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation of the
instruments.
MUSTANG

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Then, remove the instrument
panel end finish panel and the cluster
opening finish panel. Remove four
cluster attaching screws and pull the
cluster away from the instrument panel.
Disconnect the speedometer cable and
wiring from the cluster (Fig. 2).
To install, position the cluster to the
cluster opening and connect the wiring
and speedometer cable to the cluster.
Install the cluster opening finish panel
and the instrument panel end finish
panel. Connect the ground cable to the
battery.
MUSTANG—AUXILIARY CLUSTER

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Then, remove the instrument
panel center finish panel (4 screws) and
disconnect the wires. Remove four
screws attaching the cluster to the finish
panel, and remove the cluster (Fig. 3).
To install, position the cluster to the
finish panel and install the four screws
and connect the wires. Then, install the
center finish panel and connect the
battery ground cable.
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FIG. 1 Instrument Cluster—Ford, Meteor and Mercury
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FIG. 2 Instrument Cluster—Mustang
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER AND PRINTED CIRCUIT

COUGAR

Disconnect the battery ground cable
and remove the instrument panel pad
(Group 45). Remove the radio bezel
retaining screws. Remove the cluster
finish panel retaining screws and
remove the finish panel. Remove four

screws attaching the cluster to the
instrument panel. Disconnect the cable
from the speedometer. Unplug the
electrical connections to the cluster and
remove the cluster (Fig. 4).
To install, position the cluster near
the instrument panel and connect the

33-50-03

s p e e d o m e t e r c a b l e and wire
connections. Place the cluster in
position and install the four attaching
screws. Install the finish panel. Install
the radio bezel. Then, install the
instrument panel pad and connect the
battery ground cable.

BACK VIEW

FRONT VIEW

K2703-A

FIG. 3 Auxiliary Cluster—Mustang
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FIG. 4 Instrument Cluster—Cougar
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER AND PRINTED CIRCUIT

33-50-04

Installation
Position the cluster near the
instrument panel opening.
Connect the tachometer.
Connect the instrument cluster
multiple connector to the printed
circuit.
4. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel.
5. Install the four cluster retaining
screws.
6. Reach under the instrument panel
and align the speedometer cable
connector with the speedometer
adapter; push the speedometer cable
on the speedometer with a twisting
motion until the catch is engaged.
7. Position the cluster front cover and
install the wiring connectors on the
oil pressure gauge and ammeter
terminals.
8. Connect the map light and install
the two bulb sockets in the auxiliary
gauge assembly.
9. Install the top four front cover
screws.
10. Install the lower two front cover
screws.
11. Install the two screws on each side of
the heater-A/C controls.
12. Install the four radio bezel retaining
screws.
13. Install the instrument panel pad.
14. Install the battery ground cable.

COUGAR XR7

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel pad.
3. Remove the four radio bezel
retaining screws.
4. Remove the two screws on each side
of the heater-A/C controls.
5. Remove the two screws from the
bottom edge of the cluster front
cover.
6. Remove the four screws from the
top of the cluster front cover.
7. Remove connectors from the oil
pressure gauge and ammeter
terminals.
8. Disengage two bulb sockets from the
auxiliary gauge assembly.
9. Disconnect the map light.
10. Remove the cluster front cover.
11. Reach under the instrument panel
and disconnect the speedometer
cable connector.
12. Remove four screws retaining the
cluster to the instrument panel.
13. Tilt the cluster out, top first, away
from the instrument panel and
disconnect the cluster feed plug
from its receptacle in the printed
circuit (Fig. 5).
14. Disconnect the tachometer.
15. Remove the cluster from the vehicle.

FUEL GAUGE

TORINO AND MONTEGO

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove three upper and five lower
r e t a i n i n g screws from the
instrument cluster trim cover and
remove the trim cover.
3. Remove two upper and two lower
screws retaining the instrument
cluster to the instrument panel.
4. Pull the cluster away from the
instrument panel; disconnect the
speedometer cable connector.
5. Disconnect the cluster feed plug
from its receptacle in the printed
circuit (Fig. 6).
6. Remove PARK light socket from
receptacle (if so equipped).
Remmove the fasten belts (light
socket) from its receptacle.
7. Remove cluster from vehicle.
Installation
1. Install the PARK light socket into
the proper receptacle and install the
fasten belts socket to the receptacle.
2. Connect the instrument cluster
multiple connector to the printed
circuit.
3. Align the speedometer cable
connector with the speedometer
adapter and push the speedometer
cable on the speedometer with a
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FIG. 5 Instrument Cluster—Cougar XR7
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER AND PRINTED CIRCUIT

twisting motion until the catch is
engaged.
P o s i t i o n t h e c l u s t e r to t h e
instrument panel.
Install the four cluster retaining
screws.
Position the cluster front trim cover
and install the eight retaining
screws.
Connect the battery ground cable.

TORINO AND
MONTEGO—PERFORMANCE

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove three upper and four lower
r e t a i n i n g s c r e w s from the
instrument cluster trim cover and
remove the trim cover.
3. Remove two upper and two lower
screws retaining the instrument
cluster to the instrument panel.
4. Pull the cluster away from the
instrument panel; disconnect the
speedometer cable connector.
5. Disconnect the cluster feed plug
from its receptacle in the printed
circuit (Fig. 7).
6. Remove the PARK light socket
from its receptacle (if so equipped).
7. Remove the "fasten belts" socket
from its receptacle.

8. Disconnect the right hand turn
signal feed wire.
9. Disconnect the clock, tachometer
and amp gauge wires.
10. Remove the cluster.
Installation
1. Position the cluster near panel
opening and install the PARK light
socket.
2. Install the "fasten belts socket",
connect the right hand turn signal
feed wire, clock, tachometer and
amperate gauge wires.
3. Connect the instrument cluster
multiple connector to the printed
circuit.
4. Align the s p e e d o m e t e r cable
connector with the speedometer
adapter and push the speedometer
cable on the speedometer with a
twisting motion until the catch is
engaged.
5. P o s i t i o n t h e c l u s t e r to t h e
instrument panel.
6. Install the four cluster retaining
screws.
7. Position the cluster front trim cover
and install the seven retaining
screws.
8. Connect the battery ground cable.
MAVERICK AND COMET

Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
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From under the instrument panel,
disconnect the speedometer cable by
pressing on the flat surface of the plastic
connector (quick connect) and pulling
the cable away from the head. Remove
the two retaining screws at the top of the
cluster, and swing the cluster down from
the panel (Fig. 8).
Disconnect the multiple connector
plug from the printed circuit at the back
of the cluster, disconnect the alternator
socket warning light from its receptacle.
The cluster can now be removed from
the instrument panel by disengaging the
brackets on the cluster lower edge from
the slots in the panel.
When installing the cluster, be sure
that the cluster is properly located with
the brackets locked in place.
PINTO

Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
From under the instrument panel,
disconnect the speedometer cable by
pressing on the flat surface of the plastic
connector (quick connect) and pulling
the cable away from the head. Remove
the two retaining screws at the top of the
cluster, and swing the cluster down from
the panel (Fig. 9).
Disconnect the multiple connector
plug from the printed circuit at the back
of the cluster and disconnect the
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FIG. 6 Instrument Cluster—Torino and Montego
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER AND PRINTED CIRCUIT
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alternator socket warning light from its
receptacle. The cluster can now be
removed from the instrument panel by
disengaging the brackets on the cluster
lower ledge from the slots in the panel.
When installing the cluster, be sure
that the cluster is properly located with
the brackets locked in place.

Before installing the cluster, be sure
to connect the control wire to the
PRND21 pointer and attach the cable
to the cluster with the retaining screw.
Carefully position the cluster so that the
dowels on the rear side of the indicator
and clock, securely index the dowel
holes in the cluster housing.
THUNDERBIRD

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Remove the instrument panel
pad. The cluster trim cover (Figs. 10 and
11) does not have to be removed if only
the indicator and clock assembly is
being removed.
Reach under the instrument panel
and disconnect the instrument cluster
printed circuit plug from its receptacle
(Fig. 12). From the passenger side of the
instrument panel, remove the indicator
and clock assembly-to-cluster housing
retaining screws and swing the cluster
away from the housing. From the
underside of the cluster, unhook the
pointer control cable wire from the
PRNDL pointer lever (Fig. 10).
Remove the cable retaining clip (one
screw) from the cluster and remove the
indicator and clock assembly from the
vehicle (Fig. 13).

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove one screw retaining the
lower cluster applique cover below
the steering column.
3. Squeeze the lower half of the
steering column shroud together
and separate the lower half from the
upper.
4. Remove the upper half of the shroud
from the steering column.
5. Remove one screw attaching the
PRND21 control cable wire to the
steering column.
6. Remove the heated back-lite control
knob.
7. Reach under the instrument panel
and depress the button on the side of
the headlight switch while
withdrawing the headlight switch
control knob and shaft assembly.

8. Reach under the instrument panel
and disconnect the speedometer
cable connector.
9. Remove the threaded headlight
switch bezel.
10. Remove the windshield wiper/
washer control knob.
11. Remove the windshield wiper/
washer control bezel.
12. Remove the cigar lighter from its
receptacle.
13. Remove four screws retaining the
cluster front cover.
14. Insert a right angle standard tip
screwdriver along the edges of the
finish panel withdrawing the studs
in sequence gradually around the
periphery of the panel (Fig. 14).
15. Remove four screws retaining the
cluster to the instrument panel.
16. Pull the cluster away from the
instrument panel; disconnect the
cluster feed plug from its receptacle
in the printed circuit (Fig. 15).
17. Tilt the cluster out, top first, and
move the cluster toward the center
of the vehicle.
Installation
1. With the cluster lens pointing
downward, move the cluster from
the center of the vehicle toward the
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FIG. 8 Instrument Cluster—Maverick and Comet
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SCREW-52818-S

K2724-A

cluster opening in the instrument
panel.
2. Connect the instrument cluster
multiple connector to the printed
circuit.
3. P o s i t i o n t h e c l u s t e r to t h e
instrument panel.
4. Install the four cluster retaining
screws.
5. Align the cluster front cover studs
with the retainers and push the
cover on gradually around the
periphery of the cover (Fig. 14).
6. Install the four front cover retaining
screws.
7. Install the cigar lighter.
8. Install the windshield wiper/washer
control bezel and knob.
9. Install the headlight switch bezel
and knob and shaft assembly.
10. Install the heated back-lite control
knob.
11. Reach under the instrument panel
and align the speedometer cable
connector with the speedometer
adapter and push the speedometer

33-50-08

cable on the speedometer with a
twisting motion until the catch is
engaged.
12. Install the PRND21 control cable
wire to the steering column with one
retaining screw and place the
transmission selector lever in the D
position.
13. Place the loop on the indicator cable
over the retainer pin and loosely
attach the cable bracket to the
steering column with the attaching
screw.
14. Adjust the bracket so that the entire
width of the indicator is visible
through the slot on the cluster lens
below the letter D and tighten the
bracket retaining screw.
15. Align the two locaters on the upper
steering column shroud half with the
two holes in the steering column;
snap the upper half in place.
16. Align the lower half of the shroud
with the upper and snap the shroud
together.
17. Position the lower cluster applique

FIG. 9 Instrument Cluster—Pinto

WIRE HOOKED TO LEVER
\
CLIP RETAINING SCREW
•POINTER CONTROL CABLE

FIG. 10 Lincoln Continental Cluster—Rear Assembled View
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER ASSEMBLY
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FIG. 11 Disassembled Lincoln Continental Cluster
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FIG. 12 Lincoln Continental Cluster—Rear Assembled View

cover and install one retaining
screw.
18. Connect the battery ground cable.
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove three screws attaching the
upper access cover to the instrument
panel pad.
3. Remove one screw retaining the
lower cluster applique cover below
the steering column.
4. Squeeze the lower half of the
steering column shroud together
and separate lower half from upper.
5. Remove the upper half of the shroud
from the steering column.
6. Remove one screw attaching the
PRND21 control cable wire to the
steering column.
7. Remove the heated back-lite control
knob.
8. Reach under the instrument panel
and depress the button on the side of
the headlight switch while
withdrawing the headlight switch
control knob and shaft assembly.
Remove the headlight switch bezel.
9. Reach under the instrument panel
and disconnect the speedometer
cable connector.

10. Remove the windshield wiper/
washer control knob.
11. Remove the threaded windshield
wiper/washer control bezel.
12. Remove the cigar lighter from its
receptacle.
13. Remove the four screws retaining
the cluster front cover.
14. Insert a right angle standard tip
screwdriver along the edges of the
finish panel withdrawing the studs
in sequence gradually around the
periphery of the panel (Fig. 14).
15. Remove two screws from the cluster
light baffle at the cluster top.
16. Remove four screws retaining the
cluster to the instrument panel.
17. Pull the cluster away from the
instrument panel and disconnect the
cluster feed plug from its receptacle
in the printed circuit (Fig. 16).
18. Tilt the cluster out, bottomfirst,and
move the cluster toward the center
of the vehicle.
Installation
1. With the cluster lens pointing
upward, move the cluster from the
center of the vehicle toward the
cluster opening in the instrument
panel.
2. Connect the instrument cluster
multiple connector to the printed
circuit.

3. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel.
4. Install the four cluster retaining
screws.
5. Position the light baffle to the
cluster top and install the two
retaining screws.
6. Align the cluster front cover studs
with the retainers and push the
cover on gradually around the
periphery of the cover.
7. Install the four front cover retaining
screws.
8. Install the cigar lighter.
9. Install the windshield wiper/washer
control bezel and knob.
10. Reach under the instrument panel
and align the speedometer cable
connector with the speedometer
adapter and push the speedometer
cable on the speedometer with a
twisting motion until the catch is
engaged.
11. Install the headlight switch bezel
and control knob and shaft
assembly.
12. Install the heated back-lite control
knob.
13. Install the PRND21 control cable
wire to the steering column with one
retaining screw and place the
transmission selector lever in the D
position.
14. Place the loop on the cable over the
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FIG. 13 Instrument Cluster—Lincoln Continental
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retainer pin and loosley attach the
cable bracket to the steering column
with the attaching screw.
15. Adjust the bracket so that the
indicator is in the center of the letter
D and tighten the bracket retaining
screw.
16. Align the two locaters on the upper
steering column shroud half with the
two holes in the steering column;
snap the upper half in place.
17. Align the lower half of the shroud
with the upper and snap the shroud
together.
18. Position the lower cluster applique
cover and install one retaining
screw.
19. Install the upper access cover with
three screws.
20. Connect the battery ground cable.
CLUSTER ILLUMINATION A N D /
OR INDICATOR BULBS

33-50-12

CONTINENTAL MARK IV

ACCESS COVER

RETAINER

PRY FINISH PANEL REARWARD
AT EACH HIDDEN STUD
LOCATION (13) PLACES.

STEERING COLUMN COVER

FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. To gain access to the cluster
illumination bulbs, remove the lower
access panel (2 screws). To gain access
to the indicatorr bulbs, remove the
cluster trim panel (2 screws). After
replacing the affected bulb(s), connect
the battery ground cable.

THUNDER BIRD

MUSTANG

Pull the cluster rearward enough to
gain access to the bulb(s) as outlined
under cluster removal and installation in
this part.
MUSTANG—AUXILIARY CLUSTER

PRY FINISH PANEL REARWARD AT EACH
HIDDEN STUD LOCATION (13) PLACES.

Remove the instrument panel finish
panel (4 screws) to gain access to the
bulb(s).
COUGAR—STANDARD AND XR7
CLUSTER

Remove the instrument panel pad as
outlined in Group 45. If the affected
bulb(s) cannot be reached, remove the
cluster as outlined in this part to gain
access to the bulbs.
TORINO, MONTEGO, MAVERICK,
COMET AND PINTO

Some of the bulbs can be replaced by
reaching up under the instrument panel.
If the bulb can not be reached from
under the panel, remove the instrument
cluster as outlined in this part to gain
access to the bulb.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in this part to gain access to the
illumination and/or indicator bulbs.

STEERING COLUMN
COVER

K2872-A

FIG. 14 Instrument Cluster Finish Panel—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV

THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Remove the instrument cluster to
replace any of the cluster illumination
bulbs. To replace any of the indicator
bulbs, remove the instrument cluster
finish panel (Fig. 14) as outlined under
instrument cluster removal in this part.
PRINTED CIRCUIT
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

Removal
1. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly as outlined in this Part.
2. Unsnap the printed circuit from the
IVR, remove the IVR attaching
screw and remove the IVR.

3. Remove the two illumination and

the eight indicator bulb and socket
assemblies (Fig. 1).
4. Remove the two fuel gauge retaining
nuts.
5. Remove the printed circuit from the
cluster.
Installation
1. Place the printed circuit on the
cluster housing and install the eight
indicator and the two illumination
bulb and socket assemblies.
2. Install the two retaining nuts to the
fuel gauge studs.
3. Position the IVR and radio choke
assembly and install the attaching
screw. Snap the printed circuit to the
IVR.
4. Install the cluster assembly as
outlined in this Part.
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FIG. 15 Instrument Cluster—Thunderbird

MUSTANG

Remove the instrument cluster.
Remove the light sockets from the back
of the cluster and note their locations.
Remove the fuel gauge terminal nuts
(Fig. 2) and the instrument voltage
regulator (IVR) bracket screw. Separate
the IVR and radio choke from the
printed circuit.
To install, position the printed
circuit to the rear of the cluster, and
install the fuel gauge terminal nuts.
Install the IVR bracket and connect the
IVR and radio choke to the printed
circuit. Install the light sockets in the
location from which they were removed,
and install the instrument cluster.

COUGAR

Remove the instrument cluster.
Remove the terminal nuts from the
gasoline and temperature gauges (Fig.
4). Remove the instrument voltage
regulator and radio choke. Remove the
light sockets and note their location for
assembly. Remove two screws attaching
the illumination harness to the printed
circuit and cluster housing and remove
the printed circuit.
To install, place the printed circuit
on the cluster housing and install the
two screws. Install the four gauge
terminal nuts. Install the instrument
voltage regulator and radio choke.
Install the light sockets in their correct

location. Then, install the instrument
cluster.
TORINO AND MONTEGO

Removal
1. Remove the instrument cluster.
2. Remove the terminal nuts from the
fuel and temperature gauges (Fig. 6).
3. Remove the light sockets and note
their location for assembly.
4. Remove the instrument voltage
regulator and radio choke and
remove the printed circuit.
Installation
1. Position the printed circuit over the
dowel pins and install the
instrument voltage regulator and
radio choke.
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER AND PRINTED CIRCUIT

2. Install the light sockets.
3. Install the gauge terminal nuts.
4. Install the instrument cluster.
TORINO AND
MONTEGO—PERFORMANCE
CLUSTER

Removal
1. Remove the instrument cluster.
2. Remove the two clips attaching the
wire loom to the cluster back.
3. Disconnect the wire leads from the
clock, ammeter, tachometer and
remove the right hand turn signal
indicator light socket (Fig. 7).
4. Remove the terminal nuts from the
fuel, temperature and oil pressure
gauges.
5. Remove the light bulb sockets.
6. Remove the instrument voltage

regulator and remove the printed
circuit.
Installation
1. Position the printed circuit to the
cluster back and install the
instrument voltage regulator.
2. Install the light bulb sockets and the
fuel, temperature and oil pressure
gauge terminal nuts.
3. Connect the wire leads to the clock,
ammeter and tachometer and install
the right hand turn signal indicator
light socket.
4. Install the two clips attaching the
wire loom to the cluster back.
5. Install the instrument cluster.
MAVERICK AND COMET

the instrument voltage regulator and
remove the regulator (one retaining
screw). Remove the indicator and
illumination bulbs by turning them
counterclockwise (Fig. 8). Remove the
nuts retaining the printed circuit to the
fuel gauge and lift off the printed circuit.
PINTO

Remove the instrument cluster.
Snap off the printed circuit buttons from
the instrument voltage regulator and
remove the regulator (one retaining
screw). Remove the indicator and
illumination bulbs by turning them
counterclockwise. Remove the nuts
retaining the printed circuit to the fuel
gauge and lift off the printed circuit.

Remove the instrument cluster.
Snap off the printed circuit buttons from
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FIG. 16 Instrument Cluster—Continental Mark IV
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LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in the foregoing procedure. The
voltage regulator has to be removed
before the printed circuit can be
removed. Remove the retaining screw
and remove the voltage regulator from
the printed circuit (Back view, Fig. 13).
Disconnect the printed circuit from the
clock terminals (two nuts). Remove the
eight instrument retaining nuts and the
five illumination bulbs that hold the
printed circuit to the cluster back panel.
Remove the printed circuit.
When installing the printed circuit,
take care to position it properly over the
locating dowels before installing the
bulbs and retaining nuts.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Remove the instrument cluster.
Remove the four nuts attaching the
printed circuit to the clock and the fuel
gauge terminals (Figs. 14 and 15).
Remove the instrument voltage

regulator. Remove the light bulb sockets
and remove the printed circuit.
To install, position the printed
curcuit to the cluster back and install
the bulb sockets. Install the instrument
voltage regulator. Install the four nuts
attaching the printed circuit to the clock
and fuel gauge terminals. Install the
instrument cluster.
CONSTANT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

The instrument voltage regulator is
calibrated at the manufacturing plant.
Do not attempt to re-calibrate the
regulator. If the regulator does not
function properly, it should be replaced.
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the lower access trim panel
(2 screws).
3. From behind the cluster, remove the
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printed circuit from the IVR and
radio choke.
4. Remove the IVR attaching screw
and remove the IVR and choke
assembly.
5. Remove the choke from the IVR.
Installation
1. Position the choke to the IVR and
snap it into place.
2. Position the IVR to the printed
circuit and install the attaching
screw.
3. Snap the printed circuit to the IVR
and choke assembly.
4. Position the lower access trim panel
and install the two attaching screws.
ALL EXCEPT FORD, METEOR AND
MERCURY

Remove the instrument cluster
assembly. Remove the regulator to
cluster retaining screw and snapp-off the
printed circuit connector buttons.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
I G N I T I O N SWITCH
ALL EXCEPT FORD, METEOR,
MERCURY, TORINO, MONTEGO,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

The ignition switch is mounted on
the steering column and is controlled by
the lock cylinder through an actuator in
the locking mechanism (Fig. 1). On
vehicles equipped with a steering
column-mounted gearshift lever, the
switch plunger is connected to the
actuator by the switch actuator rod (Fig.
1).
The lock cylinder also controls the
mechanism which provides a positive
lock for the transmission linkage and the
steering system. The locking mechanism
is located in the casting at the upper end
of the steering column (Fig. 1).
The lock positions are ACC, LOCK,
OFF, RUN and START. With
automatic transmissions, the ignition
key can be removed from the lock
cylinder only when the shift lever is in
PARK position and the key is in LOCK
position. With manual transmissions,
the shift lever has to be in REVERSE
position with the key in LOCK to
remove the key. The ACC position
operates while the steering and
transmission systems remain locked.
Turning the key to OFF position shuts

off the engine without locking the
steering or transmission systems.
FORD, METEOR, MERCURY, TORINO,
MONTEGO, THUNDERBIRD AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

The ignition switch is mounted on
the steering column and is controlled by
the lock cylinder through an actuator in
the locking mechanism (Fig. 2). The
ignition switch is connected to the
actuator by the actuator rod. The switch
has spade type terminals that engage
with two multiple connector plugs. The
two multiple connector plugs are
secured to the switch by snap type
retainers.
The lock cylinder also controls the
mechanism which provides a positive
lock for the transmission linkage and the
steering system. The locking mechanism
is located in the casting at the upper end
of the steering column.
A push button steering wheel lock
mechanism is used on Torino and
Montego vehicles equipped with the
floor mounted shift system or the
column mounted shift system with a
standard transmission. This button, on
the left side of the steering column, must
be pushed in before the ignition key can
be removed.
The lock positions are ACC, LOCK,
OFF, RUN and START. With
automatic transmissions, the ignition

key can be removed from the lock
cylinder only when the shift lever is in
PARK position and the key is in LOCK
position. With manual transmissions,
the shift lever has to be in REVERSE
position with the key in LOCK to
remove the key. The ACC position
operates while the steering and
transmission systems remain locked.
Turning the key to OFF position shuts
off the engine without locking the
steering or transmission systems.
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IGNITION SWITCH

KEY AND LOCK CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

LOCKING MECHANISM ACTUATED BY
IGNITION SWITCH KEY AND LOCK CYLINDER

ACTUATOR
IGNITION SWITCH ACTUATOR ROD
IGNITION SWITCH PLUNGER
GEARSHIFT LEVER
NUT AND WASHER
ASSEMBLY

HOLE FOR LOCKING PIN
IGNITION SWITCH AND
WIRING ASSEMBLY
NUT AND WASHER

CONNECTOR PLUG TO 14401 WIRING HARNESS

STEERING COLUMN

FIG. 1 Ignition Switch—Pin Type Connector
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33-70-03

K2873-B

FIG. 2 Ignition Switch—Spade Type Connector

TESTING

I G N I T I O N SWITCH
ALL VEHICLES EXCEPT FORD,
METEOR, MERCURY, TORINO,
MONTEGO, THUNDERBIRD AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

Disconnect the switch wire multiple
plug by lifting the two retaining tabs
over the spurs on the connector sides
while pulling the connectors apart (Fig.
2)To remove the connector plug from
the retaining bracket, lift up on the
retaining tab and pull the connector
from the bracket (Fig. 3).
Test the continuity through the

switch by connecting a self powered test
light or ohmmeter between the plug
terminals indicated for each switch
position in Fig. 4.
FORD, METEOR, MERCURY, TORINO,
MONTEGO, THUNDERBIRD AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

Disconnect the two multiple
connector plugs by pressing on the
retaining tabs and pulling the plugs from
the switch. Test the continuity through
the switch by connecting a self powered
test light or ohmmeter between the plug
terminals indicated for each switch
position in Fig. 5.
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LIFT RETAINING TABS
TO SEPARATE CONNECTORS

14A468- FEMALE SLEEVE SPACERS-WIRE CONNECTOR (RED)

14A441 -CA
TERMINAL ASSY.WIRING FEMALE

PRESS SPACER IN
AND UP TO REMOVE
FROM TOP USING
A PAPER CLIP
OR SIMILIAR TOOL

14A459 SLEEVE-WIRE
CONNECTOR FEMALE
VIEW A
FLEX RETAINING LANCE TO
REMOVE OR INSTALL TERMINALS

14489
SLEEVE-WIRE
CONNECTOR MALE
RETAINING LANCE

FEMALE TERMINAL
SHOWN IN MALE
SLEEVE CONNECTORINSTALLATION TYPICAL
FOR MALE TERMINAL
IN FEMALE SLEEVE
CONNECTOR

VIEWC

FIG. 3 Ignition Switch Wire Connector
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ACC

LOCK

OFF

RUN

33-70-05

START

(P) PROOF
NO. 1-RED- WHITE STRIPE

(I) IGNITION-RED-LIGHT
GREEN STRIPE

BLANK-

(G) GROUND-BLACK

pQo

(A) ACCESSORY-BLACK-GREEN HASH

(P) PROOF NO. 2-PURPLE-WHITE STRIPE

SWITCH POSITION:

•(S) START-RED-LIGHT
BLUE STRIPE

CONTINUITY SHOULD EXIST ONLY BETWEEN:

ACCESSORY

A&B

OFF OR LOCK

NO CONTINUITY BETWEEN ANY TWO TERMINALS

ON

BAND I, BAND A, I AND A

START

B AND S, B AND I, I AND S, P AND G, P AND P
P AND G, B AND I, P AND P

PROOF

K2410-B
FIG. 4 Ignition Switch Continuity Test Pin Type Connector
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LOCK

ACC
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IGNITION SWITCH

START

RUN

(A1) ACCESSORY
297 AND 297A

(B) BATTERY
37 AND 37A

(12) IGNITION BY-PASS
262

(A2) ACCESSORY
296 AND 296-A

(ID IGNITION
16
(P1) PROOF 1
39

(P2) PROOF 2
977

SWITCH POSITION:

CONTINUITY SHOULD EXIST ONLY BETWEEN:

ACCESSORY
LOCK

37 AND 297
37 AND 37A - 297 AND 297A - 296 AND 296-A
37 AND 37A - 297 AND 297A - 296 AND 296-A
16-296-37-297
39 -977 GROUND

OFF
RUN
START

CIRCUIT PAIRS 37 AND 37A, 296 AND 296A AND 297 AND 297A ARE CONNECTED
TOGETHER INTERNALLY IN THE SWITCH.
K2877-B

FIG. 5 Ignition Switch Continuity Test Spade Type Connector

ADJUSTMENTS
SWITCH

1. To gain access to the switch, remove
the shrouding from the steering
column, and detach and lower the
steering column from the brake
support bracket.
2. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
3. Disconnect the switch wiring at the
multiple plug.
4. Move the shift lever into PARK
(with automatic transmissions) or
REVERSE (with manual
transmission), turn the key to
LOCK position, and remove the

key. This procedure holds the
mechanical parts of the column in
LOCK position.
5. Loosen the ignition switch retaining
nuts.
6. Pull the switch plunger out as far as
it will go, and then move it in one
detent to LOCK position. Insert a
3/32 inch diameter wire or drill
shank in the locking hole on top of
the switch (Fig. 1). The switch is
now pinned in LOCK position.
On Ford, Meteor, Mercury, Torino,
Montego, Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV, pull out the sliding plunger of
the switch with the actuating rod, move

in one detent and lock with the pin.
7. Move the switch up and down along
the column to locate the midposition of rod lash, and then tighten
the retaining nuts.
8. Remove the (plastic or substitute)
locking pin, connect the battery
cable, and check for proper start in
PARK or NEUTRAL. Also check
to make certain that the start circuit
cannot be actuated in the DRIVE
and REVERSE position.
9. Attach the steering column to the
brake support bracket and install the
shrouding.
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
LOCK CYLINDER

SWITCH

1. To gain access to the switch, remove
the shrouding from the steering
column, and detach and lower the
steering column from the brake
support bracket.
2. Disconnect the battery cable.
3. Disconnect the switch wiring at the
multiple plug.
4. Remove the two nuts that retain the
switch to the steering column.
5. On vehicles with a steering columnmounted gearshift lever, detach the
switch plunger from the switch
actuator rod and remove the switch.
On vehicles with a floor or consolemounted shift lever, remove the pin that
connects the switch plunger directly to
the actuator and remove the switch.
6. When installing the ignition switch,
both the locking mechanism at the
top of the column and the switch
itself must be in LOCK position for
correct adjustment.
To hold the mechanical parts of the
column in LOCK position, move the
shift lever into PARK (with automatic
transmissions) or REVERSE (with
manual transmissions), turn the key to
LOCK position, and remove the key.
New replacement switches, when
received, are already pinned in LOCK

position by a plastic shipping pin
inserted in a locking hole on top of the
switch. The spade type switch is locked
with a wire inserted in the locking hole.
For an existing switch, pull the
switch plunger out as far as it will go and
then move it in one detent to LOCK
position. Insert a 3/32 inch diameter
wire or drill shank in the locking hole on
top of the switch (Fig. 1). The switch is
now pinned in LOCK position.
7. Connect the switch plunger to the
switch actuator rod.
8. Position the switch on the column
and install the retaining nuts, but do
not tighten them.
9. Move the switch up and down along
the column to locate the midposition of rod lash, and then tighten
the retaining nuts.
10. Remove the (plastic or substitute)
locking pin, connect the battery
cable, and check for proper start in
PARK or NEUTRAL. Also check
to make certain that the start circuit
cannot be actuated in the DRIVE
and REVERSE position.
11. Attach the steering column to the
brake support bracket and install the
shrouding.

FIXED STEERING COLUMN UNITS

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the steering wheel trim pad
and the steering wheel. Insert a wire
pin (.090 diameter) in the hole
located inside the column halfway
down the lock cylinder housing (Fig.
6).
3. Place the gear shift lever in PARK
(with automatic transmissions) or
REVERSE (with manual
transmissions) position, and turn the
lock cylinder with the ignition key to
RUN position.
4. Depress the wire pin while pulling
up on the lock cylinder to remove.
Remove the wire pin.
5. Make sure the locking pin is
depressed, then insert the lock
cylinder into its housing in the
flange casting, and turn the key to
OFF position. Be certain that the
cylinder is fully inserted before
turning the cylinder to the OFF
position. This action will extend the
cylinder retaining pin into the
cylinder housing.
6. Turn the key to check for correct
operation in all positions.

TILT STEERING COLUMN

FIXED STEERING COLUMN

LOCK CYLINDER

LOCK CYLINDER
HOUSING

PIN HOLE FOR
CYLINDER RELEASE

LOCK CYLINDER
OPERATING PATTERN

K2411-B

FIG. 6 Lock Cylinder
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7. On fixed column units, install the
steering wheel and trim pad.
8. Connect the battery cable.
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IGNITION SWITCH

LIFT RETAINING TABS TO SEPARATE
CONNECTORS
14889 SLEEVE-WIRE
CONNECTOR MALE

TILT STEERING COLUMN UNITS

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Insert a wire pin (.090 diameter) in
the hole located on the outside of the
flange casting next to the hazard
flasher button.
3. Place the gear shift lever in PARK
(with automatic transmissions) or
REVERSE (with manual
transmissions) position, and turn the
lock cylinder with the ignition key to
ON position.
4. Depress the wire pin while pulling
up on the lock cylinder to remove
the wire pin.
5. Make sure the locking pin is
depressed, then insert the lock
cylinder into its housing in the
flange casting, and turnthe key to
OFF position. Be certain that the
cylinder is fully inserted before
turning the cylinder to the OFF
position. This action will extend the
cylinder retaining pin into the
cylinder housing.
6. Turn the key to check for correct
operation in all positions.
7. On fixed column units, install the
steering wheel and trim pad.
8. Connect the battery cable.
CONNECTOR TERMINALS
1. Separate the connector halves by
lifting the two retaining tabs over the
spurs on the connector sides while
pulling the connectors apart (Fig. 7).
2. Using a heavy paper clip or
equivalent inserted in the slot on the
side of the connector, press in and up
on the red spacer. Then, pull the
spacer out from the top.
3. Flex the retaining lance for the
terminal being removed toward the
center of the connector and pull the
wire and terminal from the cavity.
4. To install, with the red spacer
removed, flex the appropriate
retaining lance inboard and push the
terminal into the cavity.
5. Insert the red spacer (which is
indexed) into the slot between the
terminals.

VIEWC
FLEX RETAINING LANCE TO
REMOVE OR INSTALL TERMINALS

PRESS S ACER IN ASD UP TO
REMOVE FROM TOP USING A
PAPER CLIP OR SIM LAR TOOL
FEMALE~TERMINAL SHOWN IN MALE
SLEEVE CONNECTOR- INSTALLATION
TYPICAL FOR MALE TERMINAL
IN FEMALE SLEEVE CONNECTOR

SECTION A-A
K 2880-A

FIG. 7 Ignition Switch Wire Connector Ford, Mecury, Meteor, Torino, Montego,
Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Disconnect the yellow wire from the
battery terminal of the starter relay
and pull the red-light blue wire from
the relay start terminal.
3. Disconnect the wires from the
heater blower motor and resistor.
Then, remove the harness (14289)
from the six straps and clamps along
the right fender apron and the dash
panel.
4. Disconnect the engine wire harness
at the connectors at rear of engine.
Disconnect wires from dual brake
switch and windshield wiper motor,
and push the grommets and wires
through the dash panel into the
passenger compartment.
5. Remove the bolt that connects the
multiple connector (14290) on the

dash panel to the fuse panel. Pull the
connector from the fuse panel and
dash panel.
6. Remove the instrument panel pad
(Group 45).
7. Remove the instrument panel radio
speaker and disconnect the antenna
c a b l e from the r a d i o . T h e n ,
disconnect any R.P.O. (optional)
wiring connectors under the radio
speaker.
8. Disconnect the right door switch
wires at right end of instrument
panel (Fig. 1). Disconnect the
connector to the emission ambient
switch at right hand cowl side.
9. Remove the trim panel below the
steering column and remove the
steering column shroud.
10. Disconnect the back-up light switch,
turn indicator switch column
connector and stop light switch
wires.

11. D i s c o n n e c t the vacuum hose
connector from the heater or air
conditioner control assembly. If
equipped with air conditioning,
disconnect one Bowden cable from
the control assembly. Disconnect
two Bowden cables if equipped with
heater only.
12. Disconnect the wire from the
parking brake switch, and remove
the left cowl trim panel.
13. Disconnect the three connectors to
the left door switch.
14. Loosen the front screw retaining the
left door scuff plate to the rocker
panel. Pull the carpet back away
from the dimmer switch area and
remove the wire shield on the floor.
Disconnect the harness connectors
to the rear lights and the dimmer
switch.
15. D i s c o n n e c t t h e a u t o m a t i c
transmission indicator cable from
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FIG. 1 Instrument Panel and 14401 Wire Harness Ford—Meteor and Mercury Similar
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the steering column. Remove the
steering column bolts and lower the
steering column.
16. Remove two ignition switch
connectors from the steering column
and remove one wrap around clip
holding the ignition switch take outto-steering column connector
bracket.
17. Disconnect the speedometer cable
from the speedometer.
18. Place a protective cover over the
steering column.
19. Remove four instrument panel
attaching bolts (Fig. 1).
20. With the help of an assistant, lift the
instrument panel from the vehicle
and place it face down on a clean
bench. Remove all A/C ducts, left
hand, right hand and center.
21. Remove the harness from the
retainers behind the instrument
cluster. Remove any overlay wire
assemblies from the retainer clips.
22. Disconnect the harness from the
headlight switch, wiper switch, left
hand instrument panel courtesy
lamp, seat belt warning buzzer and
the turn signal flasher. Disconnect
the ground wire from left end of
instrument panel and remove wiper
switch illumination bulb (Fig. 1).
23. Disconnect the harness from the
cluster printed circuit, heater-air
conditioning control, ash tray light
and the cigar lighter.
24. Remove the harness retainer behind
the ash tray, and disconnect the
radio from the harness.
25. Disconnect the harness from the
clock and glove box light and
switch. Disconnect right hand
courtesy lamp (if so equipped).
Then, remove harness from retainers
above glove box and remove from
instrument panel.
26. Remove the clip locators. One rear
of cluster and two on the vertical
brace, right hand side of the radio.
Remove the 14401 harness from the
instrument panel.
Installation
1. Compare the new harness with the
old harness. Transfer the hazard
flasher, key warning buzzer and all
fuses to the new harness fuse panel.
Transfer bulbs to new harness
sockets.
2. Position new harness to instrument
panel, install the two clip locatorss
into the holes provided, place in
retainers above glove box, and
connect the glove box light and
switch to the harness. Connect the
right hand courtesy lamp.
3. Connect radio and clock to harness
and install harness retainer behind
ash tray. Connect harness to cigar

lighter, ash tray light, heater-air
conditioning control and the cluster
printed circuit.
4. Insert the wiper switch illumination
bulb into hole and connect the
ground wire to the left end of the
instrument panel (Fig. 1).
5. Connect the harness to the headlight
switch, wiper switch, left hand
instrument panel courtesy lamp (if
so equipped), seat belt buzzer and
turn signal flasher. Then, install the
harness retaining clips behind the
cluster (Fig. 1). Install all R.P.O.
(optional) wiring (if removed).
Install the A / C ducts (if so
equipped).
6. With an assistant, position the
instrument panel in the vehicle and
start one attaching bolt at each end.
Connect the ignition switch
connectors to the steering column,
reinstall the retaining clip around
the ignition switch take out and
secure in hole on the column
retainer bracket.
7. I n s t a l l t h e two r e m a i n i n g
instrument panel attaching bolts and
tighten the four bolts securely.
8. Connect the speedometer cable to
the s p e e d o m e t e r , and the
transmission selector indicator cable
to the steering column. Adjust the
transmission selector indicator as
outlined in Group 13.
9. Position the steering column to the
instrument panel and install the
attaching bolts.
10. Connect the harness to the dimmer
switch and the rear lights harness.
Then, install the harness connector
shield, reposition the carpet, and
tighten the scuff plate screw.
11. Connect the left door switch wires to
harness and install the cowl side
trim panel. Then, connect harness to
the parking brake switch.
12. Connect the Bowden cable(s) and
vacuum hose harness connector to
the heater or air conditioning
control assembly.
13. Connect the stop light switch, turn
indicator switch, and the back-up
light switch.
14. Install the trim panel below the
steering column and the steering
column shroud.
15. On the right side of the panel,
connect the right door switch wires
to the h a r n e s s . Connect the
hardshell connector to the ambient
switch connector. Connect the
antenna cable to the radio, and
install the radio speaker.
16. Push the two harness ends through
the holes in the dash panel and seat
the grommets. Secure the fuse panel
to the dash panel, and connect the
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engine compartment connector
(14289) plug to the fuse panel.
Install the connector-to-fuse panel
screw (14290).
17. Working under the hood, connect
the harness to the dual brake switch,
wiper motor and engine harness at
rear of engine. Route the harness
along dash and right fender apron
and secure in place.
18. Connect the harness to the heater
blower motor and resistor and the
starter relay.
19. Connect the ground cable to the
battery and check the vehicle and
electrical items for proper electrical
o p e r a t i o n . Then, install the
instrument panel pad.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Remove the left and right scuff
plate and cowl trim panels. Disengage
the left and right courtesy light (jamb)
switch from the A pillar and disconnect
the plugs and connectors at the left and
right end of the harness.
Pull the carpet down and disconnect
the multiple connector from the dimmer
switch.
Remove the bolt that attaches the
fuse panel to the multiple connector on
the brake pedal support bracket, and
unplug the fuse panel from the
connector.
Remove the instrument panel pad
(Group 45). Remove the headlight
switch, and disconnect the wires at the
wiper and ignition switches and the
multiple plug for the turn indicator
switch at the steering column.
Remove the center air duct and then
the right and left air ducts. Disconnect
the ground wire from the left side of the
instrument panel (one screw), another
ground screw on panel above glove box,
below radio (Cougar), and on bracket to
right of radio (Mustang).
Remove the radio and disconnect
the antenna wire. Remove the heater
control head (two bolts) and disconnect
the wires at the heater switch.
Disconnect the wires at the: stop
light switch and relays, heater resistor,
glove box light, turn signal connector,
thermostatic switch, seat belt warning
light, and seat belt buzzer. Remove the
wires from the clip. Disengage the
harness from the clips that retain it to
the instrument panel. Remove the
locator clip at the center and the clip
retained by a screw at the left side.
Remove the right courtesy light
switch and disconnect the wires.
Disconnect and pull out all right A
pillar wires, and remove the harness
from the vehicle.
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When installing the new harness,
transfer all bulbs, flashers and fuses to
the new harness assembly.
MAVERICK AND COMET
Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. From under the instrument panel,
disconnect the speedometer cable at
the quick connect. Remove the two
cluster retaining screws, swing the
cluster out, disconnect the cluster
feed multiple plug and remove the
cluster.
3. Remove the four screws retaining
the radio to the instrument panel,
remove the radio rear support nut,
pull the radio from the instrument
panel, disconnect the plugs to the
speaker and antenna and remove the
radio.
4. Pull off the heater/AC control
knobs and pry off the heater/AC
control panel and lens assembly.
Remove the control-to-instrument
panel retaining screws, position the
control out of the panel opening,
disconnect the blower switch, light
bulb, and the temperature and
defroster cables (remove screws and
clips), and remove the heater/AC
control.
5. Drop the headlight switch from
behind the instrument panel and
disconnect the multiple plug from
the switch. Disconnect the plug
from the wiper switch. Disconnect
the emission system wires, seat belt
warning light and seat belt buzzer
wires.
6. If equipped with air conditioning,
remove the connector and duct
assembly (1 retaining screw) from
the center register. If equipped with
heater only, remove the left duct
assembly, and remove the right duct
assembly. Remove the center
register (2 screws).
7. Disconnect the plug from the turn
signal flasher. Disconnect and
remove the courtesy light switch
from the left front door hinge pillar
and pull the wiring free of the pillar.
8. Remove the left cowl trim panel and
fold the floor carpet back for access
to the dimmer switch. Disconnect
the multiple plug.
9. Remove the bolt that retains the fuse
panel to the dash panel. Open the
two clips and remove the fuse panel
from the dash.
10. Disconnect the multiple plug to the
back-up and rear turn signal lights.
Disconnect the bullet connectors at
the fuel gauge sender unit lead and
at the dome light feed wire, pull the

dome light wires from the cowl.
11. Remove the two screws that retain
the wiring harness to the instrument
panel back flange and remove the
ground wire from the flange (1
screw).
12. Disconnect the harness plugs from
the emergency flasher and from
plugs going to the wiper motor, stop
light switch, steering column wiring,
cigar lighter, neutral switch (if so
equipped), and ignition switch.
13. Remove the shield from over the
right half of the harness (three
screws). Disconnect the blower
motor resistor feed connector and
the ash tray light. Remove the
courtesy light switch from the right
front door hinge pillar. Attach a
cord to the wiring to pull it from the
pillar back behind the instrument
panel.
14. Remove the harness from the
vehicle by pulling it out through the
instrument cluster opening.
Installation
1. Transfer the five fuses to the fuse
panel on the new harness. Feed the
entire harness thru the instrument
cluster opening, position it along the
rear of the instrument panel and
install the two screws that retain the
harness to the left side of the
instrument panel back flange.
Connect the ground wire to the
flange (1 screw).
2. Route the courtesy light switch
wiring to the left and right front
door hinge pillars and connect the
switch at each door hinge pillar.
3. Connect the harness leads to the
motor resistor feed connector and to
the ash tray light. Install the shield
over the right half of the harness and
secure with three retaining screws.
4. Connect the harness plugs to the
turn signal and hazard flasher units
and to the plugs on the wires going
to the wiper motor, stop light
switch, steering column wiring,
cigar lighter, neutral switch (if so
equipped) and ignition switch.
5. Connect the harness multiple plug to
the plug for the wires going to the
back-up and rear turn signal lights.
Connect the harness leads to the
bullet connectors on the fuel gauge
sender unit lead and dome light feed
wire.
6. Install the fuse panel to the dash
panel (1 bolt) and connect the
harness multiple plug to the dimmer
switch.
7. Install the center register and
heater/air conditioning ducts.
8. Connect the harness multiple plugs
to the wiper and headlight switch
and install the headlight switch.
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Connect the emission system wires,
seat belt warning light and seat belt
buzzer wires.
9. Connect the harness leads to the
blower switch and light bulb on the
heater control and connect the
control cables to the heater control
unit. Position the control unit in the
opening in the instrument panel,
install the retaining screws, and snap
the control panel and lens assembly
into place.
10. Connect the harness plugs, to the
radio and install the radio.
11. Install the instrument cluster and
connect the battery ground cable.
PINTO
The Pinto instrument panel and
14401 wire harness is shown in Fig 2.
Refer to Fig. 2 for connector locations.
Removal
1. Reaching behind the right end of the
instrument panel, disconnect the
harness multiple connectors from
the right courtesy light connector,
the temperature switch, the turn
signal flasher, the key buzzer and
the hazard flasher. Disconnect the
harness bullet connector from the
wire to the right seat belt retractor.
Disconnect the wires to the optional
seat belt warning system, if so
equipped.
2. Disconnect the harness single wire
connectors from the cigar lighter.
Disconnect the harness plugs from
the seat belt buzzer and indicator
light.
3. Disengage the right half of the
harness from two retaining clips.
4. Proceeding from right to left,
remove the harness shield (2
screws), and disconnect the harness
connectors to the A/C resistor, A/C
switch illumination bulb, and radio
or heated backlite.
5. At the left side of the instrument
panel, disconnect the harness
multiple plugs at the instrument
cluster, the ignition switch wiring,
the steering column wiring, the
windshield wiper motor wiring, the
d i m m e r s w i t c h w i r i n g , the
windshield wiper switch, the
headlight switch, heated backlite
relay (right of instrument panel) and
switch (right of steering column),
left seat belt retractor wiring,
taillight wiring and the left courtesy
light wiring. Disconnect the single
wire connector to the dome lamp.
Disengage the illumination bulb
from the instrument cluster and the
windshield wiper switch.
6. Disengage the harness and integral
shield from under the left side of the
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FIG. 2 Pinto Instrument Panel and 14401 Wire Harness
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instrument panel.
7. Remove the fuse panel-to-multiple
connector retaining screw,
disconnect the panel from the
connector, and remove the harness
from the vehicle.
Installation
1. Position and route the harness
behind the instrument panel.
2. Engage the harness and integral
shield at the left end of the
instrument panel.
3. At the left end of the instrument
panel, connect the harness multiple
plugs to their matching plugs whose
wiring goes to the left courtesy light,
the taillight, the dimmer switch, the
windshield wiper motor, the steering
column, heated backlite relay, left
seat belt retractor, and the ignition
switch. Connect the harness
multiple connectors that plug
directly to the headlight switch, the
windshield wiper switch and the
instrument cluster. Connect the
single wire connector to the dome
light. Engage the illumination bulb
in the instrument cluster.
4. Plug the fuse panel (at the end of the
harness) into the multiple connector
at the brake pedal support, and
install the panel-to-connector
retaining bolt.
5. Proceeding from left to right, install
the harness removable shield (2
screws), and connect the harness
wires to the A/C resistor, A/C
switch illumination bulb, heated
backlite switch, and radio or
defogger.
6. Engage the right half of the harness
to the two retaining clips.
7. At the right side of the instrument
panel, connect the harness single
wire connectors to the clock
illumination bulb and the cigar
lighter. Connect the harness plugs to
the seat belt buzzer and indicator
light.
8. At the right end of the instrument
panel, connect the harness multiple
connectors to the hazard flasher, the
ignition key buzzer, the turn signal
flasher, the temperature switch, the
optional seat belt warning system (if
so equipped) and the right courtesy
light connector. Connect the harness
bullet connector to the right seat belt
retractor wiring.
INSTRUMENT PANEL—TORINO,
MONTEGO, THUNDERBIRD, AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV
To replace the harness, it will be
necessary first to remove the entire
instrument panel assembly from the
vehicle and set it on a bench. Refer to

Figs. 3,4 and 5 for component locations.
Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the steering column trim
cover (snaps off).
3. Remove the steering wheel (Group
13), the turn signal lever (Group 32)
and the gear shift lever (Group 13)
to provide clearance.
4. Remove the instrument panel pad
and trim applique above glove box
and disconnect in-car sensor.
(Group 45).
5. Remove the instrument cluster from
the instrument panel (Group 33).
6. Remove the left and right cowl side
kick pads.
7. Disconnect the four harness plugs (2
to the ignition switch, 1 to the backup switch wiring and one to the turn
signal switch wiring) at the brake
pedal support.
8. Remove the parking brake release
handle from the lower edge of the
instrument panel (2 screws).
9. Remove the wiring harness shield (3
clips and 3 screws).
10. Disconnect the harness plugs at the
floor pan below the brake pedal.
11. Disconnect the lead to the parking
brake indicator light switch, if so
equipped.
12. Disconnect the ambient temperature
sensor wire connector located above
the dimmer switch (Torino and
Montego).
14. Disconnect the multiple plug from
the dimmer switch.
13. Disconnect the turn signal and
hazard flashers from the wire
harness on Thurnderbird and
Continental Mark IV (Figs. 4 and
5).
14. The fuse and circuit breaker panel,
which is a part of the instrument
panel-to-dash (1440*1) wiring
harness assembly, is mounted on the
dash panel (Part 34-30, Fig. 10). The
illustration shows the fuse—C.B.
panel and connector assembly
without the individual 14401
harness wires attached to show how
they are installed. To remove the
assembly from the dash panel,
remove the retaining screw from
each of the harness connector plugs
in the engine compartment at the left
side of dash panel. Pull the harness
plugs out of the fuse— C.B.
Connector Assembly. Depress the
four tabs that hold the connector
assembly to the dash panel, and
push the connector together with the
fuse—C.B. panel into the passenger
compartment.
On Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV, a branch of the harness goes
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through a grommet in the dash panel to
the engine compartment. In the engine
compartment, disconnect the two
harness plugs to the windshield wiper
motor, the plug to brake indicator light
switch, and the plug to the electric spark
control sensor if so equipped. Pull this
portion of the harness through the
grommet into the passenger
compartment.
15. Disconnect the vacuum harness
c o n n e c t o r plugs and the
temperature control cable from the
heater or manual A/C—heater
control head (Does not apply if
equipped with A.T.C.).
16. Disconnect the vacuum hose (with
yellow stripe) from the panel-defrost
door vacuum motor located in the
center air distribution duct.
17. Disconnect the harness plug from
the blower motor resistor on the
heater or evaporator case, and
disconnect the power leads at the
motor.
18. Disengage the right courtesy light
(jamb) switch from the right A
pillar, and pull the switch and wiring
free of the pillar. (Torino and
Montego only).
19. Remove the two radio sp>eakertocowl screws (Torino and Montego
only).
20. Remove the instrument paneltocowl right brace screw at the top of
the instrument panel (Torino and
Montego only).
On Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV, a brace runs between the
steering column support and the lower
edge of the instrument panel. Remove
the brace attaching screw at the steering
column support.
21. Remove the instrument paneltocowl center brace nut (screw on
Thunderbird and Mark IV) at the
cowl.
22. Remove the instrument panel upper
left and right retaining nuts, and the
lower left and right end retaining
screws.
23. Remove the instrument panel
assembly from the vehicle and place
it on a bench face down. Besides the
14401 wiring harness, the following
items are still attached to the panel:
the glove box, radio, radio speaker
(Torino and Montego only), heater
or heater—A/C or ATC control,
fuse-circuit breaker panel, and upper
air ducts.
Installation
1. Install the instrument panel to the
dash so that the dash upper left and
right studs enter their respective
upper left and right stud holes in the
instrument panel flanges. Install the
retaining nuts on the studs, but do
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not tighten.
2. On Torino and Montego, position
the center brace so that hole in the
brace fits over the stud at the center
of the cowl. Install the brace
retaining nut on the stud, but do not
tighten.
On Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV, position the center brace so
that the hole in the brace is aligned with
the screw hole at the center of the cowl.
Install the brace retaining screw but do
not tighten.
3. Install the lower left and right
instrument panel-to-side cowl
screws but do not tighten them.
4. On Torino and Montego, attach the
instrument panel-to-cowl right
brace to the top of the instrument
panel with one screw. Do not tighten
the screw.
On Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV, attach the instrument panel
lower flange support brace to the
steering column support (1 screw). Do
not tighten.
5. Adjust the instrument panel
assembly so that the center air
distribution duct in the panel seats
firmly over the rectangular opening
in the plenum chamber of the heater
or A/C assembly.
6. After adjusting the instrument panel
properly in place, tighten the screws
and stud nuts as follows: instrument
panel lower left and right retaining
screws to 12-20 ft-lbs; instrument
panel upper left and right retaining
nuts to 7-11 ft-lbs; panel to cowl
center brace nut at the cowl to 7-11
ft-lbs; and panel to cowl right brace
screw at the top of the instrument
panel to 8-18 in-lbs. Tighten the
brace screws snug on Thunderbird
and Continental Mark IV.
7. Secure the radio speaker to the cowl
with two screws (Torino and
Montego only).
8. Engage the right courtesy light
(jamb) switch in the right A pillar
(Torino and Montego only).
9. Connect the harness plug to the
blower motor resistor, and connect
the power leads at the motor.
10. Connect the vacuum hose (with
yellow stripe) to the panel-defrost
door vacuum motor located in the
center air distribution duct.
11. Connect the vacuum harness
c o n n e c t o r plugs and the
temperature control cable to the
heater or heater— A/C control
head. (Does not apply if equipped
with ATC).
12. Push the fuse—C.B. panel and
connector assembly into the cut-outs
in the dash panel until the four
connectorto-dash tabs lock it in

place (Part 34-30, Fig. 10).
13. From the engine side of the dash
panel, connect the plugs from two
other wiring harnesses to the
retainerconnector assembly. Install
the plug retaining screws and torque
to 18-28 in-lbs (Part 34-30, Fig. 10).
14. On Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV, push the branch of the
harness that goes into the engine
compartment through the grommet
in the dash panel. In the engine
compartment, connect the two
harness plugs to windshield wiper
motor, the plug to the brake
indicator light switch, and the plug
to the electric spark control if so
equipped.
15. Connect the wire harness to the turn
s i g n a l and h a z a r d f l a s h e r s
(Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV).
16. Connect the harness multiple plug to
the dimmer switch.
17. Connect the ambient Temperature
Sensor wire to the 12K454 wire
harness (Torino and Montego).
18. Connect the lead to the parking
brake indicator light switch, if so
equipped.
19. At the floor pan below the brake
pedal, connect the two multiple and
three single connector plugs to the
harness. Then install the shield over
the harness and secure it to the floor
pan (3 clips and 3 screws).
20. Install the parking brake release
handle to the lower edge of the
instrument panel (2 screws).
21. At the steering column, connect the
four harness plugs (2 to the ignition
switch, 1 to the back-up switch
wiring, and one to the turn signal
switch wiring).
22. Install the left and right cowl side
kick pads.
23. Install the instrument cluster in the
instrument panel (Group 33).
24. Install the instrument panel pad
(Group 45).
25. Install the gear shift lever, the turn
signal lever (Group 32), and the
steering wheel (Group 13).
26. Install the steering column trim
cover, and connect the battery
ground cable.
HARNESS—TORINO AND
MONTEGO
Removal
1. Remove the instrument panel from
the vehicle as outlined in the
foregoing procedure.
2. With the instrument panel on the
bench face down, disconnect the
wire from the left courtesy light
(Fig. 3).
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3. Remove the philips head screws
from the five harness shield retainers
at the lower lip of the instrument
panel.
4. Cut the two plastic straps that retain
the harness to other wires.
5. Disconnect three harness connectors
(4 if equipped with heated backlite)
from the heater or heater A/C
control.
6. Remove the harness left shield from
the instrument panel.
7. Disconnect the harness multiple
connector from the headlight
switch, and remove the ground wire
screw near the switch.
8. Pull the harness out from the
instrument panel as far as the right
side of the steering column opening.
9. Disconnect the harness plug from
the windshield wiper switch, and
pull the harness out from under the
right shield near the radio.
10. Remove the radio rear support
bracket (2 nuts), squeeze the harness
plastic locators, and remove the
harness from the support bracket.
11. Disconnect the power and ground
leads from the cigar lighter and the
harness leads from the radio and
speaker.
12. Disconnect the harness ground wire
from the relay mounting panel (1
screw).
13. Disconnect the ash tray illumination
bulb connector plug and the glove
box light wire. Disconnect the
harness plug from the seat belt
indicator light and seat belt buzzer.
14. Squeeze the harness plastic locator
and remove the right end of the
harness (with plug to courtesy light
switch) from the right end of the
instrument panel. Disconnect the
single wire connector from the right
courtesy light.
15. Disconnect any other harness leads
as required by optional equipment.
16. Remove the retaining screws from
the three clips that hold the harness
to the instrument panel across the
top of the glove box.
17. Squeeze the harness plastic locator,
and disengage it from the instrument
panel and the center of the glove
box.
18. Pull the harness out from the center
of the instrument panel.
Installation
1. Transfer the two flashers to the fuse
and circuit breaker panel on the
replacement 14401 wiring harness.
2. Position the right end of the new
harness along the right side of the
instrument panel, and push the
harness plastic locators into the
instrument panel over the center of
the glove box and at the right end of
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the panel.
3. Secure the three harness retaining
clips to the panel across the top of
the glove box (3 screws).
4. Connect the single wire connector to
the right courtesy light.
5. Connect the glove box light wire and
the harness plugs to the ash tray
illumination bulb and the seat belt
indicator light and seat belt buzzer.
6. Connect the ground wire to the relay
panel (1 screw), and connect the
harness leads to the radio, speaker,
and cigar lighter (power and
ground).
7. Push the harness plastic locator into
the radio support bracket and install
the bracket (2 nuts).
8. Position the harness under the right
plastic shield to the right of the
steering column opening, and
connect the harness plug to the
windshield wiper switch.
9. Continue laying the harness along
the left lower edge of the instrument
panel.
10. Connect the harness multiple
connector to the headlight switch
and the ground wire to the panel
near the headlight switch (1 screw).
11. Install the plastic shield over the left
side of the harness. Fasten the
plastic shields to the lower edge of
the instrument panel with five
retaining clips and screws (2 for
right shield, 3 for left shield).
12.Connect the three harness
connectors (4 if equipped with
heated rear window) to the heater or
heater—A/C control.
13. Fasten the center of the harness to
other wires with two plastic straps.
14. Connect the harness plug to the left
courtesy light, and attach the light
assembly to the left lower edge of the
instrument panel (1 screw).
15. Connect any other harness leads as
required by optional equipment.
16. Install the instrument panel in the
vehicle as outlined in the foregoing
procedure.
HARNESS
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Removal
1. Remove the instrument panel from
the vehicle as outlined in this
section.
2. With the instrument panel face
down, disconnect the lead to the
right courtesy light and the sure
track brake plugs at the right end of
the h a r n e s s ( F i g s . 4 and 5).
Disconnect the harness plug to the
low fuel indicator switch and the

plugs to the ATC box if so equipped.
3. Disconnect the bullet connectors to
the glove box light and seat belt
indicator light.
4. Remove the harness right shield at
the top of the glove box (2 nuts and
2 screws).
5. Remove the relay panel from the
instrument panel (2 screws).
6. Remove the harness center vertical
shield (3 screws).
7. Disconnect the harness plugs to the
cigar lighter, and the windshield
wiper switch.
8. Disconnect the two plugs to the
radio, the plug to the power antenna
and the plug to the ash tray light.
9. Disconnect the harness plugs at the
headlight switch and to the switch
i l l u m i n a t i o n bulb and to the
automatic headlight dimmer if so
equipped.
10. On all Continental Mark IV and on
Thunderbirds equipped with ATC,
disconnect the four harness plugs at
the control head (five if equipped
with heated rear window).
11. Disconnect the harness lead from
the left courtesy light.
12. Disconnect any other harness leads
that may be connecting the harness
to the instrument panel for optional
equipment.
13. Disengage the harness center
horizontal shield from along the
lower edge of the instrument panel.
14. Disengage the harness L shaped
shield from the left lower side and
from the left end of the instrument
panel. The harness can now be lifted
out of the panel.
Installation
1. Transfer the buzzer and all the fuses
a n d c i r c u i t b r e a k e r s to t h e
fuse—circuit breaker panel on the
new 14401 wiring harness assembly.
2. P o s i t i o n t h e h a r n e s s in t h e
instrument panel so as to engage the
L shaped harness shield into the left
end and lower side of the panel.
3. Engage the center horizontal shield
to the panel along its lower edge.
Then, route the shorter branch of
the harness upward; and route the
longer branch over the top of the
glove box to the right end of the
panel.
4. connect the harness lead to the left
courtesy light.
5. On all Continental Mark IV and on
Thunderbirds equipped with ATC,
connect the four harness plugs (five,
if e q u i p p e d with heated rear
window) to the ATC control head.
6. Connect the harness plugs to the
h e a d l i g h t switch, the switch
illumination bulb, and the automatic
headlight dimmer if so equipped.
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7. Connect the two harness plugs to the
radio, the plug to the power antenna,
and the plug to the ash tray light.
8. Connect the harness plugs to the incar sensor, the cigar lighter and the
windshield wiper switch.
9. Position the vertical shield over the
h a r n e s s at the c e n t e r of the
instrument panel and secure it with
three screws.
10. Install the relay panel (attached to
the harness) to the instrument panel
(2 screws).
11. Position the right shield over the
harness along the top of the glove
box. Install two retaining nuts at the
right side of the shield and two
retaining screws at the left end.
12. C o n n e c t t h e h a r n e s s b u l l e t
connectors to the glove box light and
the seat belt indicator light.
13. Connect the leads at the right end of
the harness: two plugs to ATC box
if so equipped; plug to low fuel
indicator switch; two plugs to suretrack brake circuit; and the lead to
the right courtesy light.
14. Connect any other harness leads as
required by optional equipment.
15. Install the instrument panel in the
vehicle as outlined in this section.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Removal
1. Remove the instrument panel pad
assemblies both upper and lower as
described in Group 45.
2. Remove the shroud from the
steering column.
3. Remove the clip that retains the
gearshift dial indicator cable to the
steering column (1 screw), and
unhook the looped end of the cable
from the dowel on the column.
4. Disconnect the speedometer cable
and the four multiple plugs to the
automatic temperature control lever
assembly in the instrument panel.
Disconnect the light bulbs from the
control lever assembly.
5. Disconnect the harness plug from
the headlight switch and the three
vacuum hoses (Fig. 6). Note the
color and position of each hose for
proper reassembly. Disconnect the
switch light bulb.
6. Disconnect the harness plug from
the windshield wiper switch, and
disengage the wiper switch
illumination bulb and socket.
7. The speedometer, the light (upper)
cluster behind the speedometer, the
instrument (lower) cluster and the
outer trim cover can all be removed
as one assembly. Disconnect the
multiple plug from the back of each
cluster. Remove three retaining
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screws from the upper front side of
the assembly and four retaining nuts
from the rear, and remove the entire
c l u s t e r a s s e m b l y from t h e
instrument panel.
8. Remove the air conditioner left
duct.
9. In the engine compartment at the
left side of the dash panel remove the
retaining screw from each of the
multiple connector plugs. Pull the
connector plugs out of the fuse and
circuit breaker
panel
retainerconnector assembly.
10. Depress the four tabs that hold the
panel retainer-connector to the dash
panel and push the retainer together
with the panel into the passenger
compartment.
11. Also on the engine side of the dash
panel, disconnect the harness
connectors to the windshield wiper
motor and the dual brake indicator
light switch. Push the wiring and
g r o m m e t into the passenger
compartment.
12. Inside the vehicle, remove the scuff
plate screws and pull out the left
inner cowl panel. Fold back the
carpet and remove the shield from
the wires on the toe board. Remove
the harness locator from the left
cowl. Disconnect the multiple plugs
that connect the harness to the rear
of the vehicle and the connector
from the headlight dimmer switch.
13. Disconnect the harness from the
four multiple plugs to the steering
column, disengage the harness from
the clip on the right side of the
column, and disconnect the harness
plug from the stop light switch.
Work the harness to the left.
14. Remove the harness retaining clip
from the left side of the brake
support (1 screw). Remove the
screw that retains the harness to the
brake support. Disconnect the three
harness single connectors to the left
courtesy light and remove one
harness locator from the brake
support.
15. Remove the harness ground screw
from the instrument panel near the
turn signal flasher (Fig. 6). Remove
the four harness clips and the wiring
shield (Fig. 6). that retain the
harness to the top edge of the
instrument panel.
16. R e m o v e t h e glove box and
disconnect the harness plugs to the
power window, low fuel warning
switch, and seat belt indicator and
map lights.
17. Disconnect the wiring and socket
assembly from the cigar lighter and
the harness connectors to the ash
tray light and glove box lights.

Disconnect the plug from the turn
signal flasher (Fig. 6). Disconnect
the plug to the radio antenna switch
and radio fader control.
18. Disconnect the plugs from the
ignition key and seat belt buzzers,
and the plug from the headlight on
warning relay (Fig. 6). Disconnect
the harness connectors to the
Automatic Temperature Control
box, the deck lid release switch and
curcuit breaker, and sure track (Fig.
6). Work the harness back as far as
the radio.
19. Push the harness locator out of the
right side of the radio, work the
harness to the left in back of the
brake support and remove it from
the vehicle.
Installation
1. Transfer the fuses, circuit breakers,
flashers, bulbs and clips to the new
harness.
2. Position and route the entire new
harness as follows: Depress the four
tabs on the fuse and circuit breaker
panel r e t a i n e r and push the
assembly into place in the dash panel
opening from inside the vehicle.
Push the wiring and connectors for
the windshield wiper motor and dual
brake indicator light switch through
the hole in the dash panel and
position the grommet. Work the
harness to the right in back of the
brake support and then up and along
the edge of the instrument panel.
Engage the harness locator at the
right side of the radio.
3. Connect the harness connector to
the automatic temperature control
box, power wjndows, deck lid
release and circuit breaker, sure
track, and the low fuel warning
switch (Fig. 6). Connect the plugs to
the ignition key and seat belt
buzzers, and the headlight warning
relay.
4. Connect the harness connectors to
the radio, map light and power
antenna switches, radio fader
control, and the glove box and seat
belt warning lights and the wiring
and socket assembly to the cigar
lighter.
5. Install the glove box liner. Connect
the harness connectors to the A.T.C.
control assembly connectors, and
install the illumination lights.
6. Fasten the four harness clips and the
wire shield (Fig. 6) to the top edge of
the instrument panel (1 screw for
each clip and 4 screws on the shield
and connect the ground wire to the
instrument panel* near the turn
signal flasher. (1 screw). Connect
the harness plug to the turn signal
flasher.
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7. Push the harness locator into its hole
in the brake support. Install the
screw that retains the harness to the
brake support. Mount the harness
retaining clip to the left side of the
brake support with one screw.
8. Connect the harness plug to the stop
light switch. Engage the harness in
the clip on the right side of the
steering column and connect the
harness to the four steering column
multiple plugs.
9. Connect the harness to the multiple
plugs on wires from the rear of the
vehicle and the connector to the
dimmer switch. Push the harness
locator into its hole in the left cowl
and install the shield over the wires
at the toe board. Turn the carpet
back into place, install the left inner
cowl panel and install the scuff plate
screws.
10. Install the air conditioner left duct.
11. From the engine side of the dash
panel, connect the two multiple
c o n n e c t o r plugs from o t h e r
harnesses to the fuse and circuit
breaker panel. Secure the plugs to
the fuse and circuit breaker panel
retainer with screws.
12. On the engine side of the dash panel,
connect the harness connectors to
the windshield wiper motor and the
dual brake indicator light switch.
13. Returning to the inside of the
vehicle, position the combination
cluster and trim cover assembly to
the instrument panel. Install the
three mounting screws at the front
and the four mounting nuts at the
rear. Connect the multiple plug to
the back of each cluster.
14. Connect the harness plug to the
windshield wiper switch, and install
the illumination light.
15. Connect the harness plug to the
headlight switch. Connect the three
vacuum hoses according to the color
code and position noted during
removal. Also connect the switch
light bulb.
16. Connect the speedometer cable to
the speedometer.
17. Attach the gearshift dial indicator
cable retaining clip to the steering
column with one retaining screw.
Connect the looped end of the cable
to the dowel pin on the selector rod.
18. Install the shroud on the steering
column.
19. Install the instrument panel pad
assemblies as outlined in Group 45.
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
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PART 34-10 Dash-to-Headlight
Junction Wiring Harness

10-01 10-03 10-03 10-03 10-04

A page number indicates that the item is for the vehicle(s) listed at the head of the column.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

Disconnect the ground cable from
the battery.
From under the hood, remove the
bolt that attaches the wire harness
connector to the fuse panel at the dash
panel, and unplug the connector from
the fuse panel.
Disconnect the windhsield washer
hose from the left jet. Remove two hose
locators at the cowl top and disengage
the harness locators along the left fender
apron.
Disconnect the lead wires at the
horns and washer pump. Fabricate a
stopper plug for the windshield washer
reservoir, remove the reservoir from the
left fender apron (2 mounting screws),
disconnect the hose from the reservoir,
and install the plug.
Disconnect the connector plug at
the lead wire going to the left parking
light. Disconnect the lead plug to the left
cornering light, if so equipped.
Unplug the harness from behind the
headlight sealed beam bulbs and
withdraw the harness out through the
radiator left support. Then, remove the
harness ground screw near the left side
of the radiator.
After disconnecting the harness
from the headlights on the right side,
pull the harness back through the
rediator right support. Remove the
ground wire (one screw), and disengage
the harness locating clips from the
radiator support. Disconnect the
connector plugs at the lead wires going
to the right parking light and (if so
equipped) to the right cornering light.
Disconnect the wire lead to the air
conditioner evaporator thermostat, if
equipped with A/C. Disconnect the

wire to the alternator regulator at the
bullet connector, and lift the remainder
of the harness from the vehicle.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

1. Disconnect the ground cable from
the battery.
2. From the inside the vehicle, remove
the bolt that attaches the fuse panel
to the multiple connector on the
brake pedal support bracket; and
unplug the fuse panel from the
connector. This multiple connector
is the rear terminal of the dashtoheadlight junction (14290) wiring
harness.
3. Unfasten the strap that retains the
harness to the underside of the
instrument panel. Disconnect the
connectors from the parking brake
switch and the headlight dimmer
switch. Push the connectors and
harness assembly out through the
dash panel into the engine
compartment.
4. At the left side of the dash panel in
the engine compartment, disconnect
the plug to the windshield wiper
motor wiring and the hose to the
windshield washer connector.
5. Disconnect the five connectors at
the engine end of the harness.
6. Disconnect the plugs to the dual
brake indicator switch and to the
high pitch horn.
7. Disconnect the hose and the
electrical plug at the windshield
washer motor and reservoir
assembly on the left fender apron.
8. Disconnect the electrical plug from
the low pitch horn at the front end
of the left fender apron.
9. Disengage the two harness locator

clips at the dash and the three
locators along the fender apron.
Then remove the harness as far as
the radiator support.
10. On Mustang, disengage the harness
locator behind the left headlight.
Then, disconnect the harness plug at
the left headlight (sealed beam) bulb,
and at the connector on the wiring
that goes to the left parking light.
Disengage the left side marker light
bulb and socket assembly from the
light body. Disconnect the ground
wire, and unfasten the two harness
straps at the radiator left support.
Withdraw the harness wiring out
through the left headlight housing
and ring assembly.
On Cougar, disconnect the harness
plugs at the two wiring connectors, one
going to the headlights and one to the
combined parking and side marker light
assembly. Withdraw the harness wiring
out through the radiator left support.
11. Disconnect the harness from all the
light connections at the right side of
the vehicle as described in the
foregoing step 10.
12. Disengage the harness locator clips
from the frame crossmember below
the radiator, and remove the harness
from the vehicle.
13. Route the new harness to the same
locations as the old, and make the
same connections.
MAVERICK AND COMET

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Under the instrument panel, remove
the screw retaining the fuse panel to
the block connector on the dash.
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3. Separate the fuse panel from the
block connector. Depress the tabs on
the block connector and push it
through the opening in the dash.
4. W o r k i n g in t h e e n g i n e
compartment, open up fifteen
harness retaining clips. Start with
the clip on the dash below the wiper
motor and continue along the left
fender apron and across the radiator
support. Two of the clips are
retained by screws.
5. At the left rear of the engine
compartment, unplug the lead wires
to the engine 14289 wire harness, the
brake differential valve and the
windshield washer.
6. At the left front of the engine
compartment, unplug the lead wires
to the horn, the left headlight,
parking light and side marker light.
Remove the screw retaining the
ground wire to the left side of the
radiator support.
7. Disconnect the harness at the starter
relay (two push-on type connectors
and one lug type) and at the
alternator-regulator (two way
moulded connector) (Figs. 1 and 2).
8. At the right front of the engine
compartment, unplug the lead wires
to the right headlight, parking light
and side marker light. Remove the
screw retaining the ground wire to
the right side of the radiator
support.
9. Loosen the two radiator-to-support
upper bolts to provide clearance for
removing the harness. Working
from right to left, remove the
harness.
Installation
1. Transfer the necessary clips to the
new harness and locate the harness
in its proper routing.
2. Connect the harness leads to the
starter relay and the alternator
regulator as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
3. Plug in the harness leads to the right
headlight, parking light and side
marker light. Secure the ground wire
to the right side of the radiator
support with the ground screw.
4. Plug in the harness leads to the horn
and to the left headlight, parking
light and side marker light. Secure
the ground wire to the left side of the
radiator support with the ground
screw.
5. Secure the harness in place in place
by installing and closing all (15)
retaining clips.
6. Tighten the two radiator-to-support
upper bolts.
7. Plug in the harness leads to the
windshield washer, the brake

differential valve and the engine feed
14289 wire harness.
8. Engage the block connector in the
opening in the dash panel.
9. Working under the instrument
panel, assembly the fuse panel to the
block connector and install the
retaining bolt.
10. Connect the battery ground cable.
PINTO

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. The 14401-A (instrument panel-todash) wiring harness terminates in
the fuse panel which is mounted on
a bracket attached to the brake pedal
support. The 14290-A harness
(dash-to-headlight junction)
terminates in a multiple connector
that plugs into the forward side of
the fuse panel. Working in the car,
loosen the bolt that retains the
multiple plug to the fuse panel,
disengage the plug from the bracket
by depressing the tabs and
disconnect it from the fuse panel.
Disconnect the stop light switch.
3. From the engine side of the dash
panel, pry the grommet loose and
pull the harness into the engine
compartment.
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4. Disconnect the wires at the brake
differential valve and the back-up
light switch and disengage the
harness locator on the dash panel.
5. Disconnect the hoses from the
windshield washer jets. Disconnect
the harness connectors from the
transmission wire harness, dual
brake switch, carburetor solenoid,
and the water temperature sending
unit.
6. Disconnect the hoses from the
windshield washer reservoir and the
harness wires from ignition coil and
vacuum valve (2.0 Litre engine),
windshield washer pump, and the
alternator. On 1.6 Litre engines,
disconnect the harness wires at the
alternator terminals. On 2.0 Litre
engines, disconnect the alternator
wires at the multiple connector.
7. Disconnect the harness connectors
from the alternator regulator and
horn. Remove the ground wire
screw.
8. Disconnect the harness wires from
the starter relay. Make a note of the
terminals to which the wires are
connected so that the new harness
will be properly connected.
9. Disconnect the wire from the
ignition coil, the vacuum valve (1.6
Litre engine), and the oil pressure
sending unit.
10. Remove both headlight doors (2
screws each) and disconnect the
headlight bulbs from the harness.
11. Disengage both parking light and
both side marker light bulb sockets
and remove all four bulbs from the
sockets.
12. Remove the ground wire attaching
screw behind the right headlight.

CABLE TO BATTERY
BLACK-ORANGE STRIPE
RED-BLUE STRIPE
ALTERNATOR
REGULATOR
1031*6
GREEN-RED STRIPE
BULLET
CONNECTOR

DASH-TO-HEADLIGHT JUNCTION - 1
WIRING HARNESS 14290
K1142-E

FIG. 1 Starting Motor Relay and
Alternator Regulator Wiring
Connections Maverick and
Mercury Comet

RED-YELLOW STRIPE
14290 WIRING HARNESS'
K2593-A

FIG. 2 Harness Connections at
Alternate Starting Motor Relay
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13. Remove the battery-to-apron hold
down bolt so that the harness can be
removed.
14. Starting at the right fender apron
disengage the ten harness locators
and move the harness back to the
center of the dash panel.
15. Disengage four locators at the left
fender apron and remove the
harness from the vehicle.
Installation
1. Transfer two pieces of harness
shielding from the old to the new
harness if so equipped.
2. Position and route the harness,
engage all the locators, and seat the
grommet in the dash panel.
3. Install the left parking and left side
marker light bulb in their sockets
and engage the sockets in their
proper receptacles.
4. Connect the alternator regulator
ground wire, and connect the
harness connector to the alternator
regulator.
5. Connect the harness wires to the
starter relay.
6. Position the battery hold-down and
install the retaining bolt in the
fender apron.
7. Connect the harness wires to the
temperature sending unit, oil
pressure sending unit, backup light
switch, dual brake differential valve,
vacuum valve and the carburetor
solenoid. Connect the hoses to the
windshield washer jets.
8. Connect the harness wires to the
ignition coil and windshield washer
pump motor. Connect the hose to
the washer reservoir.
9. Install the right parking and right
side marker light bulb in their
sockets, and engage the sockets in
their proper receptacles.
10. Connect the harness wire to the horn
and connect the ground wire (1
screw).
11. Connect and install the two
headlight bulbs, and install the two
headlight doors (2 screws each).
12. From inside the car, connect the
stoplight switch, engage the harness
multiple connector in the mounting
bracket, plug the fuse panel into the
multiple connector and tighten the
panel-to-connector retaining bolt.
13. Connect the battery ground cable.
TORINO AND MONTEGO

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. In the engine compartment at the
left side of the dash panel, remove

the retaining screw from the
(inboard) harness connector plug
and pull the plug from the fusecircuit breaker panel connector.
3. Disconnect the windshield washer
hose from the jet at the underside of
the hood.
4. Pull the four harness fasteners from
along the left fender apron, one from
the front fender top front
reinforcement, three fasteners from
the left end of the side radiator
support.
5. Fabricate a stopper plug for the
windshield washer reservoir,
disconnect the hose from the
reservoir, and install the plug.
6. Disconnect the harness lead plugs
from the washer pump motor, and
the two horns. Disconnect the
ground wire from the left side (front
surface) of the radiator support (1
screw).
7. Montego Only. Disconnect the
harness plug from the left parking
light connector and disengage left
side marker light socket and bulb
from the light body. Torino Only.
Disengage the left parking lamp
socket from the lamp assembly (Hi
series only). On the Low Series
Only, remove the left parking lamp
assembly attaching screws and pull
the wiring forward. Then, disengage
the left side marker socket and bulb
from the light body.
8. Disconnect the four headlight plugs.
Disconnect the connector for the
wire leads to the ambient
temperature switch on the hood
latch support. Remove the locator
clips from the upper radiator
support and hood latch support.
9. Disconnect the harness plug from
the right parking light connector,
and disengage right side marker
light socket and bulb from the light
body. Disengage the right side
marker socket and bulb from the
light body.
10. Disconnect the ground wire from
the right side of the radiator support
(1 screw).
11. Pull three harness fasteners from
across the rear surface of the upper
radiator support center and four
fasteners from the right side of the
radiator support.
12. Starting at the right side of the
radiator support pull the harness to
the left side and lift it out of the
vehicle.
13. Before installing the replacement
harness, transfer the side marker
light bulbs to new harness.
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THUNDERBIRD AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. In the engine compartment at the
dash panel, remove the retaining
screw from the (inboard) harness
connector plug, and pull the plug
from the fuse-circuit breaker panel
connector.
3. Disconnect the windshield washer
hose from the left jet at the
underside of the hood.
4. Pull out four harness fasteners from
along the left fender apron and one
fastener from the forward end of the
left frame side rail.
5. Disconnect the harness lead to the
A/C compressor clutch (if so
equipped).
6. Fabricate a stopper plug for the
windshield washer reseroir,
disconnect the hose from the
reservoir, and install the plug.
Disconnect the harness lead plug
from the washer pump motor.
7. On Thunderbird not equipped with
cornering lights disengage the left
and right side marker light socket
from their respective light bodies. If
equipped with cornering lights,
disconnect the one plug that
connects to leads going to both side
marker and cornering lights.
Disconnect the harness plugs to the
left and right parking lights.
On the Continental Mark IV,
disconnect the six harness plugs from
the leads going to the side marker,
cornering and parking lights left and
right. These connections are accessbile
from underneath the vehicle.
8. Disconnect the ground wires (1
screw each) from the left and right
ends, front side of the radiator
support.
9. Disconnect the harness plugs from
the horns. On Thunderbird, one
horn is located at the left and one at
the right side of the radiator
support. On the Continental Mark
IV, there are three horns mounted
on the left headlight splash shield.
10. Disconnect the harness plugs from
the four headlights. On the
Continental Mark IV, it will be
necessary to remove the plastic
covers (right and left sides) between
the grille and radiator support for
access (4 screws each).
11. Remove the radiator plastic shield
from the center of the radiator
support (4 retaining screws).
12. Remove the five fasteners that hold
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the harness along the radiator
support.
13. Starting at the right side of the
radiator support, pull the harness
from right to left across the radiator
support and lift it out of the vehicle.
14. Route the new harness from the
right side of the radiator support
across the front and then along the
fender apron to the fuse CB panel
connector at the dash panel.
15. Connect the harness at the same
p o i n t s f r o m w h i c h it w a s
disconnected in the foregoing steps.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. In the engine compartment at the
left side of the dash panel, remove
the retaining screw from the (upper)
harness connector plug and pull the
plug from the fuse-circuit breaker
panel connector.
3. Disconnect the harness plugs from
the windshield washer pump motor
and from the A / C compressor
clutch.
4. Disconnect the harness plug to the
left side marker and cornering lights

and the plug to the left parking light.
Disconnect the harness ground wire
from the left end of the radiator
support (1 screw ).
5. Raise the front end of the vehicle.
From underneath left center, reach
up and disconnect the harness plugs
from the two horns and from the
ATC thermostatic (outside
temperature) switch connector.
6. From underneath left center, reach
up and disconnect the harness plug
from the single horn.
7. Lower the vehicle and disconnect
the harness ground wire from the
right end of the radiator support (1
screw).
8. Disconnect the harness plug to the
right side marker and cornering
lights and the plug to the right
parking light.
9. To gain access to the four headlight
connector plugs, it will be necessary
to remove all four headlight bulbs
(Refer to Part 32-02). Disconnect
t h e h a r n e s s p l u g s from t h e
headlights.
10. Reach through the left inboard
headlight opening and disconnect
the harness plug from the headlight
cover indicator switch connector.
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11. Disengage the harness fasteners
from across the top of the radiator
support.
12. Carefully pull the right end of the
harness (with plug) up between the
fender lip and the radiator support.
Pull the harness across the front of
the vehicle right to left and out
between the left fender lip and
radiator support. Pull the rear end of
the harness (with main connector
plug) forward and out from between
the left fender and fender apron. The
entire harness can now be lifted out
of the vehicle.
13.Thread the rear end of the
replacement harness (with main
plug) from the front of the vehicle
back through the space between the
left fender and fender apron to the
dash panel. Then thread the
opposite end of the harness between
the left fender lip and radiator
support across the front of the
vehicle and through the space
between the right fender lip and
radiator support.
14. Connect the harness at the same
p o i n t s f r o m w h i c h it was
disconnected in the foregoing steps.
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Wiring Harness
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
TORINO AND MONTEGO

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. At the left side of the dash panel in
the engine compartment, remove the
retaining screw from the left
multiple connector that plugs into
the fuse and circuit breaker panel.
Pull the harness plug out of the fusecircuit breaker panel connector.
3. Disconnect the harness plug from
the windshield wiper motor wiring.
Disconnect the harness hard shell
connector for the dual brake
warning switch. Disconnect the four
terminal connector near the
bulkhead connector for the
Ammeter and Tachometer leads.
(Optional Performance (luster).
4. Disconnect the two harness plugs
that connect to the 14289 wiring
harness (to engine temperature and
oil pressure sending units, ignition
coil) and emission wiring.
5. Unfasten the harness from along the
upper edge of the dash panel by
disengaging four harness locator and
sealer assemblies from the dash or
A/C evaporator case. If the vehicle
is equipped with A/C, remove the
straps if optional (R.P.O.) wiring
assemblies are attached and routed
with the 14398 wiring assembly.
6. Disengage two harness locators
from therightfender apron, and pull
the harness out of the vehicle up to
the starting motor relay.
7. Position the forward end of the
replacement harness near the relay.
Disconnect the old harness lead, and
connect the replacement harness
lead at each of two starting motor
relay terminals one at a time.

Disconnect the old harness and
connect the new harness to the
connector plug from the 14305
wiring harness (to regulator).
Remove the old harness.
8. Route the new harness back over the
right fender apron and across the
dash panel, and fasten it in place
with the six locators and straps if
required.
9. Connect the harness at all the points
from which the old one was
disconnected in the foregoing steps.
THUNDERBIRD AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery and remove
the air cleaner.
2. If working on a Continental Mark
IV or a Thunderbird with a 429 CID
engine, raise the vehicle on a hoist.
Disconnect the harness leads at the
alternator noting the color code of
each lead and its terminal for proper
r e c o n n e c t i o n . Remove the
alternator adjusting arm bolt, loosen
the through bolt, and disengage the
belts from the pulley. Swing the
alternator upwards to provide
clearance so that the harness can be
pulled out between the alternator
and the engine (55 AMP. alternator
only). Lower the vehicle, remove the
harness retaining clip (1 bolt) from
the front of the right cylinder head,
and pull the harness up from the
alternator.
3. At the left side of the dash panel in
the engine compartment, remove the
screw from the left multiple
connector that plugs into the fuse
and circuit breaker panel. Pull the

harness plug out of the fuse-circuit
breaker panel connector.
4. Disconnect the harness plugs from
the three relays on the dash panel.
5. Disconnect the harness lead (bullet
c o n n e c t o r ) to t h e e n g i n e
compartment light. Disconnect the
harness plugs to the power antenna
and the two solenoid valves (DVB
and EGR systems), 9E717 harness
(to transmission oil pressure switch).
Disconnect the harness lead at the
engine oil pressure switch.
6. Unfasten the two harness locators
from the dash panel and pull the
harness out as far as the right side of
the engine.
7. Unfasten the two harness locators
from the locator plate holes at the
front and rear of the right valve
cover.
8. Disconnect the harness leads at the
throttle solenoid, the ignition coil
and the water temperature switch.
9. On Continental Mark IV and
Thunderbird with 429 CID engine
only, a junction block is mounted on
the right fender apron near the
battery. Disconnect the harness lead
at the junction block noting the
color code of the lead and its
terminal for proper reconnection.
Also disconnect the harness lead at
the bullet connector to the battery
cable harness.
10. At the voltage regulator, disconnect
the ground screw, and one multiple
and one single connector.
11. Unfasten the three harness locators
from the right fender apron between
the junction block and the regulator,
and work the harness out of the
vehicle.
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Installation
1. Position and route the complete
harness by fastening the locators as
follows: two locators in the engine
right valve cover; two locators along
the top of the dash panel; and three
locators at the right fender apron
near the regulator.
2. Connect the ground wire (1 screw),
and one multiple and one single
connector to the voltage regulator.
3. At the right fender apron on
C o n t i n e n t a l Mark IV and
Thunderbird with 429 or 460 engine,
connect the harness lead to the
junction block and the bullet
connector to the battery cable
harness.
4. On Continental Mark IV 429 or 460
CID Thunderbirds, push the
alternator branch of the harness
down between the alternator and the
engine (55 AMP. alternator only)
for later hookup when the car is on
a hoist. Install the harness retaining
clip (1 bolt) to the front of the right
cylinder head.
5. Connect the harness leads at the
throttle solenoid, the ignition coil
and the water temperature switch.
6. Connect the harness lead to the
engine oil pressure switch, the plugs
to the power antenna and the two
solenoid valves (DVB and EGR),
and the bullet connector to the
engine compartment light.
7. Connect the three harness plugs to
the three relays on the dash panel.
8. Plug the large multiple connector
(on the rear end of the harness) into
the fuse-circuit breaker panel
connector at the left side of the dash
panel. Install the plug retaining
screw.
9. On Continental Mark IV and 429 or
460 CID Thunderbird, raise the
vehicle on a hoist. From underneath
the vehicle, connect the harness
leads to the alternator. Note that the
routing of the alternator wire for the
55 amp and 70 amp alternator is
different. Engage the belts to the
pulley, swing the alternator into
place, tighten the through-bolt and
install the adjusting arm bolt. Lower
the vehicle.
10. Connect the battery ground cable
and install the air cleaner.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery, remove the
air cleaner and raise the vehicle on a
hoist.
2. Remove the three bolts that hold the
harness retaining clips to the front
surface of the crossmember behind
the engine. Open the clips and
remove it from the harness.
3. Disconnect the harness from starter
solenoid harness at rear of engine.
4. Disconnect the harness leads at the
alternator noting the color code for
proper reconnection. Remove the
alternator adjusting arm bolt, loosen
the through bolt and disengage the
belts from the pulley. Swing the
alternator upwards to provide
clearance so that the harness can be
pulled out.
5. Lower the vehicle and disconnect
the three multiple connector plugs
from the relays at the left center of
the dash panel.
6. At the left side of the dash panel,
remove the screw from the lower
multiple connector that plugs into
the fuse and circuit breaker panel
(Part 34-30, Fig. 10). Pull the plug
out of the panel connector.
7. Disconnect the harness multiple
connector from the evaporator case
and disconnect the bullet connector
from the blower motor wire.
Disconnect the (DVB and EGR)
solenoid valves.
8. Remove the two locators from the
engine right valve cover, and work
the harness wiring out.
9. Disconnect the harness leads to the
ignition coil and the temperature
gauge sending unit. Work the leads
out.
10. At the voltage regulator, disconnect
the ground screw, and one multiple
and one single connector.
11. Remove the harness locator clip at
the front of the right fender apron,
and remove the harness retaining
clip (1 bolt) from the front of the
right cylinder head. Remove the
harness from the vehicle.
Installation
1. Position and route the complete
harness by pushing the two locators
in the engine right valve cover and
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the locator clip at the front of the
right fender apron. Attach the
harness retaining clip (1 bolt) to the
front of the right cylinder head.
2. Connect the ground screw and the
multiple and single connector plugs
at the voltage regulator.
3. Connect the harness leads to the
ignition coil and the temperature
gauge sending unit.
4. Plug the multiple connector at the
end of the harness into the lower
part of the fuse and circuit breaker
panel retainer (Part 34-30, Fig. 10).
Secure the connector to the panel
retainer with the retaining screw.
5. At the rear left center of the dash
panel, connect the three harness
multiple plugs to the relays.
6. Connect the harness multiple
connector to the evaporator case,
and connect the bullet connector to
the blower motor wire and connect
the (DVB and EGR) solenoid
valves.
7. Raise the vehicle on a hoist, route
the harness leads forward and on the
side of the alternator under the
ground terminal screw and connect
the three leads to the alternator
according to the color code noted
during removal. Install the ground
terminal to the ground stud of the
alternator. Swing the alternator
back into position, install the
adjusting arm bolt snug, and
position the belts on the pulley.
Adjust the belts to specified tension.
Tighten the adjusting arm bolt and
through bolt.
8. Connect the harness to the starter
solenoid harness at rear of engine.
9. Position and close the retaining clip
on the harness and mount the clip to
the front surface of the crossmember
behind the engine (1 bolt).
10. Lower the vehicle and connect the
battery. Install the air cleaner.
11. Check the operation of the starter,
the engine, the alternator, the air
conditioner and the temperature
gauge.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
WARNING BUZZER LOCATIONS
KEY WARNING BUZZER

The key warning buzzer location for
the Thunderbird, Continental Mark IV,
Lincoln Continental, Maverick, Comet
and Pinto is on the right side and behind
the instrument panel. Ford, Mercury,
Meteor, Torino and Montego is located
on the left side of the retainer wall, and
mounted on the fuse panel. Remove the
relay panel located under the right side
of the instrument panel, to gain access to
the key warning buzzer on the Mustang
and Cougar.
SEAT BELT WARNING BUZZER

The seat belt warning buzzer on the
Lincoln Continental, Thunderbird,

C o n t i n e n t a l Mark IV, T o r i n o ,
Montego, Maverick, Comet and Pinto
is located on the right side, behind the
instrument panel. The Mustang and
Cougar l o c a t i o n s are behind the
instrument panel and above the relay
panel (right side). The Ford, Mercury
and M e t e o r is a l s o b e h i n d t h e
instrument panel but, on the left side.
LOCATION AND VALUES OF
FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS
The P i n t o , Maverick, Comet,
Mustang and Cougar models have a fuse
panel which contains most of the fuses
used in the electrical system. Torino,

Montego, Thunderbird, Continental
Mark IV, Ford, Mercury, Meteor and
Lincoln Continental models have a
combination fuse and circuit breaker
panel which contains most of the fuses
and circuit breakers used in the system.
Figs. 1 through 7 show the fuse panels
or combination panels for each vehicle
line.
The locations and values of the fuses
and circuit breakers not contained in the
panels are given in the circuit protection
charts for each vehicle line (Figs. 8 and
9).
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1 y7.5 AMP. FUSE)
ZJ
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INDICATOR LAMPS - ENGINE HOT, OIL PRESSURE,
DUAL BRAKE, ALTERNATOR INDICATOR, SEAT
BELT, AND PARKING BRAKE

2 ) 1 5 AMP. FUSE)

CIGAR LIGHTER

3 ) ( 1 5 AMP. FUSE)

HAZARD WARNING SYSTEM AND STOP LAMPS
ACCESSORY FEED WIRE

4 V 1 5 AMP. FUSE)
sly

COURTESY LAMPS, INSTRUMENT PANEL, R.H. AND
L.H. DOORS, DOME, GLOVE BOX, CARGO (STATION
WAGON ONLY), LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT, CLOCK
FEED, DOOR LOCK SOLENOID, KEY WARNING
BUZZER AND SEAT BACK LATCH RELAY CONTROL

IGNITION KEY
WARNING BUZZER

)BLANK
4 AMP. FUSE)

INSTRUMENT PANEL AND CLUSTER ILLUMINATION*
CLOCK, RADIO, ASH TRAY, HEADLAMP AND WINDSHIELD WIPER SWITCH, HEATER - A/C AND ATC
CONTROL

7 )(15 AMP. FUSE)

BACK-UP LAMPS AND THROTTLE POSITIONER

8 )(15 AMP. FUSE)

HEATER OR (30 AMP. C.B.) FOR AIR CONDITIONER

9^(8.25 AMP. C.B.)

WINDSHIELD WIPER SYSTEM

1(1 )(20 AMP. FUSE)
OV

11 )(7.5 AMP. FUSE)

30 AMP.
CIRCUIT BREAKER
A/C ONLY

WINDSHIELD WASHER, REAR WINDOW DEFROSTER,
RELAY COIL FEED, POWER WINDOW RELAY COIL
FEED, POLICE ACCESSORY RELAY COIL FEED,
CORNERING LAMPS, INTRUSION ALARM SYSTEM
AND SPEED CONTROL RELAY.

LOCATED LEFT OF STEERING COLUMN ON DASH PANEL

RADIO, STEREO TAPE PLAYER
K 1585-K

FIG. 1 Fuse Panel—Ford, Meteor and Mercury

©

(20 AMP. FUSE)

HORNS AND CIGAR LIGHTER

ACCESSORY FEED

FUSE PANEL LOCATED ON A BRACKET
ATTACHED TO LOWER RIGHT FLANGE
OF BRAKE PEDAL SUPPORT

FIG. 2 Fuse Panel—Mustang

(2) (14 AMP. FUSE)

COURTESY, DOME OR C-PILLAR, MAP, LUGGAGE AND GLOVE
COMPARTMENT LIGHTS, AUTOMATIC SEAT BACK LATCH RELAY
COIL FEED, CLOCK FEED, IGNITION KEY WARNING AND HEAD
LIGHTS ON BUZZER.

(3) ( 4 AMP. FUSE)

INSTRUMENT PANEL AND CLUSTER ILLUMINATION - ASH TRAY,
CLOCK. RADIO, WINDSHIELD WIPER- WASHER SWITCH, HEATER
CONTROL, HEADLIGHT SWITCH, CIGAR LIGHTER AND GAGE
ILLUMINATION.

(4) (14 AMP. FUSE)

INDICATOR LIGHTS - OIL PRESSURE, ENGINE WATER
TEMPERATURE, DUAL BRAKE SYSTEM, SEAT BELT WARNING
LAMP AND BUZZER, EMISSION CONTROL SOLENOIDS, THROTTLE
SOLENOID POSITIONER, ELECTRONIC SPARK CONTROL.

( D (14 AMP. FUSE)
(30 AMP. FUSE)

HEATER-DEFROSTER
FOR AIR CONDITIONER

( D (15 AMP. FUSE)

BACK-UP LIGHTS, RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER,
WINDSHIELD WASHER AND TURN SIGNAL SYSTEM.

(7) (20 AMP. FUSE)

(ACCESSORY FEED) PARKING BRAKE WARNING LAMP, POWER
WINDOW AND HEATED REAR WINDOW RELAY COIL FEED.
K2586-C
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0

ACCESSORY FEED

FUSE PANEL LOCATED ON A BRACKET
ATTACHED TO LOWER RIGHT FLANGE
OF BRAKE PEDAL SUPPORT

(20 AMP. FUSE)

HORNS AND CIGAR LIGHTER

(2) (14 AMP. FUSE)

COURTESY, DOME OR C-PILLAR. MAP, LUGGAGE AND GLOVE
COMPARTMENT LIGHTS, AUTOMATIC SEAT BACK LATCH RELAY
COIL FEED, CLC-CK FEED, IGNITION KEY WARNING AND HEAD
LIGHTS ON BUZZER.

(3) ( 4 AMP. FUSE)

INSTRUMENT PANEL AND CLUSTER ILLUMINATION ASH TRAY LIGHT, CIGAR LIGHTER AND GAGE ILLUMINATION.

0

INDICATOR LIGHTS - OIL PRESSURE, DUAL BRAKE, SEATBELT
LIGHTS, EMISSION CONTROL SOLENOIDS, SEATBELT WARNING
BUZZER, (DOOR OPEN WARNING, PARKING BRAKE WARNING
LIGHT AND LOW FUEL WARNING RELAY COIL FEED)
(XR7 MODELS ONLY)

(14 AMP. FUSE)

( D (14 AMP. FUSE)
(30 AMP. FUSE)

HEATER-DEFROSTER
FOR AIR CONDITIONER

©

(15 AMP. FUSE)

BACK-UP LIGHTS. RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER,
WINDSHIELD WASHER AND TURN SIGNAL SYSTEM

0

(20 AMP. FUSE)

(ACCESSORY FEED) POWER WINDOW RELAY AND HEATED REAR
WINDOW RELAY COIL FEED
K3032-A

FIG. 3 Fuse Panel—Cougar

(ACCESSORY TERMINAL)

©

(20 AMP.)

HAZARD WARNING FLASHER, CIGAR LIGHTER AND CLOCK FEED
(CONSOLETTEONLY)

(D (14 AMP.)

COURTESY, DOME, LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT LIGHTS AND IGNITION
KEY WARNING BUZZER

<D ( 4 AMP.)

INSTRUMENT PANEL AND CLUSTER LIGHTS, RADIO, CLOCK, AND
TRANSMISSION INDICATOR (PRND21) ILLUM. LIGHTS

0

INDICATOR LIGHTS, THROTTLE POSITIONER, EMISSION CONTROL
SOLENOID, AND SEAT BELT WARNING BUZZER AND LIGHT

(14 AMP.)

(14 AMP.)
(D (30
AMP.)

HEATER AND DEFROSTER
FOR AIR CONDITIONER

<D (15 AMP.)
© (20 AMP.)

BACK-UP LIGHTS, RADIO FEED AND WINDSHIELD WASHER
(RPO) ACCESSORY FEED - R E A R WINDOW DEFOGGER

FUSE PANEL - LOCATED
ON DASH PANEL ABOVE
AND L E F T OF BRAKE
PEDAL
K2571-E

FIG. 4 Fuse Panel—Maverick and Mercury Comet

ACCY. TERMINAL
1 (20 AMP.)

HAZARD FLASHER AND CIGAR
LIGHTER FEED

2

(14 AMP.)

COURTESY AND DOME LIGHTS,
IGNITION KEY WARNING
BUZZER

3

(SPARE)

NOT USED

4

(14 AMP.)

SEAT BELT REMINDER SYSTEM

5

(14 AMP.)
(30 AMP.)

HEATER-DEFROSTER
FOR AIR CONDITIONER

6

(15 AMP.)

BACK-UP LIGHTS, RADIO, RADIO
LIGHT, WINDSHIELD WASHER,
HEATED REAR WINDOW RELAY
COIL FEED

7 (SPARE)

FUSE PANEL BRACKET

(ACCESSORY) NOT USED
FUSE PANEL - LOCATION R.H. SIDE
OF THE STEERING COLUMN ON BRACKET
ATTACHED TO THE PEDAL SUPPORT

K2592-C

FIG. 5 Fuse Panel—Pinto

34-30-04

FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

34-30-04

LOCATED AT LEFT OF STEERING COLUMN ON DASH PANEL
0

(4 AMP. FUSE)

INSTRUMENT PANEL AND CLUSTER ILLUM.-TRANSMISSION
INDICATOR (PRND21), RADIO, CLOCK LIGHTS, WINDSHIELD
WIPER SWITCH, HEADLIGHT SWITCH AND HEATER - A/C
SWITCH ILLUM.

(2) (7.5 AMP. FUSE)

COURTESY, DOME AND READING LIGHTS, CARGO, GLOVE
BOX, LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT AND CONSOLE ILLUM. LIGHTS,
KEY WARNING BUZZER AND SEAT BACK LATCH CONTROL

(3) (15 AMP. FUSE)

CIGAR LIGHTER

©

HAZARD WARNING SYSTEM AND STOP LIGHTS

(15 AMP. FUSE)

T/S FLASHER

( D (BLANK)
( D (25 AMP. FUSE)
(35 AMP. C.B.)

HEATER - DEFROSTER AIR CONDITIONER

0

INDICATOR LIGHTS, DUAL BRAKE SYSTEM, SEAT BELT WARNING LAMP AND BUZZER AND EMISSION CONTROL SOLENOID

(4 AMP. FUSE)

(§) (15 AMP. FUSE)

RADIO

(9) (15 AMP. FUSE)

BACK-UP LIGHTS, WINDSHIELD WASHER, POWER WINDOW,
RELAY CONTROL, DOOR OPEN WARNING LIGHT, HEATED
REAR WINDOW RELAY CONTROL, THROTTLE POSITIONER,
POLICE ACCESSORY RELAY CONTROL, PARK BRAKE WARNING LIGHT

(BLANK)
(20 AMP. C.B.)

POLICE ACCESSORY FEED

IGNITION KEY
BUZZER

K2583-D

FIG. 6 Fuse and Circuit Breaker Panel—Torino, Ranchero, Montego

2)<35 AMP. C.B.)

INSTRUMENT PANEL AND CLUSTER LAMPS,
(HEATER OR A/C, HEADLAMP SWITCH, RADIO,
ASH TRAY, C/LIGHTERS, CLOCK, WINDSHIELD
WIPERS AND PRND21 LAMPS
HEATER - AIR CONDITIONER

3 ) ( 2 0 AMP. C.B.)

POWER WINDOWS

,(6 AMP. FUSE)

v(15 AMP. FUSE)

5 )(30 AMP. C.B.)
/

i AMP. FUSE)

COURTESY LAMPS, GLOVE BOX, LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT, CLOCK FEED, CONSOLE, DOME, MAP,
IGNITION KEY WARNING BUZZER AND SEATBACK
LATCH CONTROL
P/SEATS - P/LATCH AND HORNS
HEATED BACKLITE

7 )<20 AMP. FUSE)

CIGAR LIGHTER (REAR DOORS)

8 )(20 AMP. C.B.)

STOP LAMPS AND HAZARD WARNING SYSTEM

AMP. FUSE)

(3 AMP. FUSE)
k(7.5

AMP. FUSE)

(15 AMP. FUSE)
^13^(15 AMP. FUSE)

HAZARD FLASHER

C/LIGHTER, INSTRUMENT PANEL AND ELECTRIC
DOOR LOCK SYSTEM
SURE TRACK BRAKE SYSTEM
WARNING LAMPS, DOOR AJAR, SEAT BELT, LOW
FUEL, OIL PRESSURE, WATER TEMPERATURE,
DUAL BRAKE WARNING, ELECTRONIC SPARK
CONTROL (CALIFORNIA ONLY)
BACK-UP AND CORNERING LAMPS AND TURN
SIGNAL FLASHER
RADIO AND POWER ANTENNA

•j^BLANK
- - \ ( 7 . 5 AMP. FUSE)

J6)(7.5AMP. FUSE)

WINDSHIELD WASHER, REAR WINDOW DEFROSTER FEED, RELAY COIL FEED AND SPEED
CONTROL
POWER WINDOW RELAY COIL FEED

FIG. 7 Fuse and Circuit Breaker Panel—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV

LOCATED LEFT OF STEERING COLUMN ON DASH PANEL

K2582-C

FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

34-30-05

34-30-05

I (SPARE) OR (3AMP. FUSE) SURE-TRACK BRAKE SYSTEM
,(7.5 AMP. FUSE)

INDICATOR LIGHTS-DOOR AJAR, LOW FUEL,
SEAT BELT, DUAL BRAKE WARNING LAMP,
THROTTLE POSITIONER, AND EMISSION
SYSTEM

'BLANK
(20 AMP. C.B.)
5 ) (25 AMP. FUSE)

JLJ (30 AMP. C.B.)

POWER SEAT, HORNS, POWER SEAT LATCH,
AND DOOR LOCKS

y ^ (15 AMP. FUSE)

COURTESY LIGHTS, DOORS, READING LIGHTS,
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT, MAP LIGHT, GLOVE
BOX LIGHT, CLOCK FEED, SEAT BACK LATCH
CONTROL, IGNITION KEY WARNING BUZZER

JP) (6 AMP. FUSE)

INSTRUMENT PANEL AND CLUSTER LIGHTS,
RADIO, CLOCK, HEATER - A/C, WINDSHIELD
WIPER, MAP LAMP SWITCH, AND TRANSMISSION INDICATOR (PRND21) ILLUMINATION

^ \

/

HAZARD FLASHER AND STOP LAMPS
CIGAR LIGHTERS

]]\

(7.5 AMP. FUSE)

SPEED CONTROL, WINDSHIELD WASHER AND
REAR WINDOW DEFROSTER

(15 AMP. FUSE)

TURN SIGNAL AND CORNERING LIGHTS, AND
BACK-UP LIGHTS

(30 AMP. C.B.)

HEATER - AIR CONDITIONER

(7.5 AMP. FUSE)

WINDOW RELAY COIL FEED-ALSO CONTROLS
DECK LID CIRCUIT

(15 AMP. FUSE)

RADIO AND POWER ANTENNA

(20 AMP. C.B.)

POWER WINDOWS AND DECK LID RELEASE
FEED

1 5 ) (BLANK OR 35
< ^
AMP FUSE)

<D
HAZARD FLASHER

LOCATED LEFT OF STEERING
COLUMN ON DASH PANEL
ABOVE BRAKE PEDAL

REAR WINDOW DEFROSTER FEED

J ? / BLANK
FIG. 8 Fuse and Circuit Breaker Panel—Lincoln Continental

K1640-J

34-30-06

34-30-06

FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

MUSTANG AND COUGAR CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Circuit

Location

Circuit Protection and Rating

Headlights (Single) Mustang and Hi-Beam

18 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

Light (Dual) Cougar and Hi-Beam

18 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

Parking Lights, Marker Lights, License Lights,
Tail Lights, PRN21 Light, Headlight "ON" Control

15 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

Stop Lights, Hazard Flasher

15 Amp C.B.

On relay panel above glove box

Power Windows, Power Seat, Power Top, Engine
Compartment Light, Automatic Seat Back Latch Feed

20 Amp C.B.

On starter relay

Windshield Wiper (2 Speed)

C.B.

In windshield wiper switch

Intermittent Windshield Wiper (RPO)

C.B.

In windshield wiper switch

Heated Back Window
Window Motor, Seat Motor, Top Motor

Fuse Link

In harness

C.B.

In motor

FORD-MERCURY-METEOR CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Circuit
Headlights and Hi-Beam
Parking Lights, Marker Lights, License Lights,
Tail Lights, Horns, Trailer Towing, Tail Light Relay

Circuit Protection and Rating

Location

18 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

15 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

Windshield Wiper (2 Speed)

C.B.

In windshield wiper switch

Intermittent Windshield Wiper (2 Speed)

C.B.

In windshield wiper switch

Engine Compartment Light, Heated Rear Window, Trailer
Towing (Brakes), Trailer Towing Lights Load Circuit
Power Windows, Backlite (Station Wagon), Power Seat,
Seat Back Latch Solenoid Feed
Deck Lid Release
Heated Rear Window Relay
Speed Control

Fuse Link

In wiring harness

20 Amp C.B.

On starter relay

6 Amp C.B.

Lower flange of instrument panel

30 Amp Fuse
5 Amp Fuse

In-line near relay
Cartridge in feed line near fuse panel

Sure-Track Brake (Mercury Only)

3 Amp Fuse

Cartridge in feed line near fuse panel

Electric Fuel Pump

4 Amp Fuse

Cartridge in feed line (2 required)

MONTEGO, TORINO AND RANCHERO CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Circuit

Circuit Protection and Rating

Location

Headlights

18 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

Parking Lights, Marker Lights, License Lights, Tail Lights,
Horns, Console PRN21, Lights on Buzzer and Relay

15 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

Windshield Wiper (2 Speed)

C.B.

In windshield wiper switch

Intermittent Windshield Wiper

C.B.

Engine Compartment Lamp
Power Windows, Power Seat, Power Rear Window
Window Motor, Seat Motor
Electric Fuel Pump
Seat Back Latch Power Feed

7.5 Amp Fuse (SFE 7.5)
20 Amp C.B.
C.B.
4 Amp Fuse
Fuse Link

In windshield wiper switch
Cartridge in feed line
On starter relay
In motor
Cartridge in feed line
In wiring harness
CK2587-C

FIG. 9 Fuses and Circuit Breakers Not Located in Fuse or Circuit Breaker Panels

34-30-07

FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

34-30-07

MAVERICK AND MERCURY COMET
Location

Circuit Protection and Rating

Circuit
Headlights

18 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

Horn, Stop, Front and Rear Marker, Front
Parking, Rear and License Lights

15 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

Windshield Wiper Circuit

6 Amp C.B.

Integral with windshield wiper sw tch

Circuit Protection and Rating

Location

THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL MARK IV
Circuit
Parking Lights, License Light, Tail Lights,
Marker Light, Headlight on Relay and
Indicator Light Feed, Headlight Buzzer

20 Amp C.B.

Power Seat Motor, Power Window Motor

C.B.

Headlights and Hi-Beam

20 Amp C.B.

Luggage Compartment Lock Release Solenoid

6 Amp C.B.

Windshield Wiper System (2 Speed and Intermittent)

C.B.

Automatic Headlight Dimmer

4 Amp Fuse

In headlight switch
In motor assembly
In headlight switch
Attached to lower flange of instrument panel
Integral with wiper switch
Cartridge in feed line

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Location

Circuit Protection and Rating

Circuit
Automatic Headlight Dimmer

4AmpSFE-4

In-line fuse

Parking Lights, License Plate Light, Tail Lights,
Ash Receptacle Light, Marker Lights,
Headlight on Warning Relay Control

20 Amp C.B.

In headlight switch

Headlights and Hi-Beam

20 Amp C.B.

In headlight switch

Power Seat Motor, Power Window Motor

C.B. (Integral)

In motor assembly

C.B.

Windshield Wiper

6 Amp C.B.

Deck Lid Release Solenoid

In wiper switch
On panel above glove box

PINTO
Circuit

Location

Circuit Protection and Rating

Headlights
Horn, Stop, Rear, License, Marker, Park Lights,
Instrument Panel and Cluster Lights, Transmission
Indicator Light (PRND21) Heater, A/C, Console
Light, Head Light Switch Illumination, Windshield
Wiper Switch Illumination Light, Cigar Lighter Light

18 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

15 Amp C.B.

Integral with lighting switch

C.B.

Windshield Wiper Circuit

Integral with windshield wiper sw tch

Heated Backlite

Fuse Link

In harness

Load Circuit

Fuse Link

In harness

Electric Choke

Fuse Link

In harness
CK2572-D

FIG. 10 Fuses and Circuit Breakers Not Located in Fuse or Circuit Breaker Panels

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
INDIVIDUAL FUSES AND CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

instructions for the appropriate car line
in Part 34-01.

Snap the old unit out and the new
unit into the retaining clips in the panel
(Figs. 1 through 7).

COMBINED FUSE AND CIRCUIT
BREAKER PANEL

FUSE PANEL

The fuse panel (on models so
equipped) is a part of the instrument
panel-to-dash panel (14401) wiring
harness. The fuse panel can not be
replaced separately from the harness.
To remove the wiring harness, of
which the fuse panel is a part, follow the

The fuse and circuit breaker panel
and the panel retainer-connector
assembly (Fig. 11) are both a part of the
(14401) instrument panel-to-dash panel
wiring harness. In Fig. 11, these parts
are shown without the individual
(14401) wires attached so that you can
see how they are installed to the dash
panel. Fig. 13 shows the (14401) wires
attached.

One side of the retainer-connector
assembly locks into the fuse and circuit
breaker panel; the other side locks into
cut-outs in the dash panel (Fig. 11). The
two main wiring harnesses plug into the
retainer-connector assembly at the
engine side of the dash panel as shown.
The following procedure explains
how to remove and install the fusecircuit breaker panel, the connector
assembly and the wiring harnesses to the
dash panel.
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. In the engine compartment at the

34-30-08

FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

34-30-08

FUSE AND CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
(PART OF 14401 WIRING HARNESS)

FUSE AND CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL RETAINER
AND 14401 HARNESS CONNECTOR
ASSEMBLY

14290
WIRING HARNESS

RETAINER-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLYTO-DASH TABS (4)

RETAINING SCREW

14398
WIRING HARNESS

K2421-B

FIG. 11 Typical Removal and Installation of Fuse and Circuit Breaker Panel to Dash Panel—Lincoln Continental Shown

left side of the dash panel, remove
the retaining screw from each of the
harness connector plugs (Fig. 11).
3. Pull the harness plugs out of the
fuse-C.B. connector assembly.
4. Depress the four tabs that hold the
connector assembly to the dash
panel, and push the connector
together with the fuse-C.B. panel
into the passenger compartment
(Fig. 11).
5. To unlock the fuse-C.B. panel from
the retainer-connector assembly it
will be necessary to work from the
passenger side of the dash panel.
Depress the two locking tabs and
slide the connector assembly out of

the panel. (Figs. 12 and 13).
6. To lock the connector assembly to
the fuse-C.B. panel, align the four
fixed connector tabs with the slots in
the panel bosses and then slide the
fixed tabs into the slots until the two
locking tabs are engaged (Fig. 13).
7. Push the panel and connector
assembly into the cut-outs in the
dash panel until the four connectorto-dash tabs lock it in place (Fig.
11).
8. Connect the two wiring harness
plugs to the retainer-connector
assembly and install the plug
retaining screws. Torque the screws
to 18-28 in-lbs.

WIRE TERMINALS

To remove an individual wire from
its connector, it will first be necessary to
remove the connectors from the dash
panel and/or the fuse-C.B. panel as
outlined in the foregoing procedure.
To remove a wire from the
connector, release the retaining tang
from the wire terminal with a narrow
screwdriver (Figs. 14 and 15) and pull
the wire and terminal out of the
connector. To re-install, push the
terminal into the connector until the
retaining tang snaps into the locking
hole in the terminal (Figs. 14 and 15).

34-30-09

FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

HAZARD FLASHER

34-30-09

RETAINER-CONNECTOR
ASSEMBLY

FUSE AND CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL

T/S FLASHER

LOCKING TABS (2)
FIXED TABS (4)

CUT OUTS I N DASH PANEL FOR
AND RETAINER-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY

K2422-B

FIG. 12 Separation of Fuse-Circuit Breaker Panel from Connector—Lincoln Continental Shown

FIXED TABS

FIXED TABS
DISENGAGING RETAINER-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY
FROM FUSE AND CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL

ENGAGING RETAINER-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY
TO FUSE AND CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
K2589-A

FIG. 13 Typical Fuse-Circuit Breaker Panel-to-Connector Assembly Engagement—Torino, Montego Shown

34-30-10

FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

34-30-10

WIRE RETAINING TANGS

LOCKING
HOLE

UNLOCKING WIRE TERMINAL FROM PLUG

INSTALLING WIRE TERMINAL TO PLUG
K2590-A

FIG. 14 Wire (Male) Terminal to Harness Connector Plug Installation

WIRE RETAINING TANGS

UNLOCKING WIRE TERMINAL FROM RETAINER-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY

INSTALLING WIRE TERMINAL TO
RETAINER-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY
K2591-A

FIG. 15 Wire (Female) Terminal to Retainer-Connector Assembly Installation
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PART 35-01
Radio and Stereo Tape Player
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Speakers
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PART 35-01 Radio and Stereo Tape Player
COMPONENT INDEX
Applies to Models as Indicated

i

ADJUSTMENTS
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CLEANING
Stereo Tape Player, Head
01-09
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REMOVAL
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Radio and/or Stereo Tape Player
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A page number indicates that the item is for the vehicle(s) listed at the head of the column.
N/A indicates that the item is not applicable to the vehicle(s) listed.

35-01-02

35-01-02

RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER

TESTING

STEREO TAPE PLAYER
ALL-EXCEPT MUSTANG AND
COUGAR

Turn the player on by rotating the
volume control (left knob) clockwise
approximately 1/2 turn. Insert tool aid
cartridge D3AA-19A043-A label side
up, into the player. Set the tone control
(ring knob behind the volume control)
at full clockwise rotation. Let the tape
run until music starts playing, then readjust the controls for desired volume,
tone and fader. Listen for continuous
music on all four programs. Recording
will be heard for two seconds on Left
channel, with Right channel blank, then
for two seconds on the Right channel,
with Left channel blank. Absence of
recording on either channel constitutes
a malfunction of that channel. Adjust
the fader control for full rear, to insure
operation of all four speakers. By

successively pressing in on the volume
control knob, the channels should
switch in order 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 to 1 etc.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

Turn the player on by rotating the
volume control (left knob) clockwise
approximately 1/2 turn. Insert tool aid
cartridge D3AA-19A043-A label side
up, into the player. Set the tone control
(ring knob behind the volume control)
at full clockwise rotation. Set the
channel balance control (right ring
knob) at approximately mid position.
Let the tape run until music starts
playing, then re-adjust the controls for
desired volume, tone and balance. After
approximately 15 seconds of music, a
voice announcement should come from
both sides of vehicle, followed by music.
Following the music, is a voice
announcement, (with the left channel
following). Sound should come from the
left side of the vehicle; rotate the balance

control ring knob behind the station
selector knob on the right side.
Next, there will be a voice
announcement with the right channel
following. The sound then, should come
from the right side of the vehicle
followed with a 20-second tone.
N e x t , will come a voice
announcement, (stereo four channel
identification). By successively pressing
in on the volume control knob, the
channels should switch in order of 1 to
2-2 to 3-3 to 4 and 4 to 1 etc. Stereo four
channel identification will follow. A 30
second channel test emission will follow.
Near the end of the above channel
identification test, there will be a voice
announcement and a track switching
will follow. The tape player should
automatically advance to the next stereo
channel.
Remove the cartridge and check the
operation of the radio.

ADJUSTMENTS

PUSH BUTTONS

AM RADIO

Pull out the push button to be set to
unlock the push button mechanism.
Tune in the desired station with the
manual tuning knob. After the station is
clearly tuned in, push the button
straight in until it stops, then release it.
Repeat this procedure for the
remaining buttons.
AM-FM RADIO

All Except AM-FM-Stero Radio and
Tape Player
Slide the band selector to the left or
rotate the selector knob to set the radio
for AM-band reception. Pull out the
push button to be set to unlock the pushbutton mechanism. Tune in the desired
AM station with the manual tuning
control. When the station is clearly
tuned in, push the push button in firmly
and release it. This will set the push
button for that station. Repeat this
procedure for the remaining push
buttons. Then, adjust the same five push
buttons for FM stations by sliding the

band selector to the right or by rotating
the selector knob and repeating the
above push button adjustment
procedure.
AM-FM-STEREO RADIO AND TAPE
PLAYER

The five push buttons can be set to

a total of five stations in any
combination of AM-or-FM (one station
for each button).
Follow the push button adjustment
procedure described above.
AM-FM-STEREO RADIO AND TAPE
PLAYER

Speaker Balance Adjustment
The speaker balance adjustment on
the AM-FM-Stereo Radio and Stereo
Tape player can be made through the
tape cartridge door. However; only in
extreme cases of speaker unbalance,
should a speaker balance adjustment be
made (Fig. 1).
Note:
The antenna trimmer shown in Fig.
1 must not be adjusted under any
circumstances. This adjustment is preset for the fixed length antenna.
Adjustment of the antenna trimmer

could result in poor reception.
1. Properly adjust the receiver to a
FM-Stereo broadcast and allow unit
to operate for a short period. The
stereo jewel should be illuminated.
2. Open the tape cartridge door and
with a screwdriver, slowly rotate the
adjusting screw at BAL. Turning the
screw to the right increases the
volume of the right speakers.
Turning the screw to the left
increases the volume of the left
speakers.
3. Test speaker balance with a quality
tape.
ANTENNA TRIMMER
ALL EXCEPT AM-FM-STEREO RADIO
AND TAPE PLAYER

Fading or weak radio reception due
to an inadequate signal pick-up may, in
some instances, be corrected by
adjusting the antenna trimmer. The
trimmer is located at the right rear or
the front side of the radio. It must be
noted that fading or weak reception may
be due to an improperly extended
antenna, faulty antenna or radio.

35-01-03

RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER

STEREO LIGHT

ANTENNA TRIMMER

35-01-03

1. Inspect the antenna lead-in plug and
socket to be sure that they are clean.
Clean them if required.
2. Extend the antenna to its maximum
length and position the vehicle in an
open area away from steel buildings.
3. Turn the radio on.
4. Tune the radio to a weak station
around 1600 KC (16 on the dial).
Adjust the volume control so that
the station is barely audible.
5. Adjust the antenna trimmer to
obtain maximum volume from the
station.

SPEAKER BALANCE
L 1844 - A

FIG. 1 Speaker Balance Adjustment—AM-FM-Stereo Radio and Stereo Tape
Player

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
RADIO AND/OR TAPE PLAYER

7. Adjust the radio push buttons for
the desired stations.

FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

TORINO AND MONTEGO
Removal
1. Disconnect the battery negative
(ground) cable.
2. Pull the radio control knobs off the
radio shafts.
3. Remove the radio rear supporttoinstrument panel attaching screw
(Fig. 4).
4. Remove the two bezel nuts from
around the radio control shafts.
Then, lower the radio and
disconnect the speaker, power and
antenna wires from the radio
chassis.
Installation
1. Connect the speaker, power and
antenna wires to the radio chassis.
2. Position the radio to the instrument
panel and install the two bezel nuts.
3. Install the radio support bracket-toinstrument panel attaching nuts.
4. Connect the battery ground cable.
5. Adjust the antenna trimmer, if
necessary.
6. Install the radio control knobs and
set the push buttons for the desired
stations.
MAVERICK AND COMET
Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the radio rear support nut
and lockwasher (Fig. 5).
3. Remove four screws attaching the
radio bezel to the instrument panel.

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the radio knobs and the
screws attaching the bezel-toinstrument panel. Then, remove the
bezel (Figs. 2 and 3).
3. Remove the radio mounting plate
attaching screws.
4. Pull the radio to disengage it from
the lower rear support bracket.
5. Disconnect the power, antenna and
speaker leads and remove the radio.
6. Remove the radio to mounting plate
retaining nuts and washers and
remove the mounting plate.
7. Remove the rear upper support
retaining nut and remove the
support.
Installation
1. Position the rear upper support to
the radio and install the retaining
nut.
2. Position the mounting plate to the
radio and install the retaining nuts
and washers.
3. Position the radio part way into the
instrument panel and connect the
power lead, antenna speaker leads.
4. Push the radio in to engage the
lower rear support bracket.
5. Install the radio mounting plate to
instrument panel bezel and screws
and radio control knobs.
6. Connect the battery ground cable.

4. Pull the radio and bezel rearward
and disconnect the antenna power
and speaker leads.
5. Remove the bezel from the radio by
removing the knobs, discs and bezel
retaining nuts.
Installation
1. Position the bezel on the radio and
install the two bezel retaining nuts
(Fig. 5).
2. Install the disc and knob assemblies.
3. Connect the antenna, speaker and
power connectors.
4. Position the radio so that the rear
support mounting bolt enters the
hole in the rear support mounting
bracket.
5. Install the four radio bezel-toinstrument panel retaining screws.
6. Install the radio rear support nut
and lockwasher.
7. Connect the battery negative ground
cable.
8. Check the operation of the radio.
9. Adjust the selector buttons for the
desired stations.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
1. Disconnect the battery ground cable
and the antenna lead.
2. Remove the four screws retaining
the bezel and radio to the instrument
panel.
3. Pull radio from instrument panel
and disconnect the power lead and
speaker (Fig. 6).
4. Connect the speaker, antenna and
power leads.

35-01-04

RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER

35-01-04

SCREW

SPRING NUT
384816

SUPPORT - LOWER REAR
•18A921-

PLATE - RADIO MOUNTING
-19A004-

RECEIVER ASSEMBLY
L

031-D

FIG. 2 Radio Installation Ford—Typical

SPRING NUT
384816
NUT AND WASHER
SUPPRESSION EOND
-18592-

PLATE-RADIO
MOUNTING
-19A004-

KNOB ASSEMBLY
•1881?

K 3010-A

FIG. 3 Radio Installation Mercury and Meteor—Typical

35-01-05

35-01-05

RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER

5. Position the radio in the instrument
panel, be sure rear support slides
into place in instrument panel, and
install the bezel and four retaining
screws.
6. Connect the battery ground cable
and antenna lead. Check the
operation of the radio.

INSTRUMENT PANEL

PINTO

Removal

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2- Remove the instrument panel trim
brace cover.
3. Remove the rear support-to-radio
attaching bolt (Fig. 5).
4. Remove four screws attaching the
bezel to the instrument panel
opening.
5. Pull the radio out from the
instrument panel and disconnect the
speaker wires, power wire and the
antenna lead-in cable. Then, remove
the radio.
6. Remove the knob and disc from
each control shaft.
7. Remove the nuts and washers from
the control shafts, and remove the
bezel from the radio.
Installation
1. Position the bezel to the radio and
install the washers and retaining
nuts (Fig. 7). Install the disc and
knob on each control shaft.
2. Connect the speaker wires, power
wire and antenna lead-in cable to the
radio.
3. Position the radio into the
instrument panel opening, and
install the four bezel-to-instrument
panel attaching screws.
4. Install the rear support attaching
screw and the instrument panel
brace trim cover.
5. Connect the ground cable to the
battery.

KNOB
18817

K2145-D

FIG. 4 Radio Installation—Torino and Montego

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Removal
1. Disconnect th battery ground cable.
2. Remove the radio knobs and discs.
3. Remove the map lamp assembly
(three screws) and disconnect the
wire connectors.
4. Remove the steering column shroud,
ash tray door pad, instrument
cluster panel pad and open the glove
box door. Refer to Group 45 for
R e m o v a l and I n s t a l l a t i o n
Procedures.
5. Remove the center register applique
(three screws and two nuts). Then,
disconnect the cigar lighter and
glove box light switch wire
connectors.
6. Remove one nut attaching the radio
bracket-to-instrument panel tab and

remove the three screws attaching
the radio mounting bracket to the
instrument panel (Fig. 3).
7. Pull the radio out, disconnect the
power leads and the antenna cable,
and remove the radio.
8. On the MPX Tape, remove the nuts
and washers from the control shafts,
and remove the radio mounting
plate from the radio. Then, remove
the rear mounting bracket (one nut).
Installation
1. Position the radio mounting plate
and rear mounting bracket to the
radio, and install the retaining nuts
and washers (MPX Tape only).
2. Connect the speaker wires, power
wire and antenna lead-in cable to the
radio.
3. Position the radio in the instrument

35-01-06

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

panel opening and align the locating
tabs on the front mounting plate
with the instrument panel holes and
the rear bracket with the panel tab
stud (Fig. 8). Then, install the front
and rear bracket-to-instrument
panel nut and screws.
Connect the cigar lighter and glove
box light.
Install the center register applique to
the instrument panel.
Install the instrument cluster panel
pad, ash tray door pad, steering
column shroud, and radio control
knobs.
Connect the battery ground cable.
Set the radio station selector buttons
and check the radio operation.

35-01-06

RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER

SPEAKER AND
PLATE ASSEMBLY
' 9A054
REAR SUPPORT
NUT&
LOCKWASHER
34659-S36

THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery negative
(ground) cable.
2. Pull the radio control knobs off the
radio shafts.
3. Remove the nut from both radio
control shafts (Fig. 9).
4. Remove the radio rear support to
panel attaching screw.
5. Disconnect the radio power wires
and speaker wires at the connectors.
6. Disconnect the antenna lead and
remove the radio.
Installation
1. Connect the speaker, power and
antenna wires to the radio chassis.
2. Position the radio to the instrument
panel.
3. Install the nuts on the control shafts.
4. Install the radio rear support
attaching screw.
5. Install the discs and knobs on the
control shafts.

NUT
19A06T
DISC
18 A 932
KNOBS

L1210-B

FIG. 5 Radio Installation—Maverick and Comet—Typical

35-01-07

RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER

35-01-07

6. Connect the battery ground cable.
7. Check the operation of the radio and
set the push buttons.
RADIO INTERFERENCE
SUPPRESSION
The interference suppression
equipment installations for the various
models are shown in Fig. 10.

STEREO
TAPE
18A932

L1377-A

FIG. 6 Radio Installation—Mustang and Cougar—Typical

REAR SUPPORT

BEZEL
18842

K2714-A

FIG. 7 Radio Installation—Pinto

35-01-08

RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER

35-01-08

ANTENNA LEAD

RECEIVER ASSEMBLY
RADIO MOUNTING PLATE
19A179NUT AND WASHER

CENTER REGISTER ASSEMBLY

WASHER

SCREW AND WASHER

KNOB
18817-

FIG. 8 Radio Installation—Lincoln Continental—Typical

NUT
34653-S36

PAD
19A169

K2311-C

FIG. 9 Radio Installation—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV—Typical

K 3011-A

35-01-09

RADIO AND STEREO TAPE PLAYER

HOOD BOND
STRAP
18870

35-01-09

P.C. BOARD

BRAKE PEDAL
SUPPORT
•PQISS^
18A952

INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
10849

CONDENSER
18801
YELLOW

CONDENSER
18801
L1405-A

FIG. 10 Radio Interference Suppression—Typical

CLEANING
STEREO TAPE PLAYER HEAD
AND CAPSTAN
The playback head and capstan in
the tape player may accumulate tape
coating residue (oxide) as the tape passes
over the head. This accumulation may
need to be periodically removed as part

SPECIFICATIONS
The locations of the radio fuses in
the various vehicles fuse panels are
shown in Group 34, Part 30.

of normal maintenance, if it causes weak
or wavering sound. This should be done
by holding the player cartridge door
open and cleaning the playback head
with a cotton swab, slightly moistened
with alcohol. To clean the capstan, trip
the on-off switch at the rear of the
cartridge slot with the eraser end of a

pencil and hold the alcohol moistened
swab against the rotating capstan.
Excess alcohol on the swab may run
down the capstan and damage the
bearings. Do not use carbon
tetrachloride.

35-10-01

35-10-01

ANTENNAS—STANDARD

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

Thunderbird

Pinto

Mustang

Montego

Maverick

Comet

Torino

Cougar

Meteor

Mercury

COMPONENT INDEX
Applies to Models as Indicated

Ford

All Models

PART 35-10 Antennas-Standard

10-04 10-04 10-04 10-01 10-01 10-03 10-03 10-01 10-01 10-03 10-02

A page number indicates that the item is for the vehicle(s) listed at the head of the column.
N/A indicates that the item is not applicable to the vehicle(s) listed.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
ANTENNA
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

Removal
1. Disconnect the antenna lead in cable
from the connector at the right side
of the radio and the three routing
clips (Fig. 1).
2. Remove the snap-on cap and four
screws retaining the antenna to the
fender.
3. Remove the antenna locating clips
in the hinge pillar area. Tie a piece of
twine to the antenna lead-in cable

for use as a pull-line during antenna
installation.
4. Pull out the grommet and remove
the antenna assembly.
Installation
1. Mark the location of the locating
clips on the new antenna lead-in
cable and transfer the clips and
twine to the new antenna.
2. Insert the antenna lead-in cable to
the fender and route the lead in wire
through the hinge pillar area to the
radio. Remove the twine (Fig. 1).
3. Install the antenna-to-fender
retaining screws and install the cap.

4. Push the grommet in place, fasten
the locating clips, position the lead
cable to the three retainers and
connect the antenna plug to the
radio (Fig. 1).
MONTEGO AND TORINO

1. Disconnect the antenna plug from
the side of the radio receiver (at the
back of the radio). Tie a string to the
end of the antenna lead. Pull the
grommet from the seated position
and the routing clips.
2. Remove the antenna cap, four
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FIG. 1 Antenna Installation—Mustang and Cougar
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35-10-02

35-10-02

ANTENNAS—STANDARD

screws, and remove the antenna
assembly (Fig. 2).
3. Tie the string to the new antenna
lead.
4. Position the antenna assembly in the
opening, transfer the locating clips
on the antenna and install the
antenna.
5. Pull the antenna lead through the
opening and route the lead under the
glove box and connect the lead to the
radio.
THUNDERBIRD

VIEW C

The antenna mast is detachable as
shown in Fig. 3.
1. Disconnect the antenna lead from
the extension near the right cowl
side and not from the radio. Then,
push the cable through the grommet
in the dash panel.
2. Remove the antenna cap, four
screws, and remove the antenna
assembly.
3. Position the antenna in the opening,
put the spacer in position and install
the antenna (Fig. 3).
4. Pull the lead through the grommet
in the dash panel, and seat the
grommet.
5. Connect the lead to the extension
cable and tape it to the bottom of the
heater blower case.

L1381-B

FIG. 2 Antenna Installation—Torino and Montego

VIEW A
/
/
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I ,'tr

7 /
FRONT OF
VEHICLE

SEE VIEW A
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L1406-B

FIG. 3 Antenna Installation—Thunderbird

35-10-03

35-10-03

ANTENNAS—STANDARD

SEE VIEW
CAP

REAR VIEW OP AM RECEIVER
SHOWING ANTENNA
LEAD-IN INSTALLATION

VIEW

INSERT CLIPS
INTO HOLES

VIEW C

SEE VIEWS B AND C

SEE VIEW A

NOTE: REMOVE COWL SIDE TRIM PANEL
BEFORE MAKING INSTALLATION

REAR VIEW OF AM/FM/MFX
RECEIVER SHOWING
ANTENNA LEAD-IN
INSTALLATION

CLIP
376118

REAR VIEW OF INSTRUMENT PANEL
SHOWING ROUTING OF ANTENNA LEAD-IN
VIEW D

VIEW A

L1382-B

FIG. 4 Antenna Installation—Maverick and Comet
MAVERICK AND COMET

1. Disconnect the antenna lead from
the side of the radio receiver and
remove the clips retaining the lead to
the instrument panel (Fig. 4). Tie a
string to the end of the antenna lead
in cable for use as a pull line during
antenna installation.
2. Remove the antenna cap, four
screws, pull the cable through the
hole and remove the antenna
assembly.
3. Tie the string to the new antenna
lead.
4. Position the antenna assembly in the
fender opening, put the spacer in
position on the antenna and install
the antenna base to the fender. (Fig.
4).
5. Using the string, pull the antenna
lead through the opening, install the
retaining clips and connect the lead
to the radio.

CAP

PINTO

Removal
1. Disconnect the antenna connector at
the rear of the radio (Fig. 5) and
remove the clips retaining the cable
to the instrument panel.
2. Remove the snap-on cap and four
screws retaining the antenna to the
fender.

VIEW B

SEE VIEW A
CLIP
376118-S

FIG. 5 Antenna Installation—Pinto

L1407-A

35-10-04

3. Tie a piece of twine to the antenna
lead-in cable for use as a pull-line
during antenna installation.
4. Pull out the grommet and remove
the antenna assembly.
Installation
1. Insert the antenna lead-in cable to
the fender and route the lead in cable
through the hinge pillar area to the
radio. Remove the twine (Fig. 5).
2. Install the antenna base and gasket-to-fender, retaining screws, and
install the cap.
3. Push the grommet in place, fasten
the locating clips at the instrument
panel and connect the antenna lead
in cable to the radio (Fig. 5).

2. Remove the base attaching screws.
3. Pull (do not pry) the antenna up
through the fender far enough to
reach the antenna lead.
4. Then, twist and pull (do not pry) the
antenna lead from the base.
Installation
1. Position the gasket to the base
assembly.
2. Insert the antenna lead securely into
the antenna base and install the
attaching screws (base to fender).
3. Install the cap to the antenna base
(snap on).
4. Remove the shipping plug and
install the antenna mast into the
base.

ANTENNA MAST

ANTENNA CABLE

FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR

FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR

The antenna mast is detachable as
shown in Fig. 6.

Removal
1. Remove the instrument panel pad
assembly, See Part 45-61.
2. Remove the antenna base as
outlined above and disconnect the
antenna cable from the base
assembly.
3. Disconnect the antenna lead from
the radio and the clip on the
instrument panel (Ford only).

ANTENNA BASE
FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR
Removal

1. Remove the snap cap from the
antenna (Fig. 6).

35-10-04

ANTENNAS—STANDARD

4. Remove the plastic leaf catcher and
pull the cable and grommet through
the retainer wall (Fig. 6).
5. Remove the right side windshield
wiper stop.
6. Disengage the antenna retaining and
locator clips and remove the
antenna.
Installation
1. Route the cable through the retainer
wall and seat the grommet. Pull the
antenna cable from inside the
vehicle to seat the grommet to the
wall.
2. Pass the cable through the clip on
the instrument panel (Ford), and
connect the lead to the radio.
3. Route the cable and connect the
locator clip(s) to the cowl and
fender.
4. Install the right side windshield
wiper stop. Make sure the notch is
positioned to clear the antenna
cable.
5. Install the plastic leaf catcher.
6. Route the antenna cable through the
fender hole and install the cable as
outlined under Antenna Base,
Removal and Installation.

ANTENNA MAST ASSEMBLY
-18A886-

SEE VIEW B

CAP
18A927-

SHIPPING PLUG

)

CABLE ASSEMBLY
-18812VIEW A

FIG. 6 Antenna Installation—Ford, Mercury and Meteor

FRONT OF VEHICLE

CABLE ASSEMBLY
-18812-

VIEWB

L 1380-C

35-21-01

35-21-01

ANTENNAS—POWER

PART 35-21 Antennas-Power
COMPONENT INDEX

Page

COMPONENT INDEX

Page

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION-Cont'd.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
21-01

Antenna

Antenna Switch

21-02

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
ANTENNA

TRIMNUT-19A24/

THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

1. From under the instrument panel,
disconnect the antenna lead from
the extension cable (near the right
cowl trim panel) and push the cable
through the dash panel grommet.
2. Remove the lower bracket attaching
screws (Fig. 1) at the fender apron.
3. Remove the top nut and stanchon
and remove the antenna assembly
through the engine compartment.
4. Position the antenna and attach the
stanchon and top nut (do not
tighten).
5. Install the bracket lower attaching
screws (do not tighten), tighten the
top nut (50-70) lb-in. torque and
then tighten the bracket lower
attaching screws.
6. Pull the antenna lead through, seat
the grommet in the dash panel and
connect the lead to the extension
cable. Tape the cable to the bottom
of the blower housing.

WIRING AND MOTOR ASSEMBLY
19A018

BOLT-57C42-S2

K2874-A

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Removal
1. Lower the antenna and remove the
luggage compartment left trim panel
(Fig. 2).
2. Disconnect the lead-in cable from
the antenna.
3. Disconnect the antenna motor wires
at the connectors.
4. Remove the trim nut from the
antenna.
5. Remove the screw from the antenna
mounting bracket located at the
bottom of the motor.
6. Remove the antenna assembly from
the vehicle.

FIG. 1 Power Antenna Installation—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV

Installation
1. Clean the underside of the rear
fender to assure a good ground when
the antenna is installed.
2. Install the collar on the antenna
assembly and wrap (two and one
half) turns of sealer around antenna
tube, on top of the antenna collar
before positioning antenna.
3. Position the antenna to the fender
and install the gasket, spacer and
trim nut. Tighten the nut only finger
tight.

4. Install the antenna bracket but do
not tighten the nuts.
5. Tilt the antenna 1 degree inboard
and 3 1/2 degrees rearward; then,
tighten the bracket nuts.
6. Connect the antenna lead-in cable
and motor wires.
7. Tighten the antenna trim nut and
check the operation of the antenna
and radio.
8. Install the luggage compartment
trim panel.

35-21-02

35-21-02

ANTENNAS—POWER

ANTENNA SWITCH
AND WIRING
ANTENNA ASSEMBLY
SEE VIEW E

SEE VIEW D

FIG. 2 Power Antenna Installation—Lincoln Continental

ANTENNA SWITCH
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Remove the switch attaching screw
(Fig. 3). Lower the switch and wire
assembly, disconnect the wire at the
connector and remove the switch. To
install, connect the wire assembly at the
connector, position the switch and
install the retaining screw.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Installation

Removal
1. Remove the three screws attaching
the map light to the instrument
panel.
2. Disconnect the switch wires at the
connector (Fig. 4).
3. Remove the switch from the switch
receptacle.

1. Install the switch in the switch
receptacle.
2. Connect the switch wires at the
connector.
3. Position the map light to the
instrument panel and install the
three retaining screws.

35-21-03

ANTENNAS—POWER

CONNECTOR

SEE VIEW B

PART 0F

1 4 4 0 1 W I R E ASS

EMBLY

VIEW SHOWING CONNECTION OF ELECTRIC ANTENNA SWITCH
VIEW A

CLIP-45257-S2

SWITCH-19A167

SCREW-42366-S36

VIEW SHOWING INSTALLATION OF ELECTRIC ANTENNA SWITCH
VIEW B

K2875-A

FIG. 3 Antenna Switch Installation—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV

35-21-03

35-21-04

ANTENNAS—POWER

NUT-45257.S2

WASHER
34907-S36
NUT
355987-S36

MAP LIGHT BODY

KNOB-17513
SCREW-384154-S2

FIG. 4 Antenna Switch Installation—Lincoln Continental

K2876-A
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SPEAKERS

PART 35-30 Speakers
COMPONENT INDEX
Applies to Models as Indicated

o

o

1

11
JU

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Speakers

3001

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Door and Cowl Speakers

3001

Front Speakers
Rear Speakers

30-0230-02
3001 3001 3001 300 3001 300 3001 3001 3001 3001 N/A N/A N/A

3002

A page number indicates that the item is for the vehicle(s) listed at the head of the column.
N/A indicates that the item is not applicable to the vehicle(s) listed.

DESCRIPTION
SPEAKER DESCRIPTION

The radio speakers used in all 1973
vehicles have 3.2 ohms impedance. The
new speakers are not interchangeable
with the 8 ohm speakers used in past
models.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
FRONT SPEAKER
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

Remove the instrument panel pad as
outlined in Group 45. Remove the three
screws holding the speaker and plate
assembly to the instrument panel.
Disconnect the speaker leads at the
connector. Remove the four speaker
retaining nuts and remove the speaker
(Fig. 1).
To install, attach the speaker to the
mounting plate with four nuts and
connect the speaker. Position the
speaker and plate assembly to the
instrument panel and install the three
retaining screws. Check the speaker
operation and install the instrument
panel pad as outlined in Group 45.
MAVERICK AND COMET

Remove the ash tray as outlined in
Part 35-40. Then, remove the glove box
shelf (Group 45). Disconnect the A/C
flexible duct assembly (on units so
equipped). Disconnect the speaker and
remove the speaker-to-plate attaching
nut. Reach in through the ash tray

opening and remove the other attaching
nut. Remove the speaker through the
glove box opening.
MUSTANG, COUGAR, TORINO AND
MONTEGO,

2.

rearward. On vehicles equipped with
A / C , pull the A / C control
rearward.
Remove four screws retaining the
radio to the instrument panel and
one screw at the rear support
bracket. Pull the radio rearward.
Working through the heater control
or A/C control and the radio
opening, disconnect the speaker,
remove the two speaker retaining
screws and remove the speaker
through the radio opening.
Position the speaker and install the
two retaining screws.
Position the radio, connect the
speaker and install the 4 screws at
the instrument panel and one rear
bracket screw.
Position the heater control or A/C
control and install the retaining
screws.

Remove the instrument panel pad as
outlined in Group 45. Remove the
speaker and plate assembly retaining
screws, disconnect the speaker lead at
the connector and remove the speaker
and plate assembly (Figs. 2 and 3).
Remove the speaker to plate retaining
screws and remove the speaker from the
plate.
To install, position the speaker to
the plate and install the retaining nuts.
Connect the speaker lead to the radio.
Position the speaker and plate assembly
and install the retaining screws. Check
the speaker operation. Install the
instrument panel pad.

4.

PINTO

DOOR SPEAKERS

1. Remove the two screws retaining the
heater control and pull the control

Remove the door trim panel (Group
45). Remove the screws retaining the

3.

5.

6.

35-30-02

SPEAKERS

SCREW
42366

35-30-02
speaker to the door, disconnect the
speaker lead and remove the speaker
(Figs. 4 and 5).
To install, connect the speaker lead,
position the speaker to the door and
install the retaining screws. Push the
locater clip into the hole in the wiring
retainer, check the speaker operation
and install the door trim panel.

.SPEAKER

C O W L SPEAKERS
MAVERICK AND COMET

Remove the side cowl trim panel
with speaker grille attached. Remove
the speaker attaching screws, disconnect
the speaker lead wire and remove the
speaker.
REAR SEAT SPEAKERS

L1383 • B

FIG. 1 Front Speaker Installation—Ford, Meteor and Mercury

SCREW-42366-S2

L1408-A

FIG. 2 Front Speaker Installation—Mustang and Cougar

The rear seat speaker is accessible
for replacement from the luggage
compartment.
Disconnect the speaker plug and
remove the attaching nuts.
To install, position the speaker,
install the attaching nuts and connect
the speaker lead.

35-30-03

35-30-03

SPEAKERS

SCREW-42366-S36

SPEAKER AND
PLATE ASSEMBLY

CONNECTOR

L1409-A

FIG. 3 Front Speaker Installation Torino and Montego

SCREW
55927-S42

FIG. 4 Typical Door Speaker Installation

35-30-04

SPEAKERS

35-30-04

\)

SCREW-55927-S42X

TRIM PANEL
GRILLE-18978
L1410-A

FIG. 5 Typical Door Speaker Installation

35-40-01

35-40-01

ASH RECEPTACLES AND CIGAR LIGHTER

PART 35-40 Ash Receptacles and
Cigar Lighter
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
ASH RECEPTACLES

Ash receptacle retainer assemblies,
in the instrument panel, may be serviced
by first disengaging the box assembly
and then removing the retainer
mounting screws.

HOUSING-14A335
KNOB AND ELEMENT-15052

SCREW-55935-S9

CIGAR LIGHTER—INSTRUMENT
PANEL
ALL VEHICLES EXCEPT MAVERICK,
COMET, LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable, and remove the lighter
element.
2. From under the instrument panel,
disconnect the lighter wire, remove
the socket retainer and the socket.
MAVERICK AND COMET

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the ash receptacle
assembly, and disconnect the lighter
wire.
3. Remove the element, remove the
retainer and the socket.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the glove box.
3. Open the ash receptacle.
4. Through the glove box opening,
disconnect the lighter wire, remove
the socket retainer, and remove the
socket.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Remove the cluster trim cover as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50.
disconnect the lighter wire, remove the
socket retainer and remove the socket.

L1411-A

FIG. 1 Arm Rest Lighter Installation—Typical

CIGAR LIGHTER—ARM REST
EXCEPT LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Remove one housing retaining screw
(Fig. 1). Lift housing up to gain access
to the lighter leads. Disconnect the lead
from the lighter. Remove the lighter
socket retainer and remove the socket.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

1. Remove the rear arm rest trim
panel.

2. Disconnect the power lead, ground
lead and light socket.
3. Remove the lighter socket retainer
and remove the socket.
CIGAR LIGHTER—CONSOLE

1. Remove the console cover.
2. Disconnect the power lead and
ground lead.
3. Remove the lighter socket retainer
and remove the socket.

35-50-01

MIRRORS—INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

35-50-01

PART 35-50 Mirrors-Inside and Outside
COMPONENT INDEX

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Bonded Rear View Mirror
Outside Rear View Mirror

Page

COMPONENT INDEX

Page

50-01
50-01

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION-Cont'd.
Remote Control Rear View Mirror L.H.
Remote Control Rear View Mirror R.H.

50-01
50-01

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
INSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR
Removal
1. Loosen the mirror assemblyto-mounting bracket set screw (Fig.
1).
2. Remove the mirror assembly by
sliding upward and away from the
mounting bracket.
3. Remove the mirror mounting
bracket from the windshield. If the
bracket vinyl pad remains on the
windshield, apply low heat from an
electric heat gun until the vinyl
softens. Then, peel the vinyl off the
windshield.
Installation
1. Locate and mark the mirror
mounting bracket location on the
outside surface of the windshield
with a wax pencil (Fig. 3).
2. Thoroughly clean the inside of the
windshield with mild abrasive
cleaning powder and a clean cloth
saturated in alcohol. Then, use a
paper towel and remove all cleaner
from the windshield.
3. Roughen the bonding surface of the
mounting bracket with fine grit
sandpaper. Then, wipe the surface
clean with a paper towel soaked in
alcohol.
4. Spray on a generous amount of
Minute Bond Accelerator to the
bonding surface of the mounting
bracket. Allow the bonding material
to dry for five minutes. Do not touch
the mounting surface.
5. Spray on a thin film of Accelerator
to the mounting surface of the
windshield. Allow the bonding
material to dry for one minute.
6. Apply two drops of Minute Bond to
the mounting surface of the bracket.
Using a clean toothpick or wooden
match, quickly spread the adhesive
evenly over the mounting surface of
the bracket.
7. Quickly position the mounting
bracket on the windshield. The 3/8

L1333-A

FIG. 1 Inside Rear View Mirror Installation

inch circular depression in the
bracket must be toward the bottom
edge. Press and hold the bracket
firmly against the windshield for
about one minute.
8. Allow the bond to set for five
minutes. Then, remove any excess
bonding material from the
windshield with an alcohol
dampened rag.
9. Attach the mirror to the mounting
bracket and tighten the set screw.
OUTSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR
The conventional outside rear view
mirror is mounted on the left door. To
remove the mirror, remove the
attaching screws and lift off the mirror
and gasket.
REMOTE CONTROL REAR VIEW
MIRROR-LH.
Removal
1. Remove the bezel nut from the
remote control actuator.
2. Remove the door trim panel mirror
plate and then remove the mirror
cable attaching clips.
3. Remove the mirror attaching
screw(s) and remove the mirror and
control cable from the door.

Installation
1. Position the mirror to the door and
install the attaching screw(s) (Fig. 2
and 4).
2. Install the mirror cable attaching
clips, route the cable inside the door,
attach the mirror plate and bezel nut
and install the door trim panel.
3. Install the bezel nut and check the
operation of the mirror and operate
the window up and down to insure
that the mirror cables do not
i n t e r f e r e with the window
mechanism.
REMOTE CONTROL REAR VIEW
MIRROR-R.H.
Removal
1. Remove the bazel nut from the
remote control actuator (Figs. 4, 5
and 6).
2. Remove the cable retainer and/or
retaining clips from the instrument
panel assembly.
3. Remove the door trim panel as
outlined in Group 45, remove the
cable-to-door retaining clip and
unseat the retaining grommets.
4. Remove the mirror attaching
screw(s) and carefully remove the
mirror and cable assembly from the
door.
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MIRROR ASSEMBLY-l7683

VIEWB
L 1246-A

FIG. 2 Remote Control Mirror Installation—All Except Ford, Mercury, Meteor, Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV

Installation
1. Carefully route the mirror cable and
actuator assembly through the door,
front pillar post and install the
mirror attaching screw(s).
2. Install the mirror cable-to-door
retaining clip and seat the grommets
into position (Figs. 4, 5 and 6).
3. Position the cable and actuator to
the instrument panel and install the
retaining clips and/or retainer.
Then, install the actuator bezel and/
or nut.
4. Check the mirror operation and
operate the window up and down to
insure that the mirror cables do not
i n t e r f e r e with the window
mechanism. Install the door trim
panel.

CAR LINE
FORD
MERCURY
METEOR

MUSTANG
COUGAR

MODELS

A DIM.

65

6-5/16

54
71
57
76
63

6-5/16
6-7/8
7-13/16

ALL EXCEPT
5-13/16
63

TORINO &
MONTEGO

ALL

5-1/16

LINCOLN

ALL

6-5/16

THUNDERBIRD
MARK IV

ALL

4-3/8

PINTO

ALL

7-5/16

MAVERICK
COMET

ALL

5-3/4

TRUCK

ALL

3-3/8

PAD-REAR VIEW INSIDE
MIRROR F0 WINDSHIELD

BRACKET-REAR VIEW
INSIDE MIRROR-17698
N1736-E

FIG. 3 Inside Rear View Mirror Locations
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MIRRORS—INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

35-50-03

'LATE • WITHOUT
POWER WINDOWS
17B733

FIGURE 1

FIG. 4 Remote Control Mirror Installation—Ford, Mercury, Meteor, Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV

CLEANING
OUTSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR
Outside rear view mirrors should
not be cleaned with a dry cloth or
abrasive cleaning powders. Do not
remove ice with a scraper. The mirror
should only be cleaned with a soft cloth
and mild detergent and water, otherwise
damage to the reflective surface may
result.
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35-50-04

TRIM PANEL
INSTRUMENT PANEL ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 1

\

BRACKET
17B715

SCREW

MIRROR ACTUATOR
KN0B

INSTRUMENT PANEL
CLUSTER FINISH PANEL
VIEW B

VIEW A

MIRROR ASSEMBLY

©

MIRROR ASSEMBLY

VIEW E

MIRROR
ASSEMBLY

FIG. 5 R.H.-Remote Control Mirror Installation—Thunderbird
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IEWA

FORD SHOWN - MERCURY TYPICAL 2 PLACES

FIG. 6 R.H.-Remote Control Mirror Installation—Ford, Mercury and Meteor
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MIRRORS—INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

35-50-06

UPPER INSTRUMENT PANEL
HEATER OPENING HOLE

MOULDING

CLIP
380772

FIGURE 1
MIRROR ASSY
INSTRUMENT PANEL
ACCESS HOLE COVER

NUT17B732
VIEW B

INSTRUMENT PANEL

FIG. 7 R.H.-Remote Control Mirror Installation—Lincoln Continental
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35-60-02

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
WINDSHIELD WIPER
SYSTEM—NON DEPRESSED
PARK
TORINO AND MONTEGO (LOW
SERIES), PINTO, MAVERICK, COMET,
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

The windshield wipers are actuated
by a permanent magnet, rotary type
electric motor. The two wiper arms and
blades are mounted on a pivot shaft, one
at each side of the windshield. The pivot
shafts are connected to the motor by
linkage arms and attaching clips.
WINDSHIELD WIPER
SYSTEM—DEPRESSED PARK
FORD, METEOR, MERCURY, TORINO,
MONTEGO, LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

The wiper motor is a two-speed,
permanent magnet depressed park type
with the brush end plate at one end of
the housing and a gear housing at the
other end. The park switch is located in
the gear cover and the park mechanism
is located in the output arm.
The motor is mounted on the engine
side of the cowl outer panel between the
left hood hinge and the master brake
cylinder on Ford, Mercury, Meteor and
Lincoln Continental and inboard of the

master cylinder on Torino, Montego,
Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV.
A drive arm connects the motor directly
to the drop arm of the right pivot shaft
on Ford, Meteor, Mercury, Torino,
Montego and Lincoln Continental. The
drive arm connects the motor to the
drop arm of the left pivot shaft on
Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV.
INTERMITTENT WIPER
GOVERNOR
ALL EXCEPT MAVERICK, COMET
AND PINTO

The intermittent operation of the
windshield wiper motor is controlled by
a variable resistor in the windshield
wiper control switch which, in
conjunction with the electronic
governor, allows a variable pause
between wiping cycles.
Normal operation of the wiper
switch (except Ford, Meteor and
Mercury), is to rotate the wiper-washer
knob to theright.The first position is for
slow speed and the second is for high
speed.
For intermittent operation, rotate
the wiper-washer knob to the left. The
more the knob is rotated to the left, the
greater the resistance in the switch the
longer the time between wiper blade
sweeps.

Normal operation of the wiper
switch on the Ford, Meteor and
Mercury vehicles, is to slide the wiperwasher knob towards the right. The first
position (about 3/4" long is for
intermittent, the second is for low speed
and, the third is for high speed.
When the control knob is placed at
the left side of the intermittent position,
the time interval between wiper blade
sweeps is at maximum. As the control is
slid toward the right side of the
intermittent position (before the detent
is felt) the time interval between sweeps
becomes less.
When the detent position is felt as
the switch is slid toward the right the
wiper system will go into low speed and
the next detent position, on the extreme
right, is high speed.
The variable resistor in the switch
controls the amount of current to the
electronic pause control which, in turn,
regulates the operation of the motor for
the desired time interval.
The governor for the 1973 Ford,
Mercury and Meteor has a unique
feature: Operation of the windshield
washers while the switch is in the
intermittent position, electrically
overrides the governor, causing the
wipers to operate at low speed.
Normal intermittent wipe operation
resumes when the wash knob is released.

TESTING
WIPER MOTOR CURRENT
DRAW—NON-DEPRESSED PARK

WIPER MOTOR CURRENT
DRAW—DEPRESSED PARK

PINTO, MAVERICK, COMET,
TORINO, MONTEGQ, MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

FORD, METEOR, MERCURY, TORINO,
MONTEGO, LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Disconnect the battery. Disconnect
the linkage from the motor and
disconnect the electrical plug to test the
motor on the vehicle. Connect the green
lead from the test equipment to the
battery positive post (Fig. 1). Connect
the positive (red) lead from the tester
first to the low speed connection and
then to the high speed connections at the
connector plug as shown. In either case,
the current draw should not exceed 3
amperes.

The Windshield Wiper Motor Tests
can be performed with the wiper motor
installed in the vehicle with linkage
disconnected or on the bench.
The motor terminals are too small to
make the necessary test connections
without using connector sleeves and
wires between the motor terminals and
the test equipment as shown in Fig. 2.
The connector sleeves (available in Kit
No. C4AZ-14294-B) should be crimped
onto both ends of the wires.

Connect the positive (red) lead from
the test equipment to the center terminal
on the motor end plate, and connect the
green lead from the tester to the battery
positive post (Fig. 2). Connect a jumper
wire from the battery negative post to
the low speed terminal on the motor end
plate and read the current draw. Move
the jumper wire from the low speed
terminal to the high speed terminal, and
read the high speed current draw. In
either case the current draw should not
exceed 3.5 amperes. If the current draw
does exceed 3.5 amperes, check the
output arm and windlatch mechanism
for binding or damage before replacing
the motor.
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CIRCUIT BREAKER TEST

The circuit breaker is located in the
wiper control switch, except Ford,
Mercury and Meteor which has a 8 1/
4 amp circuit breaker in the fuse panel.
All rotary pin terminal switches
have a circuit breaker rating of 8 1/4
amps and all rotary blade terminal
switches have a rating of 7 amps.
Two separate tests are necessary to
check for correct circuit breaker
operation. On Ford, Mercury and
Meteor, remove the circuit breaker from
the fuse panel and connect the tester
leads to the circuit breaker.
Test 1
1. Before connecting the switch to the
Rotunda volt-amp tester as shown in
Fig. 3, short the tester leads together
and adjust the current draw until it
equals the circuit breaker rating.
2. Connect the switch to the tester as
shown in Fig. 3. Leave the switch
connected to the tester for ten
minutes. The current reading on the
ammeter should remain at the rated
current. If the circuit breaker opens
during the ten minutes, replace the
wiper switch assembly. On Ford,
Meteor and Mercury, replace the
circuit breaker.
Test 2
1. Short the tester leads together and
adjust the current draw until it is
twice the rated current.
2. Connect the switch as shown in Fig.
3. The current reading on the
ammeter should drop to zero within
30 seconds. If it takes longer than 30
seconds for the circuit breaker to
open (current reading drops to
zero), replace the wiper switch
assembly. On Ford, Meteor and
Mercury, replace the circuit breaker.
WIPER SWITCH CONTINUITY
TEST

Check the continuity between the
switch terminals as shown in Figs. 4 and
5. Either a self-powered test light or an
ohmmeter can be used to test a standard
two speed switch. An ohmmeter must be
used to test a switch used with the
intermittent wiper system.
To detect marginal operation of the
switch, rotate the switch control knob
while each reading is being taken.
If the switch does not exhibit
continuity as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 or
if poor continuity exists in any switch
position, replace the switch.

LOW SPEED CONNECTION (SHOWN)

-Whit

K1995-C

FIG. 1 Wiper Motor Current Draw Test Connections

PARKING TEST—NONDEPRESSED PARK
PINTO, MAVERICK, COMET,
TORINO, MONTEGO, MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

Stop the wiper system with the
ignition switch so that the wiper blades
are not in park position. Connect
jumper wires as shown in Fig. 6. The
wipers should not run more than one
full cycle and then park. If the motor
will not park or will not run to park
position, replace the motor. If the motor
stops correctly check the windshield
wiper manual control switch and the
wiring for continuity.
PARKING TEST—DEPRESSED
PARK
FORD, METEOR, MERCURY, TORINO,
MONTEGO, LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

After the current Draw Test, the
leads should be disconnected from the
motor so that the output arm stops
approximately 90 degress past the park

position for this test.
Using the appropriate connector
sleeves and wires, make electrical
connections to the motor from a 12 volt
battery as shown in Fig. 2. With this
hookup, the motor output arm should
move in the following cycle:
Rotate in the normal direction.
Reverse direction of rotation for
approximately 10 degrees to 15 degrees.
Stop rotating while the crank pin is
moved r a d i a l l y o u t w a r d in a
semicircular motion.
Stop in the final park position with
the current draw going to zero.
If the output arm rotates in the
reverse direction more than 15 degrees
or if the motor stalls or jams while the
output arm is rotating in the reverse
direction replace the arm and windlatch
assembly with the appropriate kit.
If the motor does not run or does not
park, check the wiring connections at
the motor before removing the motor
from the vehicle.
For any other deviation from the
above cycle, replace the gear cover and
switch assembly with the appropriate
kit.

35-60-04
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35-60-04

VOLT - AMP - ALTERNATOR TESTER

FOR HIGH
SPEED CHECK
BRUSH END PLATE
CURRENT DRAW TEST

K2440-A

FIG. 2 Windshield Wiper Motor Tests—Depressed Park Type

INTERMITTENT GOVERNOR
ALL EXCEPT PINTO, MAVERICK AND
COMET

If intermittent operation is
unsatisfactory, first check the motor
current draw and the control switch and
all connecting wires for continuity. If
the motor, switch and connecting wires
are OK, replace the electronic governor
(Fig. 7).

35-60-05

BLADE-TYPE SWITCH
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WMM

Green
/

K2100-C

FIG. 3 Circuit Breaker Test
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W2

W2

PIN-TYPE SWITCH

BLADE-TYPE SWITCH (2 SPEED)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (2 SPEED)

SWITCH
POSITION

CONTINUITY
BETWEEN
TERMINALS

OFF (PARK)

B-C
A-H
F-G

LOW

C-D
A-G-H

HIGH

D-E
A-G-H

WASH

W,-W2

CONTINUITY
BETWEEN
TERMINALS

SWITCH
POSITION
OFF (PARK)

C-D
A-B

LOW

A-B-C

HIGH

A-B-E

WASH

W1-W2

INTERMITTENT

SWITCH
POSITION
OFF (PARK)

CONTINUITY
BETWEEN
TERMINALS

INTERMITTENT
SWITCH
POSITION

CONTINUITY
BETWEEN
TERMINALS

3-C
A-H
F-G

OFF (PARK)

A-B
D-E

LOW

C-D-F-G
A-H

LOW

A-B
D-E-F

HIGH

D-E-F-G
A-H

HIGH

D-E-F
A-B -C

INTERMITTENT

A-H
C-D-F
VARIABLE RESISTANCE BETWEEN
,F AND G - M I N . 100-900 ohms
M A X . 5600-8400 ohms

INTERMITTENT

E-F
A-B
VARIABLE RESISTANCE BETWEEN
D - E - M I N . 100-900 ohms
M A X . 5600-8400 ohms

WASH

W1-W2

WASH

296-941

K2697-G

FIG. 4 Wiper Switch Continuity Test
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SLIDE WIPER SWITCH
CONTINUITY TEST
STANDARD SWITCH

SWITCH
POSITION

CONTINUITY BETWEEN
TERMINALS

OFF
LO
HI
WASH

1 -5, 3-7
1 -4, 2-7
1-4, 2 - 6
Wl -W2

INTERMITTENT SWITCH

RESISTANCE BETWEEN TERMINALS
F AND C VARIES FROM
500ft + 400 AT MIN. DWELL TO
10KO.+ 20% AT MAX. DWELL

SWITCH
POSITION

CONTINUITY BETWEEN
TERMINALS

OFF
INT.
LO
HI
WASH

A-E
B-E-F,*
B-E-F-C
D-B-F-C
W1-W2

SLIDE WIPER/WASHER SWITCH

K3015-B

FIG. 5 Windshield Wiper/Washer Switch Continuity Test—Ford, Mercury and Meteor

Red

K2494-A

FIG. 6 Park Test Non-Depressed Park
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35-60-08

WIPER SWITCH

K2695-A

FIG. 7 Windshield Wiper Intermittent Governor

ADJUSTMENTS
ARM AND BLADE ASSEMBLY

Remove the arm and blade
assemblies from the pivot shafts. Turn
on the wiper switch, allow the motor to
move the pivot shafts three or four
cylces, and then turn off the wiper
switch. This will place the pivot shafts in
park position.

Install the arm and blade assemblies
on the pivot shafts to dimension X as
shown in Fig. 8. Dimension X is the
distance between the centerline of the
blade saddle and the edge of the glass on
Torino, Montego, Ford, Mercury and
Meteor (Depressed Park) Thunderbird,
Continental Mark IV, Mustang, Cougar
and Lincoln Continental. On Torino

and Montego Non-Depressed Park
Systems, dimension X is the distance
between the centerline of the blade
saddle and the windshield lower
moulding or weatherstrip. The value of
dimension X for each car line is given in
fig. 9.

35-60-09
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VIEWA-A
TORINO-MONTEGO
(NON-DEPRESSED PARK)

VIEWA-A
TORINO-MONTEGO (DEPRESSED PARK),
COUGAR, MUSTANG, FORD, MERCURY,
THUNDERBIRD, MARK IV AND
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

WEATHERSTRIP
VIEWB- B
MAVERICK-COMET AND PINTO
K2434-B

FIG. 8 Adjustment of Wiper Arm and Blade Assembly

Dimension x (inches)
Car Line

Montego, Torino (Depressed Park)
Montego, Torino (Non-Depressed Park)

Drivers Side

Passenger Side

1/4 to 1-5/8

O t o 1-3/8

About Top of Paint Line
+ or-3/4 Oto 1-1/2

O t o 1-1/2

Maverick, Comet

1-1/2 to 2-1/2

2 to 3

Cougar, Mustang

1.601.90

1.65-1.95

Ford, Meteor Mercury
Thunderbird, Continental Mark IV

0.00 to 1.38

0.00 to 1.38

+1 to -1/4

+ 1 to-1/4

Lincoln Continental

0.00 to 1.38

0.00 to 1.38

Pinto

2.38-3.38

2.5-3.5
CL1389-C

FIG. 9 Values of Dimension X for Correct Arm and Blade Assembly Adjustment
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
WIPER MOTOR

MAVERICK AND COMET

When installing the drive arm to a
new motor, be sure to follow the
instructions included in the new motor
kit.

On all models, wiper motor removal
requires that the instrument cluster be
removed first.
If the vehicle is equipped with air
conditioning, the center connector and
duct assembly will have to be removed
for access to the motor. Remove the
mounting bracket screw behind the
center duct, disconnect the assembly
from the plenum chamber and from the
left duct, and pull the center connector
and duct assembly out through the
cluster opening.
Working through the cluster
opening, disconnect the two pivot shaft
links from the motor drive arm by
removing the retaining clip. Disconnect
the wiring plug at the motor, remove the
three motor-to-mounting bracket bolts,
and take the motor out through the
cluster opening.
If the motor is being replaced,
transfer the drive arm to the new motor.
After installing the motor to the
mounting bracket, first connect the
right pivot shaft link to the motor drive
arm and then connect the left link.
When connecting the linkage drive arm
to the motor crank pin, be sure that the

FORD, METEOR, MERCURY, TORINO,
MONTEGO, LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV—DEPRESSED PARK

Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
Remove the wiper arm and blade
assemblies from the pivot shafts.
Remove the left cowl screen for
access through the cowl opening.
Disconnect the linkage drive arm from
the motor output arm crankpin by
removing the retaining clip. From the
engine side of the dash, disconnect the
two (push-on) wire connectors from the
motor.
Remove the three bolts that retain
the motor to the dash and remove the
motor. If the output arm catches on the
dash during removal, hand turn the arm
clockwise so that it will clear the
opening in the dash.
Before installing the motor, be sure
that the output arm is in park position.

connecting clip is forced into locked
position as shown in Fig. 10.
When installing the center
connector and duct assembly on air
conditioned vehicles, insert the end near
the mounting bracket into the left duct
and the opposite end into the plenum
chamber. Secure the assembly in place
with the mounting bracket screw.
MONTEGO, TORINO, PINTO,
MAVERICK, COMET, MUSTANG
AND COUGAR—NON-DEPRESSED
PARK

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Disconnect the wiper motor wiring
connector.
3. Remove the cowl top left vent
screen.
4. Remove the wiper link retaining clip
from the wiper motor arm.
5. Remove the three wiper motor
retaining bolts and remove the wiper
motor and mounting bracket.
6. Transfer the wiper motor mounting
bracket and related parts to the
replacement wiper motor.
7. Position the wiper motor and
mounting bracket to the dash panel,
and install the three retaining bolts.
LOCKING FLANGE

STEP 1 - INSTALL CLIP

STEP 2 - PUSH FORWARD

FIG. 10 Installation of Wiper Arm Connecting Clips

STEP 3 - LOCKED POSITION

K2423-A
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8. Position the wiper link on the motor
drive arm and install the connecting
clip. Be sure to force the clip locking
flange into locked position as shown
in Fig. 10.
9. Install the cowl top vent screen and
secure with four drive pins
(Mustang and Cougar only).
10. Check the motor operation and
connect the wiring plugs.
PINTO

1. Loosen the two nuts and disconnect
the wiper pivot shaft and link
assembly from the motor drive arm
ball.
2. Remove three motor attaching
screws and lower the motor away
from under the left side of the
instrument panel.
3. Disconnect the wiper motor wires
and remove the motor.
4. Position the wiper motor under the
instrument panel and connect the
motor wires.
5. Position the wiper motor to the dash
panel and install the three attaching
screws. Tighten the screws to 3-6 ftlbs.
6. Position the wiper pivot shaft and
link assembly to the motor drive arm
ball, and tighten the two nuts.
Tighten the nuts to 15-30 in-lbs.
7. Test the wiper motor operation.
INTERMITTENT GOVERNOR

To remove the governor on Torino,
Montego, Thunderbird and Continental
Mark IV, remove the instrument panel
pad as outlined in Group 45. The
governor on Mustang, Cougar and
Lincoln Continental is mounted to the
lower edge of the instrument panel near
the wiper control.
Disconnect the two connector plugs,
remove the two screws and remove the
governor assembly.
WIPER SWITCH
FORD, METEOR, AND MERCURY

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Remove the wiper/washer and
the headlight switch control knobs.
Remove the headlight switch bezel.
Remove the trim panel retaining screw
and remove the panel. Remove the two
wiper/washer switch retaining screws
and pull the switch assembly rearward.
Disconnect the multiple connector at
the rear of the switch and remove the
switch.
To install, connect the multiple
connector to the rear of the switch.
Position the switch and install the two

K2879-B

FIG. 11 Wiper Switch Knob Removal—Except Ford, Mecury and Meteor

retaining screws. Position the trim panel
and install the retaining screw. Install
the headlight switch bezel. Install the
wiper/washer and the headlight switch
control knobs and connect the battery
ground cable. Check the operation of
the switch. Connect the battery ground
cable and check the operation of the
switch.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Disconnect the battery ground cable
and remove the cluster finish panel as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50. Remove
the wiper switch mounting plate, and
disconnect the switch and cigar lighter
wiring. Remove the nut that attaches
the switch to the mounting plate.
To install, position the switch to the
mounting plate and install the attaching
nut. Connect the switch and cigar
lighter wiring, position the switch and
bracket assembly and install the
retaining screws. Install the instrument
cluster finish panel and connect the
battery ground cable.
MUSTANG, COUGAR AND LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

Disconnect the battery ground cable
and remove the switch knob (Fig. 11).
Remove the bezel nut, pull out the
switch from underneath the panel, and
remove the connector.
To install, connect the connector to
the switch, position the switch and
install the bezel nut. Then, install the

switch knob, connect the battery ground
cable and check the operation of the
switch.
TORINO AND MONTEGO

Disconnect the battery ground cable
and remove the switch knob (See Fig.
11). Remove the bezel nut, pull the
switch shaft out of the mounting hole,
and remove the connector.
To install, connect the connector to
the wiper switch. Note that one of the
main wiring harness locaters should be
trapped between the switch and the
instrument panel. Position the switch
and install the bezel nut. Install the
switch knob and connect the battery
ground cable.
MAVERICK AND COMET

Disconnect the battery ground cable
and remove the switch knob (Fig. 11).
On cars without air conditioning,
remove the bezel nut and pull the switch
through the panel. Disconnect the
wiring and remove the switch. On cars
with air conditioning, remove the
instrument cluster as outlined in Group
33, Part 50, to gain access to the switch.
To install, connect the connector to
the wiper switch. Position the switch
and install the bezel nut. Install the
switch knob and connect the battery
ground cable.
PINTO

Remove the instrument cluster as
outlined in Group 33, Part 50. Remove
the windshield wiper control knob as

35-60-12
shown in Fig. 11. Remove the switch
bezel nut, unplug the connector from
the switch and remove the switch.
To install, plug the connector on the
switch, position the switch to the
instrument panel and install the bezel
nut and switch knob. Install the
instrument cluster.
ARM AND BLADE ASSEMBLY

35-60-12
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KNURLED ROUND PIVOT HEAD

PIVOT SHAFT ASSEMBLY

MUSTANG AND COUGAR

Removal
To remove the arm and blade
assembly from the pivot shaft, swing the
arm and blade away from the
windshield and insert a 3/32 inch pin
(pop rivet or drill shank) through the
pin hole as shown in Fig. 12. Inserting
the pin will hold it in released position.
The arm can now be pulled off the pivot
shaft. Do not pry off with a metal or
sharp tool.
Installation
Leave the pin in the arm until after
installation. A new service replacement
arm comes with a pin already installed
to hold it in released position.
When installing the assembly, be
sure that the pivot shaft is in park
position and that the blade assembly is
positioned to the correct dimension as
outlined under Arm and Blade
Assembly Adjustment. Push the arm
onto the pivot shaft so that the retaining
clip has engaged the drive head of the
pivot. Remove the pin or pop rivet.
PINTO, MAVERICK AND COMET

The windshield wiper arm
installation is the same as shown in Fig.
13 except there is no pin and hole
arrangement.
Swing the arm and blade assembly
away from the windshield. While
holding the assembly in this position,
pull the arm off the pivot shaft using
Tool No. AT-2 (Fig. 13).
To install, hold the arm and blade
assembly in the swing out position with
the tool and push the arm on to the pivot
shaft.
When installing the arm be sure that
it is adjusted to the proper dimension.
TORINO, MONTEGO, FORD,
MERCURY, METEOR, LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL, THUNDERBIRD AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

Raise the blade end of the arm off of
the windshield and move the slide latch
(Fig. 14) away from the pivot shaft. This
will unlock the wiper arm from the pivot
shaft and hold the blade end of the arm
off of the glass at the same time. The
wiper arm can now be pulled off of the
pivot shaft without the aid of any tools.

NOTE: TO PREVENT GLASS AND/OR PAINT DAMAGE
DO NOT PRY ARM FROM PIVOT WITH METAL
OR SHARP TOOL.

CAM SHAPED PIVOT HEAD

REMOVAL OR INSTALLATION
OF EXISTING ARM
K2432-B

INSTALLATION OF NEW ARM

FIG. 12 Installation of Arm and Blade to pivot Shaft

To install, position the auxiliary arm
(if so equipped) over the pivot pin, hold
it down and push the main arm head
over the pivot shaft. Be sure that the
pivot shaft is in park position, refer to
Adjustments, and that the blade
assembly is positioned to the correct
dimension. Hold the main arm head on
to the pivot shaft while raising the blade
end of the wiper arm and push the slide
latch into the lock under the pivot shaft.
Then, lower the blade to the windshield.
If the blade does not touch the
windshield, the slide latch is not
completely in place.
AUXILIARY ARM—DRIVER'S
SIDE ONLY
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

The arm and blade assembly on the
driver's side has a small auxiliary arm in
addition to the main arm (Fig. 15).
First remove the main arm from the
pivot shaft as outlined in the foregoing
procedure. Unlock the auxiliary arm
from the pin by sliding back the
retaining clip (Fig. 15). Lift the arm
from the pin.
Install the auxiliary arm on the pin
and engage the retaining clip. Check for
full locking engagement of clip. Install
the main arm as outlined in the

REMOVAL TOOL
K2696-A

FIG. 13 Wiper Arm Removal—Pinto,
Maverick and Comet
foregoing procedure.
TORINO, MONTEGO, FORD,
METEOR, MERCURY, LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL, THUNDERBIRD AND
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

The auxiliary arm is held on the pin
by the shoulder of the main arm.
Remove the main wiper arm and the
auxiliary arm assembly.
BLADE ASSEMBLY TO WIPER
ARM

Wiper blades are used from two
different manufacturers. We will use the
first letter of the manufacturers trade
name to indicate the type of blade.

35-60-13
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LIFT BLADE END OF ARM
AWAY FROM WINDSHIELD

K2878-B

FIG. 14 Installation of Arm and Blade Assembly to Pivot Shaft—Ford, Mercury, Meteor, Lincoln Continental, Torino,
Montego, Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
MAIN ARM'

ARM
PRESS DOWN O N ARM

AUXILIARY ARM
BLADE SADDLE
DEPRESS TAB
K2433-A
PULL OFF

FIG. 15 Auxiliary Arm—Ford,
Meteor, Lincoln Continental,
Mercury, Mustang and
Cougar

T and A blades come in two types.
With a bayonet type, the blade saddle
slides over the end of the arm and is
engaged by a locking stud. With a side
saddle pin type, a pin on the arm indexes
into the side of the blade saddle and
engages a loaded spring (T) or a spring
loaded clip (A) in the saddle.
BAYONET TYPE
To remove a T type blade, press
down on the arm to unlatch the top
stud. Depress the tab on the saddle (Fig.
16) and pull the blade from the arm.

K1160-G

FIG. 16 T Blade—Bayonet Type Removal

BLADE SADDLE
ARM

PRESS ON TAB
PULL OFF
K1161-D

FIG. 17 A Blade Bayonet Type Removal

35-60-14
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35-60-14

To remove an A type blade, press
inward on the tab (Fig. 17) and pull the
blade from the arm.
To install a new blade assembly,
slide the blade saddle over the end of the
wiper arm so that the locking stud snaps
into place. Be sure the blade is securely
attached to the arm.
SIDE SADDLE PIN TYPE

BLADE FRAME ASSY.

LATO-PIN

YOKE JAWS

To remove a pin type T type blade,
insert an appropriate tool into the spring
release opening of the blade saddle,
depress the spring clip and pull the blade
from the arm (Fig. 18).
To install, push the blade saddle on
to the pin so that the spring clip engages
the pin (Fig. 18). Be sure the blade is
securely attached to the arm.
RUBBER ELEMENT TO WIPER
BLADE
The rubber element in all blades can
be replaced.

RUBBER BLADE ELEMENT ASSY.
YOKE JAWS

A-TYPE
BLADE FRAME LEVER
RUBBER BLADE
ELEMENT ASSY.

SQUEEZE SIDES
OF RETAINER

LEVER JAWS
LATCH LOCK RELEASE
T-TYPE
K2439-C

A—TYPE

To remove, depress the latch pin and
slide the element out of the yoke jaws
(Fig. 19).
To install, slide the element through
the yoke jaws and insert the blade frame
assembly into the slots of the yoke jaws.
Be sure the element engages all of the
yoke jaws.

FIG. 19 Rubber Element Replacement

T—TYPE

To remove, squeeze the latch lock
release and pull the element out of the
lever jaws (Fig. 19).
To install, insert the new element
through each of the lever jaws. Be sure
the element is engaged in all of the lever
jaws.
If the arm or blade assembly is bent
or distorted, replace the complete blade
assembly.
BLADE SADDLE

ARM
BLADE REMOVAL
•SADDLE

FIG. 20 Pivot Shaft and Link Assembly—Pinto

BLADE INSTALLATION
K2438-A

FIG. 18 T Blade Pin Type Removal

35-60-15

PIVOT SHAFT AND LINK
ASSEMBLY
FORD, METEOR, MERCURY AND
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Disconnect the battery and remove
the windshield wiper arm and blade
assemblies from the pivot shafts.
Remove the cowl screens (center and
left hand only), for access to the linkage.
Disconnect the left linkage arm from
the drive arm by removing the clip,
remove the three bolts retaining the left
pivot shaft assembly to the cowl, and
remove the left arm and pivot shaft
assembly through the cowl opening.
Disconnect the linkage drive arm
from the motor crank pin by removing
the clip, remove the three bolts that
connect the drive arm pivot shaft
assembly to the cowl, and remove the
pivot shaft drive arm and right arm as
an assembly.
When installing the pivot shaft
assembly retaining bolts, tighten them
to 3-7 ft-lbs torque. When installing the
linkage connecting clips, be sure to force
the clip locking flange into locked
position as shown in fig. 10.
PINTO WITHOUT A/C

Removal
1. Remove the windshield wiper arms
and blades from the pivot shafts.
2. Loosen two nuts retaining the wiper
pivot shaft and link assembly to the
motor drive arm ball.
3. Remove screws attaching each pivot
shaft (Fig. 20).
4. Remove the pivot shaft and link
assembly from under the left side of
the instrument panel.
Installation
1. Cement the gaskets to the pivots.
2. Position the pivot shaft and link
assembly to the vehicle, and install
the three attaching screws at pivot
(Fig. 20). Tighten the screws to 3-6
Ft.-Lbs. Torque.
3. Position the pivot shaft and link
assembly to the motor drive arm
ball, and tighten the two retaining
nuts.
4. Install the wiper arms and blades on
the pivot shaft.
PINTO WITH A/C

The blower motor and housing will
have to be removed to gain access to the
wiper pivot and link assembly. Refer to
Group 36 for blower motor and housing
removal and installation.
After removing the blower motor
and housing, follow the procedure
outlined above for pivot and link
assembly removal and installation.

35-60-15
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MONTEGO, TORINO, MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

1. Open the hood, disconnect the
battery ground cable and remove the
wiper arm and blade assemblies
from their pivot shafts.
2. Remove the cowl top left vent screen
(4 retaining drive pins).
3. Remove the drive arm to pivot
retaining clip.
4. Remove the three retaining screws
from each pivot and remove the
pivot shaft and link assembly.
5. Transfer the right pivot if necessary
by removing the connecting clip (the
left pivot is part of the link
assembly).
6. Position the pivot shaft and link
assembly in the cowl, install the
pivot shaft retaining screws and
tighten to 3-7 ft-lbs torque.
7. Position the left link on the motor
drive arm and install the connecting
clip. Be sure to force the clip locking
flange into locked position as shown
in Fig. 10.
8. Install the wiper arms and blades.
9. Check the wiper operation.
10. Install the cowl top vent screen and
secure with four drive pins
(Mustang and Cougar only).
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Disconnect the battery and remove
the wiper arm and blade assemblies
from the pivot shafts. Remove the cowl
top (left and center) retaining screws.
Disconnect the linkage drive arm from
the motor by removing the retaining
clip. Remove the pivot shaft retaining
bolts and remove the linkage and pivot
shaft assemblies. Be sure to force the
linkage connecting clip into the locked
position as shown in Fig. 10, (when
installing).
LEFT PIVOT SHAFT ASSEMBLY
MAVERICK AND COMET

The instrument cluster must be
removed for access to the left pivot shaft
and link.
Remove the wiper arm and blade
assembly from the pivot shaft. Working
through the cluster opening, disconnect
both pivot shaft links from the motor
drive arm by removing the retaining
clip, remove the three bolts that retain
the left pivot shaft assembly to the cowl,
and take the left pivot shaft and link
assembly out through the cluster
opening.
Before installing, cement a new
gasket to the pivot shaft mounting

flange. Tighten the retaining bolts to 37 ft-lbs. after installing the pivot shaft
and link assembly to the cowl, first
connect the right pivot shaft link to the
motor drive arm and then connect the
left link. Be sure that the connecting clip
is in locked position as shown in Fig. 10.
RIGHT PIVOT SHAFT ASSEMBLY
MAVERICK AND COMET

Disconnect the battery and remove
the wiper arm and blade assembly from
the pivot shaft.
If the vehicle is equipped with air
conditioning, the right duct assembly
will have to be removed for access to the
right pivot shaft. Unclip the duct from
the right connector and slide the left end
out of the plenum chamber. Lower the
duct assembly out from under the
instrument panel.
From under the instrument panel,
disconnect first the left and then the
right pivot shaft link from the motor
drive arm by removing the retaining
clip. Reaching between the utility shelf
and the instrument panel, remove the
three bolts that retain the right pivot
shaft and link assembly to the cowl.
Lower the assembly out from under the
instrument panel.
Before installing, cement a new
gasket to the pivot shaft mounting
flange. After installing the pivot shaft
and link assembly to the cowl, be sure
that the right pivot shaft link is
connected to the motor drive arm before
connecting the left link. Be sure that the
connecting clip is in locked position as
shown in Fig. 10.
When installing the right duct on air
conditioned vehicles, insert the end
without the clip into the plenum
chamber and fasten the clip end to the
right connector.
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DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY
The wiper motor is not serviced in a
complete assembly or in individual
parts, but in kits of the major subassemblies. Removal and installation
procedures are given here for the kits.
COVER A N D
SWITCH—DEPRESSED PARK
FORD, METEOR, MERCURY,
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD, CONTINENTAL
MARK IV, TORINO AND MONTEGO

Remove the four cover retaining
screws to remove the assembly. Replace
with the appropriate kit. Be sure to
reassemble the ground strap under the
cover screw. Use the new screws
supplied with the kit and tighten to 1525 in-lbs torque.
BRUSH END PLATE—DEPRESSED
PARK
FORD, METEOR, MERCURY,
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD, CONTINENTAL
MARK IV, TORINO AND MONTEGO

Carefully observe the original
position of the bale retainer and pry it
off with a screwdriver. Remove the end
plate and plug. Replace it with the
appropriate kit.
When installing the end plate, use a
fine wire probe through the hub opening
to position the brushes on the
commutator. Rotate end plate to
position the key in the notch and
assemble the plug. Reinstall the bale
retainer carefully with a screwdriver to
avoid overbending.

4. Note the correct positioning of the
windlatch in its guide for proper
reassembly (Fig. 23). Lift the plastic
windlatch out of the integral cover
plate and guide.
5. Unclip the windlatch spring from
the guide and remove it (Fig. 24).
Installation
1. Snap the windlatch spring in place
(Fig. 24).
2. Parts in the kits are supplied with a
special water wash resistant
lubricant. Do not remove the
lubricant and do not add any
lubricant. Position the windlatch in
the integral cover plate and guide as
shown in Fig. 23.
3. Position the arm and cam assembly
on the shaft so that the locating
marks are aligned (Figs. 25 and 26).
(Note that the service replacement
arm (Fig. 26 comes with the cam pin
engaged in the detent. Therefore,
when installed with the correct camto-shaft relationship (marks
aligned), the arm will be 180 degrees
out of parked position. It will be
returned to park position when you
performthe final step of this
procedure.
SOFT PLASTIC
PLUG

DO NOT REMOVE
THIS PLUG
\

OUTPUT ARM

K 1163.C

FIG. 21 Output Arm with Plastic
Plug Installed

INTEGRAL COVER PLATE
AND WINDLATCH GUIDE
TAB END OF GUIDE

TAB

WINDLATCH

K 1166-G

FIG. 23 Windlatch Installation

4. Draw the arm and cam assembly
onto the output shaft with the
retaining screw, applying 8-10 ft-lbs
of torque. Before tightening the
screw, however, slide the windlatch
in its guide to make sure that the
upstanding tab clears the underside
of the arm as it is being drawn onto
the shaft.
5. Install a new soft plastic plug (Fig.
21)
6. Make sure that the output arm is in
park position (Fig. 25) as outlined in
the following procedure.
Before attempting to install the
motor in the vehicle, be sure that the

OUTPUT A R M A N D
WINDLATCH—DEPRESSED PARK

-PULLER

FORD, METEOR, MERCURY,
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD, CONTINENTAL
MARK IV, TORINO AND MONTEGO

Removal
1. With a sharp pointed tool, puncture
and pry off the soft plastic plug from
the upper surface of the arm (Fig.
21).
2. Remove the retaining bolt from the
shaft being certain not to rotate the
shaft.
3. Remove the arm from the shaft with
a suitable puller (Fig. 22). Do not
attempt to drift the arm from the
shaft.

SHAFT
K 1165- D

FIG. 22 Output Arm Removal
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INTEGRAL COVER PLATE
AND WINDLATCH GUIDE

ARM IN PARKED POSITION

WINDLATCH SPRING

PLATE MOUNTING
FLANGE

CRANK PIN
CLIPS

CAM PIN 180°
FROM DETENT
LOCATING MARKS

FLATTED SHAFT

COVERPLATE

K 1167-C

FIG. 24 Windlatch Spring
Installation

output arm is in the park position as
shown in Fig. 25. If it is not in park
position as in the case of the service
replacement (Fig. 26), proceed as
follows:
1. Place the motor on the left fender
near the feed wires at the dash panel.
2. Temporarily connect the motor to
the feed wires (2 plugs).
3. Ground the motor by connecting a
jumper wire from the ground strap
to the body.
4. Move the control switch lever in the
vehicle to operate the motor. The
output arm and cam will move
together in clockwise rotation.
5. Allow the arm and cam to move at
least one full revolution, and then
move the control switch to off
position. This will cause the motor
output arm to proceed through the
following cycle: Rotate in the
normal direction; reverse direction
of rotation for approximately 10
degrees to 15 degrees; stop rotating
while the crank pin moves radially
outward in a semi-circular motion;
and stop in the final park position
(Fig. 25).
WIPER MOTOR—NONDEPRESSED PARK
MUSTANG, COUGAR, PINTO,
MAVERICK, COMET, TORINO, AND
MONTEGO
Disassembly

1. Remove the gear cover retaining

K1164-C

FIG. 25 Output Arm in Parked Position

ARM INSTALLED 180°
OUT OF PARKED POSITION

FLAT SIDE OF CAM
COUNTERBORE

CRANK PIN

CAM PIN ENGAGED
IN DETENT

K 1168-C

FIG. 26 Service Replacement Arm Installation

screws, ground terminal and cover
(Fig. 27).
Remove the idler gear by pressing
shaft with retainer out of the motor
housing.
Remove the motor through bolts,
motor round case, switch terminal
insulator sleeve, and armature. Do
not pound the motor case magnet
assembly as the ceramic magnets
may be damaged.

4. Mark the position of the output arm
with respect to the output shaft for
assembly. Remove the output arm
retaining nut, output arm, wave
washer, flat washer, O-ring, leaf
spring, output gear/shaft assembly,
and parking switch lever and
parking switch lever plate.
5. Remove the brushes, bush spring,
and wire harness.
6. Remove the brush plate and switch
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SPRING WASHER
/

OUTPUT ARM

SPACER WASHER
RING

GEAR HOUSING
ARMATURE SHAFT
END PLAY SPRING
PARKING SWITCH
LEVER
GEAR COVER
\

.MOTOR HOUSING AND
MAGNET ASSEMBLY

K1632-C

FIG. 27 Disassembled Wiper Motor

assembly, and remove the switch
contact to parking lever pin from the
gear housing.
Assembly

It is essential that the idler gear
shaft with the push-nut be reset to the
original, proper depth in the gear
housing.
1. Place the housing on a flat surface
with the inside of the housing facing
up.
2. Position the parking switch lever
and lever plate with the cam rider
pointing toward the gear housing
output shaft hole.
3. Apply a film of Sun Prestige grease
to the output gear teeth and shaft
bearing surface. Insert the shaft in
the bearing. Make certain that the
parking switch lever is clear of the
cam and gear assembly.
4. Place the spacer washer and spring
washer on the shaft, position the
output arm on the shaft in the
marked position from which it was
removed, and install the mounting
nut.
5. After installing idler gear on shaft
insert shaft through park lever and
plate. Use a drift and hammer to
lightly tap the gear and pinion shaft

to proper depth. (Do not allow pushnut to put a pre-load on gear. A
.001-.007 in. clearance is required.)
6. Position the brush springs and
brushes in the holders and wrap wire
around them to hold them in the
fully retracted position. Push the
insulated brush connector into the
switch terminal.
7. Place the switch contact to parking
lever pin in the gear housing.
Position the brush plate assembly to
the housing and install the retaining
screws.
8. Apply Sun Prestige grease to the ball
bearing in the end of the armature
shaft. Position the armature shaft in
the gear housing and remove the
brush retracting wires.
9. Holding the armature in position,
install the motor case and magnet
assembly, and through bolts. Align
indicator marks on motor case and
gear box housing before inserting
through bolts.
10. Apply Sun Prestige grease to the
worm gear and pinion and idle gear.
Install end play spring in housing.
11. Apply a generous amount of Sun
Prestige grease to the area around
the end of the armature shaft. Install
the gear housing cover.

Cleaning and Inspection
1. Clean the gear housing of all old
grease. Do not allow any cleaning
fluid to contact the armature shaft
and output shaft bearings.
2. Wipe all other parts with a clean
cloth.
3. Inspect the gear housing for cracks
or distortion. Replace a cracked or
distorted housing.
4. Check all shafts, bushings, and gears
for scored surfaces. Replace
damaged parts, and add new grease
to the housing and gears.
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SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTRIC WINDSHIELD WIPER MOTOR AND SWITCH TEST CURRENT LIMITS
Motor Type

Motor Current
Draw Test

*

Switch Low Current
Pass Test

Switch High Current
Pass Test

Non-Depressed Park

2.5 amperes

7 amperes

14 amperes

Depressed Park

3.5 amperes

8.25 amperes

16.5 amperes

* Motor maximum current when operated without linkage attached.

CK2501-E
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PART 3 5 - 7 0 Win dshie Id Washers
Page

COMPONENT INDEX

Page

COMPONENT INDEX
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

ADJUSTMENTS

Motor, Seal and Impeller Assembly

Washer Nozzle

70-02

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Washer System

70-01

....

7O02

Washer Nozzle

70-04

Washer Pump

70-02

TESTING

70-01

Washer Pump

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
WASHER SYSTEM

The washer system consists of an
instrument panel control switch,
integral with the wiper motor control
switch, reservoir and motor assembly
and the necessary hoses, nozzles and
attaching parts.

TESTING

WASHER PUMP CURRENT DRAW

Attach the leads of the Volt-Amp
Tester as shown in Fig. 1. The current
draw should not exceed four amps while
the washer pump motor is pumping
fluid.

GREEN

BATTERY

K2805-A

FIG. 1 Washer Pump Current Draw Test
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ADJUSTMENTS
WASHER NOZZLE

FORD, METEOR, MERCURY AND

ALL EXCEPT FORD, METEOR,
MERCURY AND LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Use a pair of needle nose pliers and
very carefully bend the nozzle. Care is
necessary to prevent crimping the
nozzle jet openings.

These nozzles are mounted on the
windshield wiper arms and are nonadjustable.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
WASHER PUMP

To remove the electric windshield
washer reservoir and motor assembly
from the vehicle, disconnect the lock-tab
wire connector (use a small screwdriver
to unlock tabs) and hose, remove the
retaining screws and lift the assembly
from the left fender apron (or radiator
support). Disconnection of the hose will
drain the reservoir. The washer
reservoir and cover assembly is serviced
separately. The motor, motor retainer,
seal and pump impeller assembly is also
serviced separately.
MOTOR, SEAL AND IMPELLER
ASSEMBLY

1. Remove reservoir assembly from
vehicle. Disconnect electrical plug
and hose.
2. Remove cover, flush reservoir and
replace cover.
3. Using a small bladed screw driver,
pry out motor assembly retaining
ring (Fig. 2).
4. Using pliers to grip wall around
electrical terminals, pull out motor,
seal and impeller assembly and make
certain reservoir pump chamber is
free of foreign material prior to
installing new assembly.
5. Before installing new assembly,
lubricate outside diameter of seal
(Fig. 2) with a dry lubricant such as
powdered graphite. This will
prevent seal from sticking to wall of
reservoir motor cavity and make
assembly easier.
6. Align small projection on motor end
cap with slot in reservoir (Fig. 2) and
assemble so that seal seats against
bottom of motor cavity.

RESERVOIR

DRY LUBE HERE
MOTOR ASSEMBLY

ALIGN

RETAINING RING

HAND PR ESS COMPONENTS TOGETHER

K 3034 - A

FIG. 2 Windshield Washer Motor Replacement

7. Using a 1" socket, preferably 12
point, hand press retaining ring
securely against motor end plate.
8. Connect electrical plug and hose and
replace reservoir assembly in
vehicle.
9. Fill the reservoir and operate the

washer system.
10. Check for leaks and align the
nozzles if necessary. CAUTION:
Do not operate pump until fluid is
added to reservoir.
Do not operate the pump before
adding fluid to reservoir.
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PUSH THE HOSE ON THE NOZZLE FULLY (DO NOT USE TOOLS)

LINE UP THE NOZZLE TAB AND
THE HOLE IN THE WIPER ARM.

HOOK THE NOZZLE OVER THE LOWER EDGE OF THE
WIPER ARM. (MAKE SURE THE REINFORCED PART
OF THE NOZZLE IS HOOKED FIRST.)

AFTER THE LOWER EDGE OF THE NOZZLE IS HOOKED ANDTHE
TAB ON THE INSIDE OF THE NOZZLE LINES UP WITH THE
HOLE IN THE WIPER ARM, PUSH HARD AGAINST THE NOZZLE
REINFORCEMENT TO FORCE THE TOP EDGE OF THE NOZZLE
OVER THE TOP EDGE OF THE WIPER ARM. (DO NOT USE TOOLS).

INSTALL THE HOSE
UNDER THE WIPER ARM
TAB. (L.H. SIDE ONLY).

MAKE SURE THAT THE NOZZLE TAB IS
POSITIONED IN THE HOLE IN THE ARM.

17A605 HOSE WINDSHIELD WASHER'

FIG. 3 Windshield Washer Hose and Nozzle Installation—Ford, Mercury, Meteor and Lincoln Continental

K3009-A
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WINDSHIELD WASHER NOZZLE
FORD, MERCURY, METEOR AND
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Windshield washer nozzles are
attached to the wiper arms allowing the
spray pattern to follow the wiper arms
as they move over the windshield.
Remove the windshield wiper arm
as outlined in the 1973 Car Shop
Manual and remove the washer hose
from the connector. Refer to Fig. 3 for
Removal and Installation Procedures.
Soap may be used to install washer
hose-to-washer nozzle for ease of
installation. The hose must be kept taut

WINDSHIELD WASHERS

35-70-04

when routing as shown in Fig. 3 and
inspected for cracks before installing
the wiper arm.

Installation
1. Attach the washer hose on the
nozzle assembly.
2. Position the nozzle assembly

ALL EXCEPT FORD, METEOR
MERCURY AND LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

through its locating hole. The nozzle
opening should position itself at the
third (inboard) cowl top grille panel
opening. A small hooked tool can be
used if necessary to help position the
nozzle through the cowl top grille
opening.
3. Install the nozzle bracket retaining
screw.

Removal
1. Open the hood. Remove the nozzle
assembly bracket retaining screw
from the cowl top grille panel.
2. Carefully slide the nozzle assembly
out of its locating hole in the top
grille panel.
3. Remove the nozzle assembly from
the washer hose.
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HORNS

PART 35-80 Horns
I
COMPONENT I N D E X

S,

e
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Applies to Models as Indicated

ADJUSTMENTS

Eg

I
c
3

8003

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Horn System

8001

Horn Switch

8002
8002 8O02 8002 8002 8002 N/A N/A 8002 8002 N/A 8002 8002 8002

Rim - Blow Horns
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Horn

8003

Horn Switch

8004 8004 8004 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 8004 8004 80O4
8004 80O4 8004 8004 8004 8004 8004 80048004 8004 N/A 8004 N/A

Rim Blow Horns

8003 8003 8003 8003 8003 N/A N/A 8003 8003 N/A 8003 8003 8003

Horn Relay

A page number indicates that the item is for the vehicle(s) listed at the head of the column,
N/A indicates that the item is not applicable to the vehicle(s) listed.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
H O R N SYSTEM

HOLE FOR WIRES

ALL VEHICLES EXCEPT LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

The Pinto, most Maverick and
Comet and most models of the Torino
and Montego car lines have a single low
pitch horn.
All other vehicles in this group are
equipped with a pair of tuned horns. The
horn switch closes the circuit to the
horns without the use of a relay. One of
the horns has a high-pitched tone; the
other has a low-pitched tone.
Ford, Meteor and Mercury vehicles
equipped with a speed control have a
relay in the circuit.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

The Lincoln Continental is equipped
with three tuned horns that are mounted
along the upper side of the radiator
support between the radiator and the
grille. The horn switch at the steering
wheel closes the circuit to the horns
without the use of a relay.

HORN TERMINAL ATTACHMENT
K2412-A

FIG. 1 Typical Two Spoke Wheel and Horn Switch

35-80-02

35-80-02

HORNS

STEERING SHAFT NUT-

SCREWS, PAD TO MEDALLION (3)

SCREWS, STEERING WHEEL TO PAD (3)

RUBBER
INSERT

VIEW B

VIEW A

K 1203-C

FIG. 2 Rim-Blow Horn
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

The Continental Mark IV is
equipped with three tuned horns that
are mounted on the R.H. stabilizer sheet
metal behind the head lamps.
H O R N S W I T C H — T W O SPOKE
PAD BLOW A N D CENTER
BUTTON BLOW

same manner as the rim-blow horn.
Diagnosis of the horn will not change
with this system. If the switch needs to
be replaced, the entire horn switch/trim
cover assembly will have to be replaced.

RIM-BLOW HORNS

ALL EXCEPT CONTINENTAL MARK
IV AND LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

CONTINENTAL MARK IV, LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL AND ALL SPEED
CONTROL EQUIPPED VEHICLES

All these car lines use a two-spoke
steering wheel with a pressure sensitive
horn switch in the steering wheel trim
cover (Fig. 1).
The pressure switch system consists
of a plastic switch embedded in the
length of the trim pad with two wires
attaching to the horn terminals in the

The Continental Mark IV and
Lincoln Continental are equipped with
the three-spoke, rim-blow horn. All
speed control equipped vehicles use a
two-spoke rim-blow horn.
Instead of the conventional horn
button at the steering wheel hub, a
plastic insert containing two copper

strips is inserted around the inner
diameter of the wheel (Fig. 2). The two
horn terminals are mounted at the horn
contact rings. One ring connects to
power; the other connects to the horns,
the copper strips in the wheel are
connected through lead wires, one to the
hot terminal, the other to the horn
terminal. Depressing the plastic insert at
any point around the steering wheel will
bring the copper strips into contact and
thereby close the circuit causing the
horns to blow.

35-80-03

35-80-03

HORNS

TESTING

HORN

NEGATIVE LEAD

ALL VEHICLE LINES

The only test necessary on the horns
is for current draw.
Connect a voltmeter and ammeter to
the horn and to a voltage supply as
shown in Fig. 3. The normal current
draw for the horn at 12 volts is 4.0-5.0
amperes.

HORN
JUMPER WIRE

K1018-B

FIG. 3 Horn Current Draw Test

ADJUSTMENTS

HORN
ALL VEHICLE LINES

The current is adjusted by changing
the contact tension. Connect the horn as
shown in Fig. 3. Turn the selflocking
adjusting screw until the current is
within the limits for the horn being
adjusted.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
HORN
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

The horn and bracket assemblies are
mounted on the left fender apron
forward extension.
Disconnect the horn wire from the
terminal and remove the mounting bolt.
When installing a horn and bracket
assembly, tighten the mounting bolt to
12-18 ft-lbs torque.

3. Disconnect the wire from the horn
and remove the horn.
4. Connect the wire to the horn.
5. Position the horn to the radiator
support and install the attaching
bolt. Close the hood.
6. Connect the battery ground cable.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

The horn and bracket assembly is
mounted on the left fender apron behind
the radiator support. Disconnect the
horn wire from the terminal and remove
the mounting bolt.
When installing, tighten the
mounting bolt to 12-18 ft-lbs torque.

To remove any of the horn and
bracket assemblies, disconnect the horn
wire from the terminal and remove the
horn bracket-to-radiator support bolt.
The unit at the right end of the radiator
support is a 4 inch diameter low pitch
horn. The inboard unit at the left end is
a 4 1/2 inch diameter low pitch horn.
The unit at the outboard left is the high
pitch horn.
When installing, tighten the
mounting bolt to 12-18 ft-lbs torque.

PINTO

MUSTANG AND COUGAR

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Open hood and remove horn
attaching bolt from front side of
radiator support.

The low pitch horn and bracket
assembly is mounted on the left fender
apron in front of the windshield washer
reservoir. The high pitch horn is
mounted to the left shock tower behind

COMET AND MAVERICK

the windshield washer reservoir.
Disconnect the horn wire from the
terminal and remove the mounting bolt.
When installing, tighten the
mounting bolt to 12-18 ft-lbs torque.
THUNDERBIRD

The horn and bracket assemblies are
mounted on the radiator support. The
high pitch is located on the left side of
the radiator and the low pitch is located
on the right side of the radiator. The
horns are hidden by a sight shield
covering that area.
To remove either unit, remove the
sight shield, disconnect the horn wire
from the terminal and remove the
mounting bolt.
TORINO AND MONTEGO

The horn and bracket assemblies are
mounted on the left fender apron
forward extension.
To remove either unit, disconnect
the horn wire from the terminal and
remove mounting bolt.

35-80-04
When installing a horn and bracket
assembly, tighten the mounting bolt to
12-18 ft-lbs torque.
CONTINENTAL MARK IV

All three horn and bracket
assemblies are mounted on the R.H.
stabilizer behind the headlamps. They
are hidden by a sight shield covering
that area.
To remove any of the horns, remove
the sight shield, disconnect the horn
wire from the terminal, and remove the
mounting bolt.
When installing, tighten the
mounting bolt to 12-18 ft-lbs torque.
RIM-BLOW HORNS
FORD, MERCURY, METEOR, TORINO,
MONTEGO, COUGAR, MUSTANG,
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

The plastic insert and copper strip
assembly is replaceable except on
vehicles equipped with speed control. If
a new insert assembly is required on a
vehicle equipped with speed control, the
entire steering wheel will have to be
replaced.
To replace the insert and copper
strip, first remove the trim pad and
disconnect the lead wires. Carefully
remove the plastic cover and lift out the
horn insert on the inner diameter of the
steering wheel. Then, install the new
insert and press it in place around the
steering wheel, be sure that the tape fits
smoothly in the grooves on the wheel.
Install the plastic cover, the horn wires
and the trim pad.

35-80-04

HORNS

HORN SWITCH—TWO SPOKE
PAD BLOW

STEERING
WHEEL 3600

13A805
BUTTON1

FORD, METEOR, MERCURY,
THUNDERBIRD, TORINO, MONTEGO,
MUSTANG, COUGAR, MAVERICK,
COMET AND PINTO

Remove the retaining screw from
the underside of each spoke and lift off
the pad, switch/trim cover and
medalion as an assembly. Disconnect
the horn wires from the terminals. If the
switch needs replacement, separate the
medalion and the horn switch/trim
cover assembly from the pad (Fig. 1).
Install a new horn switch/trim cover
assembly to the pad with the switch
wires going through the hole at the top
of the switch indent in the pad. Install
the medalion to the switch/trim cover
and pad assembly. Connect the two-wire
(push on) connectors to the terminals
and install the entire assembly to the
steering wheel with the wire hole in the
indent to the top. Install the retaining
screw from the underside of each spoke.
Tighten the retaining screws 2-7 in-lbs
torque.

HORN BUTTON
MUSTANG, MAVERICK AND PINTO

Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Press down on the horn button
and turn it counterclockwise. To install,
align the notches with the steering
wheel, press down and turn the button
clockwise (Fig. 4). Connect the battery
ground cable.

K2735-B

FIG. 4 Horn Button Removal

HORN RELAY
VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH SPEED
CONTROL

The horn relay is mounted to the
speed control amplifier under the
instrument panel. Remove the screws
retaining the amplifier and bracket
assembly to the dash lower assembly
and remove. Pull the connector plug
from the relay, remove the bolt and nut
retaining the relay to the amplifier
bracket and remove the relay. Plug in
the new relay, mount the relay to the
amplifier bracket, and mount the entire
assembly to the dash.
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PART 35-85 Anti-Theft Alarm System
Applies to Ford, Mercury and Meteor - Except Model 71
COMPONENT INDEX
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
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Check Out Procedure

85-01

Sensor (Actuator)

85-07

Switch - Door Lock Cylinder

85-08

Switch - Trunk Lid

85-08

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
ANTI-THEFT ALARM SYSTEM
FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR
EXCEPT MODEL 71

The anti-theft alarm system is
designed to sound the vehicles horns
intermittently as an alarm when a door
or trunk lik is opened, after the system
has been armed with the door lock key.
If a door or the trunk lid is opened with
the system armed, the horns will blow
for approximately (five) minutes.
Once the alarm is activated (horns
blowing), closing the door(s) or the
trunk lid will not deactivate the system.
The horns can only be turned OFF by
inserting the key in the ignition switch
and turning it to the Accessory or Run
position. The system can once again be
armed by locking either front door with
the key and then removing the key from
the lock cylinder. The switch in that
door, is temporarily moved to the On
position and the alarm system remains
armed even after the switch is returned
to its normal position. Care must be
taken not to overtravel when rotating
the key back to the center position in the
lock cylinder. Overtravel, (going over
the center position) may disarm the
system. To disarm the alarm system
(before the horns blow), one of the doors
must be unlocked with the key.
The hood latch release with this
system, can only be opened from inside
the vehicle using the trunk lock key and
pulling on the hood release handle.
Hood release cable removal and
installation procedures are shown in
Part 44-21. A metal shield over the hood
latch assembly prevents the hood from
being opened from outside the vehicle.

The alarm system has a sensor
(warning actuator) mounted to a
bracket and is located under the
instrument panel pad and above the
glove box door. To gain access to the
sensor (warning actuator), the
instrument panel must be removed. See
Part 45-61. The sensor (actuator)
receives its power from the battery and
is electrically connected to an arming
switch attached to each front door lock
cylinder. The switch and retaining clip
assembly is serviced separately from the
door lock cylinder. The spring clip
retainer holds the switch to the lock
cylinder and removing the clip,
separates the switch and lock cylinder
assembly. If the switch is separated
from the lock cylinder (for any reason)
a new switch must be installed.
A trunk lid warning switch and
bracket is attached to the left hinge
support assembly and senses the trunk
lid being opened. This switch is also
programmed through the actuator and
operates in conjunction with the right
and/or left side door courtesy lamp
switches and signals the actuator to
trigger the alarm system when an
intrusion has been made at the trunk lid
or any door. THE SYSTEM MUST
NOT BE ARMED WHILE THE
D O M E L A M P C I R C U I T IS
ENERGIZED OR THE HORNS
WILL BLOW. THE SYSTEM MUST
BE DISARMED BY UNLOCKING A
DOOR WITH THE KEY BEFORE
OPENING THE TRUNK LID.
THE DRIVER MUST LOCK THE
VEHICLE AND ARM THE SYSTEM

ONLY A F T E R ALL THE
PASSENGERS ARE OUT; THE
DOORS AND THE TRUNK LID
CLOSED, AND THE COURTESY
L I G H T MANUAL CONTROL
SWITCH (on the headlight switch)
MUST BE IN THE OFF POSITION.
DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING ANTITHEFT ALARM SYSTEM

To determine if the alarm system is
functioning properly, close all doors
(leaving one with the window rolled
down). Then, lock that door with the
key. Next; unlock the door by lifting up
on the door lock push button knob and
open the door. The horns should blow,
indicating the alarm system is
functioning properly. To disengage the
alarm system; insert the ignition key
into the ignition switch assembly and
turn the key to the accessory or run
position.
CHECKOUT PROCEDURE

The actuator is located under the
instrument panel pad and above the
glove box compartment. Being
transistorized; it cannot be tested or
repaired. However, the following test
procedures will determine if the
actuator requires replacement. Figs. 1
and 2 show the test procedures. Figs. 3
and 4 show the wiring circuits and
connector locations and Fig. 5 shows the
routing.

35-85-02

ANTI-THEFT ALARM SYSTEM

35-85-02

ANTI-THEFT ALARM SYSTEM CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
1.

Verify that the courtesy light circuit is working properly and that the horn blows from the horn switch. If
not, repair the inoperative circuit and then recheck the operation of the anti-theft alarm system before
proceeding with the procedure.

2. Remove the instrument panel pad, separate the wiring connector from the actuator, and perform the
following circuit isolation test.
NOTE: Slot numbers referred to in the following procedure relate
to the slots in the wiring connector attached to the antitheft actuator assembly. The slots are numbered from left
to right (when the connector is held as shown.)
OPERATION
Connect a 12-volt test light between slot No. 2 and a good ground.
1 DB
25 DG-P

The test light should glow. If
not, trace the 517 wire (black
with white stripe) back to the
common point with other circuits.

298 P-O(H)
24 DB-O(H)
26 W-P(O)

12-VOLT TEST LIGHT

53 BK-LB

ACTUATOR WIRING CONNECTOR

Open one of the doors of the vehicle. Connect a 12-volt test light
between slot No. 3 and a good ground.

12-VOLT TEST LIGHT

23 TLG
NOTE: A DOOR MUST BE
OPEN WHILE PERFORMING
THIS STEP.

1

The test light should glow
when the door is open and go
out when the door is closed. If
not, trace the 53 wire (blacklight blue) back to the common point with the courtesy
light circuit.

Open the deck lid. Connect a 12-volt test light between slot No. 4
and a good ground.

12-VOLT TEST LIGHT

FIG.

1 Check Out Procedure—Anti-Theft Alarm System Ford, Mercury and Meteor

The test light should glow
when the deck lid is open and
should go out when the deck
lid is closed. If not, trace the
circuit back through the deck
lid switch and repair as
necessary. (See schematic)

35-85-03

ANTI-THEFT ALARM SYSTEM

35-85-03

Turn ignition switch to ACCY or RUN. Connect a 12-volt test light
between slot No. 6 and a good ground.
The test light should glow
when the switch is in ACCY or
RUN and go out when the
switch is turned to OFF or
LOCK. If not, trace the 298
wire (purple-orange hash) back
to the common points with
other accessory circuits.

Connect a jumper wire between slots No. 2 and No. 8.

JUMPER WIRE

The horns should sound. If
not, trace the No. 1 (dark
blue) wire to the common
point with the rest of the horn
circuit.

Connect a self-powered test light between slots No. 1 and No. 5 as
shown. Turn the key in either front door lock cylinder to the lock
position.
1 DB:

The self-powered test light
should glow when the key is
turned to "lock" and go out
when the key is returned to
the center position. If not,
trace the circuit back through
the door switch(es).

25 DG-P:
298 P-O(H);
24 DB-O(H):
26 W-P(O):
53 BK LB:
517 BKW:
23 TLG

SELF-POWERED TEST LIGHT

Connect a self-powered test light between slots No. 1 and No. 7 as
shown. Turn the key in either front door lock cylinder to the unlock
position.
1 DB;
25 DG-P:
298 P-O(H):
24 DB-O(H)
26 W-P(O)
53 BK LB
SELF-POWERED TEST LIGHT
517 BKW

The self-powered test light
should glow when the key is
turned to "unlock" and go out
when the key is returned to
the center position. If not,
trace the circuit back through
the door switch(es).

23 TLG

3.

If the above tests check out OK, and the anti-theft alarm system is still inoperative, the actuator assembly is
the cause and must be replaced.

FIG. 2 Check Out Procedure—Anti-Theft Alarm System Ford# Mercury and Meteor
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FIG. 3 Wiring Diagram—Anti-Theft Alarm System Ford, Mercury and Meteor
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FIG. 4 Harness Connector Locations—Anti-Theft Alarm System Ford, Mercury and Meteor
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FIG. 5 Routing—Anti-Theft Alarm System Ford, Mercury and Meteor
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
SENSOR ( A C T U A T O R )
FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR
EXCEPT MODEL 71

The Anti-Theft Alarm Sensor
(Warning Actuator) is located under the
right side of the instrument panel pad
assembly and directly above the glove
box.
1. Remove the instrument panel pad
assembly as outlined in Part 45-61 to

gain access to the Sensor (Warning
Actuator).
2. Disconnect the wiring connector
from the sensor; remove four
attaching screws and remove the
sensor and bracket assembly from
the instrument panel (Fig. 6).
3. Transfer the bracket to a new sensor
if the sensor is being replaced.

4. To install, position the sensor and
bracket assembly to the instrument
panel and install the attaching
screws.
5. Connect the wiring harness
connector to the sensor (Fig. 6).
6. Check the operation of the system as
described under Diagnosis and

SENSOR BRACKET
13A928

SCREWS
42367

FORD
VIEW A
L 1841 - A

FIG. 6 Sensor—Anti-Theft Alarm System Installation

SEE VIEW A

\

FIG. 7 Trunk Lid Switch Installation—Anti-Theft Alarm System

SCREW
55907

VIEWB

L 1842 - A

35-85-08

Testing and then, install the
instrument panel pad.
TRUNK LID-SWITCH
FORD, MERCURY AND
METEOR—EXCEPT MODEL 71

The trunk lid warning switch and
bracket is attached to the left hinge
support assembly (Fig. 7).
To remove the swtich assembly,
open the trunk lid, disconnect the
connector from the switch and remove
the switch assembly (one screw).
DOOR LOCK CYLINDER-SWITCH
FORD, MERCURY AND
METEOR—EXCEPT MODEL 71
If the door lock cylinder switch
assembly is separated from the lock

ANTI-THEFT ALARM SYSTEM

35-85-08

cylinder; a new switch must be installed.

5. Align the plastic arm of the switch
assembly to the metal tang on the
back of the lock cylinder (Fig. 8).
6. Install the retaining clip to the
switch housing tabs and lock
securely.
7. Install the lock cylinder and switch
assembly to the door, making sure
that the lock cylinder arm is
pointing aft, (to the rear of the
vehicle).
8. Test the alarm system as described
under Diagnosis and Testing and
then, install the door trim panel (4503).

The door lock cylinder switch
assembly (arming), is mounted to each
front door lock cylinder (Fig. 8). To gain
access to the door lock cylinder; remove
the door trim panel (45-03); disconnect
the lock cylinder switch connector from
the harness, and remove the lock
cylinder (44-06).
1. Note the position of the plastic tabto-lock cylinder; the alignment pin
on the lock cylinder; the alignment
hole on the switch housing, and the
position of the lock cylinder arm
(Fig. 8).
2. Remove the spring retaining clip
from the lock cylinder switch
assembly.
3. Remove the switch from the lock
cylinder.
4. Position the new switch assembly to
the lock cylinder.

LOCK CYLINDER

ARM POINTS AFT

RIGHT DOOR

LOCK CYLINDER
TUMBLER SLOT

CONNECTOR TO COURTESY
LAMP WIRING HARNESS

ARM POINTS AFT

LEFT DOOR

FIG. 8 Door Lock Cylinder and Switch Assembly Installation Anti-Theft Alarm System
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VENTILATING HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING

Ventilating, Heating and
Air Conditioning
PART 36-01
Ventilating Systems

36-01-01

PART 36-10
Heating General Service

36-10-01

PART 36-11
Ford, Meteor, and Mercury
Heating System
PART 36-12
Mustang, Cougar, Montego
and Torino Heating System
PART 36-13
Maverick and Comet
Heating System
PART 36-14
Pinto Heating System

36-11-01

36-12-01

36-13-01

36-14-01

PART 36-15
Thunderbird Heating System

36-15-01

PART 36-31
Air Conditioning Basic Theory

36-31-01

PART 36-32
Air Conditioning Refrigerant System
With Suction Throttling Valve and
Schrader-Type Service Valves

36-32-01

36-00-01

GROUP

36

PART 36-35
Two-Cylinder Compressor

36-35-01

PART 36-41
Ford, Meteor and Mercury Manual
Heater/Air Conditioning System .

36-41-01

PART 36-42
Mustang and Cougar Heater/Air
Conditioning System

36-42-01

PART 36-43
Maverick and Comet Heater/Air
Conditioning System

36-43-01

PART 36-44
Pinto Heater/Air Conditioning
System

36-44-01

PART 36-45
Montego, Torino, and Thunderbird
Manual Heater/Air Conditioning System

. 36-45-01

PART 36-71
Ford, Meteor and Mercury Automatic
Temperature Control

36-71-01

PART 36-72
Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
Automatic Temperature Control

36-72-01
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All heating systems and all heaterA/C systems perform the greater part of
the ventilation function integrally with
the heating or cooling functions. Those
components of the ventilation system

that are integral with a heater assembly
or with a heater-A/C assembly are
covered in the appropriate shop manual
part in this group. This shop manual
part covers only those components of

the ventilation system that are not
integral with a heater or heater-A/C
assembly.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
FRONT AIR VENTS
FORD, METEOR, MERCURY

The ventilation air ducts are located
in the right and left cowl panels and are
accessible for service by removing the
cowl trim panels. The air vent grilles are
an integral part of the trim panels (Fig.
1).
When the vehicle is in motion,
outside air enters the vehicle through
the cowl air intake immediately forward
of the windshield, down the right and
left cowl side panels and through the air
ducts, into the passenger compartment.
The vent air doors are balanced
doors in the side cowl assemblies,
controlled by Bowden cables. These
cables are not adjustable. Pull the
control knobs for outside air; push in to
close the vents. The location of the vents
and control knobs is shown in Fig. 1.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

Outside ram air enters through the

cowl top grille and flows into the left
and right cowl vent ducts. A left and
right control knob operates a door in the
left and right vent duct respectively to
control air discharge (Fig. 2). The
control knobs have three positions:
pushed in, the cowl vent doors are
closed; pulled out, the doors are wide
open allowing all the air to discharge
through the registers in the instrument
panel; and in mid-position (detent),
most of the air discharges to the floor
and a small amount passes through the
registers. Moving the controls from the
mid-position (detent) to the full open
position gradually increases the flow of
air through the registers as it decreases
the flow to the floor.
The two registers in the Mustang
and the right register in the Cougar are
the same (Fig. 2). These registers have
horizontal louvers which can be moved
up and down and pivoted from side to
side for air distribution. The louvers are
closed in the up position.
The left register on the Cougar has

vertical louvers which can be moved
from side to side and pivoted up and
down for air distribution (Fig. 2). The
louvers are moved inboard to close.
MONTEGO AND TORINO

The body ventilation air ducts have
been modified to allow outside ram air
to be discharged through two air
registers in the instrument panel as well
as to the floor area. When the control
knobs are pushed in, the cowl vent ducts
are closed; pulled out, air is discharged
through the registers. With the controls
in mid (detent) position, most of the air
is discharged to the floor with a small
amount through the registers. Moving
the controls from the mid (detent)
position to the full open position
gradually increases the amount of
discharge air through the registers as it
decreases the amount of air to the floor
area (Fig. 3).
The right register is a horizontal
register with vertical louvers that can be
moved from side to side. The register
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FIG. 1 Fresh Air Ventilation Ducts—Ford, Meteor and Mercury
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FIG. 2 High/Low Ventilation System—Mustang and Cougar

can be pivoted up and down for vertical
air distribution. The left register is a ball
type register which can be rotated as
required for air distribution and for
shut-off (Fig. 4).
MAVERICK AND COMET

There is only one air duct separate
from the heater system. It is located on
the left side of the vehicle and has two
positions. When the control knob is
pushed in, the vent door is closed; when
pulled out, the vent door is open
discharging air to thefloor.A vent door
on the right end and an air distribution
duct at the left end of the heater
assembly provides additional outside air
ventilation.

Pinto
Outside ram air enters through the
cowl top grille and flows into the left
and right cowl vent ducts. The right
vent is attached to the heater assembly;
the left vent is separate from the heater.
Both vents operate in the same way. A
left and right control knob operates a
door in the left and right vent duct
respectively to control air discharge
(Fig. 5). The control knobs have three
positions: pushed in, the cowl vent doors
are closed; in mid-position (detent),
about 25 percent of the air discharges
through the registers in the instrument
panel and 75 percent to the floor; and
pulled out, the doors deflect all the air to
the registers. The right vent door should
be closed when operating the heating
system.

PRESSURE RELEASE GRILLES

Pressure release grilles are installed
on the quarter pillars of all vehicles
except Maverick and Comet to assist
body ventilation (Fig. 6). Air pressure in
the passenger compartment passes
under the rear seat into the luggage
compartment. Since the quarter pillar
weatherstripping is inboard of the
registers, the air from the luggage
compartment exhausts through the
registers.
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FIG. 3 Montego and Torino HI-LO Ventilation System
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FIG. 4 HI-LO Vent Register Removal—Montego and Torino
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FIG. 5 High/Low Ventilation System Pinto
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FIG. 6 Typical Pressure Release Grilles

ADJUSTMENTS
AIR VENT CABLE—TORINO AND
MONTEGO

Loosen the Bowden cable housing
retaining screw at the vent crank arm
(View A, Fig. 3). Move the cable
housing back and forth until the vent is
closed when the control knob is at the
pushed-in position; and then tighten the
screw.

AIR VENT CABLE—MUSTANG,
COUGAR, MAVERICK, COMET
AND PINTO

The Bowden cable operated vents
and air inlets are adjusted so that the
vents are tightly closed when the control
knobs are all the way in. Loosen the
Bowden cable retaining clip screw at the
vent control arm, move the cable
housing back and forth until the vent is
closed when the knob is 1/16 to 1/8 inch
from the in position, then tighten the
retaining screw (Figs. 2 and 7).

NUT TORQUE 3.5 FT-LBS
CABLE
KNOB

1/16-1/8
L1712-A

FIG. 7 Air Vent Cable Adjustment

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

MUSTANG AND COUGAR

RIGHT AND LEFT SIDE COWL VENTS

LEFT VENT

Remove the side cowl trim panel.
Then, remove the six attaching screws
(Fig. 1) and disengage the control cable
to remove the vent. Apply sealer to the
vent flange before installation.

1. Disconnect the left vent control
cable from the crank arm (Fig. 2).
2. Remove the three duct-to-upper
cowl mounting stud nuts.
3. Separate the vent duct from the left

register air duct and remove the vent
duct assembly.
4. When installing the vent duct, be
sure that the register air duct is
properly positioned in the S-clips
around the instrument panel
opening.
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RIGHT VENT

1. Remove the glove box.
2. Disconnect the right vent control
cable from the crank arm.
3. Remove the three duct-to-heater
mounting nuts.
4. Remove the duct-to-upper cowl
mounting screw and remove the
vent duct (View C, Fig. 2).
5. When installing the vent duct, be
sure that the register air duct is
properly positioned in the S-clips
around the instrument panel
opening.

LOUVER ASSEMBLY

REGISTER ASSEMBLY

Before removing any register,
remove the register air duct (Fig. 2).
Both Mustang registers and the Cougar
right register are mounted to the rear of
the instrument panel with two screws;
the Cougar left register with three
screws. Remove these mounting screws
from under the instrument panel.
Remove the register by pushing it in and
lowering it from behind the instrument
panel.
When installing a register, be sure
that the register air duct is properly
positioned in the S-clips around the
instrument panel opening (Fig. 2).
The louver assembly can be removed
from the register housing without
removing the register assembly from the
instrument panel. Retaining tabs at each
end of the louver assembly pivot in
corresponding holes at the ends of the
register housing (Fig. 8). Insert a thin
blade under the retaining tabs, pry the
tabs free of the pivot holes, and pull the
assembly out of the register housing as
shown.
MAVERICK AND COMET
RIGHT OR LEFT VENT

1. Remove the cable retaining clip (1
screw) and disconnect the cable
from the crank arm.
2. Remove the vent duct-to-upper cowl
mounting stud nuts.
3. Remove the vent duct from the
vehicle.
4. Install the cable to the crank arm.
TORINO AND MONTEGO
LEFT VENT ASSEMBLY

1. Disconnect the left vent control
cable from the crank arm.
2. Remove the three duct-to-upper
cowl mounting stud nuts.
3. Separate the vent duct from the left
register air duct and remove the vent
duct.

BLADE

RETAINING TAB
L I 480- A

FIG. 8 Louver Assembly Removal—Mustang and Cougar

RIGHT VENT ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the glove box.
2. Remove the button that locks the
register duct to the vent duct.
3. Remove the right register air duct.
4. Disconnect the right vent control
cable from the instrument panel.
5. Remove one duct-to-heater
attaching screw.
6. Slide the duct downward to
disengage the S-clips, remove the
duct-to-upper cowl mounting screw,
and remove the vent duct.
VENT REGISTERS

The left register can be removed
from the instrument panel by first
removing the cluster trim bezel. Remove
three hex head screws and pull the
register ball and housing rearward (Fig.
4).
The right o u t b o a r d louver
assemblies can be removed from the
instrument panel as shown in Fig. 4.
Insert a thin blade through the louvers
and carefully pry upon the two retaining
tabs to allow the pivoting retaining tabs
to clear the holes in the panel. Then pull
the louvers rearward.

PINTO
VENT DUCT—RIGHT

Disconnect the right vent control
from the instrument panel, remove the
glove box, collapse the duct and remove
it. When installing, be sure to engage the
duct properly in the S-clips (Part 36-14,
Fig. 3).
VENT DUCT—LEFT

1. Disconnect the left vent control
from the instrument panel (Fig. 5).
2. Remove the two left vent-to-cowl
top panel mounting screws,
compress the air duct, and remove
the vent and duct as an assembly.
3. Separate the air duct from the vent.
4. When installing, be sure to position
properly the S-clips between the
duct and the register.
REGISTERS—LEFT AND RIGHT

1. The register housing is secured to
the instrument panel by three
locking tabs, two on the upper and
one on the lower side of the housing
(View A, Fig. 9). Unlock the three
tabs and pull the register out of the
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instrument panel as shown.
2. The louver assembly pivots on two
retainers each having two tabs that
engage corresponding rectangular
holes in the register housing (View
C, Fig. 9). Unlock the four tabs by
pushing each one down and inboard
of the rectangular holes (View B,
Fig. 9).
3. Carefully slide the two retainers and
louver assembly out of the housing,
and separate the retainers from the
louver assembly (View C, Fig. 9).
4. When installing, be sure that the

louvers are positioned as shown for
proper air deflection. Install the
retainers to the pivot pins on the
louver assembly, and carefully slide
the assembly into the housing so that
the retainer tabs seat firmly into the
rectangular holes in the housing.

PRESSURE RELEASE GRILLES

The pressure release grilles are
retained to the quarter pillar either by
two screws or by two retaining tabs at
the top and one screw at the bottom
(Fig. 6).

REGISTERS LUXURY T R I M

On vehicles equipped with luxury
trim, the air registers are the same as
those used with air conditioning. See the
air conditioning section for the specific
vehicle.

USE SMALL SCREWDRIVER
TO DEPRESS FOUR
TABS ON RETAINERS-

PRY UP ON THREE
LOCK TABS WITH ICE
PICK AND PULL
REGISTER REARWARD

LOUVERS

VIEWC
L1511-A

FIG. 9 Air Register Removal and Installation—Pinto
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GENERAL INFORMATION
HEATING SYSTEMS AND
CONTROL DOORS

With all Ford heating systems,
outside air comes through an opening at
the upper cowl and into therightduct of
the heater assembly. All heater
assemblies contain a heater core,
through whichflowshot water from the
engine, and a blower. The air (forced by
blower or ram effect) passes through
and/or around the heater core and
discharges through various outlets.
Several valves or doors determine
the amount of air that goes through the
heater core and the particular outlet(s)
through which it discharges. The
number of doors used and the manner in

which they are actuated differ according
to the particular vehicle model. Some
models have as many as five doors and
one water valve; some have only two
doors. Some doors are actuated by a
vacuum motor; some by a cable. In all
cases, the cables and motors are
controlled by either one of two control
levers (functional or temperature).
Each door or valve and the vacuum
motor or cable that controls it has been
assigned a code number which relates
directly to its function in the system
(Fig. 1). These code numbers are used in
illustrations and procedures throughout
this group to familiarize the reader with
the function, control, and model
application of each valve or door.

CODE

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Whenever components in the engine
compartment or instrument panel areas
are being serviced, the battery ground
cable must be disconnected to eliminate
the possibility of electrical shorts,
burned-up wiring, and dangerous fires.
Extreme care must be exercised when
performing electrical tests where the
battery must be connected to operate the
system.
Carbon monoxide is colorless,
odorless and dangerous. If it is necessary
to operate the engine with the car in a
closed area such as a garage, always use
an exhaust collector to vent the exhaust
gasses outside the closed area.
ACTUATED

NO.

DOOR OR VALVE

FUNCTION

©

Outside Air Door

Opens or closes outside air inlet to

(Torino, Montego and Thunderbird only)

heater core

®
®

Not used in Heating Systems-A/C Only
By-Pass Air Door

By-passes airflow around heater

(Torino, Montego and Thunderbird only)

plenum chamber or routes it through

CONTROL

BY

LEVER

Vacuum

Functional

Motor
Vacuum

Functional

Motor

plenum chamber

0

Heater Water Valve (Ford,

Opens or closes flow of hot water from

Meteor, Mercury, Torino, Montego,

engine through heater core

Vacuum
Motor

and Thunderbird Only)

©

Temperature
and
Functional

Temperature Blend Door

Controls flow of air through and/or

(All Models)

around heater core.

Vent/Heat Door (Ford,

Routes flow of discharge air either through

Meteor and Mercury Only)

instrument panel registers or to floor and

Cable

Temperature

Vacuum

Functional

Motor

defroster outlets

©

High Low Air Door

Routes flow of discharge air

Vacuum

(Torino, Montego and

either through floor outlets

Motor

Thunderbird only)

or up to No. 7 door

Heat/Defrost Door (All

Routes flow of discharge air through floor
and/or defroster outlets

Models except Torino, Montego,

Functional

Cable

Functional

Vacuum

Functional

and Thunderbird

®

Panel/Defrost Door

Routes flow of air either through instrument

(Torino, Montego and Thunderbird only)

panel registers or through defroster outlets

Motor
CL1509-B

FIG. 1 Heating System Control Doors and Code Numbers
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TESTING
The following tests may be made on
the heater: burned out fuses, loose wire
connections, damaged wires, or
collapsed hoses. Loose defroster ducts
and air leaks in the body may be
determined by visual inspection of the
parts.
HEATER BLOWER MOTOR
CURRENT DRAW TEST

This test will determine if the blower
motor is operating properly. Connect a
0-50 ammeter as shown in Fig. 2. The
blower m o t o r will o p e r a t e
independently of the control switch, and
the current drawn by the motor will be
indicated on the ammeter. Current draw
should be to specification.
LOOSE BLOWER TEST

Turn on the heater switch, and listen
for the sound of the motor. If only a
hum is heard, the blower is loose on the
motor shaft.

OPEN CIRCUIT TEST

All electrical circuits must be
complete from the source of power
(battery), to the unit where the power is
used, and back up to the source of power
again. A check at each connection in a
circuit, starting at the battery, will
locate an open circuit or will show that
the circuit is complete.
An ohmmeter or self-powered test
light connected at any two points of a
circuit with the power removed from the
circuit, will show if the circuit between
the two connections is open or complete.
If the meter does not move or has a
light movement (high resistance), the
circuit may have a poor connection or
broken wire. If the bulb does not light,
the circuit is open.
If the meter movement is great or
full (low resistance), the circuit is
complete. If the bulb lights, the circuit is
complete.

BLOWER SWITCH TEST

To check the blower switch, place
the switch in the off position. Then using
a self-powered test light or ohmmeter,
check for continuity between all of the
terminals, two at a time. If the light
should go on, this will indicate a short
between the terminals or an inoperative
switch.

PLUGGED HEATER CORE TEST

Start the engine and temporarily
remove the outlet hose from the heater
core (the hose that leads to the water
pump). Very little or no flow of water
from one core outlet indicates that the
core is plugged. Make certain that water
is being supplied to the core inlet.

BLEEDING AIR FROM HEATER
CORE

Remove the hose at the outlet
connection of the heater core (hose that
leads to the water pump). Allow any
trapped air to flow out. When a
continuous flow of coolant is obtained,
connect the hose to the core.
DISCONNECT
TO HEATER SWITCH
TO AMMETER
NEGATIVE
LEAD

BATTERY

LI 166-A

FIG. 2 Heater Blower Motor Current
Draw Test
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
SYSTEM OPERATION AND
CONTROL DOORS

The heating system contains a
heater core through which flows hot
water from the engine, a water valve
which controls water flow through the
core tubes, a blower, and three air valves
or doors.
Outside air is drawn into the system
through the cowl air intake into the
blower housing. From the blower
housing, the air is forced through and/
or around the heater core, mixed in the
plenum chamber, and then discharged
through the defroster outlets, the floor
ducts or the vent registers (Fig. 4). The
air valves or doors determine the
amount of air that goes through the
heater core and the particular outlet(s)
through which it discharges.
Each door, the water valve, and the
vacuum motor or cable that actuates it
has been assigned a code number which
relates directly to its function in the
system (Fig. 1). These code numbers are
used in illustrations and procedures
throughout this group to identify the
function and control of each valve or
door.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

The control assembly is located in
the instrument panel to the right of the
steering column. It contains a blower

CODE NO.

®
(5)
©

FUNCTION

DOOR OR VALVE

ACTUATED
BY

CONTROL
LEVER

Vacuum Motor

Functional

Heater Water Valve

Opens or closes flow of hot water
from engine through heater core.

Temperature Blend Door

Controls flow of air through
and/or around'heater core.

Cable

Temperature

Vent Door

Opens or closes flow of air through
panel registers.

Vacuum

Functional

Heat/Defrost Door

Routes flow of discharge air through
floor and/or defroster outlets.

Cable

Functional

FIG. 1 Heating System Control Doors and Code Numbers—Ford, Meteor,
Mercury

system off-on switch combined with a
two-port vacuum control valve, a threeposition blower speed control switch, a
functional control lever, a temperature
control lever, illumination bulb and, if
so equipped, a jewell-type bulb with
accessory switch for heated rear window
or defogger (Fig. 2)
The functional control lever
actuates:
1. The blower system off-on switch,
which is connected in series with the
three-position blower speed control
switch (Fig. 2).
2. The vacuum control valve which
connects vacuum to the vent door
(6) motor and the water valve (4)
motor.
3. The cable that controls the heat/
defrost (7) door (Figs. 3 and 4).

The temperature control lever
actuates the cable that controls the
temperature blend (5) door (Figs. 3 and
4).
TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER
OPERATION

Setting the temperature control
lever at COOL position (Fig. 4) causes
the (5) door to block off passage of the
air through and direct it around the
heater core into the plenum chamber
(unheated). Moving the lever to WARM
position causes the (5) door to direct all
the air through the heater core and into
the plenum chamber (heated). At
various positions between COOL and
WARM, part of the air goes through the
core to be heated and part by-passes the
core and blends with the heated air as it
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L1754-B

FIG. 2 Heater System Control Assembly—Ford, Meteor, Mercury.

CHECK VALVE
SEE VIEW C
BLUE
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WATER VALVE
VACUUM MOTOR

ADJUST CABLE FLAG
ADJUST CABLE FLAG

TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE

BLUE
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CONTROL ASSEMBLY

BLACK
BLACK

BLACK

VIEW A

BLOWER OFF-ON SWITCH
AND VACUUM CONTROL VALVE

YELLOW

YELLOW
L1484-C

FIG. 3 Vacuum and Cable Connections—Ford, Meteor and Mercury Heater
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STANDARD HEATER SYSTEM
VACUUM MOTOR TEST CHART
Functional
Control Lever
Position

Temperature
Control Lever
Position

OFF

*

-

-

VENT

*

4

6

HEAT

TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR (5)
(CABLE CONTROLLED)

Vacuum Motors
Applied With Vacuum

-

-

HEAT -DEFROST

*

-

-

DEFROST

*

-

-

BLUE

YELLOW

VACUUM LINE COLOR CODE

• CABLE CONTROLLED (TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR)
HAS NO EFFECT ON VACUUM SYSTEM

VENT DOOR (6)
TO REGISTERS
TO FLOOR

V-VACUUM
NV-NO VACUUM

L1549-D

FIG. 4 Control Setting Schematic and Vacuum Application Chart

passes into the plenum chamber. Thus
the temperature of the heated air can be
regulated as required.
After the air enters the plenum
chamber its dischargeflowis controlled
by the functional control lever.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER
OPERATION
DISCHARGE AIR FLOW

Setting the functional control lever
(Figs. 3 and 4) to OFF position closes
the (cable controlled) heat/defrost (7)
door to shut off passage of air to the
floor and defroster outlets, and also
closes the power vent (6) door (no
vacuum) to prevent air passage through
the registers. Thus the flow of outside
air from the heater core is closed off or
blocked in the plenum chamber.
In VENT position: the power vent
(6) door is open to the registers
(vacuum); the water valve (4) is closed

to water flow through the heater core
(vacuum); and the heat/defrost (7) door
is opened slightly by the cable. Most of
the air discharges through the registers
with a small bleed to the floor and
defrosters.
In all other positions of the
functional control lever (OFF HEAT or
DEFROST), the (6) door is closed (no
vacuum) preventing passage of air to the
registers; and the (4) valve is open (no
vacuum) allowingflowof water through
the heater core.
Moving the lever to HEAT position
closes the power vent (6) door (no
vacuum) and opens the heat/defrost (7)
door to full heat position. All the air
(except a small bleed to the defrosters)
now discharges through the floor
outlets.
Moving the functional control lever
between HEAT and DEFROST
positions provides modulated control
from minimum to maximum defrost as
required.

BLOWER OPERATION

The functional control lever controls
the blower system off-on switch (Fig. 2)
which connects battery current to the
blower through the speed control switch
and resistor assembly (mounted on the
front surface of the neater case).
In the OFF position, the functional
control lever opens the system off-on
switch to stop current flow to the threeposition blower speed control switch
(blower stops). As soon as the lever is
moved from OFF position to the right
(one detent position), it closes the off-on
switch to bring current to the blower
speed control switch whose sole
function is to regulate blower speed
through the resistor. From this point on
through VENT, HEAT and DEFROST
positions, the blower is always running
in one of the three speeds as determined
by blower speed control switch setting.
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POWER VENT FEATURE

The two rectangular registers in the
right and left ends of the instrument
panel can be pivoted up or down, and
the vertical vanes moved from right to
left for air deflection (Fig. 6). The
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registers are closed by moving the vanes
inboard. The Mercury and Meteor left
register can be pivoted from side to side
and the horizontal vanes can be moved
up and down for air deflection.
Fresh air power ventilation can be
obtained by setting the temperature

control lever to COOL and the
functional control lever to VENT
position. For normal driving conditions,
leave the blower speed control switch at
LO (Fig. 2). For city traffic or slow
driving, move the switch to medium or
HI.

maintained or lost. The first control
position listed on the chart (OFF,
Fig. 4) indicates that no vacuum
should be applied to either of the
motors. Therefore, if the gauge
shows a vacuum lost, there is a leak
in the vacuum supply line or at the
check valve. If the vacuum reading
is maintained, the system is OK up
to the vacuum control valve (Fig. 3).
To isolate the problem, proceed to
the next listed control position.
4. For the second position on the chart
(Fig. 4), move the functional control
lever to VENT. Start the engine
again, turn the key quickly to the
ACCESSORY position, and watch
the gauge. The second position in
the chart on Fig. 4 (VENT) indicates
that vacuum should be applied to
the motor at the heater water valve
(4) and at the vent (6) door. If the
gauge indicates a vacuum loss there
is a leak at one or both of the motors
or in the lines (yellow or blue)
between the vacuum control valve

and motor. Make the necessary
repairs or replacements to correct
the vacuum leak. If the vacuum
reading is maintained, proceed with
step 5 that follows.
5. Check the motor or door that could
be causing the complaint. For
example: No air comes out of the
registers when the functional control
lever is in VENT position. Reference
to the schematic in Fig. 4 would
indicate that the No. (6) door is not
opening to the registers.
Disconnect the yellow vacuum line
at the No. (6) door vacuum motor (Fig.
3) and connect it to a vacuum gauge.
Again, check the vacuum reading (lever
at VENT) by starting the engine,
building up a vacuum, and quickly
turning the key to ACCESSORY
position. A zero vacuum reading
indicates that the line to the motor is
plugged or kinked. If vacuum is
indicated, either the door is restricted or
the motor should be replaced.

(crank arm all the way to the right).
3. Lock the adjustment into place by
tightening the mounting screw.

2. At the heater case (No. (5) door,
Fig. 3), loosen the cable flag-tomounting bracket screw in the slot,
and slide the cableflagin the bracket
groove until the (5) door crank arm
is in full left position. Be sure that
this adjustment is made with the
temperature lever in full heat
position as described in Step 1.
3. Lock the adjustment into place by
tightening the mounting screw.

TESTING

VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM
OPERATION

The test chart in Fig. 4 will
determine which vacuum motors should
be functioning with applied vacuum
during the various functional control
lever positions. The temperature control
lever controls the temperature blend (5)
door and has no connection with the
vacuum system. Check for proper
operation by following the chart and
testing the system as follows:
1. Connect a vacuum gauge in the
vacuum supply (black) line between
the check valve and the vacuum
selector valve (Fig. 3).
2. Move the functional control lever to
the first position listed on the test
chart (OFF) in Fig. 4.
3. Start the engine and let it run until
it is warm and a good vacuum
reading shows on the gauge. Turn
the key q u i c k l y to t h e
ACCESSORY position and observe
the gauge to see if vacuum is

ADJUSTMENTS
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL CABLE

1. Hold the control lever in OFF
position (Fig. 2) to make sure that it
does not move during cable
adjustment.
2. At the plenum chamber (No. (7)
door, Fig. 3) loosen the cable flag-tobracket mounting screw in the slot,
and slide the cable flag in the bracket
groove until the heat/defrost (7)
door is in the fully closed position

TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE

1. Move the temperature control lever
to the WARM position (Fig. 2), but
leave a 1/8-inch clearance between
the lever and therightend of the slot
in the control. This clearance is
necessary to insure full heat
position.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.

2. Remove the knobs from the blower
speed control, functional control
and temperature control levers (Fig.

2). If so equipped, remove the knob
from the accessory switch control
lever.
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3. Remove the two upper mounting
screws on the control panel
applique, and pry out the lower edge
of the applique which is retained by
two push-type clips.
4. Disconnect the two control cables
from their respective levers at the
rear of the control (Fig. 2).
5. Remove the four control head
mounting nuts from the front of the
control assembly. Remove the rear
support bracket screw.
6. Slide the control assembly forward
out of the engine side of the
instrument panel and carefully
lower it from the instrument panel.
7. Disconnect the electrical connectors
from the blower off-on switch, the
speed c o n t r o l s w i t c h , t h e
illumination bulb and, if so
equipped, the jewel-type bulb and
accessory switch (Fig. 2).
8. Disconnect the vacuum harness
from the vacuum control valve
(View A, Fig. 3). The control
assembly can now be removed.
9. When installing the assembly, adjust
the two control cables as described
under Adjustments.
CONTROL SWITCHES AND
VACUUM VALVE

1. Remove the control assembly from
the instrument panel as described in
the foregoing procedure.
2. To remove either the speed control
switch or the accessory switch,
disassemble the switch mounting
bracket from the control assembly (1
screw, Fig. 2).
3. To remove the off-on switch and
vacuum control valve assembly
remove the two mounting bracket
screws (Fig. 2).
DEFROSTER NOZZLES

The defroster nozzles are accessible
by removing the instrument panel pad.
To remove the left nozzle, it is also
necessary to loosen the Y-brace forward
of the instrument cluster. Remove two
defroster-to-panel mounting screws and
one defroster-to-defroster duct
attaching screw to remove each nozzle.
Separate each air duct from the
defroster nozzles and remove the
nozzles upward through the pad
opening (Fig. 5).
PLENUM CHAMBER

It is necessary to remove the lower
finish panel from the instrument panel
in order to remove the plenum chamber
from the vehicle. Remove the defroster
nozzles (Fig. 5) and disconnect the

register center air duct assembly (Fig.
6). Remove the mounting stud nuts
from the engine side of the dash panel
(Fig. 5) and remove the plenum
chamber from the passenger side of the
dash panel.
POWER VENT AIR DUCTS

To remove the air ducts, first
remove the instrument panel pad
(Group 45) and the lower finish panel
from the instrument panel. Remove the
attaching screws and remove the ducts
as shown in Fig. 6.
REGISTER LOUVER BARRELS

Pry on the end pivot with a thin
blade to separate the pivot from the
pivot hole and pull the barrel assembly
out of the instrument panel as shown in
Fig. 7.
The barrels can be installed in one
way only because of the size of the two
pivots and retaining holes.
HEATER CORE

The heater core is located in the left
side of the case which is mounted on the
engine side of the dash panel. To
remove, drain the cooling system and
disconnect the heater hoses from the
heater core. Then, remove the core
cover and gasket, and slide the heater
core and mounting seals out of the case
(Fig. 8).
BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

The heater case assembly is located
on the engine side of the dash panel to
the right of the centerline. The blower
motor and wheel is located in the right
side of the case to the right of the hood
hinge under the right front fender. It is
necessary to cut out an access opening in
the right front fender apron to service
the blower motor and wheel assembly.
1. Disconnect the blower motor lead
wire (orange) at the rear of the hood
right hinge (Fig. 9).
2. Remove the ground wire (black)
mounting screw from the upper
cowl. Pull both wires out of the clip
at the resistor.
3. Remove the right front tire and
wheel assembly.
4. Locate the access opening area
shown in View A, Fig. 10 and clean
this area of the fender apron.
5. Drill a 1-inch hole tangent to the
centerline of the bead using the drill
dimple provided in the apron 1/2
inch from the centerline of the bead
(View B, Fig. 10). Take precautions
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necessary to prevent damaging the
heater case by drill push-through or
over-travel.
6. Cut out the access opening along the
centerline of the bead with aircraft
snips. Smooth any rough metal
edges. To avoid damaging the heater
case, do not use a sabre saw or
similar tool.
7. Remove the four blower motor
mounting plate screws (Fig. 9) and
disconnect the cooler tube from the
motor. Carefully move the motor
and wheel assembly forward out of
the heater case through the access
hole (Fig. 10). If only the motor is
being serviced, remove the motor
from the wheel and install the
replacement unit to the wheel.
8. Procure a cover plate, Ford Part No.
18A475. Position the cover plate
over the access opening and drill
eight 1/8-inch holes in the apron.
Use the eight holes in the cover as a
template (View C, Fig. 10). To
protect the heater case, place a metal
shield between the fender apron and
the case while drilling.
9. After installing the motor cooling
tube, apply rope sealer to the motor
mounting plate (Fig. 9) and install
the blower motor and wheel as an
assembly.
10. Route the lead wire and the ground
wire through the clip on the resistor;
connect the lead wire (orange) to the
harness and the ground wire (black)
to the cowl (1 screw).
11. Apply rope sealer around the edge of
the access cover and position the
cover on the fender apron. Secure
the cover to the apron with eight
self-tapping, round washer head
(No. 8-15 x 1/2) screws (View D and
Section A-A,Fig. 10).
12. Install the wheel and tire assembly.

DEFROSTER NOZZLE

L1485-C

FIG. 5 Heater System—Ford, Meteor, Mercury
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FIG. 8 Heater Core Removal
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FIG. 10 Blower Access Hole in Fender
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SPECIFICATIONS
Blower Motor Current Draw
Current draw at 12.8 volts
L o w — 3 amps. Medium—5.5
a m p s . H i g h —9 a m p s . C i r c u i t
Protection—15 amp. Fuse
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
For an explanation of the control
door code numbers used in this Part,
refer to General Information in Part 3610.
AIR FLOW

The heater assembly is a blend air
system receiving outside air through an
opening in the right vent duct which is
connected directly to an opening in the
upper cowl. Outside air is drawn into
the system from the cowl through the

right vent duct into the blower housing,
forced through and/or around the
heater core, mixed, and then discharged
through outlets in the discharge air duct
to thefloorarea or through the defroster
outlets (Fig. 1).
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

The Mustang and Cougar control
assembly is located in the center of the

lower instrument panel and illuminated
by one 2CP-1894 bulb (Fig. 2).
The control assembly contains a
temperature control lever connected to
the (5) door and a functional control
lever connected to the (7) door (Figs. 1
and 2).
The three-speed blower motor is
controlled by a four-position switch in
series with a resistor which provides for
low and medium speeds. The switch is
located as shown in Fig. 2. The resistor
is located in the heater case.

OUTSIDE AIR

OUTSIDE AIR

BLOWER MOTOR

LEFT RAM-AIR
VENT (CABLE
CONTROLLED)

TO LEFT
REGISTER

RIGHT RAM
-AIR VENT
(CABLE
CONTROLLED)

TO DEFROSTERS

HEAT-DEFROST DOOR
® (CABLE CONTROLLED)

TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR
(5) (CABLE CONTROLLED)
TO FLOOR

TO FLOOR
TO FLOOR

L1553-A

FIG. 1 Heater and Vent System Schematic
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REAR VIEW
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FIG. 2 Heater Control Assembly—Mustang and Cougar

BLOWER SPEED CONTROL SWITCH

ILLUMINATION BULB SOCKET
AND WIRE ASSEMBLY

TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER

BLOWER SWITCH LEVER
NUT-2 REQUIRED
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER

SCREW-2 REQUIRED

FRONT VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW
L1666-B

FIG. 3 Heater Control Assembly—Montego and Torino
TORINO AND MONTEGO

The Montego and Torino control
assembly is located in the instrument
panel to the left of the steering column.
The control assembly contains a new
system off-on switch, a three-position
blower switch, a temperature control
lever, a functional control lever and an
illumination bulb (Fig. 3). The

functional control lever operates both
the system off-on switch and a cable
connected to the heat-defrost (7) door
(Fig. 1). The system control integrated
off-on switch is connected in series with
the three-position blower switch and a
resistor assembly located in the heater
case assembly. The temperature control
lever is connected by a cable to the
temperature blend (5) door (Fig. 1).

TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER
OPERATION

The air temperature is controlled by
the position of the temperature blend
door located between the blower and
heater core in the heater case. As the
temperature control lever (Fig. 3) is
moved from COOL to WARM, a
control cable moves the blend (5) door
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(Fig. 1) from minimum heat to full heat
position to modulate the air flow
through and/or around the heater core.
The air through the core and the air
through the by-pass chamber is then
mixed as it enters the plenum chamber.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER
OPERATION

In OFF position, the functional
control lever opens the circuit to the

blower switch (blower stops) and closes
the heat-defrost (7) door restricting all
airflowthrough the plenum (Fig. 1). As
soon as the lever is moved from OFF
position to the right about 1/2 inch, it
closes the off-on switch to bring current
to the blower switch whose sole function
is to regulate blower speed through the
resistor. From this point on through
HEAT and DEFROST positions, the
blower is always running in one of the
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three speeds as determined by blower
switch setting.
In HEAT position, the lever moves
the (7) door to discharge the air through
the air distribution duct to the floor area
(Fig. 1). In DEFROST position, the air
is discharged to the windshield through
the defroster nozzle. Air flow can also be
modulated in direct proportion to the
control setting between HEAT and
DEFROST positions.

ADJUSTMENTS
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL (OFFFLOOR-DEFROST) CABLE

1. Place the lever in HEAT position.
2. Loosen the screw that retains the
cable to the heater case (Fig. 5 and
View A, Fig. 6), and rotate the (7)
door crank arm to a position in line
with the locating dart on the heater
case as shown. Make sure that the
lever does not move from FLOOR
position.
3. With the door crank arm and the
control lever in these positions,
tighten the cable retaining screw to
20 in-lbs torque.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE

1. Move the temperature control lever
to the WARM end of the slot.
2. Loosen the screw that retains the
cable to the heater case, and rotate
the (5) door crank arm to the full
clockwise position (Figs. 5 and 6).
3. Move the control lever back far
enough to provide 3/16 inch
clearance bewteen the lever and the
edge of the slot, making sure that the
(5) door does not move.
4. Tighten the cable retaining screw to
20 in-lbs torque.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
HEATER CONTROL ASSEMBLY
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

1. Remove two radio knobs and discs.
2. Remove four screws from the front
of the radio and heater control bezel,
and position the bezel and heater
control assembly out from the
passenger side of the instrument
panel opening.
3. Remove glove box for access to the
heater assembly.
4. Disconnect the heater control cables
from the heat/defrost door (7) and
temperature blend door (5) crank
arms at the heater assembly (Fig. 5).
5. Disconnect the electrical multiple
connector from the blower switch
and the illumination bulb wire (Fig.
2), and remove the control and bezel
assembly from the vehicle.
6. Separate the control assembly from
the bezel (4 retaining screws).

7. Disconnect the cables from the
control assembly (Fig. 2).
8. When installing the control
assembly, be sure to connect the
cables correctly. The functional
control cable should be connected to
the upper lever on the control
assembly (Fig. 2) and to the crank
arm for the (7) door on the heater
(Fig. 5). The temperature control
cable should be connected to the
lower lever on the control assembly
(Fig. 2) and to the crank arm for the
(5) door on the heater (Fig. 5).
9. Adjust the control cables as outlined
in the foregoing procedure.
TORINO AND MONTEGO

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the knobs from the
functional, temperature and blower
switch control levers.

3. Disconnect the cable end at each
control lever (one nut for each
lever), and separate the cables from
the control head (one screw and
retaining clip for each cable) as
shown in Fig. 3.
4. Remove the four control assemblyto-instrument panel retaining
screws, and move the control back
toward the engine side of the
instrument panel.
5. Disconnect the electrical wiring
connectors from the blower switch,
the system off-on switch, the
accessory switch if so equipped, and
the illumination bulb. Then, lower
the control assembly and remove it
from under the instrument panel.
6. When installing the assembly be sure
that the wires and cables are
p r o p e r l y c o n n e c t e d . After
installation adjust the cables as
outlined in the specification section.
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DEFROSTER NOZZLE

HEATER ASSEMBLY

MUSTANG AND COUGAR

MUSTANG AND COUGAR

1. Remove the radio (Part 35-01), the
instrument panel pad (Part 45-61),
and the glove box for access.
2. Disconnect the defroster from the
plenum chamber by removing the
snap clip (View A, Fig. 5).
3. Remove the three defroster nozzleto-instrument panel mounting nuts
(Fig. 5), and then remove the nozzle
by moving it down and to the right.
4. When installing the nozzle be sure
that it is connected to the plenum
chamber with the snap clip.

1. Drain the engine coolant.
2. Disconnect the two heater hoses
from the core tubes.
3. Remove the glove box for access and
remove the right vent air duct
assembly (one duct-to-upper cowl
mounting screw and three duct-toblower mounting nuts)as shown in
Fig. 5.
4. Disconnect the two control cables
from the heater case assembly.
5. Remove the defroster-to-plenum
snap clip.
6. Disconnect the electrical wiring
from the resistor assembly.
7. Remove the heater case assembly (4
heater case-to-dash panel mounting
stud nuts).
8. When installing the heater assembly,
be sure that the control cables are
properly connected (Figs. 2 and 5)
and adjusted as outlined in the
Adjustment section.

TORINO AND MONTEGO

1. Remove the instrument panel upper
finish panel.
2. Remove the two screws from the
defroster left outlet (Fig. 4).
3. Remove the screw that holds the
nozzle lower brace to the instrument
panel lower lip.
4. Remove the two screws that hold
the defroster right outlet to the
upper support brace.
5. Carefully remove the nozzle
assembly upward through the
opening in the instrument panel.

dash. Position or plug the hoses so
that the coolant will not drain out.
3. Remove the nuts retaining the
heater assembly to the dash.
4. Disconnect the control cables at the
No. (5) and (7) door crank arms
(Fig. 6).
5. Disconnect the wires from the
resistor, and disconnect the blower
motor wires.
6. Remove the glove box.
7. Remove the two bolts and nuts
retaining therightair duct control to
the instrument panel. Remove the
screws retaining the right air duct
and remove the duct assembly.
8. Remove the heater assembly to a
bench.
Installation
1. Position the heater assembly in the
vehicle and install the retaining nuts.
2. Connect the heater hoses.
3. Connect the motor and resistor
leads.
4. Connect the temperature and
functional control cables to the No.
(5) and (7) door crank arms
respectively (Fig. 6). Adjust the
cables as outlined in the Adjustment
section.
5. Install the right air duct, and install
the control cable to the instrument

TORINO AND MONTEGO

Removal
1. Drain the cooling system.
2. Disconnect both heater hoses at the

DEFROSTER NOZZLE
LEFT OUTLET

RIGHT OUTLET
SUPPORT BRACE

S

L 1275-B

FIG. 4 Defroster Nozzle—Montego and Torino
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UPPER

VIEW A

AIR DISTRIBUTION
DUCT
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FIG. 5 Heater Assembly—Mustang and Cougar

panel.
6. Install the glove box, and fill the
cooling system.
HEATER CORE
1. Remove the heater assembly from
the vehicle as outlined in the
foregoing procedure and place it on
a bench.
2. Remove the heater core cover and

pad and slide the core out of the case
(Fig. 7).
3. If the core is being replaced, transfer
the polyurethane pads from the old
to the new core when installing the
core in the case.
HEATER BLOWER MOTOR AND
WHEEL ASSEMBLY
1. Remove the heater assembly from

the vehicle, as outlined in this
section, and place it on a bench.
Remove the four mounting screws
and remove the blower motor and
wheel assembly from the blower
scroll (Fig. 7).
3. When installing the blower motor
and wheel assembly, match the
alignment holes as shown in Fig. 7.
Install the motor ground screw to
the mounting plate.
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FIG. 6 Heater Assembly—Montego and Torino
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FIG. 7 Heater Blower Motor and Core Assemblies

SPECIFICATIONS

HEATING SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS-MUSTANG, COUGAR, TORINO, MONTEGO
Blower Motor Current Draw at 12.8 Volts . . . 5 to 7 amps on High Blower
Protection Device
Mustang and Cougar
Torino and Montego

Control Illumination
Mustang and Cougar
Torino and Montego

One 2 CP No. 1895 Bulb
.One 1 CPNo. 1G1 Bulb

14 Amp Fuse in Fuse Panel
25 Amp Fuse in Fuse Panel

CL1556-B
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MAVERICK AND COMET HEATING SYSTEM
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SPECIFICATIONS

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
For an explanation of the control
door code numbers used in this part,
refer to General Information in Part 3610.
AIR FLOW

The blower motor in the Maverick
and Comet heater assembly is located

behind the heater core instead of in front
of it.
Outside air enters the right duct of
the heater assembly through the cowl
opening. With the right air vent closed,
the air is drawn through the (5) blend
door opening(s) through and/or around
the heater core into the blower housing
(Fig. 1). The blower then forces the air

PLENUM CHAMBER

into the plenum chamber where it
discharges either through the defroster
nozzle or the air distribution duct to the
floor.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

The system has only two doors the
temperature blend (5) door and the

MOTOR

TO DEFROSTERS

HEAT-DEFROST
DOOR
(CABLE
CONTROLLED)

TEMPERATURE
BLEND DOOR
(CABLE CONTROLLED)

TO REGISTER

FIG. 1 Heater Air Flow—Maverick and Comet
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MAVERICK AND COMET HEATING SYSTEM

heat/defrost (7) door (Fig. 1). Both
doors are cable controlled by levers in
the control assembly. The cable from
the (5) door connects to the temperature
control (center) lever; the cable from the
(7) door connects to the functional
control (right) lever (Fig. 2). The left
lever controls the three-speed blower
switch.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER
OPERATION

When the temperature control
(center) lever (Fig. 2)is set at COOL, the
(5) door (Fig. 1) shuts off air passage
through the heater core and by-passes it
directly to the blower housing unheated.
As the temperature control lever is

moved from COOL to WARM, the
control cable moves the blend (5) door
(Fig. 1) from minimum heat to full heat
position to modulate the air flow
through and/or around the heater core.
The air through the core and the air
through the by-pass chamber is then
mixed as it enters the blower housing.
At full WARM position, the by-pass
to the blower is shut off, and all the air
passes through the heater core to pick
up maximum heat before entering the
blower housing.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER
OPERATION

The functional control (right) lever

36-13-02

actuates a control cable connected to the
heat-defrost (7) door in the plenum
chamber (Fig. 2). In the OFF position,
the door is closed blocking all air
passages through the plenum (Fig. 1). In
HEAT position, air is discharged
through the air distribution duct to the
floor area. In DEFROST position, air is
discharged to the windshield through
the defroster nozzle. Airflowcan also be
modulated in direct proportion to the
control setting between HEAT and
DEFROST positions.
A single defroster n o z z l e ,
connnected to the top of the plenum
chamber, distributes air through two
openings in the forward instrument
panel to the windshield.

ADJUSTMENTS
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL CABLE

TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE

1. Loosen the functional control cable
mounting clip near the (7) door
crank arm (Fig. 2).
2. Move the functional control lever to
HEAT POSITION.
3. Position the (7) door crank arm midway between the two dots on the
plenum chamber (Fig. 2) and tighten
the clip.

1. Loosen the temperature control
cable mounting clip near the (5)
door crank arm (Fig. 2).
2. Move the temperature control lever
to the full COOL position (upper
end of control slot), and then back it
off 1/8 inch.
3. Move the (5) door crank arm toward
the mounting bracket as far as it will
go (Fig. 2), and tighten the clip.

CABLE MOUNTING BRACKET AND CLIP
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
LEVER
CABLE

TEMPERATURE
BLEND DOOR/^j

HEAT/DEFROST DOOR ( /
CRANK ARMS

ADJUSTING DOTS
CABLE MOUNTING CLIP

LI559.A

FIG. 2 Heater Control Cable Adjustments—Maverick and Comet
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
HEATER CONTROL ASSEMBLY,
BLOWER SWITCH, AND
CONTROL CABLES

To remove the heater control
assembly, blower switch and/or control
cables, it is necessary to remove the
instrument cluster (Group 33). Pull the
knobs off the control levers (Fig. 3).
Carefully remove the face plate by
prying it off at the top and bottom
alternately. If this is not done, the
mounting pins may be broken. Then,
remove the three screws retaining the
heater control assembly to the
instrument panel and move the
assembly out through the cluster
opening. If the blower switch or
defogger switch is to be replaced,
disconnect the switch lead and remove
the switch.
If the control cables are to be
replaced, disconnect the cables at the
control assembly (Fig. 3) and at the No.
(5) and (7) door crank arms (Fig. 2).
If the control assembly is to be
replaced, disconnect all switch leads and
cables and remove the assembly.
When installing the face plate,
position all of the levers between the top

of their slots and mid position. Position
the plate so that the five pins line up
with the elongated holes in the casting.
Press evenly on the plate top, center and
bottom until all five pins are fully
engaged.
DEFROSTER NOZZLE

The defroster air duct has to be
removed before the nozzle can be
removed. The air duct is attached to the
top of the plenum chamber by a snap
rivet at the front and two tabs at the rear
(Fig. 4). Remove the snap rivet and
move the air duct back into the defroster
nozzle to disengage it from the tabs on
the plenum chamber. Now, tilt the
forward edge of the duct up and forward
to disengage it from the nozzle, and
remove it from the left side of the heater
assembly.
Four slotted flanges on the defroster
nozzle engage four corresponding tabs
integral with the instrument panel (Fig.
4). Carefully disengage the slots from
the mounting tabs. Lower the nozzle
rearward to clear the plenum chamber
and remove it.

HEATER ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Drain the engine coolant, and
disconnect the battery.
2. Disconnect the blower motor
ground wire (black) from the fender
apron at the engine side of the dash
panel.
3. Disconnect the heater hoses at the
engine block.
4. Remove the five heater assembly-todash panel mounting nuts from the
engine side of the dash panel (Fig.
5).
5. From inside the vehicle, disconnect
the ignition switch and Opiate from
the package tray and position the
switch out of the way.
6. Remove the package tray from
under the instrument panel.
7. Remove the right cowl trim panel
and remove the right package tray
bracket.
8. Remove the cable retaining clips and
push nuts at the (5) and (7) door
crank arms and disconnect the
control cables from the crank arms
(Fig. 5).
9. Remove the snap rivet that attaches

BLOWER SWITCH

FACE PLATE

DEFOGGER SWITCH
(OPTIONAL)

FRONT VIEW

FUNCTIONAL
CONTROL CABLE

REAR VIEW
L 1139-B

FIG. 3 Heater Control Assembly—Maverick and Comet
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INSTRUMENT PANEL
SEE VIEW A - >

DEFROSTER NOZZLE 18491-C

INSTRUMENT PANEL

SEE VIEW A

NOZZLE
VIEW A

DEFROSTER AIR DUCT 18633-A

PLENUM CHAMBER

TABS

L 1561-A

FIG. 4 Defroster Nozzle and Air Duct Installation

the forward side of the defroster air
duct to the plenum chamber (Fig. 4).
Move the air duct back into the
defroster nozzle to disengage it from
the tabs on the plenum chamber.
Now, tilt the forward edge of the
duct up and forward to disengage it
from the nozzle, and remove it from
the left side of the heater assembly.
10. Disconnect the motor lead from the
resistor assembly on the bottom of
the heater (Fig. 5).
11. Remove the heater case-toinstrument panel support bracket
mounting screw (Fig. 5), and
remove the heater case. At the same
time, pull the two heater hoses in
through the dash panel. Then,
disconnect the hoses from the heater
core in the case.
Installation
1. Place the heater on a bench and
connect both heater hoses to the
core.
2. Position the heater assembly to the
passenger side of the dash panel
while, at the same time, pushing the
hoses through the holes in the dash.
Then secure the heater to the
instrument panel by installing the
support bracket mounting screw
(Fig. 5).
3. From the engine side of the dash
panel, install the five nuts that retain
the heater to the dash. Then connect
the blower ground wire (black) to
the fender apron, and connect the
heater hoses to the engine block.
4. From the passenger side of the dash
panel, install the air duct to the

defroster nozzle, engage the rear side
of the duct to the tabs on the plenum
chamber and fasten the forward side
of the plenum chamber with a snap
rivet (Fig. 4).
5. Connect the motor lead to the
resistor assembly on the heater case
(Fig. 5).
6. Connect the control cables to the (5)
and (7) crank arms (Fig. 5) and
install the push nuts and cable
retaining clips.
7. Adjust the control cables as outlined
in the Adjustment Section.
8. Install the right package tray
bracket, then install the right cowl
trim panel.
9. Install the package tray under the
instrument panel.
10. Install the ignition switch and plate
on the package tray.
11. Fill the cooling system.
12. Connect the battery ground cable.
HEATER CORE
1. Remove the heater case assembly
from the vehicle as outlined in the
foregoing procedure.
2. Remove the compression gasket at
the cowl air inlet.
3. Remove the eleven clips from
around the front and rear case
flanges (View A, Fig. 6), and
separate the front and rear halves of
the case.
4. Lift the heater core from the front
half of the case (Fig. 6).
5. When installing, assemble the two
halves of the case as shown in View
B, Fig. 6.

BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY
1. Remove the heater case assembly
from the vehicle as outlined in this
Section.
2. Disconnect the blower motor lead
wire (orange) from the resistor (Fig.
7).
3. Remove the four blower motor
mounting plate nuts and remove the
motor and wheel assembly from the
heater assembly (Fig. 7).
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MOUNTING NUTS (5 REQUIRED)
370148-S100

36-13-05

HOSE CLAMP (2 REQUIRED) 97355-S8
TORQUE TO 12-20 IN-LBS.

INSTRUMENT PANEL

CLIP 353261-S2
SCREW 55908-S2
PUSH NUT 372927-S2
5 ; DOOR
CRANK ARM

TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE

(7)

DOOR CRANKARM

HEATER ASSEMBLY 18478-AD
MOTOR LEAD FROM 14401 HARNESS
FUNCTIONAL
CONTROL CABLE

FRONT OF VEHICLE
\

FLOOR AIR DUCT 18A433-E

SNAP RIVETS 375064-S

L 1560-A

FIG. 5 Heater Assembly—Maverick and Comet
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MAVERICK AND COMET HEATING SYSTEM

36-13-06

HEATER CASE
ASSY. FRONT

L1516-A
VIEW B

FIG. 6 Heater Core Removal

HEATER
ASSEMBLY

SEE VIEW B

VIEWB
L 1515-B

FIG. 7 Blower Motor and Wheel Assembly
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SPECIFICATIONS

HEATING SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS-MAVERICK, COMET
Blower Motor current Draw at
12.8 Volts
7.4 to 9.4 Amps on High Blower

Protection Device
Control Illumination

14 Amp Fuse in Fuse Panel
1.5 CP No. 1445 Bulb
CL1557-A
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
For an explanation of the control
door code numbers used throughout this
Part, refer to General Information in
Part 36-10.
AIR FLOW

The blower motor in the Pinto
heater assembly is located behind the

heater core instead of in front of it.
Outside air enters the right duct of
the heater assembly through the cowl
opening. With the right air vent closed,
the air is drawn through the (5) blend
door opening(s) through and/or around
the heater core into the blower housing
(Fig. 1). The blower then forces the air
into the plenum chamber where it

discharges either through the defroster
nozzle or the air distribution duct to the
floor.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

The system has only two doors the
temperature blend (5) door and the
heat/defrost (7) door (Fig. 1). Both

PLENUM CHAMBER
TO DEFROSTERS

HEAT-DEFROST
DOOR
(CABLE
CONTROLLED)

TEMPERATURE
BLEND DOOR
(CABLE CONTROLLED)

TO REGISTER

FIG. 1 Heater Air Flow—Pinto
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doors are cable controlled by levers in
the control assembly (Fig. 2). The cable
from the (5) door connects to the
temperature control (upper) lever; the
cable from the (7) door connects to the
functional control (lower) lever (Fig. 2).
The lever at the left end of the control
head operates the three-speed blower
switch.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER
OPERATION

When the temperature control
(upper) lever (Fig. 2) is set at COOL, the
(5) door (Fig. 1) shuts off air passage to
the heater core and by-passes it directly
to the blower housing unheated.
As the temperature control lever is
moved from COOL to WARM, the

control cable moves the blend (5) door
(Fig. 1) from minimum heat to full heat
position to modulate the air flow
through and/or around the heater core.
The air through the core and the air
through the by-pass chamber is then
mixed as it enters the blower housing.
At full WARM position, the by-pass
to the blower is shut off, and all the air
passes through the heater core to pick
up maximum heat before entering the
blower housing.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER
OPERATION

the door is closed blocking all air
passage through the plenum (Fig. 1). In
HEAT position, air is discharged
through the air distribution duct to the
floor area. In DEFROST position, air is
discharged to the windshield through
the defroster nozzle. Airflowcan also be
modulated in direct proportion to the
control setting between HEAT and
DEFROST positions.
A single defroster nozzle, connected
to the top of the plenum chamber,
distributes air through two openings in
the forward instrument panel to the
windshield.

The functional control (lower) lever
actuates a control cable connected to the
heat-defrost (7) door in the plenum
chamber (Fig. 2). In the OFF position,

ADJUSTMENTS
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL CABLE

TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE

1. Loosen the functional control cable
mounting clip near the (7) door
crank arm (Fig. 2).
2. Move the functional control lever to
HEAT position.
3. Position the (7) door crank arm midway between the two dots on the
plenum chamber (Fig. 2) and tighten
the clip.

1. Loosen the temperature control
cable mounting clip near the (5)
door crank arm (Fig. 2).
2. Move the temperature control lever
to the full WARM position (right
end of control slot), and then back it
off 1/8 inch.
3. Move the (5) door crank arm toward
the mounting bracket (Fig. 2), and
tighten the clip.

MOUNTING BRACKET
AND CLIP
^
TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR( 5
x
CRANK ARM
—'

HEAT/DEFROST DOOR
CRANK ARM
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL CABLEv MOUNTING BRACKET
AND CLIP

LEVERS
INSTRUMENT PANEL

FIG. 2 Heater Control Cable Adjustments—Pinto
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

CONTROL CABLES

DEFROSTER NOZZLE

1. Remove the two control assemblyto-instrument panel mounting
screws, and pull the control
assembly from the panel.
2. Remove the clip that retains the two
cables to the control assembly (one
screw), and disconnect the cable(s)
from the control lever(s) (Fig. 2).
3. To remove the functional control
cable, remove the push nut, screw
and clip that connect the cable to the
(7) door, and pull the cable out.
To gain access to the temperature
control cable connections, open the
glove box door and reach through the
glove box opening. Remove the push
nut, screw and clip that connect the
cable to the (5) door, and pull the cable
out.
4. When installing, first connect the
cable(s) to the control assembly,
push the cable(s) through the
opening and install the control
assembly to the instrument panel.
Then connect the cable(s) to the (5)
and/or (7) door.

The defroster air duct has to be
removed before the nozzle can be
removed. The air duct is attached to the
top of the plenum chamber by a snap
rivet at the front and two tabs at the rear
(Fig. 3). Remove the snap rivet and
move the air duct back into the defroster
nozzle to disengage it from the tabs on
the plenum chamber. Now, tilt the
forward edge of the duct up and forward
to disengage it from the nozzle, and
remove it from the left side of the heater
assembly.
The defroster nozzle is retained by
four mounting tabs integral with the
instrument panel flange. These tabs are
twisted to retain the defroster nozzles to
the instrument panel. They must be
straightened to remove the nozzles and
twisted during installation. Lower the
nozzle rearward to clear the plenum
chamber and remove it.

CONTROL ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the two control headtoinstrument panel mounting screws
from the face of the assembly.
2. Pull the control assembly out of the
opening in the instrument panel, and
then disconnect the switch lead
wires.
3. Remove the clip that retains the
cables to the control assembly (one
screw), disconnect the cables from
the control levers and remove the
control (Fig. 2).
4. When installing the control
assembly adjust both cables as
outlined in the Adjustment Section.
HEATER SWITCH

Pull the knob off the switch lever,
and remove the two control head-toinstrument panel screws. Pull the
control head out of the panel for access,
disconnect the switch lead wire, and
remove the switch from forward side of
the control (one screw).

HEATER CASE ASSEMBLY

1. Drain the engine coolant, and
disconnect the battery.
2. Disconnect the blower motor
ground wire (black) at the engine
side of the dash panel.
3. Disconnect the heater hoses at the
engine block.
4. Remove the four heater assemblyto-dash panel mounting nuts from
the engine side of the dash panel.
5. From inside the vehicle, remove the
glove box.
6. Remove the mounting bracket clips
and disconnect the control cables
from the (5) and (7) door crank arms
(Fig. 2). Disconnect the motor lead
wire from the resistor (Fig. 4).
7. Remove the radio for access as
outlined in Group 35.
8. From inside the vehicle, remove the
snap rivet that attaches the forward
side of the defroster air duct to the
plenum chamber (Fig. 3). Move the
air duct back into the defroster
nozzle to disengage it from the tabs
on the plenum chamber. Now, tilt
the forward edge of the duct up and
forward to disengage it from the
nozzle, and remove it from the left

side of the heater assembly.
9. Remove the heater case-toinstrument panel support bracket
mounting screw (Fig. 3), and pull
the heater case away from the dash
panel. At the same time, pull the two
heater hoses in through the dash
panel. Then, disconnect the hoses
from the heater core tubes, and
remove the heater case assembly
from the vehicle.
10. After installing the heater case
assembly, be sure to adjust the
control cables as outlined in Section
3. Then install the radio (Group 35).
HEATER CORE

1. Remove the heater case assembly
from the vehicle as outlined in the
foregoing procedure.
2. Remove the compression gasket at
the cowl air inlet.
3. Remove the eleven clips from
around the front and rear case
flanges (View A, Fig. 4), and
separate the front and rear halves of
the case.
4. Lift the heater core from the front
half of the case (Fig. 4).
5. When installing, assemble the two
halves of the case as shown in View
B, Fig. 4.
BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the heater case assembly
from the vehicle as outlined in this
section.
2. Disconnect the blower motor lead
wire (orange) from the resistor (Fig.
5).
3. Remove the four blower motor
mounting plate nuts and remove the
motor and wheel assembly from the
heater assembly (Fig. 5).
BLOWER MOTOR RESISTOR

The resistor is mounted on the lower
part of the heater case just above the
passengers feet (Fig. 5). To replace,
disconnect two push-on connectors and
remove two retaining screws.

SIDE VIEW
RIGHT VENT AIR DUCT
RIGHT AIR REGISTER
L1514-C

FIG. 3 Heating System—Pinto
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HEATER CASE
ASSY. FRONT

L1516-A
VIEW B

FIG. 4 Heater Core Removal—Pinto

SPECIFICATIONS

HEATER
ASSEMBLY

BLOWER MOTOR CURRENT
DRAW

Current Draw at 12.8 volts: Low—
3.0 amps plus or minus 1 amp.
Medium—S.I amps plus or minus 1
amp. High— 8.4 amps plus or minus 0
amp.

SEE VIEWB

VIEWB
L 1515-B

FIG. 5 Blower Motor and Wheel Assembly
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
SYSTEM OPERATION

Outside air from the cowl intake is
drawn into the system by the blower
motor and wheel. In OFF position of the
functional control lever (Fig. 4), the (1)
door is closed to outside air regardless of
temperature control lever settings. In all
other settings of the functional control
lever, the (1) door is open to outside air
at any temperature control lever setting.
The air is then forced into the front case,
through the heater by-pass (3) and/or
blend (5) door openings (through and/
or around the neater core) into the
plenum chamber.
The air arrives at the plenum
chamber either unheated (outside air
temperature), or heated according to
temperature control lever settings (Fig.
1). From the plenum chamber, the (6)
door (dependent on position, Fig. 4)
directs or splits the discharge airflowto
the floor ducts or to the upper center
duct. The (7) door in the upper center

duct directs air either to the panel
registers or to the defroster outlets.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

The control assembly is located at
the lower left side of the instrument
panel to the left of the steering column.
It contains a blower system off-on
switch, a four-position blower speed
control switch, a three-port vacuum
selector valve assembly, an eight-port
vacuum selector valve assembly, a
functional control lever, a temperature
control lever and an illumination bulb
(Fig. 2).
The functional and temperature
vacuum selector valves are identical
with those used in the A/C system and
actually have nine and three ports
respectively. In the heating system,
however, one port in each selector is
plugged at the harness connector and
not used; hence, in effect only a
eight-portand a two-port selector valve.

The functional control lever actuates:
1. The nine-port vacuum selector valve
which supplies vacuum to operate
the outside air (1) door, the by-pass
air (3) door, the high-low air (6)
door, and the panel-defrost (7) door
(Fig. 3).
2. The blower system off-on switch
which is connected in series with the
four-position blower speed control
switch (Fig. 2).
The temperature control lever
actuates:
1. The three-port vacuum selector
valve which supplies vacuum
through a passage in the eight-port
selector to operate the (4) heater
water valve (Fig. 3).
2. The temperature control cable
which operates the temperature
blend (5) door.
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Heater By-Pass
Functional
Control Lever
Position
VENT

Temperature
Control Lever
Position

Outside
Air®
Door

Any Position

0

3 Air Door
(Around Heater Core)
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Heater Water
Valve <D
(Water Flow thru
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COOL-1

E

Temperature Blend
Temperature and
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Outlets*
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Open ©
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N
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( I ) Air Door
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P

PANELV HEAT
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Open ©

Open

Closed to Heater Core
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and Floor

T
COOL-3

0
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©

Open

Closed to Heater Core

Cool to Registers or Registers

TEMP-4

0

Open ©

Open

Partially Open to Heater

Mid-Range Temperature to

WARM-5

T

Open ©

Open

Fully Open to Heater

Closed

Closed

Closed to Heater Core

Cold to Floor and/or Defrost
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Open

Closed to Heater Core

Cool to Floor and/or Defrost
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Closed to Heater Core
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Partially open to Heater

Warm to Floor and/or Defrost

and Floor

Core (Blend A i r )

U
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S
COOL-1
HEAT

COOL-2

I
D
E
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HEAT V DEFROST
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A
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I
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* Since there is no cooling action (no A/C System), the "cold" rating indicates nothing lower than outside air temperature.
"Cool" would be just slightly higher.
©Open in panel only - Closed in Panelv Heat
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FIG. 1 Discharge Air Temperature Control Chart—Thunderbird Heating System

INTER-ACTION OF VACUUM
SELECTOR
VALVES—TEMPERATURE AND
FUNCTIONAL LEVERS

The temperature control lever
actuates the temperature (three-port)
selector valve (Fig. 3) to control vacuum
through the passage in the functional
(nine-port) selector to the (4) motor.
This control is completely effective,
however, only when the functional
control lever is in the PANEL through
DEFROST positions. In OFF and
VENT positions, the functional (nineport) selector overrides the temperature
(threeport) selector by sending vacuum
to close the (4) valve to water flow
through the heater core regardless of
temperature lever selection (Figs. 1, 3
and 4).
PANEL THROUGH DEFROST
POSTIONS

In the COOL-1 position (Fig. 4), the
temperature control lever actuates the
temperature (three-port) selector valve
(Fig. 3) to send vacuum through the
passage in the functional (nine-port)
selector to the (4)motor. With vacuum
supplied to this motor the water valve
(4) is closed to water flow through the
heater core (Fig. 4).

In the COOL-2, COOL-3, TEMP-4
and W A R M - 5 p o s i t i o n s , t h e
temperature (three-port) selector shuts
off all vacuum. The (4) valve is open to
water flow through the heater core
(Figs. 1, 3 and 4).
TEMPERATURE BLEND (5)
DOOR—TEMPERATURE
CONTROL LEVER

Figure 2 shows the blend door cable
connection at the temperature control
lever. Figures 1 and 4 illustrate the
operation of the blend (5) door in
conjunction with the (4) valve and the
(3) door for controlling the air
temperature.

ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM—FUNCTIONAL
CONTROL LEVER
CONTROL SWITCHES

The functional control lever controls
the blower system off-on switch (Fig. 2)
which connects battery current to the
blower through the speed control switch
and resistor assembly (mounted on
plenum chamber).

BLOWER OPERATION

In the OFF position, the functional
control lever opens the system off-on
switch to stop current flow to the
fourposition blower speed control
switch (blower stops). As soon as the
lever is moved from OFF position to the
right (one detent position), it closes the
off-on switch to bring current to the
blower speed control switch whose sole
function is to regulate blower speed
through the resistor. From this point on
through VENT, PANEL, HEAT
andDEFROST positions, the blower is
always running in one of the four speeds
as determined by blower speed control
switch setting.
DISCHARGE AIR
FLOW—FUNCTIONAL CONTROL
LEVER

The foregoing paragraphs explain
how the air is delivered to the plenum
chamber in an outside air temperature,
or heated condition. From the plenum
chamber, the discharge air (outside
temperature or heated) is controlled by
the high-low (6) door and the paneldefrost (7) door.
In VENT and PANEL positions
(Fig. 4), the (6) door is closed to the
floor and open to the center duct (no
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3 PORT

CABLE CONNECTION

(ONE PLUGGED)
VACUUM SELECTOR

TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER

ILLUMINATION BULB CONNECTOR

BLOWER SPEED CONTROL SWITCH LEVER

BLOWER SYSTEM
OFF-ON SWITCH

8 PORT (ONE PLUGGED)
VACUUM SELECTOR
REAR VIEW (BOTTOM)

FIG. 2 Heater System Control—Thunderbird
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VACUUM SUPPLY TANK

WATER V A L V E 0
VACUUM MOTOR
TEMP BLEND
(DDOOR
PANEL-DEFROST©
DOOR VACUUM MOTOR
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DOOR VACUUM MOTOR

BY-PASS AIR (DDOOR
VACUUM MOTOR

HIGH. LOW (6)
D00RVACUUM MOTOR
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SLACK-

GREEN
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RED

TEMPERATURE (3 PORT)
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TEMPERATURE
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FIG. 3 Vacuum Diagram—Thunderbird Heating System
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vacuum), and the (7) door is closed to
the defrosters and open to the registers
(vacuum). All air discharges through
the registers.
In PANEL-HEAT position, the
high-low door is in mid-position (partial
vacuum 6a) and the (7) door is open to
the registers (vacuum). Part of the air
discharges to the floor and part through
the registers.
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In HEAT position, full vacuum is
applied to the high-low door (6a and 6b)
closing the door to the center duct and
opening it to the floor. All air discharges
to the floor.
In HEAT-DEFROST, the highlow
door is in mid-position (partial vacuum
6a) and the (7) door is closed to the
registers and open to the defrosters (no
vacuum). Part of the air discharges to

the floor and part through the
defrosters.
In DEFROST, the (6) door is closed
to the floor and open to the center duct
(no vacuum) and the (7) door is closed
to the registers and open to the
defrosters (no vacuum). All air
discharges through the defrosters.

DEFROST) on the chart, leave the
temperature lever at COOL-1, and
check the (6a) blue line by repeating the
test (step 5).
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the green line or (4)
m o t o r . M a k e t h e r e p a i r s or
replacements necessary to correct the
vacuum leak before moving to the
HEAT-DEFROST position.
5. Repeat the vacuum test with the
functional control lever at HEAT
DEFROST and the temperature
lever at COOL-1. These lever
positions on the chart indicate that
vacuum should be applied through
the blue line (6a) to the high-low
door motor as well as the (4) motor
which was eliminated in the
foregoing step.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the blue line or top
part of the motor. Move the functional
control lever up to the next position
(HEAT) on the chart and check the (6b)
red line by repeating the test (step 6).
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the blue line (6a) or the
top part of the motor. Make the repairs
or replacements necessary to correct the
vacuum leak before moving to the
HEAT position.
6. Repeat the vacuum test at the
HEAT-COOL-1 position. If the
vacuum reading is maintained, there
are no leaks in the red line (6b) or
high-low door motor. Proceed with
step 7.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the red line (6b) or
lower part of the motor. Make the
repairs or replacements necessary to
correct the vacuum leak before
proceeding with step 7.
7. Performance of the preceding 6 steps
eliminates the vacuum supply
system to the selector valves, the
lines from the selector valves to the
(4) and (6) motors, and the motors
as possible causes of problems. Now
move the functional control lever to
thefirstposition (OFF) on the chart.

Repeat the vacuum test as before. If
the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the white line or
(1) motor. Proceed to step 8. If the
gauge indicates a vacuum loss, there
is a leak in the line or motor. Make
the repairs or replacements
necessary to correct the vacuum leak
before proceeding with step 8.
8. All motors and lines have now been
eliminated except the (3) and (7)
motors and lines thereto. Move the
functional control lever to VENT,
the second position on the chart in
Fig. 4. Repeat the vacuum test as
before.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the system. Proceed
to step 9.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the tan line between the
selector and the tee connection (Fig. 5),
in the tan line between the tee
connection and the by-pass (3) door
motor, in the yellow line between the tee
connection and the panel-defrost (7)
door motor, or in the (3) or (7) motor.
Make the repairs or replacements
necessary to correct the vacuum leak(s).
9. If no vacuum leaks are indicated
throughout the system, check the
motor or door that could be causing
the problem according to the
complaint. For example: No air
comes out of the panel registers
when the functional control lever is
in the panel position. Reference to
the schematic in Fig. 4 would
indicate that the panel-defrost (7)
door is not opening to the registers.
Disconnect the yellow vacuum line
at the panel-defrost (7) door vacuum
motor and connect it to a vacuum gauge
(Fig. 5). Again repeat the test and check
the vacuum reading. A zero vacuum
reading indicates that the line to the
motor is plugged or kinked. If vacuum
is indicated, either the door is restricted
or the motor should be replaced.

TESTING
VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM
OPERATION

The test chart in Fig. 4 will
determine which vacuum motors should
be functioning with applied vacuum
during the various control lever
positions. Check for proper operation by
following the chart and testing the
system as follows:
1. Connect a vacuum gauge in the
vacuum supply (black) line between
the vacuum supply tank and the
vacuum selector valves (Fig. 5).
2. Move the functional control lever to
the DEFROST position and the
temperature control lever to the
WARM position.
3. Start the engine and let it run until
it is warm and a good vacuum
reading shows on the gauge. Turn
t h e key q u i c k l y to t h e
ACCESSORY position, and observe
the gauge to see if vacuum is
maintained or lost. The last control
position listed on the chart
(DEFROST-WARM, Fig. 4)
indicates that no vacuum should be
applied to any of the motors.
Therefore, if the gauge shows a
vacuum loss, there is a leak in the
vacuum supply (black) line or in the
tank. Make the necessary repairs or
replacements to correct the leak. If
the vacuum reading is maintained,
the system is OK up to the selector
valves (Fig. 5). Proceed with step 4.
4. Move the temperature control lever
to COOL-1 position and leave the
functional control lever at
DEFROST. Start the engine again,
turn the key quickly to the
ACCESSORY position, and watch
the gauge. The DEFROST-COOL-1
position on the chart in Fig. 4
indicates that vacuum should be
applied through the green line only
to the heater water (4) valve motor.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the green line or the
(4) motor. Move the functional control
lever up to the next position (HEAT-
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FIG. 4 Thunderbird Heating System Air Flow Schematic and Vacuum Test Chart
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FIG. 5 Heating System Vacuum Schematic—Thunderbird
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BLOWER MOTOR CURRENT
DRAW

DISCONNECT
TO HEATER SWITCH
TO AMMETER
NEGATIVE
LEAD

This test will determine if the blower
motor is operating properly. Connect a
0-50 ammeter as shown in Fig. 6. The
blower m o t o r will o p e r a t e
independently of the control switch, and
the current drawn by the motor will be
indicated on the ammeter. Current draw
should be to specification.
OPEN CIRCUIT TEST
All electrical circuits must be
complete from the source of power
(battery), to the unit where the power is
used, and back to the source of power
again. A check at each connection in the
system (Fig. 7), starting at the battery,
will locate an open circuit or will show
that the circuit is complete.

BATTERY

36-15-08

An ohmmeter or self-powered test
light connected at any two points of a
circuit with the power removed from the
circuit, will show if the circuit between
the two connections is open or complete.
If the meter does not move or has a
light movement (high resistance), the
circuit may have a poor connection or
broken wire. If the bulb does not light,
the circuit is open.
If the meter movement is great or
full (low resistance), the circuit is
complete. If the bulb lights, the circuit is
complete.

LI 166-A

FIG. 6 Blower Motor Current Draw
Test

BLACK

CONNECTOR

BLOWER RESISTOR ASSEMBLY
BROWN-YELLOW STRIPE

BLOWER
BATTERY (INPUT)
LT. GREEN-WHITE
HASH MARK

DASH PANEL

BLOWER SWITCH

FIG. 7 Heater Electrical System Wiring Diagram—Thunderbird
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ADJUSTMENTS
VACUUM MOTORS
The vacuum motors are adjustable
for proper air door operation.
The single acting actuators are
adjusted so that the vacuum motor
return springs are preloaded for about
1/8 inch travel of the connecting link
with no vacuum applied. Perform the
adjustment as follows:
1. Loosen the vacuum motor attaching
screws or nuts.
2. Move the vacuum motor until the
preload indicator is flush with the
motor body. (The air door must be
in its normal position with no
vacuum applied).
3. Tighten the bracket attaching

screws or nuts and check the
operation of the door.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
CABLE—BLEND DOOR (5)

A turnbuckle adjustment on the
temperature control cable housing is
provided to insure positive seal between
the blend door and the inner case.
Adjust the turnbuckle so that the
t e m p e r a t u r e c o n t r o l lever is
approximately 1/8 inch from each end
of its slot when moving the lever to the
full right and left positions.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the knobs from the
functional, temperature and blower
switch control levers and from the
accessory switch lever.
3. Remove the applique covering the
control assembly.
4. Remove the four control assemblyto-instrument panel retaining
screws, and move the control back
toward the engine side of the
instrument panel.
5. Disconnect the cable end at the
temperature control lever (one nut),
and separate the cable from the
control head (one screw) as shown in
Fig. 2.
6. Disconnect the vacuum harnesses
from the vacuum selector valves
(Fig. 5).
7. Disconnect the electrical wiring
connectors from the blower switch,
the system off-on switch, the
a c c e s s o r y s w i t c h , and the
illumination bulb. Then, lower the
control assembly and remove it from
under the instrument panel.
8. When installing the assembly be sure
that the wires and cables are
p r o p e r l y c o n n e c t e d . After
installation adjust the cable as
outlined in Section 3.
DEFROSTER NOZZLES

1. Remove the instrument panel upper
finish panel.

2. Remove the upper attaching screws
(2) at each defroster nozzle outlet
(Fig. 8).
3. Remove the lower attaching clips at
the defroster nozzle inlet and move
the nozzle upward through the
opening in the panel.
AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCTS AND
REGISTERS

The plenum chamber is attached to
the dash panel directly over the front
case outlet openings and contains the
heater core, temperature blend door,
heater by-pass door, high-low door, air
mix baffles and blower resistor
assembly. The center air distribution
duct containing the panel-defrost door
seats firmly over the rectangular upper
opening in the plenum chamber and
distributes air directly to the center
panel registers and to the left and right
registers through rigid air ducts, or
separately to the defroster nozzles (Figs.
8 and 9). The air distribution ducts and
registers can be serviced as shown.
HEATER CORE

The heater core can be removed
from inside the vehicle by removing the
plenum chamber rear case half (Fig. 10).
1. Drain the engine coolant and
disconnect the heater hoses from the
heater core.
2. Remove the glove box.
3. Remove the heater air outlet register
from the plenum assembly (2 snap
clips).

4. Remove the temperature control
cable assembly mounting screw and
disconnect the end of the cable from
the blend door crank arm (1 spring
nut).
5. Remove the blue and red vacuum
hoses from the high-low door
vacuum motor; the yellow hose from
the panel-defrost door motor, and
the brown hose at the inline tee
connector to the temperature bypass door motor (Fig. 5).
6. Disconnect the wiring connector
from the resistor (Fig. 10).
7. Remove ten screws from around the
flange of the plenum case and
remove the rear case half of the
plenum.
8. Remove the mounting nut from the
heater core tube support bracket.
9. To provide a positive seal between
the front and rear case halves, apply
body sealer around the case flanges
before installation. Make sure that
the core mounting gasket is installed
properly during installation of the
heater core.
BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the glove box for access.
2. Remove the recirc air register and
duct assembly from the blower
assembly (1 screw, Fig. 11).
3. Remove the two screws that attach
the blower lower housing to the dash
panel.
4. Disconnect the white hose from the
outside-recirc air door vacuum
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motor, and remove the vacuum
motor from the blower lower
housing (2 screws). Leave the motor
actuator connected to the door
crank arm.
5. Disconnect the blower motor lead
wire (orange) from the harness
connector, and disconnect the motor
ground wire (black) (1 screw).
6. Remove six upper to lower blower
housing flange screws.
7. Separate the blower lower housing
and motor assembly from the upper
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housing and remove it from under
the instrument panel.
Remove the blower motor and wheel
assembly from the lower housing (4
screws).
9. The upper flange of the recirc duct is
retained to the blower upper housing
with two S. clips that remained on
the housing during removal.

INSTRUMENT PANEL (UPPER)
UPPER ATTACHING SCREW

CENTER AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCT

BLOWER MOTOR HOUSING ASSEMBLY

PLENUM CHAMBER ASSEMBLY

L1662-A

FIG. 8 Heater and Forced Ventilation System—Thunderbird
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LEFT CENTER REGISTER

REGISTER

VIEW A
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FIG. 9 Air Distribution Ducts and Registers—Thunderbird—Heating and Forced Ventilation System
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FIG. 10 Heater Core Removal and Installation—Thunderbird Heating System
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UPPER COWL
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AIR REGISTER

LOWER CASE-TO-DASH PANEL
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(6 REQUIRED)
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FIG. 11 Blower Motor and Wheel Assembly—Thunderbird Heater
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SPECIFICATIONS

THUNDERBIRD HEATER AND FORCED VENTILATION SYSTEM SPECif ICATIONS
Control Illumination
One ICP, No. 161 Bulb
Protective Device
35 Amp Circuit Breaker
Blower Motor Current Draw @ 12.2 Volts
Low
5 Amps

Current Draw Cont'd.
Medium t o w
Medium High
High

11 Amps
17 Amps
23 Amps
CL 1678-B
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BASIC PRINCIPLES
Car Air Conditioning is the cooling
or refrigeration of the air in the
passenger compartment. Refrigeration
is accomplished by making practical use
of three laws of nature. These laws of
nature and their practical application
are o u t l i n e d in the following
paragraphs.
Heat Transfer
If two substances of different
temperature are placed near each other,
the heat in the warmer substance will
always travel to the colder substance
until both are of equal temperature. For
example, a cake of ice in an ice box does
not communicate its coldness to the
bottle of milk standing nearby. Rather,
in obedience to nature's law, the heat in
the warm milk automatically flows into
the ice which has a lesser degree of heat.
In order to determine the amount of
heat that transfers from one substance to
another, science has established a
definite standard of measurement called
the British Thermal Unit or BTU. One
BTU is the amount of heat required to
raise the temperature of one pound of
water 1 degree F. For example, to raise
the temperature of one pound of water
from 32 degrees F to 212 degrees F, one
BTU of heat must be added for each
degree rise in temperature or a total of
180 BTU's of heat. Conversely, in order
to lower the temperature of one pound
of water from 212 degrees F to 32
degrees F, 180 BTU's of heat mmust be
removed from the water.
Latent Heat of Vaporization
When a liquid boils (changes to a
gas) it absorbs heat without raising the
temperature of the resulting gas. When
the gas condenses (changes back to a
liquid), it gives off heat without lowering
the temperature of the resulting liquid.

For example, place one pound of
water at 32 degrees F in a container over
a flame. With each BTU of heat that the
water absorbs from the flame, its
temperature rises 1 degree F. Thus, after
it has absorbed 180 BTU's of heat, the
water reaches a temperature of 212
degrees F. Here the law of nature is
encountered. Even though the flame
continues to give its heat to the water,
the temperature of the water remains at
212 degrees F. The water, however,
starts to boil or change from the liquid
to the gaseous state, and it continues to
boil until the water has passed off into
the atmosphere as vapor. If this vapor
were collected in a container and
checked with a thermometer, it also
would show a temperature of 212
degrees F. In other words, there was a
rise of only 180 degrees F (from 32 to
212) in the water and vapor temperature
even through the flame applied many
more than 180 BTU's of heat. In this
case, the heat is absorbed by the liquid
in the process of boiling and disappears
in the vapor. If the vapor were brought
in contact with cool air, the hidden heat
would reappear and flow into the cooler
air as the vapor condensed back to
water. Scientists refer to this natural law
as t h e l a t e n t ( h i d d e n ) heat of
vaporization.
W a t e r has a l a t e n t h e a t of
vaporization of 970 BTU's and a boiling
point of 212 degrees F. This means that
1 pound of water at 212 degrees F will
absorb 970 BTU's of heat in changing to
vapor at 212 degrees F. Conversely, the
vapor will give off 970 BTU's of heat in
condensing back to water at 212 degrees
F.
This tremendous heat transfer, that
occurs when a liquid boils or a vapor
condenses, forms the basic principle of
all conventional refrigeration systems.
For a liquid to be a good refrigerant,
the amount of heat that it absorbs when

vaporizing is not the only factor. It must
also have a low boiling point. That is,
the temperature at which it boils must
be lower than the substance to be cooled.
To illustrate with water, place a bottle of
milk at room temperature (70 degrees F)
next to boiling water (212 degrees F).
The heat would flow from the (higher
temperature) water to the (lower
temperature) milk. The milk would be
heated rather than cooled, because the
boiling point of water is too high.
In order to make practical use of the
heat transfer that takes place when a
liquid boils, we must choose a liquid
with a low boiling point. Refrigerant 12
is the liquid most commonly used in
automotive air conditioning systems
because it boils at 21.7 degrees F below
zero. Here is a liquid that boils or
vaporizes well below passenger
compartment temperatures and, in
vaporizing, will absorb tremendous
amounts of heat without getting any
warmer itself.
EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON BOILING
OR CONDENSATION

The saturation temperature (the
t e m p e r a t u r e where b o i l i n g or
condensation occurs) of a Hquid or
vapor increases or decreases according
to the pressure exerted on it.
In any Ford air conditioning system,
liquid refrigerant (R-12) is stored in the
receiver under high pressure (Fig. 1).
When the liquid R-12 is released into the
evaporator by the expansion valve the
resulting decrease in pressure and
partial boiling lowers its temperature to
-21.7 degrees F, its new boiling point. As
the R-12 flows through the evaporator
coils, passenger compartment air passes
over the outside surface of the coils. As
it boils, the R-12 absorbs heat from the
air and thus cools the passenger
compartment. The heat from the
passenger compartment is absorbed by
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the boiling refrigerant and hidden in the
vapor. The refrigeration cycle is now
under way. To complete the cycle, the
following remains to be done:
(1) Dispose of the heat in the vapor.
(2) Convert the vapor back to liquid for
reuse.
(3) Return the liquid to the starting
point in the refrigeration cycle.
The compressor (Fig. 1) performs
these functions. It pumps the refrigerant
vapor (containing the hidden heat) out
of the evaporator and forces it under
high pressure into the condenser which
is located in the outside air stream at the
front of the car. The increased pressure
in the condenser raises the R-12
condensation or saturation temperature
to a point higher than that of the outside
air. As the heat transfers from the hot
vapor to the cooler air, the R-12
condenses back to a liquid. The liquid
under high presssure now returns to the
reservoir where it is stored for re-use.
It may seem difficult to understand
how heat can be transferred from a
comparatively cooler car passenger
compartment to the hot outside air. The
answer lies in the difference between the
refrigerant pressure that exists in the
evaporator and the pressure that exists
in the condenser. In the evaporator, the
expansion valve reduces the pressure
and the boiling point below the
t e m p e r a t u r e of the passenger
compartment. Thus, heat transfers from
the passenger compartment to the
boiling refrigerant. In the condenser, the
compressor raises the condensation
point above the temperature of the
outside air. Thus, the heat transfers
from the condensing refrigerant to the
outside air. The expansion valve and the
compressor simply create pressure
conditions that permit the laws of
nature to function.
HEATER-A/C SYSTEMS CONTROL
DOORS

With all Ford Motor Company
heater-A/C systems, outside air comes
through an opening at the upper cowl
and into the right end of the evaporator
and blower assembly. All evaporator
and blower assemblies contain:
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HIGH PRESSURE LIQUID
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EVAPORATOR

LOW PRESSURE LIQUID
HIGH PRESSURE GAS
LOW PRESSURE GAS

TO EXPANSION VALVE
AND EVAPORATOR

L1286C

FIG. 1 Typical A/C Basic System

(1) An evaporator core through which
flows Refrigerant-12.
(2) A heater core through which flows
hot water from the engine.
(3) A blower which forces air through
the evaporator core, through and/or
around the heater core, and out
through various outlets.
(4) Several control valves or doors.
The control valves or doors
determine the following functions:
(1) Whether outside air or inside
(recirculating) air goes through the
system.
(2) The amount of air that goes through
and the amount that by-passes the
heater core.
(3) The particular outlet(s) through
which the air discharges. The
number of doors used and the
manner in which they are actuated
differ according to the particular
vehicle model. Some doors are
actuated by a vacuum motor; some
by a cable. In all cases, the cables
and motors are controlled by either

one of two control levers (functional
or temperature). Each door or valve
and the vacuum motor or cable that
actuates it has been assigned a code
number which relates directly to its
function in the system. These code
numbers are used in illustrations
and procedures to familiarize the
reader with the function and control
of each valve or door.

TESTING GENERAL INFORMATION
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

The refrigerant used in the air
conditioner system is Refrigerant-12.
Refrigerant-12 is non-explosive, noninflammable, non-corrosive, has

practically no odor, and is heavier than
air. Although it is classified as a safe
refrigerant, certain precautions must be
observed to protect the parts involved
and the person who is working on the

unit. Use only Refrigerant-12. Do not
use refrigerant that was canned for
pressure operated accessories (such as
boat air horns). This type is not pure
Refrigerant-12 and will cause a
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malfunction. Liquid Refrigerant-12, at
normal atmospheric pressures and
temperatures, evaporates so quickly that
it has the tendency to freeze anything it
contacts. For this reason, extreme care
must be taken to prevent any liquid
refrigerant from coming in contact with
the skin and especially the eyes.
Refrigerant-12 is readily absorbed by
most types of oil. For this reason, a
bottle of sterile mineral oil and a
quantity of weak boric acid solution
must always be kept nearby when
servicing the air conditioning system.
Should any liquid refrigerant get into
the eyes, immediately use a few drops of
mineral oil to wash them out, then wash
the eyes clean with the weak boric acid
s o l u t i o n . Seek a d o c t o r ' s a i d
immediately even though irritation may
have ceased. Always wear safety
goggles when servicing any part of the
refrigerant system. The Refrigerant-12
in the system is always under pressure.
Because the system is tightly sealed,
heat applied to any part would cause
this pressure to build up excessively.
To void a dangerous explosion,
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never weld, use a blow torch, solder,
steam clean, bake body finishes, or use
any excessive amount of heat on or in
the immediate area of any part of the air
cooling system or refrigerant supply
tank, while they are closed to the
atmosphere whether filled with
refrigerant or not.
The liquid refrigerant evaporates so
rapidly that the resulting refrigerant gas
will displace the air surrounding the
area where the refrigerant is released.
To prevent possible suffocation in
enclosed areas, always discharge the
refrigerant from an air cooling system
into the garage exhaust collector.
Always maintain good ventilation
surrounding he work area.
Although Refrigerant-12 gas, under
normal conditions, is non-poisonous,
the discharge of refrigerant gas near an
open flame can p r o d u c e a very
poisonous gas. This gas will also attack
all bright metal surfaces. This poisonous
gas is generated when the flame-type
leak detector is used. Avoid inhaling the
fumes from the leak detector. Make
certain that Refrigerant-12 is both

stored and installed in accordance with
all state and local ordinances.
When admitting Refrigerant-12 gas
into the cooling unit, always keep the
tank in an upright position. If the tank
is on its side or upside down, liquid
Refrigerant-12 will enter the system and
may damage the compressor.
VISUAL INSPECTION
Obstructed air passages, broken
belts, disconnected or broken wires,
loose clutch, loose or broken mounting
brackets may be determined by visual
inspection of the parts.
BLOWER MOTOR TEST
Disconnect the blower motor wire at
the bullet connector, and connect it to
the negative lead of an ammeter.
Connect the positive lead of the
a m m e t e r to the b a t t e r y positive
terminal. The motor should operate and
the reading on the ammeter should be to
specification.
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PART 36-32 A / C General ServiceRefrigerant Systems With S.T.V. and
Schrader-Type Service Valves
COMPONENT INDEX

Page

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

COMPONENT INDEX

Page

REFRIGERANT SERVICE
32-02

Charging the System

32-08

Clutch - Magnetic

32-02

Discharging the System

32-07

Compressor

32-01

Evacuating the System

32-07

Condenser

32-02

Evaporator

32-01

Clutch - Magnetic

Expansion Valve

32-01

Leaks — Checking for

32-04

Receiver - Dryer

32-01

Manifold Gauge Set Installation

32-05

Service Valves

32-02

Performance Test - A/C

32-05

Sight Glass

32-02

Receiver - Dryer

32-05

Suction Throttling Valve

32-01

Sight Glass - Use of

32-04

Suction Throttling Valve

32-05

Ambient Temperature Switch

This part covers the refrigerant
system (suction-throttling valve and/or
Schrader service valve type) that is
common to all the above listed vehicles.
Each of the following parts (Part 36-41,

TESTING

36-45, 36-71, 36-72 and 36-73) covers
only those procedures that are peculiar
to the indicated vehicle system.
Reference both to this Part and to
the Part covering the pertinent vehicle

32-05

system is necessary for complete
coverage of any one of the above listed
vehicles.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
RECEIVER-DEHYDRATOR UNIT

The air conditioning system stores
the liquid refrigerant-12 under pressure
in a combination receiver and
dehydrator (Fig. 1). The pressure in the
receiver normally varies from about 80
to 300 psi, depending on the
surrounding air temperature and
compressor speed.
The dehydrator removes any traces
of moisture from the system. Even small
amounts of moisture left in the system
will cause trouble.
EVAPORATOR UNIT

When the system is in operation,
liquid Refrigerant-12 flows from the
receiver-dehydrator unit through a
flexible hose to the evaporator (Fig. 1)
where it evaporates at a reduced
pressure, and cools the evaporator. Air
is blown through the evaporator fins and
is thus cooled and dryed by the
evaporator.

EXPANSION VALVE AND
SUCTION THROTTLING VALVE

The expansion valve meters
refrigerant into the evaporator
according to cooling requirements. The
restrictive effect of the expansion valve,
while limiting the refrigerant flow to the
expansion valve, results in the reduced
evaporator pressure.
The expansion valve is opened and
closed by opposing pressures on either
side of the diaphragm (Fig. 2). The
temperature sensing bulb which is
clamped to the evaporator outlet pipe
usually contains R-12. As evaporator
outlet temperature rises, the R-12
expands and exerts pressure against the
diaphragm to open the valve further and
admit more refrigerant into the
evaporator for increased cooling. As
evaporator outlet temperature falls, the
pressure against the diaphragm is
decreased. Inlet pressure on the opposite
side of the diaphragm then starts closing

the valve. The cycle is repeated over and
over again. Actually, the expansion
valve is never completely open or closed
when the system is in operation.
The suction throttling valve
performs the same function as that
performed by the thermostatic (deicing) switch in the other car lines. Since
pressure affects temperature, the main
function of the valve is to keep the
refrigerant gas in the evaporator at a
pressure which will not allow the
temperature of the evaporator core
surface to go below 32 degrees F. This
will prevent evaporator icing.
To make the system work effectively
with the suction throttling valve, an
equalizer line is connected between the
suction side of the suction throttling
valve and the expansion valve
diaphragm (Fig. 2).
COMPRESSOR UNIT

The evaporated refrigerant leaves
the evaporator as a low pressure gas.
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SUCTION THROTTLING VALVEHIGH PRESSURE LIQUID
LOW PRESSURE LIQUID
HIGH PRESSURE GAS
LOW PRESSURE GAS
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FIG. 1 Typical A/C Basic System

The compressor, which is located on the
engine (Fig. 1), pumps the refrigerant
from the evaporator into the top of the
condenser, which is located in front of
the radiator.
The compressor maintains the
refrigerant at a high pressure in the
condenser and receiver.
The six-cylinder, Fridgidare-type
compressor (used in Thunderbird,
Continental Mark IV and Lincoln
Continental) is covered in Part 36-34 of
this manual.
The two-cylinder-type compressor
(used in Ford, Meteor, Mercury,
Montego and Torino) is covered in Part
36-35 of this manual.
CONDENSER

The air conditioning condenser,
located in front of the radiator, receives
heated and compressed refrigerant gas
from the compressor.
As the refrigerant gas flows down
through the condenser, it is cooled by air
passing between the sections of the
condenser. The cooled, compressed
refrigerant gas condenses to liquid

refrigerant which then flows into the
receiver.
LIQUID SIGHT GLASS

The liquid sight glass is mounted in
the high pressure refrigerant line
between the receiver and the expansion
valve (Fig. 1). The sight glass is used to
check whether there is liquid refrigerant
in the system.
MAGNETIC CLUTCH AND
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
SWITCH

The pulley assembly contains an
electrically controlled magnetic clutch.
The compressor clutch (Figure 1) and
the compressor are off when the system
selector lever on the control panel is in
the OFF or VENT position. In the other
four positions of the system selector
lever the clutch will be engaged or
disengaged depending upon ambient
temperature. At approximately 55
degrees F ambient temperature, the
ambient switch located in front of the

condenser will close to complete the
circuit to the compressor clutch. Below
40 degrees F the ambient switch is open
and the compressor cannot operate.
SERVICE VALVES—SCHRADER
TYPE

These valves are similar to a tire
valve (Figs. 3 and 4). The service valve
in the high pressure line (from
compressor to condenser) allows access
to the high pressure side of the system
for attaching a service hose and pressure
gauge. The service valve in the low
pressure line (from evaporator to
condenser) allows access to the low
pressure side of the system for attaching
a service hose and pressure gauge (Figs.
3 and 4).
HIGH PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

Under extreme heat conditions, the
valve will open allowing refrigerant
vapor to escape. In this way the
excessive pressure that might damage
the compressor is relieved.
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INSULATION
EQUALIZER
EXPANSION VALVE

•CAPILLARY TUBE

EQUALIZER^
LINE

TO REGULATED
EVAPORATOR
PRESSURE
TO SUCTION
THROTTLING VALVE
(COMPRESSOR PRESSURE
SUCTION SIDE)
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FIG. 2 Expansion Valve and Suction Throttling Valve Operation

With six-cylinder compressors, the
valve is located in the discharge line near
the compressor. With two-cylinder
compressors, the valve is located on the
compressor block (Fig. 5).
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FIG. 5 High Pressure Relief Valve

FIG. 3 Schrader-Type Service Valve
Disconnected from Gauge
Set

L1673-B

FIG. 4 Schrader-Type Service Valve
Connected to Gauge Set

TESTING
CHECKING FOR LEAKS
Attach the manifold gauge set as
described in this section (Fig. 8). Leave
both manifold gauge valves at the
maximum clockwise (closed) position.
Both gauges should show approximately
60 to 80 pounds pressure at 75 degrees
F with the engine not running. If very
little or no pressure is indicated, leave
the vacuum pump valve closed, open the
Refrigerant-12 tank valve, and set the
low pressure (suction) manifold gauge
valve to the counterclockwise position.
This opens the system to tank pressure.
Check all c o n n e c t i o n s , and the
compressor head gasket, oil filler plug,
and shaft seal for leaks, using a flametype leak detector. Avoid inhaling the
fumes from the leak detector. The
smaller the flame the more sensitive it is
to leaks. Therefore, to insure accurate
leak indication keep the flame as small

as possible. The copper element must be
red hot. If it is burned away, replace the
element. Hold the open end of the hose
just below each suspected leak point for
two or three seconds. The flame will
normally be almost colorless. The
slightest leak will be indicated by a
bright green blue color to the flame. Be
sure to check the manifold gauge set and
hoses for leaks as well as the rest of the
system.
If t h e s u r r o u n d i n g a i r is
contaminated with refrigerant gas, the
leak detector will indicate this gas all
the time. Good ventilation is necessary
to prevent this situation. A fan, even in
a well ventilated area, is very helpful in
removing small traces of refrigerant
vapor.
USE OF SIGHT GLASS
Clean the slight glass before
checking for a proper charge of

refrigerant. Then, observe the sight glass
for bubbles with the engine running at
1500 rpm and the A/C controls set at
maximum cooling. A continuous or
large amount of bubbles in the sight
glass indicate an undercharge of
refrigerant in a cycling clutch system. In
a system using a suction throttling valve,
it may only indicate proper operation.
Bubbles will appear in an S.T.V.
system when the S.T.Valve is throttling,
that is when the pressure measured at
the S.T.V. is 30 psi and the compressor
suction pressure is 25 psi or lower.
These bubbles can be made to
disappear by reducing the engine idle
speed or increasing the evaporator air
flow, or the entering air temperature. If
an undercharge of refrigerant is found,
check the system for leaks. Repair any
leaks, evacuate the system with a good
vacuum pump, and charge the system
with the proper amount of Refrigerant
12.
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While observing the sight glass,
cycle the magnetic clutch off and on,
with the engine running at 1500 rpm. If
refrigerant is in the system, bubbles will
appear while the clutch is off and
disappear when the clutch is on. If no
bubbles appear during the on and off
cycle of the magnetic clutch, there is no
refrigerant in the system. If there is no
refrigerant in the system, it will be
necessary to leak test, repair as required,
and charge the system. Under
c o n d i t i o n s of e x t r e m e l y high
temperatures, occasional foam or
bubbles may appear in the sight glass.
ATTACHING THE MANIFOLD
GAUGE SET

When performing any of the various
tests, test equipment must be connected
to the system. If charge station type of
equipment is used, follow the
instructions of the manufacturer.
To attach a manifold gauge set to the
system proceed as follows:
1. Remove the caps from the high and
low pressure service (Schrader)
valves in the high and low pressure
lines at the compressor (Figs. 3, 8
and 9).
2. Turn both manifold gauge valves
fully clockwise to close the gauge set
to the center outlet hoses.
3. If the gauge hoses do not have the
valve opening pins in them, install
fitting adapters T71P-19703-S and
R on the manifold gauge low and
high pressure hoses.
4. Connect the high and low pressure
gauge hoses with adapters, to the
respective high and low pressure
service valves at the compressor
(Figs. 8 and 9).
Suction
Gauge
(Low
Pressure)
4-25 psi
Pressure will
normally
increase and
decrease
within
this range
1) Normal

2) Normal

Discharge
Gauge
(High
Pressure)
180-225 psi

Evaporator Gauge
(Low Pressure)
Refer to Pressure
Altitude Chart in
Fig. 8

Normal

Too High or
Too Low

Too High
Above
250 psi
in 90° F
Ambient

Normal

AIR CONDITIONER
PERFORMANCE TEST

The pressures developed on the high
pressure (discharge) and low pressure
(suction) side of the compressor indicate
whether or not the system is operating
properly.
Attach the manifold gauge set as
outlined in the foregoing procedure. Set
both manifold gauge valves at the
maximum clockwise, or closed,
position.
Check the system pressures with the
engine running at 1500 rpm, all controls
set for maximum cooling, and the front
of the car at least 5 feet from any wall.
The actual pressures indicated on
the gauges will depend on the
temperature of the surrounding air and
the humidity. Higher air temperatures
along with high humidity, will give
higher system pressures.
At idle speed and a surrounding air
temperature of 110 degrees F, the high
pressure may go as high as 300 pounds
or more.
If it becomes necessary to operate
the air conditioner under these
conditions, keep the high pressure down
with a fan directed at the condenser and
radiator.
Correct pressures for a normally
operating system are shown on line (1)
in the Refrigerant System Analysis
Chart (Fig. 6): The low pressure gauge
should indicate 4 to 25 psi; the high
pressure gauge should indicate 180 to
225 psi. Lines 2 through 8 in Figure 6
show various abnormal pressure
conditions and the possible problems
that could be their cause.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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connect a separate pressure gauge to
the evaporator gauge connection on
the suction throttling valve (Fig. 7).
Perform the air conditioner
performance test as outlined in the
foregoing procedure. Make any
repairs indicated by the test.
After operating the system for 10 to
15 minutes, be sure that normal
operating pressures are indicating
on the manifold gauge set (low
pressure gauge 4-25 psi and high
pressure gauge 180-225 psi). Then
check the reading on the evaporator
gauge.
Any gauge used to check the
evaporator pressure at the suction
throttling valve will be affected by
atmospheric pressure, whereas the
pressure within the valve itself
remains unaffected. To compensate
for this, use of the pressure-altitude
chart in Fig. 7 will give the required
gauge reading for correct evaporator
pressure at a given altitude.
If the valve does not show the
specified reading replace it; but only
if the gauge set indicates normal
operating pressures.

RECEIVER DRYER TEST

The receiver-dryer should be
replaced if it has been damaged in an
accident, leaks, or has become restricted
or clogged. Do not attempt to repair the
receiver-dryer. It is a refrigerant storage
area, filter, and a moisture collecting
device. If there is any indication of
moisture in any of the components, or if
the outlet connection is cool, the
receiver-dryer should be replaced.

SUCTION THROTTLING VALVE

MAGNETIC CLUTCH TEST

1. Connect the manifold gauge set into
the system (Figs. 8 and 9), and

Disconnect the magnetic clutch wire
at the bullet connector, and connect it to

Problem

• Normal

• Suction throttling valve is
improperly functioning, may have
moisture in system
• Restriction in
Look for
• Plugged receiver Frost Ring
• Plugged condenser
t Radiator overheating
• Air in system
• Viscous fan inoperative
• Overcharged system

Suction
Gauge
(Low
Pressure)
3) Too High

Discharge
Gauge
(High
Pressure)
Too High

4) Too High

Too Low

5) Too Low

Too Low

6) Too High

Normal or
Too High

Normal or
Too High

7) Normal

Normal

Tends to remain
constant while
engine speed
changes

Evaporator Gauge
(Low Pressure)
Normal or
Too High

Normal or
Too High
Normal or
Too Low

Problem

• Very hot shop no auxiliary fan
directed toward condenser
• Restricted air flow thiough coi iensei
• Overcharged system
• Compressor head gasket blown
• Compressor valve problem
• Undercharged system
• Expansion valve sticking in do;'id
position
• Capillary tube temperature sen:, ny
bulb exposed to engine
compartment heat
• Expansion valve sticking in
open position
• Moisture in system, passes critical
point and clears up but freezes :gain

NOTE: If the condenser is hot from top to bottom and the receiver is hot but the receiver outlet line is cool, the receiver is restricted. Replace the receiver.
CL1722-B

FIG. 6 Refrigerant System Analysis Chart Systems with Suction Throttling Valve
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LIQUID BLEED LINE
CONNECTOR (FROM REGULATED
EVAPORATOR PRESSURE)

PROTECTION
CAP

EXPANSION VALVE
EQUALIZER LINE CONNECTION
(TO COMPRESSOR SUCTION PRESSURE)

SUCTION THROTTLING VALVE
REFRIGERANT FLOW

REGULATED EVAPORATOR
PRESSURE TESTlCONNECTOR
(SCHRADER VALVE)

FROM REGULATED
EVAPORATOR PRESSURE

TO COMPRESSOR
SUCTION PRESSURE

REGULATED REFRIGERANT
PRESSURE (EVAPORATOR)

PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL VALVE
(STARTS TO OPEN@10 P.S.I.
FULLY OPEN@20 P.S.I.

NON-REGULATED REFRIGERANT
(COMPRESSOR SUCTION)

SUCTION THROTTLE VALVE PRESSURE/ALTITUDE CHART
ALTITUDE OF TEST SITE (FEET)
0 FEET (Sea Level)

REQUIRED GAUGE READING

± 1 psi

28.5

1000 FEET

29.0

2000 FEET

29.5

30O0 FEET

30.0

4000 FEET

30.5

5000 FEET

31.0

6000 FEET

31.4

7000 FEET

31.8

8000 FEET

32.3

9000 FEET

32.7

10,000 FEET

33.2
LI720-A

FIG. 7 Suction Throttling Valve and Pressure/Altitude Chart

the negative lead of an ammeter.
Connect the positive lead of the
ammeter to the battery positive
terminal. The magnetic clutch should
pull in with a distinct click and the
current reading on the ammeter should
be to specification.
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REFRIGERANT SERVICE
DISCHARGING THE SYSTEM
When replacing any component in
the air conditioning system, the system
must be discharged. To discharge the
system proceed as follows:
1. Remove the caps from the high and
low pressure service (Schrader)
valves in the high and low pressure
lines at the compressor (Figs. 3, 8
and 9).
2. Turn both manifold gauge valves
fully clockwise to close the gauge set
to the center outlet hoses.
3. If the gauge set hoses do not have the
service valve actuating pins, install
fitting adapters T71P-19703-S and
R on the manifold gauge low and
high pressure hoses.

4. Connect the high and low pressure
gauge hoses with adapters, to the
respective high and low pressure
service valves at the compressor
(Figs. 8 and 9).
5. Place the open end of the center hose
in a garage exhaust outlet.
6. Slowly depressurize the refrigeration
system by opening the low pressure
gauge valve a slight amount and
allowing the refrigerant to discharge
slowly from the system.
7. A f t e r t h e s y s t e m is n e a r l y
discharged, open the high pressure
gauge valve very slowly to avoid
losing an excessive amount of
refrigerant oil and allow any

refrigerant remaining in the
compressor and high pressure line to
discharge.
EVACUATING THE SYSTEM
1. Discharge the system as described in
the foregoing procedure.
2. Attach a tank of Refrigerant-12 and
a vacuum pump to the manifold
gauge set. Make certain the
Refrigerant-12 tank valve is tightly
closed.
3. Open both manifold gauge set
valves.
4. Run the vacuum pump until the low
pressure gauge reads at least 25
inches and as close to 30 inches of

COMPRESSOR

EVACUATING AND CHARGING
REFRIGERANT SYSTEM

2-CYLINDER TYPE
TORINO
MONTEGO

EVAPORATOR
FROM RECEIVER

VACUUM PUMP ACM-571

DEHYDRATOR
EXPANSION VALVE

L 1670-C

FIG. 8 Testing, Evacuating and Charging the Refrigerant System
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vacuum as possible. Continue
vacuum pump operation for 20-30
minutes. Turn off the pump and
close both gauge valves.

CHARGING THE SYSTEM

1. Discharge and evacuate the system
as outlined in the foregoing
procedures.
2. Leave the vacuum pump valve
closed.
3. Set the low pressure (suction)
manifold gauge valve at the full
counterclockwise or open position.
4. Set the high pressure (discharge)
manifold gauge valve at the full
clockwise or closed position.
5. Open the Refrigerant-12 tank valve
to allow refrigerant to enter the
system, and observe the gauges.
When both gauges reach 60 to 80
pounds at approximately 75 degrees
F, shut off the tank valve.
6. Perform the leak test with the leak
detector.
7. Set the A/C controls for maximum
cooling.
8. Start the engine and open the R-12
tank valve again to prevent drawing
vacuum on the suction side.

9. With the engine running at 1500
rpm, complete charging the system
until the specified weight of
refrigerant has entered the system.
10. If the refrigerant will not enter the
system due to low temperature, it
may be necessary to place the
Refrigerant-12 tank in a container of
hot water at about 150 degrees F.
This will increase the R-12 pressure
and force the gas from the tank
during charging. Never heat the
Refrigerant-12 tank with a torch. A
dancerous explosion may result.
11. During the charging, the high
pressure (discharge) side may build
up to an excessive value. This can be
caused by on overcharge of
refrigerant, or an overheated engine,
in c o m b i n a t i o n with high
surrounding temperatures. Never
allow the high pressure to exceed
240 pounds while charging. If it
does, stop the engine, determine the
cause, and correct it.
12. After the proper charge has been
made, close the Refrigerant-12 tank
valve, and check the system
pressures for proper operation. (Low
pressure suction gauge 4-25 psi;
high pressure discharge gauge 120170 psi at 70 to 90 degrees F
ambient).
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FIG. 9 Service Connections for
System with Six-Cylinder
Compressor.

13. After satisfactory operation has
been achieved, disconnect the
manifold gauge set high and low
pressure hoses from the service
valves (Figs. 8 and 9).
14. Install caps on the service valves and
the manifold gauge set lines (Fig. 3).
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PART 36-33 A / C Refrigerant System With
Thermostatic (De-icing) Switch and Manual
Service Valves
COMPONENT INDEX
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Clutch - Magnetic
Compressor
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•.
Receiver - Dryer
Service Valves
Sight Glass
Thermostatic Switch
REFRIGERANT SERVICE
Charging the System
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This part covers the refrigerant
system (De-Icing Switch-Manual
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all the above listed vehicles. Each of the
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Part covering the pertinent vehicle
system is necessary for complete
coverage of any one of the above listed
vehicles.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
RECEIVER-DEHYDRATOR UNIT

Expansion Valve

Compressor Unit

The air conditioning system stores
the liquid refrigerant-12 under pressure
in a combination receiver and
dehydrator (Fig. 1). The pressure in the
receiver normally varies from about 80
to 300 psi, depending on the
surrounding air temperature and
compressor speed.
The dehydrator removes any traces
of moisture from the system. Even small
amounts of moisture will cause trouble.

The expansion valve (Fig. 1) meters
refrigerant into the evaporator
according to cooling requirements.
The expansion valve consists of the
valve and a temperature sensing
capillary tube and bulb. The bulb is
clamped to the outlet pipe of the
evaporator. By use of internal passages
leading to and from the underside of the
valve diaphragm, the diaphragm senses
the refrigerant temperature and pressure
as it enters the evaporator core. Thus the
valve is controlled by both the
evaporator outlet temperature and the
evaporator inlet pressure.
The restricting effect of the
expansion valve at the evaporator causes
a low pressure on the low pressure side
of the system of 12 to 50 psi, depending
on the surrounding air temperature and
compressor speed.

The evaporated refrigerant leaves
the evaporator as a low pressure gas.
The compressor, which is located on the
engine (Fig. 2), pumps refrigerant from
the evaporator into the top of the
condenser which is located in front of
the radiator (Fig. 1). The compressor
keeps the refrigerant at a high pressure
in the condenser and receiver.
All car lines, equipped with this type
of refrigerant system, use the twocylinder, reciprocating type compressor
which is covered in Part 36-30 of this
manual.

Evaporator Unit

When the cooling system is in
operation, the liquid Refrigerant-12
flows from the combination receiver and
dehydrator unit through a flexible hose
to the evaporator (Fig. 1) where it is
allowed to evaporate at a reduced
pressure, to cool the evaporator. Air is
blown through the evaporator fins and is
thus cooled by the evaporator.

Condenser

The air conditioning condenser,
located in front of the radiator, receives
heated and compressed refrigerant gas
from the compressor.
As the refrigerant gas flows down
through the condenser, it is cooled by air
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passing between the sections of the
condenser. The cooled, compressed
refrigerant gas condenses to liquid
refrigerant which then flows into the
receiver.
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EVAPORATOR
HIGH PRESSURE LIQUID
LOW PRESSURE LIQUID
HIGH PRESSURE GAS
LOW PRESSURE GAS

Liquid Sight Glass

A liquid sight glass is mounted in the
high pressure refrigerant line between
the receiver and the expansion valve
(Fig. 1). The sight glass is used to check
whether there is enough liquid
refrigerant in the system.
Magnetic Clutch

The compressor is cut in and out of
operation by an electrically operated
magnetic clutch mounted on the
compressor crankshaft. The magnetic
clutch is controlled by the blower
switch, a clutch switch, and the de-icing
switch.

TO EXPANSION VALVE
AND EVAPORATOR

L1286-C

Thermostatic (De-icing) Switch

The thermostatic (de-icing) switch is
connected in series with the blower
switch and the clutch switch and
controls the operation of the compressor
by controlling the compressor magnetic
clutch. The temperature sensing tube of
the switch is placed in contact with the
evaporator fins. When the temperature
of the evaporator becomes too cold, the
switch opens the magnetic clutch
electrical circuit, disconnecting the
compressor from the engine. When the
temperature of the evaporator rises, the
thermostatic (de-icing) switch closes
and energizes the magnetic clutch. This
connects the compressor to the engine,
and cooling action begins again.
When the blower switch is off or the
functional control lever is not in an A/
C position, the magnetic clutch cannot
be energized for compressor operation.
When the blower switch is on and
the functional control lever is in the
cooling range, the magnetic clutch is
controlled by the thermostatic (deicing)
switch which is controlled by the
evaporator temperature,
the functional control lever is in the
cooling range, the magnetic clutch is
controlled by the thermostatic (deicing)-switch which is controlled by the
evaporator temperature.
Service Valves

The s e r v i c e valves on the
compressor are used to test and service

FIG. 1 Typical A/C Basic System
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FIG. 2 Compressor Installed

the cooling system (Fig. 3). The high
pressure service valve, mounted at the
outlet to the compressor, allows access
to the high pressure side of the system
for attaching a service hose with
attached pressure gauge.
The low pressure valve, mounted at
the inlet to the compressor, allows
access to the low pressure side of the

FIG. 3 Service Valves

system for attaching a service hose with
attached pressure gauge.
Both service valves may be used to
shut off the rest of the system from the
compressor during compressor service.
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TESTING
COMPRESSOR TEST

PROPER USE OF SERVICE
VALVES

The service valves (Fig. 4) are used
throughout the service procedures in
this section and in the Refrigerant
Service Section.
When in the Back-Seated position,
both valves are cut off from the gauge
manifold; the low pressure valve is open
between the suction side of the
compressor and the evaporator; and the
high pressure valve is open between the
discharge side of the compressor and the
condenser. This is the normal operating
position.
In the Front-Seated position, the
low pressure valve cuts off the suction
side of the compressor from the
evaporator; and the high pressure valve
cuts off the discharge side of the
compressor from the condenser.
In the Mid-Position, the valves are
open between the gauge manifold, the
cooling system, and the compressor.
This is the position used in performing
various tests and service operations.

r

1. Attach the manifold gauge set (Fig.
5). It will not be necessary to attach
the Refrigerant-12 tank or the
vacuum pump.
2. Set both manifold gauge valves at
full clockwise (closed) position.
3. Turn the low pressure service valve
to the Front-Seated (full clockwise)
position, and turn the high pressure
service valve to the Back-Seated (full
counterclockwise) position (Fig. 4).
4. With the engine running at idle
speed, set the A/C controls to
maximum cooling (to engage the
compressor clutch) for 30 seconds
only. Then, to avoid damaging the
compressor, quickly disengage the
clutch by returning the A/C
controls to OFF.
The low pressure (suction) gauge
should reach 20 inches of vacuum
within the 30 seconds of operation and
should remain below zero psi for at least
one minute.
If the compressor does not satisfy

these two conditions after at least 3
cycles of clutch engagement, the
compressor has either a blown head
gasket or leaking valves. Remove the
head and inspect the valve plate and
gaskets for damage. Replace parts if
necessary. Replace a compressor, if the
cylinder walls are scored or pieces of
metal are inbedded in the pistons.
CHECKING FOR LEAKS

Attach the manifold gauge set (Fig.
5). Leave both manifold gauge valves at
the maximum clockwise position. Set
both service valves at the center
position. Both gauges should show
approximately 60 to 80 pounds pressure
at 75 degrees F with the engine not
running. If very little or no pressure is
indicated, leave the vacuum pump valve
closed, open the Refrigerant-12 tank
valve, and set the low pressure (suction)
m a n i f o l d gauge valve to the
counterclockwise position. This opens
the system to tank pressure. Check all
connections, and the compressor head

FRONT SEATED—
(FULL CLOCKWISE)
SYSTEM CLOSED TO
COMPRESSOR

BACK SEATED
(FULL COUNTERCLOCKWISE)
NORMAL OPERATION

GAUGE PORT CLOSED

TO GAUGE MANIFOLD

f

MID-POSITION
FOR SERVICE
PROCEDURES

TO COOLING
SYSTEM

TO COMPRESSOR

FIG. 4 Service Valve Positions
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BURNER
REACTION PLATE

Tool-ACM-57-2
LOW PRESSURE GAUGE

HIGH PRESSURE GAUGE

TO HIGH PRESSURE
SERVICE VALVE
TO REFRIGERANT
SUPPLY TANK
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LI 290-A

FIG. 6 Torch Type Leak Detector

FIG. 5 Manifold Gauge Set

gasket, oil filler plug, and shaft seal for
leaks, using a flame-type leak detector
(Fig. 6). Follow the directions with the
leak detector. Avoid inhaling the fumes
from the leak detector. The smaller the
flame the more sensitive it is to leaks.
Therefore, to insure accurate leak
indication keep the flame as small as
possible. The copper element must be
red hot. If it is burned away, replace the
element. Hold the open end of the hose
at each suspected leak point for two or
three seconds. The flame will normally
be almost colorless. The slightest leak
will be indicated by a bright green blue
color to the flame. Be sure to check the
manifold gauge set and hoses for leaks as
well as the rest of the system.
If t h e s u r r o u n d i n g a i r i s
contaminated with refrigerant gas, the
leak detector will indicate this gas all
the time. Good ventilation is necessary
to prevent this situation. A fan, even in
a well ventilated area, is very helpful in
removing small traces of refrigerant
vapor.
USE OF SIGHT GLASS

Clean the sight glass before checking
for a proper charge of refrigerant. Then,
observe the sight glass for bubbles with
the engine running at 1500 rpm and the
A/C controls set a maximum cooling. A
continuous or large amount of bubbles
in the sight glass indicate an
undercharge of refrigerant. If an
undercharge of refrigerant is found,

check the system for leaks. Repair any
leaks, evacuate the system with a good
vacuum pump, and charge the system
with the proper amount of Refrigerant
12.
No bubbles in the sight glass
indicate either too much refrigerant or a
complete loss of refrigerant. While
observing the sight glass, cycle the
magnetic clutch off and on, with the
engine running at 1500 rpm. If
refrigerant is in the system, bubbles will
appear while the clutch is off and
disaappear when the clutch is on. If no
bubbles appear during the on and off
cycle of the magnetic clutch, there is no
refrigerant in the system. If there is no
refrigerent in the system, it will be
necessary to leak test, repair as required,
and charge the system. Under
conditions of extremely high
temperatures, occasional foam or
bubbles may appear in the sight glass.
AIR CONDITIONER
PERFORMANCE TEST

The pressures developed on the high
pressure (discharge) and low pressure
(suction) side of the compressor indicate
whether or not the system is operating
properly.
Attach the manifold gauge set (Fig.
5). It will not be necessary to attach the
Refrigerant-12 tank. Set both manifold
gauge valves at the maximum clockwise,
or closed, position. Set both service

valves at the center position.
Check the system pressures with
the engine running at 1500 rpm, all
controls set for maximum cooling, and
the front of the car at least 5 feet from
any wall. The actual pressures indicated
on the gauges will depend on the
temperature of the surrounding air and
the humidity. Higher air temperatures
along with high humidity, will give
higher system pressures. At idle speed
and a surrounding air temperature of
100-110 degrees F, the high pressure
may go as high as 300 pounds or more.

If it becomes necessary to operate
the air conditioner under these
conditions, keep the high pressure down
with a fan directed at the condenser and
radiator.
Correct pressures for a normally
operating system are shown on line (1)
in the Refrigerant System Analysis
Chart (Fig. 7): the low pressure gauge
should indicate 15 to 25 psi; the high
pressure gauge should indicate 180 to
225 psi. Lines 2 through 8 in Figure 7
show various abnormal pressure
conditions and the possible problems
that could be their cause.
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(Suction) Gauge
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High Pressure
(Discharge) Gauge

Problem

Low Pressure
(Suction) Gauge)

High Pressure
(Discharge) Gauge

Problem

(1) 15-25 psi

180-225 psi

Normal

(4) Too high

Too Low

Compressor head ga;;<et blown.

(2) Normal

Too High

Restriction in line. Look for

(5) Too Low

Too Low

Undercharged syster.

Plugged Condenser, frost ring.

(6) Vacuum

Normal

Iced up (Moisture in System).

Air in System.
Viscous fan (Fluid Clutch)

(7) Too High

Inoperative.

Normal or

Capillary tube temperature

Too High

sensing bulb uncovered and

Condenser Blower Not Operating

exposed to engine compartment

(Trucks Only)
(3) Too High

Too High

Condenser Blower Not Operating
(Trucks Only)

Expansion valve stuc < closed.
Plugged receiver (see Note).

Radiator Overheating.

heat.
(8) Normal

Normal

Moisture in system, :asses

(Complaint of

critical point and clears up but

Very hot shop, no auxiliary fan

Intermittent

freezes again.

directed toward condenser.

cooling)

Restricted air flow through
NOTE: If the condenser is hot from top to bottom and the receiver is hot but :he receiver

condenser.
Overcharged system.

outlet line is cool, the receiver screen is restricted. Replace the receiver

CL1521-E

FIG. 7 Refrigerant System Analysis Chart

THERMOSTATIC DE-ICING
SWITCH TEST
Fill a container with crushed ice, salt
and water. Put enough salt in the water
so that the temperature of the solution is
20 degrees F or lower.
Use a self-powered test light or
ohmmeter connected to the switch
terminals to check whether or not the
switch is closed.
Place the sensing tube in the ice, salt
and water solution. Make certain that
no salt water gets into the control.
The thermostatic (de-icing) switch
contact points should open and remain
open while the tube is in the solution.

Remove the sensing tube from the
solution. As the tube warms up, the
switch contacts should close. If the
switch contacts do not open and close as
indicated, replace the switch.
An ohmmeter check of the contacts
should show a resistance of less than an
ohm. If a resistance of one ohm or more
occurs, replace the switch.
RECEIVER—DRYER TEST
The receiver-dryer should be
replaced if it has been damaged in an
accident, leaks, or has become restricted
or clogged. The receiver-dryer is a
refrigerant storage area, filter, and

moisture collecting device.
If there is any indication of moisture
in any of the components or if the outlet
connection is cool, the receiver-dryer
should be replaced.
MAGNETIC CLUTCH TEST
Disconnect the magnetic clutch wire
at the bullet connector, and connect it to
the negative lead of the ammeter.
Connect the positive lead of the
ammeter to the battery positive
terminal. The magnetic clutch should
pull in with a distinct click and the
current reading on the ammeter should
be to specification.

REFRIGERANT SERVICE
DISCHARGING THE SYSTEM
Discharge the refrigerant from the
system before replacing any part of the
system, except the compressor.
To discharge the system, connect the
manifold gauge set to the system (Fig.
5). Do not connect the manifold center
connection hoses to the Refrigerant-12
tank or to the vacuum pump. Place the
open end of these hoses in a garage
exhaust outlet. Set both manifold gauge
v a l v e s at t h e m a x i m u m
counterclockwise or open position.
Open both service valves a slight
a m o u n t (Fig. 3) and allow the
refrigerant to discharge slowly from the
system. Do not allow the refrigerant to

rush out, because it will carry the
compressor oil out with it.
EVACUATING THE SYSTEM
Attach the manifold gauge set, a
tank of Refrigerant-12 and a vacuum
pump to the system (Fig. 5). The
Refrigerant-12 tank should be set on a
scale and its weight noted so that the
proper amount of refrigerant will enter
the system during charging. Make
certain that the Refrigerant-12 tank
valve is tightly closed. Set both service
valves to the mid-position (Fig. 4). Open
both manifold valves (Fig. 5). To release
any pressure remaining in the system
after discharging, loosen a hose

c o n n e c t i o n . Then r e t i g h t e n all
connections. Open the vacuum pump
valve and run the pump until the low
pressure gauge reads at least 25 inches,
and as close to 30 inches of of vacuum
as possible. Continue vacuum pump
operation for 20 to 30 minutes. Close the
pump valve. Turn off the pump.
CHARGING THE SYSTEM
1. Evacuate the system as outlined in
the foregoing procedure.
Be sure to subtract the specified
charge from the weight of the tank as
registered on the scale so that you will
know when to stop charging. For
example, if the scale shows a total
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weight of 8 pounds and the specified
charge is 2 1/2 pounds, you should stop
charging when the scale shows 5 1/2
pounds.
2. Leave both service valves at the midposition (Fig. 8) and thee vacuum
pump valve closed.
3. Leave the low pressure (suction
manifold gauge valve at the full
counterclockwise or open position
(Fig. 5).
4. Set the high pressure (discharge)
manifold gauge valve at the full
clockwise or closed position.
5. Open the Refrigerant-12 tank valve
to allow refrigerant to enter the
system, and observe the gauges.
When both gauges reach 60 to 80
pounds at approximately 75 degrees
F, shut off the tank valve.
6. Perform the leak test with the leak
detector as outlined in Section 2 of
this Part.
7. Set both of the A/C controls to the
maximum COLD position, and set
the blower switch at HI speed.
8. Start the engine, and open the R-12
tank valve again to prevent drawing
vacuum on the suction side.
9. With the engine running, charge the
system until the scale indicates that
the specified weight of R-12
refrigerant has entered the system.
Then close the tank valve.
10. If the refrigerant will not enter the
system due to low temperautre, it
may be necessary to place the
Refrigerant-12 tank in a container of
hot water at about 150 degrees F.
This will increase the R-12 pressure
and force the gas from the tank
during charging. Never heat the
Refrigerant-12 tank with a torch. A
dangerous explosion may result.
11. During the charging, the high
pressure (discharge) side may build
up to an excessive value. This can be
caused by an o v e r c h a r g e of
refrigerant, or an overheated engine,
in c o m b i n a t i o n w i t h h i g h
surrounding temperatures. Never
allow the high pressure to exceed
240 pounds while charging. Stop the
engine, determine the cause, and
correct it.
12. After the proper charge has been
made, close the Refrigerant-12 tank
valve, and check the system pressure
for proper operation as described
under Air Conditioner Performance
Test in Section 2 of this Part.
13. After satisfactory operation has
been achieved, set both service
v a l v e s at t h e m a x i m u m
counterclockwise (gauge port
closed) position (Fig. 4). Remove the
gauge set, and cap the service valve
gauge ports and valve stems.

TO CLOSED HIGH
PRESSURE MANIFOLD
GAUGE VALVE

FROM R-12 TANK AND
OPEN LOW PRESSURE
MANIFOLD GAUGE VALVE
VALVE IN
MID-POSITION

HOSE
FROM
EVAPORATOR

FROM COMPRESSOR
DISCHARGE SIDE

TO COMPRESSOR
SUCTION SIDE

HIGH PRESSURE (DISCHARGE)
SERVICE VALVE

LOW PRESSURE (SUCTION)
SERVICE VALVE

L1523-B

FIG. 8 Charging the Air Conditioning System

CHARGING FROM SMALL
CONTAINERS
Refrigerant-12 is available in onepound cans. Do not open the high
pressure (discharge) gauge valve on the
manifold because the container can
explode.
1. A special valve and valve retainer is
required for connecting the small
can to the A/C system. Attach the
valve retainer to the can by engaging
the three tabs of the retainer to the
lip at the top of the can. Turn the
valve assembly into the the threaded
hole in the center of the valve
retainer. In containers where the
center of the can is deeply recessed,
a washer should be inserted before
installing the valve.
2. Connect the manifold gauge set to
the system (Fig. 5). Connect the
hose (normally connected to the
large R-12 tank) to the special valve
on the small can. Make sure that the
valve is closed (full clockwise
position).
3. Once the can is connected, charge
the system as outlined in the
foregoing procedure. When the can
is empty, close the valve and remove
the empty can. Connect a new can,
open the valve again and continue
charging until the specified weight
of R-12 has entered the system.
When you need a half pound of
refrigerant such as with a 2 1/2
pound charge capacity, stop
charging from one can when
extreme cold is felt half-way down
the can. Weigh the can to make sure
one-half pound of refrigerant is
installed.

ISOLATING THE COMPRESSOR
This procedure is used when
checking the compressor oil level and
when it is desired to replace the
c o m p r e s s o r w i t h o u t losing t h e
refrigerant charge.
To isolate the compressor from the
system, turn both the high and the low
pressure service valves to the extreme
clockwise (front-seat) position (Fig. 4).
Loosen the cap on the high pressure
service valve gauge port, and allow the
gas to escape until the compressor is
relieved of refrigerant pressure. Loosen
the cap a small amount only, and do not
remove it until the pressure is
completely relieved.
To connect the compressor back
into the system, evacuate the
compressor with a vacuum pump at
both service valve gauge ports, close the
vacuum pump valve, turn both service
valves to t h e m a x i m u m
counterclockwise (backseat) position,
and cap the high pressure service valve
gauge port and service valve stems.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The compressor mainshaft is driven
by a belt from the crankshaft pulley.
Three double-acting pistons, positioned
axially around the compressor shaft,
operate in a front and rear cylinder
assembly. The pistons are actuated by a
swash plate that is pressed on the
compressor shaft. The swash plate
changes the rotating action of the shaft
to provide a reciprocating driving force
to each of the three pistons. This driving
force is applied, through the shoes and
balls, to the midpoint of each of the
double ended pistons. The mainshaft

also drives the oil pump which is located
in cavities in the cylinder rear head.
Reed-type suction and discharge
valves are mounted in valve plates
between the cylinder assembly and the
head at each end of the compressor. The
heads are connected with each other by
gas-tight passageways which direct
refrigerant gas to a common output.
A magnetic clutch is used to drive
the compressor shaft. When voltage is
applied to the clutch coil, the clutch
plate and hub assembly, (which is
solidly coupled to the compressor shaft)

is drawn by magnetic force rearward
toward the pulley which rotates freely
on the front head casting. The magnetic
force locks the clutch plate and pulley
together as one unit. The compressor
shaft then turns with the pulley. When
voltage is removed from the clutch coil,
springs in the clutch plate and hub
assembly move the clutch plate away
from the pulley and the clutch plate and
compressor shaft cease to rotate.

MAINTENANCE
ADDING OIL

The six-cylinder compressor uses
TL4538 Texaco 525 viscosity refrigerant
oil (D1VY-19577-A). An oil charge of
10 1/2 fluid ounces is required. It is
important that only the specified type
and quantity of oil be used in the
compressor. If there is a surplus of oil in
the system, too much oil will circulate
with the refrigerant, causing the cooling
capacity of the system to be reduced.
Too little oil will result in poor
lubrication of the compressor.
When it is necessary to replace a
component of the refrigeration system,
certain procedures must be followed to
assure that the total oil charge in the

system is correct after the new part is on
the car. When the compressor is
operated, oil gradually leaves the
compressor and is circulated through
the system with the refrigerant.
Eventually a balanced condition is
reached in which a certain amount of oil
is retained in the compressor and a
certain amount is continually circulated.
If a component of the system is removed
after the system has been operated, some
oil will go with it. To maintain the
original total oil charge, it is necessary
to compensate for this by replacing the
oil in the new replacement part.
The procedures for replacing oil are
as follows:

Compressor Only

1. Idle engine for 10 minutes at 1,0001,500 rpm at maximum cooling and
high blower speed to allow oil to
distribute itself in the system in a
normal manner.
2. Discharge the system and remove
the compressor from the vehicle.
Remove the drain plug and pour the
oil into a measuring container. Make
a note of the amount of drain oil
then discard it.
3. A new six cylinder replacement
compressor is shipped containing 10
1/2fluidounces. This oil should also
be drained.
4. If the oil drained from the removed
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compressor measured less than 4
ounces, replace 6 ounces of new oil
in the replacement compressor.
5. If the oil drained from the removed
compressor measured between 4 and
6 ounces, the oil is properly
distributed throughout the system.
Simply replace an equal amount of
new oil in the replacement
compressor.
6. If the oil drained from the removed
compressor measured 6 ounces or
more, replace only 6 ounces of new
oil in the replacement compressor.

Replacing components

Whenever replacing a component of
the air conditioning system, add
measured quantities of 525 viscosity
refrigeration oil to the component to
assure that the total oil charge in system
is correct before unit is operated.
Oil should be added to replacement
components as follows:
Evaporator Add 3 fluid ounces.
Condenser Add 1 fluid ounce.
Receiver Add 1 fluid ounce.
Condenser and Receiver Assembly
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Add 2 fluid ounces.
Oil should be poured directly into
the replacement component. If an
evaporator is installed, pour oil into
inlet pipe with pipe held vertically so oil
will drain into core.
If any other components, such as
valves or hoses are replaced, no
additional oil is necessary.

REMOVAL AND INSULATION
COMPRESSOR

Removal
1. Discharge the refrigeration system
as outlined in Part 36-32.
2. Loosen the capscrew that retains the
hose connector plate to the rear of
the compressor (Fig. 1). (On
Thunderbirds with a 400 CID
engine, the air cleaner will first have
to be removed for access.) As the
screw is being loosened, work the
high and low pressure hose fittings
back and forth to break the seal and
carefully bleed off any pressure
remaining in the compressor. High
pressure may still exist at the
discharge fitting. If this pressure is
released too rapidly, there will be a
considerable discharge of
refrigerant and oil.
3. When all pressure has been relieved,
remove the capscrew and connector
plate and move the high and low
pressure hoses out of the way.
4. Immediately cover the compressor
openings with the pressure test plate,
Tool T71P-19703-Q, as shown in
Fig. 2. Make sure that the plate is
properly positioned on the rear
surface of the compressor flush
against the seals to make a complete
seal.
5. Disconnect the compressor clutch
coil wiring connector.
6. Loosen the three belt tension
adjusting screws (Fig. 1), and rotate
the compressor and bracket
assembly in the front slot to
disengage the belt. On Thunderbirds
with a 400 CID engine, loosen the
idler pulley and disengage the belt
from the compressor pulley.
7. While supporting the weight of the
compressor, remove the three belt
tension adjusting screws (they are
also mounting screws). On

Thunderbirds with a 400 CID
engine, remove the three mounting
screws.
8. Lower the compressor, and then
carefully lift the compressor (with
front and rear brackets attached on
all except Thunderbirds with a 400
CID engine) up between the power
steering pump and fender apron and
out of the engine compartment.
9. Drain all oil from the compressor
into a clean dry container, and
replace the drain plug. Measure the
amount of oil drained. See Adding
Oil.
Installation
Before installing a new compressor,
rotate compressor shaft four or five
times. This permits proper lubrication of
compressor seal over all its surface.
Before compressor clutch is mounted to
the new compressor, wipe the front face
of the compressor thoroughly with a
clean dry cloth and, if necessary, clean
front of compressor with a solvent to
remove any excess oil. Cleaning
compressor in this manner will prevent
any oil from being thrown onto the
clutch surfaces which would cause
slippage and eventual clutch failure.
Stamp the amount of refrigerant
charge specified for the system on the
plate provided for this information on
the new compressor. Follow the
procedure for replacing oil in the new
compressor as explained under Adding
Oil.
1. Carefully install the compressor
with the pressure test plate (T71P19703-Q) and the front and rear
brackets installed on compressor.
Lower compressor into the engine
compartment between the power
steering pump and the fender apron.
2. On all except Thunderbird with 400
CID engine, position the compressor

so that its front and rear bracket
screw holes are aligned with the
holes in the large mounting bracket,
and install the three belt tension
adjusting (mounting) screws (Fig.
1). The screws should be snug but
not torqued until after the belt is
installed and adjusted.
On Thunderbird with 400 CID
engine, position the compressor to the
mounting brackets and install the three
mounting bolts.
3. On all except Thunderbird with 400
CID engine, install the compressor
belt and adjust the tension with a
flex handle having 1/2 inch drive.
Insert the 1/2 inch drive in the belt
tensioning pry bar slot (Fig. 1) and
move the compressor toward or
away from the engine to obtain the
specified belt tension. Use Tool
T63L-8620-A to measure the belt
tension. After obtaining the
specified belt tension (See
Specifications), tighten the three
adjusting screws.
On Thunderbird with 400 CID
engine, engage the belt to the
compressor pulley and the idler pulley.
Move the idler pulley toward or away
from the compressor to obtain the
specified belt tension.
4. Remove the pressure test plate Tool
T71P-197O3-Q from the rear of the
compressor very slowly to bleed off
any pressure (Fig. 2). New
compressors are charged with a
mixture of nitrogen, refrigerant and
10 1/2 fluid ounces of 525 visocity
refrigeration oil. If the cover is
removed too rapidly, the oil will be
blown out violently with the sudden
release of pressure.
5. Install the O-rings in the high and
low pressure ports at the rear of the
compressor. Engage the high and
low pressure line fittings to their
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FIG. 1 Compressor Installation and Belt Adjustment
respective ports at the rear of the
compressor, and secure them in
place with the connector plate and
capscrew (Fig. 1).
6. Connect the wiring connector to the
clutch coil.
7. Evacuate and charge the system as
outlined in Part 36-32 under
Refrigerant Service.
8. Check the system operation and test
for leaks.
CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
HUB AND DRIVEN PLATE
Removal
1. Remove the compressor from the
vehicle as outlined in the foregoing
procedure.
2. Install the compressor and clutch
assembly into the holding fixture
T 5 7 L - 5 0 0 - A (Fig. 14) or a
fabricated fixture (Fig. 3).

3. Hold the clutch hub with T70P4067-A wrench or an oil filter
removing strap and, using a special
thin wall 9/16 inch socket, remove
hub and driven plate assembly lock
nut from shaft (Fig. 4).
4. Remove hub and driven plate
assembly retainer ring, using
standard snap ring pliers. Remove
spacer (Fig. 5).
5. Screw the threaded hub puller
T71P-19703-E into the hub of the
driven plate. Hold the main body of
the tool with the wrench and turn
the forcing screw clockwise to
remove the driven plate (Fig. 6).
6. Remove the tool from the hub of the
driven plate.
7. Remove the hub and driven plate
assembly key from the shaft.
Installation
1. Insert the square drive key into the
slot in the shaft so that it projects

COMPRESSOR
REAR
BRACKET

PRESSURE TEST PLATE
ToolT71P-19703-Q

L1682-A

FIG. 2 Pressure Test Plate Installed
on Compressor
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approximately 3/16 inch out of the
end of the keyway slot (Fig. 7).
Wedge into the keyway with slight
pressure. The key is slightly curved
to provide wedge action.
2. Align the keyway in the hub with
the keyway in the shaft. To avoid
internal damage to the compressor,
do not drive or pound on hub and
driven plate assembly or on the end
of the shaft. If proper tools to
remove and replace clutch parts are
not used, it is possible to disturb the
position of the swash plate (keyed to
mainshaft) resulting in compressor
damage.
3. Position the hub and driven plate
assembly into the compressor front
end casting.
4. Position the driven plate installing
Tool T71P-19703-F on the threaded
end of the shaft. This tool has a right
hand thread on the body (Fig. 8).
5. Using one wrench on the end of the
tool body and another wrench on the
hex nut, tighten the nut so as to press
the hub and driven plate assembly
onto the shaft until there is
approximately a 3/32 inch space
between the frictional faces of the
clutch plates.
6. Remove the installing tool.
7. Install the hub spacer washer and
the retainer snap ring (Fig. 5).
8. Again position the driven plate
installing Tool T71P-19703-F on the
threaded end of the shaft and
continue pressing the driven plate
assembly on the shaft until the
spacer washer seats against the
shoulder of the shaft.
9. Install the retainer snap ring with
the flat side toward the hub spacer
washer.
10. Install a new lock nut, using a
special thin wall 9/16 inch socket.
Tighten to 15 ft-lbs torque. The air
gap between the friction faces of
pulley and driven plate should now
be between .022-.057 inch clearance
(Fig. 9).
11. Remove the compressor and clutch
assembly from the holding fixture.
After the compressor is installed,
the engine at idle and the system is
operating satisfactorily, cycle the
clutch (by turning air conditioning
off and on) at least 20 times at
approximately one-second intervals
to SEAT or RUN-IN the mating
parts of the clutch.
PULLEY AND/OR BEARING
ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Remove the hub and driven plate
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FIG. 3 Fabricated Holding Fixture

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

assembly as outlined in the
foregoing procedure.
Remove the pulley assembly
retainer ring, using standard snap
ring pliers (Fig. 10).
Place T71P-19703-N puller pivot
over the compressor shaft and
remove the pulley assembly, using
T71P-19703-B pulley remover (Fig.
11).
Remove the pulley and the puller
pilot.
Remove the pulley bearing wire
retainer ring with an awl or a small
screwdriver (Fig. 10).
Remove the ball bearing assembly,
using T71P-19703-D bearing
remover and handle to press out the
bearing (Fig. 12).

Installation
If the existing pulley and the driven
plate and hub assembly are to be reused,
clean the drive faces on each part with

CLUTCH SPANNER WRENCH
T70P-4067-A
9/16" THIN
WALL SOCKET

T57L-500.A
L1685-A

FIG. 4 Removing Lock Nut

alcohol or similar solvent. If these parts
shown evidence of warpage due to
overheating, they should be replaced
(Fig. 13).
1. When replacing a new ball bearing
assembly into the pulley, use T71P-
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FIG. 5 Clutch and Pulley Disassembled

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

19703-D pulley bearing installer
(Fig. 14).
Replace the pulley assembly wire
retainer ring in the pulley (Fig. 10).
Press or tap the pulley and bearing
assembly on the neck of the
compressor, using T7IP-19703-D
(Fig. 15).
The pulley should rotate freely
Install pulley snap ring retainer,
using standard snap ring pliers.
Assure installation of snap ring by
tapping with bearing installer tool
T71P-19703-D.
Install the hub and driven plate
assembly as outlined in the
foregoing procedure.

CLUTCH COIL AND HOUSING
ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Remove the hub and driven plate
assembly and the pulley and bearing
assembly as outlined in the two
foregoing procedures.
2. Note the position of the electrical
terminals, and scribe the location of
the coil housing terminals on the
compressor body.
3. Using standard snap ring pliers,
remove coil housing retainer ring
(Fig. 5).
4. Remove the coil housing assembly.
Installation
1. Position the clutch coil on the
compressor front head casting so
that the electrical terminals are in
their proper location as previously
scribed on the compressor body.
Make certain that the coil is
properly seated on the dowels.
2. Replace the coil retainer ring with
the flat side of theringfacing the coil
(Fig. 5). Use standard snap ring
pliers.
3. Install first the pulley and bearing
assembly and then the hub and
driven plate assembly as outlined in
the two foregoing procedures.

DRIVEN PLATE

HUB DRIVEN
PLATE REMOVER
T71P-19703-E

HUB

KEY

CLUTCH
DRIVEN
PLATE
CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

L1689-B

LI700-A

FIG. 7 Aligning the Driven Plate Key

FIG. 6 Removing Hub and Driven
Plate

Tool T71P-197O3-F

COMPRESSOR SHAFT SEAL
LEAK DETECTION

A shaft seal should not necessarily
be changed because of an oil streak on
the components. The seal is designed to
seep some oil for lubrication purposes.
Only change a shaft seal when a leak is
detected by the following procedure:
Be sure there is refrigerant in the
system. This can be determined by
feeling the suction line (Suction
Throttling valve to compressor line)
while operating the compressor.
Cooling of the line indicates refrigerant
in the system.
Turn off the engine.
Blow off compressor clutch area
with compressed air. Blow out clutch
vent holes to completely remove all
freon and oil accumulations (View A,
Fig. 16).
Allow the car to set for 5 minutes
without operating the compressor.
Rotate the compressor clutch driven
plate by hand until one of the vent holes
is at the lower port of driven plate.
Using a leak detector, sense through

PULLEY
L1690-A

FIG. 8 Installing the Driven Plate

vent hole at lower port of driven plate
only.
Some compressor shaft seal leaks
may be the result of mispositioning of
the swash plate (wobble plate) on the
compressor shaft. The mispositioning of
the swash plate may be caused by
improper procedures used during pulley
and driven plate removal, pounding,
collisions or dropping the compressor.
If the swash plate is mispositioned, the
carbon face of the shaft seal assembly
may not contact the seal seat and the
rear thrust races and bearing may be
damaged.
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FIG. 11 Removing Pulley Assembly

If there appears to be insufficient air
gap between the drive and driven plates,
dislocation of the shaft should be
suspected. If the carbon seal is not
seating against the seal seat, it will not
be possible to completely evacuate the
system as outlined under evacuating the
system.
To check for proper positioning of
the swash plate on the shaft, remove the
clutch driven plate and mesaure the
distance between the front head
extension and the flat shoulder on the
shaft as shown in Fig. 16. To measure
this distance, use a wire gauge, the
clearance should be between .029 and
.073 inch. If the shaft has been pushed
back in the swash plate (measurement
greater than .073 inch), disassemble the
compressor and replace the cylinder and
shaft assembly.
Removal
1. Remove the compressor from the
car as outlined in this section.
2. Remove the clutch plate and hub

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

assembly from the compressor as
outlined in this section.
Remove the clutch hub assembly
key from the shaft.
Pry out the sleeve retainer with a
screwdriver and remove the
absorbent sleeve (Fig. 16). Remove
the seal seat retainerringwith T71P19703-T or snap on pliers PRA-25.
Thoroughly clean the inside of the
compressor neck, the shaft, and the
exposed portion of the seal seat of
any dirt or foreign material. This is
absolutely necessary to prevent any
such material from getting into the
compressor.
Remove the ceramic seal by rotating
clockwise with Tool T71P-197O3-M
as shown in Fig. 17. Remove the seal
seat O-ring from inside the
compressor neck with tool
T71P19703-C.
Insert Tool T71P-19703-G on top of
seal. Rotate tool clockwise while
forcing tool downward until tool
engages tangs of seal. Remove seal

BEARING AND PULLEY
ASSEMBLY REPLACER AND
BEARING REMOVER
T71P-19703-D

PULLEY

LI 703-A

FIG. 12 Removing the Bearing from
the Pulley

by lifting tool out of compressor
neck (Fig. 18).
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FIG. 13 Clutch Hub and Pulley Inspection
Tool T71P-19703-D

8. Recheck the shaft and inside of the
compressor neck and be sure that
these areas are perfectly clean before
installing the new parts.
Installing
1. Coat the new seal seat O-ring with
clean 525 viscosity compressor oil
and install it in the groove inside the
compressor neck, using
Tool
T71P19703-J guide, T71P-197O3-K
sleeve and T71P-19703-L O-ring
installer as shown in Fig. 19, View
A, B and C.
2. Coat the O-ring and seal face of the
new seal assembly with clean
compressor oil and carefully engage
the seal assembly onto the locking
tangs of Tool T71P-19703-G (Fig.
18). Place Tool T71P-19703-H
(shaft seal protector) over the end of
the shaft and slide the seal down the
shaft, turning the tool and applying
light pressure until the seal assembly
engages the flats on the shaft and is
seated in place. Rotate the tool
slightly to release from the seal and
remove tool (Fig. 18).
3. Coat the eal face of the ceramic seal
seat with clean 525 viscosity
compressor oil. Grip the seal seat
with Tool T71P-19703-M (Fig. 17);
and push it into place so as not to
disturb the O-ring. Remove the
tools.
4. Using standard Tool T71P-19703-T
or s n a p - o n s n a p r i n g p l i e r s
(PRA25), install the new snap ring
so that the flat face of the ring is

against the seal seat (View A, Fig.
19). Tool T71P-19703-L may be
used to depress the retainer ring so
that it will snap into place. Do not
try to install the ring by bumping or
tapping it; such a procedure could
crack the seal seat. Remove Tool
T71P-19703-H from the end of the
shaft.
5. With Tool T71P-19703-Q (Pressure
Test Plate) and O-rings installed on
c o m p r e s s o r , leak test the
compressor shaft seal as follows:
(a) Using the manifold gauge set,
connect the center hose to an R12 drum and the other two hoses
with adapters T71P-19703-R and
S to the high and low pressure
Schrader valves (Fig. 20). Make
sure that the compressor oil drain
plug is up to prevent losing oil.
(b) With the high pressure valve and
the low pressure valve open, allow
refrigerant vapor to flow into the
compressor.
(c)Open the oil plug fitting in the
compressor housing and allow air
to exhaust until refrigerant vapor
starts to flow from the fitting.
(d) Close the oil plug fitting and
allow the drum pressure to
stabilize in the compressor.
(e) Temporarily install the shaft nut
and, with the compressor in
horizontal operating position (oil
sump down), rotate the
compressor shaft several times in
normal direction of rotation by
hand.

PULLEY

FIG. 15 Installing Pulley and Bearing
Assembly on Compressor

(0 Leak test the seal with a leak
detector. Correct any leak that
may exist.
(g) Remove the gauge set, cap the
fittings on Tool T71P-19703-Q,
and then check and add oil if
necessary as outlined under
Maintenance.
6. Install the absorbent sleeve by
rolling the material into a cylinder,
overlapping the ends and slipping
the sleeve into the compressor neck
with the overlap toward the top of
the compressor. With a small
screwdriver or Tool T71P-19703-C,
carefully spread the sleeve to remove
the overlap so that in the final
position the ends of the sleeve will
butt at the top vertical centerline
(View A and B, Fig. 21).
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16 Compressor Shaft, Seal and Clutch Components

7. Position the absorbent sleeve metal
retainer so that itsflangeface will be
against the front end of the sleeve.
Use Tool T71P-19703-N to install
the retainer (View A and C, Fig. 21).
Press or tap the tool with a mallet
until the outer edge of the retainer is
recessed approximately 1/32 inch
from the face of the compressor
neck.
8. Install the clutch and hub assembly
on the compressor as outlined in this
section.
9. Install the compressor on the
vehicle.
10. Evacuate, charge and leak test the
system as outlined in Part 36-32
under Refrigerant Service.

CERAMIC SEAL
SEAT REMOVER
AND REPLACER
T71P-19703-M

SEAL ASSEMBLY
REMOVER AND
REPLACER
T71P-19703-G
SEAL ASSEMBLY

CERAMIC SEAL
SEAT

L1706-A
L1705-A
FIG.
FIG.

17 Removing or Installing the
Ceramic Seal Seat

18 Removing or Installing the
Seal
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MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS
Clean or replace if necessary.
7. Paint an identifying mark (Prussian
blue or other suitable marking
material may be used) on exposed
face of the oil pump inner and outer
gears and then remove the gears.
Identifying marks are to assure that
the gears, if reused, will be installed
in identical position.
8. Remove and discard the rear headto-shell O-ring.
9. Carefully remove the rear discharge
valve plate assembly. Use two small
screwdrivers under the reed
retainers and pry up on the assembly
(Fig. 24). Do not position the
screwdrivers between the reeds and
reed seats.
10. Examine the valve reeds and seats.
Replace the entire assembly, if any
reeds or seats are damaged.
11. Using two small screwdrivers,
carefully remove the rear suction
reed. Do not pry up on the
horseshoe shaped reed valves (Fig.
22).
12. Examine the reeds for damage, and
replace if necessary.
13. Using oil pick-up tube remover
(T71P-19703-C, Fig. 25) remove the
oil pick-up tube. Remove the O-ring
from the oil inlet.

COMPRESSOR
Disassembly

1. Remove the compressor from the
car and the clutch assembly from the
compressor as described under
Removal and Installation.
2. Remove the shaft seal as described
under Removal and Installation.
3. Invert the compressor and holding
fixture so that the front end of the
c o m p r e s s o r shaft is down.
Additional oil may leak from the
compressor at this time. All oil must
be drained into a container so that
total amount can be measured. A
liquid measuring cup may be used
for this purpose. Drained oil should
then be discarded.
4. Remove four lock nuts from the
threaded studs on the compressor
shell and remove the rear head (Fig.
22). Tap uniformly around the rear
head if the head is binding.
Wipe excess oil from all teflon
gasket surfaces on the rear head
casting webs, and examine the
gasket surfaces (Fig. 23). If any
damage is observed, head should be
replaced.
6. Remove suction screen and examine
for any damage or contamination.
SUCTION CAVITY

REAR DISCHARGE VALVE
PLATE ASSEMBLY

OIL PUMP CAVITY
O-RING

\

/

FRONT SUCTION REED

REAR SUCTION REED

SUCTION SCREEN

14. Hold the rear end of the compressor
assembly with one hand and invert
the compressor and holding fixture.
Hold the front head and carefully
lower the internal mechanism away
from shell and front head (View A,
Fig. 26). Do not tap on end of
compressor shaft to remove internal
mechanism. If mechanism will not
slide out of compressor shell, tap on
front head with a plastic hammer.
15. Rest the compressor shell on its side
and push the front head assembly
through the compressor shell, being
careful not to damage sealing areas
on the inner side of the front head.
Discard the O-ring. It may be
necessary to tap on the outside of
the front head, using a plastic
hammer, to overcome friction of the
O-ring seal between the front head
and the compressor shell.
16. Wipe excess oil from the sealing
surfaces on the front head casting
webs and examine the sealing
surface. If any damage is observed,
the head should be replaced.
17. Remove the front discharge valve
plate assembly and the front suction
reed plate (Fig. 26). Examine the

FRONT DISCHARGE VALVE
PLATE ASSEMBLY

DOWEL PINS
FRONT HEAD

O-RING

LOCK NUT
REAR HEAD

OIL PICK-UP TUBE
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T
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FIG. 22 Compressor Disassembled
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reeds and s e a t s . R e p l a c e if
necessary.
18. Remove the suction cross-over cover
by prying with a screwdriver
between the cylinder casting and
cover (Fig. 22). Examine the
internal mechanism for any obvious
damage. If the internal mechanism
has sustained major damage due to
loss of compressor oil, it is necessary
to replace the cylinder and shaft
assembly.
19. If broken parts or metal particles are
found when the compressor is
disassembled, replace the receiverdehydrator assembly.
Assembly
1. Install the suction cross-over cover
in the cylinder and shaft assembly
(Fig. 22), and place the assembly on
a support block in which a hole is
bored for receiving the end of the
shaft.
2. Install the front suction reed plate
on the cylinder front half. Align the
suction ports, oil return slot, and the
discharge cross-over tube with
dowel pins.
3. Install the front discharge valve
plate assembly, aligning the holes
with the dowel pins and proper
openings in the front suction reed
plate (View A, Fig. 27). Front
discharge plate has a large diameter
hole in the center (View B, Fig. 27).
4. Coat the gasket sealing surfaces on
webs of the compressor front head
c a s t i n g w i t h 525 v i s c o s i t y
compressor oil.
5. Determine the exact position of the
front head casting in relation to the
d o w e l p i n s on t h e i n t e r n a l
mechanism. Mark the position of the
dowel pins on sides on internal
mechansim. Mark position of dowel
pins on sides of front head assembly
and on sides of internal mechanism
with Prussian blue. Carefully lower
front head casting into position (Fig.
27), making certain that the sealing
area around the center bore of the
head assembly does not contact the
shaft as head assembly is lowered.
Do not rotate the head assembly to
line up with the dowel pins. This
would cause the sealing areas to
contact the reed retainers.
6. Generously lubricate the angled
groove at the lower edge of the front
head casting with 525 viscosity
compressor oil and install a new Oring in the groove.
7. Coat the inside machine surfaces of
the compressor shell with 525
visocity compressor oil, and position
the shell on the internal mechanism,
resting on the O-ring seal.
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8. Using the flat side of a small
screwdriver, gently press the O-ring
in around the circumference of the
internal mechanism until the
compressor shell slides down over
the internal mechanism. As the shell
slides down, align the oil sump with
the oil intake tube hole (View A, Fig.
26).
9. Holding the support block, invert
the assembly and place it in the
holding fixture with the front end of
the shaft down. Remove the support
block.
10. Install new dowel pins in the
clyinder rear half if previously
removed.
11. Install a new O-ring in the oil pickup tube cavity.
12. Lubricate the oil pick-up tube and
install it in the cavity, rotating the
compressor mechanism to align the

REED VALVE

DISCHARGE TUBE
(HIGH PRESSURE PASSAGE)
VIEWB
L1696-A

FIG. 26 Front Discharge Valve Plate
and Reed Valve
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DOWEL PIN HOLES
FRONT HEAD

SUCTION REED

FRONT DISCHARGE
VALVE PLATE
ASSEMBLY

FRONT DISCHARGE
VALVE PLATE

REAR DISCHARGE
VALVE PI ATE

CYLINDER AND
SHAFT ASSEMBLY

VIEW B
VIEW A
L1710-A

FIG. 27 Front Head Assembly

tube with the hole in the shell baffle
(Fig. 25).
13. Install the rear suction reed over the
dowel pins with slot toward the
sump.
14. Install the rear discharge valve plate
assembly over the dowel pins with
the reed retainers up.
15. Position the oil pump inner gear
over the shaft with the previously
applied identification mark up.
16. Position the oil pump outer gear
over the inner gear with the
previously applied inditification
mark up. When standing facing the
oil sump, position the outer gear so
that is meshes with the inner gear at
the 9 o'clock position and the cavity
between the gear teeth is at the 3
o'clock position (Fig. 23).
17. Generously oil the rear discharge
valve plate assembly around outer
edge where the large diameter Oring will be placed. Oil the valve
reeds, pump gears, and the area
where the teflon sealing surface will
contact the rear discharge valve
plate.
18. Lubricate the new head-to-shell Oring and install it on the rear
discharge valve plate, in contact
with the shell.

19. Install the suction screen in the rear
head casting, using care not to
damage the screen.
20. Coat the teflon sealing surface on the
webs of compressor rear head
casting with 525 viscosity
compressor oil.
21. Install the rear head assembly over
the studs on the compressor shell.
The two lower threaded compressor
mounting holes should be in
alignment with the compressor
sump. Make certain that the suction
screen does not drop out of place
when lowering the rear head into
position. If the rear head assembly
will not slide down over the dowels
in the internal mechanism, twist the
front head assembly back and forth
very slightly by hand until the rear
head drops over the dowel pins.
22. Install the nuts on the threaded shell
studs and tighten evenly to 20 ft-lbs
torque using a 0-25 ft-lb torque
wrench.
23. Invert the compressor in the holding
fixture and install the shaft seal as
described under Removal and
Installation.
24. Install compressor clutch assembly
as described under Removal and
Installation.

25. Add 525 viscosity compressor oil as
described under Adding Oil.
26. Check for external and internal
leaks as described in the following
procedure.
COMPRESSOR LEAK TESTING
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL

1. Rotate the clutch hub clockwise
several turns to pick oil up from the
sump and carry it to the piston rings
and oil seals.
2. Install pressure test plate, T71P19703-Q on the rear head of the
compressor (View A, Fig. 28).
3. Attach the center hose of a manifold
gauge set to a refrigerant drum
standing in an upright position.
4. Connect the high and low pressure
lines with adapters T71P-197O3-R
and S to their corresponding fittings
on the test plate.
5. Open the low pressure gauge valve,
the high pressure gauge valve, and
the valve on the refrigerant drum to
allow the refrigerant vapor to flow
into the compressor.
6. Using a leak detector, check for
leaks at the oil drain fitting,
compressor rear head seal,
compressor front head seal, and
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compressor shaft seal. After
checking, shut off the manifold
gauge valves.
If an external leak is present,
perform the necessary corrective
procedures and repeat steps one
through six to make certain that the
leak has been corrected before
proceeding with steps eight through
twelve to check for internal leaks.
8. Disconnect the manifold gauge
hoses from the test plate.
9. Connect the low pressure hose of the
manifold gauge set to the high
pressure fitting on the pressure test
plate, T71P-19703-Q (View B, Fig.
28).

PRESSURE TEST PLATE
T71P-19703-Q

SIX-CYLINDER COMPRESSOR
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10. Open the low pressure control valve
to allow refrigerant vapor to flow
into the compressor.
11. Observe the reading on the pressure
gauge; then close the valve. If the
gauge reading drops to ten pounds
or under in 30 seconds or less, it
indicates that the compressor is
leaking internally, at one or more of
the following points:
a. Reed valves.
b. Teflon seals at rear head, or
sealing surfaces on front head.
c. Cross-over tube
d. Raised section on cylinder face.
12. If a leak is indicated in step eleven,
perform the necessary corrective

procedures to eliminate the internal
leak and repeat steps one through
eleven to make certain that the
external and internal leaks are
corrected. If no leak was indicated,
proceed with step thirteen.
13. Disconnect the hoses from test plate.
14. If the test was performed with the
compressor in the car, remove the
pressure test plate from compressor.
If it was performed on the bench,
leave the test plate on until after the
compressor is installed in the car.

HIGH PRESSURE
GAUGE

PRESSURE TEST PLATE
T71P-19703-Q
LOW PRESSURE
GAUGE

ADAPTERS
T71P-19703-R&S

TO REFRIGERANT
SUPPLY TANK

VIEW A-EXTERNAL TEST

FIG.

28 Testing Compressor for External and Internal Leaks

VIEW B-INTERNAL TEST
L1711-A
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SPECIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS

COMPRESSOR SPECIFICATIONS
OIL
Capacity
Specification

10-1/2 Fluid Ounces
TL 4538 Texaco 525 Viscosity
Ford Part No. D1VY-19577-A

BELT ADJUSTMENT
Minimum Operating Tension (D
(Hot Only)
Predelivery only
After Predelivery

Installation Tension
Used Belt ©
New Belt
90 lbs.
70 lbs.

110 lbs.

140 lbs.

0 Check only after engine has been operating for at least ten minutes.
(2) Any belt that has operated for ten minutes or more is considered a used belt.

SPECIAL TOOLS

The special tools required for
servicing the six-cylinder compressor
are listed in Fig. 29. All of the tools are
illustrated in the foregoing Sections. For
clarity, however, the functions of T71P19703-D bearing and pulley assembly
replacer and bearing remover is
illustrated infig.30.

TOOL NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

TOOL NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

T71P-19703-B

PULLEY PULLER

T71-P19703-L

" 0 " R I N G AND SNAP RING
REPLACER

T71P-19703-C

"O"RING REMOVER
T71P-19703-M

T71P-19703-D

BEARING AND PULLEY
A S S E M B L Y REPLACER AND
BEARING REMOVER

CERAMIC SEAL REMOVER AND
REPLACER

T71P-19703-N

F E L T SLEEVE
REPLACER

T71P-19703-P

TOOLBOX

T71P-19703-Q

PRESSURE TEST PLATE

RETAINER

T71P-19703-E

HUB DRIVEN PLATE REMOVER

T71P-19703-F

HUB DRIVEN PLATE REPLACER

T71P-19703-G

SEAL ASSEMBLY REMOVER AND
REPLACER

T71P-19703-R

90° ADAPTER

T71P-19703-H

SHAFT SEAL PROTECTOR

T71P-19703-S
T71P-19703-T

STRAIGHT ADAPTER
SNAP RING TOOL

T71P-19703-J

" 0 " RING GUIDE

T70P-4067-A

CLUTCH SPANNER WRENCH

T71P-19703-K

" 0 " RING SLEEVE

T57L-500-A

HOLDING FIXTURE
CL1723-B

FIG. 29 Special Tool List for Six-Cylinder Compressor
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BEARING AND PULLEY ASSEMBLY REPLACER
AND BEARING REMOVER T71P - 19703 • D

ASSEMBLED TO REMOVE
BEARING FROM PULLEY

ASSEMBLED TO INSTALL BEARING
AND PULLEY ON COMPRESSOR

ASSEMBLED TO INSTALL
BEARING IN PULLEY

L1724- B

FIG. 30 Special Tool T7IP-19703-D
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TESTING
•ASEAL COVER PLATE

CRANKSHAFT SEAL LEAK TEST

The cross sectional view in Fig. 1
shows the design and the components of
the seal assembly. Oil leak problems can
be identified by observing the three
possible leakage paths shown in Fig. 2.

COMPRESSOR
CRANKCASE BODY

•MOUNTING SCREW (6)

•ARECTANGULAR "O-RING"

OIL LEAKAGE PAST CARBON RING

Oil leakage through the carbon ring
forming a streak or drip pattern as
shown in the left illustration of Fig. 2 is
considered normal. However, if oil is
present on the surface of the compressor
beyond the clutch or has sprayed on the
hood and surrounding brackets, the
leakage is excessive. Replace the seal
assembly.

ASPRINGA HOUSING-

CRANKSHAFT

OIL LEAKAGE THROUGH O-RING

Leakage through the O-ring type
gasket on the cover plate (center
illustration, Fig. 2) indicates possible
cracked, pinched, split or loose
mounting screws. Check the screws for
good condition and proper torque (7 to
13 ft-lbs). If there is heavy oil discharge
with screws of good condition and
correct torque, replace the oil seal
assembly.

COMPRESSOR
CRANKCASE
BODY

MOUNTING SCREW (6)

ASEAL PLATE RETAINER
ARECTANGULAR "O-RING"

OIL LEAKAGE THROUGH DAMAGED
BELLOWS

Oil will leak through the rubber
bellows as shown in the right illustration
of Fig. 2, if the bellows distorts or cracks
due to heat. A large discharge of oil on
the front of the compressor beyond the
clutch indicates this type of leakage.
Replace the oil seal assembly.

A RETAINER
A BELLOWS
CRANKSHAFT
A INDICATES SERVICED IN SEAL KIT

FIG. 1 Compressor Oil Seal Cross Sectional View
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REFRIGERANT-12 LEAKAGE

Refrigerant-12 leakage through any
part of the seal can be determined only
by a leak detector. Be sure to wipe all the
oil away from the seal area before using
the leak detector, because the oil may
contain refrigerant which would give
erroneous readings. If refrigerant
leakage at the seal exceeds 1 oz. per year,
replace the seal as outlined under
Removal and Installation.
If no leak is found at the compressor
crankshaft seal, throughly check all
system fittings and lines for leaks.
COMPRESSOR OIL LEVEL CHECK
Under normal conditions, when the
air conditioning system is operating
satisfactorily, the compressor oil level
need not be checked. There is no place
for the oil to go except inside the sealed
system. When the engine is first started,
some of the oil will be pumped into the

rest of the refrigerant system. After
several minutes of operation, most of the
oil is returned to the compressor
crankcase. Check the compressor oil
level only if any portion of the
refrigerant system is being replaced, or
if there was a leak in the system and the
refrigerant is being replaced.
1. After the system has been charged,
operate the system for about ten
minutes or until the pressures have
been stabilized in a surrounding
temperature of 60 degrees or above.
2. Stop the engine. With Schrader type
service valves, discharge the entire
system (Part 36-32). With manual
service valves, isolate the
compressor (Part 36-33).
3. Remove the oil filler plug from the
compressor. Insert a flattened 1/8
inch diameter rod (Fig. 3) in the oil
filler hole until it bottoms. The rod
or dipstick fashioned for the
particular compressor (Figs. 4 or 5)

should be used. The dipstick must be
wiped completely clean before
insertion. If necessary, slightly
rotate the compressor crankshaft by
hand so that the dipstick will clear
the crankshaft.
On h o r i z o n t a l l y m o u n t e d
compressors, the oil check hole is
located on the side of the crankcase that
faces up. On the opposite or downward
side, there is a corresponding boss
provided on the inner wall as an
alternate oil check hole for a different
mounting. When checking the oil level
on such a compressor, angle the dipstick
so that it bottoms against the lower side
of the crankcase and not against the
boss.
4. Pull out the dipstick, and check the
oil indication. It should show at least
the minimum amount of oil as
indicated in figs. 4 and 5. If the oil
level is low, add oil, (Ford Part No.
C9AZ-19577-A). If too much oil is

"0-RING"

CARBON RING
NORMAL WEEPAGE
PAST CARBON RING

BELLOWS
LEAKAGE
THROUGH "O-RING"

LEAKAGE THROUGH
DAMAGED BELLOWS

YORK

'O-RING"

CARBON RING

NORMAL WEEPAGE
PAST CARBON RING

BELLOWS

LEAKAGE
THROUGH "O-RING*
TECUMSEH

FIG. 2 Oil Leakage Paths Compressor Oil Seal

LEAKAGE THROUGH
DAMAGED BELLOWS
L1626-A
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METAL TUBING
SEALED TO LID

•4-11/16 INCH-

<

1-1/2 INCH

I I I I

M M

THIS END FOR
HORIZONTAL MOUNT
COMPRESSOR

12 NOTCHES 1/8 INCH
APART STARTING AT
EACH END

OIL TO BE CHECKED WITH
KEYWAY IN SHAFT FACING
THE HEAD OF THE COMPRESSOR.
L1121-D
FIG. 3 Compressor Oil Level Check
and Oil Trap

indicated proceed as follows:
(a) Draw out all of the oil using a trap
similar to that shown in Fig. 12,
or remove the compressor from
the vehicle and pour the oil out of
the crankcase.
(b) Add approximately 4 oz. of oil to
the crankcase, and replace the
filler plug. Reinstall the
compressor, if it was removed.
On units with Schrader-type service
valves:
(a) Charge the refrigerant system
(Part 36-32).
(b) Operate the system again for ten
minutes as in step 1, discharge,
and re-check the oil level as in
steps 3 and 4.

THIS END FOR
VERTICAL MOUNT
COMPRESSOR
LI 293-A

FIG. 4 York Compressor Oil Level Dipstick

(c)Replace the oil filler plug.
Evacuate and charge the system.
6. On Units with Manual Service
Valves:
(a) Evacuate the compressor with the
vacuum pump (both service
valves front-seated and both
manifold gauge valves open).
(b) Connect the compressor back
into the system by turning both
service valves to the back-seated
(full counterclockwise) position.
(c) Operate the system again for
another 10 minutes as in step 1,
isolate the compressor, and recheck the oil level as in steps 3
and 4.
(d)Replace the oil filler plug.

Evacuate the compressor and
connect it back into the system.
7. Operate the system again for five
minutes and make a final oil level
check, as in steps 2, 3 and 4.
It is necessary to check the oil level
a third time to be sure that all the oil has
returned to the compressor.
8. Replace the oilfillerplug. On a unit
with Schrader Service valves
evacuate and charge the system. On
a unit with manual service valves,
evacuate the compressor and
connect it back into the system.
9. Check the compressor filler plug
area for leaks with a leak detector.
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.3/16 INCH

L1294-A

FIG. 5 Tecumseh Compressor Oil Level Dipstick

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
COMPRESSOR
All c o m p r e s s o r r e p l a c e m e n t
operations, except belt replacement, can
be performed only after the unit has
been relieved of its refrigerant charge.
For units with Schrader-type service
valves, discharge the entire refrigerant
system (Part 36-32). For units with
manual service valves, isolate the
compressor from the rest of the system
(Part 36-33).
To reduce the amount of time to
make a compressor replacement, the
service compressors are dehydrated and
the proper amount of the specified
refrigerant oil is in the crankcase when
received.
When replacing a compressor, first
check the oil level in the old compressor.
Then remove oil from the new
compressor in an amount that will make
the new compressor oil level the same as
that in the old compressor. This
procedure will keep the amount of oil in
the system constant. Failure to use this
procedure is the most common reason
for excessive oil in the crankcase. Refer
to Compressor Oil Level Check, under
Testing in this Part.
Removal
1. Units with Schrader-type Service
Valves —Discharge the system
(Part 36-32), and disconnect the two

hoses from the compressor. Units

with Manual Service Valves
—Isolate the compressor (Part 3633), and disconnect the two service
v a l v e s a n d h o s e s from t h e
compressor (Fig. 6).
2. Energize the clutch and loosen and
remove the clutch mounting bolt.
3. Install a 5/8-11 bolt in the clutch
drive shaft hole. With the clutch still
energized, tighten the bolt to loosen
t h e c l u t c h from t h e s h a f t .
Disconnect the clutch wire at the
bullet connector.
4. Loosen the idler pulley or alternator
and remove the drive belt and the
c l u t c h and then remove the
mounting bolts and the compressor.
Installation
Before installing the compressor,
carefully remove any burrs or dirt that
may be on the compressor shaft. The
shaft must be dry and brightly polished.
1. Mount the clutch on the shaft and
install the mounting screw and
washer finger-tight. Place the
compressor on the mounting bracket
and install the four mounting bolts
finger-tight.
2. Connect the clutch wire, energize
the clutch and torque the clutch
mounting bolt to specification.
Tighten the compressor mounting

TEFLON SEALS
SERVICE
VALVES

L1300-A

FIG. 6 Compressor Service Valves
Removed
bolts to specification.
3. Install the belt and adjust and
tighten the idler pulley.
4. When installing manual service
valves on the compressor use new
seals. Be certain to remove the
rubber shipping plugs first. Tighten
the s e r v i c e valve n u t s to
specification. Do not over tighten.
The service valves can be rotated
s l i g h t l y on t h e i r s e a t w i t h o u t
breaking the high pressure seal. This
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is not an indication of a loose valve.
Leak test the compressor, then
evacuate it and connect it back into
the system (Part 36-33). When
Schrader-type service valves are
used, connect the two hoses to the
compressor; and then evacuate,
charge, and leak test the system as
outlined in Part 36-32.
5. C h e c k t h e o i l l e v e l in t h e
compressor, and add or remove oil if
necessary. See Testing in this Part.
VALVE PLATE AND HEAD
GASKET
The procedure for replacing a blown
head gasket is identical to the procedure
for replacing the valve plate except that
the old valve plate is used. If a worn
valve plate has caused the cylinder walls
to become scored or has imbedded
pieces of metal in the pistons, the
compressor should be replaced.
Removal-All Compressors
1. Discharge the system (Schrader
Valves-Part 36-32), or with manual
service valves isolate the compressor
(Part 36-34), and disconnect both
service valves. Place a clean drip pan
under the horizontally mounted
compressor.
2. Remove the cylinder head bolts.
3. Remove the valve plate and cylinder
head from the compressor by
tapping upward with a fiber hammer
on the overhanging edge of the valve
plate.
4. Remove the valve plate from the
cylinder head by holding the head
and tapping against the valve plate.
5. Remove the drip pan from under the
horizontally mounted compressor.
Then, remove all particles of gasket,
dirt and foreign material from the
surface of the cylinder head and
cylinder face. Be extremely careful
not to scratch or nick the mating
surfaces or any edges.
Installation (York Compressor Fig. 7)
1. A p p l y a t h i n film of c l e a n
refrigeration oil to each side of the
valve plate gasket (Fig. 7).
2. Place the new valve plate gasket in
position on the crankcase so that the
crankcase dowel pins go through the
dowel pin holes in the gasket (Fig.
7).
3. Place the valve plate in position on
the cylinder so that the dowel pins
go through the dowel pin holes (Fig.
7).
4. A p p l y a l i g h t film of c l e a n
refrigeration oil on each side of the
cylinder head gasket. Then, place
the gasket and cylinder head on the
cylinder with the dowel pins inserted
into the dowel pin holes in the gasket
and head.
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SHIPPING CAP

SHIPPING PLUG

SUCTION
SERVICE VALVE

DISCHARGE SERVICE VALVE

CYLINDER HEAD

GUIDE PIN HOLE
VALVE PLATE ASSY.

GUIDE PIN

CRANKCASE BODY
OIL FILLER PLUG
GASKET

OIL FILLER PLUG

KEY

SEAL
KIT ASSY.
L1301.B

FIG. 7 York Compressor Disassembled

5. Insert the two longer cap screws in
the two center holes of the cylinder
head. Then, insert the remaining cap
screws in the holes around the edge
of the cylinder head. The four 12
point head screws should be inserted
into the four holes closest to the
service ports.
6. Tighten all head cap screws until
they contact the head. Then, torque
the two center screws to 15-23 ft-lb.
7. Tighten the remaining cap screws in
a pattern so that the cap screws
diagonally opposite each other are
evenly tightened to 15-23 ft-lbs.
After the cylinder head has been
installed 1/2 hour, retorque the head
bolts to 15-23 ft-lbs.
8. Inspect the top of the cylinder head
service valve ports to be sure that

t h e y a r e free of n i c k s a n d
imperfections. Connect the service
valves with new O-rings to the
correct compressor ports and torque
to specification. Then, check the
compressor oil level and add or
remove oil as r e q u i r e d . (See
Compressor Oil Level Check in this
Part.) Evacuate the compressor and
connect it back into the system or
evacuate and charge the system
whichever is applicable.
Installation (Tecumseh Compressor
Fig. 8)
1. A p p l y a t h i n film of c l e a n
refrigeration oil to each side of the
valve plate gasket (Fig. 8).
2. Place the new valve plate gasket on
the crankcase cylinder face and align
the bolt holes.
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3. Place the valve plate on the valve
plate gasket so that the letter S
(stamped on the valve plate) is on
the same side of the crankcase as the
work SUCTION. Align the bolt
holes.
4. A p p l y a t h i n film of c l e a n
refrigeration oil on each side of the
head gasket.
5. Place the head gasket on the valve
plate with the largest hole of the
gasket over the largest hole of the
valve plate. Line up the holes of the
gasket with those of the valve plate.
6. Position the cylinder head on the
compressor. The word SUCTION
on the head must be up and on the
same side as the word SUCTION on
the compressor crankcase.
7. Align the bolt holes of the cylinder
head, gaskets and valve plate with
the holes in the c o m p r e s s o r
crankcase.
8. Install the cylinder head attaching
bolts in the bolt holes. The four 12
point head bolts must be inserted in
the four holes nearest the head
service ports.
9. Tighten the bolts until they contact
the top surface of the cylinder head.
Then, tighten the head bolts in a
sequence so that the bolts diagonally
opposite each other are evenly
tightened to a torque of 20-24 ft-lbs.
After the cylinder head has been
installed 1/2 hour, retorque the head
bolts to 20-24 ft-lbs.
10. Inspect the top of the cylinder head
service valve ports to be sure that
t h e y a r e free of n i c k s a n d
imperfections.
Connect the service valves with new
O-rings to the correct compressor ports
and torque to specification.
11. Check the compressor oil level and
add or remove oil as required. (See
Compressor Oil Level Check in this
Part). Evacuate the compressor and
connect it back into the system, or
evacuate and charge the system
whichever is applicable.
CRANKSHAFT SEAL
Removal-A II Compressors
1. With Schrader Valves, discharge the
system (Part 36-32). With manual
service valves, isolate the
compressor (Part 36-33). Loosen
and remove the belt.
2. Remove the clutch and remove the
Woodruff key. Carefully remove the
secondary dust shield so as to avoid
marring the shaft.
3. Carefully remove all accumulated
dirt and foreign material from the
seal plate and surrounding area of
the compressor, and position a small
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FIG. 8 Tecumseh Compressor Disassembled
drain pan beneath the seal plate.
4. Remove the seal plate cap screws,
and gently remove the plate and
gasket. Do not mar or scratch the
sealing surfaces, or the polished
shaft surface.
5. Remove the carbon seal ring and
seal housing assembly from the
crankshaft. A disassembled view of
the crankshaft seal assembly is
included in Figs. 7 and 8.
6. Clean all old gasket material from
the seal plate and the compressor.
Make certain that the shaft, the seal
plate and the compressor gasket
surfaces are completely clean.
7. Check the face of the crankshaft
front bearing journal in the seal
housing to make certain that there
are no nicks or burrs. Check the
crankshaft surface to be sure it is not

damaged. Check all parts of the seal
assembly to be sure that they are not
damaged.
8. Inspect the compressor internal
components for damage.
Installation - Tecumseh Compressor
1. Wash the new seal assembly
components in clean refrigeration
oil.
2. Coat the exposed surface of the
crankshaft with clean refrigeration
oil.
3. Place the seal (Fig. 8) over the
compressor shaft with the end that
fits the carbon ring facing out.
4. Position the carbon ring over the
shaft and to the seal. The raised rim
of the carbon ring must face
outward.
5. Insert the O-ring in the crankcase
mating surface for the seal plate.
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6. Position the seal plate, shield and
seal plate retainer to the compressor
crankcase and align the cover
attaching screw holes. Push the seal
plate retainer against the mating
surface of the crankcase and install
the six attaching screws. Torque the
screws in a circular sequence to 5478 in-lb.
7. Rotate the shaft by hand 15 to 20
revolutions to seat the seal.
8. Make certain that there are no burrs
or dirt on the compressor shaft.
Install the key and magnetic clutch
on the shaft.
9. Install the belt and adjust the
tension to specifications.
10. Check the compressor oil level (See
Testing in this Part).
Installation- York Compressor
1. Wash the new seal assembly
components in clean refrigeration
oil.
2. Position the seal over the end of the
shaft with the carbon ring retainer
facing out. Move the seal in and out
on the shaft a few times to insure a
good seal between the seal and the
shaft.
3. Push the seal all-the-way on the
shaft. Be sure that the seal drive ring
slots engage the drive pins on the
shaft bearing journal face.
4. Place the carbon ring (Fig. 7) over
the shaft and in the seal ring
retainer. The polished surface of the
carbon ring must face out and the
lugs must engage the ring retainer
and be fully seated.
5. Apply a light film of clean
refrigeration oil on the matching
faces of the crankcase and seal cover
plate. Then, place the gasket in
position on the crankcase face.
6. Place the seal cover plate in position
(Fig. 7), with the polished side
facing the carbon ring. Then, install
the cap screws. Tighten the cap
screws evenly while turning the
crankshaft. Be sure that the
clearance between the crankshaft
and the hole in the seal cover plate
is even all around the shaft. If the
clearance is not equal all around the
shaft, gently tap the seal face into
position until the clearance is equal.
Then, tighten diagonally opposite
cover plate cap screws evenly to 7-13
ft-lb.
7. Make certain that there are no burrs
or dirt on the compressor shaft.
Install the key and magnetic clutch
on the shaft.
8. Install the belt and adjust the
tension to specification.
9. Check the compressor oil level (See
Testing in this Part).
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FIELD COIL
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PLATE ASSEMBLY
PULLEY ASSEMBLY
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FIG. 9 A/C Clutch Assembly
CLUTCH

1. Loosen and remove the belt.
2. Energize the clutch and loosen and
remove the clutch mounting bolt.
3. Install a 5/8-11 bolt in the clutch
drive shaft hole. With the clutch still
energized, tighten the bolt to loosen
the clutch from the shaft, then
remove the magnetic clutch.
4. Carefully remove any burrs or dirt
that may be on the compressor shaft.
The shaft must be dry and brightly
polished. Install the clutch, the
clutch mounting bolt, and the
washer.
5. Energize the clutch, and torque the
bolt to specification.
6. Install and adjust the belt.
CLUTCH BEARING

When installing a new bearing,
extreme care must be taken to support
the bearing and the clutch assembly so
as not to place any pressure on the balls
of the bearing.
The following procedure should be
rigidly adhered to during bearing
replacement. Any exceptions due to
clutch design are noted. Refer to Fig. 9.
Removal
1. Remove the clutch assembly from
the compressor shaft as outlined in

the foregoing procedure.
2. With the clutch assembly face down,
remove the external bearing
retainer from the drive plate shaft.
3. Support the clutch, face down, by
the outer edge so as to clear the drive
plate. Insert a 5/8-11 inch bolt
through the drive plate shaft and
hand tighten the bolt.
4. Smoothly apply enough pressure on
the bolt to free the shaft from the
bearing inner race and then remove
the drive plate assembly. Before
proceeding, check the drive face
plate for any excessive warping or
breakage. Replace the entire clutch
assembly if any damage is evident.
5. Remove the internal bearing
retainer from the pulley assembly.
Support the pulley assembly, face
up, by the bearing bore making
certain that there is no interference
when the bearing is pressed out.
With a suitable plug, force the
bearing out of the pulley assembly
by the inner race. The plug should
clear the metal grease catcher, but
do not remove the grease catcher
from the pulley assembly.
Installation
Before installing the bearing, be sure
that all bearing contact surfaces are
clean.
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1. Support the pulley assembly face
down, near the bearing bore but do
not support it by the sides of the
pulley grooves as this may bend the
pulley assembly.
2. Press a new bearing into the bearing
bore by the outer race. Do not press
the bearing in by the inner race.
Pressure should be uniform and in
line with the axis of the bearing bore.
Replace the internal bearing retainer.
3. Support the pulley assembly, face
up, by the bearing inner race. Insert
a 5/8-11 inch bolt into the front of
the drive face plate and carefully
press the shaft into the bearing inner
race, exerting pressure on the bolt.
Be certain that the shaft is in line
with the axis of the bearing bore.
4. R e p l a c e t h e external b e a r i n g
retainer onto the drive plate shaft.
Rotate the pulley relative to the
drive plate to make certain that

TWO-CYLINDER COMPRESSOR
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there is free rotation and there is not
looseness of the assembly before
installing the clutch onto the
compressor.
5. Install the clutch assembly on the
compressor shaft.

gauge. Tighten the compressor-tosupport bracket bolts. Install the
tension gauge and check the belt
tension.

DRIVE BELT
ALL EXCEPT MAVERICK

Adjust the belt by repositioning the
idler pulley if so equipped. Otherwise,
follow this procedure.
1. Loosen the bolts securing the
compressor to the compressor
mounting bracket.
2. Install the belt tension gauge (Tool
T63L-8620-A) on the compressor
c l u t c h d r i v e b e l t . Move t h e
compressor toward or away from
the engine until the specified belt
tension is obtained. Remove the

MAVERICK

Adjust the belt by repositioning the
idler pulley if so equipped. Otherwise,
follow this procedure.
1. Loosen the alternator-to-brackets
attaching bolts.
2. Install the tension gauge on the
compressor clutch drive belt. Move
the alternaor toward or away from
the engine until the specified belt
tension is obtained. Remove the
gauge. Tighten the alternator bolts.
Install the tension gauge and check
the belt tension.

SPECIFICATIONS

TWO-CYLINDER A/C COMPRESSOR SPECIFICATIONS
COMPRESSOR OIL CAPACITIES®

Torque Limits (Ft-Lbs)
Description
Tecumseh
Cylinder Head
20-24
Front Seal Plate
54-78 In-Lb
Service Valve (Tube-0)
20±10
Mounting Bolt
20-30
Oil Filler Plug
18-22
Clutch Mounting
20-30
Base Plate
Back Plate
BELT ADJUSTMENT
Minimum Operating Tension (Hot Only)

York

15-23
7-13
20 ±10
20-30
4-11
20-30
14-22
9-17

Tecumseh (2)
(11 Fluid Ounces)
York©
(10 Fluid Ounces)

Vertical
7/8 Inch Min.

Horizontal
7/8 Inch Min.

1-3/8 Inch Max.

1-5/8 Inch Max.

7/8 Inch Min.

13/16 Inch Min.

1-1/8 Inch Max.

1-3/16 Inch Max.

© Use ESA-M2C31-A (Ford Part No. C9AZ-19577-A) oil.
(2) Do not add oil if dip stick indicates proper level of oil between minimum and
maximum.
If dip stick is below minimum level, add oil up to minimum oil level only.
Installation Tension

Predelivery Only

After Predelivery

Used Belt ©

New Belt

.90 lbs.

70 lbs.

110 lbs.

140 lbs.

Belt Tension Tool
Compressor Clutch Run-Out

T63L-8620-A
1/32 Inch Maximum

(3) Check only after engine has been operating for at least ten minutes.
d ) Any belt that has operated for ten minutes or more is considered a used belt.
CL1273-E
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The 1973 Ford, Mercury and
Meteor integral air conditioning and
heating system uses outside air through
the damper door in the upper cowl, or
r e c i r c u l a t e d air t h r o u g h the
recirculating air door in the right cowl
side panel. The control assembly is
located in the instrument panel to the
right of the steering column.
All register barrels are the same on
the Ford and Mercury and operate in
the same manner. Move the center
register louvers outboard to close; the
right register louvers inboard to close;
the Ford left outboard register louvers
inboard, and the Mercury and Meteor
left outboard register louvers upward to
close.
SYSTEM OPERATION (See Fig. 1)

Air is drawn into the system by the
blower motor and wheel from the cowl
air intake, through the outside air door
or through the recirculating air damper
door (Fig. 2) in the right cowl side panel
with the mode control lever in A/C and
the temperature lever in COOL
position. The air is then forced through
the evaporator core and when the heater
core restrictor air door is in air
conditioning position (vacuum) and the
temperature blend door is in the
MAXIMUM COOL position, the air
by-passes the heater core. The blend
door is operated by a control cable. The
mode door, in the air conditioning
position (full vacuum) allows cooled air

to be discharged through the four
registers with a small percentage going
to the floor. (Refer to Figs. 2 and 3).
When the temperature control lever
is moved away from the maximum cool
position one width of the lever (1/2
inch), the water valve is opened (no
vacuum) and a small percentage of air
passes through the heater core, warmed,
then mixed with the cool air before it is
discharged from the plenum and
registers. Moving the lever one inch
away from the maximum cool position,
the system changes to fresh air.
With the functional (mode) control
lever in OFF position, the outside air
door is closed (vacuum), the water valve
is closed (vacuum) and no air passes
through the system. The blower is ON
in all positions except OFF position.
In VENT position, the outside air
door is open (no vacuum), the water
valve is closed (vacuum), the restrictor
door is closed, restricting air through
the heater core (vacuum), the mode
door is open (full vacuum) and air is
discharged through the panel registers.
Move the temperature control lever to
COOL position for maximum
ventilation through the panel registers.
The A/C compressor does not operate
in VENT position.
In A/C position, the restrictor door
and mode door are positioned in the
same as VENT. When the temperature
control lever is in the COOL position,
the outside air door is closed (vacuum)
and the recirculating air door is open

(vacuum). Maximum A/C performance
is obtained in this position. In the A/C
position, all air comes out the panel
registers except for a slight floor bleed.
In the HI-LO position, the heater
core restrictor door is open, directing air
through the heater core (no vacuum);
the mode door in the plenum chamber is
in the mid-position (partial vacuum)
and air is discharged through the air
conditioning registers and also through
the air outlets in the lower plenum to the
floor area. Air flow through the heater
core is controlled proportionate to the
setting of the temperature blend door
that controls the warm and cool air as it
enters the plenum chamber. The
compressor is inoperative.
In HEAT position, the restrictor
door is open (no vacuum), the mode
door restricts air to the registers (no
vacuum), the heat-defrost door is in the
heat position (full vacuum) and warm
air is discharged through the plenum air
outlets to the floor with some defrost
bleed.
In the intermediate position between
HEAT and DEFROST, the heat-defrost
door is in the mid-position (partial
vacuum) and warmed air is discharged
through the defrosters and lower
plenum air outlets.
In DEFROST position, the heatdefrost door is in defrost position (no
vacuum) and air is discharged through
the defrosters with some bleed air to the
floor.
A four position blower switch and
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MODE LEVER POSITION
HOSE
COLOR

OFF

VENT

A/C

HI-LO

HEAT

Orange (Top)

NV

V

V

V

NV

NV

NV

Blue (Side)

NV

V

V

NV

NV

NV

NV

Yellow (Top)

NV

V

V

V

V

V

NV

Red (Side)

NV

V

V

V

V

NV

NV

OUTSIDE AIR DOOR

White

V Closed

NVOpen

(2)

NV Open

NV Open

NV Open

NV Open

RECIRC DOOR

White

VOpen

NV Closed

O

NV Closed

NV Closed

NV Closed

NV Closed

Tan

NV Open

V Closed

V Closed

NV Open

NV Open

NV Open

NV Open

Green

V Closed

V Closed

0

©

©

©

©

COMPONENT

PARTIAL

•

DEFROST

A/C HEAT DOOR (MODE) @
FULL
PARTIAL
HEAT DEFROST DOOR @
FULL
VACUUM MOTORS

RESTRICTOR AIR DOOR
WATER VALVE

ON
Low - Medium 1 - Medium 2 - High

OFF

BLOWER MOTOR
Above 40° F

OFF

ON

OFF

CLUTCH*

OFF

Below 40° F

TEMPERATURE LEVER POSITION

HOSE
COLOR
3 Port
Connector

COMPON ENT

Water Valve 0
VACUUM MOTORS

Turquoise

Recirc. ®

TEMPERATURE

CO

ARM

V Closed

NV Open

NV Open

NV Open

VOpen

VOpen

NV Closed

NV Closed

V Closed

V Closed

NV Open

NVOpen

BLEND
Combination of air which by-passes
heater core and that which has
passed through heater core

Open All air
passes
through
heater
core

Purple
Outside CD

TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR (CABLE CONTROLLED)

@ - 3 position motor
0 (2) - Dependent on temperature lever
* - 40° F ambient temperature switch

Dwell closed - All air
by-passes heater core

RECIRC-Inside air
V - Vacuum
NV - No vacuum.
CL1773-A

FIG. 1 Manual A/C System Vacuum Control Chart—Mode Level Positions
resistor assembly provides four blower
speeds to control air volume. The master
blower switch is mounted on the control
head assembly vacuum selector and is
actuated when the functional control
lever is in all positions except OFF
(Refer to Electrical Diagram, Fig. 4).
System Components
CONTROLS (SEE FIG. 5)

Mode (bottom) Lever
The mode control lever actuates a 9
port vacuum selector that controls
vacuum motors at the following doors:
A/C-heat door, floor-defrost door, and
temperature blend door; and also

controls the blower switch and activates
the A/C clutch circuit in the A/C mode.
Mode selection of VENT, DEFOG and
DEFROST will also activate the outside
and recirculating doors to the outside air
position regardless of the temperature
lever position (Figs. 6 and 7).
A/C clutch operation is dependent
upon an ambient temperature cut-off
switch (Fig. 4) when the mode lever is in
A/C position. The clutch will be off in
all other mode lever positions and/or
when the ambient temperature is below
40 degrees F.
The blower motor runs at all times
except when the mode lever is in the
OFF position. A separate four position,

four speed blower motor switch is used
to regulate the volume of airflow and
cannot turn the blower off (Fig 5).
Temperature (top) Lever
The temperature lever actuates a
control cable which operates the
temperature blend door and a 3 port
vacuum selector that controls the
outside air door, recirculating air door
and water valve.
In the A/C mode, the system
operates in the recirculate (inside) air
mode when the temperature lever is in
the COOL position. When the
t e m p e r a t u r e lever has moved
approximately one inch to the right
from the extreme left position, the
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FIG. 2 Manual A/C Heater System Air Flow
system operates in the fresh (outside) air
mode. The system will operate in the
outside air mode in the VENT, DEFOG
and DEFROST modes regardless of the
temperature lever setting.
The water valve opens (hot water to
heater core) when the temperature lever
has moved approximately 1/2 inch to
the right from the extreme left position.
The water valve will close when the
mode lever is in the VENT position
regardless of the temperature lever
setting.
The blower switch is located at the
left side of the control assembly (Fig. 5).
The water valve is located in the
engine compartment in the inlet water
line near the dash panel (Fig. 7).
The resistor assembly is located on
the front surface of the evaporator case
assembly (Fig. 8).

the expansion valve to the suction
throttling valve. The equalizer line is
used primarily to prevent prolonged or
constant operation of the compressor
under conditions where it is not
receiving enough refrigerant. The
equalizer line functions to permit the
outlet pressure of the suction throttling
valve to be imposed on the diaphragm of
the expansion valve.
When the outlet pressure of the
suction throttling valve drops below a
predetermined pressure, this decrease in
pressure is also transmitted to the
diaphragm of the expansion valve, via
the equalizer line. The expansion valve
is caused to open and flood refrigerant
through the evaporator, thereby
resulting in an increase in the
evaporator pressure. This action only
occurs during times when the
compressor capacity becomes greater
than the evaporator output with the
resultant drop in suction throttling
valve outlet pressure.

RECIRCULATE
AIR DOOR

TO DEFROSTERS

A/C-HEAT DOOR
REGISTER TO FLOOR

36-41-03

EVAPORATOR CASE
The evaporator case assembly is
located on the engine side of the dash
panel to the right of the centerline. The
blower motor and wheel is in the right
side of the case under the right front
fender (Fig. 9).
EXPANSION VALVE

The function of the expansion valve
(Fig. 10), is to automatically regulate
the flow of refrigerant into the
evaporator, and is the dividing point in
the system between the high and low
pressure liquid refrigerant.
The temperature sensing bulb,
clamped to the outlet tube on the
evaporator measures the temperature of
the evaporator outlet tube and transmits
the temperature variation to the
expansion valve.
An external equalizer line connects

The Pilot Operated Absolute
Suction Throttling Valve hereafter
called the Suction Throttling Valve
(S.T.V.) is located in the evaporator
outlet line immediately outside the case
(Fig. 11). The valve maintains the
evaporator pressure at a pressure
sufficiently high to avoid freezing or
moisture on the evaporator core and at
the same time provide maximum
cooling efficiency.
The suction throttling valve
regulates the pressure inside the
evaporator and thereby directly affects
the air temperature at the instrument
panel outlets. The valve has a sealed
inner chamber which controls the
pressure regulating mechanism of the
valve independently of the exterior
atmospheric pressure. This design
insures that the valve does not change its
calibration as the system is operated in
various altitudes. It should be
remembered, however, that any gauge
used to check the valve pressure will not
be free from the effect of atmospheric
pressure. For this reason it might appear
that it is the pressure within the valve
that is changing. Actually the reverse is
true. The pressure within the valve
remains unaffected by atmospheric
variations, while the gauge used to read
these pressures is affected by
atmospheric pressure.
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©
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FIG. 3 Manual A/C Heater Air Flow
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FIG. 4 Manual A/C Heater System Electrical Diagram
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THROUGH PANEL REGISTERS
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FIG. 5 Manual A/C Heater System Control

9 PORT VACUUM
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OUTSIDE AIR
DOOR MOTOR

DASH PANEL CONNECTOR
VIEW C

FIG. 6 Manual A/C Heater System Vacuum Diagram
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VIEW C

FIG. 7 Manual A/C Heater System Vacuum Diagram
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FIG. 8 Blower Motor and Wheel
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FIG. 9 A/C Heater System
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FIG. 10 Equalizer Expansion Valve
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FIG. 11 Suction Throttling Valve

ADJUSTMENTS
TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE
ADJUSTMENT

1. Move the temperature control lever
to maximum WARM position.
2. Adjust the cable at bracket on
plenum by sliding cable flag in
bracket groove until the temperature
door crank arm is in the full left
position. Provide 1/8 inch clearance
between the temperature control
lever and right end of the lever slot
to insure maximum heat position
before tightening cable screw at
plenum bracket.
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
PLENUM CHAMBER

The plenum chamber is located
under the instrument panel. Two
rectangular openings in the dash panel
allow air to flow from the evaporator
case into the plenum. It is necessary to
remove the instrument panel to remove
the plenum (See Figs. 9 and 12).

PLENUM TO DASH
PANEL SCREW
(UPPER)
PLENUM CHAMBER
ASSEMBLY

STUD NUTS (INSIDE)
DASH PANEL

STUDS ON
PLENUM ASSEMBLY

DEFROSTER NOZZLES

The defroster nozzles are accessible
by removing the instrument panel pad
and loosening the Y-brace forward of
the cluster to remove the left nozzle.
Remove two defroster to panel
mounting screws and one defroster to
defroster duct attaching screw to
remove each nozzle. Separate each air
duct from the defroster nozzles and
remove the nozzles upward through the
instrument panel pad opening.
VACUUM MOTORS
The fresh air damper door vacuum
motor can be serviced by removing the
cowl air intake screen under the hood
and the recirculating air door motor by
removing the right cowl trim panel (Fig.
13). The heater core air restrictor door
motor and vacuum controlled water
valve are readily accessible in the engine
compartment. (Refer to Fig. 7). The
mode door vacuum motor and air
conditioning-defrost door motor on the
left side of the plenum require removal
of the instrument panel pad to gain
access to the motors.
CONDENSER AND RECEIVER
ASSEMBLY

The condenser and receiver
assembly is mounted to the radiator
support with four ISO-mounts and is
serviced by removing the radiator and
sliding the condenser rearward through
the radiator support (Fig. 14).
AIR CONDITIONING REGISTERS
AND AIR DUCTS
AIR DUCTS

To remove the register air ducts it is
necessary to remove the instrument
panel pad and instrument panel (Refer
to Figs. 15 and 16).
REGISTER LOUVERS

With reference to Fig. 17, pry on the
end pivot with thin blade to separate the
pivot from pivot hole and pull the barrel
assembly rearward from register
housing.

STUDS ON
EVAPORATOR CASE

,CASE TO DASH
' PANEL SCREW
CASE TO DASH
PANEL SCREWS

STUD NUTS OUTSIDE

EVAPORATOR CASE ASSEMBLY
L1765-A

FIG. 12 A/C Heater System Dash Panel Attachments

The barrels can only be installed
one way because of the sizes of the two
pivots and retaining holes.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

1. Remove A/C control knobs and
accessory switch knob.
2. Remove applique covering the
control assembly.
3. Remove four (4) screws from face of
control assembly.
4. Remove temperature control cable
from control head.
5. Disconnect the vacuum harnesses
from vacuum selectors.
6. Disconnect the electrical wiring
connectors from blower switch,
vacuum switch and illumination
bulb.
7. Remove control head from rear of
instrument panel.
To install, reverse the above
procedure and adjust the temperature
cable for proper output.

4. Remove two (2) air door to top cowl
mounting screws.
5. Carefully remove spring clip and
two flat washers from door crank
arm and remove vacuum motor.
6. Move air door assembly inboard and
rotate door and frame assembly
carefully to clear opening in cowl
top panel.
Installation
1. Carefully insert air door and frame
assembly into position in cowl top
panel.
2. Install motor shaft on door crank
arm as shown in View B.
3. Align air door frame mounting holes
with two screw holes in cowl top
panel.
4. Install air door frame mounting
screws. Do not tighten screws.
5. Install vacuum motor mounting
plate screws.
6. Tighten air door frame mounting
screws.
7. Connect vacuum hose to motor.
8. Install cowl screen.

OUTSIDE AIR DOOR ASSEMBLY
(See Fig. 13)

EVAPORATOR CORE (See Figs.

Removal
1. Raise hood and remove left screen
from cowl top panel. View A.
2. Disconnect vacuum hose from
outside air door vacuum motor.
3. Remove two (2) vacuum motor
mounting plate screws. View B.

1. Discharge refrigerant system (Part
36-32).
2. Disconnect suction line from STV
and cap suction line and STV.
3. Disconnect liquid line from
expansion valve and cap valve and
liquid line.

18 and 19)
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FIG. 13 Outside Air Door Assembly
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FIG. 14 Condenser and Receiver Assembly

SEE VIEW A
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FIG. 15 Ford Air Ducts and Registers
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FIG. 16 Mercury and Meteor Air Ducts and Registers
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FIG. 17 Register Louver Removal

4. Remove insulation tape from
expansion valve capillary bulb.
Disconnect capillary bulb from
suction tube (2 clamps-2 screws).
5. Remove STV clamp (1 screw).
6. Remove liquid line support clamp (1
screw).
7. Remove four (4) right to left cover
flange screws.
8. Remove five (5) cover to case
mounting screws from left (inboard)
cover and remove cover.
NOTE: A bead of rope sealer
between the two covers must be replaced
during installation.
9. Remove five (5) cover to case
mounting screws from right
(outboard) cover.

10. Pull evaporator core and left cover
diagonally forward away from case.
11. Disconnect oil return line from STV.
12. Disconnect expansion valve external
equalizer line from STV.
13. Disconnect STV from evaporator
core.
14. Remove right cover from core.
15. Disconnect expansion valve from
evaporator core tube.
16. Remove core mounting gasket.
To install, reverse the above
procedure. Make sure all 0-ring seals are
positioned properly in their respective
locations.
Evacuate and charge the refrigerant
system with 4-1/4 plus or minus 1/4 lbs.
of Refrigerant-12 (Part 36-32).
HEATER CORE (SEE FIG. 20).

1. Drain engine coolant.
2. Disconnect heater hoses from core
tubes.
3. Remove heater core cover plate and
gasket (7 screws).
4. Pull heater core and mounting
gasket up out of case.
5. Remove core mounting gasket.
Reverse the above procedure to
install core and check coolant level.
During core installation, make sure
core and gasket seat firmly forward of
core retention spring in case.

BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

1. Disconnect the blower motor lead
wire (orange) at rear of right hood
hinge.
2. Remove ground wire (black)
mounting screw from upper cowl.
Pull both wires out of the clip on top
of the case.
3. Remove the right front tire and
wheel assembly.
4. With reference to Fig. 21, locate the
access opening area shown and clean
this area of the apron.
5. Drill a 1 inch hole tangent to the
certerline of the bead using the drill
dimple provided in the apron 1/2
inch from the centerline of the bead.
6. Cut out the access opening along the
centerline of the bead with aircraft
snips. Smooth any rough metal
edges.
7. Working through the access opening
in the apron, remove the blower
motor cooling tube from the motor.
8. Remove four (4) blower motor
mounting plate screws and carefully
move the motor and wheel assembly
forward out of the evaporator case
through the access hole.
9. Procure a cover plate.
10. Position cover plate over access
opening and drill eight (8) 1/8 inch
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FIG. 18 Evaporator Core Removal
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FIG. 19 Evaporator Core Disassembly
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SCREW (7 REQUIRED)
COVER

holes in apron using the 8 holes in
the cover as a template. Protect the
evaporator case with a metal shield
during drilling operation to prevent
damage to the case.
11. Apply rope sealer to the motor
mounting plate and install blower
motor and wheel as an assembly.
12. Route lead wire and ground wire
through clip on case; connect lead
wire (orange) to harness and ground
wire (black) to cowl (1 screw).
13. Apply rope sealer to perimeter of the
access cover and position the cover
on the apron. Install cover with
eight (8) 357903-S8 screws-self
tapping round washer head (#8-15
x 1/2 inch).
14. Replace tire and wheel assembly.
RETENTION SPRING CLIP

FIG. 20 Heater Core Removal
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COMPRESSOR MOUNTING
All compressor to engine mounting
brackets and support braces, idler clutch
pulley and belt drive arrangements are
shown in Figs. 22, 23 and 24.
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FIG. 21 Blower Access Hole in Fender
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FIG. 22 Compressor and Drive Belt Installation—
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FIG. 23 Compressor and Drive Belt Installation—

400 CID Engine
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Drive Belt Installation—

429 CID Engine

SPECIFICATIONS

FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR MANUAL HEATER - A/C
Protective Device - 30 Amp Circuit Breaker Located on Fuse Panel

Refrigerant Charge - 4-1/4 ± 1/4 Lbs (R 12)

Control Illumination - One 1 CP — 161 Bulb

Compressor:

Clutch Current Draw @ 12.8 Volts - 3.75 Amps

Displacement
Oil Capacity

Blower Motor Current Draw @ 12.8 Volts Low
Medium Low
Medium High
High

-

10.3 Cubic Inch
York
Tecumseh

5.0 Amps
9.0 Amps
14.0 Amps
22.0 Amps

Drive Ratio:

10 Oz.
-

351 CID

11 Oz.
1.32:1

400-2V CID

-

1.32:1

429-4VCID

-

1.32:1
CL1579-B
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PART 36-42 Mustang and Cougar Heater-Air
Conditioning System
Applies to Mustang and Cougar
COMPONENT INDEX

Page

ADJUSTMENTS
Heater Water Valve Vacuum Switch . .
Temperature Control Cable
Vacuum Motors
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42-05
42-06

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Air Flow
Control Operation
Cooling
Heating

42-01
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Blower Motor and Wheel Assy
Blower Switch and Clutch Switch
Condenser - Cougar
Condenser - Mustang

42-11
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This part deals with the controls and
components that are peculiar to the
Mustang and Cougar heater-A/C
system. Parts 36-31 through 36-35 gives

COMPONENT INDEX
Control Assembly and Cable
Defroster Nozzle
Dehydrator - Receiver Tank
Evaporator Core
Evaporator & Heater Core
Housing Assy
Expansion Valve
Heater Core
Heater Water Valve Vacuum Switch . . .
Registers and Air Ducts
Thermostatic (De-icing) Switch
Vacuum Motors

Page
42-06
42-06
42-11
42-08
42-08
42-09
42-09
42-06
42-06
42-09
42-11

SPECIFICATIONS

42-12

TESTING
Vacuum Control System Operation

42-03

the information and procedures
required for servicing the refrigeration
system which is common to all car lines.
Reference to all parts is necessary for

complete servicing of the Mustang and
Cougar system.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
For an explanation of the control
door and motor code numbers used
throughout this Part, refer to Fig. 1.
AIR FLOW

Either outside air from the cowl
intake or recirculated air from inside the
car enters the right duct of the heater
assembly (Fig. 5). The blower motor and
wheel draws the air from the right duct
of the A/C-heater assembly through the
evaporator core, through and/or around
the heater core into the blower housing
and then forces it into the plenum
chamber. From the plenum chamber,
the air discharges through the floor,
register, or defroster outlets.
CONTROL OPERATION

The functional (upper) control lever
on the control head (Fig. 2) operates the
vacuum selector valve which receives
vacuum from the vacuum supply tank
and connects it to five vacuum motors
(Fig. 4). The vacuum motors actuate the

outside-recirc (1) (2) door, the restrictor
air door (3), water valve (4), the A/Cheat door (6), and the A/C-defrost
door (7).
The temperature (lower) control
lever (Fig. 2) is connected by a cable to
a crank arm on the temperature blend
(5) door (Fig. 4) which routes the air
through and/or around the heater core.
The movement of the crank arm also
actuates the water valve vacuum switch
plunger as shown in Fig. 4. This switch
sends vacuum to the (4) motor (purple
line) to close the heater water valve.
Also mounted on the control head is
a four-position blower switch operated
by the switch lever, and the A/C
compressor clutch switch which is
actuated by a cam on the vacuum
selector valve (Fig. 2).
COOLING

In both MAX and FRESH A/C
positions of the functional control lever,
the cam on the vacuum selector valve

closes the clutch switch (Fig. 2) in series
with the blower switch to engage the
compressor clutch. With the clutch
engaged, the compressor pumps
refrigerant through the evaporator core
for cooling.
In MAX A/C position, the (1) (2)
door is closed to outside air (vacuum),
allowing inside air to recirculate in the
system (Fig. 5). In FRESH A/C
position (no vacuum), outside air is
drawn into the system. In both A/C
positions, the air is cooled as it passes
through the evaporator core.
With the temperature control lever

set at COOL and the functional control
set in one of the A/C positions; the (3)
door is closed to air flow through the
heater core (vacuum); the (5) door
(cable) opens the by-pass around the
heater core and actuates the water valve
vacuum switch which connects vacuum
to the (4) motor (valve closes flow of
water through core); the (6) door is
closed to the floor outlet (no vacuum);
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ACTUATED

CONTROL

BY

LEVER

FUNCTION

DOOR VALVE
Outside/Recirculating
Combination Air Door
Restrictor Air Door
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Opens outside and closes inside air inlet, or Closes

Vacuum

outside and opens inside air inlet to the system

Motor

Restricts flow of air through heater core

Vacuum

during Cooling

Motor

Functional

Functional

Opens or closes flow of hot water from engine

Vacuum

Temperature

through heater core

Motor

and/or

Temperature Blend Door

Controls flow of air through and/or around heater core

Cable

Temperature

A/C-Heat Door

Routes flow of discharge air either through floor

Vacuum

Functional

Heater Water Valve

Functional

A/C-Defrost Door

outlets or to No. 7 Door

Motor

Routes flow of discharge air either through A/C

Vacuum

registers or through defroster outlets

Motor

Functional

CL1524-C

FIG. 1 Control Doors and Code Numbers

is partially reheated (tempered) before
discharging through the A/C registers.
HEATING

FRONT VIEW

CAM
FUNCTIONAL
CONTROL
LEVEL

VACUUM SELECTOR
VALVE

BLOWER SWITCH

CLUTCH SWITCH

REAR VIEW
(TOP)

L1582-B

FIG. 2 A/C Control Assembly—Mustang and Cougar

and the (7) door is closed to the
defrosters (vacuum). All of the air, fully
cooled, by-passes the heater core and
discharges through the A/C registers.
With the temperature control lever

set at WARM in the A/C positions of

the functional control lever, the (3) door
is still closed to air flow through the
heater core (vacuum). However, the air
does pass through the core chamber in
front of the heater core (Fig. 3) where it
picks up a small amount of heat radiated
from the core. In this way, the cooled air

In OFF, VENT HI/LO, HEAT,
and DEFROST positions of the
functional control lever, the cam on the
vacuum selector valve is disengaged
from the A/C clutch switch (Fig. 2)
leaving the switch open. With the switch
open, the compressor is not pumping
refrigerant through the evaporator (no
cooling). At the same time, moving the
temperature control 1/4 inch away from
COOL position causes the water valve
vacuum switch to cut off vacuum and
thus open the heater water valve (4).
With the water valve wide open (Fig. 4).
there is full flow of hot water through
the heater core.
In VENT HI/LO position, the (1)
(2) door (Fig. 5) is open to outside air
(no vacuum), the (3) door is open to air
flow through the heater core (no
vacuum), and, depending upon the
setting of the temperature blend (5)
door, the air is drawn through and/or
around the heater core into the blower
housing. Then, with the (6) door in midposition (vacuum through red line only)
and the (7) door closed to the defrosters
(vacuum), the blower discharges the air
through both the floor outlet and the A/
C registers.
In HEAT position, the system
operates in the same manner as in
VENT HI/LO except that the (6) door
is closed to the A/C registers (vacuum
through both red and yellow lines)
allowing all the air to discharge through
the floor outlet.
When the functional control lever is
set in mid-position between HEAT and
DEFROST, the system operates in the
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FIG. 3 Air Flow at A/C-Warm Settings

same manner as in HEAT except that
the (7) door is closed to the registers and
open to the defrosters (no vacuum). Half
the air discharges to the windshield, and
half to the floor area.

In DEFROST position the (1) (2)
door is open to outside air (no vacuum),
the (6) door is closed to the floor outlets
(no vacuum) and the (7) door is closed
to the A/C registers and open to the

defrosters (no vacuum). All the air
discharges through the defroster nozzles
to the windshield.

vacuum supply (black) line or at the
check valve. If the vacuum reading
is maintained, the system is OK up
to the selector valve (Fig. 4). To
isolate the problem, move up to the
next position listed on the chart
(Fig. 5).
4. For the next position, HEAT/
DEFROST WARM, move the
functional control lever half way
between HEAT and DEFROST and
leave the temperature control lever
at WARM. Start the engine again,
turn the key quickly to the
ACCESSORY position, and watch
the gauge. This position on the chart
in Fig. 5 indicates that vacuum
should be applied through the red
line only (6a) to the A/C-Heat door
motor.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the red line or the
top part of the motor. Move the lever up
to the next position on the chart and
check the (6b) yellow line by repeating
the test.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the red line or the top
part of the motor. Make the repairs or

replacements necessary to correct the
vacuum leak before moving up to the
next position.
5. Continue this test procedure up
through all the control positions to
determine the motor or motors
causing the problem. Make the
necessary repairs or replacements to
correct the vacuum leak.
6. If no vacuum leaks are indicated
throughout all the control positions,
check the motor or door that could
be causing the complaint. For
example: Air discharges from the
floor outlet and from the defrosters,
but no air comes out of the registers
when the functional control lever is
in H I / L O VENT p o s i t i o n .
Reference to the schematic in Fig. 5
would indicate that the A/C-defrost
door (7) is closed to the A/C
registers and open to the defrosters
(no vacuum). In HI/LO VENT,
vacuum should be applied to the (7)
motor for the purpose of opening the
door to the registers and closing it to
the defrosters.
Disconnect the (blue) vacuum line at
the No. (7) door vacuum motor (Fig. 4)

TESTING
VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM
OPERATION

The test chart in Fig. 5 will
determine which vacuum motors should
be functioning with applied vacuum
during the various control lever
positions. Check for proper operation by
following the chart and testing the
system as follows:
1. Connect a vacuum gauge in the
vacuum supply (black) line between
the check valve and the vacuum
selector valve (Fig. 4).
2. Move the functional control lever to
the last position listed (DEFROST)
on the test chart in Fig. 4.
3. Start the engine and let it run until
it is warm and a good vacuum
reading shows on the gauge. Turn
t h e key q u i c k l y to t h e
ACCESSORY position and observe
the gauge to see if vacuum is
maintained or lost. The last control
position listed on the chart (Fig. 5)
indicates that no vacuum should be
applied to any of the motors.
Therefore, if the gauge shows a
vacuum toss, there is a leak in the
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FIG. 4 A/C Heater System Vacuum Diagram—Mustang and Cougar
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VACUUM MOTOR TEST CHART
T O FLOOR
Functional
Control Lever
Position

COOL

1-2

3

4

—

—

7

1-2

3

—

—

—

7

COOL

—

3

4

—

WARM

—

3

—

—

—

7

WARM

1-2

—

—

—

—

—

HI/LO VENT

WARM

—

—

—

6A

—

7

HEAT
HE A T
DEFFfOST
DEFROST

WARM

—

—

—

6A

6B

—

WARM

—

—

—

6A

WARM

—

—

—

FRESH A/C
OFF

N V - N O VACUUM

Vacuum Motors Applied With Vacuum

WARM

MAX A/C

V-VACUUM

Temperature
Control Lever
Position

VACUUM LINE COLOR CODE
VACUUM MOTOR
CONTROLLED BY LEVER

WHITE

BROWN

PURPLE
TEMPERATURE

FUNCTIONAL

RED
TOP

7

—

—

—

—

YELLOW
BLUE
SIDE
FUNCTIONAL
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FIG. 5 A/C Heater Air Flow Schematic and Vacuum Test Chart—Mustang and Cougar
and connect it to a vacuum gauge.
Again, check the vacuum reading (lever
at H I / L O VENT) by starting the
engine, building up a vacuum, and

quickly turning the key to
ACCESSORY position. A zero vacuum
reading indicates that the line to the
motor is plugged or kinked. If vacuum

is indicated, either the door is restricted
or the motor should be replaced.

evaporator assembly.
If the lever contacts the left side of
the slot only, loosen the retaining screw
and pull the cable to the right until the
lever no longer contacts the left side of
the slot in the full left position. Tighten
the retaining screw.
If the lever contacts the right side of
the slot only, loosen the retaining screw

and pull the cable to the left until the
lever no longer contacts the right side of
the slot in full right position. Tighten the
retaining screw.

ADJUSTMENTS
TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE
Move the temperature control
(lower) lever (Fig. 2) to the full left and
to the full right positions.
If the lever does not contact either
side of the slot, tighten the retaining
screw on the cable mounting clip near
the temperature door crank arm on the

HEATER WATER VALVE
VACUUM SWITCH
First make sure that the temperature
control cable is properly adjusted as
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given in the foregoing procedure. Then,
move the temperature control lever to
the full COOL (left) position. If the
plunger on the water valve vacuum
switch (Fig. 4) is not fully depressed,
loosen the adjusting screws and move
the switch against the (5) door crank
arm until the plunger is fully depressed.
Tighten the adjusting screws.
If moving the vacuum switch as far

as possible against the crank arm will
not fully depress the plunger, re-adjust
the temperature control cable.

VACUUM MOTORS
The (1) (2) motor, the (3) motor, and
the (7) motor are adjustable. The (4) and
(6) motors are not adjustable.
A motor can be adjusted by means of

36-42-06

an adjusting screw and slot on the twopiece actuating shaft assembly. The door
operated by the motor must be in its NV
(no vacuum applied) position (Fig. 5).
1. Loosen the adjusting screw.
2. Hold the air door in its NV position,
and adjust the shaft so that the
preload indicator notch is flush with
the motor body.
3. Tighten the adjusting screw.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
HEATER WATER VALVE
VACUUM SWITCH

1. Remove the glove box (5 retaining
screws) for access to the vacuum
switch.
2. Through the glove box opening,
disconnect the two vacuum lines
(purple) and remove the switch (2
retaining screws) from the
evaporator case (Figs. 4 and 8).
3. After installing the replacement
vacuum switch, check and, if
necessary, adjust the switch as
outlined in the Adjustment of this
Part.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY AND
CABLE
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. The A/C control and radio are
enclosed by a common finish panel
which is integral with the radio. To
gain access to the A/C control, pull
the radio knobs and discs and then
pull the finish panel and radio
assembly from the instrument panel
(4 retaining screws). Disconnect the
speaker and power antenna wires,
and remove the radio assembly.
3. Remove the four control-toinstrument panel retaining screws
and pull the control from the
instrument panel.
4. Disconnect the vacuum harness
multiple connector from the vacuum
selector on the control assembly
(Fig. 2).
5. Disconnect the electrical multiple
connector from blower switch and
t h e i l l u m i n a t i o n b u l b wire
connector.
6. Remove two electrical wires from
the clutch switch.
7. Disconnect the temperature control
cable from the control lever, and
remove the control.
8. If the temperature control cable is
being replaced, disconnect the cable
from the (5) door crank arm on the

evaporator housing (Fig. 4), and pull
it out through the instrument panel
opening.
9. When i n s t a l l i n g the c o n t r o l
assembly and cable, adjust the cable
and water valve vacuum switch as
outlined in the Adjustment Section.

10. Slide the defroster nozzle to the
right and up through the instrument
panel pad opening.

BLOWER SWITCH AND CLUTCH
SWITCH

Before removing either register,
remove the instrument panel (upper)
pad for access (Group 45), and then
remove the left and/or right register air
duct (Fig. 6). Both Mustang registers
and the Cougar right register are
mounted to the rear of the instrument
panel with two screws; the Cougar left
register with three screws. Remove
these mounting screws from under the
instrument panel. Remove the register
by pushing it in and lowering it from
behind the instrument panel.
When installing a register, be sure
that the register air duct is properly
positioned in the S-clips around the
instrument panel opening (Fig. 6).
CENTER REGISTER

Partially remove the A/C-heater
control assembly from the instrument
panel as directed in steps 1 through 3 of
the foregoing procedure.
To remove the blower switch, pull
the knob from the front of the control
assembly (Fig. 2), disconnect the wire
connector plug, and remove the switch
from the rear of the control (1 screw).
To remove the clutch switch,
disconnect the two wires, remove the
two attaching bolts and nuts (Fig. 2) and
remove the switch from the rear of the
control.
DEFROSTER NOZZLE
1. Remove the instrument panel
(upper) pad (Group 45).
2. Remove the glove box.
3. Remove the instrument panel
vertical shake brace to the left of the
glove box (2 screws).
4. Remove the right center air duct
(Fig. 6).
5. Remove the radio speaker (Group
35).
6. Remove the A/C-defrost plenum
chamber (Figs. 6 and 8).
7. Disconnect the vacuum hose (blue)
from the A/C-defrost door (7)
vacuum motor (Fig. 8).
8. Remove the three defroster nozzle
mounting stud nuts (Fig. 8).
9. Remove the three instrument panel
mounting screws from the right end
of the panel, and carefully pull the
right end of the instrument panel
rearward about one inch for
clearance.

A/C REGISTERS AND AIR DUCTS
OUTBOARD REGISTERS

The center register (Fig. 6) is
common to both Mustang and Cougar.
1. Remove the instrument panel
(upper) pad for access (Group 45).
2. Remove the right and left center air
ducts.
3. Remove the three center air duct-toinstrument panel mounting screws,
and remove the center duct.
4. Remove the two register retaining
screws from under the instrument
panel. Remove the register by
pushing it in and lowering it from
behind the instrument panel.
LOUVER ASSEMBLIES

The louver assembly can be removed
from either of the outboard register
housings without removing the register
assembly from the instrument panel.
Retaining tabs at each end of the louver
assembly pivot in corresponding holes at
the ends of the register housing. Refer to
Part 36-01, of this manual. Insert a thin
blade under the retaining tabs, pry the

A/C-DEFROST PLENUM CHAMBER
RIGHT CENTER AIR DUCT

CENTER AIR DISTRIBUTION
DUCT ASSEMBLY

RIGHT REGISTER
ASSEMBLY

LEFT REGISTER
AIR DUCT
CENTER AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCT

LEFT REGISTER
INSTRUMENT PANEL
PART OF REGISTER ASSEMBLY
MUSTANG

LEFT REGISTER ASSEMBLY

FIG. 6 Registers and Air Ducts—Mustang and Cougar
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FIG. 7 Removal of Louver From Center Register

tabs free of the pivot holes, and pull the
assembly out of the register housing as
shown.
The center register has to be
removed from the instrument panel
before the louver can be removed. To
remove the louver assembly from the
center register, unlock the four
rectangular tabs securing the louver
retainers to the register housing by
pushing each one down and inboard of
the rectangular holes (Fig. 7). A small
screwdriver is an adequate tool for this
purpose.
Carefully slide the two retainers and
louver assembly out of the face of the
register housing, and separate the two
retainers from the louver.
The retainers act as pivots for the
louver assembly. During re-assembly,
make sure that they are installed as
shown in Fig. 7 and that the vertical
louvers are positioned as shown for
proper air deflection.
To install, place the two retainers in
position on the pivot pins on the louver
and carefully slide the assembly into the
housing until the tabs on the retainers
seat firmly into the rectangular holes in
the housing.
EVAPORATOR AND HEATER
CORE HOUSING ASSEMBLY
On the engine side of the dash panel
perform the following steps:
1. Disconnect the battery and remove
the air cleaner.
2. Drain the cooling system.
3. Connect a manifold gauge set to the
compressor, and discharge the
sytem as outlined in Part 36-33.
4. Disconnect the evaporator tubes

from the expansion valve, and
disconnect the heater hoses from the
heater core tubes.
5. Remove the two housing-todash
panel mounting stud nuts.
Working at the passenger side of the
dash panel, continue as follows:
6. To provide clearance for removing
the housing, remove the glove box (5
screws) and remove the map light
from the lower edge right side of the
instrument panel (1 screw).
7. Disconnect the vacuum hoses (Fig.
3) at the (1) (2) motor (white) and
the (3) motor (brown).
8. Disconnect the two hoses (purple)
from the water valve vacuum switch,
and disengage the hoses from the
clip at the top of the housing.
9. Disconnect the wires from the
thermostatic (de-icing) switch (Fig.
8).
10. Disconnect the cable from the (5)
door crank arm.
11. Remove the (3) motor from the
housing to allow clearance at the
lower edge of the instrument panel,
and remove the motor bracket.
12. Remove the (1) (2) motor to allow
clearance at the right side of the
housing during removal.
13. Remove the retaining screw from
the housing-to-cowl bracket.
14. Pull the drain hose from the hole in
the floor pan (Fig. 9).
15. Remove the two blower housing-tocowl attaching screws, and allow the
blower housing to lower slightly.
Then pull the A / C housing
assembly slightly away from the
dash panel, move it to the right to
separate it from the blower housing

and remove it from the vehicle (Fig.
8).
16. When installing the assembly in the
vehicle, slide it in from right to left
so that the flange will mate with the
flange on the blower housing. At the
same time, push the evaporator and
heater core tubes through their holes
in the dash panel, and push the drain
hose through the hole in the floor
pan.
17. With the assembly p r o p e r l y
positioned, secure it in place by
installing the retaining screws in the
blower housing-to-cowl and the
evaporator housingto-cowl brackets.
Then install the vacuum motors, and
make all the hose and electrical
connections.
18. After the unit is installed, evacuate,
l e a k - t e s t , and c h a r g e the
refrigeration system as outlined in
Part 36-33.
EVAPORATOR CORE
1. Remove the A/C housing assembly
from the vehicle as outlined in the
foregoing procedure, and place it on
a bench.
2. Remove the flange clips (Fig. 7)
from the housing assembly and
separate the upper half of the
housing from the lower half (Fig. 9).
3. Remove the thermostatic (de-icing)
switch retaining screws, and remove
the switch, sliding the capillary tube
out of the hole in the evaporator
housing (upper half).
4. Remove the core retaining screws
and remove the evaporator core
from the upper half of the housing.
5. Remove the rubber seal from the
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FIG. 8 Integral Heater/Air Conditioning System—Mustang and Cougar
evaporator core tubes.
6. If the core is being replaced, transfer
the core pads to the new core.
7. After installing the new core, install
the housing assembly in the vehicle.
Leak-test, evacuate and charge the
refrigeration system as outlined in
Part 36-33.
HEATER CORE
1. Remove the A/C housing assembly
from the vehicle as outlined in this
Section, and place it on a bench.
2. Remove the flange clips from the
housing assembly, and separate the
upper half of the housing from the
lower half (Fig. 9).
3. Remove the water valve vacuum
switch from the lower half of the
housing.
4. Remove the temperature blend (5)
door shaft (screw and retaining clip),
and remove the (5) door upper frame

(4 screws), the door, and the door
lower frame (4 screws) from the
lower half of the housing.
5. Lift the heater core out of the lower
housing.
6. Before installing a new heater core,
transfer the pads from the old to the
new core.
7. After installing the core, install the
housing assembly in the vehicle.
Leak-test, evacuate, and charge the
refrigeration system as outlined in
Part 36-33.
EXPANSION VALVE
1. Install a manifold gauge set and
discharge the refrigeration system
(Part 36-33).
2. Remove the carburetor air cleaner
for access, disconnect both high and
low pressure hoses from the forward
side of the valve, and disconnect the

evaporator core tubes from the rear
side.
3. After installing the expansion valve,
leak-test, evacuate and charge the
system (Part 36-33).
THERMOSTATIC (DE-ICING)
SWITCH
1. Disconnect the battery.
2. Remove the glove box for access (5
screws).
3. Disconnect the two push-on leads at
the switch, and remove the two
switch retaining screws.
4. Remove the tape that retains the
temperature sensing (capillary) tube
to the evaporator housing, and
remove the switch carefully pulling
the tube out of the core fins.
5. When inserting the new tube in the
core fins, take care not to bend it.

UPPER FRAME

5 ) TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR

THERMOSTATIC
(DE-ICING) SWITCH

EVAPORATOR HOUSING
(UPPER)

SEE VIEW'B

CORE TUBE T
BLOWER MOTOR RESISTOR

DASH P A N E L

SEAL

A/C-HEAT DOOR MOTOR

BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL ASSY.
BLOWER MOTOR HOUSING ASSY
OUTSIDER 1 JRECIRC( 2 JAIR DOOR
L1586-A

FIG. 9 A/C-Heater System Disassembled
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RADIATOR SUPPORT

BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

1. From the engine side of the dash
panel, remove the blower housing
mounting bracket stud nut (Fig. 8).
2. Remove the two blower housing-tocowl bracket mounting screws.
3. Remove the floor air distribution
duct (3 plastic buttons, Fig. 8).
4. Disconnect the blower motor
ground wire (black) from the upper
cowl.
5. Disconnect the blower motor lead
wire (orange-black) from the
resistor.
6. Rotate the blower motor housing to
a diagonal position.
7. Remove the four blower motor
mounting plate screws, and remove
the blower motor and wheel as an
assembly.
VACUUM MOTORS

36-42-11

SIGHT GLASS

RECEIVER DRYER
ASSEMBLY
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OUTSIDE/RECIRC AIR DOOR (1) (2)

1. Disconnect the vacuum hose from
the motor.
2. Remove the motor arm-to-control
rod screw.
3. Remove the two screws that retain
the motor to the mounting bracket
and remove the motor.
4. After installation adjust the motor
as outlined in the Adjustment
Section.
RESTRICTOR AIR DOOR (3) AND A /
C-DEFROST DOOR (7)

1. Remove the glove box (5 screws).
2. Remove the instrument panel-todash brace (2 screws).
3. Reaching through the glove box
opening and from under the
instrument panel: remove the two
screws retaining the motor to the
mounting bracket; remove the
motor arm-to-link screw; disconnect
the vacuum hose from the motor;
and remove the motor.
4. After installation, adjust the motor
as outlined in the Adjustment
Section.
CONDENSER
MUSTANG

1. Install a manifold gauge set and
discharge the refrigeration system
(Part 36-33).
2. Remove both horns.
3. Remove the hood lock and support
assembly (2 bolts—lower, 2 bolts—
center, and 4 bolts at the top).
4. Remove the seal from around the
hoses at the radiator support, and

FIG. 10 Condenser Installation

remove the clamp that holds the
hoses together at the radiator
support.
5. Disconnect
the receiver-toevaporator hose at the sight glass
(self sealing coupling) (Fig. 10).
6. Disconnect
the compressor-tocondenser hose at the condenser.
7. Remove the four condenser-toradiator
support screws and
remove the condenser and receiver
assembly.
8. If the condenser is being replaced,
transfer the receiver-dehydrator
tank to the new unit.
9. During installation, secure the seal
around the hoses at the radiator
support with glue.
10. After installation, leak-test,
evacuate and charge the system
(Part 36-33).
COUGAR

The procedure is the same as that of
the Mustang with the following
exceptions:
1. The horns do not have to be
removed.
2. The hood support is in three sections
and is U-shaped. Leave the lower
(horizontal) section and the left
vertical section, and remove only the
right vertical section.
DEHYDRATOR—RECEIVER TANK
Removal

1. Discharge the refrigerant into the
garage exhaust system if the cooling

system still contains some
refrigerant.
2. Remove the left horn.
3. Disconnect the two upper hoses
from the tank (Fig. 10).
4. Loosen the lower fitting. Remove
the screws retaining the receiver
tank to the condenser. Then,
disconnect the lower fitting and
remove the tank.
Installation
1. Position the receiver tank and
loosely fasten the lower fitting.
Install the screws retaining the tank
to the condenser. Tighten the lower
fitting.
2. Connect the upper hoses to the tank.
3. Install the left horn.
4. Leak-test, evacuate, and charge the
air conditioning system (Part 36-33).
Check the system for proper
operation.
EVAPORATOR-TO-COMPRESSOR
HOSE

1. Discharge the refrigerant system.
2. Remove the air cleaner for access,
and disconnect the hose from the
low p r e s s u r e valve on the
compressor.
3. Disconnect the opposite end of the
hose from the forward side of the
expansion valve.
4. Remove the two straps that retain
the hose to the (dash-to-fender
apron) brace, and remove the hose.
5. After installing the replacement
hose, evacuate and charge the
system as outlined in Part 36-33.
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SPECIFICATIONS

MUSTANG AND COUGAR HEATER-A/C SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Protective Device
30 Amp. Fuse in Fuse Panel
Blower Motor Current Draw @ 12.8 volts.
Low
3.0 amps.
Medium
7.1 amps.
High
15.4 amps
Clutch Current Draw
3.75 amps (maximum)
Compressor DisplacementYork and Tecumseh
10.3 cubic inch.

Compressor Oil CapacityYork
Tecumseh

10 oz.
11 oz.

Compressor Drive Ratio—
250 CID Engine .109:1
302 CID Engine 1.32:1
351 CID Engine 1.32:1
429 CID Engine 1.16:1
Total Refrigerant Charge
1-3/4 lbs. of Refrigerant 12
CL 1585-A
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This part deals with the controls and
components that are peculiar to the
Maverick and Comet heater-A/C
system. Parts 36-31, 36-33 and 36-35
give the information and procedures
required for servicing the refrigeration
system which is common to some car
lines. Reference to all parts is necessary
for complete servicing of the Maverick
and Comet system.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
For an explanation of the control
door and motor code numbers used
throughout this Part, refer to Fig. 1.

CODE NO.

ACTUATED

CONTROL

BY

LEVER

FUNCTION

DOOR VALVE

Vacuum

Funct onal

Outside/Recirculating

Opens outside and closes inside air inlet, or Closes

Combination Air Door

outside and opens inside air inlet to the system

Motor

Heater Water Valve

Opens or closes flow of hot water from engine

Vacuum

Temperature

through heater core

Motor

and/or

Controls flow of air through and/or around heater core

Cable

Temperature
Functional

Functional
Temperature Blend Door
A/C-Heat Door

A/C-Defrost Door

Routes flow of discharge air either through floor

Vacuum

outlets or to No. 7 Door

Motor

Routes flow of discharge air either through A/C

Vacuum

registers or through defroster outlets

Motor

Functional

CL1826-A

FIG. 1 Control Doors and Code Numbers
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SWITCH
FRONT VIEW

REAR VIEW

CONTROL KNOB (PUSH ON) TYPE

TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR(?)CONTROL CABLE
LI144-B

FIG. 2 A / C Control Assembly—Maverick and Comet

AIR FLOW

Either outside air from the cowl
intake or recirculated air from inside the
car enters the right duct of the heaterA/
C assembly (Fig. 4). The blower motor
and wheel draws the air from the right
duct of the heater-A/C assembly
through the evaporator core, through
and/or around the heater core into the
blower housing and then forces it into
the plenum chamber. From the plenum
chamber, the air discharges through the
floor, register, or defroster outlets.
CONTROL OPERATION

The functional (right) control lever
on the control head (Fig. 2) operates the
vacuum selector valve which receives
vacuum from the vacuum supply tank
and connects it to four vacuum motors
(Fig. 3). The vacuum motors actuate the
outside-recirc (1) (2) door, the heater
water valve (4) (partially), the A/CHeat door (6) and the A/C-defrost door
(7).
The temperature (center) control
lever (Fig. 2) is connected by a cable to
a crank arm on the temperature blend
(5) door (Fig. 5) which routes the air
through and/or around the heater core.
The movement of the crank arm also
actuates the water valve vacuum switch
plunger as shown in Figs. 3 and 5. This

switch sends additional vacuum to the
(4) motor to completely close the water
valve.
Also mounted on the control head is
a four-position blower switch operated
by the switch (left) lever, and the A/C
compressor clutch switch which is
actuated by a cam on the vacuum
selector valve (Fig. 2).
COOLING

In both MAX and FRESH A/C
positions of the functional control lever,

the cam on the vacuum selector valve
closes the clutch switch (Fig. 2) to
engage the compressor clutch. With the
clutch engaged, the compressor pumps
refrigerant through the evaporator core
for cooling. The selector valve also sends
vacuum to the top of the water valve
motor (4a) which partially closes the
valve (Figs. 3 and 4). If at the same time
the temperature control lever is set at

COOL, it actuates the water valve
vacuum switch to send additional
vacuum to the motor (4b) and
completely close the valve. With the
water valve closed, there is no water
flow through the heater core. If the
temperature lever is set at WARM, the
water valve vacuum switch shuts off the
additional vacuum (4b) leaving the
water valve partially open. There is now
a partial flow of hot water through the

heater core which modulates the
temperature of the cool air from the
evaporator.
In MAX A/C position, the (1) (2)
door is closed to outside air (vacuum),
allowing inside air to recirculate in the
system (Fig. 4). In FRESH A/C
position (no vacuum), outside air is
drawn into the system. In both A/C
positions, the air is cooled as it passes
through the evaporator core; and then,,
with the (6) door closed to the floor (no
vacuum) and the (7) door closed to the
defrosters (vacuum), the cool air
discharges through the A/C registers.
HEATING

In OFF, HI-HEAT, LO-HEAT,
FOG-DEFROST, and ICE-DEFROST
positions of the functional control lever,
the cam on the vacuum selector valve is
disengaged from the A/C clutch switch
(Fig. 2) leaving the switch open. With
the switch open, the compressor is not
pumping refrigerant through the
evaporator (no cooling). Also there is no
vacuum to close the water valve (4).
With the water valve wide open (Fig. 4),
there is full flow of hot water through
the heater core.
In HI-HEAT position, the (1) (2)
door (Fig. 4) is open to outside air (no
vacuum) and, depending upon the
setting of the temperature blend (5)
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FIG. 3 A/C-Heater Vacuum System—Maverick and Comet

door, the air is drawn through and/or
around the heater core into the blower
housing. Then, with the (6) door in midposition (partial vacuum) and the (7)
door closed to the defrosters (vacuum),
the blower discharges the air through
the floor outlet and the A/C registers.
In LO-HEAT position, the system
operates in the same manner as in HIHEAT except that the (6) door is closed
to the A/C registers and defrosters (full

vacuum) allowing all the air to
discharge through the floor outlet.
When the functional control lever is
set in FOG-DEFROST position, the
system operates in the same manner as
in HI-HEAT except that the (7) door is
open to the defrosters and closed to the
registers (no vacuum). Half the air
discharges to the windshield, and half to
the floor area.
In ICE-DEFROST position the (1)

(2) door is open to outside air (no
vacuum), the (6) door is closed to the
floor outlets (no vacuum) and the (7)
door is closed to the A/C registers and
open to the defrosters (no vacuum). All
the air discharges through the defroster
nozzles to the windshield.

3. Start the engine and let it run until
it is warm and a good vacuum
reading shows on the gauge. Turn
the key q u i c k l y to t h e
ACCESSORY position and observe
the gauge to see if vacuum is
maintained or lost. The last control
position listed on the chart (Fig. 4)
indicates that no vacuum should be
applied to any of the motors.
Therefore, if the gauge shows a
vacuum loss, there is a leak in the
vacuum supply (black) line or at the
check valve. If the vacuum reading
is maintained, the system is OK up
to the selector valve (Fig. 3). To
isolate the problem, move up to the
next position listed on the chart
(Fig. 4).

4. For the next position, move the
functional control lever up to FOGD E F R O S T and leave the
temperature control lever at
WARM. Start the engine again, turn
the key q u i c k l y to t h e
ACCESSORY position, and watch
the gauge. This position on the chart
in Fig. 4 indicates that vacuum
should be applied through the red
line only (6A) to the A/C-Heat door
motor.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the red line or the
top part of the motor. Move the lever up
to the next position on the chart and
check the (6b) yellow line by repeating
the test.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,

TESTING
VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM
OPERATION

The test chart in Fig. 4 will
determine which vacuum motors should
be functioning with applied vacuum
during the various control lever
positions. Check for proper operation by
following the chart and testing the
system as follows:
1. Connect a vacuum gauge in the
vacuum supply (black) line between
the check valve and the vacuum
selector valve (Fig. 3).
2. Move the functional control lever to
the last position listed (ICEDEFROST) on the test chart in Fig.
4. Set the temperature control to
WARM.
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_
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_
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TROLLED BY LEVER
CONTROL
CONTROL
CONTROL
CONTROL
CONTROL
CONTROL
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FIG. 4 A/C-Heater Air Flow Schematic and Vacuum Test Chart—Maverick and Comet

there is a leak in the red line or the top
part of the motor. Make the repairs or
replacements necessary to correct the
vacuum leak before moving up to the
next position.
5. Continue this test procedure up
through all the control positions to
determine the motor or motors
causing the problem. Make the
necessary repairs or replacements to
correct the vacuum leak.
6. If no vacuum leaks are indicated
throughout all the control positions,
check the motor or door that could
be causing the complaint. For

example: Air discharges from the
floor outlet and from the defrosters,
but no air comes out of the registers
when the functional control lever is
in HI-HEAT position. Reference to
the schematic in Fig. 4 would
indicate that the A/C-defrost door
(7) is closed to the A/C registers and
open to the defrosters (no vacuum).
In HI-HEAT, vacuum should be
applied to the (7) motor for the
purpose of opening the door to the
registers and closing it to the
defrosters.
Disconnect the (blue) vacuum line at

the No. (7) door vacuum motor (Fig. 3)
and connect it to a vacuum gauge.
Again, check the vacuum reading (lever
at HI-HEAT) by starting the engine,
building up a vacuum, and quickly
turning the key to ACCESSORY
position. A zero vacuum reading
indicates that the line to the motor is
plugged or kinked. If vacuum is
indicated, either the door is restricted or
the motor should be replaced.

If the lever contacts the upper end of
the slot only, loosen the mounting clip
retaining screw and pull the cable down
until the lever no longer contacts the
upper end of the slot in the full up
position. Tighten the retaining screw.
If the lever contacts the lower end of
the slot only, loosen the mounting clip
retaining screw and pull the cable up
until the lever no longer contacts the

lower end of the slot in full down
position. Tighten the retaining screw.

ADJUSTMENTS
TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE

Move the temperature control
(center) lever (Fig. 2) to the full up and
to the full down positions.
If the lever does not contact either
end of the slot, tighten the retaining
screw on the cable mounting clip near
the temperature door crank arm on the
evaporator assembly.

HEATER WATER VALVE
VACUUM SWITCH

First make sure that the temperature
control cable is properly adjusted as
given in the foregoing procedure. Then,
move the temperature control lever to
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the full COOL (UP) position. If the
plunger on the water valve vacuum
switch (Fig. 5) is not fully depressed,
loosen the adjusting screws and move
the switch against the (5) door crank
arm until the plunger is fully depressed.
Tighten the adjusting screws.
If moving the vacuum switch as far
as possible against the crank arm will
not fully depress the plunger, readjust
the temperature control cable.

VACUUM MOTORS
The (1) (2) motor and the (7) motor
are adjustable. The (4) and (6) motors
are not adjustable.
A motor can be adjusted by means of
an adjusting screw and slot on the twopiece actuating shaft assembly. The door
operated by the motor must be in its NV
(no vacuum applied) position (Fig. 4).
1. Loosen the adjusting screw.
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2. Hold the air door in its NV position,
and adjust the shaft so that the
preload indicator notch is flush with
the motor body.
3. Tighten the adjusting screw.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

To remove the control assembly,
remove the instrument cluster (Group
33). Pull the knobs off the control levers,
blower switch and defogger switch (Fig.
2). Carefully remove the face plate by
prying it off at the top and bottom
alternately. If this is not done, the
mounting pins may be broken. Pry off
the lens plate from the control assembly,
then remove the screws retaining the
control assembly to the instrument
panel. Move the control assembly out
through the cluster opening and
disconnect the vacuum harness multiple
connector, the blower switch and clutch
switch wiring and the control cable.
Remove the assembly.
When installing the control
assembly, be sure to adjust the control
cables. When installing the face plate,
position all of the levers between the top
of their slots and mid position. Position
the plate so that the five pins line up
with the elongated holes in the casting.
Press evenly on the plate top, center,
and bottom until all five pins are fully
engaged.
BLOWER SWITCH

Remove the control assembly from
the instrument panel as outlined in the
foregoing procedure. Disconnect the
wires, remove the retaining screws and
remove the switch from the control
assembly (Fig. 2).
CLUTCH SWITCH

Remove the instrument cluster
assembly Group 33, from the vehicle.
Working through the cluster opening,
disconnect the clutch switch connectors
and remove the 2 nuts retaining the
clutch switch to the control assembly
and remove the switch (Fig. 2).
HEATER-AIR CONDITIONER
ASSEMBLY

On the engine side of the dash panel
perform the following steps:

1. Disconnect the battery and remove
the air cleaner.
2. Drain the cooling system.
3. Connect a manifold gauge set to the
compressor, and discharge the
system as outlined in Part 36-33.
4. Disconnect the evaporator core
tubes from the expansion valve, and
apply tape over the core tubes to
keep out foreign m a t e r i a l .
Disconnect the heater hoses from
the heater core tubes.
5. Remove the three A/C assembly-todash panel mounting stud nuts (Fig.
5).
Working at the passenger side of the
dash panel, continue as follows:
6. To provide clearance for removing
the assembly: remove the utility
shelf from the lower edge of the
instrument panel (5 retaining bolts);
remove the right cowl trim panel
and utility shelf bracket; and remove
the radio assembly (Group 35).
7. Disconnect the right and left A/C
register air ducts from the plenum
chamber (Fig. 5).
8. Remove the floor distribution duct
from the blower housing.
9. Remove the center register from the
instrument panel (2 screws) for
clearance. Then pull the plenum
chamber part way through the
register opening to disengage it from
the blower housing. Disconnect the
(blue) hose from the (7) door motor
on the plenum chamber.
10. Disconnect the red and yellow
vacuum hoses from the (6) door
motor and the white hose from the
(1) (2) door motor (Figs. 3 and 5).
11. Disconnect the vacuum harness
multiple connector from the vacuum
selector valve on the control
assembly.
12. Disconnect the temperature control
cable from the (5) door crank arm
on the evaporator housing, and
disconnect the purple and green
vacuum hoses from the adjacent
water valve vacuum switch (Figs. 3
and 5).

13. Remove the screw that retains the
evaporator housing to the cowl
upper support, and remove the A/C
assembly rearward and away from
the dash panel in order to clear the
mounting studs.
14. Remove any vacuum hose retaining
tape, and disengage any hoses that
may be held by retaining clips.
15. Disconnect the wire connectors
from the A/C thermostat (de-icing)
switch on the evaporator housing
and from the resistor on the blower
housing (Fig. 6). Disconnect the
blower motor ground wire from the
windshield wiper motor mounting
bracket.
16. Pull the drain tube from the hole in
the floor pan.
17. Lower the evaporator and blower
housing assembly and remove it
from the vehicle.
18. When installing the assembly be sure
to connect the vacuum hoses
according to the color codes as
i n d i c a t e d in Fig. 3. When
connecting to the water valve
vacuum switch, connect the purple
hose to the nipple closest to the
switch plunger. The green hose leads
to the water valve motor.
19. After the assembly is installed,
adjust the temperature control cable
and, if necessary, the water valve
vacuum switch as outlined in the
Adjustment Section of this part.
20. Evacuate and charge the refrigerant
system with Refrigerant-12 as
outlined in Part 36-33.
EVAPORATOR CORE

1. Remove the heater-air conditioner
assembly from the vehicle as
outlined in the foregoing procedure,
and place it on a bench.
2. Remove the flange clips from the
housing assembly and separate the
upper half of the housing from the
lower half (Fig. 6).
3. Remove the thermostatic (de-icing)
switch retaining screws, and remove
the switch, sliding the capillary tube
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DEFROSTER NOZZLE
18490-C

RIGHT A/C REGISTER
AIR DUCT-19B680

LEFT A/C REGISTER
AIR DUCT-19A843

DUCT-TO-REGISTER
CONNECTOR
1 9C626

SEE VIEW B
DUCT-TO-REGISTER
CONNECTOR-LEFT
19C627
PLENUM CHAMBER
19740B

VIEW A

WINDSHIELD
WIPER MOTOR
MOUNTING
BRACKET

P. BLEND DOOR
CRANK ARM

VIEW

EVAPORATOR DRAIN HOSE
19728
EVAPORATOR AND BLOWER HOUSING
ASSEMBLY - 19B555

FIG. 5 Heater-A/C Assembly and Air Ducts
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A/C DEFROST
PLENUM CHAMBER
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THERMOSTAT (DE-ICING) SWITCH 19618
EVAPORATOR HOUSING
UPPER 19897-A

VIEW IN DIRECTIO
OF ARROW " A "

7 CLIPS REQD

ARROW " A "
OUTSIDE AIR( 1
AND
RECIRCULATINGAI 1 * *

ARROW

EVAPORATOR HOUSING LOWER 198'?7-B
FLOOR AIR DISTRIBUTION
DUCT 1 8C306

11 CLIPS REQD.
WATER VALVE VACUUM SWITCH

L1143-C

FIG. 6 Evaporator and Blower Housing Disassembled

out of the hole in the evaporator
housing (upper half)4. Remove the core retaining screws
and remove the evaporator core
from the upper half of the housing.
5. Remove the rubber seal from the
evaporator core tubes. Transfer the
seal and the core pads to the new
unit.
6. After installing the new core, install
the housing assembly in the vehicle.
Leak-test, evacuate and charge the
refrigeration system as outlined in
Part 36-33.
HEATER CORE

1. Remove the heater-air conditioner
assembly from the vehicle as
outlined in this section, and place it
on a bench.
2. Remove the flange clips from the
housing assembly, and separate the
upper half of the housing from the
lower half (Fig. 6).
3. Remove the water valve vacuum
switch from the lower half of the
housing.
4. Remove the temperature blend (5)
door shaft (screw and retaining clip),
and remove the (5) door upper frame
(four screws), the door, and the door
lower frame (four screws) from the
lower half of the housing (Fig. 6).
5. Lift the heater core out of the lower
housing.

6. Before installing a new heater core,
transfer the pads from the old to the
new core.
7. After installing the core, install the
housing assembly in the vehicle.
Leak-test, evacuate, and charge the
refrigeration system as outlined in
Part 36-33.
THERMOSTATIC (DE-ICING)
SWITCH

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
(Group 33).
3. Remove the ash receptacle (three
screws), and disconnect the light.
4. Remove the left duct assembly and
remove the center register. Then
remove the right duct assembly.
5. Disconnect the vacuum hose from
the heat/defrost door (7) at the
plenum. Push the plenum assembly
to the left to gain access to the
thermostatic (de-icing) switch.
6. Disconnect the two connectors at
the switch and remove the two
screws retaining the switch to the
top of the evaporator (Fig. 6).
7. Working through the center grille
opening and between the package
tray and the instrument panel,
remove the thermostatic (icing)

switch and pull the sensing tube out
of the core fins.
Installation
1. Feed the sensing tube into the core
fins. Position the thermostatic
(icing) switch to the evaporator and
install the two retaining screws.
Connect the two connectors.
2. Correctly position the plenum and
connect the right duct assembly.
Connect the heat/defrost door (7)
vacuum hose to the plenum.
3. Install the center register assembly
and install the left air duct.
4. Install the ash receptacle assembly.
5. Install the cluster assembly.
6. Connect the battery ground cable.
BLOWER HOUSING

The blower housing can be removed
without removing the evaporator
housing assembly.
1. Remove the radio assembly (Group
35).
2. Remove the floor air distribution
bolts), and disconnect the right and
left A/C register air duct assemblies
from the plenum chamber.
3. Remove the floor air distrib ution
duct from the bottom of the blower
housing.
4. Remove the blower housing
mounting stud nut and lock plate.
5. Rotate the blower housing to unlock
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CUT GASKET AT
BREAK LINE BEFORE
REMOVING CLIPS

BLOWER HOUSING (RIGHT)

BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL ASSEMBLY

RESISTOR ASSEMBLY
BLOWER HOUSING (LEFT)

L1539-A

FIG. 7 Blower Motor and Wheel Removal

the slotted tabs on the blower
housing from their lock pins on the
evaporator housing (Fig. 6). There
are two tabs and pins. Disconnect
the red and yellow hoses at the (6)
vacuum motor on the blower
housing. Disconnect the resistor and
ground wires, and remove the
blower housing.
BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL

1. Remove the blower housing as
outlined in the foregoing procedure.
2. Cut the gaskets around the A/C
outlets at the break line (Fig. 7).
3. Remove seven clips, and separate
the left and right halves of the
blower housing.
4. Remove three blower motor
mounting plate retaining nuts, and
remove the motor and wheel
assembly from the housing.
5. When installing, make sure that the
A/C-Heat door is positioned
properly before clipping the right
and left housings together.
OUTSIDE/RECIRC (1) (2) AIR
DOOR VACUUM MOTOR

To remove the recirculating door
vacuum motor, remove the two nuts
retaining the right air register to the
instrument panel utility shelf. Then
remove the inboard bolt from the right
instrument panel bracket and remove
the register assembly. Mark the position
of the motor arm, and remove the screw

connecting the arm to the motor (Fig.
3). Disconnect the vacuum hose from
the motor, then remove the two screws
securing the motor to the bracket and
remove the motor.
A/C-HEAT DOOR (6) VACUUM
MOTOR

To remove the motor, first
disconnect the battery ground cable.
Remove the radio assembly (Group 35).
Disconnect the two vacuum hoses from
the vacuum motor, and remove the hose
retaining clip. Remove the two nuts
retaining the motor to the mounting
bracket on the blower housing, and
remove the motor (Fig. 3).
HEAT/DEFROST DOOR (7)
VACUUM MOTOR

Removal
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the radio assembly (Group
35).
3. Remove the two screws retaining the
center register assembly to the
instrument panel and remove the
register.
4. Remove the ash receptacle.
5. Disconnect the left and right duct
assemblies from the plenum
chamber.
6. Remove the utility shelf by
removing the five retaining bolts.
7. Disconnect the left and right air
ducts from the outside registers.

8. Disconnect the vacuum hose from
the blower housing.
9. Remove the floor distribution duct
from the blower housing.
10. Remove the lower stud nut and lock
plate retaining the blower motor to
the evaporator housing. Rotate the
blower motor to disengage it from
the evaporator. Lower the blower
motor to the floor.
11. Remove the A/C-defrost plenum
chamber. Then, remove the
retaining clip and open the door in
the duct (Fig. 2).
12. Remove the two nuts retaining the
vacuum motor to the plenum
chamber and remove the motor.
Installation
1. Position the vacuum motor on the
A/C-defrost plenum chamber and
install the two retaining nuts and
clip.
2. Position the plenum chamber under
the instrument panel, then position
the blower motor on the evaporator
housing. Rotate the blower motor to
lock it in place on the evaporator
housing. Install the blower housing
mounting stud nut and lock plate.
3. Connect the vacuum hoses to the
blower motor housing and to the
heat/defrost door (7) vacuum
motor.
4. Install the center register assembly.
5. Connect the left and right air ducts
to the center register assembly.
6. Install the ash receptacle.
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7. Install the floor distribution duct on
the blower assembly.
8. Install the package tray and connect
the ducts to the registers at the ends
of the instrument panel.
9. Install the ignition switch to
package tray.
10. Install the radio assembly (Group
35).
11. Connect the battery ground cable.
CONDENSER

1. Discharge the system, and remove
both grille upper supports.

2. Remove the hood latch and support
assembly.
3. Disconnect the evaporator- tocondenser hose at the receiver tank.
4. Disconnect the compressor-to
condenser hose at the condenser,
and remove the clip holding the
hoses together at the radiator
support.
5. Remove the bolts attaching the
condenser to the radiator front
support, and remove the condenser.
6. Transfer the receiver tank to the new
condenser.
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7. Position the condenser to the
radiator support, and install the
attaching bolts.
8. Connect the evaporator-to-receiver
tank hose, and connect the
compressor-to-condenser hose.
9. Install the hood latch and support,
and install both grille upper
supports.
10. Install the clip holding the hoses
together at the radiator support.
11. Leak test, evacuate and charge the
system as outlined in Part 36-33.

SPECIFICATIONS
MAVERICK AND COMET HEATER-AIR CONDITIONER SPECIFICATIONS
Protective Device
Control Illumination
Magnetic Clutch Current Draw

30 Amp. Fuse in Fuse Panel
2CP 1895 Bulb
3.75 Amps. Max.

Blower Motor Current Draw at
12 Volts
Refrigerant Charge

16 to 20 Amps, on High Blower
1-7/8 pounds
CL1590-A
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The 1973 Pinto air conditioning and
heating system is an integral system
receiving outside air directly from the
cowl air intake, or recirculated air
through the register on the right side of
the evaporator case assembly.
The control assembly is located in
the center consolette. Two horizontal
levers in the control assembly control air

distribution and temperature. A five
position blower switch, to the left of the
control levers, and a resistor assembly
provides four blower speeds to control
air velocity. The blower switch must be
on to engage the air conditioning clutch
for air conditioning (Fig. 1).
The right, left and two center air
conditioning registers have vertical

vanes that can be moved from side to
side and pivoted up or down for air
deflection. The right outboard and right
center register louvers are closed by
moving them to the right; the left
outboard and the left center louvers are
closed by moving them to the left.

DE-ICING SWITCH

A/C CLUTCH

LIGHT GREEN-PURPLE HASH MARK
CLUTCH SWITCH

30 AMP. FUSE IN FUSE PANEL
BROWN-WHITE STRIPE

FIG. 1 Heater-Air Conditioner Wiring Diagram

L1776-A
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SYSTEM OPERATION

Air is drawn directly into the system
by the blower motor and wheel from the
cowl air intake in Fresh A/C, Heat, and
Defrost control position or through the
recirculating air door in MAX A/C
position. The air is then drawn through
the evaporator core and, depending
upon the setting of the temperature
blend door, is drawn through and/or
around the heater core, pulled into the
blower housing and forced through the
air conditioning defrost plenum
chamber to the registers, through the
defroster nozzle to the windshield, or
through the air distribution duct
through the air distribution duct to the
floor area. (Refer to Air Flow Charts,
Figs. 2 and 3).
In MAX A/C position, air enters
the system through the recirc. door
(vacuum), the A/C-Heat door is in the
air condition position (no vacuum), the
A/C-Defrost door is in the A/C
position (vacuum) and air is discharged
through the air conditioning registers.
With the temperature blend door (cable
controlled) in cool position the vacuum
controlled water valve switch is open
allowing vacuum to close the water
valve. (Refer to the Functional Control
Chart in Fig. 4).
In FRESH A/C position, air enters
the system from the cowl air intake, the
outside-recirc. door is open to outside
air (no vacuum) and the rest of the
system operates the same as for MAX
A/C operation. (Refer to Vacuum
Diagram, Fig. 5).
In OFF control position and blower
switch OFF, the outside-recirc. air door
is closed to outside air (vacuum) and the
system is inoperative.
In VENT HI/LO control position,
the recirculating air door is open to
outside air (no vacuum) and depending
on the setting of the temperature blend
door, air passes through and around the
heater core, then mixed, and discharged
through the A/C-Heat door in a midposition (partial vacuum), through the
A/C-Defrost door in A/C position
(vacuum) and through the A/C
registers and also through floor heat
registers to the floor area.
In HEAT position, the system
operates in the same manner as for
VENT HI/LO except the A/C-Heat
door is in the heat position (full vacuum)
and all air is discharged through the
floor heat registers to the floor.
In mid-defrost position the system
operates in the same manner as for
VENT HI/LO position except the A/CDefrost door is in the defrost position
(no vacuum). One half of the air is
discharged to the windshield, and one
half is discharged to the floor area.

WATER VALVE

OUTSIDE AIR
TEMPERATURE
BLEND DOOR
(CABLE CONTROLLED)

BLOWER MOTOR
OLTSIDE/ RECIRC.
AIF! DOOR

INSIDE AIR

TO DEFROSTERS

V-VACUUM
NV-NO VACUUM

TO A/C REGISTERS
CONTROL IN " O F F " POSITION

L1777-A

FIG. 2 Heater-A/C System Air Flow

In DEFROST position, the recirc.
door is open to outside air (no vacuum),
the A/C-Heat door is in A/C position
(no vacuum), the A/C-Defrost door is
in the defrost position (no vacuum) and
the air is discharged through the
defroster nozzles to the windshield.
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
CONTROLS (SEE FIG. 6).

The functional control lever actuates
a vacuum selector that controls vacuum
motors at the outside-recirc. door, A/CHeat door and A/C-Defrost doors.
The A/C clutch (micro) switch
adjacent to the vacuum selector is
actuated by the selector cam plate when
the functional control lever is in either
A/C position.
The temperature control lever
operates a cable that controls the
temperature blend door in the
evaporator case and also actuates the
vacuum controlled water valve switch.
The A/C thermostat (icing) switch
and the water valve vacuum switch are
located on the evaporator case (Fig. 7).
The blower motor resistor assembly
is located in the blower housing above
the blower motor (Figs. 8 and 9).

EVAPORATOR CASE ASSEMBLY
(SEE FIG. 7)

The evaporator case assembly,
located under the instrument panel,
must be removed from the vehicle to
service the evaporator core and heater
core. The case also contains the outside
recirculating air door and temperature
blend door. A gasket around the air inlet
opening in the upper case provides a
positive seal to the cowl panel opening.
BLOWER MOTOR HOUSING
ASSEMBLY (SEE FIG. 8)

The blower motor housing, located
adjacent to the evaporator case over the
tunnel, contains the A/C-Heat door as
well as the blower motor and wheel
assembly and resistor assembly.
A/C-DEFROST AIR DISTRIBUTION
DUCT (SEE FIG. 10)

The A/C-Defrost air distribution
duct is attached to the blower housing
over the A/C opening and contains the
A/C-Defrost door and vacuum motor.
DEFROSTER NOZZLE (SEE FIG. 10)

A one piece defroster nozzle is
retained to the instrument panel by four
tabs (integral part of instrument panel
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MAXIMUM A/C
COOLING POSITION
(RECIRCULATE)

FRESH A/C
COOLING POSITION
(MAXIMUM)

"HEAT"
POSITION
(MAXIMUM HEAT)

DEFROST
(MID POSITION)

DEFROST
POSITION

V-VACUUM
NV-NO VACUUM

FIG. 3 Heater-A/C System Air Flow
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PINTO A/C - \4EATER CONTROL SETTING
FUNCTION CONTROL LEVER POSITION
VENT

A/C

OUTSIDE RECIRC.

AIR DOOR

MAX

FRESH

OFF

OPEN TO
RECIRC. V

OPEN TO
OUTSIDE NV

OPEN TO
RECIRC. V

FULL YELLOW
A/C DEFROST

A/C POSITION V

COOL

MOD
WARM
COOL

GREEN-jWATER VAl.VE

OPEN
POSITION NV

NV

MID
POSITION NV

HEAT
POSITION V

MID
POSITION NV

OPEN
POSITION NV

DEFROST
POSITION NV

A/C
POSITION V

MOD
WARM

OFF

MOD

DEFROST POSITION NV

ON-L-M, -M2-H
O F F - RAM AIR

OPEN
SEALED

SEALED

CLOSED V
PARTIALLY OPEN NV
FULL OPEN NV

COOL
BROWN A

HEAT

OFF
ON
L-M,
M2-H
OFF
RAM AIR

ON
L-M,
M2-H

BLOWER SWITCH

ER VALVE
UMSWITCHj

MID
POSITION V

ON

CLUTCH SWITCH

OPEN TO OUTSIDE NV

POSITION V

OPEN POSITION

A/C HEAT DOOR
VACUUM
MOTORS

DEFROST

HEAT

MID
POSITION V

NV

PARTIAL RED

HI-LO

PARTIALLY OPEN V B

WARM

TEMPEFMATURE DOOR
CABLE CONTROLLED

*
j"
A
•

COOL

ALL COLD AIR BYPASSES HEATER CORE

OUTSIDE AIR BY-PASSES HEATER CORE

MOD

COLD AIR PASSESTHROUGH
AND AROUND HEATER CORE

OUTSIDE AIR PASSES THROUGH AND
AROUND HEATER CORE-THEN MIXED

WARM

ALL COLD AIR PASSES
THROUGH HEATER CORE

OUTSIDE AIR PASSES
THROUGH HEATER CORE

On - Recirc. Defrost Air
Controlled by Temperature Lever
Controlled by Selector Switch on Control Head
Bleed through Orifice

L - Low
M , - Medium Low
M 2 -Medium High
H —High
V-Vacuum
N V - N o Vacuum
MOD-Modulated
A/C —Air Conditioning
DEF -Defrost

CL1774-A

FIG. 4 Heater-A/C System Vacuum Control Chart—Mode Lever Positions
flange). The nozzle is attached to an
opening in the A/C-Defrost plenum
with two J nuts and two screws.
COMPRESSOR ASSEMBLY (SEE FIG.
11)

The A / C compressor and clutch
assembly is located in a vertical position
on the forward right side of the four
cylinder engine. Belt tension is adjusted
by moving the idler pulley.
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A/C DEFROST DOOR MOTOR

ACCESS FOLD-DOWN DOOR

'//
"

OUTSIDE RECIRC.
DOOR MOTOR

VACUUM CONNECTOR

VACUUM SELECTOR

CONTROL ASSEMBLY

L1779-B

FIG. 5 Heater-A/C System Vacuum Diagram
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ADJUST FAN SPEED
A/C WILL NOT OPERATE
WITH BLOWER OFF

ADJUST TO
DESIRED

•

DISTRIBUTES AIR TO BOTH
PANEL REGISTERS AND FLOOR

•

DESIRABLE SETTING FOR
VENTILATION OR HEATING
UNDER MODERATE
TEMPERATURES

•

ALL AIR DIRECTED
TO WINDSHIELD

•

MAXIMUM DEFROSTING OBTAINED
WITH TEMPERATURE LEVER IN
MAXIMUM WARM POSITION
BLOWER ON HI

•

DISTRIBUTES AIR TO BOTH
WINDSHIELD AND FLOOR
MOST DESIRABLE POSITION
FOR WINDSHIELD DEFOGGING

TEMPERATURE

•

MOST DESIRABLE POSITION
FOR MAXIMUM AIR
CONDITIONING

•

MAXIMUM COOLING USING
INSIDE RECIRCULATED AIR

•

MOST DESIRABLE POSITION
WHEN LESS THAN MAXIMUM
AIR CONDITIONING
IS REQUIRED

•

•

DESIRED SETTING FOR
SMOKE REMOVALOUTSIDE AIR DOOR OPEN

•
• HEATER AND A/C
SYSTEM OFF
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MOST DESIRABLE POSITION
FOR MAXIMUM HEATING

• DISTRIBUTES AIR TO FLOOR

• OUTSIDE AIR INLET
DOOR CLOSED

A/C CLUTCH SWITCH
ILLUMINATION BULB

TEMPERATL^E
CONTROL LEv'ER

BLOWER SWITCH

FRONT VIEW
(TOP)
REAR VIEW
(BOTTOM)
FUNCTIONAL
CONTROL LEVER
L1780-A

FIG. 6 Heater-A/C System Control

UPPER FRAME

EVAPORATOR CASE
UPPER

OUTSIDE-RECIRC
DOOR MOTOR

RECIRC. DOOR
VIEW A

AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCT
A/C-DEFROST DISTRIBUTION DUCT

PIG. 7 Evaporator Housing Disassembled
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REMOVE A/C DEFROST
PLENUM

LOCK PLATE
MOUNTING NUT

VIEW B

STUD ON EVAPORATOR CASE
(LOWER LEFT)
TURN HOUSING CLOCKWISE TO UNLOCK
REMOVE AIR
DISTRIBUTION
DUCT

VIEW A

LI 782-A
FIG. 8 Heater Blower Motor and Housing Removal

BLOWER HOUSING
(RIGHT)

CUT GASKET AT BREAK LINE
BEFORE REMOVING CLIPS

BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL ASSEMBLY
RESISTOR ASSEMBLY
BLOWER HOUSING (LEFT)
L1783-A
FIG. 9 Heater Blower Motor Removal

OUTSIDE-RECIRC DOOR
VACUUM MOTOR

LEFT A/C REGISTER

CENTER REGISTERS
L1784-A

FIG. 10 Heater-A/C System
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COMPRESSOR
REAR BRACE

COMPRESSION DRIVE BELT INSTALLATION
IDLER PULLEY

L.1785-A

FIG. 11 Compressor and Drive Belt Installation

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
CONDENSER AND RECEIVER
ASSEMBLY (See Fig. 12)
The c o n d e n s e r and receiver
assembly is located forward of the
radiator and mounted to the radiator
support with four screws. It can be
serviced by removing the lower hood
latch bracket and sliding the assembly
up through the opening forward of the
radiator support.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
1. Remove two (2) screws from face of
control assembly.
2. Disconnect the temperature control
cable from the evaporator case.
3. Pull the control assembly away from
the consolette.
4. Disconnect the vacuum harness
from the vacuum selector.
5. Disconnect the electrical wiring
from the blower switch, clutch
switch and illumination bulb wire.

6. Remove the control head assembly.
To install, reverse the above
procedure and adjust the temperature
cable.

through louvers and carefully pry up
on retaining tabs to allow pivot to
clear holes in register housing and
pull louver assembly out of register
housing.

REGISTERS
OUTBOARD

1. With reference to Fig. 13, insert a
thin blade or ice pick through
louvers and carefully pry up on
retaining tabs to allow pivot to clear
holes in register housing and pull
louver assembly out of register
housing.
2. Pry up on the three lock tabs, two on
top of register housing and one on
bottom, and pull housing rearward
out of instrument panel opening.
CENTER

1. Remove center register assembly
from instrument panel (2 screws).
2. Insert a thin blade or ice pick

AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCTS (See
Fig. 10)
RIGHT AIR DUCT
1. Remove glove box.
2. Remove register assembly.
3. Disconnect right air duct from A/CDeFrost plenum and remove duct.
4. To install, reverse above procedure.
LEFT AIR DUCT
1. Remove instrument cluster.
2. Remove left register assembly.
3. Disconnect left air duct from A/CDefrost plenum.
4. Rotate duct and remove through
cluster opening or below instrument
panel.
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5. To install, reverse above procedure.
Make sure S-clips are positioned
properly on each end of duct as
shown (Fig. 10).

36-44-11

RADIATOR
CONDENSER
ASSEMBLY

CENTER AIR DUCT

1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove center register assembly.
Remove consolette.
Remove radio.
Disconnect center air duct and
remove from under instrument
panel.

A/C-DEFROST PLENUM

1. Remove right air duct and center
duct.
2. Remove two (2) A/C-Defrost
plenum to speaker mounting bracket
stud nuts.
3. Remove vacuum hose (blue) from
A/C-Defrost door vacuum motor.
4. Open lower service access door (Fig.
5), on A/C-Defrost plenum.
5. Remove two (2) plenum to defroster
nozzle mounting screws.
6. Move plenum rearward to separate
from defroster nozzle and toward
right side to separate plenum from
left air duct S-clip.
7. To install, reverse above procedure
and make sure S-clips are installed
properly as shown.
DEFROSTER NOZZLE (See Fig.
10)

1. Remove glove box.
2. Remove A/C-Defrost plenum and
right and center air ducts.
3. Straighten the four (4) defroster to
instrument panel flange tabs, lower
nozzle toward right and remove
below instrument panel.
4. To install, reverse above procedure.
EVAPORATOR CASE AND
BLOWER HOUSING

1. Drain engine coolant, discharge
refrigerant from A/C system and
disconnect battery.
2. Disconnect heater hoses from core
tubes.
3. Disconnect expansion valve from
evaporator core tubes. Apply tape
over each core tube to keep out
foreign material.
4. Remove three (3) evaporator case to
dash panel mounting stud nuts.
5. Remove glove box.
6. Remove right and center air ducts.
7. Disconnect vacuum hose (blue)
from A/C-Defrost door motor and
remove A/C-Defrost plenum.
8. Disconnect the red and yellow
vacuum hoses from the A/C-Heat
door vacuum motor and white hose

RADIATOR SUPPORT
RECEIVER DEHYDRATOR
ASSEMBLY

384729-S2 BOLT
(4 REQD.)

L1786-A

FIG. 12 Condenser and Receiver Assembly

from outside-recirc. door motor
(Fig. 5).
9. Disconnect multiple vacuum
connector on control assembly.
10. Disconnect the temperature control
cable at the crank arm on the
evaporator case.
11. Disconnect purple and green
vacuum hoses from water valve
vacuum switch.
Supply vacuum to switch is purple
hose connected to nipple closest to
switch plunger. Green hose leads to
water valve. (Refer to Figs. 4 and 5).
12. Remove evaporator case to upper
cowl support screw (R.H.) and
remove screw from support strap
next to blower inlet. Move A/C unit
rearward away from dash panel to
clear mounting swuds.
13. Remove tape from red and yellow
vacuum hose on top of blower
housing, and purple, green and
white vacuum hoses from clip on top
of evaporator case.
14. Disconnect electrical connectors
from A/C thermostat (icing) switch,
wires to resistor on blower housing,
and blower motor ground wire.
15. Lower evaporator case and blower
housing assembly and remove from
vehicle.
16. To remove the blower housing from
evaporator assembly; this operation
can be performed in the vehicle with
the evaporator assembly in place by
opening the lower access cover plate
on the A/C-Defrost plenum, and
remove the heat distribution duct
(Fig. 5). Then, remove blower

housing mounting stud nut and lock
plate (Fig. 8, View A).
Turn blower housing clockwise to
unlock two lock pins on blower housing
from two lock tabs on evaporator case
(View B).
17. To install, reverse the above
p r o c e d u r e and adjust the
temperature control cable. Evacuate
and charge the refrigerant system
with two 15 ounce cans (30 oz.) of
Refrigerant-12.
EVAPORATOR AND HEATER
CORES (See Fig. 7)

1. Remove evaporator case assembly.
2. Remove rubber dash panel seal from
case.
3. Remove eleven (11) upper to lower
case spring clips and separate the
cases.
4. Remove icing switch (2 screws).
5. Remove the evaporator core from
the upper case (4 screws).
6. Remove the temperature door upper
frame (4 screws).
7. Remove the temperature door crank
arm spring clip, slide crank arm out
of door and case and remove door.
8. Remove lower door frame (4
screws).
9. Remove heater core from lower case
and remove the core mounting
gasket.
The molded rubber gasket can be
installed on a new core. Reverse the
above procedure to install.
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BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL

1. Remove the blower housing (Fig. 9).
2. Cut gasket around A/C outlets at
break line.
3. Remove seven (7) clips and separate
the right and left blower housings.
4. Remove three (3) blower motor
mounting plate nuts and remove
motor and wheel assembly from the
housing.
5. Reverse the above procedure to
install. Make sure the A/C-Heat
door is positioned properly before
clipping the right and left housings
together.

A/C REG STER
ASSEMBLY

INSERT THIN BLADE THROUGH
LOUVERS AND CAREFULLY
PRY UP ON RETAINING TAB
TO ALLOW PIVOT TO CLEAR
HOLES IN REGISTER HOUSING

USE ICE PICK TO PRY UP
THREE LOCK TABS AND
PULL REARWARD

FIG. 13 Instrument Panel Register Removal

Specifications
PINTO HEATER - A/C
Protective Device
Control Illumination

- 30 Amp Fuse in Fuse Panel
— One .7 CP 1445 Bulb

Blower Motor Current Draw @ 12.8 Volts
High
16.2 Amps
Medium 2
11.8 Amps
Medium 1
6.3 Amps
Low
4.4 Amps
Compressor Drive Ratio

— 0.89:1

Refrigerant Charge

30 Oz. Refrigerant 12

Clutch Current Draw

3.75 Amps (Maximum)
CL1775-A
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SPECIFICATIONS
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Functional Control Lever
Interaction of Vacuum Selector ValvesTemperature and Functional Levers
System Operation

This Part deals with the controls and
components that are peculiar to the
Montego, Torino and Thunderbird
heater-air conditioning system. The

Evaporator Case and Core

TESTING
Blower Motor Current Draw Test

45-09

45-02

Open Circuit Test

45-09

45-01

Vacuum Control System Operation

45-05

information and procedures required for
servicing the refrigeration system which
is common with other car lines is given
in Parts 36-31, 36-32 and 36-35.

Reference to all parts is necessary for
complete servicing of the Montego,
Torino and Thunderbird system.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
SYSTEM OPERATION

Either outside air from the cowl
intake or recirculated air from inside the
car is drawn into the system by the
blower motor and wheel. In VENT,
HEAT, HEAT-DEFROST, and
DEFROST settings of the functional
control lever (Fig. 4), the (1) (2) door is
open to outside air regardless of
temperature control lever settings. In
A/C and HI-LO settings of the
functional control lever, the (1) (2) door
is open to recirc air when the
temperature control lever is in either
COOL-1 or COOL-2 setting; and it is
open to outside air in the 3 through 5
settings of the temperature control lever.
The air is then forced through the
evaporator core, through the A/C bypass (3) and/or blend (5) door openings
(through and/or around the heater
core) into the plenum chamber. The
compressor clutch is disengaged in all
positions except the A/C position
regardless of outside air temperature.
The air arrives at the plenum chamber

either at outside air temperature (VENT
setting), cooled, or heated according to
control lever settings (Fig. 1). From the
plenum chamber, the (6) door
(dependent on position, Fig. 4) directs
or splits the discharge air flow to the
floor ducts or the upper center duct. The
(7) door in the upper center duct directs
air either to the panel registers or to the
defroster outlets. In VENT setting,
outside air (unheated-uncooled) is
discharged through the panel registers
only. Heated or cooled air may be
discharged through any of the outlets
(floor, register or defroster) according to
control lever selection.

temperature control lever and two
illumination bulbs (Fig. 2).

1.

2.

CONTROL ASSEMBLY

The control assembly is located at
the lower left side of the instrument
panel to the left of the steering column.
It contains a blower and A/C clutch
system off-on switch, a four-position
blower speed control switch, a threeport vacuum selector valve assembly, a
nine-port vacuum selector valve
assembly, a functional control lever, a

1.

2.

The functional control lever
actuates:
The nine-port vacuum selector valve
which supplies vacuum to operate
the by-pass air (3) door, the highlow air (6) door, the heat-defrost (7)
door, the water valve (4), and the
recirc-air door (1)(2) (Fig. 3).
The blower and A/C clutch system
off-on switch which is connected in
series with the four-position blower
speed control switch (Fig. 2) and the
ambient temperature (compressor
clutch) cut-off switch (Fig. 14). The
temperature control lever actuates:
The three-port vacuum selector
valve which supplies vacuum
through passages in the nine-port
selector to operate the outside-recirc
(1) (2) door and the (4) heater water
valve (Fig. 3).
The temperature control cable
which operates the temperature
blend (5) door.
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A/C By-Pass
( 3 > i r Door
(Around Heater Core)

Functional
Control Lever
Position

Temperature
Control Lever
Position

VENT

Any Position

Outside

Open

COOL-1

Recirc

Open

COOL-2

Recirc

COOL-3

A/C

Air Source

( I ) ® Door

Heater Water
Valve®
(Water Flow thru
Heater Core)

Temperature Blend
© A i r Door
(Thru or Around
Heater Core)

36-45-02

Discharge Air
Temperature and
Outlets*

Closed

Any Position (Closed,
Blend, Open)

Outside Air (U'-heatedUncoolecl)
Through Reg sters

©

Closed

Closed to Heater Core

Cold to Register or
Registers and Floor

Open

©

Open

Closed to Heater Core

Cool to Registers or
Registers and Floor

Outside

Open

©

Open

Closed to Heater Core

Cool to Registers or
Registers and Floor

TEMP-4

Outside

Open

®

Open

Partially open to Heater
Core (Blend Air)

Mid-Range Temperature
to Registers or Registers
and Floor

WARM-5

Outside

Open

©

Open

Fully open to Heater Core

Warm to Registers or
Registers and Floor

COOL-1

Outside

Closed

Closed

Closed to Heater Core

Cold to Floor and/or
Defros-

COOL-2

Outside

Closed

Open

Closed to Heater Core

Cool to Floo' and/or
Defros:

COOL-3

Outside

Closed

Open

Closed to Heater Core

Cool to Flooi and/or
Defrost

TEMP-4

Outside

Closed

Open

Partially open to Heater
Core (Blend Air)

Warm to Floor and/or
Defrost

WARM-5

Outside

Closed

Open

Fully Open to Heater Core

Hot to Floor .jnd/or
Defrost

HI-LO

HEAT
HEAT VDEFROST

* The compressor clutch is disengaged in vent position regardless of outside temperature. All other reactions listed here are based on an Outside Temperature above 40° F.
© Open with Functional Control Lever in A/C position only. Closed in HI-LO position.
(Clutch engaged - evaporator cool).

FIG. 1 Discharge Air Temperature Control Chart
INTER-ACTION OF VACUUM
SELECTOR
VALVES—TEMPERATURE AND
FUNCTIONAL LEVERS

The temperature control lever
actuates the temperature (three-port)
selector valve (Fig. 3) to control vacuum
through the passages in the functional
(nine-port) selector to the (1) (2) motor
and the (4) motor. This control is
completely effective, however, only
when the functional control lever is in
the A/C or HI-LO positions. In all
other functional control positions, one
or both of the passages through the nineport valve is either blocked off or
connected to the vacuum supply line to
over-ride the temperature lever
selection.
OFF POSITION

The functional (nine-port) selector
over-rides the temperature (three-port)
selector by sending vacuum to close the
(1) (2) door to outside air, and to close
the (4) valve to water flow through the
heater core regardless of temperature
lever selection (Figs. 3 and 4).
VENT POSITION

The functional selector valve overrides the temperature selector valve by

CL1639-B

blocking off vacuum to the (1) (2) motor
(opening door to outside air), and by
sending vacuum to the (4) motor
(closing valve to water flow through the
heater core) regardless of temperature
lever selection (Figs. 1, 3, and 4).

water flow through the heater core
(Figs. 1, 3 and 4).

A / C OR HI-LO POSITION

In C O O L - 1 a n d C O O L - 2
temperature lever positions, the
functional selector over-rides the
temperature selector by blocking off
vacuum to the (1) (2) motor leaving the
door open to outside air at all
temperature selections (Figs. 1, 3 and 4).
The passage to the (4) motor is not
blocked off. Thus the vacuum from the
temperature selector will close the (4)
valve to water flow through the heater
core at the COOL-1 setting.

In the COOL-1 position (Fig. 4), the
temperature control lever actuates the
temperature (three-port) selector valve
(Fig. 3) to send vacuum through the
passages in the functional (nine-port)
selector to the (1) (2) and the (4) motor.
With vacuum supplied to these motors:
the (1) (2) door is closed to outside air
and open to recirc (inside) air; and the
water valve (4) is closed to water flow
through the heater core (Fig. 4).
In the COOL-2 position, the
temperature lever actuates the threeJjort selector to send vacuum (through
functional selector passage) to the (1) (2)
door only. Therefore, the (1) (2) door
still calls for recirc air, but the water
valve (4) is now open (no vacuum) to
water flow through the heater core (Fig.
4).
In the COOL-3, TEMP-4 and
WARM-5 positions, the temperature
(three-port) selector shuts off all
vacuum. The (1) (2) door is open to
outside air and the (4) valve is open to

HEAT, HEAT-DEFROST, OR DEFROST
POSITION

TEMPERATURE BLEND (5)
DOOR-TEMPERATURE CONTROL
LEVER

Figure 2 shows the blend door cable
connection at the temperature control
lever. Figures 1 and 4 illustrate the
operation of the blend (5) door in
conjunction with the (4) valve and the
(1) (2) and (3) doors for controlling the
air temperature.
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3 PORT VACUUM SELECTOR VALVE ASSEMBLY
CABLE CONNECTION

TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER

ILLUMINATION BULB CONNECTOR

BLOWER SPEED CONTROL SWITCH LEVER

BLOWER SPEED CONTROL SWITCH

BLOWER AND A/C CLUTCH SYSTEM
OFF-ON SWITCH

PORT VACUUM SELECTOR VALVE ASSEMBLY

TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER

REAR VIEW (BOTTOM)

FIG. 2 Manual A/C-Heater System Control Assembly—Montego, Torino, and Thunderbird
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BLACK
VACUUM SUPPLY TANK

0 W A T E R VALVE
VACUUM MOTOR
TEMP BLEND©DOOR
PANEL-DEFROST©
DOOR VACUUM MOTOR

OUTSIDE-RECIRCCD©
DOOR VACUUM MOTOR

DASH PANEL
CONNECTOR

WHITE
BY-PASS AIR
3) DOOR
VACUUM MOTOR

HIGH-LOW (6)
DOOR VACUUM
MOTOR

I N-LI NE
CONNECTOR

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
CABLE
CONNECTOR
(THUNDERBIRD ONLY)

CLEAR-TORINO-MONTEGO
BLUE-THUNDERBIRD
PASSAGE TO

(TXD MOTOR

SHORT JUMPER HARNESS
(THUNDERBIRD ONLY)

CLEAR-TORINO-MONTEGO
BLUE-THUNDERBIRD

BOTTOM VIEW OF VALVE
PASSAGE TO©MOTOR
TOP VIEW
OF VALVE

TEMPERATURE (3-PORT)
VACUUM SELECTOR

FUNCTIONAL
CONTROL LEVER

FUNCTIONAL (9 PORT)
VACUUM SELECTOR

\
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL LEVER

L1642C
FIG. 3 Vacuum Diagram—Montego, Torino and Thunderbird
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMFUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER
CONTROL SWITCHES

The functional control lever controls
the blower and A/C system off-on
switch (Fig. 2) which connects battery
current to:
1. The blower through the speed
control switch and resistor assembly
(mounted on plenum chamber).
2. The compressor clutch through the
ambient cut-off switch (mounted on
blower housing).
BLOWER OPERATION

In the OFF position, the functional
control lever opens the system off-on
switch to stop current flow to the
four-position blower speed control
switch (blower stops). As soon as the
lever is moved from OFF position to the
right one detent position, it closes the
off-on switch to bring current to the
blower speed control switch whose sole
function is to regulate blower speed
through the resistor. From this point on
through VENT, A/C, HI-LO, HEAT
and DEFROST positions, the blower is
always running in one of the four speeds
as determined by blower speed control
switch setting.

36-45-05

CLUTCH OPERATION

The foregoing paragraphs explain
how the air is delivered to the plenum
chamber in an outside temperature,
cooled, or heated condition. From the
plenum chamber, the discharge air
(outside, cooled or heated) is controlled
by the high-low (6) door and the heatdefrost (7) door.

In VENT and A/C positions (Fig.
4), the (6) door is closed to the floor and
open to the center duct (no vacuum),
and the (7) door is closed to the
defrosters and open to the registers
(vacuum). All air discharges through
the registers.
In HI-LO position, the high-low
door is in mid-position (partial vacuum
6a) and the (7) door is open to the
registers (vacuum). Part of the air
discharges to the floor and part through
the registers.
In HEAT position, full vaccum is
applied to the high-low door (6a and 6b)
closing the door to the center duct and
opening it to the floor. All air discharges
to the floor.
In HEAT-DEFROST, the highlow
door is in mid-position (partial vacuum
6a) and the (7) door is closed to the
registers and open to the defrosters (no
vacuum). Part of the air discharges to
the floor and part through the
defrosters.
In DEFROST, the (6) door is closed
to the floor and open to the center duct
(no vacuum) and the (7) door is closed
to the registers and open to the
defrosters (no vacuum). All air
discharges through the defrosters.

Therefore, if the gauge shows a
vacuum loss, there is a leak in the
vacuum supply (black) line or in the
tank. Make the necessary repairs or
replacements to correct the leak. If
the vacuum reading is maintained,
the system is OK up to the selector
valves (Fig. 5). Proceed with Step 4.
4. Move the temperature control lever
to COOL-1 position and leave the
functional control lever at
DEFROST. Start the engine again,
turn the key c 'ickly to the
ACCESSORY position, and watch
the gauge. The DEFROSTCOOL-1
position on the chart in Fig. 4
indicates that vacuum should be
applied through the green line only
to the heater water (4) valve motor.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the green line or (4)
m o t o r . Make t h e r e p a i r s or
replacements necessary to correct the
vacuum leak before moving to the next
position.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the green line or the
(4) motor. Move the functional control

lever up to the next position (HEATDEFROST) on the chart, leave the
temperature lever at COOL-1, and
check the (6a) blue line by repeating the
test (Step 5).
5. Repeat the vacuum test with the
functional control lever at
H E A T - D E F R O S T a n d the
temperature lever at COOL-1. These
lever positions on the chart indicate
that vacuum should be applied
through the blue line (6a) to the
high-low door motor as well as the
(4) motor which was eliminated in
step 4.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the blue line (6a) or the
top part of the motor. Make the repairs
or replacements necessary to correct the
vacuum leak before moving to the next
position.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the blue line or top
part of the motor. Move the functional
control lever up to the next position
(HEAT) on the chart and check the (6b)
red line by repeating the test (Step 6).
6. Repeat the vacuum test at the

In OFF and VENT positions, the
off-on switch internal contacts that
control the clutch circuit are open.
Therefore, there is no current flow to the
ambient switch and clutch assembly
(clutch disengaged-no refrigerant flow
through evaporator core). As soon as
the lever is moved to the A/C position,
it closes the switch contacts to bring
current to the clutch assembly through
the ambient switch. From this point on
t h r o u g h H I - L O , H E A T and
DEFROST, the compressor clutch is
always engaged (evaporator cooling
action) until the outside air temperature
drops below 40 degrees. The
thermostatic ambient cut-off switch
opens the circuit below 40 degrees F (no
evaporator cooling action).
DISCHARGE AIR FLOWFUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER

TESTING
VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM
OPERATION

The test chart in Fig. 4 will
determine which vacuum motors should
be functioning with applied vacuum
during the various control lever
positions. Check for proper operation by
following the chart and testing the
system as follows:
1. Connect a vacuum gauge in the
vacuum supply (black) line between
the vacuum supply tank and the
vacuum selector valves (Fig. 5).
2. Move the functional control lever to
the DEFROST position and the
temperature control lever to the
WARM position.
3. Start the engine and let it run until
a good vacuum reading shows on the
gauge. Turn the key quickly to the
ACCESSORY position, and observe
the gauge to see if vacuum is
maintained or lost. The last control
position listed on
the chart
(DEFROST-WARM, Fig. 4)
indicates that no vacuum should be
applied to any of the motors.
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(7\
W

HEATER WATER
VALVE- Green

BY-PASS AIR DOOR

(T) Ton

•

EVAPORATOR
rnRF
EVAPORATOR
CASE
OUTSIDE AIR

TOA/C REGISTERS

0©
"OUTSIDE-RECIRC.
AIR DOOR- White

©
PANEL-DEFROST
DOOR- Yellow

TO DEFROSTERS

TO SIDE FULL
VACUUM-Red

TO TOP PARTIAL
VACUUM- Blue

'©

INSIDE AIR

©

HIGH-LOW
AIR DOOR

TO FLOOR

V-VACUUM
NV-NO VACUUM

TORINO, MONTEGO AND THUNDERBIRD
MANUAL A/C-HEATER VACUUM MOTOR TEST CHART
Functional
Control Lavar
Poiition

Tamparatura
Control Lavar
Position

OFF

ANY POSITION

1-2

-

4

-

_

-

VENT

ANY POSITION

-

3

4

-

-

7

A/C

1-2

3

4

-

-

7

COOL-2

1-2

3

-

-

-

7

-

3

TEMP-4,
-

7

OUTSIDE AIR THRU REGISTERS

4

6a

-

7

COOL-2

1-2

-

6a

-

7

RECIRC AIR THRU REGISTERS
AND TO FLOOR

6a

7

6a

6b

-

6a

6b

-

6a

-

-

6a

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

BLUE
(TOP)

RED
(SIDE)

COOL-3.

TEMP-4

WARM-5
COOL-1

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

COOL-2 AND 3,
TEMP-4,

WARM-5

COOL-1

WARM-5

COOL-1

4

-

-

-

-

WHITE

TAN

4

COOL-2 AND 3,
TEMP-4,

WARM-5

VACUUM LINE COLOR CODE

OUTSIDE AIR THRU REGISTERS
AND TO FLOOR

OUTSIDE AIR TO FLOOR

COOL-2 AND 3.
TEMP-4,

DEFROST

RECIRC AIR THRU REGISTERS

1-2

HI-LO

DEFROST

NONE
OUTSIDE AIR THRU REGISTERS

COOL-1

WARM-5

HEAT ^

Air Flow

COOL-1

COOL-3,

HEAT
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FIG. 4 Manual A/C-Heater Air Flow Schematic and Vacuum Test Chart
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FIG

. 5 Manual A/C-Heater System Vacuum Schematic-Torino, Montego and Thunderbird
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HEAT-COOL-1 position. If the
vacuum reading is maintained, there
are no leaks in the red line (6b) or
high-low door motor. Proceed with
Step 7.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the red line (6b) or
lower part of the motor. Make the
repairs or replacements necessary to
correct the vacuum leak before
proceeding with step 7.
7. Performance of the preceding 6 steps
eliminates the vacuum supply
system to the selector valves, the
lines from the selector valves to the
(4) and (6) motors, and the motors
as possible causes of problems. Now
move the functional control lever to
the first position (OFF) on the chart.
Repeat the vacuum test as before. If
the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the white line or
(1) (2) motor. Proceed to step 8. If
the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the line or motor.
Make the repairs or replacements
necessary to correct the vacuum leak
before proceeding with step 8.
8. All motors and lines have now been
eliminated except the (3) and (7)
motors and lines. Move the

functional control lever to VENT,
the second position on the chart in
Fig. 4. Repeat the vacuum test as
before.
If the vacuum reading is maintained
there are no leaks in the system. Proceed
to step 9.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the tan line between the
selector and the tee connection (Fig. 5),
in the tan line between the tee
connection and the by-pass (3) door
motor, in the yellow line between the tee
connection and the panel-defrost (7)
door motor, or in the (3) or (7) motor.
Make the repairs or replacements
necessary to correct the vacuum leak(s).
9. If no vacuum leaks are indicated
throughout the system, check the
motor or door that could be causing
the problem according to the
complaint. For example: No air
comes out of the panel registers
when the functional control lever is
in the A/C position. Reference to
the schematic in Fig. 4 would
indicate that the A/C-defrost (7)
door is not opening to the registers.
Disconnect the yellow vacuum line
at the A/C-defrost (7) door vacuum
motor and connect it to a vacuum gauge

DISCONNECT
TO HEATER SWITCH
TO AMMETER
NEGAIIVE
LEAD

BATTERY

L1T66-A

FIG. 6 Blower Motor Current Draw
Test

(Fig. 5). Again repeat the test and check
the vacuum reading. A zero vacuum
reading indicates that the line to the
motor is plugged or kinked. If vacuum
is indicated, either the door is restricted
or the motor should be replaced.

BLACK

BROWN-YELLOW STRIPE-T-BI RD
ORANGE STRIPETORINO AND MONTEGO

T-BIRD BLACK- LT. GREEN DOT
TORINO, MONTEGOORANGE -BLACK STRIPE

BLOWER SWITCH

FIG. 7 Manual A/C-Heater Electrical System Wiring Diagram—Montego, Torino and Thunderbird
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BLOWER MOTOR CURRENT
DRAW

This test will determine if the blower
motor is operating properly. Connect a
0-50 ammeter as shown in Fig. 6. The
blower motor will o p e r a t e
independently of the control switch, and
the current drawn by the motor will be
indicated on the ammeter. Current draw
should be to specification.
OPEN CIRCUIT TEST

All electrical circuits must be
complete from the source of power

36-45-09

(battery), to the unit where the power is
used, and back to the source of power
again. A check at each connection in the
system (Fig. 7), starting at the battery,
will locate an open circuit or will show
that the circuit is complete.
An ohmmeter or self-powered test
light connected at any two points of a
circuit with the power removed from the
circuit, will show if the circuit between
the two connections is open or complete.
If the meter does not move or has a
light movement (high resistance), the
circuit may have a poor connection or

broken wire. If the bulb does not light,
the circuit is open.
If the meter movement is great or
full (low resistance), the circuit is
complete. If the bulb lights, the circuit is
complete.

preload indicator is flush with the
motor body. (The air door must be
in its normal position with no
vacuum applied).
3. Tighten the bracket attaching
screws or nuts and check the
operation of the door.

provided to insure positive seal between
the blend door and the inner case.
Adjust the turnbuckle so that the
t e m p e r a t u r e c o n t r o l lever is
approximately 1/8 inch from each end
of its slot when moving the lever to the
full right and left positions.

ADJUSTMENTS
VACUUM MOTORS
The vacuum motors are adjustable
for proper air door operation.
The single acting actuators are
adjusted so that the vacuum motor
return springs are preloaded for about
1/8 inch travel of the connecting link
with no vacuum applied. Perform the
adjustment as follows:
1. Loosen the vacuum motor attaching
screws or nuts.
2. Move the vacuum motor until the

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
CABLE—BLEND DOOR (5)

A turn buckle adjustment on the
temperature control cable housing is

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the knobs from the
functional, temperature and blower
switch control levers (Fig. 2) and
from the accessory switch lever.
3. On Thunderbird only, remove the
applique covering the control
assembly.
4. Remove the four control assemblyto-instrument panel retaining
screws, and move the control back
toward the engine side of the
instrument panel.
5. Disconnect the cable end at the
temperature control lever (one nut),
and separate the cable from the
control head (one screw and
retaining clip) as shown in Fig. 2.
6. Disconnect the vacuum harnesses
from the vacuum selector valves
(Fig. 5).
7. Disconnect the electrical wiring
connectors from the blower switch,
the system off-on switch, the
accessory switch if so equipped, and
the illumination bulbs. Then, lower

the control assembly and remove it
from under the instrument panel.
8. When installing the assembly be sure
that the wires and cables are
p r o p e r l y c o n n e c t e d . After
installation adjust the cable as
outlined in the Adjustment Section.
DEFROSTER NOZZLES

1. Remove the instrument panel upper
finish panel.
2. Remove the upper attaching screws
(2) at each defroster nozzle outlet
(Fig. 8).
3. Remove the lower attaching clips at
the defroster nozzle inlet and move
the nozzle upward through the
opening in the panel.
AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCTS AND
REGISTERS

The plenum chamber is attached to
the dash panel directly over the
evaporator outlet openings and contains
the heater core, temperature blend door,
A/C by-pass door, high-low door, air
mix baffles and blower resistor
assembly. The center air distribution

duct containing the panel-defrost door
seats firmly over the rectangular upper
opening in the plenum chamber and
distributes air directly to the center
panel registers and to the left and right
registers through rigid air ducts, or
separately to the defroster nozzles (Figs.
8 and 9). The air distribution ducts and
registers can be serviced as shown.
EVAPORATOR CASE AND CORE

1. Discharge the A/C system at the
low pressure (suction) service valve
as outlined in Part 36-29 (Montego
and Torino).
2. Disconnect the heater hoses at the
h e a t e r core in the e n g i n e
compartment. Position the hoses so
that the coolant will not drain out.
3. In the engine compartment
disconnect the refrigerant lines: low
pressure line from the suction
throttling (STV) valve; high
pressure line and sight glass from the
expansion valve (Fig. 10).
4. Disconnect the equalizer line from
the STV valve, remove the
insulation from around the capillary
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INSTRUMENT PANEL (UPPER)
UPPER ATTACHING SCREW

BLOWER MOTOR HOUSING ASSEMBLY
PLENUM CHAMBER ASSEMBLY
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FIG. 8 Heater-A/C System—Torino and Montego, Typical Thunderbird

tube, disconnect the expansion valve
from the evaporator core high
pressure tube and remove the valve
(Fig. 10).
5. Disconnect the STV valve from the
evaporator core low pressure tube
and remove the valve.
6. From the engine compartment,
remove the two nuts and three sheet
metal screws (labeled OUTSIDE in
Fig. 11) from the evaporator case
mounting flange.
7. From under the instrument panel,
remove three sheet metal mounting
screws (labeled INSIDE in Fig. 11),
two plenum right lower mounting
screws, and one blower housingtodash-to-evaporator housing screw.
On the Torino and Montego only, it

will also be necessary to remove the
plenum upper left and right mounting
screws so that the plenum can be moved
rearward to provide clearance for
removing the evaporator case.
8. Remove the evaporator case by
lifting it upward to clear the engine,
and place it on a work bench.
9. Cut the evaporator flange gasket at
the points shown in Fig. 12.
10. Remove the seven screws around the
evaporator case center flange, and
separate the two halves of the case
(Fig. 12). Lift the evaporator core
out of the case.
11. When installing the new core to the
case, align the mounting flanges of
the core with the flanges of the two
case halves before installing the

seven screws that hold the case
halves together. Also be sure that
the J nuts are in place (Fig 12).
12. Connect the STV valve to the low
pressure (large diameter) core tube
and the expansion valve to the high
pressure (small diameter) tube.
Connect the equalizer line from the
expansion valve to the STV valve,
locate the capillary tube against the
core low pressure tube and install
the insulation around both tubes
(Fig. 10).
13. Connect the low pressure refrigerant
line to the STV valve and the high
pressure line and sight glass to the
expansion valve.
14. Connect the heater hoses to the
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TORINO AND MONTEGO
CENTER AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCT ASSEMBLY

RIGHT REGISTER
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FIG. 9 Air Distribution Ducts and Registers

heater core tubes and install the
engine coolant.
15. Evacuate and charge the A/C
system as outlined in Part 36-29
(Thunderbird)
HEATER CORE

The heater core can be removed
from inside the vehicle by removing the
plenum chamber rear case half (Fig. 13).
1. Drain the engine coolant and
disconnect the heater hoses from the
heater core.
2. Remove the glove box.
3. Remove the heater air outlet register
from the plenum assembly (2 snap
clips).
4. Remove the temperature control
cable assembly mounting screw, and
disconnect the end of the cable from
the blend door crank arm (1 spring
nut).
5. Remove the blue and red vacuum
hoses from the high-low door

6.
7.

8.
9.

vacuum motor; the yellow hose from
the panel-defrost door motor, and
the brown hose at the inline tee
connector to the temperature bypass door motor (Fig. 5).
Disconnect the wiring connector
from the resistor (Fig. 13).
Remove ten screws from around the
flange of the plenum case and
remove the rear case half of the
plenum.
Remove the mounting nut from the
heater core tube support bracket.
To provide a positive seal between
the front and rear case halves, apply
body sealer around the case flanges
before installation. Make sure that
the core mounting gasket is installed
properly during installation of the
heater core.

OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE CUTOFF SWITCH
1. Remove the glove box for access.

2. Remove the recirc air duct from the
blower assembly (1 screw, Fig. 14).
3. Disconnect the switch wiring
harness connector, remove the
harness retaining clip (1 screw), and
remove the switch (2 mounting
screws) from the recirc door.
BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the glove box for access.
2. Remove the recirc air register and
duct assembly from the blower
assembly (1 screw, Fig. 14).
3. Remove the two screws that attach
the blower lower housing to the dash
panel.
4. Disconnect the white hose from the
outside-recirc air door vacuum
motor, and remove the vacuum
motor from the blower lower
housing (2 screws). Leave the motor
actuator connected to the door
crank arm.
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FIG. 10 Refrigerant Line and Valve
Connections

5. Disconnect the blower motor lead
wire (orange) from the harness
connector, and disconnect the motor
ground wire (black) (1 screw).
6. Remove six upper to lower blower
housing flange screws.
7. Separate the blower lower housing
and motor assembly from the upper
housing and remove it from under
the instrument panel.
8. Remove the blower motor and wheel
assembly from the lower housing (4
screws).
9. The upperflangeof the recirc duct is
retained to the blower upper housing
with two S-clips that remained on
the housing during removal. Make
sure that the duct is installed
properly in the two clips during
installation.
CONDENSER A N D RECEIVER
ASSEMBLY

Before removal, discharge the A/C
system as outlined in Part 36-29.

The condenser and receiver
assembly is located forward of the
radiator and is mounted to the radiator
support in four places. In order to
service the assembly it is necessary first
to remove the two radiator support
upper brackets (1 screw each) and tilt
the radiator rearward.
MONTEGO AND TORINO

1. Remove the upper right isolation
mounting pad from between the
condenser mounting bracket and the
auxiliary bracket on the radiator
support (2 nuts, Fig. 15).
2. It is not necessary to remove the
remaining three isolation mounts.
Just remove the nut that attaches
each mount to its auxiliary bracket.
3. Disconnect the high pressure line
from the receiver (View A, Fig. 15)
and remove the condenser-receiver
assembly from the car.
4. After installing the replacement
assembly, evacuate and charge the
system as outlined in Part 36-29.

, BLOWER HOUSING ASSEMBLY
SHEET METAL SCREW
TO UPPER COWL
PLENUM CHAMBER

(TORINO-MONTEGO ONLY)
SCREWS INSIDE - IT WILL BE
NECESSARY TO REMOVE THESE
2 REMAINING SCREWS TO SHIFT PLENUM
REARWARD TO CLEAR EVAPORATOR ASSEMBLY

SCREWS INSIDE
VIEW FROM ENGINE COMPARTMENT

FIG. 11 Dash Panel Attachments

NUT OUTSIDE
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FIG. 12 Evaporator Core Removal and Installation
THUNDERBIRD

1. Remove the lower nut that attaches
the isolation mount at each lower
auxiliary bracket (Fig. 16).
2. Remove the stud that attaches the

upper auxiliary bracket to the
radiator support.
Disconnect the high pressure line
from the receiver (View A, Fig. 16),
and remove the condenser-receiver

assembly from the car.
4. After installing the replacement
assembly, evacuate and charge the
system as outlined in Part 36-29.
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FIG. 13 Heater Core Removal and Installation—Montego, Torino, and Thunderbird A / C System.
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FIG. 14 Blower Motor and Wheel Assembly—Torino, Montego and Thunderbird
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FIG. 15 Condenser and Receiver Assembly Removal and Installation—Montego and Torino
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FIG. 16 Condenser and Receiver Assembly Removal and Installation—Thunderbird

SPECIFICATIONS

TORINO, MONTEGO AND THUNDERBIRD MANUAL A/C-HEATER SYSTEM
Protective Device
Torino—Montego
30 Amp Fuse
Thunderbird
35 Amp Circuit Breaker
Control Illumination
One ICP, No. 161 Bulb
Compressor Magnetic Clutch Current Draw
@ 12.2 Volts
Approximately 3 Amps

Blower Motor Current Draw (Approximate) @ 12.2 Volts
Low
5 Amps
Medium Low
11 Amps
Medium High
17 Amps
High
23 Amps
Total Refrigerant Charge
4% to 4% lbs R12

CL 1654-A
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PART 36-71 Ford,Meteor and Mercury
Automatic Temperature Control
Applies to Ford, Meteor and Mercury
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

....

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
A/C Heat Door Motor

The 1973 Ford, Mercury and
Meteor automatic temperature control
system (A.T.C.) components are new
with design features that permit
individual component repair or
replacement in lieu of the control box
assembly used in past model
applications. Temperature sensing and

71-22

conversion are mechanical instead of
electronic. System function and method
of operation remain basically the same.
The automatic temperature control
head is located on the right side of the
steering column in the instrument panel
and is operated by moving the function
control lever to any one of the five

control positions and setting the
temperature control lever to a selected
comfort level. A blower switch with one
fixed and two automatic blower
positions is provided for increased
systemflexibility(Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1 A.T.C. System Control
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
DESCRIPTION

The Automatic Temperature
Control System will automatically
control the temperature, blower speed,
and reduce the relative humidity of air
inside the car. The operator need only
move the control levers to the desired
temperature and function and the
system will deliver heated or cooled air
to maintain the car interior temperature.
The system will maintain the set
comfort level automatically and requires
little or no change in settings to
compensate for changes due to outside
weather conditions.
Automatic control of temperature is
maintained in both summer and winter.
In hot weather, it will cool the car to the
pre-set comfort level and then modulate
cooling to whatever degree is required to
maintain the desired temperature.
In mild weather, the interior of the
vehicle remains comfortable without
resetting the controls. In cold weather,
provision is made to delay the operation
of the system until engine coolant has
warmed enough to minimize the
duration of a cold air blast from the
heater outlets. The system will then heat
the car quickly to the desired
temperature, then level out to maintain
the pre-set temperature.
During operation, outside air is
drawn from the cowl vent just below the
windshield at all times, except at
maximum cooling when recirculated air
is used.
The system utilizes what is called
R E H E A T s y s t e m to p r o v i d e
conditioned air to the car interior. With
this type of system all air flow from the
blower passes through the evaporator
core. Temperature is then regulated by
reheating the cooled air to the desired
temperature. Temperature of the outlet
air is varied by the temperature blend
door which controls the percent of
cooled air that flows through and/or
around the heater core, from where it is
mixed and directed into the distribution
plenum. The air is then diverted to the
heater ducts, the defroster nozzles, or
the air conditioning registers.
When warm air is required to
maintain the desired level, the air is
distributed through openings at the
bottom of the unit for the front
passenger compartment. When cooled
air is required to maintain the desired
level, the air is distributed through the
four adjustable registers on the
instrument panel.

Air for defroster operation is
distributed through two defroster ducts
onto the windshield at maximum blower
only. Air for defog operation is split
between floor outlets and defroster
nozzles and is automatically controlled
to maintain a control setting.
At any t e m p e r a t u r e above
approximately 40 degrees F., the system
will remove excess moisture from the
air, since the compressor is in operation.
This removal of excess moisture from
the air increases passenger comfort,
particularly when traveling in humid
weather, and limits window fogging and
interior condensation.
CONTROL OPERATION

The Automatic Temperature
Control includes a functional control
slide lever for OFF, VENT, AUTO,
D E F O G and D E F R O S T t h a t
determines the manner in which the
system will operate, a temperature
control slide lever, and a blower switch.
Each position of the functional control
lever and blower switch is detented for
positive engagement (Fig. 1).
The blower switch provides two
automatic blower speed sequences (one
high and one low) and one fixed high
blower speed. The switch can be
operated in VENT, AUTO, or DEFOG
to select the desired airflow.The switch
is inoperative in DEFROST since only
the highest blower speed is available.
In OFF position, the blower motor
is off, the outside air door is closed and
the system is inoperative (Fig. 2).
In VENT position, outside air is
delivered from the registers and is
adjusted with any one of four blower
speeds in the LO and HI Auto blower
switch settings. Air temperature from
the registers is varied to control the
in—car temperature as selected,
however, no cooling is furnished since
the compressor clutch is disengaged.
In the AUTO position, the system
selects fresh air for heating or cooling
and recirculated air for maximumcooling. It automatically adjusts air flow
with any one of four blower speeds when
in the LO or HI Auto blower setting. If
the interior temperature is below the
dial setting, warmed air is delivered
through the heater outlets, with a
portion of the heater air diverted to the
defroster outlet to keep the windshield
clear. System operation is automatically
delayed until the engine coolant has
warmed enough to eliminate the feel of

a cold air blast from the heater outlets.
If the interior temperature of the car
is above the temperature setting on the
dial, cooled air is delivered to the air
conditioning ducts and registers. When
cooling the car interior, there is no
system delay. In this way, the system
goes into operation, regardless of engine
coolant temperature. This is done to
provide a rapid cool-down rate.
In the DEFOG position, the air flow
is split with approximately one-half
discharged from the defroster nozzles
and the remainder from heflooroutlets.
Air discharge temperature and flow is
again varied to control the in-car
temperature as selected. There is no
blower delay because of engine coolant
temperature in DEFOG.
In the DEFROST position, the
system operates at the highest blower
speed and all of the air is discharged
from the defroster nozzles. There is no
warm-up blower delay in DEFROST.
SYSTEM AIR FLOW

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 contain system
schematics which illustrate air flow
during the various system conditions.
OFF POSITION

If OFF position, the outside air door
is closed, the recirculating door is open,
and the heat defrost door is in the
defrost position. The heater water valve
is open, the blower is off and the
temperature blend door and A/C-heat
door assumes whatever position the
sensor vacuum dictates.
VENT POSITION

In VENT position, fresh air is
directed from the panel registers. The
temperature blend assumes the same
positions as in AUTO.
AUTO POSITION—MAXIMUM
COOLING (RECIRCULATE)

With the lever in the AUTO
position, and the car interior
temperature considerably above the
temperature dial setting, the outside air
door is closed to outside air and the
recirculate air door is open to the
passenger compartment. The A/C-Heat
door is in A/C position, the HeatDefrost door is in Heat position, the
temperature blend door is closed
allowing all air to by-pass the heater
core. The water valve is closed. Warm
air is drawn from the passenger
compartment, directed through the
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1973 FORD AND MERCURY A.T.C. SYSTEM CONTROL OPERATION CHART

VACUUM
COLOR CODE

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL LEVER
(Automatic
Vacuum Control)

FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER (VACUUM CONTROLLED)
OFF

VENT

Closed
Max
A/C
OUTSIDE AIR DOOR

White

V

Open NV

Closed V

^
^ S ^

Open
Max
RECIRCDOOR

AIR DOOR
VACUUM
MOTORS

White

A/C REGISTER FLOOR HEAT
DOOR (MODE)

OpenV

Closed NV

Max Heat

Heat Position
Floor NV

A/C Register
Position V

Mod

Floor - Registers
Modulated V

A/C Register
Position V

Blue

NV
Defrost
Position
NV

Red (Side)
HEAT-DEFROST
DOOR

Yellow (Top)
Max Heat

TEMPERATUR€
BLEND DOOR

NV
Open

^-"""^
^ s ^
Closed

CLOSED
NV

Heat Position Floor No Vacuum

Floor - Registers
Modulated V

Heat Position Floor NV

Heat Position Floor NV

V
Heat Position
V

NV
Heat-Defrost
Mid Position
V

NV
Defrost
Position
NV

Air Passes Thru and Around Heater Core Modulated Vacuum
Max Cool

Green

All Air By-Passes Heater Core Vacuum
^

—

"**"

Open NV
^

NV - No Vacuum

OPEN
NV

/ ^
^

^ ^ ^

Open No Vacuum

V - Vacuum

^

All Air Passes Thru Heater Core No Vacuum

Tan

WATER VALVE

/
^ ^

A/C Register Position Vacuum

Max Cool

DEFROST

DEFOG

AUTO

Closed Vacuum

Mod - Modulated
CL1806-B

FIG. 2 A.T.C. System Vacuum Control Chart
evaporator core where it is cooled and
returned to the car interior through the
A/C ducts and registers.
AUTO POSITION—COOLING
(OUTSIDE AIR)
As the car interior temperature
approaches the temperature dial setting,
the outside air door is opened to outside
air, the recirculate air door is closed, and
the water valve is opened.
AUTO POSITION—MODULATED
COOLING (OUTSIDE AIR)
When the interior car temperature
and the dial setting temperature are
nearly balanced, the temperature blend
door is actuated. As illustrated, the door
has moved to a position so that part of

the air leaving the evaporator core is
directed through the heater core where
it is warmed. Blend air (the mixture of
cool and warm air) then is directed into
the car interior through the A/C ducts
and registers. As more warm air is
blended, the system will automatically
begin to proportion some air through
the floor outlets.
The position of the temperature
blend door changes automatically to
maintain the temperature selected on
the dial; at the same time, blower speeds
are reduced in the Low or High
automatic blower switch position. If the
in-car temperature rises above the dial
setting, the blend door moves to admit
more cool air and less warm air. If the
in-car temperature drops below the dial

setting, the blend door moves to admit
more warm air and less cool air. As
maximum heating or cooling operation
is approached, blower speeds are
automatically increased when the
blower switch is in the AUTO settings.
AUTO POSITION—MAXIMUM
HEATING
When the functional control lever is
in the AUTO position and the car
interior temperature is below the
temperature dial setting, the outside air
door is open to outside air and the
recirculate air door is closed. The A/CHeat door and the Heat-Defrost door
are in heat position. The temperature
blend door is fully open. Outside air
enters the cowl air inlet and is directed
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EVAPORATOR CORE
HEATER WATER VALVE
TO A/C REGISTERS
/
\
EVAPORATOR CASE

36-71-05

OUTSIDE AIR

BLOWER MOTOR

OUTSIDE AIR DOOR
A/C-HEAT DOOR
(REGISTER TO FLOOR)

RECIRCULATE AIR DOOR
TO DEFROSTERS
INSIDE AIR

CONTROL IN OFF POSITION
TO FLOOR HEAT FRONT

V-VACUUM
NV-NO VACUUM
MV-MODULATED VACUUM

L1499-C

FIG. 3 A.T.C System Air Flow Chart

to the blower. The air is forced by the
blower through the evaporator. All air
passes through the heater core before
being distributed into the car interior
through the heater ducts. A portion of
this air flow is diverted to the defroster
nozzles.
AUTO POSITION—MODULATED
HEATING

When the interior car temperature
and the dial setting temperature are
nearly balanced, the temperature blend
door is actuated. As illustrated, the door
has moved to a position so that only part
of the air leaving the evaporator core is
directed through the heater core where
it is warmed. Blend air (the mixture of
cool and warm air) then is directed into
the car interior.
The position of the temperature
blend door changes automatically to
maintain the temperature selected on
the dial; at the same time blower speeds
are reduced when the blower switch is in
the AUTO settings. If the in-car
temperature rises above the dial setting,
the blend door moves to admit more
cool air and less warm air. If the in-car
temperatures drops below the dial
setting, the blend door moves to admit
more warm air and less cool air. As
maximum heating or cooling operation
is approached, blower speeds are
automatically increased.

DEFOG POSITION

In DEFOG, operation is the same as
in AUTO HEATING, except that the
Heat-Defrost door is in mid-position.
Approximately one-half of the air flow
is to the defroster nozzles with the
remainder directed to the heat ducts.
DEFROST POSITION

When the lever is in the DEFROST
position, the temperature blend door
modulates and the heat-defrost door is
in the full defrost position so that all
incoming air is directed to the defroster
nozzles at maximum blower speed.
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
CONTROL OPERATION

The electrical and vacuum
schematics and vacuum control chart
shown in Figs. 2, 6, 7 and 8 may be used
in conjunction with the following
explanation to clarify system operation.
Temperature control of the A.T.C.
system is primarily determined by the
vacuum mechanical sensor assembly,
and the servo vacuum motor. Blower
speed, discharge air mode and
overtravel functions are controlled
electrically by the control head
assembly, servo electrical programmer,
water valve solenoid and E.V. relay.
Temperature set point control is

accomplished by means of an adjustable
control cable between the control head
assembly and sensor assembly.
The sensor assembly is basically a
bimetal operated vacuum modulator.
The sensor directly converts air
temperature into corresponding values
of modulated vvacuum. One bimetal
senses in-car temperature and another
senses vehicle ambient air temperature.
These two bimetals are mechanically
linked to a vacuum modulator to
directly control and regulate a vacuum
signal which is proportional to
temperature. The two bimetals are
placed within a plastic aspirator. A
small amount of outside air is diverted
from the high pressure side of the blower
through an insulated tube to the sensor
assembly. The outside airflowsover the
ambient bimetal and through the
aspirator which draws vehicle interior
air over the in-car bimetal. This
combined air is then exhausted from the
sensor. With the bimetals arranged in
this manner, the sensor assembly is able
to respond to changing vehicle interior
temperature and outside ambient
conditions.
The modulated vacuum signal from
the sensor is directly connected to the
calibrated vacuum motor portion of the
servo assembly. The modulated vacuum
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VENT MODULATED

*
•

NO VACUUM UNLESS DOOR IS
IN MAX COOLING POSITION
NO COOLING-COIL IS INACTIVE

MAXIMUM COOLING (RECIRCULATE)

MAXIMUM COOLING (OUTSIDE AIR)

NV
MODULATED COOLING (OUTSIDE AIR)
V - VACUUM
NV-NO VACUUM
MV - MODULATED VACUUM
PV - PARTIAL VACUUM
L1804-A

FIG. 4 A.T.C. System Air Flow Chart
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MAXIMUM HEATING

MODULATED HEATING

NV
DEFOG MODULATED

DEFROST MODULATED

*

NO VACUUM UNLESS DOOR
IS IN MAX COOLING POSITION

V-VACUUM
N V - NO VACUUM
MV - MODULATED VACUUM
P V - P A R T I A L VACUUM
L1805-A

FIG. 5 A.T.C. System Air Flow Chart

WHITE
WATER VALVE SOLENOID
SOLENOID MOUNTING SCREW
E.V. RELAY
GREEN
WHITE

OUTSIDE AIR DOOR MOTOR
E.V.R. MOUNTING
SCREWS

PLENUM ASSEMBLY
TURQUOISE 1/8"
ORANGE 3/16"

DASH PANEL CONNECTOR
VIEW A

MOUNTING SCREWS (2)
SERVO SWITCHBOARD

VACUUM SUPPLY TANK

A/C-HEAT DOOR MOTOR

VACUUM HARNESS CONNECTOR

VIEW E

L1500-B

FIG. 6 A.T.C. Vacuum Diagram

VACUUM HARNESS

YELLOW

FRESH AIR DOOR MOTOR
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
RECIRC. DOOR MOTOR
DASH PANEL CONNECTOR

TURQUOISE

VIEWC

SENSOR
GREEN
VIEW A

TAN

IN-LINE VACUUM HARNESS CONNECTOR

SEE VIEW D

BLACK

HEAT DEFROST MOTOR
HARNESS AND BLOCK ASSEMBLY

VACUUM TANK
ORANGE

\

VIEWD
SEE VIEWC

YELLOW
VACUUM HARNESS
TURQUOISE

E.V. RELAY
WATER "VALVfc SOLENOID

CONTROL ASSEMBLY

LI 800-A

FIG. 7 A.T.C. System Vacuum Schematic

BATTERY

DASH PANEL
IGNITION SWITCH

CIRCUIT BREAKER-FUSE PANEL

BLOWER PROGRAMMING)
SWITCH (HI, AUTO
POSITION)

CONTROL HEAD

EVAPORATOR CASE-

ENGINE TEMPERATURE SWITCH
(SHOWN WITH ENGINE
COOLANT ABOVE 130° F)

DASH PANELBROWN/WHITE
PLENUM

YELLOW/RED
DK. BLUE/WHITE

DK. BLUE/ LT. GREEN

WHITE/LT. GREEN
L1602-C

FIG. 8 A.T.C. Electrical Diagram
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signal controls and positions the blend
door attached to the servo assembly.
The calibrated vacuum motor moves the
blend door to mix in various proportions
hot air that has been heated by the
heater core and cold air that has
bypassed the heater core. Vehicle air
temperature produce compensating
discharge air temperatures. High vehicle
temperatures produce high sensor
output vacuums which position the
blend door to deliver cool discharge air.
Conversely, low vehicle temperatures
produce low system vacuum levels
which deliver warm discharge air.
Blower motor speed is controlled by
the servo vacuum motor and attached
electrical switchboard. With either high
or low vacuum from the sensor, the
electrical switchboard cuts out blower
motor resistors to provide high blower
speed. As the sensor regulates vacuum
between the two extremes and vehicle
temperatures approach the control lever
setting, the blower voltage and speed are
reduced by switching in resistors. There
are four switch positions to provide four
automatic blower speeds. The servo
electrical switchboard also switches the
water valve solenoid and E.V. relay
under maximum cooling conditions.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
SENSOR ASSEMBLY

The SENSOR consists of two bimetallic sensor strips so arranged that
one senses ambient air temperature, and
the other senses in-car air temperature.
They are mechanically tied together so
that their combined output controls a
vacuum modular such that higher
temperatures causes greater vacuum
levels. A bias to the vacuum output
levels is accomplished by means of
control arm. Thus, modulated vacuum
is the resultant of the effects of the
control bias, the respective temperatures
of the in-car air, and the ambient air.
This entire conversion from two air
temperatures to a vacuum signal is
performed by the SENSOR (Fig. 9).
The SENSOR also includes an
aspirator or venturi (as it was commonly
called in previous A.T.C. systems). The
venturi performs the same function as it
has in the past, which is to provide a
very small vacuum to draw a continuous
sampling of in-car air across the in-car
air temperature sensing element. In this
case, the sensing element is one of the
two bi-metallic strips. Ambient air is
IN-CAR AIR PATH

36-71-11

piped to the sensor via an insulated tube
from the blower stream, and after
passing over the ambient sensing
element the air provides the power to
operate the venturi for the in-car sensor.
WATER VALVE SOLENOID

The water valve solenoid is an
electrically operated vacuum switch.
The vacuum switch connects the water
valve vacuum motor to the supply
vacuum when voltage is applied to the
solenoid coil, and then connects the
water valve vacuum motor to
atmosphere when the voltage is removed
(Figs. 6 and 8).
ELECTRO VACUUM RELAY (E.V.R.)

The E.V.R. is a combination
solenoid vacuum valve (such as that
used with the water valve) and a single
pole single throw normally closed
electrical relay, with the two being
actuated by the one electrical coil. The
E.V.R. performs two functions in the
system. First, it is used during cold
engine operation, when heating is
required, to lockout blower operation
and to close the fresh air door. Secondly,
it is used during maximum A/C cooling
condition to switch the system to
recirculating air mode (Fig. 10).

FOAM SEAL TO PANEL
MOUNTING HOLE

IN-CAR BIMETAL

MOUNTING HOLE

AMBIENT AIR PATH

SOURCE VACU

75° CALIBRATION POINT

VACUUM MODULATOR

L1808-A

FIG. 9 A.T.C. Sensor Assembly
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COIL TERMINALS (TWO)
COIL TERMINALS

SEALING BALL

SOURCE VACUUM NIPPLE

•COVER

OUTPUT VACUUM NIPPLE

PLA

CONTACT TERMINALS
CONTACTS (NORMALLY CLOSED)
CONTACT TERMINALS (TWO)

BASE
COIL

STEEL ARMATURE
AND COVER

PLASTIC COVER

L1807-A

FIG. 10 A.T.C. Electro-Vacuum Relay
SERVO

The servo is a calibrated vacuum
motor with an attached electrical
switch. The calibrated vacuum motor
provides specific blend door positions
for given vacuum levels. The attached
electrical switch provides specific
blower speeds, water valve operation
and recirculation mode for given
vacuum levels. The electrical switch is a
conventional printed circuit board and
slider and has been designed so that it
can be replaced without altering the
electrical/vacuum relationship (Figs. 6
and 8).
CONTROL HEAD

The control head consists of three
main parts: 1) the mode selector -a
vacuum selector switch combined with
four cam operated electrical switch; 2)
the blower switch -an electrical switch
that provides three modes of blower
operation, and 3) the temperature
control lever which connects through a
bowden cable to the sensor assembly
(Fig. 1).
1. The vacuum selector (mode switch)
is very similar to the manual A/C
selector switch. In addition to
directing source vacuum to various
vacuum motors, it has the additional
function of interrupting the
modulated vacuum to the mode

motor in VENT, DEFOG and
DEFROST and also connecting the
vacuum signal from the electrovacuum relay to the recirculatefresh air inlet door in AUTO (See
vacuum schematic (Figs. 6 and 7).
Two double pole cam operated
electrical switches are also
controlled by the vacuum selector
switch. The combination of these
electrical switches is referred to as
the Electrical Selector Switch. The
switches control the electrical
supply to the clutch, servo switch
board, manual blower switch, and
the high blower relay.
2. The blower switch provides three
options of blower operation. In
MAX it supplies a signal to the
highblower relay which in turn calls
for a direct supply from the battery
to the blower, with the relay being
the only electrical interruption in a
low resistance circuit from the
battery to the blower motor.
In HI-AUTO the switch directs the
blower feed from the four step blower
switch portion of the SERVO assembly
to the blower. In LO-AUTO it directs
the feed from the servo to the blower via
the range resistor, so that each of the
four blower AUTO speeds is reduced.
3. The temperature control lever is
connected to the sensor assembly by

a standard bowden wire. Movement
of the control lever from 65 degrees
F to 85 degrees F causes a
corresponding movement on the
pre-load portion of the sensor
assembly, and determines the
temperature that the system will
maintain.
HIGH BLOWER RELAY

The high blower relay performs the
same function in this system as it has in
the previous models. It switches the
blower feed from the resistor output to
the low resistance direct supply from the
battery. The control signal to the relay
coil comes either from the manual
blower switch (in MAX) or from
selector switch (in DEFROST). (See
Fig. 8).
RESISTOR PACK

The blower motor resistor pack is
located on the evaporator housing.
There are four resistance elements
mounted to the resistor board.
Depending on the blower speed called
for by the servo, series resistance is
added to or cut out of the blower motor
circuit to decrease or increase speed
(Fig. 8).

EVAPORATOR CASE ASSEMBLY

AIR SCOOP

RIGHT DEFROSTER
AIR DUCT

E.V. RELAY

WATER VALVE SOLENOID

SERVO ELECTRICAL
SWITCHBOARD ASSEMBLY.

PLENUM CHAMBER ASSEMBLY
LEFT DEFROSTER AIR DUCT

L1801-A

FIG. 11 A.T.C. System Disassembled
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SCREEN

OUTSIDE AIR DAMPER
DOOR ASSEMBLY

COWL TOP PANEL
VIEW A

OUTSIDE AIR DAMPER DOOR ASSEMBLY

EXPLODED VIEW

SPRING NUT-372927-S2
L1496-B

FIG. 12 Outside Air Door Assembly
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TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR

SERVO MOTOR MOUNTING SCREWS

PLENUM ASSEMBLY

SERVO MOTOR
CALIBRATION PIN
PLENUM ASSEMBLY

385024 PIN INSPECT AND
REPLACE IFNECESSAFlY

ADJUSTING SLOTS

RIGHT SIDE VIEW OF MOTOR
SWITCHBOARD REMOVED

SERVO MOTOR SPRING LOADED ARM

L1809-A

FIG. 13 A.T.C Servo Motor

WATER TEMPERATURE SWITCH

A/C-HEAT DOOR MOTOR

The AUTO a circuit from the engine
water temperature switch to the E.V.
relay prevents blower operation during
heating conditions until the engine
coolant temperatures reach 130 degrees
F. This eliminates a cold air blast from
the heater ducts (Fig. 8).

A calibrated vacuum motor is used
on the A/C-Heat door to provide a
gradual shift of discharge air from the
floor outlets to the panel registers in the
UTO mode (Fig. 6).

HEAT-DEFROST DOOR, OUTSIDE AIR
DOOR AND RECIRC. DOOR

These three doors operate the same
as in manual A/C (Refer to Figs 11,12
and 13).

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
CONTROL CHECKOUT
PROCEDURE

The following checkout procedure is
divided into two sections. Section A
contains a general checkout procedure
to be used when the discrepancy or
customer complaint is not clearly
defined. Section B contains a detail
checkout procedure to isolate the
problem to the component level after the
malfunction is know. The vacuum and
electrical schematics should be used in
conjunction with both sections.
GENERAL CHECKOUT PROCEDURE

Test Equipment:
Vacuum Gauge, 0-30 in. hg.
Volt Meter, 0-15V DC

Test Conditions:
Engine warm (running for 10
minutes)
Engine above 1500 RPM
Vehicle interior 75 degrees plus or
minus 5 degrees
1. Check airflowas outlined in System
Air Flow. If discrepancy is found,
proceed to the Detail checkout
procedure.
2. Tee vacuum gauge in servo motor
vacuum line (tan).
3. Tee volt meter in blower motor line
(orange/black stripe).
4. Set function control lever in the
AUTO position and blower switch
to AUTO-LO or HI.
5. Cycle the temperature control lever
from 85 degrees -65 degrees.
Vacuum should cycle from low-to-

high vacuum respectively. Observe
blower voltage, water valve
operation and fresh air door and
recirc. air door operation. Blower
steps (shown on volt meter), water
valve, and fresh air/recirc. air
functions should occur as shown in
Fig. 14.
DETAIL CHECKOUT PROCEDURE

As shown in chart 1, all Ford,
M e r c u r y and M e t e o r A . T . C .
malfunctions can be divided into three
basic groups -incorrect air distribution,
loss of electrical functions, and
improper temperature control. The loss
of any electrical function can further be
divided into four other groups -loss of
blower operation, loss of water valve
and/or recirculated air operation, loss of
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Vacuum

Blower Speed

36-71-16

Water Valve

Fresh/Recirc. Air

Recirc. Air
Above 11.0 in.

High (Above 14.0 in.)

Hi
M.H.

Cold Air Out of A/C Registers

Med

Closed
Above 12.0 in.

Low (Below 2.0 in.)

Low
Med

Open

Fresh Air

Hot Air Out of Floor

M.H.

Below 9.0 in.

Below 8.0 in.

Hi

FIG. 14 Water Valve and Air Functions Chart

blower lockout during cold engine startup, and loss of compressor clutch
operation. To use, determine the group
in which the problem occurs and
proceed to the indicated chart.
Test Equipment:
Vacuum Guage, 0-30 in. hg.
Voltage Indicator
Continuity Checker
Test Conditions:
Engine warm (running for 10
minutes)
Engine above 1500 rpm
Vehicle interior 75 degrees plus or
minus 5 degrees

A.T.C. SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

INCORRECT AIR
DISTRIBUTION

LOSS OF ELECTRICAL
FUNCTIONS

IMPROPER
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
CHART 10

CHART 2

LOSS OF BLOWER
OPERATION
CHARTS 3, 4, 5 & 6

LOSS OF WATER
VALVE AND/OR
RECIRCULATED
AIR OPERATION

LOSS OF BLOWER
LOCKOUT DURING
COLD ENGINE
START-UP

LOSS OF
COMPRESSOR
CLUTCH
OPERATION

CHART 7

CHART 8

CHART 9
L1790-A

INCORRECT AIR DISTRIBUTION
Check Vacuum Lines and Connections
If OK
Check Selector V a l v e '
1. Pull Vacuum Connector from Selector Valve
(Not Necessary to Remove Electrical Connector)
2. Plug Into New Selector Valve (Keep Electrical
Switch Towers Downward)
3. Place New Selector Valve Arm In Its Five Positions
4. Check Air Distribution in Each Control Lever Position
Incorrect Air Distribution

I
Check Related Vacuum Motor
With Vacuum Supply

Correct Air Distribution

I
Replace Selector Valve
L1791-A
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INSTRUCTIONS: Find the Appropriate Row That Describes The Blower Problem. Problem Must Be
Present In Only The Control Lever And Blower Switch Position As Indicated.
BLOWER
SWITCH
POSITION(S)

POSSIBLE INOPERATIVE
COMPONENTS

All
Positions

Circuit Breaker, Selector
Valve, High Blower Relay,
Blower Motor

See Checkout Chart No. 4

Max Only

Blower Switch, High
Blower Relay

Set in Max. Measure Voltage
at High Blower Relay Wire Orange/Black Dot. Voltage Replace Relay. No Voltage Replace Switch.

Hi&Lo
Auto

Selector Valve, Servo,
Blower Switch, High
Blower Relay

See Chart No. 5

Vent, Auto,
or Defog
Only

Hi&Lo
Auto

Selector Valve

Replace Selector Valve

No Blower Operation for One, Two,
or Three Automatic Speeds in Heat
and A/C
(85° F and 65° F Setting)

Vent, Auto
and Defog
Only

Hi&Lo
Auto

Servo, Resistor Pack

Check Continuity of Resistor Pack
Per Schematic - If OK - Replace
Servo Switchboard Assembly

Now Blower Operation
In Heat Only
(85° F Setting)

Auto Only

Hi&Lo
Auto

E.V. Relay, Servo, Engine
Temperature Switch

See Chart No. 6

No Blower Operation
In A/C Only
(6b° F Setting)

Vent, Auto,
and Defog
Only

Hi&Lo
Auto

Servo

Replace Servo Switch Board
Assembly

No High Automatic Blower
Speed in Heat or A/C
(85° F or 65° F Setting)

Vent, Auto,
and Defog
Only

Hi&Lo
Auto

Servo

Calibrate Servo

FUNCTIONAL
CONTROL LEVER
POSITION(S)

BLOWER PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

No Blower Operation
In Heat and A/C
(85° F and 65° F Setting)

All
Positions

Vent, Auto,
and Defog
Only

DIRECTIONS

L1792-A

LOSS OF BLOWER
A/C AND HEAT MODE
(ALL CONTROL LEVER POSITIONS)
1. Set Control In Defrost
2. Check Voltage at Blower Motor

|

No Voltage

1

I

|

1. Pull High Blower lelay Connector
2. Check Voltage on Orange/Black Dot Wire

Voltage

I
Check Wiring at Relay
If OK

I
Replace Relay

Voltage

1

Replace Bio wer Motor

No Voltage
Check Circuit Breaker
Wiring to Selector
If OK

Replace Selector Valve

L1793-A
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NO BLOWER OPERATION
IN HEAT AND A/C MODE
(VENT, AUTO, AND DEFOG ONLY)
Check Voltage At Blower Motor

Voltage

No Voltage

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set Control in Vent
Set Blower Switch in Hi Auto
Pull 8 Way Connector at Servo Assembly
On Main Wiring Harness, Check Voltage on Wires Dk. Blue/Lt. Green Stripe and White/Lt. Green Stripe.

Check Circuit Breaker and
Wiring to Selector Valve
If OK
Replace Selector Valve

Replace Selector Valve
1. Plug in 8 Way Connector
2. Check Voltage at Resistor Pack
Wire - Lt. Green/White Hash

Voltage

No Voltage
Check Voltage at Resistor Pack
Wire Lt. Blue/Yellow Stripe

I

No Voltage |

Voltage on One
Wire Only

Voltage on
Both Wires

No Voltage on
Either Wire

Replace Blower Motor

|

1

Voltage

Check Wiring to
High Blower Relay
|

Check Wiring Between
Servo and Resistor Pack

Check Wiring to
Blower Switch

If OK

If OK

If OK
Replace High Blower Relay

Board Assembly

L1794-B

NO BLOWER OPERATION
IN HEAT (85° F SETTING)
(AUTO ONLY)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place Control Lever in Auto
Set Temp Lever at 85° F
Pull Connector at Engine Temp Switch
Check for Blowe; Operation

Blower

No Blower
Check Voltage at E.V. Relay
Connector - White/Lt. Green
Stripe Wire

Replace Engine temp Switch

Voltage

No Voltage

I
Replace Servo Switch
Board Assembly

Replace E.V. Relay
L1795-B
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LOSS OF WATER VALVE AND/OR
RECIRCULATED AIR FUNCTION
(BLOWER OPERATING)
1. Place Control Lever in Auto
2. Place Temp Lever at 65° (Vacuum at Servo
Must Be Above 13 In.Hg)
3. Check Vacuum From E.V. Relay and/or
W.V. Solenoid (Small Port)

Vacuum

No Vacuum

Check Vacuum Lines
and Connections

Check Supply Vacuum to E.V. Relay and/or
W.V. Solenoid (3/16 iriHose)

I

If OK

Vacuum

No Vacuum

Replace Water Valve and/or
Recirc. Fresh Air Motor
1. Pull Connector off E.V. Relay and/or
Check Vacuum
W.V. Solenoid
Lines and
2. Check Voltage on Wire - Dk. Blue/Lt. Green Stripe
Connections
3. Check for Ground on Wire - Lt. Blue (W.V. Solenoid)
and/or Yellow/White Hash (E.V. Relay)

I

No Voltage

Voltage and Ground

Replace Servo Switch
Board Assembly

Replace W. V. Solenoid
and/or E. V. Relay

No Ground
Check for Ground on 8 Way
Servo Connector Black Wire
If OK
Replace Servo Switch
Board Assembly
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LOSS OF BLOWER LOCKOUT
DURING COLD ENGINE OPERATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place Control in Auto
Place Temp Lever at 85° (Vacuum at Servo Must be Below 6.0 In Hg)
Pull Connector at Cold Engine Switch and Ground Green/Black Hash Wire
Check for Blower Operation
Blower On

Blower Off

Pull E.V. Relay Connector
Check For:
1. Ground on Yellow/White Hash
2. Voltage on Dk. Blue/Lt. Green Stripe
3. No Voltage on White/Green Stripe

All OK
Replace E.V. Relay

No. 3 Incorrect

I
Replace Selector Valve

I
Replace Cold Engine Switch

No. 1 and No. 2 Incorrect

I
Check Wiring
L1797-A
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LOSS OF COMPRESSOR
CLUTCH OPERATION
(AUTO, DEFOG, DEFROST)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ambient Switch Must Be Above 60° F
Place Control Lever in Auto, Defog, or Defrost.
Pull Connector At Compressor
Check Voltage on Wire - Black/Yellow Hash
Voltage in One
Or Two
Control Positions

Voltage

Replace Clutch Coil

Replace Selector Valve

No Voltage
1. Pull Connector at Ambient Switch
2. Check Voltage on Both Pins of Connector
on Main Wiring Harness

i
Voltage
On One Pin

No Voltage

I

Replace Ambient Switch

Replace Selector Valve
L1798-A

IMPROPER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
1. Place Function Control Lever in AUTO.
2. Cycle Temperature Lever from 85° F to 65° F
Position.
3. Note Change in Discharge Temperature and Mode
Shift From Floor-To-Panel.

I
jSome Change in Temperature
Check:
'
1. Water Valve-(No Heating)
2. Compressor, Clutch Coil, Evaporator,
Expansion and STV Valves and Refrigerant
Level - (No Cooling)
3. Vacuum Lines
4. Source Vacuum to Sensor (Above 14.0 in)
5. Loose Servo Mounting Screws
6. Servo Calibration
7. Ambient Inlet Hose Connections
8. Sensor Calibration
If All OK

No Change in Temperature |
1. Tee Vacuum Gauge on Servo Line (Tan)
2. Cycle Temperature Level From 85° F to
650 F Position.
3. Vacuum Should Cycle from Lo to Hi.

I

,

No Vacuum Change
Check:
1. Vacuum Lines
2. Source Vacuum to
Sensor (Above 14.0 in)
3. Control Cable
Attachment

,

I

I

Vacuum Change |

Check:
1. Vacuum Lines
2. Servo Motor
Attachment to
Blend Door

1
Replace Sensor

If All OK
Replace Sensor

L1799-A

ADJUSTMENTS
CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
SENSOR CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

1. Remove instrument panel pad.
2. While moving the c o n t r o l
temperature lever, rotate the senor
calibration pin into the notch of the
sensor control arm (Fig. 15).
3. Adjust the turnbuckle such that the
temperature control lever indicates
75 while the sensor control arm is in

the pin position. This is also the
recommended factory calibration
point.
READJUSTING CALIBRATION POINT

If it should become necessary to
change the calibration point to suit
customer need (instrument pad removal
is not necessary), use the following
procedure:
1. Determine the difference of the

present and desired comfort level
settings.
2. Determine the direction of change.
3. To decrease (toward 65 position) or
increase (toward 85 position), rotate
the turnbuckle as indicated in Fig.
15.
4. One degree change on the control
head is equivalent to 2/3 of a turn on
the turnbuckle (see example).
If a r e a d j u s t m e n t of the
temperature lever of more than 4
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CONTROL CABLE
DECREASE TEMP CONTROL SETTING
^ S E E VIEW A

IT
INCREASE TEMP
CONTROL SETTING
BUCKLE ADJUSTMENT
SENSOR ASSEMBLY

75° CALIBRATION POINT

TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER

CALIBRATION PIN

CONTROL ASSEMBLY

VIEW A
L1802-A

FIG. 15 A.T.C. System Sensor Calibration

degrees F is required, check sensor
calibration. If turnbuckle adjustment is
correct per sensor calibration
procedure, replace sensor assembly.
Example: Customer is comfortable
at a 74 setting but desires to set the
temperature control lever at 72.
Two degrees F change 1-1/3 turn in
direction indicated in Fig. 15 for
decreasing setting.

SERVO MOTOR CALIBRATION
PROCEDURE

1. Evacuate the servo motor above 19
inch of vacuum.
2. Insert a pin 1/8 in. dia. x 2 inch long
(number 5 machine screw or 1/8 in.
drill bit may be used) into the servo
motor and arm. (See Fig. 12).
3. Remove vacuum supply from
motor.

4. Loosen mounting screws.
5. Gradually slide motor rearward
until blend door is closed. Do not
exert a force greater than 15 pounds
axial load while sliding motor
rearward.
6. Tighten mounting screws with
rearward load maintained between 5
and 10 pounds axial load.
7. Evacuate servo motor and remove
pin.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Procedures given here are peculiar
to the A.T.C. system. All components of
this system not given here are the same
as those in the manual A/C system. For
removal and installation of all those
components not given here, refer to Part
36-41.
SENSOR ASSEMBLY

Removal
Remove the instrument panel pad to
gain access to the senor assembly.
Carefully (so as not to tear) remove the
foam insulated ambient air hose, and

disconnect the vacuum connector and
bowden control cable. Remove
mounting screws that hold the sensor
and remove the sensor assembly.
Installation
Before installing the sensor
assembly, be sure to rotate the sensor
control arm to the mid-position and
turn the plastic calibration pin to the
locked position.
Install the sensor assembly in the
reverse order (above), and before
installing the bowden wire and
instrument panel pad, refer to the
Sensor Calibration Procedure.

SERVO SOLENOID
ASSEMBLY—ELECTRICAL

Remove the glove box liner to gain
access to the servo assembly, the Servo
electrical switchboard assembly, the
electro-vacuum relay, and/or the water
valve solenoid.
SERVO ELECTRICAL SWITCHBOARD
ASSEMBLY

1. Disconnect the electrical harness
connectors from the electro-vacuum
relay, the water valve solenoid, and
main wiring harness.
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2. Remove the two flat head screws on
the sides of the switchboard.
3. Remove the switchboard assembly.
4. When installing new switchboard,
be sure that the pin of the
switchboard sled is engaged into the
slot of the servo motor accessory
arm.
5. Replace the two attaching screws
and re-connect the three wiring
harness connectors.
ELECTRO VACUUM RELAY

1. Disconnect the four way electrical
connector and the two vacuum lines.
2. Remove the mounting screw.
3. Remove the electro-vacuum relay.
4. Follow the reverse sequence for
installation.
WATER VALVE SOLENOID

1. Disconnect the two way electrical
connector and the two vacuum lines.
2. Remove the mounting screw.
3. Remove the water valve solenoid.
4. Follow the reverse sequence for
installation.
SERVO VACUUM MOTOR

Replacement of the vacuum motor
portion of the servo assembly requires
the replacement of the entire Servo
assembly.
1. Disconnect the one vacuum line
from the vacuum servo motor.
2. Disconnect the electrical eight-wire
connector from the main wiring
harness connector; disconnect the
four-terminal (six-wire) connector
fom the E.V.R. (Electro-Vacuum
Relay); and disconnect the two-wire
connector from the water valve
solenoid.
3. Remove the two mounting screws
that attach the E.V.R. and the water
valve solenoid to the vacuum motor
bracket. The vacuum lines can be
left connected and the two units can
be moved aside.

4. To gain access to the pin that
attaches
the blend door arm to the servo
vacuum motor link, remove the
distribution plenum from the dash
panel or remove the evaporator
a s s e m b l y in t h e e n g i n e
compartment.
5. After gaining access to the link and
the door a r m , remove the
connecting pin to separate door arm
from the overtravel spring on the
end of the motor link (Fig. 12).
6. Remove the two mounting screws
holding the Servo assembly to the
mounting bracket.
7. Remove the Servo assembly.
8. Install new Servo assembly, leaving
the two mounting screws (Step 6)
finger-tight until the new servo
assembly has been calibrated.
9. Use a new pin when attaching servo
motor to door arm. Follow reverse
of removal procedure. Calibrate
motor position after distribution
plenum has been mounted on dash
panel (See Servo Motor Calibration
Procedure).
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

1. Remove A/C control knobs and
accessory switch knob.
2. Remove applique covering the
control assembly.
3. Remove four (4) screws from face of
control assembly.
4. Remove temperature control cable
from control head.
5. Disconnect the vacuum harness
from vacuum selector.
6. Disconnect the electrical wiring
connectors from blower switch,
vacuum switch and illumination
bulb.
7. Remove control head from rear of
instrument panel.
8. To install, reverse the above
p r o c e d u r e and a d j u s t t h e
temperature cable for proper output
using Sensor Calibration Procedure.
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A/C-HEAT DOOR MOTOR

1. Remove (carefully) the push nut
from the end of the door crank arm.
2. Remove the vacuum hose and two
mounting screws.
3. Remove the vacuum motor.
4. To install, reverse the above
procedure.
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PART 36-72 Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
Automatic Temperature Control
COMPONENT INDEX

COMPONENT INDEX
PAGE

PAGE
Applies to Thunderbipd and Continental Mark IV

Applies to Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
ADJUSTMENTS
Temperature Blend Door Vacuum
Motor

72-09

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Control Operation
General

72-02
72-01

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
Ambient Cut-Off Switch

72-09

Ambient Sensor
A.T.C. Box
Components of A.T.C. Box
Control Assembly
In-Car Sensor
TESTING
Automatic Temperature Control Box . . .
Power Servo Switch and Blower
Motor Circuit Continuity
Vacuum System Operation

72-09
72-09
72-09
72-09
72-09

72-04
72-04
72-04

This part deals with the controls and
components that are peculiar to the
Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
Automatic Temperature Control
system. Parts 36-31, 36-32 and 36-35
gives the information and procedures
required for servicing the refrigeration
system which is common to five car
lines. Reference to all parts is necessary
for complete servicing of the
Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
A.T.C. system.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
GENERAL

The automatic temperature control
system will automatically control the
temperature, mode of air delivery,
blower speed, and reduce the relative
humidity of air inside the vehicle. The
operator need only move the control
lever to the desired temperature and
select a control position and the A.T.C.
system will automatically select the
mode and temperature of air delivery as
required to obtain the car interior
temperature selected. The system will
then maintain the set comfort level
automatically regardless of the
operating conditions and requires little
or no change in the setting to
compensate for changes due to outside
weather conditions.
Automatic control of temperature is
provided year around. In hot weather, it
will cool the car to the pre-set comfort
level and then modulate cooling to
whatever degree is required to maintain
the desired temperature.

In mild weather, the interior of the
vehicle remains comfortable without
resetting the controls. In cold weather,
provision is made to delay the operation
of the system until engine coolant has
warmed enough to provide warm air
flow at initial heater system start-up.
The system will then heat the car
quickly to the desired temperature and
level out to maintain the pre-set
temperature.
Most of the time the system uses
outside air except at maximum cooling
when recirculated air is used.
The integral A/C system operates
on the reheat principal to provide
conditioned air to the car interior. With
this type of system all air flow from the
blower passes through the evaporator
core. Temperature is then regulated by
reheating the cooled air to the desired
temperature. Temperature of the outlet
air is varied by the temperature blend
door which controls the percent of
cooler air that flows through and/or
around the heater core. The air is then

mixed and directed into the distribution
chamber. From there it is diverted to the
heater ducts, the defroster nozzles, or
the air conditioning registers.
When warmer air is required to
maintain the desired level, the air is
distributed through openings at the
bottom of the unit for the front
passenger compartment. When cooler
air is required to maintain the desired
level, the air is distributed through the
four adjustable registers on the
instrument panel.
Air for defroster operation is
distributed through two defroster ducts
onto the windshield at maximum heat
only. Air for defog operation is split
between floor outlets and defroster
nozzles and is automatically blended to
maintain the control temperature.
At outside air temperatures above
40 degrees F, the compressor is in
operation and the system air flow is
cooled and dehumidified as it passes
through the evaporator core. The
removal of excess moisture from the air
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increases passenger comfort,
particularly when traveling in humid
weather. Also window fogging and
interior condensation is reduced
considerably.
The automatic temperature control
utilizes both electrical and vacuum
control. The controls on the instrument
panel provide electrical signals to an
automatic temperature control (A.T.C.)
box. The A.T.C. box then supplies
vacuum signals to the various vacuum
motors which open and close the
respective air doors and operates a
blower switch to provide blower motor
speed control.
CONTROL OPERATION

The automatic temperature control
includes a functional control slide lever
for AUTO HIGH, AUTO LOW,
VENT, OFF, DEFOG and DEFROST
and a temperature control slide lever
that determines the temperature at
which the system will operate (Fig. 1).
The controls are located to the left of the
steering column.
Temperature selection, in the range
of 65 to 85 degrees, is made by sliding
the temperature lever to the desired
temperature on the control dial. Each
position of the functional control lever is
detented for positive engagement. With
the lever in the OFF position, the blower
motor is off, the outside air door is
closed and the system is inoperative.
With the lever in the AUTO LOW
position, the system selects fresh air for
heating, or cooling, and adjusts air flow
with any one of the five blower speeds.
If the interior temperature is below the
dial setting, warmed air is delivered
through the heater outlets. Provision is
made to delay the operation of the
system until the engine coolant has
warmed enough to provide warm air
flow at initial heater system start-up.

If the interior temperature of the car
is above the temperature setting on the
dial, cooled air is delivered immediately
without a water temperature delay to
the air conditioning ducts and registers.
This is done to provide a more rapid
cool down rate.
System operation with the slide lever
in AUTO HIGH position is similar to
LOW except for blower motor speed
and the use of recirculated air when
maximum air conditioning is required.
With the system in HIGH, blower
motor speed is selected from three
speeds which are somewhat higher than
the five speeds used in LOW to provide
optimum system performance in
temperature extremes. The highest
speed is automatically selected and as
the temperature approaches the pre-set
level, the system switches to fresh air
operation, and the blower motor speed
and the intensity of the heated or cooled
air are lowered to maintain the pre-set
temperature.
With the slide lever in VENT
position, outside air is delivered out of
the registers. Air temperature out of the
registers will be approximately the same
as outside ambient air, since the water
supply to the heater is turned off and the
compressor clutch is off. A temperature
rise does occur because of engine heat
radiation and/or sun load. The single
(VENT) blower speed is predetermined
by the blower motor resistor in the vent
circuit.
With the slide lever in DEFOG
position, the system operation is the
same as in HIGH except that the air is
split with 50 percent discharged from
the defroster nozzles and 50 percent
discharged from the floor outlets rather
than the air conditioning registers.
There is no water warm-up blower delay
in DEFOG or DEFROST; and in
DEFOG, the temperature is controlled
automatically. With the slide lever in
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DEFROST position, the system selects
the maximum heat available at the
highest blower speed and the air is
discharged from the defroster nozzles.
In DEFROST, approximately 10
percent of the airflow is directed to the
heat ducts. In AUTO LOW and AUTO
HIGH, with heater type operation,
approximately 10 percent of the heater
air is diverted from the heat duct to the
defroster outlet to keep the windshield
clear. No air is directed to the
windshield in air conditioning type
operation.
In DEFOG, as in AUTO HIGH and
AUTO LOW, both the temperature and
blower speed are generally at maximum
initially, but as the actual interior car
temperature moves toward the
preselected temperature, both the
blower motor speed and the heat
intensity are gradually reduced. In
DEFROST, maximum blower speed
and maximum heat are in effect at all
times. In order to return to normal incar air distribution, it will be necessary
to slide the lever to the AUTO HIGH or
to the AUTO LOW position. There is
no cold-engine blower delay in either
DEFROST or DEFOG.
The register at each air conditioner
outlet is adjustable for airflowdirection
by positioning louvers in the register.
Vacuum motor operation of the air
doors and the resultant airflowis shown
in Fig. 1.
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HEATER WATER
V A L V E - Green

EVAPORATOR
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BY-PASS AIR DOOR

0
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EVAPORATOR
CASE

BROWN

OUTSIDE AIR

TO A/C REGISTERS

(D©
©

"OUTSIDE-RECIRC.
AIR DOOR- White

PANEL-DEFROST
DOOR- Ye//o

TO DEFROSTERS
TEMPERATURE BLEND
(T)
DOOR-TAN
INSIDE AIR
V-VACUUM
NV-NO VACUUM

HIGH-LOW
AIR DOOR
TO FLOOR
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VACUUM MOTOR TEST CHART
Functional
Control Lever
Position

A.T.C.
Requirement

Vacuum Motors
Applied With Vacuum

1-2

3

A/C*

-

3

HIGH

A/C*

HIGH

HEAT**

LOW

Air Flow

4

5

-

-

7

-

5t

6a

6b

-

HEATED AIR TO FLOOR

4

5t

-

-

7

COOL AIR THROUGH REGISTERS

6a

6b

COLD AIR THROUGH REGISTERS

AUTO

AUTO

LOW

HEAT"*

-

-

-

5t

VENT

FRESH AIR

-

3

4

5

OFF

NO AIR FLOW

1-2

DEFOG

HEAT

-

DEFROST

HEAT

-

VACUUM LINE COLOR CODE

WHITE

BROWN

GREEN

-

-

-

-

5t

6a

-

-

-

TAN

BLUE
(TOPI

RED
(SIDE)

HEATED AIR TO FLOOR
7

OUTSIDE AIR TEMP THROUGH REGISTERS

-

HEATED AIR TO FLOOR AND DEFROSTERS
MAXIMUM HEATED AIR TO DEFROSTERS

YELLOW

•Temperature Lever Set for Lower Than In-Car Temperature
••Temperature Lever Set for Higher Than In-Car Temperature
tVacuum Modulates Between NO Vacuum and Full Vacuum

L1667-A

FIG. 1 Air Flow Schematic and Vacuum Application Test Chart—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
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TESTING
VACUUM SYSTEM OPERATION
The test chart in Fig. 1 will
determine which vacuum motor should
be functioning with applied vacuum
during the various functional lever
positions and automatic temperature
control requirements. Check for proper
operation by following the chart.
1. Connect a vacuum gauge in the
vacuum supply (black) line between
the reservoir and the A.T.C. box
(Fig. 2).
2. Move the functional control lever to
the last position (DEFROST) listed
on the test chart in Fig. 1.
3. Start the engine and let it run until
it is warm and a good vacuum
reading shows on the gauge. Turn
key quickly to the ACCESSORY
position and observe the gauge to see
if vacuum is maintained or lost. The
last control position listed on the
chart (DEFROST) indicates that no
vacuum should be applied to any of
the motors. Therefore, if the gauge
shows a vacuum loss, there is a leak
in the vacuum supply (black) line or
at the reservoir. If the vacuum
reading is maintained, the system is
OK up to the A.T.C. box (Fig. 2). To
isolate the problem, go up to the
next control position listed on the
chart DEFOG.
4. Move the functional control lever to
DEFOG and the temperature
control lever to a setting higher than
the in-car temperature. Start the
engine and repeat the vacuum test as
in step 3. With this control setting
the chart in Fig. 1 shows that
vacuum should be applied through
the blue line (6a) to the high-low
door motor.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the blue line or top
part of the motor. Proceed to step 5.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the blue line (6a) or the
top part of the motor. Make the repairs
or replacements necessary to repair the
leak before proceeding with the next
step.
5. Leave the functional control lever at
DEFOG and move the temperature
control lever to a setting lower than
in-car temperature. This will call for
vacuum to the (5) motor to close the
blend door to air flow through the
heater core (Fig. 1). Repeat the
vacuum test as before.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in the tan line or the
(5) motor. Proceed to step 6.

If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the tan line or (5)
m o t o r . M a k e t h e r e p a i r s or
replacements necessary to repair the
leak before proceeding with the next
step.
6. Move the functional control lever to
AUTO-LOW and the temperature
control lever to a setting higher than
in-car temperature which would call
for HEAT. For this setting the chart
(Fig. 1) shows that vacuum should
be applied to the (5) motor and
through both lines (6a) and (6b)of
the high-low door motor. Repeat the
test as above.
If the vacuum reading is maintained,
there are no leaks in any of these lines or
motors. Proceed to step 7.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak in the red line (6b) to the
side of the motor. (The (6a) line and the
(5) motor have been eliminated as
sources of trouble in the previous steps.)
Make the repairs or replacements
necessary to repair the leak before
proceeding with the next step.
7. Move the functional control lever to
AUTO-HIGH and the temperature
control lever to a setting lower than
in-car temperature which would call
for A/C. For this setting the chart
(Fig. 1) shows that vacuum should
be applied to all but the (6) motor.
Repeat the test as before.
If the vacuum reading is maintained
there are no leaks in the system. Proceed
with the next step.
If the gauge indicates a vacuum loss,
there is a leak at one or more of the
following motors or lines thereto: (1-2),
(3), (4), or (7). The (5) and (6) motors
have been eliminated in previous steps.
8. Continue this procedure down
through all the control positions to
isolate the motor or motors causing
the problem and make the necessary
repairs or replacements to correct
the vacuum leak.
9. If no vacuum leaks are indicated
throughout all the control positions,
check the motor or door that could
be causing the problem according to
the complaint. For example:
Air comes out of the defroster
nozzles instead of the panel registers
when t h e system calls for Air
Conditioning or wheja- the functional
control lever is in VENT position.
Reference to the schematic in Fig. 1
would indicate that the Panel-Defrost
(7) door is opening to the defrosters
instead of the registers.
Disconnect the yellow vacuum line
at the Panel-Defrost door vacuum
motor and connect it to a vacuum gauge
(Fig. 2). Again check the vacuum
reading. A zero vacuum reading
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indicates that the line to the motor may
be plugged or kinked. If vacuum is
indicated, either the door could be
restricted or the motor should be
replaced.
If there are no leaks, the doors, lines,
and motors are all OK, but the system
still does not operate properly, check the
A.T.C. box as outlined in this section.
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
CONTROL BOX
Follow the procedures given in fig. 3
for testing the A.T.C. box.
POWER SERVO SWITCH AND
BLOWER MOTOR CIRCUIT
CONTINUITY TEST
1. Disconnect the hose from the servo
vacuum motor, and connect an
external vacuum supply of 13 inches
Hg to the servo vacuum motor.
2. Perform the light test as described in
Fig. 4.
3. If the servo assembly does not meet
this light test, replace it. Use a
previously tested relay in the new
servo assembly.
4. Connect the system vacuum supply
hose to the servo vacuum motor.
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WATER VALVE 0 VACUUM MOTOR
BLACK

GREEN

/

^

-ft^

TEMPERATURE BLEND (5) DOOR MOTOR
/
I
-~—~— -«v

OUTSIDE-RECIRCQXD
DOOR MOTOR
PANEL-DEFROST© DOOR MOTOR

BLACK
VIEW A

L 1668-A
FIG. 2 A.T.C. System Vacuum Schematic—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
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Water Valve

Temperature
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See View C

Blend Door Motor

Vacuum Motor

Heat-Defrost
Door Motor-

ViewB

Outside Recirc
Door Motor

(D2) Panel to
Defrost Yellow
A/C-Heat Door Mode Motor
(S) Source Black
(T) Temp. Tan
( D l ) Full Floor Red

^(1) Inlet White
Brown

(M) Half Floor Blue

Vacuum Connector
Electrical Connector J2

VIEW A

TEST
(7)

(T)

VIEWB

OPERATION

VIEWC

VISUAL-AUDIBLE
CHECK

Check half floor solenoid (M)

Connect Vacuum gauge to " M " port on
box.

Vacuum Port " M " should go to full
vacuum.

Ability of box to operate half floor
portion of Heat-Defrost vacuum
motor.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 10 on
box (Brown connector),
or
Apply 12 volts to terminal of half floor
(Blue) solenoid.

No other port should show vacuum. A
shorted diode could cause D l to be
activated too.

Check full floor Solenoid (Dl)

Connect vacuum gauge to " D l " and " M "
ports on box.

Vacuum ports " D l " and " M " should both
go to full vacuum.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 5 on
box (Brown connector),
or
Apply 12 volts to terminal of full floor (Red
solenoid).

Anytime vacuum is applied to the full floor
position (Red) it should also be applied to
the half floor position (Blue).

Connect vacuum gauge to " 1 " port vacuum
connector on box.

Vacuum port " 1 " should go to full vacuum.

Ability of box to operate full floor portion
of floor air vacuum motor.

(T)

Electrical Connector J l

Check "inlet" door solenoid (1)
Ability of box to operate Outside
Recirc. Door Vacuum motor.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 3 on box
(Brown connector)
or
Apply 12 volts to terminal of Inlet (White
solenoid).
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FIG. 3 A.T.C. Control Box Test—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
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Check operation of "cold engine water"
blower cut off relay (Inlet solenoid circuit)

Connect vacuum gauge to " D l " and gauge
or motor to " 1 " port of vacuum connector on
box.
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Vacuum port " 1 " should remain at zero
vacuum.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 5 (Brown
connector) and spade terminal No. 6 (Black
connector).

MM

Ability of cold engine relay in box to override
Step 3.

Ground terminal pin No. 4 (Brown
connector).

Vacuum port " 1 " should go to full
vacuum.

Check cold engine relay (blower circuit).

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 5, ground
terminal pin No. 4 (Brown connector)

Electrical continuity should cease between
No. 5 and No. 6 spade terminals (Black
connector).

Ability of cold engine relay in box to
interrupt heater blower circuit

Remove ground from terminal pin No. 4
(Brown connector).

Continuity should return between No. 5 and
No. 6 spade terminals (Black connector).

Connect vacuum gauge to " T " port of
vacuum connector on box.

Vacuum port " T " should go to full
vacuum.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 7 and ground
terminal pin No. 8 (Brown Connector).

Power Servo switch arm must move from
extreme right to extreme left (full vacuum)
in about 5 seconds.

With 12 volts still applied to pin No. 7 and
ground connected to pin No. 8 also apply 12
volts to pin No. 6 (Brown connector).

Vacuum port " T " should go to zero
vacuum.

(Use ohmmeter or self-powered test light.)

M B J Check amplifier and transducer.
Ability of amplifier in box to call for full
vacuum through transducer. If OK, proceed
to Step 7.

Power servo switch arm must return from
extreme left (full vacuum) to extreme right
(zero vacuum) position.
Connect vacuum gauge to " T " port of
vacuum connector on box.

Vacuum port " T " should go to full vacuum.

Disconnect wire harness No. 1, 2, and 3 pin
connectors from transducer. Connect fused
(1/4 amp) + 12 volts to No. 2 pin terminal on
transducer. Ground clip of 12 volt test light to
frame of box and touch probe to No. 1 pin
terminal of transducer.

Power servo switch arm must move from
extreme right (zero vacuum) to extreme left
(full vacuum) in about 5 seconds. When
probe of 12 volt test light is removed, vacuurr
must maintain for an indefinite period of
time (no leakage).

Touch probe of 12 volt test light to No. 3
pin terminal of transducer.

Vacuum port " T " should go to zero vacuum.
Power servo switch arm must move from
extreme left (full vacuum) to extreme right
(zero vacuum) in about 5 seconds.

Install vacuum gauge on " T " port of vacuum
connector and motors or gauges on " D l " , "D2 f>
M & W ports.

Vacuum ports (T), (D2), and (W) should go
to full vacuum.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pins No. 7 and No. 5
and then ground terminal pin No. 8 (Brown
connector).

Vacuum ports (Dl) and (M) should go to
zero vacuum.
" T " should always move relatively slowly
compared to the solenoids.

Ability of box to operate Panel-Defrost
door and Heater Water Valve Vacuum motors.

Remove ground from terminal pin No. 8 (Brown
connector).

Vacuum ports (T), (D2) and (W) should go to
zero vacuum; and (Dl) and (M) should go to
full vacuum.

If the A.T.C. Box fails to pass any one of
the above tests, the box is bad and should be
repaired or replaced.

Connect vacuum harness connector to box.

If the box passes all the tests, there is
probably trouble elsewhere in the system.

Connect both Brown (pin) and Black (spade)
electrical connectors to box.

( 6 a ) Check transducer.
Ability of transducer to control vacuum
supply to temperature blend door and power
servo modulating vacuum motors.

(T)
^-^

Check Panel-Defrost door " D 2 " and
water valve (W) solenoids.
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FIG. 3A A.T.C. Control Box Test—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV (continued)
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POWER SERVO SWITCH
BLOWER MOTOR CIRCUIT CONTINUITY TEST

VACUUM
CONNECTOR
ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

Remove the cold engine relay*.
Connect a vacuum gauge to the "S" port of the vacuum connector on ATC Box. If a vacuum gauge reading is noted during
the following test, perform step (6) of the ATC Box Test.
1. Slowly (use restrictor) apply vacuum to the "T" port so that the power servo switch arm will move slowly from the extreme
right to left (Heat to A/C) position.
Then:
2. Slowly (use restrictor) release vacuum to the "T" port so that the power servo switch arm will move slowly from the extreme
left to right (A/C to Heat) position.
Use a self powered test light. Continuity will exist between the numbered spade pins of the electrical connector as follows:
Heater
Blower
Switch
Position

Electrical
Connector
Spade Pin
Numbers

High

5-1

Light will remain on when arm is in
maximum HEAT position (no vacuum).
Then go off when vacuum is applied.*

2
3
4

5-2
5-3
5-4

Light will blink once* (when on the right
side of mid-position) as arm moves from
extreme right to left or from extreme left
to right.

Visual Check

NO CONTINUITY IN MID-POSITION
A/C
Blower
Switch
Position

Electrical
Connector
Spade Pin
Numbers

Visual Check

High

6-1

Light will remain on when arm is in
maximum A/C position (maximum
vacuum). Then go off when vacuum is
removed.*

2
3
4

6-2
6-3
64

Light will blink once* (when on the left
side of mid-position) as arm moves from
extreme right to left or from extreme left
to right.

•NOTE: If the cold engine relay is not removed before performing the test, continuity will exist between spade pin numbers 5
and 6. The test light will remain ON in both the maximum HEAT (extreme right, no vacuum) and maximum A/C
(extreme left, maximum vacuum) positions. The test light will also blink twice as the arm travels either from left to right
or from right to left.
LI727-A
FIG. 4 Servo Switch and Blower Motor Circuit Continuity Test
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ADJUSTMENTS
TEMPERATURE BLEND (6) DOOR
VACUUM MOTOR

The motor bracket mounts on a
bracket that is attached to the heater
rear case. For proper adjustment, loosen
the two mounting screws and slide the
motor and bracket assembly on the
heater case bracket so that the forward
edges of the two brackets are aligned.
Tighten the mounting screws.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
To replace any system component
other than those given here, follow the
procedures given for the 1973
Thunderbird in Part 36-45 of this
manual.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the A/C control knobs and
accessory switch knob from the
control levers.
3. Remove the applique covering the
control assembly.
4. Remove four screws from the face of
the control assembly.
5. D i s c o n n e c t four e l e c t r i c a l
connectors from the control switch
and the connector from the
illumination bulb.
6. Lower the control assembly and
remove it from under the instrument
panel.
7. When installing the assembly be sure
that all electrical connections are
properly made.

A.T.C. BOX

CUT-OFF SWITCH

1. Remove instrument panel applique
above glove box for access.
2. Remove one A.T.C. box mounting
screw on the left side of the box and
two mounting screws on the right
side, and then slide the A.T.C. box
rearward through the opening in the
panel.
3. Remove the vacuum harness from
the right side of the A.T.C. box (1
screw).
4. Disconnect the two multiple
connectors from the top of the box.

1. Remove the two switch-to-recirc
door mounting screws.
2. Disconnect the electrical connector
and remove the switch from the face
of the recirc door.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CUTOFF SWITCH AND AMBIENT
SENSOR

To remove either the switch or the
sensor first perform the following three
steps:
1. Remove the glove box for access.
2. Remove the recirc air duct from the
blower housing (1 screw).
3. Remove the mounting screw from
the clip that retains the wiring to the
recirc door.

AMBIENT SENSOR

1. Remove the two screws that retain
the sensor to the recirc door.
2. Disconnect the electrical connector
and remove the sensor from the face
of the recirc door.
IN-CAR SENSOR

1. Remove the instrument panel upper
finish panel.
2. Remove two sensor-to-instrument
panel mounting screws.
3. Disconnect the electrical connector.
4. Remove the aspirator hose clamp
and remove the hose.
COMPONENTS OF A.T.C. BOX

To replace individual components of
the A.T.C. box, follow the procedures
given in Part 36-71.

SPECIFICATIONS
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL MARK IV ATC SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Blower Motor Current Draw (Approximate) @ 12.2 Volts
5 Amps
Low
11 Amps
Medium Low
17 Amps
Medium High
23 Amps
High

Compressor Magnetic Clutch Current Draw
@ 1 2.2 Volts
Approximately 3 Amps
Protective Device
35 Amp Circuit Breaker
Control Illumination
One ICP, No. 161 Bulb
Total Refrigerant Charge
41/4 to 41/2 lbs. R-1 2

CL 1680-A
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PART 3 6 - 7 3 Lincoln Continental Automatic
Temperature Control
COMPONENT INDEX
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Temperature Control Rheostat
Vacuum Motors
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
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Control Operation
Electrical System
Sensor Aspirator
Temperature Sensors
Vacuum Control System
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
A/C Heat Door Vacuum Motor
Air Distribution Ducts and
Plenum Chamber
Ambient Sensor
Amplifier
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Blower Motor and
Wheel Assembly
Blower Resistor
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Defroster Nozzles
Electrical Wiring Harness
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Evaporator Core
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Expansion Valve
Heat Defrost Door Vacuum Motor
Heater Core
In-Car Sensor
Power Servo Assembly
Registers
Relay Assembly
Temperature Blend
Door Vacuum Motor
Transducer
Vacuum Junction Block and
Hose Assembly
Vacuum Solenoids
Valve or Plug - Dehydrator
Receiver Tank
SPECIFICATIONS
TESTING
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Functional Control Switch
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Power Servo Switch and Blower
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
For an explanation of the control
door and motor code numbers used in
this part, refer to Fig. 1. For
refrigeration system information, refer
to parts 36-31, 36-32 and 36-34.
AIR FLOW

During operation, outside air is
drawn from the cowl vent just below the
windshield, except at maximum cooling
when recirculated air is used.
The system is called a reheat system
to provide conditioned air to the vehicle
interior. With this type of system all air
flow from the blower passes through the
evaporator core. Temperature is then
regulated by reheating the cooler air to

the desired temperature. Temperature
of the outlet air is varied by the
Temperature Blend Door (5) which
controls the amount of cooled air that
flows through and/or around the heater
core, and then mixes in the distribution
plenum chamber. From here it is
diverted to the heater outlets, the
defroster nozzles, or the air conditioning
registers.
CONTROL OPERATION

The automatic temperature control
(A.T.C.) box is located on the right side
of the dash panel. The controls in the
instrument panel (Fig. 2) are operated
by moving the functional control lever

to any one of the six control positions
and setting the temperature control
lever to any desired temperature.
HIGH—COOLING

As the passenger compartment
t e m p e r a t u r e a p p r o a c h e s the
temperature control setting, the Outside
Air Door (1) is opened (no vacuum)
admitting outside air and the
Recirculating Air Door (2) is closed (no
vacuum) (Fig. 3).
When the passenger compartment
temperature and the control setting
temperature are nearly balanced, the
Temperature Blend Door (5) is
actuated. The door moves to a position

36-73-02

CODE NO.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL

36-73-02

ACTUATED BY

CONTROL LEVER

Outside Air Door

Opens or closes outside air inlet to the system

Vacuum Motor

Functional

Recirculating Air Door

Opens or closes inside air inlet to the system

Vacuum Motor

FUNCTION

DOOR VALVE

Heater Water Valve

Opens or closes f l o w of hot water f r o m engine

Vacuum Motor

through heater core

Functional
Tempereure
and/or Functional

Cable (Vac.
Temperature Blend Door

Controls f l o w of air through and/or around heater core

Motor on A.T.C.

Tempers :ure

Systems)

©

A/C Heat Door

Routes f l o w of discharge air either through A / C

Vacuum Motor

Functic lal

Vacuum Motor

Functic nal

registers or to No. 7 door

A/C-Defrost Door

Routes f l o w of discharge air either through floor
outlets or through defroster outlets

CL1827-A

FIG. 1 A.T.C. System Control Doors and Code Numbers

BLUE

RED

rELLOW

L1188-B

FIG. 2 Control Lever Assembly—Lincoln Continental A.T.C.

so that part of the air leaving the
evaporator core is directed through the
heater core where it is warmed. Blend
air (the mixture of cool and warm air)
then is directed into the passenger
c o m p a r t m e n t t h r o u g h the air
conditioning ducts and registers.
The position of the Temperature
Blend Door (5) changes automatically
to maintain the temperature selected on
the dial; at the same time, blower speeds
are reduced. If the passenger
compartment temperature rises above
the temperature control setting, the

Temperature Blend Door (5) moves to
admit more cool air and less warm air.
If the passenger compartment
t e m p e r a t u r e d r o p s below the
temperature control setting, the
Temperature Blend Door (5) moves to
admit more warm air and less cool air.
As maximum heating or cooling
operation is approached, blower speeds
are automatically increased.
LOW—COOLING
Same as HIGH maximum cooling
except for lower blower speeds, and

fresh air is used at all times in LOW.
LOW OR HIGH HEATING
When passenger compartment
temperature is well below the
temperature control lever setting (cold
weather), an engine thermostat switchwill delay the operation of the blower
until the engine coolant reaches 130
degrees F. This will prevent a sudden
cold air blast from the heater outlets.
The system will then heat the passenger
c o m p a r t m e n t to t h e d e s i r e d
temperature, and level out to maintain
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FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER

TEMPERATURE CONTROL LEVER
OUTSIDE
AIR
TO REGISTERS

RECIRCULATING
AIR DOOR
/ T \
WHITE

TEMPERATURE BLEND
DOOR
(MODULATED VACUUM)
TAN

TO
DEFROSTERS

TO FLOOR
HEAT REAR

ro
FLOOR
HEAT
FRONT

HEAT/DEFROST

D00R
V-VACUUM
N V-NO VACUUM'

<T>

INSID
LINCOLN A.T.C. SYSTEM - VACUUM MOTOR TEST CHART
Functional
Vacuum Motors
A.T.C.
Control Lever
Requirement
Applied with Vacuum
Position
1
7b
4
6
7a
HIGH
2
5
A/C*
—
—
HIGH
7a
7b
HEAT **
7a
7b
LOW
6
A/C*
5+
___
7a
7b
LOW
HEAT**
5+
FRESH AIR
5
4
6
7a
7b
VENT
1
—
—
—
—
NO AIR FLOW
2
OFF
—
—
—
—
—
HEAT (MOD)
5+
DE-FOG
7a
—
—
—
—
—
—
DEFROST
HEAT (FULL)
White White Green
Blue Yellow Red
Vacuum Line Color Code
Tan
(Top) (Side)
•TEMPERATURE LEVER SET FOR LOWER THAN IN-CAR TEMPERATURE
** TEMPERATURE LEVER SET FOR HIGHER THAN IN CAR TEMPERATURE
+VACUUM MODULATES BETWEEN NO VACUUM AND FULL VACUUM
LI 189-C

FIG. 3 Air Flow Schematic and Vacuum Application Test Chart—Lincoln Continental

the pre-set temperature.
When the passenger compartment
temperature and the temperature
control lever setting are nearly balanced,
the Temperature Blend Door (5) is
actuated. The door moves to a position
so that only part of the air leaving the
evaporator core is directed through the
heater core where it is warmed. Blend
air (the mixture of cool and warm air)
then is directed into the passenger
compartment.
The position of the Temperature
Blend Door (5) changes automatically
to maintain the temperature selected on
the control lever; at the same time
blower speeds are reduced. If the
passenger compartment temperature
rises above the temperature control
lever setting, the Temperature Blend

Door (5)moves to admit more cool air
and less warm air. If the passenger
compartment temperature drops below
the temperature control lever setting,
the Temperature Blend Door (5) moves
to admit more warm air and less cool
air. As maximum heating or cooling
operation is approached, blower speeds
are automatically increased.
Approximately 10 percent of this air
flow is diverted to the defroster nozzles.
VENT POSITION

In VENT position the (1) door is
open to outside air (no vacuum) and the
(2) door is closed to inside air (no
vacuum) (Fig. 3). The heater water
valve (4) is closed (vacuum) to water
through heater core (no heating). The
(5) door is fully closed (full vacuum) by-

passing all air around the heater core.
The (6) door is open to the A/C registers
(vacuum). The A/C compressor clutch
is disengaged (no refrigerant through
the evaporator-no cooling). The blower
speed is at a predetermined minimum.
Therefore, fresh outside air is forced
through the A/C registers.
OFF POSITION

In OFF position (Fig. 3) the Outside
Air Door (1) is closed and the
Recirculating Air Door (2) is open
(vacuum). The A/C-Heat Door (6) is
closed (no vacuum), and the Heat/
Defrost Door (7) is in the closed (no
vacuum) position. The Heater Water
Valve (4) is open (no vacuum) the
blower is off, the A/C clutch is off and
the Temperature Blend Door (5)
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VACUUM JUNCTION
BLOCK AND CHECK
VALVE

36-73-04

TO ENGINE
VACUUM SOURCE

BLACK

WHITE

VACUUM HARNESS
TO A.T.C. BOX
CONNECTOR
A.T.C. BOX
VACUUM JUNCTION BLOCK
L1193-D

FIG. 4 Vacuum System Diagram—Lincoln Continental A.T.C.

remains in the last operational position.
DEFOG POSITION

In DEFOG, operation is the same as
in HIGH HEATING, except that the
Heat/Defrost Door (7) is in midposition
(7a vacuum). Forty percent of the air
flow is to the defroster nozzles with the
remainder directed to the heat ducts.
There is no system operational delay in
DEFOG due to engine coolant
temperatures.
DEFROST POSITION

When the functional control lever is
in the DEFROST position, the
Temperature Blend Door (5) is fully
open and all incoming air is diverted
through the heater core to be warmed,
and then directed to the defroster
nozzles (Heat/Defrost Door 7a and 7b

no vacuum). The system operates on
high blower only in DEFROST. Ten
percent of this air flow is bled to the
heater floor outlets.
VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM

The Automatic Temperature
Control System vacuum schematic is
shown in fig. 4. An air flow schematic
and vacuum application chart is shown
in Fig. 3. The vacuum solenoids are
shown in Fig. 11.
The vacuum control system consists
of a vacuum reserve tank, check valve,
Heater Water Valve (4), five vacuum
motors, A.T.C. box (Automatic
Temperature Control) and the required
vacuum tubing and junction blocks to
connect the components. The vacuum
reservoir is located on the front of the
right front fender.

All air flow control doors are
vacuum operated. The controls on the
instrument panel provide the electrical
requirements to the A.T.C. box. The
A.T.C. box, in turn, supplies vacuum to
the required vacuum motors which open
and close the respective air doors (Fig.
The Outside Air Door (1),
Recirculating Air Door (2), and A/
CHeat Door (6) are either fully open or
fully closed, and the Heat/Defrost Door
(7) is halfwayopen, fully open or closed.
The Temperature Blend Door (5) may
assume any position within the limits of
its travel depending on the amount of
vacuum supplied from the A.T.C. Box.
The Heater Water Valve (4) is fully open
or fully closed.
When the system calls for Maximum
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FUNCTION FEED
REGISTERS
RECIRC.
WATER OFF

BLACK

CONTINUITY CHART
POSITION
HI
BRIDGE AND
AMPLIFIER BOARD

DEFROST
INLET

FEED
BACK
POT
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VENT
OFF

TERMINALS
(B-1 -2-3-6-9-13) (4-5) (7-8)
(B-1 -2-3-9-13)
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(11-12,
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°
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS ON BOX
VIEWB
L1194-C

FIG. 5 Automatic Temperature Control System Electrical Diagram—Lincoln Continental
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cooling, the temperature blend Door (5)
is closed at a minimum of 10 inches
vacuum and all air bypasses the heater
core. The A/C-Heat Door (6) is in the
open position (vacuum) and the Heat/
Defrost Door (7) is in the open position
(7a and 7b vacuum) at a minimum of 10
inches vacuum and air is distributed
through the A/C registers.
When the passenger compartment
temperature approaches the desired
temperature setting, the A/C-Heat
Door (6) may change from the A/C
Register (Vacuum) to the floor heat
position (no vacuum), or from heat to
air conditioning if the Temperature
Blend Door (5) reaches approximately
midposition. The A/C-Heat Door (6) is
positioned by a switch contact change at
the power servo switch. This energizes
the A/C-Heat Door (6) solenoid to
direct air to the registers when the
system calls for A/C or de-energizes the
solenoid and directs the blended air to
the heater floor outlets when the system
calls for heat.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
CONTROL BOX

T h e A / C box c o n t a i n s a
transistorized DC amplifier, a
transducer to convert the amplifier
electrical output to a variable vacuum
supply, one relay, power servo, and five
vacuum control
A schematic wiring diagram of the
A.T.C. box and related components is
shown in Fig. 5. The input signal to
resistance of the temperature control
lever rheostat, the fixed value of a
caliunit), and the combined resistance of
the two sensors.
The amplifier output is used to
control a transducer, thereby converting
electrical energy to a variable vacuum
supply to accomplish the required
autoducer output vacuum controls a
modulated vacuum operated servo
switch, and the Temperature Blend
Door (5) which regulates the hot and
cold air flow. The vacuum operated
servo switch located in he A.T.C. box
selects blower speeds and operates the
vacuum solenoids which control air
distribution through the heater outlets
or air conditioning registers, and also
controls the Outside Air Door (1), the
Recirculating Air Door (2), and the
water valve.
COLD WEATHER OPERATION

Assuming an initial cold weather
operation, the system functions as
follows: Set the functional control lever
for HIGH if extremely cold, and set the

temperature control lever in a comfort
setting (approximately 75 degrees F).
T h e h e a t i n g s y s t e m will be
automatically positioned for maximum
heat and high blower operation but will
not turn on until the engine coolant
temperature reaches approximately 130
degrees F. (This normally takes 3-5
minutes of engine operations). In cold
temperatures, the sensors will have a
relatively high series resistance. This
controls the amplifier and transducer in
a manner to produce a minimum outlet
vacuum and calls for maximum heater
operation. As the vehicle interior warms
up, the passenger compartment sensor
resistance value decreases resulting in an
increased transducer vacuum output.
As vacuum output increases, the
Temperature Blend Door (5) position
will change reducing discharge air
temperature, and the vacuum operated
servo switch will cause the blower speed
to drop off. As the passenger
compartment temperature approaches
the temperavacuum will hold at the
level required to balance the heat loss or
gain from the vehicle to the outside air.
Now assume that the vehicle is to be
operated in hot weather. With the same
control lever settings as used for cold
weather operation, the system will come
on when the engine is started.
In hot temperatures, the sensors will
have a low series resistance. This
controls the amplifier and transducer
and produces a high vacuum. Under
these conditions the transducer vacuum
is at its highest value (at or above 13
inches) calling for maximum air
c o n d i a i r ) . As t h e p a s s e n g e r
compartment cools down the passenger
compartment sensor resistance values
increase causing decreased transducer
vacuum output, recirculated air to
outside air and also in reduced blower
speeds. The Temperature Blend Door
(5) position will change causing some air
to flow through the heater core for
temperature regulation.
For mid ambient conditions, the
temperature control lever should be set
at 75 degrees F and the functional
control lever in LOW. Automatic
control in LOW is similar to HIGH
except that there are five blower speeds
instead of three.
A disturbance, such as opening the
windows on a hot day, causes the sensor
string resistance to drop, resulting in
increased transducer vacuum output.
With HIGH transducer vacuum output,
more air conditioning is called for to
counteract the hot air coming in the
vehicle windows. In DEFOG,

system operation is the same as in
HIGH except that outside air is used at

36-73-06

all times and the Heat/Defrost Door (7)
is in the mid-position. In DEFROST,
an electrical signal is supplied directly to
the amplifier, overriding all other
temperature signals resulting in
maximum heat and high blower
operation, dividual preference in the
range of 65-85 degrees is provided by the
temperature control lever and rheostat.
If the temperature control lever is
positioned warmer, the rheostat adds
resistance to the sensor string. The effect
is the same as if the sensor thermistors
were cooled and had more resistance.
This causes an decreases the vacuum
output. This in turn increases heater
output until the sensor thermistors have
become warmer and the sensor string
resistance has changed to compensate
for the temperature control lever
adjustment. The system then regulates
at the new temperature that is indicated
by the temperature control lever
position. A similar but opposite reaction
occurs when the temperature control
lever is set cooler.
BLOWER MOTOR SPEED

Blower motor speed is controlled by
the vacuum-operated power servo
switch. With either high or low vacuum
from the transducer, the switch cuts out
blower resistors to provide high blower
speed. As the transducer vacuum
regulates between the two extremes and
passenger compartment temperature
approaches the temperatur controllever
setting, the blower voltage and speed
There are five power servo switch
positions to rpovide five blower speeds
in LOW. In HIGH the instrument
panel control eliminates the two lowest
switch steps and activates a relay to cut
out an additional range resistor, causing
three higher blower voltages and
corresponding speeds. The power servo
switch assembly is a vacuum actuated
electrical switch in the A.T.C. box. The
switch assembly contains mechanical
linkage connecting the power servo
vacuum motor to the electrical switch
arm and a feedback potentiometer. The
vacuum motor is calibrated so that a
know vacuum is recorresponding
position. The feedback potentiometer
signals the amplifier the related position
of the servo switch arm and the same
vacuum is also provided to the
Temperature Blend Door (5) vacuum
motor.
The switch assembly is divided into
three sections:
1. Function—Outside Air Door (1),
Recirculating Air Door (2), Heater
Water Valve (4), A/C-Heat Door
(6), Heat/Defrost Door 7a and
Heat/Defrost Door 7b.
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FIG. 6 Automatic Temperature Control Sensing System Components

2. Blower motor control during air
delivery through the floor outlets
(warm air).
3. Blower motor control during air
delivery through the registers (cool
air).
TEMPERATURE SENSORS

The Automatic Temperature
Control System makes use of two
temperature sensing devices, called
thermistors (sensors) for its operation
(Fig. 6). An ambient sensor is located in
the evaporator case to sense temperature
of the incoming air. The second sensor
is located behind a grille in the
instrument of the incoming air. The
second sensor is panel to sense passenger

compartment air temperature. The
resistance of these sensors change with
temperature and provide varying
electrical values to the A.T.C. box. The
sensors are wired in series with the
temperature control rheostat. When the
combined resistance is low, the A.T.C.
box will call for air conditioning. When
the combined resistance is high, the
A.T.C. box will call for heat. The
ambient sensor, is encased to provide
athermal delay and prevent the system
from following momentary changes in
the ambient air temperature.
The passenger compartment sensor
has the greatest effect on system
operation. It samples the passenger
compartment air drawn past it by an
aspirator.

SENSOR ASPIRATOR

A passenger compartment sensor
aspirator is built into the air distribution
system to draw a sample of passenger
compartment air through an opening in
the instrument panel and past the sensor
(Fig. 6). This system insures minimum
sensor response time to the passenger
compartment temperature changes, and
samples the passenger compartment
temperature at a location as close to
breath-level as practical. The sensor
location also provides the best balance
between ambient and passenger
compartment temperature.
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TESTING
VACUUM SYSTEM OPERATION

The test chart in Fig. 3 will
determine which vacuum motor should
be functioning with applied vacuum
during the various functional lever
positions and automatic temperature
control requirements. Check for proper
operation by following the chart.
1. Connect a vacuum gauge in the
vacuum supply (black) line between
the heck valve and the A.T.C. box
(Fig. 4).
2. Move the functional control lever to
the last position (Defrost) listed on
the test chart in Fig. 3
3. Start the engine and let it run until
it is warm and a good vacuum
reading shows on the gauge. Turn
the tion and observe the gauge to see
if vacuum is maintained or lost. The
last control position listed on the
chart (Defrost) indicates that no
vacuum should be applied to any of
the motors. Therefore, if the gauge
shows a vacuum loss, there is a leak
in the vacuum supply (black) line or
at the check valve. If the vacuum
reading is maintained, the system is
OK up to the A.T.C. box (Fig. 4). To
isolate the problem, go back to the
first listed control position.
4. Move the control levers to the first
position listed on the test chart in
Fig. 3 HIGH-A/C (functional
control lever to HIGH, temperature
control lever to temperature setting
lower than the in-car temperature).
5. Start the engine and let it run until
it is warm and a good vacuum
reading shows on the gauge. Turn
the ignition key quickly to the
ACCESSORY position and observe
the gauge to see if vacuum is
maintained or lost. The first control
position listed in the chart on Fig. 3
(HIGH-A/C) indicates that all
motors should have vacuum applied.
Therefore, if the vacuum reading is
maintained, there are no leaks in the
system skip steps 6 and 7 and
perform step 4. If the gauge shows a
vacuum loss, there is a leak at one or
more of the six motors or in the
hoses between the A.T.C. box and
motors. To isolate the problem,
proceed to the next listed control
position.
6. For the second position on the chart
(Fig. 3), leave the functional control
lever at HIGH, and move the
temperature control lever to a
temperature setting higher than the

in-car temperature. Start the engine
again, turn the key quickly to
ACCESSORY position, and watch
the gauge. If the vacuum reading is
now maintained the (5) and (7)
motors and lines thereto are OK,
and the problem may be in the (1),
(2), (4), or (6) motors or lines.
7. Continue this procedure down
through all the control positions to
isolate the motor or motors causing
the problem and make the necessary
repairs or replacements to correct
the vacuum leak.
8. If no vacuum leaks are indicated
throughout all the control positions,
check the motor or door that could
be causing the problem according to
the complaint. For example:
No air comes out of the A/C
registers when the system calls for Air
Conditioning or when the functional
control lever is in VENT position.
Reference to the schematic in Fig. 3
would indicate that the A/C-Heat door
(6) is not opening.
Disconnect the blue vacuum line at
the A/C-heat door vacuum motor and
connect it to a vacuum gauge. Again
check the vacuum reading. A zero
vacuum reading indicates that the line
to the motor may be plugged or kinked.
If vacuum is indicated, either the door
could be restricted or the motor should
be replaced.
If there are no leaks and if the doors,
lines, and motors are all OK but the
system still does not operate properly,
check the A.T.C. box as outlined in fig.
7.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL SWITCH
CONTINUITY TEST

Figure 19 illustrates the top and
bottom views of the instrument panel
control assembly. The six-position
functional control lever rotary switch,
and the temperature control lever and
rheostat are included in the assembly.
The six-position functional control
switch may be checked with a continuity
tester. There should be electrical
continuity between and only between
the indicated terminals in Fig. 5 for each
switch position. If not, the rotary switch
is damaged.
TEMPERATURE SENSORS AND
CONTROL RHEOSTAT CHECK

The resistance of the passenger
compartment and ambient sensors

should be tested together with the
control assembly rheostat to determine
if they are operating properly. A quick
functional check of the sensors and
rheostat can be made with the engine
and system operating. Move the
temperature control lever to 75 degrees
F, and the functional control lever to
HIGH position for this check. Hold a

lighted match close to the passenger
compartment sensor opening in the
instrument panel. The system should
operate on full air conditioning
operation within 15 seconds. If the
system does not respond to this
functional check, the sensors and
rheostat should be checked for proper
resistance values.
Use the following procedure to
determine if the sensors and rheostat are
operating properly. The resistance of the
sensors changes with temperature. The
vehicle and sensors should be at
approximately 70 degrees F to 80
degrees F and the temperature control
rheostat should be properly adjusted for
accurate test results. Refer to
Adjustments, Temperature Control
Rheostat.
1. Disconnect the battery. Set the
functional control lever to the OFF
position.
2. Set the temperature control lever at
75 degrees F. Disconnect the black
eight pin electrical wiring connector
from the A.T.C. box. Connect an
ohmmeter between the green wire of
the electrical harness and ground.
3. Observe the resistance. With the
ambient temperature between 70-80
degrees F, the resistance of the
sensor string and rheostat should be
between 1200 and 1300 ohms. If the
resistance measured is somewhat
higher or lower than that specified,
the resistance of the individual
sensors and rheostat should be
checked.
4. To check the rheostat, measure total
resistance with the temperature
control set for 85 degrees F. Then set
temperature control at 65 degrees F
and again note the resistance
reading. The difference in resistance
between 65 degrees F and 85 degrees
F dial setting should be between 480
and 590 ohms. If the resistance is
less than 480 ohms or more than 590
ohms, the rheostat is damaged.
5. To check the resistance of the
ambient sensor, disconnect the two
terminal connectors at the sensor
and connect the ohmmeter across
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HEATER WATER
VALVE
(MODE)
A/C-HEAT DOOR
MOTOR

BROWN ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR J2
VIEW A

BLACK ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR Jl

Green
HEATER
WATER VALVE

HEAT-DEFROST
DOOR MOTOR
DEFROST 7A
Yellow (TOP)
DEFOG 7B
Red (SIDE)

DEFROST
Yellow (TOP)
HEAT/DEFROST
(™)

INLET
White
VACUUM CONNECTOR
VIEWC

VIEW B

TEST

OPERATION

VISUAL-AUDIBLE
CHECK

EQUIPMENT
1-

Jumper wire (14-16 gauge) 3'to 6'
long with alligator clip on one end,
two C7AB-14488-B female pin
terminals and one B9A-14294-L
female spade terminal connectors
on other end.

1 - Jumper wire (14-16 gauge) 3' long
with alligator clip on one end and
one C7AB-14488-B female pin terminal
connector on other end.

1 — Jumper wire for ground, 3' to 6'
long with alligator clip on each end.

INDICATES
SATISFACTORY
PERFORMANCE
1. Disconnect the vacuum connector from
the A.T.C. box.

4 - Vacuum gauges
or
1 — Vacuum gauge and
3 — Vacuum motors
1 — Ohmmeter
or
1 - Self-powered test light
1 — 12 volt test light

2. Connect short vacuum supply jumper
hose between the vacuum harness and
the A.T.C. box ("S" black).
3. Disconnect the brown and black electrical
connectors from the A.T.C. box.
4. Make sure the A.T.C. box is grounded.

3 — 1 / 8 " x 1' vacuum hose
1 - 3/16" x 1' vacuum hose
1 - 1/4" x V vacuum hose

5. Test the box with a minimum of 13
inches of vacuum.

1— 383001-S vacuum connector
(3/16" to 1/8")
1 - 383005-S vacuum connector
(1/4" to 1/4")

NOTE: All vacuum connections should
be connected before the electrical circuits
are energized.

(D

(2)

Check "Defrost" Solenoid (D2)

Connect vacuum gauge to " D 2 " port on
box.

Ability of box to operate defrost
portion of Heat-Defrost vacuum
motor (79)

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 2 on
box (Brown connector),
or
Apply 12 volts to terminal of Defrost
(yellow) solenoid).

Check "Defog" solenoid (D1)

Connect vacuum gauge to " D 1 " port on
box.

Ability of box to operate defog
portion of Heat-Defrost vacuum
motor ^ A )

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 5 on
box (Brown connector),
or
Apply 12 volts to terminal of Defog (red)
solenoid.

FIG. 7 A.T.C. Control Box Test—Lincoln Continental

Vacuum port " D 2 " should go to full
vacuum.

Vacuum port " D 1 " should go to full
vacuum.

I L1726-A1
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Check "inlet" door solenoid (1).

Connect vacuum gauge to "\" port
vacuum connector on box.

Ability of box to operate Outside
Air Door Vacuum motor (T)and
Recirc. Door Vacuum motor©

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 3
on box (Brown connector),
or
Apply 12 volts to terminal of
Inlet (white) solenoid.

Check operation of "cold engine
water" blower cut off relay (Inlet
solenoid circuit).

Connect vacuum gauge to " D 1 " and gauge
or motor to " I " port of vacuum connector
on box.

Vacuum port " D 1 " should go to
full vacuum.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 5
(Brown connector) and spade terminal
No. 6 (Black connector).

Vacuum port " I " should go to zero
vacuum.

Ability of cold engine relay in box
to override Step 3.

Ground terminal pin No. 4 (Brown
connector).

Port "I"should go to full vacuum.

Check cold engine relay (blower
circuit).

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 5,
ground terminal pin No. 4 (Brown
connector).

Electrical continuity should cease
between No. 5 and No. 6 spade terminals
(Black connector).

Vacuum port " I " should go to full
vacuum.

(Use ohmmeter or self-powered test
light.)

©

@

Ability of cold engine relay in box
to interrupt heater blower circuit.

Remove ground from terminal pin
No. 4 (Brown connector).

Continuity should exist between
No. 5 and No. 6 spade terminals
(Black connector).

Check amplifier and transducer.

Connect vacuum gauge to " T " port
of vacuum connector on box.

Vacuum port " T " should go to full
vacuum.

Ability of amplifier in box to call
for full vacuum through transducer.
If OK, proceed to step 7.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pin No. 7
and ground terminal pin No. 8
(Brown Connector).

Power servo switch arm must move
from extreme right to extreme left
(full vacuum) in about 5 seconds.

With 12 volts still applied to pin No. 7
and ground connected to pin No. 8
also apply 12 volts to pin No. 6
(Brown connector).

Vacuum port " T " should go to zero
vacuum.

Check transducer.

Connect vacuum gauge to " T " port
of vacuum connector on box.

Vacuum port " T " should to to full
vacuum.

Ability of transducer to control
vacuum supply to temperature
blend door ©and power servo
modulating vacuum motors.

Disconnect wire harness No. 1, 2 and
3 pin connectors from transducer.
Connect fused (1/4 amp.) + 12 volts
to No. 2 pin terminal on transducer.
Ground clip of 12 volt test light to
frame of box and touch probe to
No. 1 pin terminal of transducer.

Power servo switch arm must move from
extreme right (zero vacuum) to extreme
left (full vacuum) in about 5 seconds.
When probe of 12 volt test light is removed, vacuum must maintain for an
indefinite period of time (no leakage).

Touch probe of 12 volt test light to
No. 3 pin terminal of transducer.

Vacuum port " T " should go to zero
vacuum. Power servo switch arm must
move from extreme left (full vacuum) to
extreme right (zero vacuum) in about

Power servo switch arm must return
from extreme left (full vacuum) to
extreme right (zero vacuum) position.

5 seconds.

(1)

Check mode door (M) and
water valve (W) solenoids.

Install vacuum gauge on " T " port of
vacuum connector and motors or
gauges on "D1, M & W" ports.

Vacuum ports (T), (D1), (M), and (W)
should go to full vacuum.

Apply 12 volts to terminal pins
No. 7 and No. 5, and then ground
terminal pin No. 8 (Brown
connector).
Ability of box to operate
A/C-Heat door ©
and Heater Water Valve @
vacuum motors.

Remove ground from terminal pin
No. 8 (Brown connector).

If the A.T.C. box fails to pass
any one of the above tests, the
box is bad and should be
repaired or replaced.

Connect vacuum harness connector
to box.

If the box passes all the tests,
there is probably trouble
elsewhere in the system.

Connect both Brown (pin) and
Black (spade) electrical connectors
to box.

Vacuum ports (T), (M) and (W) should
go to zero vacuum and (D1) remain at
full vacuum.

L1726-A2

FIG. 7 A A.T.C. Control Box Test—Lincoln Continental (Continued)
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POWER SERVO SWITCH
BLOWER MOTOR CIRCUIT CONTINUITY TEST

VACUUM
CONNECTOR
ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

Remove the cold engine relay*.
Connect a vacuum gauge to the "S" port of the vacuum connector on ATC Box. If a vacuum gauge reading is noted during
the following test, perform step (6) of the ATC Box Test.
1. Slowly (use restrictor) apply vacuum to the "T" port so that the power servo switch arm will move slowly from the extreme
right to left (Heat to A/C) position.
Then:
2. Slowly (use restrictor) release vacuum to the "T" port so that the power servo switch arm will move slowly from the extreme
left to right (A/C to Heat) position.
Use a self powered test light. Continuity will exist between the numbered spade pins of the electrical connector as follows:
Heater
Blower
Switch
Position

Electrical
Connector
Spade Pin
Numbers

High

5-1.

Light will remain on when arm is in
maximum HEAT position (no vacuum).
Then go off when vacuum is applied.*

2
3
4

5-2
5-3
5-4

Light will blink once* (when on the right
side of mid-position) as arm moves from
extreme right to left or from extreme left
to right.

Visual Check

NO CONTINUITY IN MID-POSITION
A/C
Blower
Switch
Position

Electrical
Connector
Spade Pin
Numbers

Visual Check

High

6-1

Light will remain on when arm is in
maximum A/C position (maximum
vacuum). Then go off when vacuum is
removed.*

2
3
4

6-2
6-3
6-4

Light will blink once* (when on the left
side of mid-position) as arm moves from
extreme right to left or from extreme left
to right.

*NOTE: If the cold engine relay is not removed before performing the test, continuity will exist between spade pin numbers 5
and 6. The test light will remain ON in both the maximum HEAT (extreme right, no vacuum) and maximum A/C
(extreme left, maximum vacuum) positions. The test light will also blink twice as the arm travels either from left to right
or from right to left.
L1727.A
FIG. 8 Servo Switch and Blower Motor Circuit Continuity Test
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the two terminals (Fig. 5). The
resistance should be between 165
ohms and 185 ohms with an ambient
temperature of approximately 70-80
degrees F.
6. To check the resistance of the
passenger compartment sensor
(rheostat must be satisfactorily
checked out first), set the
temperature control lever at 65
degrees F and connect an ohmmeter
between ground and the blue-yellow
wire terminal of the two terminal
wiring harness connectors to the
ambient sensor. The passenger

compartment sensor resistance
should be between 750 ohms and
900 ohms.
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
CONTROL BOX TEST

Figure 7 gives the complete
procedure for checking out the A.T.C.
control box.
POWER SERVO SWITCH AND
BLOWER MOTOR CIRCUIT
CONTINUITY TEST

36-73-12

vacuum motor, and connect an
external vacuum supply of 13 inches
Hg to the servo vacuum motor.
2. Perform the light test as described in
fig. 8.
3. If the servo assembly does not meet
this light test, replace it. Use a
previously tested relay in the new
servo assembly.
4. Connect the system vacuum supply
hose to the servo vacuum motor.

1. Disconnect the hose from the servo

ADJUSTMENTS
VACUUM MOTORS

RESTRICTOR AIR DOOR (3)

The Outside Air Door (1), the
Recirculating Air Door (2) motors and
the A/C heat door (6) are two-position
motors. The Heat/Defrost Door (7) is a
t h r e e - p o s i t i o n motor and the
Temperature Blend Door (5) motor is a
modulating motor. Adjust the doors and
preload the vacuum motors as follows:

1. Loosen the motor mounting screws.
Two slots are provided in the
mounting bracket for preload
adjustment.
2. Move the motor in its slots until the
preload notch on the motor shaft is
aligned with the body of the motor
and tighten the screws.

OUTSIDE AIR DOOR (1)

TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR (5)

1. Remove the top cowl air inlet screen
(Fig. 9, View A).
2. Loosen the Outside Air Doortovacuum motor mounting screws
(Fig. 9, View B). Two slots are
provided in the top of the motor
mounting bracket for preload
adjustment.
3. Move the vacuum motor outboard
until the door hits the door limit
stop on the motor mounting bracket
(open-no vacuum). Continue to
move the vacuum motor
approximately 1/8 inch further
outboard to preload the motor and
tighten both mounting screws.
4. Install the screen.

1. Loosen he two motor mounting
screws.
2. With the aid of a mirror and light,
move the motor on the mounting
screws until the preload notch
nearest the motor is 1/4 inch away
from the motor body with the door
in its normal position.
3. Tighten the mounting screws.

RECIRCULATING AIR DOOR (2)

The temperature control rheostat
may be adjusted as follows:
1. Disconnect the harness yellow
connector from the wiring harness.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the black
and the white leads of the two wire
connector.
3. Set the temperature lever at 75
degrees F.
4. Loosen he screws holding the linear
rheostat.
5. Adjust the rheostat by moving it
until the ohmmeter reads 268 ohms

1. Remove the cowl trim panel.
2. Loosen the vacuum motor mounting
plate screws. Two slots are provided
in the mounting bracket for preload
adjustment.
3. With the recirculating air door in
the closed position, (no vacuum)
move the vacuum motor outboard.
Align the preload notch on the
motor shaft with the base of the
motor and tighten the two screws.
4. Install the trim panel.

A/C-HEAT DOOR (6) AND HEAT/
DEFROST DOOR (7)

These two vacuum motors cannot be
adjusted.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
RHEOSTAT

with the control lever positioned at
75 degrees F.
6. Tighten the two rheostat mounting
screws and check to make sure that
the temperature setting has
remained at 75 degrees F, and the
rheostat resistance is 268 ohms.
A.T.C. BOX TEMPERATURE
CALIBRATION

A temperature calibration control is
located on the face of the A.T.C. box
which provides approximately 30
degrees F of adjustment. This control is
preset at the center of the adjustment
range at the factory. In case of customer
complaints, it may be altered to suit
individual owner preference. If the
vehicle is said to be too cool for a given
temperature dial setting, rotate the
control in the direction indicated by the
curved arrow and the warmer notation
(clockwise). If the vehicle is said to be
too warm, rotate the control in the
opposite direction. Be sure to mark the
original control setting before
readjustment. Each calibration division
is approximately 2 degrees F. If the
automatic temperature control system is
not operating properly, the A.T.C. box
calibration control should not be
adjusted. This calibration control is
included to compensate for variations in
the A.T.C. box temperature sensors, and
control assembly rheostat. After
servicing, and with the automatic
temperature control system operating
correctly, tape an accurate thermometer
to the padded instrument panel to
measure temperatures at the passenger
compartment sensor opening. Set the
temperature control lever at 75 degrees
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F, slide the functional control lever to
HIGH, and operate the system until the
temperature within the vehicle has
stabilized. This check should be made
with the vehicle driven at approximately
40 miles per hour. Note the stabilized
thermometer temperature reading. To
satisfy the average driver, the
t h e r m o m e t e r should read
approximately 80 degrees F for 75
degrees F dial setting. The system is
designed for this initial calibration. If
necessary, readjust and again operate
the vehicle at approximately 40 miles
per hour and note the stabilized
temperature again. A minor calibration
adjustment may be necessary to
complete the temperature calibration.

L1178-A

FIG. 9 Outside Air Door Assembly—Lincoln Continental

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
A.T.C. Box
Removal
1. Remove eight glove box liner
attaching screws. Then, disconnect
the glove box light and remove the
glove box liner.
2. Remove two A.T.C. box retaining
nuts.
3. Disconnect the wire multiple
connectors from the box.

4. Remove the vacuum hose retainer (1
screw) and disconnect the vacuum
hoses from the A.T.C. box. Then,
remove the A.T.C. box from the
vehicle.

retaining nuts.
3. Install the vacuum hose retainer.
4. Install the glove box liner and
connect the glove box light.

Installation
1. Connect the vacuum hoses and wire
connectors to the A.T.C. box.
2. Position the A.T.C. box on the
retaining studs and install the two

TRANSDUCER
1. Remove the A.T.C. box as outlined
in the foregoing and place it on a
bench.
2. Remove front and rear cover plates
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J2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
FRONT
COVER

DIAGNOSTIC
INSTRUCTION
SHEET

VACUUM CONNECTOR

EXPLODED

L1501-A

FIG. 10 Typical A.T.C. Box

(2 retaining screws each) (Fig. 10).
3. Separate the sides of the A.T.C. box
at the upper left and lower right
comers by sliding the locking tabs
out of the retaining slots as shown in
Fig. 10 and in View A and B of Fig.
11.
4. Disconnect the three wires (brown,
yellow, black) from the transducer
(View C, Fig. 11).
5. Remove two transducer mounting
screws (5/16 inch hex head) from
the bottom of the box.
6. Disconnect the tan (1/8 inch)
vacuum hose from the transducer.
7. Disconnect the transducer from the
black (1/4 inch) manifold hose, and
remove the transducer.
VACUUM SOLENOIDS

1. Remove the A.T.C. box from the
vehicle and remove the transducer
from the box as outlined in the
foregoing procedure.
2. Remove one mounting plate
attaching screw from the lower left
corner of the box (View D, Fig. 11).
3. Disconnect the six vacuum hoses
and five electrical wires from the
solenoids.
4. Lift the vacuum solenoids and the
mounting plate out of the two slots
in the bottom of the box as a
complete assembly.

VACUUM JUNCTION BLOCK
AND HOSE ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the A.T.C. box from the
vehicle and set it on a bench.
2. Remove the rear cover plate.
3. Remove the junction block assembly
to A.T.C. box mounting screw,
disengage the two mounting plate
tabs from the slots in the top of the
box, and lower the assembly from
the box (View E, Fig. 11).
4. Disconnect the vacuum hoses from
the five solenoids (Fig. 11), and from
the vacuum manifold, the power
servo vacuum motor and the
transducer (Fig. 12). Remove the
junction block, mounting plate, and
vacuum hoses as an assembly. Each
vacuum hose can be disconnected
separately from the vacuum junction
block.
AMPLIFIER

1. Remove the A.T.C. box from the
vehicle and set it on a bench.
2. Remove the front cover plate (Fig.
10).
3. Remove the multiple electrical
connector from the amplifier (View
A, Fig. 12).
4. Remove two 1/4 inch, hexhead
mounting screws from the top of the
box, and remove the amplifier

assembly.
RELAY ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the A.T.C. box from the
vehicle and set it on a bench.
2. Remove the front cover plate (Fig.
10).
3. Disconnect the multiple connector
from the amplifier and move it to
one side (Fig. 12).
4. Slide the relay out of the two guide
rails toward the amplifier, and lift
the relay from the box (View B, Fig.
12).
POWER SERVO ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the A.T.C. box from the
vehicle and set it on a bench.
2. Remove the front cover plate nector
from the plug on the power servo
circuit board (View C, Fig. 12).
4. Disconnect three (red, white and
orange) wires from the feedback
5. Remove the tan vacuum hose from
the power servo motor (Fig. 12).
6. Remove one mounting screw
6. Remove one mounting screw from
the top of the box and two mounting
screws from the side of the box, and
then remove the servo assembly
(View C, Fig. 12).
7. When reassembling, note that a tab
on the power servo mounting plate

Jl ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

J2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

REAR VIEW OF A. T. C.
BOX WITH COVER REMOVED

VIEW C

VIEW E

VIEW D

L I 502-A

FIG. 11 A.T.C. Box Parts Replacement—Rear Side

MULTIPLE CONNECTOR TO AMPLIFIER
RELAY ASSEMBLY
TO REMOVE, SLIDE RELAY TO RIGHT

FRONT VIEW OF A.T.C.
BOX WITH COVER REMOVED

TO FEED BACK
POTENTIOMETER
ON POWER SERVO

VIEW C
TO TRANSDUCER
POWER SERVO ASSEMBLY

VIEW D

L1504-A

FIG. 12 A.T.C. Box Parts Replacement—Front Side
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fits into a diagonal slot in the side of
the box for additional retention and
alignment. The power servo board
and electrical connectors are
indexed to prevent improper
assembly.
ELECTRICAL WIRING HARNESS

1. Remove the A.T.C. box from the
vehicle and set it on a bench.
2. Remove the front and rear cover
plates (Fig. 10).
3. Disconnect the five wires from the
solenoids (Fig. 11) and the three
wires from the transducer (View D,
Fig. 12).
4. Disconnect the multiple connectors
from the amplifier board and the
power servo circuit board (Fig. 12).
5. Disconnect the three wires from the
feed-back potentiometer on the
power servo (Fig. 12).
6. Remove the J2 electrical connector
mounting plate (2 screws) from the
top of the box (Fig. 11).
7. Unsolder the black ground wire
from the inside top surface of the
box (View D, Fig. 12).
8. Unsolder the purple and gray wires
from the potentiometer in the lower
right corner of the box, and remove
the harness assembly.
IN-CAR SENSOR

1. Remove the instrument panel pad
(Group 45).
2. Remove the two sensor-toinstrument panel mounting screws.
3. Disconnect the two-wire electrical
connector plug.
4. Loosen he hose clamp, and
disconnect the aspirator hose from
the sensor. Lift the sensor out
through the instrument panel pad
opening.
AMBIENT SENSOR

The ambient sensor is mounted to
the evaporator case with two sleeve
rivets. It is accessible from the engine
side of the dash panel. To replace the
sensor, drill out the two rivets.
EVAPORATOR CORE

Removal
1. Discharge the system as outlined in
Part 36-32.
2. Disconnect the suction line from the
suction throttling valve (S.T.V.) and
cap the line and valve (Fig. 13).
3. Disconnect the liquid line from the
expansion valve and cap the line.

4. Remove the insulation tape from the
expansion valve sensing bulb, and
remove the bulb from the refrigerant
line (Fig. 14).
5. Remove the suction throttling valve
clamp and the refrigerant line
support bracket clamp.
6. Remove the right to left evaporator
core cover flange screws and the
liquid line support bracket (Fig. 13).
7. Remove the left ( i n b o a r d )
evaporator cover five attaching
screws, and remove the cover (Fig.
13).
6. Disconnect the expansion valve
8. Remove five right cover attaching
screws. Then, pull the evaporator
core and cover diagonally forward
out of the housing.
9. Disconnect the oil return line from
the suction throttling valve.
10. Disconnect the expansion valve
external equalizer line from the
suction throttling valve (Fig. 13).
(Fig. 13).
11. Disconnect the suction throttling
valve from the evaporator core and
remove the core right cover.
12. Disconnect the expansion valve
from the evaporator core, and
remove the core mounting gasket.
Installation
1. Install the mounting gasket on the
evaporator core.
2. Assemble the expansion valve to the
evaporator core using a new 0-ring
(Fig. 14). Install the right cover on
the evaporator core.
3. Assemble the suction throttling
valve (S.T.V.) to the core, and
connect the expansion valve external
equalizer line to the S.T.V. (Fig. 13).
Use new 0-ring (Fig. 14).
4. Connect the oil return line to the
suction throttling valve. Use a new
0-ring (Fig. 14).
5. Position the evaporator core and
right cover into the evaporator
housing.
6. Install five right cover to case
attaching screws.
7. Place the rape sealer on the left
coverflangeand install the left cover
(Fig. 13) and liquid tube support
brackets.
8. Install the suction throttling valve
clamp (Fig. 13).
9. Attach the expansion valve sensing
bulb to the suction line and install
the insulaton tape.
10. Connect the refrigerant lines to the
expansion valve and suction
throttling valve.
11. Evacuate, leak test, and charge the
system as outlined in Part 36-32.
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EVAPORATOR CASE ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Drain the engine coolant.
2. Discharge the refrigerant system.
3. Remove the hood (Group 44.)
4. Remove the right hood hinge and
right front fender inner support
brace as an assembly.
5. Disconnect the suction throttling
valve from the suction tube (Fig. 13.
6. Disconnect the liquid line at the
fitting near the sight glass.
7. Remove the multiple connector
from the blower resistor and the
harness from the clamp on the case.
8. Disconnect the blower motor
ground wire from the dash panel and
the lead wire from the harness (Fig.
20).
9. Disconnect the vacuum junction
valve from the dash panel and move
the valve and vacuum hoses away
from the case.
10. Disconnect the speed control servo
and bracket assembly from the dash
panel (on vehicles so equipped), and
move them away from the case (Fig.
15).
11. Disconnect the heater hoses from
the heater core and the hose support
bracket from the front of the case.
Move the hoses and water valve
away from the case.
12. Disconnect the vacuum hose (tan)
from the Restrictor Air Door (3)
vacuum motor.
13. Remove one case mounting stud nut
under the instrument panel on the
right side of the plenum chamber
mounting flange (Fig. 15).
14. Remove three case-to-dash panel
mounting screws and two stud
mounting nuts.
15. Move the case assembly forward to
clear three studs, lift the case
upward to clear the engine and
inboard to clear the fender and
apron.
Installation
1. To provide a positive seal between
the case and dash panel and insure
against air and/or water leaks, apply
body caulking around the edge of
the dash panel openings before
installing the evaporator case
assembly (Fig. 15).
2. Carefully place the evaporator case
assembly over the dash panel
openings and on the two mounting
studs. Make certain that the
mounting stud on the evaporator
case aligns properly with the hole in
the dash panel.
3. Install the three evaporator case-todash panel mounting screws and two
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FIG. 13 Evaporator Core Removal—Lincoln Continental
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FIG. 14 Evaporator Core and Right Cover—Lincoln Continental
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FIG. 15 Evaporator Case Removal—Lincoln Continental

mounting stud nuts.
4. Install the one case mounting stud
nut under the instrument panel on
the right side of the plenum chamber
mounting flange.
5. Plug the wire harness multiple
connector onto the blower resistor
and insert the harness into the clip
on the case.
6. Connect the blower motor ground
wire to the dash panel and the lead
wire to the harness (Fig. 15).
7. Connect the vacuum hose (tan) to
the Restrictor Air Door (3) vacuum
motor.
8. Connect the heater hoses to the
heater core tubes and secure the
hoses and hose support clamp to the
core cover with the retaining bolt.

Position and secure the heater hose
clamps at the heater core tubes.
9. Position the speed control servo and
bracket assembly (if so equipped) on
the dash panel and secure it with the
two dash panel mounting screws
(Fig. 15).
10. Position the vacuum junction valve
on the dash panel and secure it with
the two dash panel mounting screws.
11. Connect the liquid line at the fitting
near the sight glass.
12. Connect the suction throttling valve
to the suction tube.
13. Install the right hood hinge and
front fender inner support brace
assembly.
14. Install the hood (Group 44).
15. Fill the system with coolant, start

the engine and test the heater system
for coolant leaks.
16. Evacuate and charge the refrigerant
system.
HEATER CORE

Removal
1. Drain the engine coolant.
2. Disconnect the heater hoses from
the heater core.
3. Remove the heater core cover and
gasket (Fig. 16).
4. Lift the heater core and lower
mounting gasket out of the
evaporator housing.
5. Remove the lower mounting gasket
from the heater core.
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Installation
1. Install the lower mounting gasket on
the heater core.
2. Position the heater core and gasket
in the housing. Be sure the core and
gasket are seated firmly forward of
the core retention spring in the
evaporator housing (Fig. 16).
3. Install the heater core cover plate
and gasket.
4. Correct the heater hoses to the core.
The inlet hose connects to the 5/8
inch tube (Fig. 16).
5. Fill the cooling system with the
recommended mixture of coolant.
Start the engine and check for leaks.

SCREW (7 REQUIRED)
COVER

COVER GASKET
5/8" INLET

DEFROSTER NOZZLES

Removal
1. Remove the instrument panel upper
pad assembly (Group 45), and
defroster nozzle extensions. The
right and left defroster nozzle
extensions are attached to the upper
instrument panel pad assembly.
2. Remove two defroster nozzleto-dash
panel mounting screws to remove
each nozzle (Fig. 17).
3. Move the defroster nozzles upward
through the opening. The defroster
ducts will separate from the nozzles.
Installation
1. Insert each defroster nozzle through
the opening. Make certain that each
defroster air duct is positioned
properly on the defroster nozzles
and over the right and left plenum
chamber air outlet adaptors (Fig.
10).
2. Install the two defroster nozzle-todash panel mounting screws.
3. Install the instrument panel upper
pad assembly (Group 45).
AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCTS AND
PLENUM CHAMBER

Removal
1. Remove one left center ducttoinstrument panel mounting screw
(Fig. 18).
2. Disconnect the left duct flexible hose
clamp and slide the left center duct
outboard away from the plenum and
steering column support upper
bracket.
3. Remove two left air duct-toinstrument panel mounting screws.
4. Slide the left duct (elbow) forward
away from the register assembly and
down from the panel.
5. Remove the glove box.
6. Remove two right air duct assemblyto-instrument panel mounting
screws.

HEATER CORE RETENTION
SPRING CLIP
L 1829 • A

FIG. 16 Heater Core
Removal—Lincoln Continental

7. Disconnect the flexible hose clamp
from the center air distribution duct
and remove the right air duct
assembly.
8. Remove the upper instrument panel
pad assembly (Group 45).
9. Remove the lower instrument panel
pad assembly.
10. Remove two center air distribution
duct-to-instrument panel mounting
screws.
11. Disconnect the Temperature Blend
Door Vacuum Motor (5) vacuum
hose (tan) (Fig. 17).
12. Disconnect the vent/heat door
vacuum motor (6) vacuum hoses,
upper (6a) orange and side (6b) blue.
13. Disconnect the heat/defrost door
vacuum motor (7) vacuum hoses,
upper (7a) yellow and side (7b) red.
14. Remove one plenum chambertodash panel mounting screw and
washer assembly (upper right
corner) (Fig. 17).
15. Remove three plenum chamber
mounting flange stud nuts.
16. Remove the defroster nozzles and
air ducts. Refer to Defroster
Nozzles—Removal Section.
17. Move the plenum chamber rearward
to clear the three mounting studs
and slide the plenum down and to
the right side floor area.
18. Slide the center air distribution duct
forward away from the two center
registers and down toward the right
side and remove it.
Installation
1. Move the center air distribution
duct assembly up and to the left
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under the instrument panel, and
rearward onto the center registers
(Fig. 18).
2. Move the plenum chamber assembly
up and to the left, under the
instrument panel, and position it on
the three mounting studs (Fig. 17).
3. Install the three plenum chamber
mounting flange stud nuts.
4. Install the one plenum chamber-todash panel mounting screw (upper
right corner).
5. Install the two center air
distribution-to-instrument panel
mounting screws (Fig. 18).
6. Install the defroster nozzle air ducts
and defroster nozzles. Refer to
Defroster Nozzles—Installation
Section.
7. Connect the heat/defrost door
vacuum motor (7) vacuum hoses,
upper (7a) yellow and side (7b) red
(Figs 3 and 17).
8. Connect the vent/heat door vacuum
motor (6) vacuum hoses, upper (6a)
orange and side (6b) blue.
9. Connect the Temperature Blend
Door Vacuum Motor (5) vacuum
hose (tan).
10. Install the lower instrument panel
pad assembly (Group 45).
11. Install the upper instrument panel
pad assembly.
12. Install the right air duct assembly
and secure it with the two
instrument panel mounting screws.
13. Connect the right air duct, flexible
hose to the center air distribution
duct assembly and tighten the hose
clamp.
14. Install the glove box.
15. Slide the left air duct up under the
instrument panel and position it on
the left register assembly. Secure it
with the two left air duct-toinstrument panel mounting screws.
16. Move the left center duct over the
steering column support upper
bracket and slide it inboard
positioning over the center air
distribution duct outlet, secure it
with the left center ducttoinstrument panel mounting screw.
17. Slide theflexiblehose from the left
air duct over the end of the left
center duct and tighten the hose
clamp.
18. Test the heater system for proper
operation and air leaks.
REGISTERS

Although the two outboard registers
in the instrument panel are vertical and
the two center registers are horizontal,
they are all serviced in the same manner.

UPPER INSTRUMENT PANEL PAD
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CASE
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VACUUM MOTOR

VENT/HEAT DOOR
ACUUM MOTORCb

SEE VIEW A
VENT/HEAT D O O R ( ? )
HEAT/t>EFROST DOOR
VACUUM MOTOR
DASH PANEL
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FIG. 17 Defroster Nozzle Installation—Lincoln Continental
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FIG. 19 Control Lever Assembly—Lincoln Continental

Refer to Fig. 18, View C. A spring steel
tension clip and pivot pin is provided to
retain each register in its housing.
Removal
1. Move the slide bar toward the closed
position.
a. Outboard registers—down.
b. Right center register—to the
right.
c. Left center register—to the left.
2. Pull the register rearward.
Installation
1. Move the register slide bar toward
the closed position (Fig. 18).
2. Insert the pivot end of the register
assembly into the pivot hole and
press the register forward into the
housing until the retention clip
snaps into position.
CONTROL ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Remove the steering column lower
support panel.
2. Lower the steering column.
3. Remove the lower instrument panel
pad (Group 45).
4. Remove the knobs from the control
assembly. The control lever knobs
are retained with set screws.
5. Remove the bezel assembly retainer

screws and remove the bezel
assembly and retainers.
6. Remove the control head mounting
screws, move the control head
forward and down under the
instrument panel.
7. Disconnect the electrical connectors
and remove the control head.
Installation
1. Connect the electrical connectors
(Fig. 19) to the blower control
switch and to the blower cut-off
switch.
2. Move the control head up under the
instrument panel and rearward into
its mounting position. Install the
three control head mounting screws.
3. Position the bezel assembly and
install the four bezel assembly
retainer screws and bezel retainers.
4. Install the control lever knobs and
tighten the set screws. Align the
blower switch knob with the blower
switch shaft and press the knob on
the shaft. Make certain that the
spring clip engages, locking the knob
on the shaft.
5. Install the lower instrument panel
pad (Group 45).
6. Install the steering column and
lower support panel.
7. Test the heater control system for

proper operation.
BLOWER RESISTOR

Removal
1. Open the hood and disconnect the
negative battery cable.
2. Remove the wiring harness.
3. Unscrew the two screws holding the
resistor assembly to the heater case.
Installation
1. Position the resistor to the heater
case and install the two retaining
screws. On installation, be sure that
no resistor coil touches any adjacent
coil.
2. Connect the wiring harness to the
resistor.
3. Connect the battery cable and close
the hood.
BLOWER MOTOR AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Remove the hood (Group 44).
2. Remove the right hood hinge and
right fender inner support brace as
an assembly.
3. Disconnect the blower motor air
cooling tube from the motor (Fig.
20).
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FIG. 20 Blower Motor Removal—Lincoln Continental

4. Disconnect the motor lead wire
from the harness and the ground
wire from the dash panel.
5. Disconnect the rear section of the
right front fender apron from the
fender around the wheel opening (7
screws) and remove the two lower
fender-to-cowl mounting screws
(Fig. 21).
6. Separate the fender apron from he
fender wheel opening so that the
apron can be pushed downward
away from the blower motor.
7. Remove the four blower motor
mounting plate screws. Move the
motor and wheel forward out of the
blower scroll and remove the
assembly through the opening while
applying pressure to the fender
apron to enlarge the opening at the
hinge area (Fig. 20).
Installation
1. Apply pressure to the fender apron
to enlarge the opening and carefully
insert the blower motor and wheel
assembly through the opening to
prevent damage to the blower wheel.
2. Position the blower motor wheel
assembly into the blower scroll and
install the four blower motor
mounting plate screws (Fig. 20).

3. Position the rear section of the right
front fender (Fig. 21) and install the
seven attaching screws around the
wheel opening and the two lower
fenderto-cowl mounting screws.
4. Connect the blower motor ground
wire to the dash panel and the lead
wire to the wire harness (Fig. 20).
5. Connect the motor air cooling tube
to the motor.
6. Install the right hood hinge and
fender inner support brace assembly.
7. Install the hood (Group 44).

VALVE OR PLUG—DEHYDRATOR
RECEIVER TANK

EXPANSION VALVE

TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR (5)

1. Remove the insulation at the
expansion valve.
2. Remove the high pressure hose at
the expansion valve.
3. Pull the bulb from the clamp.
4. Remove the expansion valve from
the core.
5. Install a new expansion valve to the
core.
6. Position the sensing bulb in the
clamp. Be sure that both the sensing
bulb and clamp are clean.
7. Connect the high pressure hose to
the expansion valve.
8. Test the connections for leaks; then,
install the insulation.

Removal
1. Open the hood and disconnect the
negative battery cable.
2. Disconnect the vacuum motor
operating arm from the temperature
blend door (5) shaft.
3. Disconnect the vacuum line.
4. Remove the two screws holding the
vacuum motor to the heater case,
and remove the vacuum motor.
Installation
1. Position the vacuum motor to the
heater case and install the retaining
screws.
2. Connect the vacuum line to the
vacuum motor.

1. Remove the lower shield between
the radiator and grille secured by
five bolts.
2. Remove the valve or plug from the
bottom of the receiver tank.
3. Install the new valve or plug.
4. Install the lower shield securing it
with five bolts.
5. After installing the plug, the system
must be leak tested and recharged.
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3. Connect the vacuum motor arm to
the temperature blend door (5)
shaft. The vacuum motor operating
arm must be adjusted (Adjustment
Section of this part).
A/C-HEAT AIR DOOR (6)
VACUUM MOTOR
1. Disconnect the battery.
2. Remove the lower instrument panel
cover secured by four screws.
3. Remove the glove box.
4. Disconnect the defroster hose
located in front of the motor.
5. Remove the clip from the arm.
Remove two nuts retaining the
vacuum motor to the right side of
the plenum chamber. Disconnect
the vacuum hose and remove the
vacuum motor.
6. Position the new vacuum motor and
connect the vacuum hose. Position
the vacuum motor to the plenum
chamber and install two retaining
nuts and clip.
7. Connect the defroster hose.
8. Install the glove box.
9. Install the lower instrument panel
cover.
10. Check the vacuum motor operation
and connect the battery.
HEAT/DEFROST DOOR (7)
VACUUM MOTOR
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.

REMOVE 7 SCREWS
AROUND WHEEL OPENING
REMOVE TWO (2)
FENDER TO COWL
ATTACHING BOLTS

L1161-A

FIG. 21 Right Fender Removal—Lincoln Continental

2. Remove the lower instrument panel
cover secured by four screws.
3. Remove the clip from the vacuum
motor arm and remove two
retaining nuts. Disconnect the
vacuum hose and remove the
vacuum motor.
4. Position the new vacuum motor to

the left side of the plenum chamber
and secure it with two retaining
nuts. Install the clip and connect the
hose.
5. Check the vacuum motor operation
and connect the battery.

SPECIFICATIONS

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL ATC SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Protection Device

Blower Motor Current Draw
at 12 Volts
Magnetic Clutch

21 to 24 Amps on High Blower
3.75 Amps. Max.

Control Illumination
Refrigerant Charge

30 Amp. C.B. in Fuse & C.B. Panel
2 CP 1895 Bulb
4-4-1/4 lbs. Refrigerant 12
CL1598-B
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REAR WINDOW DEFOGGER

PART 36-80 Rear Window Defogger

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The rear window defogger is an
integral unit and is located in the center
of the package tray (Fig. 1). Inside air is
drawn into the defogger assembly
through the front part of the grille and
is discharged towards the rear window
through the rear part of the grille. The

defogger blower switch is located next to
the heater or heater-air conditioner
blower switch on the instrument panel
(except Lincoln Continental). The
defogger switch on the Lincoln
Continental is located in the instrument
panel map light housing.
CUPS

DEFOGGER
BLOWER MOTOR
A N D WHEEL ASSY
18C479

PACKAGE
TRAY PANEL

POWER LEAD

FIG. 1 Typical Defogger Motor Installation
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
DEFOGGER MOTOR

1. F r o m i n s i d e t h e l u g g a g e
compartment disconnect the motor
power lead.
2. Remove the package tray trim
panel, and remove the four defogger
retaining clips by twisting them 1/4
turn (Figs. 1 and 2).
3. Lift the defogger from the package
tray support, remove the ground
wire retaining screw, and remove the
assembly.
4. Remove the clips and separate the
motor and wheel from the housing.
5. Transfer the blower wheel to the
new motor, and install the motor
and wheel in the housing.
6. Position the defogger to the package
tray, install the ground lead and

defogger mounting clips. Route the
power lead through the hole in the
tray.
7. Connect the power lead from inside
the luggage compartment, and
check the operation of the defogger.
DEFOGGER SWITCH
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

To replace the defogger switch,
separate the control assembly from the
instrument panel as outlined in Part 3641. Then, remove the switch from the
control assembly.
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Remove the map light housing from
the instrument panel (3 retaining

screws). Disconnect the multiple
connector from the defogger switch.
Depress the two switch retaining clips,
and pull the switch from the map light
housing (Fig. 2).
Snap the new switch into the map
light housing. Connect the wiring
connector to the switch, and install the
map light housing to the instrument
panel.
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LEFT REAR
VENT ASSEMBLY
(RIGHT
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OPPOSITE)

DEFOGGER
BLOWER MOTOR
AND WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

REAR WINDOW
PACKAGE TRAY

PULL FOR
"LOW-MEDHIGH" BLOWER
SPEED

PUSH TO
" O F F " POSITION

DEPRESS BOTH
RETAINING CLIPS
AND PULL SWITCH
OUT OF PLATE ASSEMBLY

VIEWB

VIEW C
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FIG. 2 Rear Window Defogger and Vent System Lincoln Continental
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HEATED REAR W I N D O W SYSTEM

PART 36-86 Heated Rear Window System
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
GENERAL
The heated back window system
consists of a control switch, a relay, and
a series of grid wires baked on the inside
surface of the back window.
When the switch is turned to the ON
position, current is directed through the
relay to the grid wires on the rear
window. The heated grid wires keep the
rear window clear of fog or ice.
The heated rear window is available
on all car lines except Maverick and
Comet. All systems are basically the
same except for the relays. The time
delay system used on Torino and
Montego incorporates a timer in the
relay. All other cars are equipped with
a latching relay system.
LATCHING RELAY SYSTEM
Power for the relay coil comes from
the accessory terminal of the ignition
switch to the heated rear window

control switch. This power is available
whenever the ignition switch is in the
Run or Accessory positions.
The heated rear window control
switch is a three-position switch which
is spring-loaded to return from ON or
OFF to its CENTER or NORMAL
position. In the NORMAL position, the
switcconnects power from the ignition
switch through wire 688 to the internal
holding resistor in series with the relay
coil (Fig. 1). As soon as the switch is
moved to ON position, it also connects
power to energize the relay coil, thereby
causing the normally open relay
contacts to close and provide power to
the warning indicator light in the
instrument panel and the rear window
grid wires. Even after current is cut off
by the spring-loaded switch returning to
the NORMAL position, the current
provided to the relay coil through the
holding resistor (Wire 688) is sufficient
to maintain the relay coil energized and
the relay contacts closed. In this way,

the warning indicator light and the rear
window grid wires will continue to
receive power.
The relay is called a latching relay
because it remains latched in the
energized position until either the
control switch or the ignition switch is
turned off.
TIME DELAY SYSTEM
The time delay system functions in
the same way as the latching system
except that the time delay system has an
electronic timing circuit in the relay
(Fig. 1). The timer allows the rear
window grid to operate for a specified
time and then shuts it off.
The ten-minute unit used on the
Torino and Montego runs between 6
and 14 minutes.
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FIG. 1 Heated Rear Window Wiring Diagrams

TESTING
BACK WINDOW GRID WIRE
TEST
1. Using a strong light inside the
vehicle, visually inspect the wire grid
from the outside (Fig. 4). A broken
grid wire will appear as a brown
spot.
2. Run the engine at idle. Set the
control switch to ON. The indicator
light should come on.
3. Working inside the car with a 12volt DC voltmeter, contact the
broad silver strip on the passenger
side of the back window with the

negative lead of the meter. With the
positive lead of the meter, contact
the silver strip on the driver side.
The meter should read 10-13 volts.
A lower voltage reading indicates a
loose g r o u n d wire ( p i g t a i l )
connection at the passenger side of
the glass.
Contact a good ground point with
the negative lead of the meter. The
voltage reading should not change.
With the negative lead of the meter
grounded, touch each grid line of the
heated back window at its mid-point
with the positive lead. A reading of

approximately 6 volts indicates that
the line is good. A reading of 0 volts
indicates that the line is broken
between the mid-point and the
driver side of the line. A reading of
12 volts indicates that the circuit is
broken between the mid-point of the
grid line and ground.
In the latter case, either the grid line
would be broken between the mid-point
and the passenger side, or the ground
wire (pigtail) connection at the
passenger end of the glass would be
loose (Fig. 4).
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THUNDERBIRD
MARK IV ONLY

PINTO ONLY

GROUND TERMINAL

JUMPER WIRE

L1629-A

FIG. 2 Latching Relay Test

RELAY TESTS
LATCHING RELAY

1. Ground the relay case and connect a
jumper wire between pins 1 and 2
(Fig. 2). Connect a 12V test light
between pin 3 and ground.
2. Apply power to pin 2. The test light
should not light.
3. Momentarily short pins 2 and 4. The
test light should come on and stay
on after the short is removed.
TIME DELAY RELAY

1. Ground the relay case and connect a
jumper wire between terminals X
and Y (Fig. 3). Connect a 12V test
light between terminal L and
ground.

2. Apply power (12V) to terminal X.
The test light should not light.
3. Momentarily short the X and P
terminals. The test light should
come on and stay on for 6 to 14
minutes.
CONTROL SWITCH CONTINUITY
TEST
For each of the switch positions
there should be continuity between the
terminals as follows: Normal position—
continuity between 2 terminals; ON
position—continuity between all
terminals; and O F F position—no
continuity between any terminals.
FIG. 3 Time Delay Relay
Test—Torino and Montego

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
RELAY

To remove the relay, remove the
attaching screw(s)and lower the relay
from its mounting. Disconnect the wires
from the relay and remove the unit from
the vehicle.
The locations of the relays on the
various car lines are as follows:
FORD, METEOR, AND MERCURY

The relay is mounted on a bracket
under the lower edge of the instrument
panel at the left side.

TORINO AND MONTEGO

The relay bracket is mounted on the
instrument panel left end panel above
the headlight switch. The instrument
panel pad must be removed for access to
the relay.
PINTO

The relay is mounted on the upper
portion of the instrument panel to the
right hand side above the glove box.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

The relay is mounted on the relay

panel which is located at the right upper
corner of the instrument panel behind
the glove box.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

The relay plugs into a connector
which is mounted on the relay bracket
beside the glove box.
;
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

The relay is mounted to a bracket on
the package tray support at the left hand
side in the luggage compartment area.
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CONTROL SWITCH
FORD, METEOR AND MERCURY

Remove the knob from the heated
rear window control switch lever.
Remove the ash tray and ash tray
retainer. From beneath the instrument
panel, remove the screw retaining the
switch to the mounting bracket. Pull the
switch away from the instrument panel.
Disconnect the multiple connector from
the switch and remove the switch.

COUGAR—ALL EXCEPT XR-7

The rotary-type control switch is
mounted above the cigar lighter. Before
removing the switch, loosen the set
screw and remove the knob from the
switch. Remove the spanner-type
retaining nut and pull the switch
through the mounting hole. Discard the
small plastic clip, which loosely holds
the switch to the mounting plate,
because it is needed only in the assembly
plant. Unplug the connector and remove
the switch.

MUSTANG

The toggle-type switch is located to
the left of the headlight switch. The
plastic knob is not serviceable because it
is integral with the switch. To remove
the switch: loosen the spanner-type
retaining nut; pull the switch through
the mounting hole; and disconnect the
connector from the switch.

COUGAR—XR-7 ONLY

The heated rear window switch is
the right hand switch of a combined
three-toggle switch assembly mounted
above the cigar lighter, the heated rear
window switch can not be serviced
separately. All three switches must be
replaced as a unit. To replace the

assembly, remove the three spannertype retaining nuts at the face of the
instrument panel, disconnect both wire
connectors, and remove the switch
assembly.
PINTO

The lever-type switch is located on
the lower edge of the instrument panel
to the left of the steering column. To
replace the switch, loosen the knob set
screw and remove the knob. Then, take
out the two attaching screws, disconnect
the connector, and remove the switch.
TORINO, MONTEGO, THUNDERBIRD
AND CONTINENTAL MARK IV

The sliding lever type switch is
mounted on the lower right hand corner
of the heater or A/C control assembly.
To replace the switch, first remove the
control assembly as outlined in the
pertinent Shop Manual Part as follows:

DRIVERS'S SIDE
POWER LEAD

GLASS ASSY
534200-A

PASSENGER SIDE
GROUND LEAD
GROUND SCREW

WIRING SHIELD

VIEW SHOWING REAR HEATED BACK-LITE

VIEW SHOWING GLASS
A N D WIRE ASSY. L . H . SIDE
HEATED REAR WINDOW
WIRING CONNECTORS

VIEW D

HEATED REAR WINDOW
CONTROL SWITCH
MAP LIGHT HOUSING
LI606-A

FIG. 4 Typical Heated Rear Window System—Lincoln Continental Shown
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Torino and Montego Heating System
(Part 36-12); Montego and Torino
Heater-Air Conditioning System (Part
36-36); and T h u n d e r b i r d and
Continental Mark IV with Automatic
Temperature Control (Part 36-50).
With the control head dismounted
from the instrument panel, remove the
switch-to-control head mounting screw,
disconnect the wiring connector and
remove the heated back window switch.
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LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Remove the map light housing from
the instrument panel (3 retaining
screws). Disconnect the multiple
connector from the heated rear window
control switch. Depress the two switch
retaining clips, and pull the switch from
the map light housing (Fig. 4).
Snap the new switch into the map
light housing. Connect the wiring

connector to the switch, and install the
map light housing to the instrument
panel.
HEATED REAR WINDOW
Disconnect the wire leads at each
end of the glass. Remove the window as
outlined in Part 43-16.

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS
REAR WINDOW GRID WIRE
REPAIR
Any break in the line longer than
one inch cannot be repaired. The back
window must be replaced. For breaks
less than one inch long use the following
procedure:
1. Mark the location of the break on
the outside of the window.
2. Using fine steel wool, lightly rub the
line inside the repair area. Then,
clean the repair area with alcohol.
3. Apply a two inch long strip of
cellulose tape on each side of the
broken line and parallel to it. The
break in the line should be at the
center of the tape, and the gap
between the tape strips should be
only as wide as the line.
4. Mix the repair coating (Eccocoat
C C - 2 ) u n t i l it is of u n i f o r m
consistancy with the silver particles
mixed throughout the fluid and
apply it to the break with a small
brush. Apply a heavy coat extending
approximately 1/4 inch on either
side of the break.
5. Allow the coating to dry at least 30
minutes, then apply a second heavy
coat extending about 1/4 inch on
either side of the break.
6. Allow to dry for three or four hours,
then remove the tape. Do not scour
or clean the area with alcohol,
highly abrasive materials or sharp
instruments. After 24 hours, the
repaired area may be cleaned with a
mild window cleaner.
7. Test the back window grid wire as
described under Testing.

LEAD WIRE REPAIR

1. Place a protective covering over the
package tray and rear seat back area.
2. Strip insulation from the end of the
lead wire.
3. Tin the end of the lead wire with a
small amount of solder (Fig. 5).
4. Since the solder tab is attached to
the glass with solder, the tab should
be held firmly in place with a
screwdriver by a second operator
during the following solder
operation to prevent shifting of the
tab.
5. Heat both the solder tab and the lead
wire with the solder gun, and apply
solder as required. Allow the solder
joint to cool before moving the lead
wire.
6. Pull on the lead wire with about 5 to
10 pounds of force to insure that a
good repair has been achieved.
7. Perform the back window grid wire
test to assure electrical continuity.

LEAD WIRE
SOLDER TAB
BUSS BAR

VIEW A

VIEW C
B AND C CAN BE REPAIRED

VIEW D
D CANNOT BE REPAIRED

FIG. 5 Lead Wire Repair
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
SPEED CONTROL

The speed control system is
composed of the OFF-ON switch and
the SET-ACC and COAST switches, a
servo (throttle actuator) assembly, a
speed sensor, an amplifier assembly and
the necessary wires, linkage, check valve
assembly, vacuum reserve tank and
v a c u u m hose to c o n n e c t t h e
components. The switches are located in
the steering wheel spokes. The amplifier
assembly and speed sensor are located
under the instrument panel, and the
servo assembly (throttle actuator) is
attached to the dash panel under the
hood on Ford, Meteor and Mercury and
to the engine intake manifold on
Thunderbird, Lincoln Continental and
Continental Mark IV. To operate the
speed control system the engine must be
running and the vehicle speed between

30 to 80 mph. Manifold vacuum is
constantly supplied when the engine is
running. When the on/off switch in the
steering wheel is actuated to the ON
position the system is made ready to
accept a set speed signal. When the
vehicle has been accelerated and
stabilized at a speed over 30 mph and
the ON switch engaged, the operator
may quickly depress and release the set/
accelerate button. This speed will be
maintained until a new speed is set by
the operator, the brake pedal is
depressed, or the system is turned OFF.
DECREASING SET SPEED

The rate of set speed may be reduced
by applying the brake and then resetting
the speed using the preceding method or
by depressing the coast switch. When
the vehicle has slowed to the desired

speed the coast switch is released and
the new speed is set automatically. If the
vehicle speed is reduced below 30 mph,
the operator must manually increase the
speed and reset the system.
INCREASING SET SPEED

The vehicle set speed may be
increased at any time by depressing the
accelerator until the higher rate is
reached and stabilized, then depressing
and releasing the set speed button.
Speed may also be increased by
depressing the set/accelerate switch
button (at speeds over 30 mph) and
holding it in that position. The vehicle
will then automatically increase speed.
When the desired rate of speed is
attained and the button is released, that
new set speed will be maintained.

TESTING
VISUAL INSPECTION

A visual inspection is an important
part of the system test. When
performing a visual inspection, check all
items for abnormal conditions such as
frayed wires and damaged vacuum
reserve tanks and hoses. For the speed
control system to function properly, it is
necessary that the speedometer cables be
properly routed and securely attached to
the components. All vacuum hoses must
be securely attached and routed with no
sharp bends or kinks. The servo (throttle
actuator) and throttle linkage should
operate freely and smoothly. The bead
chain should have no more than 1/4 inch
free play. Electrical connections must
be complete and tight. The wiring
harness must be properly routed. Look
for frayed wiring insulation or evidence
of shorts. Any problems revealed by the
visual inspection should be corrected
before further tests of the speed control
system are made. Vacuum hose routing
is shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.
CONTROL SWITCHES TEST

Disconnect the green connector
going to the amplifier from the control
switches. Then, check the lead (Lt.
Blue-Black Hash) from the control
switches as follows:
1. Check for battery voltage at the lead

(Lt. Blue-Black Hash) when the ON
switch is depressed. Battery voltage
should be available at the lead (Lt.
BlueBlack Hash) coming from the
control switches. (Refer to the
wiring diagram in Fig. 1).
2. Connect an ohmmeter between the
Lt. Blue-Black Hash wire and
ground. Check the wire for
continuity to ground (0-1 ohm)
when the OFF switch is depressed.
If a resistance higher than 1 ohm is
found, the wiring, slip rings, or the
switch is at fault, or the steering
column is not properly grounded.
To check for proper ground, connect
an ohmmeter between any good
electrical ground point on the body
sheet metal and the steering column
upper flange. Scrape away paint in a
non-visible spot if necessary for good
contact. The resistance should be
less than 1/2 ohm. Rotate the
steering wheel back and forth and
tilt column up and down (if so
equipped). If resistance higher than
5 ohms is noted, clean the horn
brush contacts and the ground
brush. A resistance of less than 1
ohm must be obtained before
performing the remaining tests.
3. With an ohmmeter connected
between the Lt. Blue-Black Hash
wire and ground, depress the setspeed switch. A reading of

approximately 680 ohms should be
indicated on the ohmmeter (Fig. 1).
4. With an ohmmeter connected
between the Lt. Blue-Black Hash
wire and ground, depress the coast
switch. A reading of approximately
120 ohms should be indicated on the
ohmmeter.
SPEED SENSOR TEST

Disconnect the speed sensor wires
from the amplifier assembly, and
connect an ohmmeter between the wire
connector terminals (Dk. green-white
stripe and black) at the speed sensor
end. A reading of approximately 400
ohms should be obtained. A reading of
0 ohms indicates a shorted coil and a
maximum reading indicates an open
coil. Replace the sensor in either case.
If the ohmmeter records 400 ohms
and the speedometer operates properly
within needle waver, the speed sensor is
probably good. A speed sensor of known
good quality can also be substituted in
place of the existing sensor to check for
proper operation.
SERVO ASSEMBLY TEST

Disconnect the ball chain from the
carburetor. Separate the servo to
amplifier connector. Connect an
ohmmeter between the orange yellow
hash and grey black hash wire leads at
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the servo connector. A resistance of
approximately 85 ohms should be
obtained. Connect the ohmmeter
between the orange yellow hash and
white pink hash wire leads. A resistance
of approximately 85 ohms should be
obtained.
Start the engine. With the servo
disconnected from the amplifier,
connect the orange yellow hash lead of
the servo to the battery positive
terminal. Connect the white pink hash
lead of the servo to ground, and
momentarily touch the grey black hash
lead of the servo to ground. The servo
throttle actuator should tighten the bead
chain and open the throttle. The throttle
should hold in that position or slowly
release the tension on the chain. When
the white pink hash wire is removed
from ground, the servo should release
the bead chain tension immediately.
Replace the servo if it fails any part of
the preceeding test. If the orange yellow
hash lead is shorted to either the white
pink hash or grey black hash leads, it
may be necessary to replace the
amplifier.
AMPLIFIER TEST

Do not use a test lamp to perform
the following tests as excessive current
draw will damage e l e c t r o n i c
ORANGE YELLOW
GRAY BLACK
WHITE PINK
PURPLE LT. BLUE

components inside the amplifier. Use
only a voltmeter of 5,000 ohm/volt
rating or higher.

known good amplifier and recheck the
OFF circuit as above.
SET ACCELERATE CIRCUIT TEST

ON CIRCUIT TEST

Turn on ignition switch and connect
a voltmeter to the lead (Lt. Blue-Black
Hash) at the amplifier (middle terminal)
of green connector. The voltmeter
should read 12 volts when the ON
switch on the steering wheel is depressed
and held. If voltage is not available
check the horn relay circuit and control
switch test. Release the ON button; 12
volts should remain at the blue wire
indicating the ON circuit is engaged. If
the voltage does not remain check for
ground on the amplifier, fuse and/or
circuit breaker and/or hang in a known
good amplifier and recheck for a good
ON circuit.
OFF CIRCUIT TEST

With the ignition on and the
voltmeter connected to the Lt.
BlueBlack hash wire, depress the OFF
switch on the steering wheel. Voltage on
the blue wire should drop to zero
indicating the ON circuit is deenergized. If the voltage does not drop
to zero, perform the control switch test.
If the switches check OK hang in a

HASH
HASH
HASH
HASH

With the ignition on and the
voltmeter connected to the Lt. BlueBlack Hash wire in the green connector
depress the ON switch then hold SetAccel button on steering wheel.
Voltmeter should indicate
approximately 10 volts. Rotate the
steering wheel back and forth and watch
the voltmeter for fluctuations. If the
voltage varies more than 0.5 volt,
perform the control switch test.
COAST CIRCUIT TEST

With the ignition on and the
voltmeter connected to the Lt. BlueBlack Hash wire in the green connector
depress the ON switch, then hold the
coast down button on steering wheel.
Voltmeter should indicate
approximately 6 volts. If all the
functions check OK perform the servo
check and sensor test and hang in a
known good amplifier.
Do not substitute a new amplifier for
the old amplifier until the actuator coils
have been tested. Refer to the Servo
Assembly (Throttle Actuator Test).

YELLOW RED HASH
BROWN LT. GREEN HASH

BLUE.

LINCOLN
THUNDERBIRD
MARK IV ONLY

^ * D K . GREEN-WHITE HASH
— LT. BLUE-BLACK HASH
^PURPLE-ORANGE HASH
- - ' - " * - GREEN

BROWN LT.
GREEN HASH
BLACK'

5 AMP.
TO IGNITION SWITCH
ACCESSORY TERMINAL

DK. GREENWHITE STRIPE"

PURPLE-ORANGE HASH

HORN SWITCH
(SPEED CONTROL)

SPEED CONTROL
SENSOR
ENGINE
COMPARTMENT

BLACK-RUBBER

HORN
STOP LAMP
1 2 V < — « ^ >»
< d J _ L^-j-LT.'GREEN
STOPLAMP CIRCUIT BREAKER L_
I g)
WHITE BLACK CONNECTOR " X "
MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY s w | f C H
—
YELLOW-Lf. BLUE DOT

FIG. 1 Speed Control System Wiring Diagram
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HORN RELAY CIRCUIT TEST

1. Locate wire connector marked X
and Y on the wiring diagram (Fig.
1).
2. Using connector X locate the
yellow/light blue dot wire. With a
voltmeter, measure for battery
voltage (approximately plus 12
volts) on the male side of the
connector.
3. Using connector Y locate the
yellow/light blue dot wire. Connect
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a voltmeter to the female side of the
c o n n e c t o r a n d c h e c k for
approximately plus 12 volts.
4. With the voltmeter still connected to
the female lead in Step No. 3,
depress the horn switch. The
voltmeter should read zero.
5. If the above checks prove
satisfactory, connect the voltmeter
to the male side of the dark blue wire
in connector X. Depress the horn
switch and read the meter. The
reading should be 12 volts and the

horn should operate.
6. If the horn does not operate, the
horn failure is in the circuitry
between the connector and the horn
should be repaired as outlined in
Group 35, Part 80.
7. If intermittent horn blow is
encountered when a door is closed
or when going over road bumps, tap
the side of the horn relay. If the horn
blows when the relay is tapped, the
horn relay should be replaced.

ADJUSTMENTS
LINKAGE ADJUSTMENT

Adjust the bead chain to obtain
0.06-0.25 inch actuator arm free travel
when the engine is at hot idle (Figs. 2
and 3). The adjustment should be made
to take as much slack out of the bead

SERVO ASSEMBLY
(THROTTLE ACTUATOR)

chain as possible without restricting the
carburetor lever from returning to idle.

VACULM HOSE
TO VACUUM
RESERVOIR

The tighter the bead chain the better
performance on the speed control
system. On vehicles equipped with a
solenoid anti-diesel valve, perform this
adjustment with the ignition switch in
the ON position.

TO AMPLIFIER
ASSEMBLY

SPEED SfiNSOR
ASSEMBLY

BEAD CHAIN ADJUST TO
MAINTAIN .060 TO .250
SERVO ARM FREE TRAVEL
WITH ENGINE ON HOT IDLE

LOWEiR
SPEEDOMETER
CABLE

SHAFT AND LEVER
ASSEMBLY
L1218-D

FIG. 2 Speed Control Sensor and Servo Assembly—Ford, Meteor and Mercury
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VACUUM HOSE TO
VACUUM RESERVOIR

FRONT OF VEHICLE

•

\

SERVO ASSEMBLY
(THROTTLE ACTUATOR)

BEAD CHAIN
ADJUSTER ASSEMBLY
BEAD CHAIN ADJUST TO
MAINTAIN .06 TO .250
SERVO ARM FREE TRAVEL
WITH ENGINE ON HOT IDLE

BLUE CONNECTOR
RED CONNECTOR

LOWER
SPEEDOMETERCABLE

L1412-I

FIG. 3 Speed Control Sensor and Servo Assembly—Lincoln Continental
Shown—Typical of Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
CONTROL SWITCHES

GROUND BRUSH

Removal
1. Remove the two retaining screws
holding the high foam pad assembly
to the steering wheel.
2. Lift up the pad assembly to expose
the horn and speed control wire
terminals. Disconnect and remove
the pad assembly.
3. The speed control switches may now
be removed by snapping the
switches out of the plastic retainer
(Fig. 4).

Removal
1. Remove the steering wheel for
access.
2. Snap the brush assembly out of the
turn signal switch (Fig. 5).
Installation
1. Install the ground brush in the turn
signal switch. (If the turn signal
switch was lifted off the column
when removing the ground brush,
install the turn signal switch).
2. Install the steering wheel trim pads
and the steering wheel.

Installation
1. Snap the switch into the plastic
retainer portion of the trim pad
running the wires to the center hole
as removed.
2. Attach the wires to the steering
wheel hub and the high foam pad to
the steering wheel with the two
retaining screws.

SPEED SENSOR

Removal
1. Separate the electrical connector
leading to the amplifier assembly
(Figs. 2 and 3).
2. Disconnect the upper and lower
speedometer cables at the speed
sensor.

3. Remove the speed sensor.
Installation
1. Install the speed sensor.
2. Install O-ring seals on sensor (Ford,
Meteor and Mercury).
3. Connect the upper and lower
speedometer cables (Figs. 2 and 3).
4. Connect the electrical connector
leading to the servo assembly.
AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Disconnect the speed sensor, servo
assembly (throttle actuator), horn
relay and the amplifier assembly
wire harness connectors (Fig. 6).
2. Remove the two attaching bolts that
fasten the amplifier assembly
mounting bracket to the dash panel.
3. Remove the amplifier assembly and
mounting bracket from the vehicle.
4. Remove the amplifier assembly from
mounting bracket.

37-01-06

Installation
1. Install the amplifier on the
mounting bracket.
2. Attach the amplifier assembly and
mounting bracket to the dash panel
with the two attaching screws (Fig.
6).
3. Connect the speed sensor, servo
assembly (throttle actuator), horn
relay, and the amplifier assembly
wire harness connectors.
4. Test the system for proper
operation.
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OFF

MEDALLION

ON

SERVO ASSEMBLY (THROTTLE
ACTUATOR)

SWITCHES ; N A P INTO
PLASTIC REMOVE
AND REPLACE
COMPLETF SWITCH
ASSEMBLY

FORD, MERCURY AND METEOR

Removal
1. Disconnect the wiring harness
connector under the instrument
panel at the amplifier (Fig. 6).
2. In the engine compartment, remove
the grommet from the dash panel
and carefully pull the harness and
connector through the dash panel
opening.
3. Disconnect the ball chain at the
bellcrank (Fig. 2). Disconnect the
vacuum hose at the servo assembly.
4. Remove the pins retaining the servo
assembly to the mounting bracket.
Remove the servo assembly.
Installation
1. Position the servo assembly to the
bracket and install the retaining
pins. Connect the vacuum hose (Fig.
2).
2. Route the lead through the dash
panel and push the grommet in
place.
3. Under the instrument panel,
connect the servo assembly
connector to the amplifier (Fig. 6).
4. In the engine compartment connect
the chain to the bellcrank. Refer to
Adjustments.

MOLDED
PLASTIC

SWITCH WIRING ASSEMBLY
L1214-A

FIG. 4 Control Switch Removal

COVER ASSEMBLY-3D752
STEERING WHEEL
3600

3E662-PAD
ASSEMBLY

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Removal
1. Disconnect the wiring harness
connectors under the hood at the
servo assembly.
2. Disconnect the ball chain at the
bellcrank (Fig. 3). Disconnect the
vacuum hose at the servo assembly.
3. Remove the pins retaining the servo
assembly to the mounting bracket
and remove the servo assembly.
Installation
1. Position the servo assembly to the
bracket and install the retaining
pins. Connect the vacuum hose.

SCREW
55903
STEERING
COLUMN
CLUSTER
^ _ _
ASSEMBLY S ^ " ^ ^

w

GROUND BRUSH
ASSEMBLY

In
K>

/>t"

CA;iLE
T^" 9A820

1

Ij

^ " ^ ^
^ - * ** t : C L - * - - < < ^

FIG. 5 Ground Brush Installation

VIEW A

-^/
VIEW B
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2. Connect the ball chain at the
bellcrank (Refer to Adjustments).
3. C o n n e c t the wiring harness
connectors under the hood at the
servo assembly.

AMPLIFIER AND
BRACKET ASSEMBLY
WIRING
9A839

9D843

L1217-C

FIG. 6 Speed Control Amplifier Assembly

SUPPLY VACUUM

ACTUATOR VACUUM LINE
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
ANTI-SKID CONTROL SYSTEM

The anti-skid control system
consists of three major components
shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4. A
mechanically driven electromagnetic
sensor at the rear axle drive pinion; an
electronic control module mounted near
the glove box on Lincoln, Thunderbird
and Continental Mark IV and beneath
the passenger front seat on Mercury; a
vacuum powered actuator attached to a
bracket on the inside of the right front
frame rail under the toe board.
The sensor (stator) assembly is
mounted on the rear axle drive pinion
bearing retainer housing and the rotor is
pressed onto the machined outer surface
of the rear universal joint companion
flange outboard of the grease seal (Fig.
4).
A single steel tube encased sensor
wiring harness is routed from the sensor
wiring harness connector at the left side
of the drive pinion bearing retainer
housing to the carrier and upward to the
number four crossmember and through
the floor pan to the connector in the

trunk. From the trunk wiring harness
connector, the sensor wiring harness is
routed to the control module.
The control module consists of solid
state electronic components sealed in a
container.
The a c t u a t o r is similar in
appearance to a vacuum brake booster
and consists of three parts (Fig. 5): a
chamber divided by a vacuum
suspended diaphragm; a hydraulic
cylinder connected to the diaphragm;
and a solenoid connected electrically to
the control module.
When the drive shaft rotates, AC
voltage impulses generated by the sensor
are transmitted to the module. The
module receives these signals in the
form of current and continually
monitors drive shaft speed. When the
signal drops abruptly below a predetermined level due to rapid
deceleration (a result of a maximum
braking condition) the module sends an
electrical signal to the actuator solenoid
to release and reapply the rear brakes.
This cycle of events occurs at a rate of
up to 4 cycles per second until the

vehicle speed drops to about 6 miles per
hour or until the brakes are released by
the driver.
When the anti-skid control feature is
not operating the actuator is in the
normal position (Fig. 6). In this position
the solenoid valve is not energized. The
solenoid valve spring holds the solenoid
valve against the atmospheric air port
and prevents air from entering the
vacuum chamber. The front side of the
diaphragm draws vacuum, and vacuum
goes past the solenoid valve to the rear
side of the diaphragm. The spring holds
the diaphragm rearward. The front and
rear brakes operate normally when the
actuator is in the normal position. The
rear brakes function normally through
the actuator hydraulic brake chamber.
The inlet port check valve is held open
by the actuator piston rod.
When the module sends an electrical
signal to the actuator solenoid, the
following series of events take place. The
energized solenoid moves the solenoid
valve to close the vacuum passage to the
rear side of the diaphragm. The rear side
of the diaphragm is now opened to
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FIG. 1 Anti-Skid Control System—Mercury
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FIG. 2 Anti-Skid Control System—Thunderbird and Continental Mark IV
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FIG. 3 Anti-Skid Control System—Lincoln Continental
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atmospheric air. This results in a
difference in pressure on the two sides of
the diaphragm. This pressure
differential overcomes the spring and
forces the diaphragm forward. The
hydraulic chamber piston rod moves
forward and the brake chamber check
valve is closed. The volume of the
pressure chamber increases reducing the
line pressure, and the rear brakes are
released. With the actuator in the
activated position the rear brakes are
isolated from the rest of the system. As
the drive shaft revolutions increase the
module shuts off the electrical signal
and de-energizes the solenoid. The
solenoid valve returns to its original
position, atmospheric air is shut off,
vacuum is again drawn behind the
diaphragm, the spring returns the
diaphragm rearward, the brake chamber
piston rod moves back in the pressure
chamber, the brake chamber check
valve opens and the rear brake pressure
is re-applied (normal position). The
actuator continues this cycle up to four
times per second. This cycle of events
causes the rear brakes to release, reapply, release, re-apply until the vehicle
speed is down to about six miles per
hour or until the brakes are released by
the driver.
The time delay switch mounted on
the actuator will cause the fuse to blow
and the brake warning light to come on
if the diaphragm remains in the forward
position for more than 60 seconds.
Also the warning light will come on
should the fuse blow or a malfunction
occur in the power supply system.
The control circuit solenoid is
functioned through one cycle each time
the ignition key is turned to the ON
position. When this cycle occurs an
audible click, and a cycling sound may
be heard.
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FIG. 4 Sensor Assembly—Cross Sectional View
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FIG. 5 Actuator Assembly Components

TESTING
FUNCTIONAL TEST

When performing tests to the antiskid control system; refer to the
electrical wiring and vacuum diagrams
(Form-7795-3) and diagnosis manual
(Form 365-100).

After it has been determined that the
difficulty is in the anti-skid control
system, the engine idle speed, vacuum
level and standard brake system must be
verified to be within the limits of the
service specifications before proceeding
with the standard testing. A road test
should be made only when the operator
is sure that the brakes will stop the
vehicle.
The following functional test of the

anti-skid control and hydraulic system
may be used to determine if the system
is operating and should be made after
repairs, to verify correct system
operation.
1. Turn the ignition key ON, listen for
the solenoid click, and actuator
cycle.
2. Position the vehicle on a hoist and
raise the rear wheels to clear the
floor.
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NORMAL POSITION
SPRING
DIFFERENTIAL VALVE
TO ACTUATOR
INLET PORT

sensor lead plug from the sensor at
the rear axle pinion housing.
5. Repeat the resistance checks at the
sensor plug connector. If the
resistance is within specifications,
the problem is in the wiring harness
between the sensor and the module.
SOLENOID TEST

FRONT

Remove plugs A and B from the
control module (Fig. 9). Replace the
SOLENOID

Ohmmeter
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FIG. 7 Testing Sensors
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FIG. 6 Anti-Skid Control Actuator Schematic
3. Start the engine and warm up until
normal operating temperature is
reached.
4. Place the transmission in the Drive
p o s i t i o n a n d a c c e l e r a t e at
approximately 25 to 30 mph.
5. Apply the brakes quickly and firmly
and observe the rear wheels. If the
a n t i - s k i d c o n t r o l s y s t e m is
functioning properly, it will cycle 5
or 6 times or cycle until the brake
pedal is released.
ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEM
Electrical power is provided to the
anti-skid control system when the
ignition switch is turned ON. Circuit
protection is provided by a 3 ampere
fuse located in the fuse panel.

Do not use a fuse of higher rating
than a 3 ampere (8AG3) to prevent
damage to the control module.
SENSOR TEST
Be sure to calibrate the ohmmeter to
the scale being used.
1. Remove plug C from the module
(Fig. 7).
2. Connect an ohmmeter between the
two contacts of the sensor lead plug.
Resistance should be 2400-3200
ohm.
3. Connect an ohmmeter between
chassis ground and one of the two
contacts of the sensor lead plug (Fig.
8). Resistance should be infinite.
4. If the resistance is not within the
limits on both checks, disconnect the

CONNECT TO
CHASSIS GROUND
COLOR CODE
Brown or Ve//ov
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FIG. 8 Sensor Leakage Test
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fuse in the fuse panel. Turn the ignition
switch to the ON position. If the fuse
blows when B is connected, replace the
module. If the fuse does not blow,
connect an ohmmeter between the
solenoid lead (red) and the system
ground (Fig. 9). Resistance should be 6
plus or minus 2 ohms. If the resistance
is lower than 4 ohms, inspect the
solenoid wires for a grounded condition.
If the resistance is higher than 8 ohms,
inspect the solenoid wiring for an open
condition. If the wiring is satisfactory,
replace the actuator assembly.

Ohmmeter

Ohmmeter

CONTROL MODULE

SYSTEM GROUND TEST
1. Remove plug A from module (Fig.
10).
2. Connect an ohmmeter between
system ground plug sleeve (black)
and suitable chassis ground. If the
ohmmeter reading is less than one
ohm, replace the module and
r e c h e c k s y s t e m for n o r m a l
operation.
3. If the reading is greater than one
ohm, check the ground system for a
loose or broken wire. NOTE: With
the ohmmeter still hooked up, move
the ground wires (color
code—Black) at the a c t u a t o r
harness to intermediate harness
connector in and out (See Fig. 11). If
the meter fluctuates, it indicates a
poor connection.

REMOVE
PLUG A

COLOR CODE
Black -SYSTEM GROUND
i-—Red

-SOLENOID (HIGH)
L 1255-C

FIG. 9 Testing Solenoid Circuit

To repair, separate the connector.
Inspect the actuator wiring connector
terminals for an oversize condition (Fig.
11, view B). If the terminal is oversize,

CONNECT TO
CHASSIS GROUND
Red
L 1369-B

FIG. 10 Testing System Ground

use a pointed tool (awl) to force it
together (Fig. 11, view C). Reinstall
connectors and recheck the system for
normal operation.
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ADJUSTMENTS
No adjustments or repairs are to be
performed on the anti-skid control
system. Damaged or worn parts are to
be replaced.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

FRONT OF VEHICLE

ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Working inside the passenger
compartment, disconnect the
h a r n e s s c o n n e c t o r at t h e
intermediate harness.
2. Remove the wiring harness
grommet from the dash panel and
push the wiring harness and
connector through the opening in
the dash panel. (Fig. 12).
3. Working in the engine compartment
loosen the hose clamp and remove
the air hose from the air filter.
4. Remove the engine air cleaner,
loosen the hose clamp and remove
the vacuum hose from the vacuum
manifold fitting.
5. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
6. Disconnect the exhaust pipes from
the exhaust manifold and support
with wire to provide access to the
actuator assembly.
7. Remove the bolt retaining the
actuator ground wire to the rear
outer corner of the enginerightbank
(Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 12).
8. Loosen the tube nuts and disconnect
the brake system hydraulic tubes
from the hydraulic valve housing
(Fig. 13).
9. Remove the three nuts retaining the
actuator assembly to the actuator
support bracket.
10. Remove the three bolts that retain
the actuator support bracket to the
side rail and remove the support
bracket.
11. Remove the actuator assembly from
the vehicle and place it on a bench.
12. Remove the air and vacuum hoses
from the actuator.
Installation
1. Install the air and vacuum hoses on
the new actuator.
2. Place the actuator assembly into
position under the vehicle, routing
the air and vacuum hoses up
between the engine and the fender
apron and inserting the harness
connectors through the hole in the
firewall.
3. Position the ground wire to the rear

ACTUATOR
BRACKET

L 1257-B

FIG. 12 Actuator Assembly Installation

of the engine block and install the
attaching bolt.
4. Position the actuator and bracket
assembly to the frame side rail and
install the three retaining bolts.
Torque to specifications.
5. Connect the hydraulic tubes to the
hydraulic valve assembly and
t i g h t e n t h e t u b e n u t s to
specifications.
Connect the exhaust pipes to the
exhaust manifolds.
Lower the vehicle.
Pull the actuator solenoid and brake
warning switch wiring harness
through the hole in the dash panel
from inside the car. Seat the wiring
harness grommet in the dash panel.

9. Connect the harness connector to
the intermediate harness. The
harness plug is designed to prevent
incorrect connection.
10. In the engine compartment connect
the air hose to the air filter and
position the hose clamp.
11. Connect the vacuum hose to the
engine vacuum manifold fitting.
Install the engine air cleaner.
12. Bleed the rear brake system and
centralize the pressure differential
valve.
13. Raise the rear wheels. Apply the
brakes with the rear wheel turning
to verify proper operation of the
anti-skid control system.
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CONTROL MODULE
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

1. Remove the screws that retain the
control module on the module
mounting bracket and lower the
module (Fig. 14).
2. Depress the lock tabs on each side of
the connectors and remove the four
wiring harness connector plugs from
the module, then remove the control
module from the vehicle.
3. Connect the four wire harness plugs
to the module receptacles. The
harness plugs are designed to
prevent incorrect connection.
4. Position the control module on the
mounting bracket and install the
three attaching screws and tighten
securely.
THUNDERBIRD AND CONTINENTAL
MARK IV

Removal
1. Disconnect the four wire harness
connector plugs from the control
module.
2. Remove the two screws that retain
the control module and mounting
bracket assembly on the instrument
panel lower channel (Fig. 14).

FIG. 13 Actuator Component Connections

CONTROL MODULE
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PIG. 14 Control Module Removal
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3. Remove the glove box from the
instrument panel.
4. Working through the glove box
opening, remove the control module
and mounting bracket assembly
from the car.
5. Remove the two retaining screws
and separate the control module
from the mounting bracket.
Installation
1. Position the control module on the
mounting bracket and install the
two retaining screws.
2. Insert the control module and
mounting bracket assembly through
the glove box opening, align the
assembly on the lower instrument
panel channel and install the two
retaining screws.
3. Connect the four wire harness
connector plugs to the control
module plug receptacles.
4. Install the glove box in the
instrument panel.
5. Raise the rear wheels of the vehicle
until they are free of the floor and
verify correct operation of the SureTrack brake system.

Companion Flange Holding Too/-T68P-4857-A

COMPANION FLANGE
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Companion Flange Remover Tool-T65L-4851

L1371-B
COMPANION. FLANGE

FIG. 15 Removing Pinion Shaft Nut

ROTOR

-A

Press Ram

L1372-

FIG. 16 Removing Companion
Flange and Rotor

Rotor Remover Tool-T69P-4621

-A

MERCURY

Remove the front seat as outlined in
Group 41 to gain access to the control
module. The module and mounting
bracket assembly is located on the floor,
directly under the passenger seat (Fig.
14).
SENSOR ROTOR

Removal
1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Mark the companionflangeand the
universal joint flange with a center
punch prior to disassembly to assure
assembly in the original position to
maintain drive shaft positioning.
3. Remove the four bolts that connect
the companion flange to the drive
pinion flange.
4. Attach the universal joint flange
holding Tool T68P-4851-A to the
universal joint flange and remove
the retaining nut from the drive
pinion (Fig. 15).
5. Install Tool T65L-4851-A on the
drive pinion flange and remove the
flange and rotor assembly from the
rear axle drive pinion (Fig. 16).
6. Install the rotor remover Tool
T69P4621-A or T71P-4621-A on
the flange and rotor assembly and
press the rotor from the companion
flange (Fig. 17).
Installation
1. Position the drive pinionflangeon a
press, place the rotor and rotor
installer Tool T6OP-2B385-A on the
drive pinion flange (Fig. 18) and

COMPANION FLANGE

L1373-A

FIG. 17 Removing Sensor Rotor

ROTOR

Press Ram

Rotor Installer Tool T60P-2B385-A

COMPANION FLANGE

FIG. 18 Installing Sensor Rotor
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2.

3.

4.

5.
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press onto the pinionflangeuntil the
flange end bottoms on the shoulder
in the tool.
Install the drive pinion flange and
rotor assembly on the drive pinion
shaft splines. Position the flange
replacer tool on the pinion shaft and
press the flange on the pinion shaft
(Fig. 19).
Install the drive pinion flange
retaining nut on the drive pinion
shaft. Hold the pinion flange with
the flange holding Tool T68P4851A and tighten the pinion nut to
180220 ft-lb torque.
Position the companion flange and
universal jointflangewith the punch
marks aligned, install the retaining
bolts and nuts and tighten to 70-90
ft-lb torque.
Perform system functional check.

Companion Flange Replacer Tool-4858

-E

the sensor assembly.
Insert a screwdriver in the drain
hole in the bottom of the pinion bearing
retainer housing and pry the sensor
assembly from the retainer housing. Do
not pry between the sensor wire
connector and casting and the edge of
the bearing retainer housing as damage
to the wire connector could result.

COMPANION FLANGE

FIG.

19 Installation of Companion
Flange

SENSOR (STATOR) ASSEMBLY

Removal
1. Remove companion flange as
described above.
2. Remove the nut that retains the
wiring harness tube assembly
bracket on the pinion bearing
retainer housing.
3. Remove the two nuts that retain the
wiring harness and tube assembly
bracket on the rear axle carrier
assembly studs (right side of carrier

37-20-12

on Mark IV and Thunderbird and
on the left side of Lincoln and
Mercury
4. Move the wiring harness and
bracket forward off the carrier studs
and disconnect the plug from the
sensor connector.
5. Remove the three bolts that hold the
sensor assembly on the drive pinion
bearing retainer housing and remove

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIAL TOOLS
Tool Number

Description

T68P-4851-A

Companion Flange Holding

T65L-4851-A

Companion Flange Remover

T69P-4621-A
or
T71P-4621-A

Rotor Remover

T60P-2B385-A

Rotor Installer
CL1428-A

Installation
1. Position the sensor assembly on the
drive pinion bearing retainer
housing, install the three attaching
bolts and tighten to 16-24 ft-lb
torque.
2. Connect the harness plug to the
connector on the sensor assembly
and position the wiring harness and
tube assembly bracket on the carrier
studs.
3. Install the two carrier housing stud
nuts on the housing studs and
tighten to 30-40 ft-lb torque (right
side of carrier on Mark IV and
Thunderbird and on the left side of
carrier for Lincoln and Mercury.
4. Install the wiring harness and tube
bracket retaining screw at the pinion
bearing retainer housing and tighten
to 30-45 ft-lb torque.

